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Dear Reader:
This book is a complete manual of religion for the general reader.
It explains many subjects and answers many
questions that often
perplex Catholics and non-Catholics alike.
If you are a Catholic, you will find in the following pages all
that
you need to know and practice. It is not enough to know our religion; we must live it. Hence the motto that appears
at the foot

of every page:

“Know God

better to love

Him

more.” Love

is

shown

by deeds.

you are a non-Catholic, whether Orthodox or Protestant, this
book wdl give you a clearer picture of what Catholics believe, and
why. It will provide new insight into the discussions at the EcumeniIf

cal

Council in Rome, where Pope John XXIII has been and now
is meeting with over two thousand
Cardinals, Archall over the world.

Pope Paul VI

bishops and Bishops from

The

first aim of this Council is to put our Catholic
house in
the second, to bring about the reunion of Christians of

order,

Orthodox and Protestant faiths with those of the Catholic faith.
Did not Christ pray that all His followers be one, as He is one with
His Father?

Is

it

not time for

Christ’s spirit of humility

and

all

Christians to unite again, in

love?

For many who do not follow Christ, this book should also hold
and surely some benefit. If it helps to dispel misunderstand-

interest
ing,

if

it

explains to non-Christians a faith that millions of their

fellow-men believe and love, then indeed it will have served another
good and useful purpose. Have we not all the one Father? Has
not
the one God created us? (Mai. 2:10).

“My

Catholic Faith” therefore has a three fold aim: to help Catho-

know, love and practice their religion: to promote a greater
and unity among all who follow the teachings of Christ;
and, lastly, to tell Christians and non-Christians, as clearly
and
simply as possible, what it means to be a good Catholic.
lics

to

charity

Bishop Morrow

September 29th, 1963
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JiL
WHAT TO

BELIEVE:

THE APOSTLES’ CREED

My

Catholic Faith

In creating us, God gave us the power and right to
choose which path we should follow in life: either
the path of obedience, or the path of disobedience
to His commandments. The first seems wearisome

traveler at the

and

that

pleasures

road

full of thorns, but reward comes in the end:
happiness with God. The second seems full of
and roses, but punishment awaits the

What

is

is

man comes from

to go to God, beGod, and belongs

entirely to God.
1

us.

.

Our reason

tells

That Someone

“For

all

is

men were by

will

us that

Someone made

nature foolish

who were

God, and who from the good things
seen did not succeed in knowing him who is, and
from studying the works did not discern the artisan” (Wis. 13:1). “For since the creation of the
world his (God's) invisible attributes are clearly
seen— his everlasting power also and divinity— being
understood through the things that are made”
(Rom. 1:20).

Our reason also tells us that God must
have made us for some purpose. God made
man to know Him, to love Him, and to
serve Him in this world, and to be happy

in

hell.

we belong

to

God,

that

He

loves us, that

He

help us and is waiting for us at the end of the
of obedience.

—

for Himself.

The end

of

man,

made

us

as of all crea-

the glory of God; to manifest the
divine perfections, to proclaim the goodness,
tion,

is

and power of God.
“The Lord has made everything for

majesty,

God.

in ignorance of

2.

eternal damnation

1.
Religion and the End of Man
THE DESTINY OF MAN?
forever with Him in the next. God

Man’s high destiny
cause

end:

Each must choose for himself. We may find the
choice a hard struggle. We shall be strengthened
in the choice of the difficult path if we remember

(Prov.

16:4).

his own ends
to or not, man
perfections, dominion, and

Whether he wishes

must manifest God’s
glory.
3.

Through

glorifying

God,

man

is

destined to share His everlasting happiness
in heaven. Man was created chiefly for the
life beyond the grave; this present one is
merely a preparation for the eternal life.
In this life we are exiles, wanderers, pilgrims.

Heaven, the Home of God, is our true country, our
true Home. “For here we have no permanent city,
but we seek for the city that is to come” (Heb.
1

3 :i 4)-

"KNOW'

GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE"

1

.

Religion and the End of

We

Man

1

belong to God. Since we are His
creatures, we have certain duties towards
God which we must fulfill. Religion teaches

From whom do we learn
LOVE, and SERVE GOD?

us what these duties are.

learn to know, love, and serve
from Jesus Christ, the Son of God,
teaches us through His Church.

4.

What

is

RELIGION?

Religion is the virtue by which we give
to God the honor and service due to Him
alone as our Creator, Master, and Supreme
Lord.

We

to

KNOW,
God

Who

The study in which Jesus Christ
God and how to know,
and serve Him, is the study of Religion.
is the most important study anyone can

1.

teaches us about
love,

It

The neglect of this study is the
root cause of crime in the world at present,
because God is the foundation of the moral
order.
undertake.

by religion that we know, love, and serve
God as He commands us to know, love and serve
Him. It is by religion, then, that we fulfill the end
for which we were made, and so save our soul.
It

is

To PRACTICE RELIGION, we
1.

Believe

all

must:

the truths revealed by God.

In religion we learn about

God and His perfeclearn what is right and what is wrong.
learn about the future that He has prepared

tions.

We

We

for us.
2. Carry out in our lives what we learn
about the duties we owe to God, about His
commandments and wishes. Mere knowledge of God is not religion, and will avail
us nothing. The devil has a perfect knowl-

edge of God, but he has no religion. Religion is not a matter of feeling; it is a matter
of will and of action. It is service of God.
Our Lord says: “Blessed are they who hear the
word of God and keep it” (Luke 11:28).

How can we prove that ALL MEN
OBLIGED to PRACTICE religion?

are

We

Our salvation is much more important than a
knowledge of physics, poetry, or history. All our
science and knowledge, with our wealth and honors,
will be profitless if we do not save our soul. " What
does it profit a man, if he gain the whole world, but
suffer the loss of his

To study

Who are those that ADVOCATE NO
STUDY OF RELIGION?
Those that advocate no study of religion
are generally termed free thinkers, agnostics, skeptics, and rationalists.
1.
These thinkers claim that all problems can be solved by the use of the intellect
alone, without necessity of any dogma or

error.

and praying

scientific truth; that

Him.

gives us no choice in the matter. It
is by religion that we fulfill the purpose for
which we were created. By believing what
God has revealed, we know God. By knowing God, we cannot help but love Him. By
practicing what we learn and obeying God’s

commands, we serve Him. “He who has my
commandments and keeps them, he it is
who loves me” (John 14:21).
Many

people spend their

and

lives in a

vain pursuit

But these never
satisfy the heart of man even on earth. Besides,
they have to be left behind when the hour of death
comes.

authority.

it

‘‘Freedom of thought” has a pleasant sound, but
is against reason; by it the mind is fettered by
We submit our minds freely to natural and

is true freedom. If there is no
freedom of thought in mathematics, why in

God

of riches, honors,

(Matt. 16:26).

religion

can prove that all men are obliged
to practice religion, because all men are
entirely dependent on God, and must recognize that dependence by honoring Him
to

own soul?”

we need to listen to
a good teacher. The deacon Philip asked the
Ethiopian reading Holy Scripture, “Do you
then understand what you are reading?”
But he said, “Why, how can I unless someone shows me?” (Acts 8:31)
2.

pleasures.

religion?
2. “Freedom of thought” is evidently a
contradiction; we are not free to think what
not the truth. There are fundamental
laws that bind the intellect.

is

For instance, are we free to believe that the sun
revolves around the earth, even if it appears to do so?
3. The intelligent man, in order to attain the kind of freedom humanly possible,
should find out to which authority he must
submit; he must discover which is the Law.
And this is why the rational man studies
Religion, to find out this fundamental Law.

"KNOW GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE ”
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Catholic Faith

The Apostles , before they parted, gathered tom Jerusalem in the year 50 or 51 in what is

gether

called the

first

Council of the Church.

2.

WHERE

do

we

TRUTHS TAUGHT

The

find

the

by

Jesus

Christ

a summary or statement of
what one believes. “Creed” comes from the
Latin credo, which means / believe; that is,
I accept or hold true something on the word
creed

believe

it

on the authority or word of God,

Who

cannot deceive or be deceived.

The Apostles’ Creed is so called because it has come down to us from ancient
times, and contains a summary of the princi2.

We find the chief truths taught by Jesus
Christ through the Catholic Church in the
Apostles’ Creed.
A

of the principal truths taught by them.

Apostles’ Creed

CHIEF

through His Church?

l.

The Apostles' Creed is not so called because formutated by the Apostles, but because it contains a

summary

is

of another.
Creeds were also used in the Old Testament. They
were recited at the liturgical celebrations which
renewed, ritually, what God had done for His people. The creed was the recitation of God’s saving
acts (Deut. 26:1-11). “7 believe," with relation to
the Apostles’ Creed means that 7 firmly assent to
everything contained in it. 7 believe it exactly as
if 7 had seen those truths with my own eyes.
I

pal truths taught by the Apostles.
3- Originally, the Apostles’ Creed was
slightly shorter; a

few clauses were added

by the Church later, in order to counteract
various heresies. These additions, however,
are not new doctrines, but a clarification
of what the Creed already contained.
Thus the words "Creator of heaven and earth"
were added to counteract the Manichaean heresy
that the world was created by the principle of evil;
and the word “Catholic” was added, to distinguish
the True Church from churches springing up around
it. As our Lord said, “And you also bear witness,
because from the beginning you are with me” (John
1

5 * 7 ):
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The Apostles’ Creed
There are several other creeds used by
the Church, in substance identical with the
4.

The Nicene Creed, which is said in the Mass, was
mainly drawn up at the Council of Nicea, in the
year 325. The Athanasian Creed is said by priests in
the Divine Office on the feast of the Blessed Trinity.

HOW MANY ARTICLES

Into
Apostles’ Creed

The

may

the

BE DIVIDED?

Apostles’ Creed

may be divided

into

TWELVE ARTICLES.
All the articles are absolutely necessary to
faith; if even one article is omitted or
changed, faith would be destroyed.
It is symbolical to divide the Apostles’ Creed into twelve articles, because the Apostles numbered

we

twelve; thus

are reminded that the Creed is a
of what the Apostles of our Lord taught.

summary

APOSTLES’ CREED ARTICLES:
(1) I believe in God, the Father Almighty, Creator of heaven and earth;

And

(2)

in Jesus Christ,

His only Son,

Our Lord;

Who was

(3)

Spirit,

the

Old Testament

conceived by the Holy
born of the Virgin Mary;

crucified, died,

and was buried.

(5) He descended into hell; the third
day He arose again from the dead;
(6) He ascended into Heaven, sitteth at
the right hand of God, the Father Al-

mighty;
(7)

From

the living

thence

He

shall

come

to

judge

and the dead.

(8) I believe in

the Holy Spirit;

(9) The Holy Catholic Church; the communion of saints;

(10)

The forgiveness of

sins;

(11)

The resurrection of the body;

(12)

And

The

for

1. Christian faith is a supernatural gift
of God which enables us to believe firmly
whatever God has revealed, on the testimony
of His word. By it we believe in the truth
of many things which we cannot fully grasp
with our understanding.

For example, we believe in God, although we cannot see Him. We believe in the Trinity, although
it is beyond our understanding. “Without faith it
is impossible to please God” (Heb. n:6).
2.

Faith does not require us to believe in

anything contrary to reason. When we believe what we cannot perceive or understand, we act according to reason, which
tells us that God cannot err, lie, or deceive
us. We therefore put our trust in God’s
word.
many

natural things

we

often believe what

we

do not see, as sound waves and atoms, on the testimony of scientists who have studied them. Thus we
act within reason: but how much more reasonable
it is to believe the word of Godl
3. A great reward in heaven awaits those
who suffer persecution or die for the faith
or some Christian virtue.
know that
very many martyrs have died for the
Catholic faith; their number is known to
God alone.

We

All the Apostles suffered persecution, and all except St. John suffered death by martyrdom, for their
faith. St. John the Baptist was beheaded because he
censured Herod for violating the law of marriage.
St. John Nepomucene was put to death because he
refused to violate the seal of confession. “Therefore,
everyone who acknowledges me before men, I also
will acknowledge him before my Father in heaven”
(Matt. 10:32).

life everlasting.

Amen.

twelve articles of the Apostles’ Creed contain the mystery of the Blessed Trinity, one God in
three distinct Divine Persons,— Father, Son, and
Holy Spirit, —with the particular operations attributed to each Person. The Creed contains three
distinct parts. The first part treats of God the
Father and creation. The second part treats of God
the Son and our redemption. And the third part
treats of God the Holy Spirit and our sanctification.
Notice how the Christian creed recalls the saving
acts of Jesus Christ just as the Israelite creed of

"

what God had done

when we say the Apostles’ Creed?
When we say the Apostles’ Creed we
make an act of faith.

In

Suffered under Pontius Pilate, was

(4)

recalled

Israel.

WHAT ACT OF RELIGION do we make

Apostles’ Creed.

4. Neglect of the study of the truths of
our religion is frequently the cause of lukewarmness, a bad life, and final apostasy and

impenitence. We should be zealous in studying the Christian doctrine, in the catechism
religion lessons, in sermons, missions,

and
and

retreats, in confraternities

ties.

God

neglect
granted to dissipate

KNOW GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE”

and

sodali-

will not forgive ignorance if

voluntarily

the
it.

we
means He has

The

first chapter of the Book of Genesis teaches us
God created the world and everything in it.
The work of creation is divided into six days, with
one day of rest, to teach us that we also must work
six days and rest on the seventh day.
The tremendous power of God is shown by the

that

3.

God
( First

WHO

is

God

the

fect,

the Supreme Being

GOD?

“It is he who gives to all men life and breath and
things” (Acts 17:25). “In him were created all
things” (Col. 1:16).

all
is

Supreme Being, infinitely perthings, and keeps them

Who made all

God made everything — men,

beasts,

plants, planets, stars, everything. Not only
that; God keeps everything in existence.
Were
to take away His hand from what

He

He

and there was light' ." All things came ultimately
from God. Therefore all things show His power
and glory. "The heavens declare the glory of God,
and the firmament proclaims his handiwork"(Ps. 1 8:2 ).

Article of the Apostles’ Creed.)

in existence.
i.

fact that he has only to express His will in order
to achieve results. "God said, 'Let there be light,

everything would disappear
into nothingness quicker than thought.
Without a cause, there could be no effects.
Without God, could there be anything at all?
created,

2.

The

traditions of all nations

and races

support the idea of the existence of God.
All nations and peoples have an inner conviction of God’s existence; their intellect
supports their instinctive

Even among the

trust.

most remote, and most
invariably found the worship of some deity recognized as supreme, on whom
man depends. There are savage peoples without
ruler, laws, or even settlements, but never without
some god that they worship with prayer and sacrifice.
wildest,

degraded pagans there

is

’KNOW GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE'
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God the Supreme Being
What do we mean when we say

GOD

When we

that

SUPREME BEING?

the

is

say that

God

is

the

man

Supreme

Being, we mean that He is above all creatures, the self -existing and infinitely per-

am the
me there

and I am the last,
no god” (Is. 44:6)

fect Spirit. “I

first

and besides

is

WHAT
A

is

a

God is .a pure spirit. As God has no
body, when we speak of His eyes and His
hands we only speak in a figurative manner, in order to make ourselves more understandable according to our human way
of speaking.

Our Lord said

God

well:

to the Samaritan woman at the
is spirit; and they who worship Him

must worship

in spirit and in truth” (John 4:24).
Yet God has often taken on visible forms, in order
to be seen by men. Thus he showed Himself in the
form of a dove at the baptism of Jesus, and in the
form of tongues of fire on Pentecost. God is neither
a dove nor tongues of fire; He merely assumed those
forms in order to be seen by mortal eyes.
2. Angels and devils are pure spirits.
Men are only partly spiritual, because they
have a body. Man’s soul is a spirit, absolutely independent of matter, and by crea-

tures indestructible.

ds

spirits,

God and man have

though

in different degrees:
ing, intellect, and free will.

this in

common,

both have understand-

By

his free will

man

can even defy his Creator, God.

What do we mean when we say
is SELF-EXISTING?

that

GOD

When we say that God is self-existing we
mean that He does not owe His existence
to any other being.
1.

God made

us,

but

said to Moses, “I am who am” (Exod.
3:14). He exists of Himself, deriving His

Being from no other.

God is

the First Cause.

All other beings
to God. In

Man

and things owe their existence
comparison to Him, we are nothing.

can never have a complete knowledge of God. Man is finite and cannot fully
understand the infinite. A cup can contain

than

say that

we mean

God

that

INFINITELY PERFECT?

is

without

God

He

that

is

has

infinitely per-

all perfections

limit.

immense and

is

eternal,

“an ocean without

shore or bottom,” the unchangeable Being that only
Himself can fully understand: “His greatness is
unsearchable” (Ps. 144:3).

God is so great and wonderful that
needs nothing to make Him greater or

1.

He

more wonderful. He

possesses all perfections
countless, innumerable, illimitable, boundless, the cause of perfection in all. God can-

not be better, more holy, or more perfect
than He already is.
2. So perfect is God that He is infinitely
incomprehensible, incapable of being comReason can verify the
made of Himself. But
when we make our reason or our emotions
the final authority, we make ourselves our
own god, and shut the road to the super-

pletely understood.
revelation that God

natural, the Infinite.
3 .The Creator is above all the created,
though something of Him, some likeness of
His Being, may be found in every creature.
But even were all creatures, from the most
glorious seraphim to the lowliest of moss,
to combine their powers and perfections,
theirs would be a faint shadow of God’s allencompassing supremacy.

What
of

is a)

d)

are

SOME

of the

PERFECTIONS

GOD?

Some

who made God?

God

2.

What do we mean when we say

When we

1.

easily

can fully understand the Infinite God.

GOD
fect,

is

more

We know God only partly, from the order, harmony, and existence of things, from our conscience,
and from God’s revelations to man.

SPIRIT?

a being that has understanding and free will, but no body, and will
never die.
spirit

15

the immensity of the ocean

of the perfections of God are: God
all-good, c) all-knowing,

eternal, b)

all-present,

and

e)

almighty.

God’s perfections do not exist separately in Him,
but are one and identical with Himself. They are
only various manifestations of His one nature and
perfection. In God, for example. His goodness is one
with His wisdom and power. His perfections, besides being one and the same in Him, are also identical with Him: that is, God Himself is infinity,
wisdom, goodness, power.
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God is eternal: He has no beginning and no end.
Before there ever was anything, there was God.
He always was, is, and ever will be.

4.

GOD

IS

The

Perfections of

ETERNAL

God always was and always will be, and
always remains the same.
1. God had no beginning; there never
was a time when there was no God. God
can never cease to exist; He will have no

He

end.

will always

be

living,

immortal.

world were brought forth, from everlasting to everlasting you are God” (Ps. 89:2). “/ am the Alpha
and the Omega, the beginning and the end”

2.

1:8).

God

He was
He ever

will always remain the same. As
in the beginning, He is now, and

shall be.

God

God cannot change. The God
the same God that has ever been,

that

is

God now

is

the same God that
from and throughout all eternity, the
“Father of Lights, with whom there is no change,
nor shadow of alteration” (Jas. 1:17).
will ever be,

GOD
God

There is no time with God: with Him there is
neither past nor future; everything is present. “One
day with the Lord is as a thousand years, and a
thousand years as one day” (2 Pet. 3:8). “Before
the mountains were begotten and the earth and the

(Apoc.

With God there is no time: everything is present.
We cannot imagine eternity, but we can understand what it is to be without beginning or end.

IS

ALL-GOOD

and
from His fatherly love every good comes
is

infinitely lovable in Himself,

to us.

1. God is Himself love. Love is part of
His nature. Compared to God’s infinite

goodness, the goodness of man
only the shadow of a shadow.

is

nothing,

Men, creatures of God, are good because God
made them to His image and likeness. "Taste and
see how good the Lord is” (Ps. 33:9).

"KNOW GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE”

”

The

God

Perfections of

Out of His goodness, God created angels and men, although He had no need of
them. God loves His creatures far more than
a mother loves the children she has borne.
God gives us the beautiful world to live in. He
takes care of our body and soul. He showers benefits
and graces on us day after day. He prepares for us
a place in heaven. Above all. He sent His Son down
2.

God knows

IS

all things, past, present,

and

even our most secret thoughts,

future,

words, and actions.

God

is all-knowing. Before His eyes all
even the most hidden, are clear,
even secrets that will not be thought of by
1.

secrets,

man

until the

we do
and

spirit,

own

we cannot

see our

GOD

ALMIGHTY

soul or that of
another. “God is spirit, and they who worship him
must worship in spirit and in truth” (John 4:24).
Similarly,

God can do

ALL-KNOWING

everywhere,

is

not see Him, because He is a
cannot be seen with our eyes.

to earth to die for us.

GOD
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Although God

3.

IS

all things.

God can do anything, by

1.

Nothing

of His will.

is

a

mere

act

impossible to God.

“Things that are impossible with men are poswith God” (Luke 18:27). The only thing God
is to make a contradiction: He cannot will

sible

cannot do

wrong, because wrong
goodness.

is

a contradiction of His

end of the world.

God knows us for what we are: we cannot hide
anything from Almighty God. “All things are naked
and open to the eyes of him to whom we have to

2.

God’s omnipotence or power is known
by the magnificence of creaand by His miracles.

to us especially

tion,

give account” (Heb. 4:13).
2.

God, all-knowing, will one day make

known

everything

our entire

to everybody, disclosing

lives for all to

read and know.

we think of this power of God to see and know
and His promise to make everything
manifest on the last day, we can more easily resist
If

:

:

things,

all

temptations to sin. "For there is nothing hidden
that will not be made manifest; nor anything concealed that will not be known” (Luke 8:17).

GOD
God

is

IS

ALL-PRESENT

everywhere.

God
“

is

‘Do

not.
I

not

GOD

heaven and

earth?’ saith the Lord”
live and move and have

(Jer. 23:24). “In Him we
our being” (Acts 17:28). However, we must not make
everythe mistake of thinking that God, in
thing exists, is limited by this everything. He has no
limits, and exists outside as well as in all creation.

Whom

God is all-present, present everywhere,
the same time. He is not like man, that

2.

The more we learn of the wonders of the
more we are amazed by the
wisdom of God, by His almighty

power.

is

wholly everywhere

at the

same time.

is

infinite.

He knows how

rect all things to the highest ends,
fitting

to di-

and by the most

means.

GOD
God

is

IS

HOLY

infinitely

and ALL-JUST
holy in

Himself.

He

Therefore He is
punish the wicked and
reward the good. “Be holy, for I, the Lord,
your God, am holy” (Lev. 19:2).

good and hates

also all-just.

He

evil.

will

Partial justice is done in this life, for often the
good are happy, and the wicked are tormented by
their conscience. But complete justice will not be
accomplished till the next-life.

cannot be in two places at the same time.

God

.

ALL-WISE

infinite

loves

fill

IS

universe, the

His knowledge

1. God is all-present, because there is
nothing that can have existence apart from
Him. All creation exists in Him as thought
exists in the mind. There is no place where

at

Yet God created all the immensity of the heavens
with nothing except His word. “ ‘Let there be
” (Gen. 1:3). In the
light,’ and there was light
same way Our Lord worked many of His miracles.
“Great is the Lord.. .his greatness is unsearchable”
(Ps. 144 3 )— .Read Matt. 8 23 27

GOD

IS

INFINITELY MERCIFUL

gives sinners time for repentance. He reback with joy when we repent. But merciful
as He is, we must not presume on His mercy, for

He

The presence of God should be an incentive for
do everything to please Him. As we are careful never to do anything wrong in the presence of
our mother, how much more careful should we be
in the presence of Godl “Can a man hide in secret
without my seeing him? says the LORD” (Jer.

"God will not be mocked.” “Merciful and gracious
is the LORD, slow to anger and abounding in
kindness” (Ps. 102:8). “He is long-suffering, not
wishing that any should perish, but that all should

23:24).

turn to repentance”

us to

ceives us

"KNOW GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE
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miserable worrying

over the future. They should have more trust in
Divine Providence. Let them do the best they
can,
and leave the rest to God, Who cores for them.

Our Lord said, “Look at the birds of the air: they
do not sow, or reap, or gather into bams; yet
your heavenly Father feeds them. Are not you of

5.

sees us,

1

.

.

(Mott. 6:26-33).

God is to the world and men as the engine
train, as the pilot is to a ship. He guides the

and watches over us with

loving care.

If

.

Divine Providence

DOES GOD SEE US?
God

much more value than they?
Therefore do not
be anxious, saying, ‘What shall we eat?' or, 'What
we drink?' or, 'What are we to put on?' for
your Father knows that you need all these things.
But seek first the kingdom of God and his
justice,
and all these things shall be given you besides"
shall

God preserves and governs the world.
He were to take away for one instant
.

His sustaining power, the whole creation
fall back into nothingness.

universe and

all

creatures.

He

is

to a

whole

guides the nations.

What is God’s loving care for us called?
God s loving care for us is called Divine
Providence, His plan for guiding creatures
to their proper end.

would at once
It is as if

He

held us in His hand.

If

He

with-

drew it for a moment, we would be nothing.
would be like the light which vanishes as soon
the current

is

cut

It

as

off.

Nothing happens without the will or
permission of God. Our Lord tells us that
not one sparrow falls to the ground without
the will of our Heavenly Father, and that
the very hairs of our head are numbered.
2.

i. Divine Providence is good, constant,
and just. It watches over even the humblest
and most despised creatures on earth.

Of the paternal tenderness of God, Holy Scripture speaks thus: “Can a mother forget her infant,
be without tenderness for the child of her womb?
Even should she forget, I will never forget you. See,
upon the palms of my hands I have written your
name; your walls are ever before me” (Is. 49:15-16).
Cast all your anxiety upon him, because he cares
for you" (1 Pet. 5:7).

'KNOW GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE

Divine Providence

2.

God has

special care for those who are
poor, despised, and forgotten by the world.
He has often shown forth His glory by
means of the humble.
So poor shepherds were the first to receive news
of the birth of the Saviour. So poor fishermen were
His Apostles. So a poor maiden was His Mother.

IF DIVINE

PROVIDENCE

IS

GOOD,

why do

poverty, sickness, sufferings,
other physical evils exist?

and

Physical evils are often the result of the
weakness of creatures in body and mind.
Although we often do not understand God’s
arrangements, we must have faith and exclaim
with the Apostle: “How incomprehensible are
God’s judgments, and how unsearchable his
ways!” (Rom. 11:33).

Physical evil

partly a punishment
for actual sin. It serves to sanctify the good,
and helps them attain eternal salvation. The
1.

is

greatest sufferers have often been the
greatest saints. God sends suffering to the
just man in order to prove his love.
So holy Job lost everything he had, yet loved
God more. So Tobias became blind and poor, and
only proved his love for God.

sends anyone suffering beTo gain merit, we must
be patient and resigned under suffering. Let
us imitate Our Lord in the Garden, whose
prayer was, “Father, not my will but thine,
be done!” Our Lord taught us to say, in the
Our Father, “Thy will be done on earth as
it is

9

The misfortunes and satisfactions of the
world are not real and lasting, and cannot
gauge God’s justice.
As St. Paul said, “/ am filled with comfort; I
over-flow with joy in all our troubles” (2 Cor. 7:4).
1
No sinner has true happiness; his conscience will not give him inner peace.
Riches, honor, and pleasures can never give
.

peace to the spirit. On the other hand, no
lover
3.
of God has true misery, for he possesses inner peace and a good conscience.
Real reward and punishment begin only
after death.

On earth sinners are rewarded for whatever good
they do. Their good fortune lasts only for this life.
The just are punished on earth for whatever sins
they may have committed. Their reward is full in
the other

life.

We must

therefore resign ourselves

lovingly to the will of God. Thus we shall
have peace of mind even in the midst of
the greatest trials. Sufferings should remind
us that this is not our true home, and that
we are citizens of heaven.
“I

God never

2.

yond

!

IF Divine Providence IS JUST, why do
the good often suffer misfortunes, and
the wicked enjoy prosperity and honors?

will

rejoice and be glad of your kindness,
seen my affliction and watched over

when you have

me

in

my distress”

(Ps. 30:8).

his strength.

in heaven.”

GOD RESPONSIBLE FOR SIN?

IS

God is not responsible for sin; sin is the
result of man’s wrong use of his free will.
1. God does not will or cause sin;
He
it and will punish the sinner. He
permits sin for His own reasons, to sanctify
the good, by trying them and giving them

forbids

He who

resigns himself joyfully to the will of
God, in sickness, death, poverty, persecution, and
other misfortunes, obtains true peace of heart; he
will be blessed even on this earth.

God often

sends physical evil to sinners
in order to bring them back into the right
way. It serves as a warning to them.
3.

Among

those

who were converted through

sickness, we may mention
St. Ignatius of Loyola.

St.

bodily
Francis of Assisi and

4. Sufferings can be a boon, and should
be welcomed. By sufferings, patiently accepted, the punishment due for sin is diminished or cancelled. The more we suffer in
this world, the less we have to pay in
the next life, in purgatory.

opportunities for more faithful obedience.

God created man free to choose good or evil. He
wishes us to choose good, in order that we may
merit heaven. But since we are free, we can, if we
so wish, choose evil. God is not responsible for our
sins.
2.

pen,

Even the

He

out of

evil that God permits to hapturns to our good. He draws good

evil.

The wicked persecutions of the Church make
the Gospel better known and loved among the just.
Thus the patriarch Joseph said to his brothers,
“You intended evil against me, but God intended
it for good” (Gen. 50:20). “ For those who
love
God, all things work together unto good” (Rom.
8:28).
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Adam and Eve, our first parents, knew God in the
Garden of Paradise. God spoke to the patriarchs
and prophets, and gave them messages for the

6.

How do WE
RAL REASON

God

of

men.

Existence of

KNOW BY OUR NATUthat

rest

exists?.

God gave

Moses. Our Lord Jesus
and taught about God.

this friend

the

Christ,

Commandments to
Himself, came

God

God
saw a globe

in the study of the astrono-

mer.— “This is an interesting globe,” said he; “Who
it?”— “Why,” replied Kircher, “it just made
The friend had a hearty laugh at the idea.
Kircher asserted, “It would be much easier for a
little globe like that to make itself than
for the

made

We know
God
1.

2.

by our natural reason that

exists, because of:

The existence of the world.
The order and harmony of the whole

universe.
3

-

The testimony

of our conscience.

THE EXISTENCE OF THE WORLD
proves the existence of God, because it
could not have come into existence by itself.
i.

Everything

ning. Men,
planets and

in the

animals,
stars

— all

world had a beginplants,

the

had

beginning.

a

earth,

They could not have come into existence
by themselves. They must have been made
by Someone II ho had no beginning. Planets
and men could no more have made themselves than a watch can make itself.
The astronomer Kircher had a friend who denied the existence of God. During a visit one day,

itself!”

immense globe of

the earth to create itself.”

2. When we see footprints on the sand,
we conclude that someone has passed that
way. The universe is filled with the footprints of a Supreme Creator.

We find His imprint in the very mind of man.
in its deep aspiration to the Infinite. If God does
not exist, man’s deepest striving tends to nothing,
is absurd.

THE ORDER AND HARMONY OF

I HE l NI VERSE prove the
existence of
God because they lead us to infer the existence of a Supreme Architect and Preserver

of surpassing skill.

} The heavenly bodies go along their appointed courses age after age. The seasons
succeed one another year by year. There is

"KNOW GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE
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Existence of

From Adam and Eve down to the present, all men
have acknowledged the existence of God. Even
pagans and primitive peoples recognize a Supreme

God
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Being, a god. They have sacrifices, and they worship
some deity whom they recognize as superior and
supernatural, on whom man depends.

splendor, beauty, arrangement, and order
everywhere. The whole universe is governed and preserved by immutable law.

How does the TESTIMONY OF OUR
CONSCIENCE prove the existence of God?

If you plant an orange seed, you are certain an
apple will not spring from it. Every morning you
are sure the sun, when it rises, will appear in the
east. At night you can go peacefully to sleep, assured that after your rest the day will come again.

right

2. To say that this universal order is the
result of accident, or that the planets direct
own courses, is as foolish as to say that

By our conscience we can distinguish
from wrong.

1. Our conscience approves the right and
condemns the wrong. Thus within ourselves
there is a recognition of a Supreme Lawgiver to Whom we are responsible, Who will
reward the good we do, and punish the evil.

their

an automobile goes sensibly around the
running itself.

city

“The

fool says in his heart, ‘ There is

no God’ ”

(Ps. 13:1).

streets

“The heavens declare the glory of God, and the
firmament proclaims His handiwork’’ (Ps. 18:2).
God is the Intelligent Cause.
“
When
3. Long ago the pagan Cicero said:
we contemplate the heavens, we arrive at
the conviction that they are all guided by

a Being of surpassing skill.” The great
astronomer Newton often uncovered and
bowed when God’s name was uttered.

2. Those who persist in denying the
existence of God in spite of external and
internal testimony are atheists — not rarely
blinded by pride. To them can be applied
the words of our Lord:

“Seeing they do not see and hearing they do not
hear, neither do they understand .... For the heart
of this people has been hardened. . Lest at any
time they see with their eyes, and hear with their
ears, and understand with their mind, and be converted, and I heal them” (Matt. 13:13-15).

'KNOW GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE
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Divine Revelation comes down to us by two means:
through Holy Scripture, written down under di-

and through Tradition, handed
orally from Apostolic times.
read the
Bible with great respect, for it is the Word of God.

vine inspiration,

down

We

KNOW GOD

Besides knowing

1.

any

OTHER

than by our natural reason?

God by our

we can also know
natural Revelation.
son,

in

like believing the

natural rea-

Him from

Super-

God has often revealed Himself

2.

by

to

men through means beyond the ordinary
course of nature. This is supernatural, or
Divine Revelation, as opposed to the natural
revelation of Himself that God makes in the
external world, and the revelation He makes
through our natural reason and conscience.
Some revealed truths are beyond the power of
the human understanding; we could never, by our
abilities, have known such truths if God had
not revealed them. For instance, could we by ourselves have known about the Blessed Trinity,
had
God not revealed it?
own

is

Word

morning and denying

it

of

God

spoken

in

written in the
the afternoon.

Divine Revelation

7.
Can we

WAY

We

treat Tradition with as great reverence, for
God speaks through Tradition as well. It is wrong
to believe the Bible alone without Tradition. That

The public revelation

God began

with

of truths to men
Abraham and ended at

the death of the Apostle St. John.

Private revelations have been made to
holy persons, such as those of the Sacred
Heart of Jesus to St. Margaret Mary, and
those of Our Lady of Lourdes to St. BernaBut these private revelations are
never proposed to the faithful as articles
dette.

When the Church approves them,
merely states that there is nothing in
to faith or morals.

of faith.
it

them contrary

Divine Revelation

may

be classified into

pre-Christian and Christian revelation.
i. Pre-Christian revelation
vided into:

"KNOW'

may be

di-

GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE’
t

Divine Revelation
primitive revelation, made to Adam
and Eve; but this was not preserved;
God had to reveal Himself again at
the time of the
(b) patriarch revelation, made to the
(a)

patriarchs; and
Mosaic revelation, made
and the prophets.

(c)

to

Moses

The first man’s intimate friendship with God was
broken by sin. The growing corruption of the
world led to a general apostasy from God (Gen.
4:11) God, therefore, had to intervene again at the
time of Abraham, in order that man might know
Him better and love Him more. Through the patriarchs, Moses, the prophets and other men of the
Old Testament God’s revelation was gradually un.

folded.

Christian

2.

revelation

contains

the

truths revealed to us by Jesus Christ, either
through His Apostles.

directly or

Our Lord commanded His Apostles to teach all
end of time. “Go, therefore, and

these truths to the

make

disciples of all nations

23

of these are very wonderful. Even today people in
general do not understand them fully. But they are
not miracles, because they are produced by the
forces of nature as harnessed through the ingenuity
of man.
4. Prophecies were God’s word delivered
by specially chosen men. The prophets,
therefore, were God’s heralds, or spokesmen. They constantly directed the people’s
attention to the final fulfillment of God’s
plan for salvation in the fullness of time.
They believed that this plan would be fulfilled through a special individual whom
the Jews called the Messia, or “the anointed
one.” Jesus Christ fulfilled these words of

the prophets in a fullness of manner that
they themselves could not have known.

How

has Divine Revelation

DOWN TO

COME

US?

Divine Revelation has come down to us
through Holy Scripture, written down
under divine inspiration, and through Tradition, handed down orally from Apostolic
times.

Why should we BELIEVE
REVELATION?

in

DIVINE

1.

From the time of Moses, at different
God inspired men to write down His

times,

revelations.

We should believe in Divine Revelation
because God, Who is its Author, cannot
deceive nor be deceived.
No

reasonable

man can

believe in any
it is revealed by God.
the Author of Revelation because He has proved it by external
acts, especially by miracles and prophecies.
1

.

truth until he
know that

We

is

sure

God

is

The writers who made Divine Revelation known
direct inspiration of the Holy Spirit,

worked under

Who

is,

therefore

its

Author.

Miracles

are
extraordinary works
perceptible to the senses, that cannot be
2.

accomplished by the mere powers of nature. They are brought about by the action
of a higher power.
is

The coming to life of a dead man is a miracle. So
the instantaneous cure of a man blind or paralytic

from

birth.

many

Our Lord and the Apostles worked

miracles.

Some extraordinary works never before heard of or known but invented are
not miracles. They are mere discoveries of
previously unknown processes or combina3.

tions.

An example is the radio. And so were the first
telegraph, telephone, wireless, phonograph, etc. All

These passed from generation

to generation as sacred books.

For pre-Christian revelation, there were fortyfive of these sacred books, composing the
Old
Testament. They were jealously guarded by the
Israelites, the Chosen People, whom God Himself
had chosen to keep His truths intact for the instruction of future generations.
2. Finally our Lord Jesus Christ, Son of
God, came to earth to reveal Divine truths
to men. After His death. His Apostles and
disciples wrote about Him and His teach-

ings.

There are twenty-seven of these books, composing
the New Testament. With the forty-five books of
the Old Testament they were scattered in different
parts of the world, until the Church gathered them
together into one Book, Holy Scripture, or the
Bible.
3. The deposit of faith which Jesus
Christ entrusted to the Church has been
preserved for us in Holy Scripture and
Divine Tradition, the latter containing the

clear exposition of

many

truths, principally

by the Fathers of the Church.
Divine Revelation was completed at the death of
the last of the Apostles. Since that time no new
revelation has been made for the instruction of the
whole of mankind. Whenever the Church decides a
point of faith, it does so according to Scripture or
Tradition. It simply finds out what has been revealed from the beginning.

"KNOW GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE
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Abbreviation:

Gen.

or

Gn

Ex.

or

Leviticus

Lev.

Ex
Lv

Wisdom

Numbers
Deuteronomy

Num.

or

Nm

Sirach

Deut.

or

Dt

Jos.

or

or

.

(Ecclesiasticus)

.

.

Jos

4

Kgs
Kgs

1

Par

3

4 Kings

(Jeremia
/Lamentations
Baruch

.

.

.1 Par.

or

2 Paralipomenon

(Chronicles) ... .2 Par.

Ezra

1

Ezr.

or

Ezra)

or Ezr.

2 Ezr.

or

Tob.

or

or

Ct

Wis.

or

Ws

Eccli.

or Sir

Isa.

or Is

Jer.

Daniel

Dan.

or

Dn

I

Os

I

Am
Abd.

or

or
or

Mi
Na

Habacuc

Hab.

Sophonia
Aggai

or

So

Est

Agg.

or

Ag

Zacharia

Zach.

or

Malachia
1 Machabees
2 Machabees

Mai.

or

Za
Mai

Prov.

or

Prv

Ecclesiastes

Eccl.

or

Eccl

or Ps(s)

8.

What is
BIBLE?

Holy

Mac.

or

1

2 Mac.

or

2

1

The Bible is the best Book in the world. It is the
Word of God. It is better than any other book that
has ever been written or ever will be written.
Catholics are not only permitted, but urged, to read
the Bible. They must read a version approved by
the Catholic Church. Catholic Bibles have the neces-

Hb

or the

.

.1

Mk
Lk
Jn
Acts

Cor.

.

1

or

Gal

Eph.

or

Eph

.Phil.

Colossians
.

.

.

.

1

or

Thes.

or

Col
1

.2 Thes. or 2

Timothy
2 T imothy
1

Tim.
Tim.

Thes
Thes

Tm
Tm

or

1

or

2

.Tit.

or

Ti

1

.

.2

I

Titus

1

Philemon

Ph.

or

Phlm

Hebrews
St. James

Heb.

or

Heb

or

Jas

I

I

1

St.

2

St.

I

I

Jam.

Peter
Peter

.1
.

John
2 St. John
3 St. John
St. Jude
1

St.

.

.

.

Apocalypse

I

or Phil

Colos.

.

Thessalonians

1

Cor

or

Gal.

.2 Cor.

.

2 Thessalonians.

|

.

Pet.

1

Pt

2 Pet.

or 2

Pt

John
2 John
3 John

Jn
Jn
or 3 Jn
or Jude

or

1

Jud.
Apoc.

or

1
1
1

1

or 2

or

Ap

sary explanations for the guidance of the faithful.
To find a text in the Bible, as Matt. 16:26, turn to
the Gospel of St. Matthew, Chapter 16, verse 26.
To find the text, 2 Tim. 3:16, turn to St. Paul's Sec-

ond

Epistle to

texts are

found

their

Timothy, Chapter 3, verse
in

The

Scripture, or

HOLY SCRIPTURE,

.

1

1

Me
Me

or

or

1

I

Tb

or

Galatians
Ephesians
Philippians

|

Jdt

Soph,

2 Corinthians

1

Abd

or

Corinthians ....

1
1

1

Jon
Mich,
Nah.

1

1

I

Jl

Mark
Luke
John

I

1

:

Mt

Romans

1

Lam
Bar
Ez

Amos

or

.

St.

or

Joel

.

Acts of the Apostles .Acts

or

or

St.

.

1

Jer

or

St.

1

Matthew

I

or

Lam.

Jb
.

V£W> T€SCA M€NC
Abbreviation

Ezech.

Judith
Esther

PS

St.

Bar.

Nahum

Neh.

Psalms
Proverbs

TTife

1

I

Job

Tobia

I

Ezechiel

Abdia
Jona
Michea

2 Par

Nehemia
(2

.

Cant,

Osee

Paralipomenon
(Chronicles).

.

Isaia

Ru
1 Sm
2 Sm

.

3 Kings

1

Canticle of
Canticles

J gs

Ruth
1 Samuel (Kings)
2 Samuel (Kings)

Bif>fe

jUQf

Abbreviation

Genesis

Exodus

Josue
Judges

tfic

old veszAMeKit

cfie

”

.
.

the

16.

All

same manner.

Bible

mind and moved

their will to write

The seventy-two sacred books which
make up the Bible were composed by many

that He wished, and only that. They
acted as free instruments of God, Who directed them and preserved them from error.
The writers of Holy Scripture were however, not
passive instruments. Each writer brought his personality with him into what he wrote. The writers
were like skilled painters who paint from the same
model. The products are similar and all correct, but

different writers in three languages:

with differences according to

all

Holy Scripture

the story of God’s revelation in history, written by men under the
inspiration of the Holy Spirit, and contained in the

is

Old and the

New

Testaments.

1.

Hebrew,

Aramaic, and Greek. The period of composition covers about 1,300 years, from Moses
to St.

John the Evangelist.

‘‘God, who at sundry times and in divers manners
spoke in times past to the fathers by the prophets
last of all in these days has spoken to
us by his

Son” (Heb.
2.

1:1).

The writers were

supernatural

inspired by God. By a
influence God enlightened

,

Who

is

the

talents.

AUTHOR OF THE BIBLE?

The principal author of the Bible is God;
the human beings who wrote it were His
free rational instruments.
Since God is the chief author of the Bible,
there could not have been any mistakes in
the original text.
(b) The Bible is correctly called
‘‘the written
word of God.”
(a)

"KNOW GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE

Holy

The

Scripture, or

The human authors

of the Bible, though inspired, retained their individual style and
methods of writing.
(d) Since the Bible is the Word of God, it must be
treated with the greatest reverence, this is why
we take solemn oaths on the Bible.
(c)

Bible
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1. The
Old Testament, written before
is generally divided into forty-five
books:
(a) Twenty-one historical books relating to the

Christ,

earliest ages of the world, or to the history of the

among which books are the
Moses and the four books of Kings;

Jews,

CAN

books of

the

THE BIBLE

BE RELIABLE

proved to

be

historical rec-

.

We must remember that the Bible does

not contain history as we ordinarily think
it, as a disinterested presentation of facts.
It is religious history. Everything that happens is seen in its relation to God and God’s
redemption of man. Therefore, many things
which are more important for the political
or cultural history of mankind are omitted
by the Bible if they are not directly connected with the story of salvation. Also, the
Bible frequently attributes directly to God,
of

the

first

cause,

what we would say happened

through the natural, or secondary causes.
however, the events described in the
Bible are historically true. Archaeology has shown
that these events actually took place. It has shown
that the inspired writers were eye-witnesses of these
events or that they had reliable records on which to
Basically,

base their accounts.

The Old Testament was recognized by
Him, and often
quoted by Him. Evidences from the New
2.

Jesus Christ, approved by

Testament prove that this was written by
Christ’s Apostles and disciples.
That the

writers lived in the first century is
the vividness of their knowledge about
Jerusalem, which was destroyed before the end of
that century. The earliest Christian writers testify
to the reliability of the Gospels; the consent of the
churches of the time proves such reliability.

shown by

3. The Gospels have not been changed by
the passage of centuries. This can be proved
from the oldest copies, from ancient translations and quotations. The Gospels could

not have been altered, because the fervor of
the early Christians carefully guarded them.

When in the fourth century St. Jerome was ordered by Pope Damasus to gather all existing texts
of the Bible

and

translate

them into Latin, there

were some 35,000 ancient copies. After thirty-four
of labor, he finished the translation, our
Catholic Bible, called the Latin Vulgate, from which
Catholic English versions have been made.
years

many

HOW
The
the

IS the Bible

Bible

five

books of

Seven doctrinal books, made up of maxims
among which are the Psalms and the

prayers,

Proverbs; and

ords?—Yes.
1

(b)

and

is

DIVIDED?

divided into

Old Testament and the

TWO PARTS:

New

Testament.

(c)

Seventeen prophetical books,
and Jeremia.

among which

are Isaia

The New Testament,

written after the
Ascension of Christ, consists of twenty-seven
books:
2.

(a) The four Gospels according to Sts. Matthew,
Mark, Luke, and John, containing the story of the

“good news”

of salvation;

(b) The Acts of the Apostles, by St. Luke,
containing the history of the Apostles after the
Ascension of Our Lord into heaven;
(c) Twenty-one epistles
by Sts. Paul, James,
Peter, John, and Jude; and
(d) The Apocalypse by St. John.
The four Gospels and the Acts are mainly his-

The Epistles are doctrinal.
prophetical.

torical.
is

The Apocalypse

THE FOUR EVANGELISTS
1. St. Matthew was one of the
twelve
Apostles. Before he followed Our Lord, he
was a tax-gatherer or publican, called Levi.

Matthew’s Gospel is placed first in the New
Testament. There is an ancient tradition that it was
written in Hebrew for the Jews of Palestine,
and it was then translated into Greek. The Gospel
shows that the Old Testament was fulfilled in Jesus
Christ in a divine way, and that He established the
first

“Kingdom
2.

St.

of

Heaven” on

Mark was

and wrote according
St.

earth,

i.e.,

the

Church.

the disciple of St. Peter,
to

what he heard from

Peter himself.

•The Gospel was written in Rome around the year
70 A.D. His purpose was to show that Jesus of
Nazareth, who worked miracles and was crucified
and ros? from the dead, is truly the Messias and
the Son of God.
3. St. Luke was born of Greek parents at
Antioch in Syria. He became a Christian
while he was still young and later joined St.
Paul in his missionary journeys.

Since he was a Gentile himself, i.e., not a Jew,
he wrote for other Gentiles and wanted to show
that Jesus came to save everyone, Jew and Gentile
alike.

4. St. John, Christ’s beloved disciple,
wrote his Gospel towards the end of his life,
to testify that Jesus Christ is TRUE GOD.

"KNOW GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE”
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Before

the
15th century when printing was
invented, the Bible was reproduced by copying

longhand.

We

should be very grateful to the
monks and nuns of ancient times who labored
in

9
What

is

THE SOURCE

.

Divine Tradition

of our faith?

The one source

of our faith is Jesus
Christ. Everything that He said and did
is
the foundation of Christianity. He is
the
full revelation of His Father.

How have the truths of Jesus Christ
been preserved for us?
The truths of Jesus Christ have been preserved for us in the Bible and in Tradition.
But these must not be considered

as

com-

pletely separate sources of revelation. They
are very intimately connected. The Bible,

and

especially

the

New

making manuscript copies of old documents that had come down from earliest times.
Without this loving care, we would not have our
Holy Bible today.
lovingly,

Testament, con-

tains the Tradition of the early Church
about Jesus Christ. These truths were written down in order that man might have

some inspired basis for knowing what to
believe. “But these are written that you may
believe that Jesus is the Christ, the Son of
God, and that believing you may have life
in his

name” (John

20:31).

Is the Bible alone, then, sufficient for

men?

In the second Epistle of St. Peter we
read: “In these epistles (i.e., of St. Paul)
there are certain things difficult to understand, which the unlearned and the un-

"KNOW GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE

Divine Tradition

Kindness of

THE HOLY SCRIPTURE AT THE

II

Every morning after Mass, and immediately before
the bishops' discussion started, the procession

and

enthronization of the book of the Holy Gospels
took place. Usually an archbishop would carry the

altar

clearer

meaning of

their content.

What

TRADITION?

is

the

truths

of

Christianity,

session,

away the Gospels' book.
Can the Church show a
veneration

for

the

making them

greater respect and

Gospels which represent the

message of Christ?

and more explicit, and adapting
them to the changing conditions of man
throughout history.
Thus, when men arose and attacked some
truth about Christianity, the Church clearly defined that truth so that no one would
be misled. This was Tradition working in
the Church.

Tradition continues in the Church even
today. When the Holy Father defines a dogof the faith, he is not creating a new
truth, but he is making clear a truth that
was contained in the deposit of faith given
us by Jesus Christ. And so Tradition is a
living force in the Church. Without it the
truths contained in the Bible could possibly

ma

Tradition is the authoritative teaching
of the Church concerning the truths of
Jesus Christ. Unlike the Scriptures, Tradition is not confined to the first century. The
successors of the Apostles continued to teach

ROMA

between two lighted candles. At the end of
the procession was renewed taking

do the rest of the
Scriptures also, to their own destruction”
(2 Peter 3:16). From this it is clear that
there is needed some help in understanding
the Scriptures completly. This help is provided by the same Church which produced
the Scriptures in the first place. Since she
produced them, she alone knows the full

Felict,"

"Credo"). While the Gospels passed in front of the
bishops, they bowed their heads. The bishops remained standing till the book was placed upon the
the

stable distort, just as they

"PONTIFICIA FOTOGRAFIA

VATICAN ECUMENICAL COUNCIL

book between two other prelates and two acolites
While they moved from the
entrance of the basilica to the altar, where Moss
had just been offered, the bishops standing at their
places, sang together the Apostles' Creed (The
with lighted candles.
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be misunderstood.
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a fortune, because of the time and
expense necessary for copying. Copyists made
Bible cost
1.

10.
man?

was mainly by the preaching and teaching of the Apostles and their successors
that He wanted His truths brought to all
mankind. Our Lord said, “Go, make disciples of all nations.” “Preach the Gospel
to every creature.” “He that hears you
hears me.” And the Apostles
went forth
and preached everywhere, while the Lord
It

.

worked with them” (Mark

.

16:20).

Is not the Bible at all important,

Church

would have been possible

then?
for the

to bring the truths of Jesus Christ

5.

LATIN

MANUSCRIPT

Hebrew, Greek, and
used

in

Latin, the languages oftenest
early Bible copies. They give an idea of the
before the invention of printing.

difficulties

Divine Revelation

mankind without the Bible. In fact,
in the first years of Christianity the Church
did make many Christians without the New
to all

Testament at all. It was not completed
until the end of the first century, and by
that time there were already many Christians who knew nothing at all about it.
2. Even today it is possible for many
people to learn about Jesus Christ without
reading the Scriptures. There are many
who are unable to read for various reasons,
but they can still learn about Our Lord
from the missionaries who preach to them.

3.

It

e-chit-cor-CT

mistakes, or abbreviations which others misunderstood.
The illustration shows manuscripts in

The Church and

did Christ intend His truths to be

brought to

Cxf*. ngut

Cutrtuen&T~iT*f*jnr*c<ynfpecTurneu

Before printing was invented about 1450, books
could be reproduced only by making manuscript
copies on parchment or sheepskin. A complete

How

•

Even though

this

is

all true,

we know

that God did want to give us the inspired
Scriptures. Just from this fact alone we

"KNOW GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE”

)

,

,
,

The Church and
know

that the Bible

own
men whom He

contains God’s

by

very important. It
words written down
chose, and containing
is

the basic truths of our faith. The Bible is
very important, therefore, because God
gave it to us and because of what it contains.

What
Church

is

the

ATTITUDE

of the Catholic

to the Bible?

The Catholic Church accepts
Bible as the word of God. Because of
1.

she gives

the
this

the highest respect, and has
always tried to preserve it from being lost
or corrupted in any way. The Church has
it

always encouraged the translation of the
Bible into the various languages of man,
and she has encouraged the faithful to read
the Bible every day.

Unfortunately,

was believed by many
in the past that the Catholic Church kept
the Bible from the people. On the contrary,
she was always interested in translating it
into the languages of the people. For example, we know that a good part of the
Bible was translated into the language of
Northern England in the eighth century,
even though there were relatively few people who spoke that language. And before
it

FATHERS OF THE CHURCH
All the truths of Divine Tradition now
have found their way into books. From the
Christian centuries the practices and
doctrines of Tradition were preserved by
saintly teachers whom we call Fathers of the

Divine Revelation

Chief among the Fathers of the first six
centuries (date is of death are: Saint Clement of Rome (99) Saint Ignatius of Antioch (107), Saint Polycarp (155), Saint
Justin, Martyr (165) Saint Irenaeus (202)
Saint
Cyprian
Saint
Dionysius
(258)
(265) Saint Gregory Thaumaturgus (270)
Saint Optatus (372) Saint Martin of Tours
(397) Saint Gregory of Nyssa (398) Saint
,

,

,

,

,

,

,
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1500 there already existed

at least sixteen

Catholic translations of the complete Bible

Germany

in

alone.

But the Church also believes that the
Bible must be understood correctly. There
must be some means of determining the
right meaning of the text. Otherwise we
could never be completely sure of what the
meaning is. The teaching power of the
Church guarantees us this proper interpre2.

tation.

Therefore, it is ultimately the Church
be the guardian of divine reveWhile the Bible is an excellent
means of learning about Our Lord and of
3.

who must

lation.

in love of Him, we still need the
living voice of the Church to guide us and
keep us from error. Before His Ascension

growing

into heaven,

Our Lord

said to the Apostles,

‘‘All power in heaven and on earth has been
given to me. Go, therefore, and make disciples of all nations, baptizing them in the
name of the Father, and, of the Son, and of
the Holy Spirit, teaching them to observe
all that I have commanded you, and behold,
I am with you all days, even unto the con-

summation

of the

world” (Matt. 28:18-20)

Epiphanius (403) Saint Celestine I (432)
Saint Vincent of Lerins (450)
and Saint
Caesarius of Arles (542)
,

,

DOCTORS OF THE CHURCH

first

Church. They were disciples of the
Apostles, contemporaries of those disciples,
or disciples of the disciples. These holy
and learned men instructed the Church in
the years of its first growth.

.,

.

Besides the writings of the Fathers, the
may be found

truths of Divine Tradition

chiefly in: (a) writings of the Doctors of the
Church; (b) decrees of Popes and Church

and (c) the liturgy of the Church
found in the Missal and rituals.
We call “Doctors of the Church” those ecclesias-

councils;
as

tical writers, noted for learning and holiness of
life, who have by Church authority been
proclaimed with that title, and whose feasts have been
extended to the whole Western Church. Among
the Fathers of the Church, these are honored as

Doctors:

Saints

Hilary

(368), Athanasius (373),
the Great (379), Cyril of
Gregory Nazianzen (389), Ambrose (397), John Chrysostom (407), Jerome
(420),
Augustine (430), Cyril of Alexandria (444), Peter
Chrysologus (450). Leo the Great (461), and
Gregory the Great (604).

Ephraem

Jerusalem

"KNOW GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE”

(378),

(386),

Basil

”
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concrete illustration of the Blessed Trinity
triangle. Such a triangle has three

Person is different from the other two, but all three
are God. Each one is God, distinct from the two
and yet one with them. The three Persons
are equal in every way, with one nature and one

an equilateral

sides equal in every

way, and yet

from
each other. There are three sides, but only one
triangle. As we see in this illustration, each Divine

11.
Is there

distinct

One God

ONLY ONE GOD?

Yes, there

is

in

Three Persons
is responsible for them— he himself, not his
tongue, nor his mind, nor his whole body even, but

only one God.

the whole of himself.

all.

HOW MANY PERSONS are there in God?
In God there are three Divine Persons—
the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit.
“
1. In speaking of the
Persons in God,
we do not use the term in exactly the same
way we use it when speaking of people.
use it only for lack of a word to show our

We

meaning

substance: three Divine Persons, but only one God.

and he

"I am the first and I am the last; there is no God
but me” (Is. 44:6). There can be only one God, because only one can be supreme, all-powerful, and

independent of

others,

better.

We speak of three “Persons” in God because to each belongs something we cannot
attribute to any other: His distinct origin.
From all eternity the Father begets the Son, and
the Son proceeds from the Father. From all eternity
the Father and Son breathe forth the Holy Spirit,
and He proceeds from Them,

What do we mean by

from one Source.

By the Blessed Trinity we mean one and

same God

the

in three divine Persons.

The Father

is God and the First Person of the Blessed Trinity. Omnipotence,
1

In speaking of a man as a “person,” we mean
that he is an intelligent being, acting individually
for himself. The acts he performs belong to him

as

the Blessed Trinity?

and

.

work of creation,
the Father.

especially the

tributed to

God
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is

at-

One God

in

Three Persons

God

the Father could have created millions of
beings instead of you yourself; but He chose you
out of a love wholly undeserved, saying, “With ageold love / have loved you" (Jer. 31:3). Let us then
cry in thanksgiving, "Abba, Father!” (Rom. 8:15).
Let us show our gratitude by avoiding all that could
displease God the Father, by trying to please Him
with virtue, by trying for greater perfection, in
obedience to that injunction of Our Lord’s: “You
therefore are to be perfect, even as your heavenly
Father is perfect” (Matt. 5:48).
2. The Son is God and the Second Person of the Blessed Trinity. To God the Son
we owe our redemption from sin and eternal death; by His death He gave us life.

For us God the Son debased Himself, taking the
form of a servant,
“becoming obedient to death,
even to death on a cross” (Phil. 2:8). In Holy Communion we are united with Him, for He Himself
said: “He who eats my flesh, and drinks my blood,
abides in me and I in him” (John 6:57). In return
we should be “other Christs,” and, as the Apostle
urged, “walk even as He walked.”
.

.

.

3. The Holy Spirit is God and the Third
Person of the Blessed Trinity. He manifests Himself in us particularly in our sanctification. The word “Ghost” applied to the
Third Person also means “Spirit.”

At our Baptism God the Holy Spirit purifies us
from all sin and fills our souls with divine grace, so
that we become truly children of God, sons and
heirs, and co-heirs with Jesus Christ. By Baptism we
become living temples of the Holy Spirit: "Or do
you not know that your members are the temple of
the Holy Spirit, who is in you?” (1 Cor. 6:19).
In return for such benefits we should make our
body the instrument for the glory of God, keeping
it from all stain of sin, adorning it with virtues.
“Glorify God and bear him in your body” (1 Cor.
6:20). Let us keep our souls a sanctuary for the
Holy Spirit, that God may be happy to dwell in us.

Are the
really

The
tinct

THREE DIVINE PERSONS

DISTINCT from

one another?

three Divine Persons are really dis-

from one another.

“So there is one Father, not three Fathers; one
Son, not three Sons; one Holy Spirit, not three
Holy Spirits. And in this Trinity nothing is afore or
after, nothing is greater or less; but the whole three
Persons are co-eternal together, and co-equal. So
that in all things, as is aforesaid, the unity in Trinity,
and the Trinity in unity is to be worshipped.”
(From the Athanasian Creed.)
1. This is the simplest way by which the
Divine Person has
been explained: God is a spirit, and the first
act of a Spirit is to know and understand.

distinct origin of each

3

God, knowing Himself from

all

1

eternity,

brings forth the knowledge of Himself, His
image. This was not a mere thought, as
our knowledge of ourselves would be, but a
Living Person, of the same substance and
one with the Father. This is God the Son.
Thus the Father “begets” the Son, the
Divine Word, the Wisdom of the Father.

own

“In the beginning was the Word, and the Word
was with God; and the Word was God” (John 1:1).
2

God

the Father, seeing His

own Image

in the Son, loves the Son; and God the Son
loves the Father from all eternity. Each
loves the other, because each sees in the
other the Infinity of the Godhead, the beauty
of Divinity, the Supreme Truth of God.

The two Persons

loving each other do not
human beings would

just have a thought, as

but from Their mutual love is
breathed forth, as it were, a Living Person,
one with Them, and of Their own substance.
This is God the Holy Spirit. Thus the Holy
Spirit, the Spirit of Love, “proceeds” from
the Father and the Son.
have,

"But when the Advocate has come, whom I will
send you from the Father, the Spirit of truth who
proceed from the Father, he will bear witness concerning me” (John 15:26).
3. But we are not to suppose that once
the Father begot the Son and now no
longer does so, nor that once the love of the
Father and the Son for each other breathed
forth the Holy Spirit, but now no longer
does. These truths are eternal, everlasting.

God

God the Father eternally knows Himself, and continues to know Himself, and thus continues to bring
forth the Son. God the Father and God the Son continue to love each other, and their delight in each
other continues to bring forth the Spirit of Love,
God the Holy Spirit. In a similar way, fire has light
and color. As long as there is fire, it continues to
produce light. As long as there is fire with light,
there is produced color. But all three exist at one
and the same time.
4. In this imperfect way we vaguely see
that God must necessarily be three Divine
Persons, because only in that way can God
with His Divine Knowledge and Will be
complete in Himself.

Our Lord Jesus Christ spoke to us of the Blessed
Trinity when before the Ascension He said to His
Apostles: “Go, therefore, and make disciples of all
nations, baptizing them in the name of the Father,
and of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit” (Matt. 28:19).
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And the Catholic Faith is this, that we worship
God in Trinity, and Trinity in unity. Neither
confounding the Persons, nor dividing the Subone

But the Godhead of the Father, of the
Son, and of the Holy Spirit is one, the glory
equal, the majesty co-eternal
The Father is
made of none, neither created, nor begotten. The
stance.

.

.

.

12.

.

.

.

Unity of the Blessed Trinity

THREE DIVINE PERSONS
EQUAL to one another?

Are the
perfectly

Son is of the Father alone: not made, nor created,
but begotten. The Holy Spirit is of the Father and
the Son: not made, nor created, nor begotten, but
proceeding.
And in this Trinity nothing is afore
or after, nothing is greater or less, but the whole
three Persons are co-eternal together, and coequal" (From the Athanasian Creed).

The three divine Persons are perfectly
equal to one another, because all are one
and the same God.
“Such as the Father is, such is the Son, and such
is the Holy Spirit. The Father Uncreated, the Son
Uncreated, and the Holy Spirit Uncreated. The
Father Infinite, the Son Infinite, and the Holy Spirit
Infinite. The Father Eternal, the Son Eternal, and
the Holy Spirit Eternal, and yet they are not Three
Eternals but One Eternal. As also there are not
Three Uncreated, nor Three Infinite, but One Uncreated, and One Infinite. (The Athanasian Creed.)

and external works of God are common to
all three Persons. However, in human speech
we attribute certain works to each Person.
Thus we attribute to the Father the works of creathe Son the work of redemption, and to
the Holy Spirit the work of sanctification. In reality
these works belong equally to all three.

tion, to

How

are

the

three

divine

Persons,

though really distinct from one another,

ONE AND THE SAME GOD?

The three divine Persons, though really
from one another, are one and the
same God because all have one and the
distinct

All three Persons are equal in every way
equal in power and glory. The attributes

same divine nature.

"KNOW GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE"

Unity of the Blessed Trinity
1.

Each

of the divine Persons is God.

“So the Father is God, the Son is God, and the
Holy Spirit is God. And yet they are not three Gods,
but one God. For, like as we are compelled by
Christian truth to acknowledge every Person by
Himself to be God and Lord, so are we forbidden
by the Catholic Religion to say, there be three Gods
or three Lords.” (From the Athanasian Creed.)

There are three Persons, but only ONE
The Father is neither the Son nor
the Holy Spirit. The Son is neither the
Father nor the Holy Spirit. The Holy Spirit
is neither the Father nor the Son.
2.

Being.

It was the Son Who became man and died for us,
not the Father or the Holy Spirit. But when we receive God the Son in Holy Communion, we also
spiritually receive God the Father and God the
Holy Spirit. The Blessed Trinity then dwells in us
as in a Temple.

only say that there are three Persons in one
God, that is, three Persons, and one nature or
essence. Somewhat similarly, the soul of man has will,
understanding, and memory, but it is only one soul.

WHY DO WE BELIEVE in the mystery
of the Blessed Trinity?

We

believe in the mystery of the Blessed

Trinity because

We cannot fully understand how the three
divine Persons, though really distinct from
one another, are one and the same God, be-

cause this

is

a supernatural mystery.

A

supernatural mystery is a truth
which we cannot fully understand, but which
we firmly believe because we have God’s
word for it. A supernatural mystery is above
reason, but not contrary to it. No man can
explain a mystery; neither can anyone know
it unless it is revealed by God. To understand a mystery, a finite mind would have
1.

comprehend the

to

It is not

2.

of the processes of

life.

The doctrine of the Blessed Trinity

is

a strict mystery; that is, we cannot learn it
from reason, nor understand it completely,

even after

it

revealed

it

would be foolish

to refuse to believe just because we cannot understand; that would be like a
blind man who refuses to believe there is a sun, because he cannot see it. Is God limited because we are?
It

1. The mystery of the Trinity was only
revealed in the New Testament period.
Therefore we would not expect to find references to it in the Old Testament.

to prepare

His people gradually for the

revelation of His truths.
2.

Our Lord

mystery.

He

Jesus Christ revealed the

said:

"Go, therefore, and make disciples of all nations,
baptizing them in the name of the Father, and of
the Son, and of the Holy Spirit” (Matt. 28:19).
“But when the Advocate has come, whom I will
send you from the Father, the Spirit of truth who
proceeds from the Father, he will bear witness concerning me” (John 15:26).
3. The Blessed Trinity manifested Itself
at the baptism of Jesus Christ.

God the Father spoke from the heavens: God the
Son was baptized; God the Holy Spirit descended
in visible form, in the form of a dove.

WHEN DO WE PROFESS OUR FAITH
in the Blessed Trinity?

infinite.

unreasonable to believe in a supernatural

mystery. There are many natural mysteries around
us that no one has yet been able to explain, yet we
believe them: electricity, magnetism, force, and

many

God Himself

to us.

God had

Can we fully understand how the three
divine Persons, though really distinct from
one another, are one and the same God?

33

We

has been revealed to us.

The doctrine contains two truths our reason
cannot fully understand: (i) that there is only one
God; and (2) that each of the three Persons is God.
We can understand each of these truths separately,
but not when taken together.

We

profess our faith in the Blessed Trinity especially when we make the sign of the
cross.

Blessed Trinity
1. We also honor the
every time we say the doxology or “prayer
of praise”: “Glory be to the Father, and to
the Son, and to the Holy Spirit. As it was
in the beginning, is now, and ever shall be
world without end.”
The Feast of the Blessed Trinity, called Trinity
Sunday, is kept on the first Sunday after Pentecost.
2.

the

The mystery of the Blessed Trinity is
not a contradiction. We do not say that
3.

there are three gods in one God, nor that
the three divine Persons are one Person.

All the sacraments are administered in
of the Blessed Trinity.

name

On our death-bed the Church through the priest
will comfort us with the words: “Even though he
hath sinned, he hath not denied' the Father, the
Son, and the Holy Spirit."
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God

is

He can make anything from nothmere act of His divine will. It was thus
the heavens and earth and everyin them. Man can make many wonderbut he must make them out of something.

almighty.

ing , by a
that

Catholic Faith

He created

thing that
ful things,

is

13.
What do we mean when we say

GOD is the CREATOR
EARTH?
When we

say that

of

God

is

HEAVEN

He must use the things God created. Before he can
make a stone house, he must have stone, cement,
brick, etc. But God needs nothing to make anything.

Only God could create the very

or matter

in

first

thing

the universe.

Creation
that

and

the Creator of

heaven and earth, we mean that He made
from nothing by His almighty
power.
all things

thing out of nothing. Time began with this
Before it there was only eternity.

creation.

“Before the mountains were begotten and the
earth and the world were brought forth, from everlasting to everlasting you are God” (Ps. 89:2).
2 God created heaven and earth, and
everything in heaven and earth. By this is
meant everything which is not God.
“Heaven” refers to the angels and their
abode; and “earth” to all the material universe, including the earth, stars, planets,
and all things and beings in them.
.

“All things were made through him, and without him was made nothing” (John 1:3) ‘‘For in
him were created all things in the heavens and on
earth, things visible

and things

invisible” (Col. 1:16).
6).

In the beginning God alone lived.
out of nothing, by His almighty
power, He created heaven and earth, and
all things in heaven and on earth. Only God
)d
can create that is. He alone can make somee1.

Then

God created everything by an act of His will.
‘‘He spoke, and it was made; he commanded,
it stood forth” (Ps. 32:9).

and
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Creation

What does
the

BIBLE

the

CREATION

of the

us

tell

ABOUT

WORLD?

Hebrew author who wished to tell his
way possible that

readers in the simplest
God made everything.

he was teaching an important truth in
form he had to give it movement and a
certain logical order. Therefore, he chose the
framework of a seven-day week, with six days of
work and one of rest. This was the way in which
Since

story

the Israelites led their lives and they could best
understand the work of creation when told in this
form. Also, it shows that God’s work is an orderly

work. Creation was not the result of chaotic confusion.

Since this seven fold division of God’s
activity is an artificial division, it follows
that the assignment of the various works to
the various days must also be artificial. What
the author wanted to emphasize was that
everything came ultimately from God.
1.

Some

of the important truths that are
contained in this story of creation are the
following:
2.

We can

notice, as part of this logical or artificial
division, that the first three days are devoted to the
various parts of the universe, and the last three days
to the beings that inhabit those parts.

The one God, an

a)

created

all

things

and

absolute Lord, has
is

utterly

b) God’s will is all-powerful. He has only
to speak and the elements of the universe
appear and are organized. “God said, ‘Let
there be light,’ and there was light” (Gen.
:

3)
3.

•

MAN is the supreme good and goal of

creation. He bears God’s image and thereby
surpasses all the other works of creation.
“God created man in his image. In the

image of

God

he created him” (Gen. 1:27)

•

Because of this superiority of man he is to have
dominion over all the animals “. let them have
dominion over the fish of the sea, the birds of the
air, the cattle, over all the wild animals and every
creature that crawls on the earth” (Gen. 1:26).
.

.

is

to

It can also be added that the author’s attention
to all the details of creation throughout the account

teaches us that

God

is

interested in all the details

of our daily existence.

IS THERE NO CONTRADICTION
BETWEEN the account in the book of

GENESIS, AND the latest discoveries of
SCIENCE, concerning THE ORIGIN OF

MATTER?
No, there is not the least contradiction
between the account in the book of Genesis,
and the latest discoveries of science, concerning the origin of matter.

An apparent contradiction arises through
the mistake of uninformed persons, who
forget that the Church reads the Bible
bearing in mind the principal object of the
sacred writers.

In writing the account of the creation,
1
the sacred writer under the guidance of
the Holy Spirit, wished to impress upon the
Jews (for whom he was writing) that there
is but one God, and that He created the
entire universe, living and lifeless.
.

distinct

from them. “In the beginning God created
the heavens and the earth” (Gen. 1:1)

1

life

be that of the seven-day week with its one
day of rest. By describing God as resting on
the seventh day the author teaches that
the Lord has sanctified the Sabbath. The
Lord has made holy the work of man and
all his leisure. “God blessed the seventh day
and made it holy because on it he rested
from all his work of creation” (Gen. 2:3)

The story of the creation of the world is
contained in the first chapter and the first
three verses of the second chapter of the
Book of Genesis. This story was written by
a

35

The rhythm of man’s earthly

4.

At that time the Jews were surrounded by idolatrous peoples who believed in the existence of many
gods, and worshipped all kinds of creatures, even
the sun, moon, plants, animals, and images.
2. In pursuing his aim, the sacred writer
used the form that was most effective, under
the circumstances, to convey his meaning. It
is a popular form: that is, it relates historical events in popular expression and order.

The words used, while in themselves not scientific terms, are in conformity with ordinary speech,
and understandable by ordinary people. In the
same way today we say, “The sun rises in the
even when we know through the investigations of science that the sun does not “rise” at all.
Events are set down in an order not necessarily scientific, but suited to the understanding of a primi-

east,”

tive people,

and therefore of

remember that the sacred

all

mankind.

We must

writer was not aiming

to teach physics or anthropology, but Faith.
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SOME CATHOL
is

As a practical demonstration that there
no contradiction between Divine Revela-

tion

and Science, we here

list

some of the

thousands of scientists who through the
ages have been practising members of the
Catholic Church and at the same time outstanding in Science. These men not only

found no

conflict

between science and

re-

but became more firm in their faith
they delved deeper into science. As

ligion,
as

Algue, S.

J.,

to detect

a priest, invented the barocyclonometer,
approach of cyclones.

Ampere was founder

of the science of electrodynamics, and investigator of
the laws of electro-mag6
netism.
Becquerel, Antoine Cesar, was the founder of electrochemistry.
Becquerel, Antoine Henri, was the discoverer
of
radio-activity.

mathematician and astronomer, set forth the
principle, “Binet’s Theorem.”
Braille invented the Braille system for
the blind.
Campani, an astronomer, was an expert in the
building of telescopes.
Carrel, Nobel prize winner in medicine and physiology, is renowned for his work in surgical techBinet,

nique.
Cassiodorus, a priest, invented the watch.
Castelli, a monk, authority on hydraulics, first studied
the “velocity of efflux.”
Cesalpino, a Papal physician, was the first to construct a system of botany.
Clavius, a Jesuit, introduced the use of the decimal
point.

Colombo discovered the pulmonary

circulation of the
blood.
Copernicus, a canon, expounded the Copernican sys'
tem.
Coulomb established the fundamental laws of static
electricity.

De Chauliac, a Papal physician, was the
modern surgery.
De Vico, a priest, discovered six comets.

father of

Descartes founded analytical geometry.
Dumas invented a method of ascertaining vapor
densities.

Endlicher, botanist and historian, established a new
system of classifying plants.
Eustachio, for whom the Eustachian tube was named,
was one of the founders of modern anatomy.
Fabricius discovered the valvular system of the veins.
Fallopius, for whom the Fallopian tube was named,

was an eminent physiologist.
Fizeau was the first to determine experimentally the
velocity of light.'
Foucault invented the first practical electric arc lamp;
he refuted the corpuscular theory of light; he invented the gyroscope.
Fraunhofer was initiator of spectrum analysis; he
established laws of diffraction.
Fresnel contributed more to the science of optics
than any other man.
Galilei, a great astronomer, is the father of
experi-

C

SCIENTISTS

Marconi, one of the greatest scientists of our
time, declared: “Science alone is unable to
explain many things, and most of all, the
greatest of mysteries — the mystery of our
existence. I believe, not only as a Catholic,
but also as scientist.” We do not include
here the names of Catholics preeminent in
navigation, architecture, art, music or literature, limiting ourselves to natural and
physical science

(See

list

on page 140)

one of the pioneers of electricity, was also
an anatomist and physiologist.

Galvani,

Gioja, father of scientific navigation, contributed
to
the development of the mariner’s compass.
invented the Gramme dynamo.
Gutenberg invented printing.
Herzog contributed much toward finding a cure for

Gramme

infantile paralysis.

Holland invented the

first practical submarine.
made the first definite statement
of the germ theory of disease, and was the inventor of the magic lantern.
Lacordaire, an entomologist, was the foremost au-

Kircher, a priest,

thority

on

beetles.

Laennec invented the stethoscope.
Lancisi, a Papal physician, was the father of clinical
medicine.
Latreille was pioneer in entomology.
Lavoisier is called Father of Modern Chemistry.
LeVerrier discovered the planet Neptune.
Malpighi, a Papal physician, was a botanist, and the
father of comparative physiology.

Marconi’s place in radio

is

unsurpassed.

Mariotte discovered Mariotte’s law of gases.
Mendel, a monk, first established the laws of heredity, which gave the final blow
to the theory of

natural selection.

Morgagni was the founder of modern pathology.
Muller was the greatest biologist of the 19th century,
founder of modern physiology.
Pascal demonstrated practically that a column of air
has weight.
Pasteur, called the “Father of Bacteriology,” and inventor of bio-therapeutics, was the leading scientist of the 19th century.
Picard, a priest, was the first to measure
accurately
a degree of the meridian.
Regiomontanus (Johann Muller), a. Bishop and Papal
astronomer, was the father of modern astronomy.
Scheiner, a priest, invented the pantograph, and
made a telescope that permitted the first systematic
investigation of sun spots.
Secchi invented the meteorograph.
Steno (Stensen), a Bishop, was the father of
geology.
Theodoric, a Bishop, discovered anasthesia in the
13th century.
Torricelli invented the barometer.
Vesalius was the founder of modern anatomical
science.
Volta invented the first complete galvanic battery;
the “volt” is named after him.

mental science.
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MORE CATHOLIC SCIENTISTS
Other scientists: Agricola, Albertus MagBacon, Bartholomeus, Bayma, Beccaria,
Behaim, Bernard, Biondo, Biot, Bolzano,
Borrus, Boscovich, Bosio, Bourgeois,
Branly, Caius, Caldani, Camel, Cardano,
Carnoy, Casey, Cassini, Cauchy, Cavalieri,
nus,

Chevreul, Clavius, Corti, Danti,

De

Rossi,

Divisch, Dulong, Dwight, Fabre, Fabri,
Faye, Ferrari, Gassendi, Gay-Lussac, Gordon, Grimaldi, Hauy, Heis, Helmont,

Hengler, Heude, Hilgard, Hopital, Jussieu,

14.

No; Revelation and Science do not, and
cannot contradict each other, for both are
of God.
1. There may at times be an apparent
between faith and science; but this
only apparent, and never real. God cannot contradict Himself. He cannot lead us

conflict
is

into error.
is

the

handmaid

of Religion.

Science and the scientific method are means of arriving at the truth, and Religion is Truth. The
greatest scientists have been Christians; a majority of outstanding leaders in science were Catholics,
and many were priests. Only the shallow dabblers
in science absurdly pretend that there is a conflict.
The apparent conflicts arise from false interpretations, as when one takes for scientific truth what is
false or not proved, or accepts as a doctrine of faith
something not taught by the Church.
2. There can never be a real conflict between Revelation and Science, because they

deal with entirely different spheres. Revelation is concerned with Faith and spiritual
things; physical Science is concerned only
with material things.

The
people

purpose is to teach salvation; but
the mistake of considering it a trea-

Bible’s

make

Pelouze,

Piazzi,

Plumier,

Pouget,

Pro-

vancher, Regnault, Riccioli, Santorini,
Schwann, Schwarz, Secchi, Semmelweis,
Spallanzani, Takamine, Toscanelli, Tulasne,
Valentine, Vernier, Viete, Da Vinci, Waldseemuller, Winckelmann, Windle, and a
host of others, too many to mention.

Revelation and Science

Do Revelation and Science CONTRADICT EACH OTHER?

True Science

Lamarck, Lamont, Lapparent, Laplace, LeVerrier, Linacre, Malus, Mersenne, Monge,
Muller, Murphy, Murray, Mutis, Nelaton,
Nieuwland, Nobili, Nollet, Ozanam,

on Science. St. Thomas and St. Augustine
taught that when the Bible describes some phenomenon of nature, it sets it down in terms of its
tise

appearances.
3. No scientific experiment or theory can
dispense with the necessity of a Creator.
Unless His existence is accepted, we can
never explain: (a) the origin of matter.

even the most elementary; (b) the origin of
motion; (c) the origin of the very first
living organism, and of the spiritual soul
of man; and (d) the origin of the order
and law so apparent in the universe.

What

are the difficulties found by some

scientists in the Biblical account of the

creation?

The difficulties found by some scientists
in the Biblical account of the Creation are
connected with the order or sequence of
events followed in the Book of Genesis.
1. If we study the proper interpretation,
even these difficulties will be found not to

exist.

The account in the Book of Genesis is in logical, not chronological, order. The writer groups
together similar works of creation, for the easier understanding of a primitive people.
2. The Church has not made any positive
definition of the way in which the Biblical
account of Creation is to be interpreted.

Catholics are free to accept the interpretation
that they prefer so long as they also accept the fact
taught: that God created the whole universe and
everything in it.
3. Neither Revelation nor Science gives
a definite answer to the question concerning the age of the world. Geologists assert
that long periods of time were necessary for
the formation of the various strata of the
earth’s surface. Astronomers assert that some
stars are a million light-years from the earth.

A Catholic
he believes

The
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on this point whatever
a sound and scientific conclusion.

free to hold
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Whoever we are, wherever we are, each of us
has always a guardian angel at our side. He sees
we do.- both good and evil. We should
always be very careful not to offend or hurt him.
everything

The Angels

15.
Which are

OF GOD?
The

THE CHIEF CREATURES

chief creatures of

God

are angels

and men.
1.

own

God created angels and men

We should often thank him for his love and care.
We should ask him to intercede with God for us in
our necessities. We should pray to him often,
especially in temptation or danger.

for

His

external glory. Their creation was a

What

are

ANGELS?

Angels are created spirits, without
bodies, having understanding and free will.
Angels are spiritual beings superior to man and
God; this is of faith. We do not know

inferior to

reflection of

the number of angels, but we can infer from
Scripture that their number is very great.

However, reason indicates that in the orderly
sequence of creatures from the lowest to the highest,
there would be a greater gap between man and
God, did not the angels exist.

Before the creation of man, God
created hosts of angels. They are pure spirits,
without bodies, in contrast to men, who
have both body and spirit.

His wisdom and greatness.
By reason alone we cannot know that angels ex-

ist.

2.

God created angels and men

for their

good and happiness. They find their happiness in their union with God. God did not
create angels or men for His own happiness He is perfectly happy in Himself
alone.

Holy

1.

When angels or devils appear to men, they assume human form or some other visible shape.
Thus the angels that appeared to the Blessed
Virgin and to Zachary assumed human form.
2. Even demons are pure spirits. They
were angels before they became devils.

"KNOW GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE”

The Angels
Even the devils do service to God, since God
always turns the attacks of the devil to show forth
more brightly His own glory.

WHAT

GIFTS did God bestow on
when He created them?

angels

When God

created the angels

He

the

be-

stowed on them great wisdom, power, and
holiness.
1. Angels are the most excellent beings
They are nobler in nature
than men. They know more, and have
greater power. Of all God’s creatures, angels resemble Him most.

created by God.

We can imply

the knowledge of the angels from
Our Lord: “But of that day (the day
Judgment) and hour no one knows, not even the
angels of heaven, but the Father only” (Matt.
24:36). The power of angels was shown in Egypt
when one destroyed all the first-born of the Egyptians; another angel destroyed the hosts of the
Assyrian King, for blaspheming God.
the words of

of

2. The angels were not created equal.
They rank according to the amount of gifts
and the work assigned to them.

given,

In the Bible nine choirs of angels are mentioned:
seraphim, cherubim, thrones, dominations, virtues,

perfectly

How

angels remain faithful to God?

Not all the angels remained
God; some of them sinned.
1.

faithful to

free will to the angels, as He
He put them to a test, in order

make them earn
We do not know
to

In this

the happiness of heaven.
the nature of this test.

many

angels using their
free will, refused to submit themselves to
God; for this serious sin they were pun2.

trial,

ANGELS HELP US?

angels help us by praying for
by acting as messengers from God to us,
and by serving as our guardian angels.

“For to the angels He has given command about
you, that they guard you in all your ways. Upon
their hands they shall bear you up, lest you dash
your foot against a stone” (Ps. 90:11-12).
1
The good angels are God’s messengers
and often reveal God’s will to man.
.

The angel Raphael accompanied Tobias on his
journey. The angel Gabriel was sent to the Blessed
Virgin Mary at the Annunciation. Angels appeared
to the shepherds at the Nativity. An angel was sent
to St. Joseph after the departure of the Magi, and
after the death of Herod. Angels appeared to the
women at Christ’s sepulchre, and to Mary Magdalen.

Certain angels have special charge of
communities, churches, etc. Our

nations,

Lord Himself several times spoke of angels,

God gave

did to men.

do the good

The good

us,

2.

all the

happy in His presence.

Angels are commonly represented with wings to
show the speed with which they pass from place to
place. They are also shown as small children to
show their innocence and perpetual youth. They
have harps, to indicate their perpetual praise of
God, and lilies, to symbolize their perfect purity.

powers, principalities, archangels, and angels.

Did
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The good angels behold the face of God
continually, praise and glorify Him, and are

especially the

How

do our

guardian angels.

GUARDIAN

Our guardian

angels help us?

angels help us by praying

for us, by protecting us from harm, and by
inspiring us to do good.
1. Our guardian angels are given special
care of us, watching over each from birth
to death.

ished.

“For God did not spare the angels when they
sinned, but dragged them down by infernal ropes”
(2 Pet. 2:4). Wherever the devils were later permitted to go, they had in a way their hell with them,
for they were forever deprived of the love of God.

What

HAPPENED

remained

to the

FAITHFUL

to

ANGELS who
God?

The

angels who remained faithful to God
entered into the eternal happiness of heaven, and these are called good angels.
“See that you do not despise one of these little
ones; for 1 tell you, their angels in heaven always
behold the face of my Father” (Matt. 18:10).

We should always love and pray to our Guardian
Angel who never leaves our side. The Church celebrates the feast of the Guardian Angels on October 2.
2. Our guardian angels put good thoughts
into our minds, moving our will to what is
good. They protect us in dangers of soul
and body. They offer our prayers and good
works to God. They pray for us. They help
us in our work and needs.

For instance, angels kept Daniel safe in the lions’
den, and the three young men in the fiery furnace.
We often hear of little children meeting with accidents and escaping unhurt. But the chief work of
our guardian angels is to keep us safe from the
devil.
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remain

to the ANGELS who did
FAITHFUL to God?

The angels who did
to God were cast into

the dragon fought
nof preVail ' neither
in

and his angels. And they
was their P lac * f °“"d any

heaven" (Ap. 12:7,

8).

Devils; Temptation

What happened

NOT

and

M

more

not remain faithful
hell, and these are

called bad angels, or devils.

What

is

the

WAY in
HARM US?

CHIEF

bad angels try to

which the

The

chief way in which the bad angels
harm us is by tempting us to sin.
The bad angels tempt man and try to
draw him away from God. Often the devil
appears as an angel of light, and we are
tempted by evil which appears good. Under
try to
1

“Depart from me, accursed ones, into the everlasting fire which was prepared for the
devil and
his angels” (Matt. 25:41).
1. We also call them
demons or fallen
Led by the most excellent of the
angels created by God, Lucifer or Satan,
the
bad angels refused to obey God when He
tested them. Their choice was final,
and
God cast them at once into hell.

angels.

“
.

.

How
You

have you fallen from the heavens, O Lucifer
said in your heart: ‘Above the stars of
God

I will set

my

throne’ ”

watching Satan
(Luke 10:18).

fall

(Is.

as

14:12). Jesus said, “I was
lightning from heaven”

2. God did not create devils,
but glorious
The rebel angels turned themselves
into devils by their sin.

angels.

By one grave
demned
lesson

sin these angels of light were con-

to hell for all eternity.
this and determine

from

We should draw
never to sin.

a

this guise the devil is

“Be

most dangerous.

sober, be watchful! For your adversary
the

devil, as a roaring lion, goes
to devour” (1 Pet. 5:8-9).

about seeking someone

2. Without God’s permission,
the devil
can do us no harm. God sometimes permits
the devil to tempt just men, to cleanse
them
from imperfections.

Our Lord Himself was tempted by the devil.
God
permitted Job to be harmed bodily by the
devil.
Saint Anthony, Saint Teresa, and many
other saints
suffered from the temptations of the
evil one. But
these temptations only drive the just
to greater love
of God. “Is not man’s life on earth
a drudgery"
(Job 7:1).
3. Sometimes devils are permitted
to
enter the body of a man, exercising
power
over his faculties; this is called diabolic

"KNOW GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE

”

The

Devils;

“possession.” At other times devils torment

one from without; and

this state

is

called

diabolic “obsession.”

When God
sion,

it

is

punish

sin,

permits diabolic obsession or possesto show in some way His glory, or to
convert sinners, or provide some means

Temptation

4i

Temptations serve to keep us humble. God permits all mankind to have temptations, but never
temptation beyond their strength to resist. “God is
faithful and will not permit you to be tempted beyond your strength" (Cor. 10:13).

The stronger

4.

the

temptation, the
its conquest.

for the practice of virtue.

greater the graces

In cases of diabolic possession or obsession, the aid of the Church should be
sought; for the Church received from Christ
the power of exorcism. This is the act of
driving out or warding off evil spirits.

The conquest by the saints of wicked temptations
have made them greater saints. Christ Himself was
tempted by the devil, to gluttony, to avarice, and to
pride. He wanted to show us that by resisting we

God

gives for

4.

It is

only with the permission of his bishop that
is permitted to exorcise evil spirits.

a priest

5. The Church forbids Catholics to have
anything to do with spiritism. This is calling up the spirits of the dead.

Some manifestations

are spirit-rapping, tableapparitions, communications

slate-writing,

lifting,

through mediums in a state of trance. Most of the
seances are fraudulent, but sometimes the
devil manifests himself. God can permit the souls
of the dead to return to earth. But there is no indication that He permits Himself to obey mediums.
The devil may sometimes impersonate the spirits
of the dead. Satan is old and skillful in deceit, and
can assume the appearance of an angel of light.
spiritist

may

CAN

Do

all

temptations

COME

from the

we

the bad
but other temptations come from
ourselves and from the persons and things
about us.
1.

This

is

what we mean when we

that temptations come to us
the world, and the devil.

from

The length of time during which a temptation
not make it sinful, if we continue reit. A temptation may attack us all our lives,
but as long as we fight it, or pay no attention to it,
as long as we do not yield, we commit no sin We
have not been conquered, and God will reward us

persists does

sisting

for the

selves.
hell.

we

or yield to

it.

God permits

not a sin.
we bring

is

(a)

When

2.

devil,

and he

will

by temptation, one
conquer
beginning than later on,
easier to put out at the outset.

assailed

resist. It is easier to

at the

just as a fire

is

Since nothing can be done without divine grace,
one must pray. One must imitate the Apostles who
had recourse to Jesus when a storm arose. Let him
say at once, “Lord, make haste to help me!”

It
3.

it

us to be tempted in order
win an eternal reward.

to try us, to let us

“Because you were acceptable to God, it was necessary that temptation should prove you” (Tob.
12:13).

God

must at once

carelessness or over-conplay with, take pleasure in,

The greatest saints have often been most strongly
tempted. Our Lord even permitted Himself to be
tempted. Thus we see that temptation is not a sin,
because we are not responsible for it.
3.

depends entirely on ourvotes for heaven; the devil votes for
is ours. Shall we vote for

lot for all eternity

The deciding vote

heaven or for hell? “Resist the
flee from you" (James 4:7).

upon ourselves by
fidence; (b)

fight.

temptation

The evil inclinations of our weak and corrupted
nature tempt us to sin. The world, with its sinful
wants and vanities, tempts us to sin. The devil goes
about continually tempting us, making use of both
our nature and the world for his evil purposes.
2. In itself, temptation
becomes sinful only when:

good

No

temptation can do us harm if we
obey God’s laws and keep away from sin.
If we resist, temptation will flee from us.

say

the flesh,

temptations?

temptations, because
no temptation can force us into sin, and
God will always help us if we ask Him.

Our

Some temptations come from

angels;

ALWAYS RESIST

We can always resist

1.

BAD ANGELS?

rise to greater love of God.

Some

(a)

remedies against temptation are:

Watchfulness and prayer.

“Watch and pray, that you may not enter into
temptation” (Matt. 26:41). Avoid idleness, keeping
always occupied, either by work, or by wholesome
recreation. If evil thoughts enter the mind, think of
other things, in this way ignoring the temptation.
(b) Frequent Confession and Holy Mass
with Communion.
(c) Devotion to the Blessed Virgin and
the Guardian Angels.
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The Book of Genesis describes the creation of the
man and the first woman in these words: "Then

first

God formed man

the Lord

out of the dust of the
ground and breathed into his nostrils the breath of
life, and man became a living
being." "The Lord

17.
What

Man
soul,

is

is

An

MAN?

have dominion over the fish of the sea, the birds of
the air, the cattle, over all the wild animals and
every creature that crawls on the earth’ ” (Gen.
1:26).
1. It is possible that the body of
man

may have evolved from a lower form. But
the soul, which is immaterial, could not
have evolved. It was created directly by God.
his soul that man can be said to be
likeness of God.

image and

We should always reverence our
trying to perfect

it

man

into a deep sleep and, while he
his ribs and closed up its place
the rib which the Lord God took

took one of

And

from the man, he made into a woman,
her to him" (Gen. 2:7, 21, 22).

and brought

Once the enemies of a king tried to make his
son do something wrong. But the youth proudly and
resolutely answered, “No! I am the son of the
possible.

a creature composed of body and
to the image and likeness

of God.
We read in the Bible, ‘‘God said, ‘Let us make
mankind in our image and likeness; and let them

in the

cast the

slept,

Image of God

and made

It is in

God

with flesh.

likeness to God,

by making our soul as holy as

king!”

By Baptism man becomes the adopted son of God,

Who
soul

is
is

infinitely higher
like his

than any earthly king. His
Father in Heaven.

The

soul of man is different from the
soul of brute animals. Animals have senses
and instinct, but neither reason nor free will.
Free will is that power of the soul to choose
whether to act or not to act.
2.

If a horse has not eaten for a day, and you put
some hay before him, he will eat, because his instinct
moves him to do so. But a hungry man may fast for
days, and still refuse to eat however hungry he may
be, if he wills not to eat. The difference between
man’s free will and animal instinct is that a man
can say “No” to himself.
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An Image of God
The soul and the body are not loosely

3.

connected parts of man; they are united
in a substantial union. The soul is not
located in any particular member of the
body, but is whole and entire in each part.

LIKENESS TO GOD
IN THE SOUL?

Is this

or

This likeness to

God is

in the

body

chiefly in the soul.

in his breast.

it

2. There have been many instances of
the dead appearing to the living. In the
Gospel, Moses and Elias appeared on Mount
Thabor to Christ and three of His Apostles.

At

Christ’s death,

and appeared

rose

Like God, man’s soul is an immortal
spirit, with understanding and free will.

43

therefore, man’s soul were not immortal, he would
have no chance to realize his dream of bliss, and
God would be cruel in implanting the longing for

many who were dead
in Jerusalem.

1.

Some deny the existence of the soul, because it cannot be seen; yet the same people
would not deny the existence of human
reason, even

if

this

cannot be seen, either.

that man has two souls, one good and
one evil, striving for mastery. But the struggle that
we often experience comes from only one soul with
different tendencies arising from the fact of our
being made of both body and soul, partly material
and partly spiritual. In a living person, the soul

Some claim

should not be considered apart from the body;
their union is much closer than the relation between a musician and his instrument at the hour
of a concert.
2. Through his two faculties of the soul,
understanding and free will, man obtains
dominion over the material world, as God
possesses power over the entire universe.

As God said before creating man: “Let them
have dominion over... every creature... on the earth
(Gen. 1:26). Through his likeness to God, man has
the power to know the true, the good, the beautiful,
so far even as to know the Source of all truth,
goodness, and beauty,

HOW
man

is

God

himself.

PROVE
IMMORTAL?
can we

that the

SOUL

of

We

can prove that the soul of man is immortal, because man’s acts of intelligence
are spiritual; therefore, his soul must be a
spiritual being, not dependent on matter,
and hence not subject to decay or death.
If even matter cannot totally disappear, however small the particle, how can the soul of man, of
a far higher order, be thought to suffer extinction?
1. Man has mind and will. He can reflect,
reason, plan for the future, make
judgments, remember. These prove his soul
spiritual. Such a soul cannot die as the

The

Blessed Virgin has through the centuries continued to appear to men; such instances are almost
innumerable. Saints have also returned to earth to
comfort or instruct the living; even souls in purgatory have returned, to beg for prayers.
must,
however, be very careful about believing in particular instances of appearances by the dead; the devil
can and often does use this instrumentality to trick
the gullible.

We

Is

BELIEF in the IMMORTALITY
UNIVERSAL?

of

the soul

Yes, belief in the immortality of the soul
and a life after death is universal among
mankind, including the most primitive
peoples.

The Jews of the Old Testament did not have the
revelation of eternal life as we know it from Christian revelation. But they did believe in some kind
of an existence after death. They did not develop
this notion because God had not yet revealed the
fullness of the truth to them, and they could not
accept the pagan notions of the after-life. The
Greeks and Romans believed in Tartarus and Elysium, places for the dead. Other nations have different cults to the dead, especially during their
burial ceremonies. Such cults would be meaningless
did those who took part in them not have an idea
of another life for departed souls.
1. If the soul were not immortal, the
wicked who commit evil all their lives
would go unpunished. The just who suffer continually on earth would not receive
any reward. This would be injustice impossible to the perfect justice of God.

If even man, imperfect as he is, can see innumerable examples of injustice in life, could not God?
Would He not have a way of correcting such injustice? And if so, since it cannot be corrected in this
life, there must be another, where immortal souls
go to obtain perfect justice.

2. Holy Scripture, the Word of God,
teaches that the soul is immortal.

body does.

Man longs for an ideal state of perfect happiness,
such happiness as is impossible to attain on earth.
This universal longing must have been placed in
men’s souls by God Himself; it is a desire for the
infinite happiness of a union with the Creator. If,

Our Lord Himself said to the good thief, “This
day thou shalt be with me in Paradise” (Luke
2 3 43 )- “And do not be afraid of those who kill the
body but cannot kill the soul” (Mat. 10:28). “He is
:

not the God of the dead, but of the living” (Matt.
22:32).
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Our first parents were perfectly happy in ParaIf they had not sinned, they would never have
died or suffered from sickness and sorrow.

dise.

Adam

18.

human

first

race.

indicates that she was the
all

human

First Parents

3:20).

Legends of many races

original happiness,
(a)

All

and of

tell

of an

a flood.

men have common

bodily char-

acteristics.

In the Bible the first man’s name is
called Adam. This is a Hebrew name coming from the Hebrew word for “ground.”
It was given by the author to the first man
to indicate that there are material elements
in man and that he is mortal by nature.
The first woman’s name is called Eve. This
comes from a Hebrew word meaning "life,” and
of

(Gen.

parents of the whole

1.

i.e.,

Heaven.

and Eve: Our

Who were the FIRST MAN and WOMAN?
The first man and woman were Adam
and Eve, the

When the time came for their leaving the earth,
they would have been taken body and soul to

mother

of all the living,

beings.

Therefore, the Bible teaches us that
these two were our first parents. All of
mankind makes up one great family.
2.

Sacred Scripture says that before the creation of
Adam "there was no man to till the soil” (Gen. 2:5);
and that Eve was the “mother of all the living”

The beat of the pulse, the temperature of the
body, the physical structure, and even such faculties
as the sense of smell, of sight, of hearing,—all these
vary little among different races. Differences are
results of variations in climate, food, ways of living,

and opportunity.
(b)

Emotionally and intellectually

all

races are the same.
Researches have discovered a universal sameness
in ideas of right and wrong; there is a universal
moral code, even among the most primitive of tribes.
For example, all men consider wrong the murder of
those who are not enemies, cruelty to children,
incest, and irreverence. If the moral code were the
result of fear of reprisal, why was not stealing considered wrong when committed against an enemy?
Science suggests the origin of mankind from only
one pair of ancestors; Religion declares it.
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Adam and

WHAT
STOWED

Eve:

Our

was the CHIEF GIFT BEon Adam and Eve BY GOD?

First Parents

no4.shame

gift bestowed on Adam and
was sanctifying grace, which
made them children of God and gave them
the right to heaven.

God

1. God created Adam and Eve in the
state of innocence and holiness. This made
them pleasing to God, and full of love for

Him. It made them children of God, and
therefore heirs of heaven. This state of innocence we term “sanctifying grace.”
"With wisdom and knowledge he (The Lord) fills
them; good and evil he shows them.” "He has set
before them knowledge, a law of life as their inheritance”; "His majestic glory their eyes beheld,
his glorious voice their ears heard” (Eccli, or Sir
2. God’s abiding grace made Adam and
Eve so happy that their happiness almost
equalled that of the angels.

“ You have made him little less than angels,
and crowned him with glory and honor” (Ps. 8:6).

What OTHER GIFTS were BESTOWED

Adam and Eve

The

by

GOD?

other gifts bestowed on

God were happiness

Eve by

Adam

in the

and
Garden

of Paradise, great knowledge, control of the
passions by reason, and freedom from suf-

Adam and

Eve were created immortal, and were

made

free from all subjection to sickness, which is
the prelude to death. Had they been faithful to God,
they would never have died, nor suffered disease.

Did our FIRST PARENTS HAVE any
OBLIGATIONS towards GOD?
Yes, our first parents had to acknowledge
God as their Lord and Creator. Despite
their happiness and privileges which God

had given them, they were

still

only crea-

1. In the story of the sin of our first
parents, the sacred author has indicated
man’s obligations to God by telling of the
tree of knowledge of good and evil, which
Adam and Eve were forbidden to eat. The
purpose behind this was to show that man
could not do as he pleased.

God wanted Adam as head and representative of
the human race to merit heaven. This meant that
he must not seek to be like God; he must recognize
In order to get this important
truth across to his readers, the Hebrew author has
told the story of the tree of knowledge.

his creaturehood.

fering and death.
2.
1. The garden in which God put Adam and
Eve was intended by the author to indicate
all the divine blessings which they shared
as a result of their friendship with God.

One of

these blessings, symbolized by the tree of
life, was the gift of immortality. Although man,
by his very nature, is mortal, God preserved our first
parents from death because of His great love for

them and

God gave Adam and Eve freebodily disease and death.

Lastly,

dom from

tures.

17:6, 9, 11).

on

inclination to evil; they felt
even though they were naked in

Paradise.

The chief

Eve by
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They had no

their closeness to

Him.

2. God also gave Adam and Eve infused
knowledge; that is, without experience or
knew all that full-grown persons needed to fulfill the purpose of their

If

Adam and Eve had been faithful to

God, they would
ease and without
earthly paradise
where they would

have passed without disbodily death from their
to heaven, God’s home,
see

Him

face to face.

All the children of Adam, the entire human
race, would have been born as Adam had been
created, in a state of friendship with God, and with
all his gifts. If one had sinned, he would have been
punished by God, but not being the head of the
entire human race, he would not have passed on the
stain to his descendants. Everybody would then have

suffered for his

own

sins alone.

study they
creation,

and

as educators of

men.

Did

FUL

Adam knew

the indissolubility of marriage; his insight helped him give suitable names to the animals.

God blessed Adam and Eve with a
freedom from subjection to their lower ap3.

petites, such as impurity, drunkenness, etc.

ADAM and EVE REMAIN FAITH-

to

No,

God?

Adam and

and moved by
Himself. This

Eve, tempted by the devil,
pride, wished to be like God
their sin of disobedience.

was

The author indicates this when he says that they
ate of the forbidden fruit (Gen. 3:1-13).
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Credit: Chicago Natural History

Although there are some points of similarity between the skeletons of man and the ape , the differences are numerous and fundamental. As one

remarked, evolutionists might as well claim
man descended from any other form of life,
because differences between man and the ape are

scientist

that

as important as between

man and

19.

HOW DID THE BODY
ORIGINATE?

other forms.

Museum

The ape has neither chin nor forehead Its foot
grasps like a hand. Its teeth are not arranged in
close rows. If it were forced to stand erect it
would be looking upwards, not forward The average weight of its brain compared to that of its
body is as 1 to 70. For man the ratio is 1 to 35
The ape cannot speak articulately.

Evolution and the Bible
of the first

man

man was

created, (b) Man is mortal by
is indicated by the material elements in man, “dust of the ground.”

nature. This

It would seem, according to the Bible,
that the body of the first man was made by
God from the dust of the earth. “Then the
Lord God formed man out of the dust of the
ground” (Gen. 2:7)

What is

the

THEORY of EVOLUTION?

Evolution is a theory concerning the origin and development of plants, animals,

and man.
We must understand these words as the sacred
author intended them. He was not a scientist, and
he was not writing for scientists. He was writing for
simple people who could understand important
truths only if they were presented in a simple story
form.

This story teaches us two truths: (a) God
created man, just as He created everything
else. The author is not interested in how

1. There
are many variations of the
theory, but basically it holds that life began
with the simplest forms, then developed in-

to more complex forms, until at last
the
most complex form, man, was evolved.
It is no longer common for the
evolutionists
to teach that man is descended from
the ape.
Actually, there are so many basic differences
be-

"KNOW GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE"

Evolution and the Bible
man and ape

tween

that there can be no question
of a direct relationship. However, there are also so

many

bodily resemblances between the two that the
common heritage must be admitted.

possibility of a
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Man’s soul

2.

is

not produced from some

other soul or matter. It is spiritual and simdid not exist before the person lived.
did not come to exist after he was already

ple. It
It

2. No true scientist today would say
that the evolutionist theory has been absolutely proved, in the sense that a precise
scientific description can be given of the
processes of man’s formation from a sub-human ancestor. No “missing link” has been

found. However, most scientists today,
arguing from the wealth of evidence that
connects man’s bodily organism with the
brute animals and from the actual development in the bodily structure of man himself, accept the theory as a working hypothesis.
3. As stated above, the Bible teaches us
nothing about the manner in which man’s
body was formed. It teaches only that God
is responsible for man’s creation. Therefore,
whether the theory of evolution is proved
or not, the teaching of the Bible will remain unchanged.

The Church has never made an

examined with great care and moderation. The
must not be confused with

scientifically established facts.

What

is

the

ORIGIN

of the

SOUL?
God

HUMAN

due

to his soul.

If this attitude resulted

from fear of

human

soul

This truth is not directly stated in
Genesis since those ancient authors did not
conceive of the human soul as we do today.
However, they knew that man was utterly
from brute animals. They knew,

distinct

was based on the

man was made in the image of God
And they attributed this to

(Gen. 1:26-27)

reprisal,

why

not murder considered wrong when against an
Why has incest always been regarded as
wrong, when primitive men surely could have no
idea of the evils of inbreeding? One must conclude
that this universal conscience comes from One
Source.
is

enemy?

Man’s soul

3.

parents.

There

is

not derived from his

Only his body is derived from them.
no possible “evolution” of the

is

soul, for it is a spiritual substance, not subto the laws of physical nature, and

ject

could not possibly be developed from a
lower or material form of life.
Manifestations of the soul, like cleverness, talent,
traits of character, etc., by which children resemble
their parents, are due to the attributes of the body
that they derived from their parents, or to training in the family. If one holds a colored glass to the
light the reflection will have the color of the glass.
But the glass did not make the sun whose reflection
is cast. Is even the mind a product
of evolution?
The most primitive man is capable of abstract reasoning. The most intelligent beasts cannot think
in concepts.

FROM ADAM TO CHRIST?

were there

The Church has never given a

too, that this distinction

As soon

life ceases.

HOW MANY CENTURIES

directly creates every

1.

.

the creative will of God. Therefore, we can
say that, if the author had had our concept
of the soul, he would have said that man’s

soul

life is

scientists have discovered
a singular universality and sameness in ideas of
right and wrong, a moral code, in all races and
peoples, however primitive. These are universally
looked upon as wrong: the wanton murder of one
not an enemy stealing from one’s own group, maltreatment of children, irreverence, incest, adultery.

out of nothing.

fact that

Man’s

The investigations of

infallible defini-

tion regarding the evolution of man’s body. In
Humani Generis, of 1950 Pope Pius
stated that research can freely be made on
the subject of the origin of the human body from
pre-existent living matter. He cautioned, at the same
time, that the arguments on both sides must be
his Encyclical,

XII

theory, or hypothesis,

alive.

as the soul leaves the body,

answered.

The Bible teaches nothing directly on
The line of patriarchs which it
with their ages, was intended principally to show that there is a connection
between Abraham, with whom public reve1.

this matter.

gives,

lation begins, and the first man, whose sin
made that history necessary.

The ages of the patriarchs, as given in the Bible,
are symbolic, not real.

was directly created by God.

Pius XII, in the Encyclical quoted above, reaffirmed the traditional Catholic faith when he
said that we are obliged to hold that souls are
immediately created by God.

decision,

and the question may possibly never be

2.

Some

Catholic theologians state that

the age of man may be stretched to ten,
or one hundred thousand years or even
longer. Neither scientists nor theologians
have come to a definite solution.
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Eve for the

Therefore the Lord

God

sin they comput him out of the

Garden of Eden to till the ground from which he
was taken" (Gen. 3:23).

20.

WHAT HAPPENED
on

ACCOUNT of

their

to

calamities in the world today, war, disease, poverty, etc., are consequences of Adam's
We inherited all the weaknesses that were part
of his punishment.

Original Sin

Adam and Eve

SIN?

On

account of their sin Adam and Eve
lost sanctifying grace, the right to heaven,

and their special gifts; they became subject to death, to suffering, and to a strong
inclination to evil. The loss of all these gifts
indicated by the author when he says that
they were driven from the Garden of Parais

dise.
‘‘In the sweat of your brow you shall eat bread,
till you return to the ground, since
out of it you
were taken; for dust you are and unto dust you
shall return” (Gen. 3:19).
1. Adam and Eve immediately lost God’s
abiding grace and friendship, their holiness
and innocence: they lost sanctifying grace
and therefore the right to heaven, to see

God.

All the

sin.

2. It might be asked how one sin could
have brought about such terrible punishments. It must be remembered, first of all,
the first man enjoyed every divine blessing,
and in particular a special intimacy with God
Himself. Therefore, man had every reason
for remaining faithful to God. Moreover,
his sin overturned the very order of creation. The creature man wished to be like
the Creator God. The punishment given

man served forcefully to remind
creaturehood.

him

of his

Also, our preoccupation with hardship, suffering
and death is conditioned by a kind of materialism
These things are as nothing compared to the loss
of God’s love and friendship. And God did not exclude the possibility of regaining that friendship.
He was still concerned about man. He still wanted

man to love
sible to bring

Him. And He does everything posman back to Him.
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Original Sin

WHAT HAS HAPPENED TO US
account of the sin of

on

Adam?

ishment, as we would have inherited his
had he been obedient to God.

gifts

“Therefore as through one man sin entered into
the world and through sin death, and thus death
has passed into all men” (Rom. 5:12).

This sin in us is called original sin.
the state in which every descendant of
Adam comes into the world, totally deprived of grace, through inheriting the punishment, not of Adam’s personal sin, but of
1.

It is

as head of the

human

race.

Original sin does not come to us from Eve, but
from Adam alone, since God made him representative and head of the whole human race. Eve was
punished for her disobedience, as Adam was, but
did not pass on her guilt to all mankind. Our
original sin comes from our first father.
2.

Because of original

sin,

in

on account of the sin of

On account of the sin of Adam, we, his
descendants, come into the world deprived
of sanctifying grace and inherit his pun-

his sin

49

GOD UNJUST

Is

God

PUNISHING US
Adam?

not unjust in punishing us on account of the sin of Adam, because original
sin does not take away from us anything to
which we have a strict right as human beings, but only the free gifts which God in
His goodness would have bestowed on us if
Adam had not sinned.
1.

is

All

Adam

mankind must

suffer for the sin of

because he was the head and reprehuman family.

sentative of the whole

When

Alfonso XIII of Spain was dethroned,

his

children lost their right to the throne through no
fault of their own. So also the children of a rich
man who goes bankrupt lose all the inheritance they
hoped for, through no fault of theirs.
2.

We

blessings

should have shared in Adam’s
of soul and body without any
if he had not sinned. In

merit of our own,
the same

way we

share in his guilt.

heaven was

closed to all men until the death of Our
Lord Jesus Christ. Our Lord instituted the
sacrament of Baptism in order to restore to
us the right to heaven that Adam had lost.

A person after baptism is in the state of grace
and free from sin. If he dies immediately after
baptism, even if he had committed sins, he goes
straight to heaven. His sins and their punishment

Was any human person ever PRESERVED FROM ORIGINAL SIN?
The Blessed Virgin Mary was preserved
from original sin in view of the merits of
her Divine Son, and this privilege is called
her Immaculate Conception.

are all forgiven him.

“And when

What are the CHIEF PUNISHMENTS
of
which
INHERIT through
original sin?

ADAM

WE

The

chief punishments of Adam which
inherit through original sin are: death,
suffering, ignorance, and a strong inclination to sin.

we

1. By original sin we became subject to
and death. This was part of the
punishment God laid on Adam. “For the
day you eat of it, you must die” (Gen. 2:17).

disease

2. Our whole nature became inclined to
Our reason is in perpetual conflict
with our passions.

he

the angel had come to her,
of grace, the Lord is with
”

said, ’Hail, full

Blessed are thou
(Luke 1:28).

thee.

among women’

1. From the very first moment of her
conception the Blessed Virgin was preserved
from all stain of original sin. She was conceived and born without original sin.

God, having ordained that Mary was to
be the Mother of His Son, could not permit
her soul to lack for a single instant all
those graces that would make her most
pleasing to Him.

evil.

Even after our souls are cleansed of original sin
by baptism, the corruption of our nature and other
punishments, such as sickness, evil inclinations, etc.,
remain. “The inclination of man's heart is evil from
his youth" (Gen. 8:21). "The flesh lusts against the
spirit,

and the

spirit against the flesh” (Gal. 5:17).

2. Our Blessed Mother’s soul was created as pure and spotless as the soul of Eve.
Where Eve committed sin and lost her spotlessness, our Mother Mary kept herself
pure and spotless to the end of her life. We

commemorate

the Immaculate Conception
of the Blessed Virgin Mary on December 8.
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Christ permitted Himself to

After
devil

be tempted by the devil.
Our Lord's forty days’ fast in the desert, the
appeared to Him and tempted Him to gluttony,
and to avarice. But Our Lord resisted the
and sent him away. Then angels came to min-

Him. God wishes to show us that temptafrom being a sin in itself, is a source of

ister to

tion, far

to pride,

we resist firmly. Then God will send us His
blessings and consolations, and we shall be dearer

devil

to

21.
What

is

ACTUAL SIN?

There are two general classes of sins:
original and actual. Original sin is the kind
of sin that we inherit from Adam. Actual
sin is the kind of sin that we ourselves commit. I n general, when we speak of “sin” we
1.

actual sin.

an offense against God, a violation of His
commandments. To sin is to despise God, to disobey Him, to offend Him. One who sins takes the
gifts that God has given, and uses them to insult
Him.
Sin

is

2. The only human being who was created without sin, and never committed sin,
was the Blessed Virgin; this was a special
privilege bestowed on her because she was
to be the Mother of our Saviour.
St. John says: “If we say that we have no sin,

we deceive ourselves, and the truth
(i John
:8).
i

is

if

Him

after our successful fight against temptation.

Actual Sin

Actual sin is any wilful thought, desire,
word, action, or omission forbidden by the
law of God.

mean

merit

not in us”

IN

WHAT WAY

We

fall step

do we

fall into sin?

by step from temptation

into sin. The different steps at times follow
each other rapidly and are accomplished in
the twinkling of an eye.
i

.

Sin

is

tion. First

mind. This

not committed without temptaan evil thought comes into the
in itself

is

not sinful;

it is

only

a temptation.

A man may
jewels.

The

be in a jewelry store looking at some
salesman turns away to talk to someone

else,
leaving a precious diamond ring on the
counter. The thought enters the man’s mind that
it would be easy for him to take the ring and
walk away unnoticed. This is temptation, not sin.

2.

If

we do not immediately reject the
mind an affec-

thought, it awakens in the
tion or liking for it.

If the man in the above example does not resist
and reject the thought, but plays with it, and
becomes pleased with the idea, he thereby gives

partial consent, and commits a slight

sin.

KNOW GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE”

Actual
3.

evil

Next the thought is followed by an
desire in which we take pleasure.

If, still playing with the thought, the man wishes
that he could take the diamond ring without being
noticed, the consent is complete, and he commits
a sin in his heart (interiorly).

4.

The

resolution to

commit the

occasion presents

itself follows.
exterior act is committed.

sin when
Then the

busy.

still

away with
translated

man

it. Thus the wish or desire has been
into an exterior act. Even should the
is guilty of

be prevented from stealing, he

grave

5

When we

3.

A stronger man may take our hand, and in spite
of our refusal and protest force it to drop a lighted
match into a gasoline tank. Even if there is an
explosion and a whole town is set on fire, we are
not guilty of arson. In the same way, as long as one
does not consent to an evil thought, it remains a
temptation, and he commits no sin.

we ourselves do not commit?

We

are guilty of sins which we ourselves
do not commit when we cooperate with
another person’s sins.

We

1.

is

AN EXTERIOR

SIN

MORE

EVIL than an interior sin?
An exterior sin is more evil
terior sin, because
consequences.

it is

than an inattended by worse

exterior sin often causes scandal,
therefore more severely punished by
here on earth as well as after death.

is

God

Drunkenness reduces the drunkard and his
family to poverty and sickness. Impurity destroys
the body, sometimes producing insanity. Murder
often leads the culprit to the electric chair.

And

worse, an exterior sin increases
the malice of the will, and destroys the
sense of shame. The repetition of exterior
sins forms the habit of sinning, and vice is
formed. The conscience goes to sleep, and
the sinner becomes so hardened that he no
longer sees the evil and wickedness of his

share in another’s

sin:

(a)

by

counsel; (b) by command; (c) by consent;
(d) by provocation; (e) by praise or flattery; (f) by silence; (g) by assistance;
(h) by defense or concealment ; and (i) by
not punishing the evil done.
Thus

An

1.

2.

1

evil.

sin.

Why

and

do not consent to the

WHEN ARE WE GUILTY of sins which

man glances to see if the salesman
Then he takes the ring and walks

Finally, the
is

Sin

rulers,

legislative

parents, emowners of shows and
and others in a posi-

leaders,

ployers,

teachers, superiors,
theatres, editors, publishers,

tion of responsibility, may easily render themselves
guilty of the sins of others. One who is to blame
for another’s sin is as guilty as if he had commit-

ted the sin himself.

One who tempts or provokes another
is perhaps the more guilty of the

2.

into sin
two.

Our Lord says: “But whoever causes one of these
little

for

ones

him

to

believe in me to sin, it were better
have a great millstone hung around his
drowned in the depths of the sea”

who

neck, and to be
(Matt. 18:6).

How many

sin.

kinds of

ACTUAL SIN

are

there?

Are

Not
times
1.

ALL EVIL ACTS

sinful?

all evil acts are sinful; there may be
acts are not sinful, as:

When we do

not

know

that the act

is

sinful.

Noe became intoxicated, but committed no sin,
because he was not aware of the strength of the
wine. So one might by mistake take poison and die,
but he would not be guilty of suicide.
2.

When

of our

There are two kinds
and venial sin.

of actual sin: mortal

sin

when such

the act

is

done through no

fault

own.

If one is
abstinence,

not aware that a certain day is a day of
and eats meat, he commits no sin.
Again, one might by pure accident and through no
negligence on his part drop a loaded revolver. Even
if it explodes and kills a person, he is not guilty
of murder.

Another classification is: (a) sins of
thought; (b) sins of desire; (c) sins of
word; (d) sins of deed; (e) sins of omission.
If

we take pleasure in thinking proudly of ourwe sin by thought. If we cannot rest content

selves,

because we envy somebody’s clothes and wish we
had them, we sin by desire. If we get angry and
say angry words to someone, we sin by word. If we
are so angry that we begin striking the person, we
sin by deed. If we do not do what is our duty, such
as going to Mass on Sunday, we sin by omission.

We must remember
is

that when we do not sin, it
only through the grace of God. "Let him who

thinks he stands take heed lest he fall” (1 Cor.
10:12). A humble distrust of ourselves is a preservative against sin.
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Mortal sin is the greatest evil in the world. It seporates us from God. Because of our mortal sins,
Jesus Christ suffered agonies and died on the cross.

22.
What

is

MORTAL

enough

to

send us to

hell.

Mortal Sin

SIN?

Mortal sin is a grievous offense against
the law of God.

Any

wilful thought, desire, word, acin serious violation of
is a mortal sin. Examples of mortal sin are blasphemy, wilful murder, adultery, arson, robbery, etc.
1.

To strengthen our resolution not to commit sin,
also that even a single mortal

we should remember
sin is

tion or omission,

God’s law,

1. Without sanctifying grace, the soul is
displeasing to God, unclean, and can never
behold Him or be with Him in heaven.

Without “ sanctifying grace" the soul is without
God; and without God, the devil makes the soul
his habitation. “Know then, and see, how evil and
bitter is your forsaking the Lord, your God" (Ter
2:19).

2.
2. Mortal sin occurs as soon as God is
no longer our final end in our thoughts,
words, and actions.

Each mortal sin we commit is a three-fold insult
to Almighty God: it insults Him by rebellion or
disobedience, by ingratitude, and by contempt.

The sinner

God

his fellow-men, and by the weakening
of his will and the darkening of his intellect,
is liable to fall into other mortal sins.

The

devil cries to his subordinates,

“God

saken him; pursue and seize him, for there
to rescue

Circumstances of person, cause, time,
place, means, object, and evil consequences
enhance or decrease the guilt of the sin.

loses charity towards

and

him”

is

has

for-

no one

(Ps. 70:11).

3.

Without sanctifying grace, the soul
God; and if an adult
he will suffer the torments
of the damned.
3.

loses the friendship of

dies in that state,

Why

is

This

sin

THIS SIN

called

MORTAL?

called mortal, or deadly, because it deprives the sinner of sanctifying
grace, the supernatural life of the soul.
is

The word “mortal” comes from the Latin mors,
which means death. St. John Chrysostom said,
“Sinners are dead while they live, and the just live
after they are dead.”
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Mortal

MORTAL

(b)

makes
takes

the soul an

away

enemy

the merit of

of

God;
good

all its

actions;
(c)

(d)

deprives it of the right to everlasting
happiness in heaven; and
makes it deserving of everlasting

punishment

in hell.

Man was made

God, and what an
awful calamity it would be to become His
enemy! It would be as if the food which
was made to support and sustain man should
all of a sudden turn to poison him instead.
1.

Through

mortal

for

sin,

the

sinner

becomes

a

stranger to divine love, and to the love of neighbor;
his heart turns cold because he has put out the

flame of charity by grave sin. His reason, a gift of
God, is obscured, and he fails to perceive the things
of God. Thus a sinner the more he sins, becomes

more insensitive to evil; his will is finally so
weakened that all conscience is lost, and he falls
into greater and greater sins more and more easilg.
“Adulterers, do you not know that the friendship
of this world is enmity with God? Therefore, whoever wishes to be a friend of this world becomes an
enemy of God" (Jas. 4:4).
2.

During

all the

remains in mortal

time that the sinner
good works do

sin, all his

not help him to heaven: he earns no merits
until he gives up his state of mortal sin.
As the Apostle says, “If I give my body to be
burned and have not charity, I am nothing.” One
falls into mortal sin may be compared to a
merchant coming into his home port, laden with
all kinds of treasures collected from abroad, upon
which he has spent years of labor and incalculable
wealth. Just as he enters the harbor his ship is
torpedoed, and he saves nothing for all his trouble.
In a similar manner, one who dies in mortal sin
gains nothing, however numerous the good works
he may in life have performed.

who

3. However numerous the merits previously earned by the sinner, however many
his good works, if he dies with only one
mortal sin on his soul he goes to hell forever.

something

to be feared

It is

because

mortal sin presupposes a hatred of God. Let us be
reasonable men, and consider the utter folly of
selling our birthright, God and heaven, for the
mess of pottage that is sin and its effects. “Then
he will say to those on his left hand, ‘Depart from
me, accursed ones, into the everlasting fire’ ’’ (Matt.
25:41).

a sin

are

necessary

to

MORTAL:

FIRST, the thought, desire, word, action,
or omission must be seriously wrong or
considered seriously wrong. The matter
must be grave: a slight act of vanity or impatience is not serious matter, but murder is.

—

SECOND, the sinner must be mindful of
the serious wrong.— He must have full
knowledge and reflection or attention, and
know that what he does is grievous.
A man who

steals a precious diamond ring in the
glass has not full knowledge. A man
lighted match thoughtlessly aside may
throw it into a gasoline tank and cause an explosion, but he has not full attention.

belief that

it is

who throws a

THIRD,

the sinner must fully consent

to if.— He must do it of his own free will,
saying deliberately, “I will do this.”
Therefore infants and idiots cannot commit morcannot fully realize what they do.

tal sin; they

IS

MORTAL SIN

a great evil?

Mortal sin is a great evil, the greatest evil
in the world, a greater evil than disease, or
poverty, because it separates us from God.
It isarebellion against and contempt of
God, the blackest ingratitude towards Him.
1

.

Our heavenly Father gave us everything we have,
and in return we offend Him. We desecrate His
temple. "Do you not know that you are the temple
of God and that the Spirit of God dwells in you?”
(1 Cor. 3:16). By mortal sin a vile and insignificant
creature offends and insults the infinite Creator.
2. It is like crucifying Christ again, “since
they crucify again for themselves the Son of

God and make him a mockery” (Heb.

6:6)

We

can never fully realize the malice of mortal
can get a small idea of it by remembering
that God sent His own beloved Son to suffer untold
agonies, to save us from its consequences.

sin.

Is this not

53

THREE THINGS

MAKE

sinner of sanctifying grace,
(a)

Sin

SIN, besides depriving the

We

3. Mortal sin must be a most appalling
thing indeed to make a just and merciful
God create hell for the everlasting punish-

ment

who

of the rebellious angels and of sinners
die with even only one mortal sin.

Even considering only

its temporal penalties
is great folly. Upon it follows moral
disquiet; the sinner loses the serenity and cheerfulness of the just soul. “The wicked are like the
tossing sea, which cannot be calmed" (Is. 57:20).

mortal sin
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We are prone to look upon venial sin as of no
consequence, and to be careless about guarding
against it, forgetting that it is second only in evil
consequences to mortal sin. In Holy Scripture we
see from many examples how God regards venial

is

VENIAL SIN?

sin can be venial in

When

(a)

wrong.
slight

If

the evil done

we

sin against

importance,

window
(b)

into

Israelites

expression

that

has

a

very

wicked

meaning is seriously wrong, but if the person does
not know its meaning, he is not guilty of a mortal
sin. If one eats meat on a day of abstinence, thinking it only a slight sin to do so; or if one in a
sudden outburst of anger insults a companion
seriously,

he

commits a venial
and consent.

sin

for

lack

of

is

two ways:

is

not seriously
in matters of
venial sin.

we commit

not gravely wrong;

When

the

evil

it is

done

to

open

a venial sin.

seriously
wrong, but the sinner sincerely believes it
is only slightly wrong, or does it on the
spur of the moment, without sufficient reflection, or

is

without full consent of the

Examples of venial

sin are impatience,
slight faultfinding, lies that harm nobody.
2.

God

Grumbling when told by your mother
the

He has punished it most severely.

sufficient reflection

fession.

A

in this life

he was not permitted to lead the
the Promised Land.

ished:

Saying an

Venial sin is a less serious offense against
the law of God, which does not deprive the
soul of sanctifying grace, and which can be
pardoned even without sacramental con-

1.

even

For only a slight doubt about God's mercy, because
of the wickedness of his people, Moses was pun-

Venial Sin

23.
What

sin;

will.

The word “ venial” comes from the Latin venialis,
meaning easily pardonable. Even the most just of
mortals falls into venial sin again and again. God
permits this to keep us humble. The most imperfect
of mortals attains a very high degree of perfection
as soon as he can avoid all “deliberate” venial sin:
as soon as he does not commit any sin deliberately,
with full advertence and consent.
3- If a person is in the state of grace,
venial sins are forgiven in many ways without necessity of confession.
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Venial Sin
Provided one has sorrow and a sincere resolution
not to commit the sins again, they are forgiven not
only by Confession, but also by Holy Communion,
by acts of contrition, prayer, good works, etc.
4. A distinction exists between venial sins
and imperfections. Imperfections are faults
that arise from ignorance or weakness, not
from a bad will.

For instance involuntary distractions in prayer,
“white lies" told while telling a story or in exaggerations or jokes, bad manners that hurt no one
much, are imperfections. We should, however, try
to avoid all imperfections, for they are not praiseworthy, are often a cause of irritation to others,
and make us accustomed to doing what is not correct, above all, displease God.
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Holy Scripture shows many instances of God’s
displeasure for venial sin, which He punishes
severely even on earth. For her curiosity. Lot’s wife
was turned into a pillar of salt. “But I tell you, that
of every idle word men speak, they shall give account on the day of judgment” (Matt. 12:36).

How

can we

KEEP FROM

We can keep from committing sin by
praying and by receiving the sacraments;
by remembering that God is always with us;
by recalling that our bodies are temples of
the Holy Spirit; by keeping occupied with
work or play; by promptly resisting the
sources of sin within us; by avoiding the
near occasions of

How

does venial sin

HARM

1. Although venial sin is not a grievous
offense against God, it is nevertheless a
great moral evil, next alone to mortal sin.

It is like a drop of ink in a glassful of clear water;
the ink, however little, takes away the clearness.

2. If often committed, venial sin weakens
the will, lessens our power to resist evil, and
it

easier for us to fall into

“He who
ful also in
little

thing

is

mortal

sin.

faithful in a very little thing is faithis unjust in a very
unjust also in much” (Luke 16:10).

much; and he who
is

Venial sin deprives us of many actual
we need for resisting temptation.

3.

graces

When a mirror is dusty, it cannot reflect the
image clearly; similarly the mirror of the soul, when
dusty with venial sin, cannot reflect the light of
grace and justice with all its splendor and brightness. May we expect God to bestow His blessings
and graces in the same measure on the soul that
is not as faithful in small things as on the one that
is most careful to try to please Him even in the
smallest things?

1. Prayer and the sacraments, especially
the Sacrifice of the Mass with Holy Communion, protect us from sin. They are like
a strong fortress against which the enemy
strikes in vain, and within which the soul
remains safe in the grace of God.

When the Apostles were in danger on the lake
of Genessareth, they had recourse to prayer.
are ever in danger from sin while we live; let us
build up around us a rampart of prayer. God will
protect us, as He protected the Apostles; He will
answer our prayer.

We

2. Even good people fall into sins, frequently because they forget God’s presence.
Let us remember that the eye of God is

always upon

us, every single moment. Then,
if we love Him, we would never sin, never
insult His presence by sin.
If we had a distinguished personage before us,
would we commit indecent acts Would we steal,
or use bad language? But is not God the most
distinguished of all persons, and is He not always
looking on us?

time.
If

we

is

in the state of grace, our
the temple of the Holy Spirit.

God

dwells in our body as Jesus Christ lives in
the tabernacle. If we remember this always, we
shall be greatly helped in avoiding sin.

practical way of avoiding
keep occupied with work or play.
something; if he does not do
something good, he will do something evil.

sin

The most

is

to

Man must do

on our souls, or without
them, we have to expiate for

die with venial sins

fully satisfying for

them

When we are

3.

body

4.

Venial sin deprives us of heaven for a

4.

sin.

US?

Venial sin harms us by making us less
fervent in the service of God, by weakening
our power to resist mortal sin, and by making us deserving of God’s punishments in
this life or in purgatory.

makes

committing

sin?

in purgatory.

5. A great desire not to offend God in
the least is the best proof of love and loyalty
towards our heavenly Father.

A busy instrument cannot

be

used in doing

mischief. Robbers will hesitate to enter a house
where the occupants are busy. If we are occupied
in doing good, we have no time to sit idly and wag
our tongues in gossip.
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Indiscriminate use of the radio and television by
young or old is a pathetic disregard for good

morals and artistic taste. Not only parents and
guardians, but the entire family should be concerned over the programs that are watched and
heard. Late evening programs are generally directed to the interest of adults.

24.
What

are the

Occasions and Sources of Sin

NEAR OCCASIONS

of sin?

The near occasions of sin are all persons,
places, or things that may easily lead us
into sin.

MOST COMMON OCCASIONS OF
1.

Children are too immature to watch such programs. It is the duty of parents that children are
in bed where they should be when these programs
are presented. We should consult the evaluation
of television, radio and theatre offerings which
our better critics make available to us in the
Catholic Press.

Bad companions One who

SIN:

provokes

or leads us into sin is not our friend.
must stop going with that companion.

A

safe rule to follow is never to go to any
place where you would be ashamed to take
your virtuous mother or sister.
In many dances, the women tend to dress with
extravagance and immodesty, just to “follow the
fashion.
Sometimes, too, dances are an occasion
for the taking of liberties, due to late hours, and
the spirit of unrestrained pleasure.

We
3.

One

Bars and liquor saloons.

rotten apple in a basket of good apples
quickly rots the rest. The same is true of human
beings. Sin is a contagious disease. If we do not
wish to be infected, we must go far away from it.

sin,

2. Dance halls. Not every dance is sinful.
But many dances are occasions of sin; and

Those who frequent saloons are likely to be not
only habitual drunkards, but constant gamblers,

public dances without the presence of respectable adults are extremely dangerous.

involved in disputes, and finally end badly even
in the temporal sense.

These are very proximate occasions of
leading to intemperance, and worse

evils.

who

neglect

their

homes

and

duties,

"KNOW GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE

become

Occasions and Sources of Sin

Bad newspapers and magazines.

4.

These are no less dangerous because their
wickedness is often not apparent, many
hiding their evil under the guise of cleverness, information, science, art, etc.
Bad

periodicals gradually

undermine

faith and
make one insensitive to evil. It is the duty of every
Catholic to subscribe to a Catholic periodical, and
never to favor a wicked press.
5.

Bad

books.

Many

novels are harmless;

some are very helpful, but many are positively wicked. We must be very careful in
the selection of the books we read. Poisonous food will only kill the body, but poisonous reading

kills

1.

occasions of sin.

“He who loves danger will perish in it’’ (Lirach.
However, those who by their calling or other
necessity are continually exposed to such dangerous occasions, as priests, officials, doctors and others,
must put their trust in God, Who will give them
grace and protect them.
:

We must

2.

soon

is

as

avoid occasions of sin as

we perceive them.

one goes

If

to the theatre

and

sees that the play

an indecent

play,

What are

the chief sources of actual sin?

he must stand up and leave.

the soul.

There are national book clubs under Catholic
auspices that send members lists of books of merit
according to literary standards, and not offensive to
Catholic morals.
mention the following ones:
“Catholic Book Club,” “Maryknoll Book Club”
and “Spiritual Book Associates” in New York City;
"Catholic Children’s Book Club” and “Catholic
Digest Book Club” in St. Paul, Minn.; “Catholic
Family Book Club” and “Catholic Know-Your-Bible
Program” in Garden City; and "Catholic Youth Book
Club” in Mineola, N. Y.; “Catholic Literary Foundation” in Milwaukee, Wis.; “Franciscan Book Club”
and "Thomas More Book Club” in Chicago, 111.

We

.

to seek the

3 25 ).

The

6
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wrong voluntarily

It is

Motion Pictures, Radio and Television.

Pope Pius XII taught that the modern
media of communication— films, radio and
television are “remarkable inventions of
man’s genius,” but at the same time “gifts
from God.” As such they are good in themselves and intended by God to be useful to
man.
Today more than a few motion pictures are immoral and indecent. We must, therefore, choose
only the good and avoid altogether objectionable
films. To guide and assist us in this choice the
National Legion of Decency, working under the
hierarchy, publishes moral ratings on current motion pictures. To ignore these ratings
ourselves to moral danger.

is

to

expose

Once a year, on the Sunday following December 8 th, feast of the Immaculate Conception, we
renew the Legion of Decency Pledge to

freely pro-

mote what is good and to oppose, especially by our
example, what is bad in motion exhibition. Since
the film industry supplies only what the public
buys, the keeping of this Pledge
the box-office for good films.

is

your ballot at

HOW SHOULD WE ACT towards occasions of sin?

We should never seek, and always try to
avoid occasions of sin.

chief sources of actual sin are: pride,

covetousness, lust, anger, gluttony, envy,

and

sloth,

and these are commonly

called

capital sins.

They are called capital, from the Latin caput
(which means head), because they are the heads or
sources of all sins. Thus they originate sins of luxury, gossip, excessive ambition, etc.
1. They are called capital sins, not because they are the greatest sins in themselves,
but because they are the chief reasons why
men commit sin. They are the origin of
every sin, all other sins arising from them as
from their fountainhead.

2. These sins are called vices, because
they produce permanent disorders in the
They are the seven fatal diseases of
the soul, which end in death.

soul.

Does God

PUNISH SIN?

God punishes sin, partly in
but chiefly after death.
Yes,

this life,

1. In this life sinners suffer from remorse of conscience, fear, and unhappiness.
Their sin often brings upon them disease
or death, the hatred and scorn of their fellow-men, and other temporal punishments.
Even on earth, “the wages of sin is death.”

2. The punishment of the sinner is fully
meted out to him only after death. Then
the unrepentant sinner is punished in hell.
Justice is not always done in this world,
where the wicked often prosper and the just
are made to suffer.

On

earth,

God

good he may do.
evil

"KNOW GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE”

he does

is

rewards the sinner for whatever
only in the next life that the
its full and just punishment.

It is

given
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eyes of God, while the proud Pharisee
went home unjustified.
Covetousness is one of the ugliest of sins. It was
a sin of Judas. He loved money so much that he
even betrayed Our Lord for thirty pieces of silver (2).
justified in the

his own worth. Our Lord condemned pride in the
parable of the Pharisee and the Publican (1). Jesus
said that the humble and repentant publican was

25.

Pride, Covetousness,

What IS PRIDE?
Pride is an inordinate love of one’s
excellence, an excessive self-esteem.

own

Our Lord is the best example of meekness and
patience. Did He use His almighty power to punish
those who did Him evil? For hours He hung meekly
on the cross, until He died. Every day God is
patient with sinners, giving them time to change
their ways. God, the

Supreme One,

is

not proud.

i. The proud man overestimates himself,
and believes himself the source of his own
excellence. The virtue of humility, which
disposes us to acknowledge our limitations,
is opposed to pride. (See pages 98-99.)

Some are proud of their appearance; others of
their family, talents, position, money, and the
virtues they imagine they possess. Even if we do

Lust

have excellent abilities or possessions, we should
not be proud of them, remembering that they all
come from God. Instead, we should be humbly
thankful, and see in what way we can make a
return to God for such gifts. “Every proud man is
an abomination to the Lord” (Prov. 16:5).
2. Pride may be called the mother
of all
vices, for most sins can be traced to it. From
pride arise ambition, vanity, presumption,
disobedience, hypocrisy, obstinacy in sin.

“F or pride is the reservoir of sin, a source which
runs over with vice; because of it God sends unheard-of afflictions and brings men to utter ruin.
The roots of the proud God plucks up, to plant the
humble in their place” (Ecch. 10:13, 15). Pride was
the sin of our First Parents, who wanted to be as
great as God. It was the sin of King Pharaoh; he
was so proud that in spite of the miracles Moses
worked, he refused to be convinced.
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The proud man

3.

tries to attract notice

and praise, strives after honors,
and other worldly favors.

distinctions,

He is over -confident in himself, and despises the
assistance of God. Pride was the sin of Lucifer. The
proud man pretends to be greater than he is, and
tries by all manner of means to attract the praise
of others, even using false humility to do so.

Lust
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Liberality, which disposes us rightly
to use worldly goods, is opposed to covetousness. (See page 97.)
4.

The avaricious man is very foolish. He works
all his life and becomes tutted by men. His
is left to heirs who most probably ridicule
“For when he (the avaricious man)
dies, he shall take none of it; his wealth shall not
follow him down (Ps. 42:18).
hard

money

his miserliness.

God hates pride, and punishes it
4.
He often punishes secret pride by
withdrawing His assistance from the proud
man. And deprived of God’s aid, the proud
severely.

WHAT

IS

LUST?

man

often falls into grievous sins leading
to his humiliation.

Lust is the inordinate seeking of the
pleasure of the flesh.

“The thrones of the arrogant God overturns and
brings men to utter ruin” (Eccli. 10:14). “God resists the proud" (1 Pet. 5:5). “Everyone who exalts
himself shall be humbled” (Luke 14:11). Thus the
proud King Herod was eaten up by worms and died.

The pleasure which this vice has as its
1
object is at once so attractive and connatural to human nature as to excite keenly
man’s desire and to lead him into the commission of many other disorders in the
pursuit of it.

5.

If we, however, despise sin as beneath
is not pride, but a virtuous self-

.

that

us,

respect.

A

decent regard for cleanliness and neatness is
not vanity. The ambition to exceed in good things,
as in studies, in order to make the best use of God’s
gift, is to be commended. God wishes us to be His
excellent children. (See pages 96-97).

Of all vices, lust is most severely punished on
earth. It was the cause of the Deluge. It was the
cause for the destruction with fire and brimstone

Sodom and Gomorrha.

of

2. The consequences of lust are: On the
part of the intellect: a) the blinding of the
intellect; b) hastiness in judgment; c) com-

Covetousness is the excessive love for,
and seeking after, wealth and other worldly

plete lack of consideration; and d) inconOn the part of the will: a) inordinate self-love; b) attachments to things of
this earth; and c) forgetfulness of the life

possessions.

to

What

is

COVETOUSNESS?

stancy.

Covetousness is also called avarice. A
covetous person strives for more riches
than he requires, and is never content, however much he already possesses.
1.

From

covetousness arise hard-heartedness towards the poor, lying, cheating, usury,
defrauding laborers of wages, and other sins.
2.

“Those who seek to become rich fall into temptation and a snare
For covetousness is the root of
Tim. 6:9-10). It destroys faith, for the
avaricious are so absorbed in money-getting that
they have no time for their spiritual welfare.
.

.

.

all evils” (1

To provide for

come.
Amendment is
many other

into

very
sins.

finally lost all his

difficult,

and the sinner

falls

Solomon, who yielded to lust,
to worship

wisdom and turned

false gods.
3. The best remedy against lust is the
all occasions. Temptations
against purity should not be combated directly by focusing the attention upon them,
but rather indirectly, by engaging in work,

avoidance of

seeking distractions, or changing one’s occupation.
The consequences of lust are seen in the case of
Henry VIII. It was the cause of his apostasy, and

one’s future and that
praiseworthy. To avoid
ivaste and extravagance is a virtue.

his apostasy dragged an entire nation into similar
apostasy. “For know this and understand, that no
fornicator, or unclean person, or covetous one (for
that is idolatry) has any inheritance in the kingdom

We meet with covetous persons among both rich
and poor. Often among the rich there is money without avarice, and among the poor, avarice without
money.

of Christ

3.

of one’s family

is

and God” (Ephes.

5:5). (See

page

358).

4. Sodomy, or sins against purity by
persons of the same sex, is a form of lust.
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the

parable of the rich man. Dives, and the poor
Lazarus (1 ). Dives was so greedy that he would not
even give scraps to Lazarus, who sat at his gate.
But when Dives died, he went to hell, while Lazarus

26
What

is

.

Anger, Gluttony, Envy, Sloth
When

ANGER?

An angry man

anger a
regrets.

his

reason.

In

blasphemy, contumely, and
murder. The virtues of patience and meekness are opposed to anger. (See pages 98-99.)
Anger, or wrath, is a temporary madness. A man
with this vice flies into a rage at every little thing.

He always puts the blame of his anger on others,
and even when he is alone he gets angry. “Let every
be . . slow to wrath. For the wrath of
does not work the justice of God” (Jas. 1:20).

to

.

“The

the ground” (Gen. 5:10).

3.

loses

man will do what he afterwards
From anger arise hatred, revenge,

quarreling,

man

the first willful murder took place, and
his brother Abel, God said to Cain,
voice of your brother’s blood cries to me from

Cain killed

Anger is a strong feeling of displeasure,
combined with a desire to inflict punishment on the offender.
1.

chants going to Egypt. God rebuked their sin by
blessing Joseph in Egypt, and causing him to be in
a position to help his envious brothers later.

He who

health,

indulges in anger injures his
becomes hated, incurs damnation.

Many men have had a stroke of paralysis brought
on by anger; some have even died. If anger is so
hurtful to the body, how much more to the soul!
"Wrath and anger are hateful things, yet the sinner
hugs them tight” (Eccli. 27:30).

When we feel ourselves becoming
4.
angry, we should never speak or act, but
try to calm ourselves by prayer.

man

2. Willful murder, one of the “sins that cry
heaven for vengeance,” arises from anger.

St. Francis de Sales said: "I have made an
agreement with my tongue never to utter a word
while my heart is excited." “Let every man be
slow to speak and slow to wrath” (Jas. 1:19).
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//

we should be

unhappy

have
offended anyone by our anger, we should
hasten to apologize. “Do not let the sun go
down upon your anger” (Ephes. 4:26)
5.

so

as to

A just anger against sin and injustice
praiseworthy. We may hate the sin, but

61

Eve in Paradise; Cain envied Abel, whose offering
was pleasing to God. Some are so envious that they
even envy the holiness of others, but without any
desire or attempt at imitation. This was the case
with the Pharisees, and their envy led them to plot
the death of Jesus Christ.

6.
is

not the sinner.

Envy

2.

leads to calumny, gossip, detrachatred, scandal, and other sins. An

tion,

Christ had this just wrath when

He

from the Temple. Holy Scripture
angry and do not sin” (Ephes. 4:26).
sellers

drove the
says,

“ Be

envious
malice;

man

looks

on everything with

as a result his

envy does not even
his peace

make himself happy, but destroys
of heart.

What

is

GLUTTONY?

Gluttony is an excessive desire for or
dulgence in food or drink.
1.

Gluttony

is

in-

greediness, intemperance

and drinking. Of the gluttonous,
Paul said that “their god is the belly”

in eating
St

(Phil 3:19).

“We do not live to eat, but eat to live.” We must
not take what is injurious to health, even if its taste
pleasing. We must have regular hours for our
meals. We should not be too particular about food,
eat what is set before us, and not get angry when
a dish is not very appetizing.

The sons of Jacob were envious of their brother
Joseph because he was the favorite son. Their envy
led them to sell him into Egypt.
3.

A form of envy, one of the greatest sins,

envy

at another’s spiritual good. This is a
it shows that the sinner
has closed his heart against the charity of
God, and instead houses God’s enemy, Satan.
The virtue opposed to envy is charity, or
brotherly love. ( See page 99.)
is

most diabolical sin;

is

Gluttony produces dullness of mind,
laziness, and sensuality. The vice of drunkenness is a terrible evil, leading to worse sins.
A man when drunk does more than lose
his reason and make a fool of himself; he
often becomes a source of grief and even
2.

of terror to his family. If reason is the chief
difference between man and the beast, why

should one extinguish

it

by drunkenness?

“The sensual man does not perceive the things
that are of the Spirit of God” (1 Cor. 2:14). It is
well for young people to abstain from drinking
alcoholic beverages and smoking till after they are
twenty years of age. If they do this, the likehood
is that they will not contract vice. (See page
91.)

What

is

ENVY?

Envy is a bitter feeling at the excellence
or good fortune of those who are better or
happier, with a desire to rob them of what
they have.

What

is

Sloth

is

good

to oneself.

Envy is against the commandment of God to
love our neighbor. It is the mark of the petty mind
and the hard heart. The devil envied Adam and

through laziness.

The rule of the universe is activity;
life and movement may be found in all
nature. The slothful man is the exception;
and he by his laziness goes against nature.
1.

“Go

to the ant,

O

sluggard,

and study her ways,

and learn wisdom” (Prov. 6:6). The slothful keep
putting off doing anything till tomorrow, and tomorrow, and tomorrow, which often never comes.
2.

Many complain

misfortunes

of hard luck, but often

come from

laziness.

Sloth leads

to many sins; idleness begets vice. The lazy
neglect good works. The virtues of diligence
and zeal are opposed to sloth. ( See page 99.)

Even on earth, most rewards go only to the industrious and energetic. If man has no useful occupation, his natural activity turns to all kinds of
mischief. A busy person avoids many temptations.
3.

Spiritual sloth

It is also
1. Envy consists in discontent or anger
at the success of another, as though it were
evil to oneself. It also consists in rejoicing
over another’s misfortune, as if it were a

SLOTH?
the neglect of one’s duties, spir-

itual or temporal,

is called lukewarmness.
called tepidity.

The lukewarm person would

like to have the
rewards given by God, but will not move a finger
to serve Him. As soon as it is necessary to exert
himself, he shrinks from the effort. Great sinners
have been known to become great saints, but the
lukewarm, never. Holy Scripture says: “I would
that thou wert cold or hot. But because thou art
lukewarm, and neither cold nor hot, I am about to
vomit thee out of my mouth” (Apoc. 3:15, 16).
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Fall, God promised a Redeemer to Adam. He forgave man, although He
had not forgiven the rebel angels. He was more

Immediately after the

27.

The

*

<x

merciful to

man

than to the angels.

In

God spoke of the Blessed
be the Saviour's Mother.

promise,

was

to

making the
Virgin,

who

Promise of the Redeemer

(Second Article of the Apostles’ Creed.)

DID GOD

ABANDON MAN after Adam

fell into sin?

God did not abandon man

after

Adam

fell into sin, but promised to send into the
world a Saviour to free man from sins and
to reopen to him the gates of heaven.

The promise of ultimate victory for man
over the power of evil was included in the
condemnation of the “serpent,” the symbol
of this evil power. The condemnation included these words, “I will put enmity between you and the woman, between your
seed and her seed; He shall crush your
head, and you shall lie in wait for his heel”

be, in a special way, the “seed
of the woman,” Jesus
Christ, the Son of God and the Son of Mary.

The human author of this passage did not realize the full significance of these words.
But the
divine Author who inspired him chose his words
with care. That

is

why

we,

who know

the fullness

of the divine plan, can see in these words
a reference to the redemption achieved by Jesus Christ.

Why did GOD WAIT THOUSANDS OF
YEARS before sending the Redeemer?

(Gen. 3:15).

Man had to be prepared gradually for
such a tremendous act of salvation. This
need is obvious when we consider that even
today, two thousand years after Jesus Christ’s
victory through His passion, death and res-

This passage is called the “First Gospel,” the first
to a fallen mankind. The tempter’s
victory was only a temporary one. Man would succeed in resisting the temptations of the devil frequently throughout the ages. But the devil would
endure a crowning defeat through Him who would

acknowledge that victory. It is evident that
such a divine act could not have been understood by a people who were given to all
kinds of idolatry, who did not even recognize the true God.

“good news”

urrection, there are

many who

refuse to
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The Promise of the Redeemer
Even the Hebrew people, who did have the faith
one true God, frequently fell away from that
faith. In a world where the worship of many gods

in the

was the accepted practice it was not easy to retain
the faith in one God. That is why God wanted to
be sure that their faith in Him was firm and strong
before He sent His divine Son among them.

During this long period of preparation the
people learned more and more about their God and
about His plan for man’s salvation. By the time the
Redeemer did come there were many who were
looking eagerly for the “day of the Lord.” We
know that there was a great Messianic expectation
among the Jews at the time of Jesus Christ.

GOD REVEAL HIS PLAN TO
THE PEOPLE of the Old Testament?
How

did

First of all He revealed Himself in a
wonderful way at the Exodus from Egypt.
By His delivery of the Hebrew people from
the power of the Pharaoh, and by His preservation of them during the wandering in the
1

.

desert,

He showed them

that

He was

a sav-

ing God. In response to these saving acts of
God the people, under Moses, dedicated
themselves wholly to Him at Mt. Sinai.
There they were constituted the people of

God.
In the light of this redemption and self-revelation of God, they now understood the meaning of
God’s intervention at the time of the patriarchs.
They now realized that God had chosen Abraham
to be the father of this new people of God. “I will
make a great nation of you, I will bless you, and
make your name great, so that you shall be a blessing
In you shall all the nations of the earth be
blessed” (Gen. 12:2-3).

—

All throughout their history the Israelites looked back on their salvation by
2.

God from

the slavery in Egypt as an infallible sign of God’s loving kindness and of His
fidelity to His promises. And so they began
to look forward to the day when his divine
purpose would be fulfilled perfectly.

“The days are coming, says the Lord, when I
will make a new covenant with the house of Israel
and the house of Jude
all, from the least to
greatest, shall know me, says the Lord, for I will
forgive their evil doing and remember their sin
no more” (Jer. 31:31, 34).
.

.

"KNOW?

Isaia tried to convince the people
of his time that God was with them and that they
should put their trust in Him. As a sign of His
presence among them he announced the birth of
the royal child, “The virgin shall be with child, and
bear a son, and shall name him Emmanuel” (Is.
7:14), and would “sit upon the throne of David.”
Jeremia, too, disgusted with the wickedness of the
Israelite kings, predicted that God would one day
“raise up a righteous shoot to David; as king he
shall reign and govern wisely, he shall do what is
just and right in the land” (Jer. 23:5).
4. When Jerusalem fell and the people
were driven into exile they realized that they
were suffering for their sins. Then they
began to understand that all sin must be expiated by suffering. Now the descriptions of
the One who was to come show Him as a
suffering servant of God. “Spurned and
avoided by men, a man of suffering, accustomed to infirmity ... he was pierced for
our offenses, crushed for our sins
by
his stripes we were healed” (Is. 53:3-5).
.

.

.

.

Thus did almighty God prepare His people
gradually, through history, for a clearer understanding of His plan, purifying the Messianic idea of its
earthly notions and paving the way for the acceptance of the Savior.

Who

the

is

The Savior

SAVIOR
of all

of

men

is

ALL MEN?
Jesus Christ.

The four Gospels, and especially that of
St. Matthew, show us that Jesus of Nazareth did fulfill all the prophecies of the
Old Testament. But we must not think of
Jesus as simply a composite of all the prophecies. He is the culminating point in a long
history of revelation, a revelation that gathers
meaning as it develops. Therefore, although
He included in His person all the essential
points of the prophecies of the Old Testament, He also surpasses them and gives
them a richness of meaning that the human
authors of old could not have intended.
Thus,

.

3. Through the prophets it was revealed
to Israel that this divine intervention would
be accomplished through an individual, one
specially sent by God to establish peace
and justice on earth. During the period of
monarchy he was described by the prophets
as a king of the Davidic line, who would
rule over all the nations (Ps. 2). This king
would also be “a priest forever, according
to the order of Melchisedec” (Ps. 109:4).

63

The prophet

hearts

He

and

is

who reigns in the
are of the truth and

a king, but a king

souls of those

who

hear His voice. “My kingdom is not of this world”
(John 18:36-37). He is a priest, but not one who
offers the blood of goats and calves, but His own
blood. He is the son of God, not in some adopted
way as was David, but in a true and perfect sense.
“No one has at any time seen God. The only-begotten Son, who is in the bosom of the Father, he has
revealed him” (John 1:18).

Jesus Christ, therefore, and He alone,
has perfectly crushed the head of the “ serpen t.” He has gained the victory, through
His passion, death and resurrection, over
sin

GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE”

and the power of

evil.

)

”
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“Seventy weeks (of
years) are decreed
sin will end ...

.

“Listen
.

.

an

anointed shall be cut

down
(

Throughout the centuries God sent prophets to
predict different events and facts concerning the

promised Saviour. Among the most important
prophets were Jeremia, Isaia, Daniel and Eze,
chiel.

Daniel predicted the exact time of the birth

28.

Dan. 9 .84,26)

never

my

to me, and
again -profane

holy

name”

( Ezech. 20:39)

of the Redeemer. He said His kingdom would have
no end , and would embrace all kingdoms. Isaia
prophesied that the Messias would be born of a
virgin , would be both God and Man and would
,

die patiently

and

willingly like

a lamb for our

sins.

The God-Man

(Second Article of the Apostles’ Creed)

What
the

is the CHIEF TEACHING of
Catholic Church ABOUT JESUS

CHRIST?

The chief teaching of the
about Jesus Christ

is

that

MAN.

be thou
Catholic Church

He

is

GOD made

1. Christ Himself said that He is
God.
The Jews understood His claim literally,
and He was condemned to death for blasphemy, for making Himself the Son of God.

And the high priest
by the living God that
art the Christ, the Son
“Thou hast said it’ ”
Father are one” (John

These miracles Christ worked in His own
name, not as His followers did, who worked
in the name of God. He simply said: ‘7 will,

said to him, ‘I adjure thee
thou tell us whether thou
of God. Jesus said to him,
(Matt. 26:63). “I and the

made

clean” (Matt. 8:3).

Christ Himself appealed to His miracles as a
testimony of the truth of His doctrines and divinity,
saying: “If you are not willing tobelieveme,
believe
the works” (John 10:38). Christ foretold future
events. Among other things, He predicted His
passion, death, and resurrection, the treason of Judas
and the perpetuity of His Church.
3. The Apostles, the followers of Christ
Himself, plainly taught that Christ is God,
in testimony of their faith.

and died

10:30).

2. Christ proved His claims by wonderful
miracles, by prophecies, by His knowledge
of all things, and by the holiness of His life.

St. Paul writes: “In Him ( Christ dwells all the
fullness of the God-head bodily.” St. Thomas
openly professed the divinity of Christ when he
“My Lord and my God.” St. Peter said:
“Thou art the Christ, the Son of the Living God.”

said:

"KNOW GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE”

.

The God-Man
The Church

teaches that Jesus Christ
is God. Its teachings have spread throughout all nations, in spite of untold obstacles.
4.

The Church has grown by the simplest of means,
its spread ever accompanied by wonderful miracles,
by which God designs to show forth the truth of the
Church. The doctrine of the divinity of Christ is
the foundation of the Christian religion.

Even

5.

the

enemies of the

Church have admitted

Catholic

their belief in the

divinity of Jesus Christ.

Napoleon, about to die, said: “I know men, but
Jesus Christ was more than man. My men deserted
me in the field when I was there leading them.
Christ’s army has been faithful for centuries. A
Leader who has an army which functions though
He is dead is not man.”

WHY

IS Jesus Christ

GOD?

because He is the only
Son of God, having the same divine nature
as His Father.
Jesus Christ

is

God

“And they all said, ‘Art thou, then, the Son of
God?’ He answered, ‘You yourselves say that I
am.’ And they said, ‘What further need have we
of witness? For we have heard it ourselves from his
own mouth’” (Luke 22:70-71).
1. Man after the Fall was unable to regain of himself his former holiness. He belike a sick man who could not arise

came

from bed.

He needed Someone

to raise

him

up. Since the sin he had committed had
been an offense against an Infinite God, the

atonement needed had to be by an Infinite
One, the Son of God Himself. “God so
loved the world that he gave his only-begotten Son” (John 3:16).
Christ is called the “Word.” Just as the
thought in our minds finds expression in a
word, so the Son of God dwelling in the
bosom of His Father was shown to the world
2.

when

the

Word became man.

“In the beginning was the Word, and the Word
was with God, and the Word was God. .The Word
was made flesh, and dwelt among us” (John 1:1,
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Jesus Christ

2.

has a body

His

human

is

true

man, because He

and soul like ours. He derived
nature from His mother.

History tells us of Jesus Christ, Who preached
in and about Jerusalem over nineteen hundred
years ago. Many records tell of His appearance, of
His words, of His actions, of His teachings. Nobody
doubted that Jesus Christ was a Man, for He
could be seen and touched like other men.

How can we prove that THE RELIGION
God has REVEALED THROUGH CHRIST
is

WORTHY

of

BELIEF?

We

can prove that the religion God has
revealed through Christ is worthy of belief,
because:
1. Jesus Christ, announcing Himself as
the true Son of God, whose coming was
foretold by the prophets, preached doctrines
which He said all must believe.

If Christ is God, then the religion He established
is true, and the Church He founded is the true
Church. We can believe everything He says, even
without understanding it, because God cannot err.
If Jesus Christ were not God, then Christianity
would be a farce, and the sooner it were done away
with the better. If Christ were not God, then He
were an impostor who, by claiming divinity, had
led billions into error for almost 2,000 years.
2. Christ worked wonderful miracles,
which showed that the God of truth approved His teachings.

“But when John had heard in prison of the works
of Christ, he sent two of his disciples to say to him,
‘Art thou he who is to come, or shall we look for
another?’ And Jesus answering said to them, ‘Go

and report

to John what you have heard and seen:
the blind see, the lame walk, the lepers are cleansed,
the deaf hear, the dead rise, the poor have the

gospel preached to them’” (Matt. 11:2-5).
(a) Christ performed miracles on inanimate objects, as when He changed water
to wine, calmed the storm, multiplied loaves.

(b)

He

healed in an instant the sick, the

blind, the lame.

He

expelled devils.

Hl-

WHY

IS Jesus Christ

Jesus Christ

is

MAN?

man, because

Son of the Blessed Virgin, and
and soul

The

He

is

the

has a body

like ours.

birth of Jesus Christ is a fact of
He was born of Mary, who was
espoused to a carpenter named Joseph, who
lived in Nazareth of Galilee.
1.

He

raised the dead to life; as the
daughter of Jairus, the son of the widow of
Naim, and Lazarus. Even His enemies ac(c)

knowledged His miracles. The Pharisees
planned to kill Lazarus, because the Jews
believed in Jesus as a result of the miracle.

history.

(d)

He worked

Person,
rection,
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miracles on His own
Resur-

as in the Transfiguration,

and Ascension.

.

Mv
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Our Lord Jesus Christ is true God and true Man.
As God, He is equal with the Father and the Holy
Ghost: He is infinite, almighty, eternal. As man He
has a body and soul like ours. Jesus Christ has two

29.
Is

Jesus Christ more than

Our Lord
ONE PERSON?

No, Jesus Christ is only one Person; and
that Person is the second Person of the
Blessed Trinity.
Throughout the Gospelswe can read about Jesus
Christ as only one Person,— t ating, sleeping, talking, and dying, as only one Person.

A

“person” is a being that is intelligent
free, and responsible for his actions.
attribute to him whatever good or evil
he does in the use of his human powers, because he owns or controls those powers.
i

and

We

I am a human person, and everything I do is
done by a human person. But Christ is a Divine
Person, since He is God. Whatever Jesus Christ did
while He was on earth was of infinite dignity, since
it was the work of a Divine Person.

natures which cannot be separated, but which are
distinct: the human, and the divine. But He is only
one Person— the Divine Person. Jesus Christ is not
a human Person.

Jesus Christ
2 Jesus Christ is Our Lord, the Son of
God, the Second Person of the Blessed
Trinity, true God and true Man.
call
.

We

Him “Our Lord” because
and Master of all.

as

God He

is

Lord

Christ is our Creator, Redeemer, Lawgiver,
teacher, and Judge. All these we mean when we
say Our Lord. St. Paul says: “He is the Blessed and
only Sovereign, the King of kings and Lord of lords
to whom be honor and everlasting dominion.

Amen”

(t

Tim.

6:15, 16).

3. There is only one Person, the Divine
Person, in Jesus Christ. Jesus Christ is not
a human person. Everything in Him even as
Man is divine and worthy of adoration.

When we adore the Sacred Heart, or the Precious
Blood, we do not adore mere flesh, but the flesh
united to the divinity. In Christ the human and
the divine are inseparable.

"KNOW GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE "

Our Lord Jesus Christ

How many NATURES
of

has Jesus Christ?

Jesus Christ has two natures: the nature
God and the nature of man.

A

“nature”

a substance that is complete in itself as a source of activity. It differs from “person” in that while “person”
determines who an individual is (Peter,
Paul, etc.), “nature” determines what an
individual is and can do.
1.

is

In Jesus Christ Our Lord there are two natures:
His divine and His human nature. Therefore He
could and did act as God; He could and did act as
man, while all the time He was God the Son.

Because of His Divine nature, Christ is
God; because of His human nature.
He is truly man. In His Divine nature He is
the Second Person of the Blessed Trinity,
God the Son, the Eternal Word. He took
His human nature from His Mother.
2.

truly

It was to the Blessed Virgin that the Archangel
Gabriel announced: “And behold, thou shalt con-

womb

ceive in thy
and shalt bring forth a son:
and thou shalt call his name Jesus. He shall be
great, and shall be called the Son of the Most

High” (Luke

1. Our Lord is called Jesus because He
to save men from sin, and to open the
doors of heaven to them.

came

Before the birth of Our Lord, an angel appeared
Joseph and said: “Thou shalt call His name

to St.

Jesus” (Matt. 1:21). The angel Gabriel had spoken
the same words to Mary. “After eight days were
accomplished, that the child should be circumcised,
His name was called Jesus” (Luke 2:21).
2. We should say the name of Our Lord
with great reverence. We should bow our
head every time we utter it.

“In the name of Jesus every knee should bow, of
those that are in heaven, on earth, and under the
earth” (Phil. 2:10). The symbol IHS is composed of
the first three letter of the name Jesus in Greek.

What does

The name

is true God and true man; this is why we
Him God-Man. Beings obtain their nature from
their origin; for this reason a child has a human
nature, from its human parents. Jesus Christ, the

Christ

call

Second Person of the Blessed Trinity, has His origin
from God the Father, and hence He has a divine
nature; moreover, as man He was born of the
Blessed Virgin Mary, and thus has a human nature.
This is why Christ often referred to Himself indiscriminately as “Son of God” or “Son of Man.”

As a consequence

of these two natures,

Christ had also two wills.

was referring to His
was surely the same

human
as

will, for

His Father’s.

Christ means

“Christ”

“The Anointed

Greek word, with the
“Messias.” In the Old Law
a

oil prophets,

Our Lord is the greatest of the Prophets. He is
the High Priest
offers Himself. He is the King
of angels and men. Therefore it is fitting that we
Him Christ. He truly is the Anointed One.

Who

shall call

2. We are called Christians because we
are disciples of Christ. We believe in His
teachings, and obey His commandments.
The followers of Christ were first called
Christians at Antioch.
3. Jesus Christ was announced to the
world through many types. By “types” we
mean persons or actions which strongly
suggested or foreshadowed Christ. “Types”
do not tell us everything about the reality;
but for lack of the reality, types are a good

substitute, to give

some idea

of

what

is

to

come.

Some of the

types of Jesus Christ were: the gentle
and just Abel, who was murdered by his brother;
Noe, who alone persevered and saved the human
race from extinction by his justice; Isaac, who willingly carried the

His divine will

is

same meaning as
it was the custom to anoint with
high priests, and kings.

wood on which he was

to

have

sacrificed; Joseph, who was sold for a few
pieces of silver, but later saved his brethren from
death; Moses, who freed the Jews from slavery and
led them to the Promised Land; David, who was
born poor, did great deeds for his people, and be-

been

We can see this very clearly in His prayer in the
Garden of Olives before His Passion. He said:
“Nevertheless, not My will, but Thine be done.” He

name “CHRIST” mean?

the

One.”

1:32).

3. These two natures were united in a
Divine Person Jesus Christ, the God-Man.
They were intimately united, but they remained distinct. Neither was absorbed by
the other. The union of the divine and
human natures in Christ is called the hypostatic union.

4.

deemer.

1.

Therefore Jesus Christ is both God and man; He
has both Divine and human powers; He has knowledge, can will and act as God and as man. For example, with His human nature Jesus worked, ate,
spoke, felt pain. But it was His divine nature that
enabled Him to become transfigured, walk on the
waters, raise the dead.
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What does the NAME JESUS mean?
The name Jesus means Saviour or Re-

came King.
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"Now

in the sixth month the angel Gabriel was
God to a town of Galilee called Nazara virgin bethrothed to o man named Joseph,
of the house of David, and the virgin’s name was
Mary. And when the angel had come to her, he
said, ‘Hail, full of grace, the Lord is with thee.
Blessed art thou among women.' When she had

sent from
eth, to

30.

The

seen him she was troubled at his word, and kept
pondering what manner of greeting this might be.
And the angel said to her, Do not be afraid, Mary,
for thou hast found grace with God. And behold,
thou shalt conceive in thy womb and shalt bring
forth a son; and thou shalt call his name Jesus' "
(Luke 1:26-31).

Incarnation

(Third Article of the Apostles’ Creed.)

What

is

meant by the

By the Incarnation

INCARNATION?

meant

that the Son
of God, retaining His Divine nature, took
to Himself a human nature, that is, a body
and soul like ours.
is

The Incarnation is the greatest act of
humility possible. By it the Son of God,
i.

eternal, almighty, infinite, voluntarily took

upon Himself human nature with its weakHe united to Himself a human
body that would feel sickness and pain,
and a human soul that would cause Him
nesses.

agony.
Incarnation means “becoming flesh.” Thus the
Son of God took a human body and soul and united
it

to

His divine Person. Without ceasing to be God,

the Second Person of the Blessed Trinity became
at the same time. The divine nature of Christ

man

is from all eternity. Only
at the Incarnation, when

His human nature began
the Son of God became

man.
2. By virtue of the Incarnation Jesus
Christ came to earth. This is a mystery
which we can never fully understand, but
must be content to honor and adore.

“The Word was made

flesh

and dwelt among us”

(John 1:14). Christ as man was like us in all things
except sin. He could not sin, because He is God. But
in all other things He was like us: he had a human
body, a human soul, a human will. Can we understand this with our reason? Hardly. As St. John
Chrysostom said: “I know that the Son of God became man, but how, I do not know.” God, Who
produced the universe from nothing, also caused
the Incarnation.

’KNOW GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE”

The Incarnation

How was

Son of God

the

MADE MAN?

The Son of God was conceived and made
man by the power of the Holy Spirit, in
the

womb

of the Blessed Virgin Mary.

The Three Persons of God cooperated in the
Incarnation, but only the Second Person took on
flesh; only He took to Himself a human nature.
1.

The Incarnation

is

peculiarly

the

work of the Blessed Trinity. They formed
a human soul and a human body, and these
they united to the Second Person of the
Blessed Trinity; the result was Our Lord
Jesus Christ, God-Man.
To the power of the Holy Spirit we attribute the
Incarnation, because the Third Person of the
Blessed Trinity peculiarly expresses the Spirit of
Love: and the Incarnation is the supreme example
of God’s love for men.
2. It

was

fitting

that

God

the

God the Son then could, as the fruit of His Redemption, send God the Holy Spirit. Thus through
the Son of God we became adopted sons of God.

and

the

Son of God

CONCEIVED

MADE MAN?

The Son of God was conceived and made
man on Annunciation Day, the day on which
the Angel Gabriel announced to the Blessed
Virgin Mary that she was to be the Mother
of God.
1.
In Nazareth of Galilee
Blessed Virgin Mary. One day
angel Gabriel appeared to her
“Hail, full of grace, the Lord is

blessed art thou

lived the
the Arch-

and

said:

with thee:

among women” (Luke

1:28).

Mary was surprised. The angel said: “Do not
be afraid, Mary, for thou hast found grace with
God. And behold, thou shalt conceive in thy womb,
and shalt bring forth a Son: and thou shalt call
His name Jesus." This event is called the Annunciation, commemorated by a feast on March 25.

Mary knew

that the angel was sent by
God. She answered: “Behold the handmaid
of the Lord: be it done to me according to
2.

thy word” (Luke

1:38).

At these words of the Blessed Virgin, Jesus Christ
became man in her womb, and the Incarnation was
accomplished: the

Son

of

God became man.

The mystery of the Incarnation is commemorated daily by the Angelus, a prayer
3.

at the ringing of the

Angelus

and night,

bell.

During the Easter time the prayer Regina Coeli
(Queen of Heaven) is substituted for the Angelus.
Those who prefer may simply recite five Hail Marys
instead of the Angelus or the Regina Coeli. The
same indulgence is gained. (See page 420.) The
Angelus was formerly recited kneeling, except from
Saturday noon to Sunday evening inclusive. Now it
recited

is

according to one’s convenience.
is always recited standing.

The

Regina Coeli

Did Jesus Christ have

HUMAN

PAR-

ENTS?
Jesus Christ had a

human mother, the
He had no human

Blessed Virgin Mary, but
father.

1.
The Blessed Virgin was Christ’s
mother according to His human nature, not
according to His divine nature.

Son should

become incarnate, rather than the Father or
the Holy Spirit; for the Son proceeds from
the Father, and could be sent by Him.

When was

69

said by Catholics morning, noon,

However the Blessed Virgin is truly the Mother
of God, because the humanity and divinity of her
inseparable. In a similar way we call our
parents mother and father, although they only gave
us our body, and not our soul.

Son are

2. Christ had no human father. The
Blessed Virgin remained a virgin all her
The conception of Our Lord is a great
miracle and a mystery that we cannot understand. We can only accept it as true on
the word of God, Who is almighty.

life.

St. Joseph was the legal spouse of Mary, but
both of them preserved their virginity, consecratit to God. They always lived together as brother
sister. St. Joseph was only the guardian or

ing

and

foster-father of

We

Our Lord.

honor and love Saint
Joseph. Holy Scripture calls him a just
man. He was a most pure man; and this is
why God selected him as the virgin spouse
of Mary, to care for her and the Child Jesus.
3.

should

Jesus loved St. Joseph, and obeyed his slightest
Mary even called Joseph the father of Jesus.

wish.

the time of the Annunciation,
4. At
Saint Joseph and Mary were living in
Nazareth of Galilee. He was a carpenter.
It appears that he died before the beginning
of Christ’s public

life.

The memory of Saint Joseph has been venerated
especially since the 12th century. In 1870 Pope
Pius IX declared Saint Joseph Patron of the universal Church. He is also patron of a happy death.

We should invoke his protection often. His feast,
kept on March 19, has been celebrated since the
15th century. The feast of St. Joseph the Worker
is
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celebrated on

May

1st.
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"And she brought forth her firstborn son, and
wrapped him in swaddling clothes, and laid him
a manger, because there was no room for

in

them

And

there were shepherds in the
same district living in the fields and keeping watch
over their flock by night. And behold, an angel
of the Lord stood by them and the glory of God
in

the inn.

31.

WHEN WAS

The

CHRIST BORN?

Christ was born of the

Blessed Virgin
on Christmas Day, in Bethlehem,
than nineteen hundred years ago.

Mary
more

shone round about them, and they feared exceedingly. And the angel said to them, Do not
be afraid, for behold, I bring you good news of
great joy which shall be to all the people; for
there has been born to you today in the town of
David a Saviour, who is Christ the Lord' "
(Luke 2:7-1

1).

Nativity
custom since the time of Charlemagne,
although many rulers from the 5th century
had adopted the practice.
However, there

is an error of some four to six
is a matter of historical fact, that Christ
7-5 B.C. An error in the calculation of
dates in later centuries produced this anomaly.

years. It

was born

When

Jesus Christ was born, the Jews
were no longer independent. In 64 B. C.
Pompey reduced their kingdom and sub1

.

jected

it

to

Rome.

In the year 40 B.C. Herod the Great was made
king of the Jews by the Roman Emperor. He was
totally subject to Rome. After his death the kingdom was divided among his sons. But in 6 A.D.
Archelaus, who ruled the southern part, was deposed, and the Roman procurators began to direct
this part of the Jewish nation.
2. Today we reckon dates from the birth
of Christ. This has been the continuous

3.

Bethlehem

is

a little

town

in

Judea,

near the city of Jerusalem. Joseph and Mary
went there in obedience to the Emperor at

Rome, who had commanded
to register in the

all his

subjects

towns of their ancestors.

Joseph and Mary were both descended from King
David, whose city was Bethlehem; this is why they
went to register there. They tried to find a place to
stay in even for only a night, but could find refuge
nowhere. And so they sought shelter in a poor
stable; there Jesus was born.
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4.

was born

Jesus

place.

He

Nativity

in a stable, a poor

preferred poverty and humiliamore for us.

tion in order to suffer

God

FEAST OF CHRISTMAS
5. The Church celebrates the Nativity on
December 25. The feast is called Christmas.

On this day every priest is granted the privilege of saying three Masses: one in commemoration of Christ’s eternal birth from God
the Father; another in remembrance of His
temporal birth of the Blessed Virgin Mary;
and a third to recall His spiritual birth in
the hearts of the faithful.
The word “Christmas” comes from Christ and
Mass. The feast is so called because on that day the
Mass commemorating the birth of Christ is said.

7

*

Most homes also set up a decorated
Christmas tree. The boxes of Christmas
gifts should remind us of the great Gift that
sent us.

Santa Claus, the jolly and beloved distributor of
Christmas gifts, is an American adoption of St.
Nicholas, Bishop of Myra, of the fourth century.
This Saint is popular in Germany, Switzerland, and
the Netherlands, where he is made the secret purveyor of gifts to children on December 6, his feast
day. The custom was brought to New York by the
Dutch, quickly spread throughout the United
States, and became absorbed into the Christmas
celebration.

INCIDENTS IN OUR LORD’S LIFE
closely connected with the Nativity.

The following incidents

in

Our

Lord’s

were closely connected with the Nativthe Circumcision, the Presentation, and
the flight to Egypt.
life
ity:

6.

crib

The story of the shepherds at the
is

told by St. Luke; the story of the

Magi by

St.

Matthew.

The shepherds represented

the poor. The Magi
represented the rich. All offered their gifts to the
Infant Jesus. Our Lord does not look at the price
of our gifts, but at the purity of our hearts.

The Church commemorates the adoration of
the Magi on the Feast of the Epiphany, January 6 .
“Epiphany” means manifestation. In the persons
of the Magi, who were not Jews, Our Lord was
manifested to all nations of the earth, who were
at the time lost in paganism. With the Magi we
are called to the Truth; the Old-Testament was
ended, and the world had entered upon a new
Covenant with God. And if, like the Magi, we
offer Jesus Christ the gold of our love, the myrrh
of self-sacrifice, and the incense of our prayers, we
too shall be united with God.
7. Many churches and homes set up a
crib at Christmas. This custom, although ofvery ancient orgin, was popularized by St.

Francis of Assisi.
In the year 1223 , he visited Pope Honorius III
his plans to make a scenic
representation of the Nativity. Having obtained the
Pope’s consent, Francis left Rome, and arrived at
Greccio on Christmas Eve. There in the church he
constructed a crib, grouping around it images of
the Blessed Virgin and St. Joseph, of the shepherds,
the ox, and the ass. At the midnight Mass St. Francis
acted as deacon. After singing the words of the
Gospel, “And they laid Him in a manger,” he
knelt down to meditate on the great gift of the
Incarnation. And people around saw in his arms a
Child, surrounded by a most brilliant light.

and sought approval of

Since then the devotion to the crib has spread
far and wide. The crib remains in church until
the octave day of the Epiphany. At the proper time
the images of the Three Kings and their retinue
are added, making a daily advance towards the crib.

1. The
Child received the name Jesus
when He was eight days old. He was circumcised, according to the custom of the
Jews. At the Circumcision Jesus began His

Mediator between God and man,
shedding His blood for the first time for us.
“Thou shalt call his name Jesus, for he shall
role of

his people from their sins” (Matt. 1:21).
“Therefore God
has bestowed upon him the
name that is above every name, so that at the name
of Jesus, every knee should bend, of those in heaven,

save

.

on

earth,

.

.

and under the earth”

(Phil.

2:9,10).

“If you ask the Father anything in my name, he
will give it to you” (John 16:23). The Circumcision
took place on the Octave of Christmas, that is, 8
days after Jesus’ birth. On this feast we also celebrate New Year’s Day.
2. When Jesus was forty days old, His
Mother presented Him in the Temple at

Jerusalem. In imitation, though the rite is
essentially different, mothers today after
childbirth seek the blessing of the Church
in a thanksgiving ceremony called “churching.”

The feast of the Presentation is celebrated on
2. It is also called the Purification of the
Blessed Virgin, or Candlemas Day. On this day
candles are blessed and carried in procession, in
memory of the words of holy Simeon, when Jesus
was presented in the Temple. He said Our Lord
was “a Light of revelation to the Gentiles.”
February

Mary and Joseph took the Child Jesus
Egypt to save Him from King Herod,
to kill Him.
An angel appeared to Joseph and told him to
3.

to

who wanted

take the Child Jesus and His mother away to
Egypt. They stayed in Egypt until the death of
King Herod. Then an angel appeared to Joseph
and bade him return to the land of the Jews.
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After the finding in the Temple, Jesus returned
with Mary and Joseph to Nazareth. There He

doing
Joseph

lived with them,

Mother and
Jesus,

St.

God

How may
DIVIDED?
The

life

all

He could

in their

to help His

work.

Himself,

obeyed

32.

The Hidden

mortals, because

the life of Jesus Christ

He wanted

to set us an example. He lived a life
of obedience, humility, and poverty in Nazareth

He was about thirty years old. This hidden life
teaches us, among other things, the value in the
eyes of God, of prayer, humility and obedience.
till

Life of Jesus Christ

BE

Just as St. Joseph had obeyed without question
told to take the Child to Egypt, so now he
God Who watches over the
would watch over those given into

when

obeyed, knowing that

of Jesus Christ

may be divided

birds of the air
his charge.

into three parts: His childhood, to the time

when He was twelve years old; His hidden
life, to the time when He started His teachings;

and His public

life, to

the time of His

death.

After the murder of the Holy Innocents, the Child Jesus lived in Egypt with
His mother and St. Joseph until the death of
Herod, then returned with them to the
Holy Land.
1.

2.

The Holy Family

From
went

lived in Nazareth.
there, every year Mary and Joseph
worship at the Temple of Jerusalem.

to

When Jesus was twelve years old. He went
along with His parents to celebrate the
Passover at Jerusalem. Then Mary and
Joseph left the city to return to Nazareth,
but Jesus remained behind without their
knowledge.
“But thinking
had come a

that he was in the caravan, they
day’s journey before it occurred to them

An angel appeared to Joseph and said, “Arise,
and take the Child and his Mother, and go into

ances.

the land of Israel’’ (Matt. 2:20).

Jerusalem in search of him” (Luke

to look for

And

him among

their relatives

not finding him,

they

and acquaintreturned
2:44-45).
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The Hidden

Life of Jesus Christ

We can only imagine the anguish of Mary and
Joseph upon having lost Jesus, most precious to
them, the Child that had been entrusted to their
care. And what was their joy when after three
days’ search they found Him in the Temple, in
the midst of the wise men there, hearing and
questioning them! Mary told how great had been
her grief when she said, ‘‘Behold, thy father and I
have been seeking thee sorrowing” (Luke 2:48). But
Jesus replied, “How is it that you sought me? Did
you not know that I must be about my Father’s
business?” (Luke 2:49).
Jesus dearly loved Mary and Joseph, but He
did not hesitate to cause them pain and part from
them, in order to obey His heavenly Father’s will.
In imitation of Him, many young people leave
home and their dear parents, to enter the priesthood or a religious congregation, to serve God
completely.

Some

non-Catholic interpreters insist
that Jesus had brothers, that He was not the
only Son of Mary. Those spoken of in the
Gospels as the “brethren” of Our Lord
(Matt. 13:55) were His blood relatives; it
was the practice among the Jews to call near
3.

,

“brethren”
Abraham called

relatives

So

his nephew Lot in this
manner: “Let there be no quarrel between me and
1.
thee,
for we are brethren” (Gen. 13:8). As St.
John Chrysostom wrote, Our Lord on the cross
would not have needed to commend His Mother
to his Apostle John, if she had had other children.
.

.

.

HOW LONG DID the hidden life of Jesus
Christ

LAST?

The hidden

of Jesus Christ lasted
from His return to Nazareth at the age of
twelve until He began His public ministry
at the age of about thirty. “Thirty” is a
round number in St. Luke’s gospel. It is
only approximate. Jesus was probably at
least thirty-three years old when He began
His public life.
life
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2. The actions of Jesus Christ are intended for us as examples and instructions,
as much as His words. As He said, “I have
given you an example, that as I have done
to you, so you also should do” (John
1
3 1 5 ) The hidden life of Jesus is for us a
perfect model of humility, poverty and
•

•

obedience.

By His hidden life Jesus Christ teaches us to
learn holiness and wisdom before we presume to
teach others. He teaches us, by living in obscurity,
to fight against our vanity, which makes us desire
to be doing only what seems great and important,
which makes us desire to be praised and noticed.
By His hidden life Our Lord teaches us to subdue our

pride, to live day after day without impatience or complaint, unknown to the world, and

even despised, if that is the will of God for us; then
shall have true peace of heart. And so Jesus

we

said,

“Learn from me,

of heart”
scurity

in

(Matt.

for I

11:29).

Nazareth,

He

am meek and humble

For long years of obwas just "a carpenter’s

son.”
3. The hidden life of Jesus Christ is for
us a perfect model of obedience: “And He
was subject to them.” The God of all created things, almighty and infinite, was subject to two poor and unknown mortals. He
obeyed them in all things, promptly, constantly, cheerfully, and with great love.
Let us model our obedience on this perfect pat-

tern. Let us obey our superiors as representatives of
God, giving them due respect and prompt obediWhen our parents command us, and we go
about doing what they want, but with murmuring
and without spirit, is that the obedience that the
Child Jesus gave in Nazareth? When we have to do
some unpleasant or difficult task, let us imitate
Jesus in His very words: “Yes, Father, for such
was thy good pleasure” (Matt. 11:26).
In this way our obedience will be like that of
Jesus, supernatural; we shall obey human beings
for the love of God; we shall really be obeying God

ence.

Himself, in the persons of those He has placed over
By the example of His hidden life our Lord set
the principle for the religious life, particularly for

Of this part of Christ’s life all we
directly read from Holy Scripture are two
statements: “And He went down with them,
and came to Nazareth, and was subject to
them.
.And Jesus advanced in wisdom

before

and age and grace before God and men”
(Luke 2:51, 52) In these two sentences is
contained the history of the hidden life of
Jesus Christ, the God-Man.

sessed all wisdom and grace from the first
moment of His mortal life. He manifested
them only gradually and in a way that was
in keeping with His years.

.

.

In the Temple, at the early age of twelve, Jesus

had proved His wisdom before the doctors of the
law. As St. Luke writes, “And all who were listening
to him were amazed at his understanding and his
answers” (Luke 2:47). But did He continue after
this unusual and favorable beginning; did He stay
on to preach His doctrine? No; instead, He meekly
followed His parents as a young child of that age,
and went to live with them in obscurity in
Nazareth.

us.

that in contemplative orders.
4.

Jesus “advanced in wisdom and grace
God and men.” Although He pos-

We can obtain much merit before God without
doing any striking actions, by merely being humble
and obedient

in the place of life in which it has
pleased God to put us. If Christ the Son of God,
God Himself, was content to be humble, poor,

and unknown,

to

do common

tasks

day by day for

the greater part of His earthly life, is there any
why we should be ever trying to exalt
ourselves, to attract admiration, ever to feed our
vanity?

reason
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Our Lord spent the three years of His public life
teaching, healing the sick, working miracles to
prove His mission and Divinity. One of His most
wonderful miracles was the raising of Lazarus.
Lazarus had been dead and buried four days.
But Jesus went to the sepulchre and ordered the

33.

WHEN

The

stone closing it to be taken away. Then He cried:
“Lazarus, come forth!" And Lazarus came forth
from the grave. Because of this miracle, the Pharisees became more envious, and even planned to kill
Lazarus, so as to make it appear that Jesus had
not raised him from the dead.

Public Life of Jesus Christ

DID CHRIST BEGIN

His pub-

who
a

lic life?

believed in his teachings and wished to begin

new

life.

John the Baptist was the forerunner or precursor of Christ. He spoke to the people of the
coming Messias, and pointed Jesus out to them as
St.

Christ began His public
about thirty years old.

life

when He was

1. After spending long years in obscurity and humble toil, Jesus Christ next entered upon a period of activity, going about
and teaching publicly. He left His home in
Nazareth, and began His public life by an
act of great humility: His baptism at the
hands of St. John the Baptist in the river
Jordan.

St. John lived a life of very rigorous penance in
the desert, preparing himself for his role of forerunner or precursor of the Saviour. About two
years before Christ started His public life, John
the Baptist went out of the desert, and began to
preach penance; he baptized in the Jordan all those

the “ Lamb of God." He was put to death by
Herod, because he reproved the ruler for his immoral life.

Jesus came to John to be baptized; immediately
Our Lord came out of the river, the
Holy Spirit came down upon Him in the form of a
dove, and a Voice from heaven was heard saying:
“This is my beloved Son, in whom I am well
pleased" (Matt. 3:17).
afterwards, as

2. After His baptism, Jesus went into
the desert, where He fasted forty days and
forty nights. This teaches us to look upon
baptism as a call to penance, and to prepare
for all kinds of activity by mortification
and prayer.
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Public Life of Jesus Christ

The

forty days of Lent are intended to commemorate the forty days’ fast of Our Lord. Lent lasts
from Ash Wednesday till midnight of Holy Saturday.
3. After Our Lord’s long fast, the devil
was permitted to tempt Him. Christ re-

buked the devil, and angels came to minister
to Him.
From this temptation of Our Lord we know that
a temptation

is

not sinful. As long

as

we

resist

the devil, we are pleasing to God, however strong
may be the temptation that assails us. "God is

and

faithful

will not

permit you to be tempted beyond your strength, but with the temptation will
also give you a way out that you may be able to
bear it’’ (1 Cor. 10:13).

WHAT WORK
PERFORM in

the

During the course of His public ministry
Christ went about preaching, teaching, and
doing good.

Among the important miracles of the
Lord the following can be mentioned. His
miracle was the changing of water
into wine at a marriage-feast in Cana. This
was done at the request of His Mother, although, as He told her, His time had not
yet come. He also cured many people of
.

first

their infirmities including the ruler’s son,
Peter’s mother-in-law, the daughter of Jair-

man born blind, and
even raised the dead to
widow’s son at
Naim and Lazarus, the brother of Martha
and Mary.
us,

the ten lepers, the

many

others.

done.
Our Lord worked many

just

miracles. Since a miracan be worked only by the power of God, and
will not grant a miracle in favor of a false docmany miracles of Our Divine Lord show
that the truths He preached were the message of

cle

God

JESUS CHRIST
course of HIS PUBLIC
did

MINISTRY?

1

He

trine, the

God

to

mankind.

4. As we read the four Gospels we can
notice the effect that the words and deeds
of Jesus had on those who witnessed them.
Many came to know Him and love Him
more and more. Others, especially some of
the Pharisees, came to envy His popularity
and to hate Him. Finally this hatred grew
so strong that it led to the condemnation of
Jesus to death. But the love of the others
was stronger than the hatred of the few. And
the mission of Jesus was continued after His
death and resurrection.

What was CHRIST’S AIM

in His public

ministry?
Christ’s

in the cases of the

life, as
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Jesus also took care during the time
of His public ministry to prepare His
Apostles for their future mission of carrying the “good news” of salvation to the ends
of the earth. He chose twelve who were with
Him continually. He promised the primacy
over all to one of them, Peter. And at the
Last Supper with these twelve Apostles He
instituted the Holy Eucharist, giving them
also the power to change bread and wine
into His Body and Blood as He himself had
3.

teach what

aim in His public

God

life

was to

requires all to believe and
may enter the kingdom

practice, so that all

of heaven.
Thus, when the disciples of John the Baptist
to Our Lord to find out who He was, He idenHimself in this way, “Go and report to John
what you have heard and seen: the blind see, the
lame walk, the lepers are cleansed, the deaf hear,
the dead rise, the poor have the gospel preached to

came

tified

them”
2.

(Matt. 11:4-5).

Jesus also went about teaching the

Sermon of the Mount He
summarized His teachings; it is the law of
people. In the

love taking the place of the law- of fear.
Frequently He taught in the form of parables, comparing what He wanted to teach

with common things with which the people
were familiar.

Among

His parables were: the sower and the
mustard seed, the pearl of great price, the
unmerciful servant, the Good Shepherd, the lost
seed, the

sheep, the prodigal son, Dives and Lazarus,
Pharisee and the publican, the laborers in
vineyard.

the
the

1. For
this purpose Christ instituted
seven sacraments for the sanctification of
mankind. By His twelve chosen Apostles He
established His Church, which was to carry
on His work after His death, to continue
teaching what He had openly and publicly

taught.

He spoke to large crowds, sometimes numbering
four or five thousand people, as when He multiplied
the loaves and fishes. Christ taught in the simplest
so that all might understand without

manner,

He used plain, homely words. He often
used signs and parables, and illustrated His meaning by examples from nature and common life.
difficulty.

In the doctrines He taught, a leading
“Seek first the kingdom of God)’
taught a new rule of faith, and gave new
commandments. He taught the precept of love, even
2.

idea

is:

He

for

our enemies.

He

revealed certain

such as those of the Blessed Trinity, of
divinity, of the Last Judgment.
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After the Last Supper, Jesus went with His Apostles
Garden of Gethsemani. And going a little

to the

He

upon His face, praying: “Father, if
it is possible, let this cup pass away from Me; yet
not as
will, but as Thou wiliest'’ (Matt. 26.39).

further.

fell

I

34.

The

After praying three times the same prayer, Jesus
said to His disciples: “ Behold , the hour is at hand,
of Man will be betrayed into the hands
of sinners. Rise, let us go. Behold, he who betrays
is at hand’’ (Matt. 26:45-46). Judas had come.

and the Son

Me

Passion

(Fourth Article of the Apostles’ Creed)

WHAT

important

THE END

of

EVENTS MARKED

Our Lord’s

The following events marked

the

end

During the Supper, Our Lord washed

He

did this to teach

of

Our Lord’s public life: His solemn entry
into Jerusalem, the Last Supper He ate
with His Apostles, and finally, His passion
and death.
1.

sp

the jeet of the Apostles.
us humility.

public life?

Jesus Christ entered Jerusalem in triass, with children wav-

umph, riding on an

In commemoration, the celebrant of Holy Thursday Mass today washes the feet of twelve men, after
the Gospel.
4. After the washing of feet. Our Lord
instituted the Blessed Eucharist, offered
the first Mass, and gave His Apostles their
first

Holy Communion.

ing palms and singing.

The Church commemorates the entrance into
Palm Sunday. On that day palms
are blessed, and there is a procession, in memory
of the palms that the joyous people waved at the
entrance into Jerusalem of Our Lord.

What

meant by

is

THE REDEMPTION?

Jerusalem on

2. On the Thursday evening after His
entry into Jerusalem, Jesus ate the Paschal
Supper with His Apostles. We call it the
Last Supper, for it was the last meal He ate
before His death.

The Jews celebrated the feast of the Passover in
of their deliverance from Egpyt. They
had been saved by the blood of the paschal lamb.

memory

By the Redemption
Christ, as

is meant that Jesus
of the whole human
His sufferings and death to

Redeemer

race, offered

God as a fitting sacrifice in satisfaction for
the sins of men, and regained for them the
right to be children of

God and
who

heaven. A redeemer is one
order to get back something
1.

No

heirs of

pays in

lost.

creature could, of himself,

make

satisfaction for sin. Sin offends

an

God, and therefore would need

infinite sat-

KNOW GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE

infinite

The
Therefore

isfaction.

Jesus Christ,

had

Something

upon him

laid

the guilt of us all”

(Is.

53:6).

Christ died for all men, without excep-

2.

77

Betrayed by Judas

to offer that satisfaction.

Jesus Christ suffered and died as man; as God
neither suffer nor die. He suffered excruciatingly in order to make full reparation for sin,
and to impress on us the great evil of sin. Even
only one sin is so abominable to God that not all
the deluges and fires can wipe off the stain. Only
the blood of God Himself can do so. “The Lord

He could

2. Jesus Christ was betrayed by Judas,
seized by soldiers, led before the high priest

is

an

offering

and

a sacrifice to

God”

next.

for

the

The

to live

is

(Eph.

We can never realize fully that God died
We can never repay Him in this life or

5:2).
us.

only way we can show our appreciation
according to His will.

THE CHIEF SUFFERINGS OF CHRIST
The chief sufferings of Christ were His
bitter agony of soul, His bloody sweat. His
cruel scourging. His crowning with thorns,
His crucifixion, and His death on the

cross.

In the Garden of Olives

.

.

Before Pontius Pilate
3. Jesus Christ was led to Pontius Pilate,
the Roman Governor of Judea, to have His
sentence confirmed. At the time the Jews
were forbidden by their Roman masters
from putting anyone to death without the
confirmation of the Governor. Pilate questioned Christ time and again, but had to
say to His accusers: “I find no guilt in Him.”

The Jewish Priests and Pharisees hated and persecuted Jesus because they expected the Messias to
be an earthly king, and because He had rebuked
them

Christ had often foretold His Passion. “For he
was teaching his disciples, and saying to them, ‘The
Son of Man is to be betrayed into the hands of men,
and they will kill him; and having been killed, he
will rise again on the third day.’ ” Again: “Behold
we are going up to Jersusalem, and the Son of Man
will be betrayed to the chief priests and the Scribes;
and they will condemn him to death, and will
deliver him to the Gentiles” (Mark 9:30. 10:33).

to death.

“Then the high priest, standing up, said to him,
‘Dost thou make no answer to the things that these
men prefer against thee?’ But Jesus kept silence.
And the high priest said to him, ‘I adjure thee by
the living God that thou tell us whether thou art
the Christ, the Son of God.’ Jesus said to him, 'Thou
hast said it.’
Then the high priest tore his
garment, saying, ‘He has blasphemed; what further
need have we of witnesses? Behold, now you have
heard the blasphemy. What do you think?’ And
they answered and said, ‘He is liable to death’ ”
(Matt. 26:62-66).

“Christ also loved us and delivered himself up
for us,

condemned

Caiphas, and

.

He

the Redeemer of all men. Not all
men are saved because not all accept the
graces which Christ merited for us by His
death. Many do not believe in Him. Of
those who believe, many lead sinful lives.
tion.

Passion

Infinite,

for their sins.

Cruelly Scourged
But Pilate hoping to appease the high
and leaders, had Jesus scourged,
Jesus was bound to a pillar. His clothes were
torn off; strong men with whips, cords, and
straps with iron spikes scourged Him, and
the whole body of Our Lord was one great
wound.
“And the soldiers, plaiting a crown of thorns,
4.

priest

it upon his head, and arrayed him in a purple
And they kept coming to him and saying,
King of the Jews!’ and striking him. Jesus,
wearing the crown of thorns and the purple cloak,
was brought before the people. Pilate said to them,
‘Behold the man!’ ” (John 19:2-5).

put

From

the Last Supper, Christ went
with His Apostles to the Garden of Olives
to pray. There He was overwhelmed with
sorrow and agony, so that He sweated blood.
1.

Our Lord looked forward to His agony, saying
His Apostles, “That the world may know that
love the Father, and that I do as the Father has
Arise, let us go from here” (John
1
4 3 1 )- In the Garden, Jesus felt so sad at the sins
of men and at what would befall Him that He
said, “My soul is sad even unto death” (Matt.
26:38). To His Father, He cried out in pain,
“Father, if thou art willing, remove this cup from
me; yet not my will, but thine, be done” (Luke
22:42). In agony, “his sweat became as drops of
blood, running down upon the ground” (Luke

cloak.
‘Hail,

Delivered to be Crucified

to
I

commanded me.
:

22:44).

At

5.

last, fearing that if

mit Jesus to be put

and

to

he did not perdeath the high priest

would accuse him before Caesar,
Pilate gave in to their insistence and delivered Jesus to them to be crucified.
leaders

Christ was made to carry His cross through the
of Jerusalem to Mount Calvary. He was
nailed to the cross about noon, dying three hours
streets

afterwards, crucified between two thieves.
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During Holy Week the Church lives again the pasand death of Christ. On the first day Palm
Sunday, the solemn entry of Jesus into Jerusalem
is celebrated by the blessing of palms (1), followed
by a solemn procession. At the Mass of this day, as
on Tuesday, Wednesday, and Friday, the story of
the Passion (3) from each Evangelist is read.
On Thursday, Friday, and Saturday of Holy
Week the Tenebrae are celebrated: the fifteen
candles are put out one by one, to symbolize the
flight of the disciples (2), and the death of Our Lord.
On Holy Thursday morning a pontifical Mass is
sion

at

which the Holy Eucharist and the Priesthood

were

instituted. Holy Thursday Mass takes place in
the evening, with the washing of feet (5) to com-

memorate

blessing of the

candle

lighted (9),

is

is

memorates Our

with

the

imbedded

in

Lord's

glorious Resurrection

(11).

Calvary

35.
did Christ die?

Christ died on

Saturday

from this the Paschal
a reminder of Christ, Light of

fire (7);

Four Lessons (10) are read; the baptismal water
blessed and taken to the font (8). The Mass com-

celebrated,

WHEN

new

the world. The five grains of incense
the candle remind us of His wounds.

(4)

in cathedrals only; at this the holy oils
are blessed. Commemorating the Last Supper

washing of the Apostles' feet.
Friday service, emphasis is given

Christ's

Good

At the

to the veneration of the cross (6). Holy
services are held at night, beginning

3.

“Woman, behold

thy mother”

Good Friday.

During the three hours that Christ suffered on
the cross. He spoke seven times.
call these the
“seven words”:

We

“Father, forgive them, for they do not
know what they are doing” (Luke 23:34).

son

thy

Behold

(John 19:26-27)

“My

God, my God, why hast thou
4.
forsaken me?” (Matt. 27:46)
5.

“I thirst” (John 19:28).

6.

“It is

7.

“Father, into thy hands

1.

2.

shalt

“Amen,

I

be with

me

say to thee, this day thou
in paradise” (Luke 23:43)

spirit”

consummated” (John 19:30).
I

commend my

(Luke 23:46).
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Calvary

WHERE

Christ died on Golgotha, a hill also called
Calvary, outside the city of Jerusalem.
St. Augustine says that on the cross Our Lord
bent His head to kiss us, extended His arms to

embrace

to

and opened his heart to love us. How
we should be to Christ for His love! “He

us,

thankful

humbled

himself,

death on a

becoming obedient

to death,

even

cross’’ (Phil. 2:8).

WHAT TOOK PLACE
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WHAT

did Christ die?

at the death of

Christ?

At the death of Christ the sun was darkened, the earth quaked, the veil of the
Temple was rent, the rocks split, and many
of the dead arose and appeared in Jerusalem.

The

of the Temple, concealing
of Holies, tore marking the end
veil

the Holy
of the Jewish religion as the true religion.
This Jewish religion had been a figure of
the True Church, and when the Church

was established, was no longer needed: type

and

figures

had

to give

way

to reality.

2. We must not, however, make the mistake of thinking that Christianity ended the
moral laws— laws regarding good and evil
that were taught by the Jewish religion.
Christ came not to destroy, but to perfect,

—

the Old Law.
The authority of the Temple and its officers was
in the Church established by Christ,
in the hands of His Apostles. The ceremonial
laws
of the Jews relating to worship were abolished.

WE LEARN

from the

suf-

ferings and death of Christ?

From the sufferings and death of Christ
we learn God’s love for man and the evil of
which God, who is all-just, demands

sin, for

such great satisfaction.
1. It was not necessary for Jesus to suffer
so intensely in order to redeem all men. As
His merits are infinite, He could have wiped
away the sins of a thousand worlds by shedding one drop of His Blood. But He chose
to suffer agonies because He loves us.

Greater love than this no one has, that one lay
his life for his friends" (John 15:13). “I am
the good shepherd. The good shepherd lays down

down

his life for his sheep

and
1.

DID

lay

...

I

am

the good shepherd;

I know mine and mine know me.
down my life for my sheep” (John

.

.

.

and

I

10:11-15).

From

the Passion of Christ we learn
the evil that sin is, and the hatred that God
bears it. We learn the necessity of satisfy2.

ing for the malice and wickedness that is
sin. Sin must be a horrible thing, to make
Jesus Christ the God-man suffer so much.

By Christ’s obedience He atoned for Adam’s disobedience, for He was obedient unto death. “He
was pierced for our offenses; he was crushed for our
sins” (Is. 53:5).
3. The sufferings of Christ, in addition,
serve as an example for us, to strengthen
us under trials.

now placed

The Church commemorates the passion
and death of Christ on Good Friday. The
3.

solemn afternoon service consists of four
parts, the veneration of the cross being the
chief feature. All may receive Communion.

After His death, Our Lord’s body was
taken down from the cross and laid in the
grave which belonged to Joseph of Arimathea. Then His disciples rolled up a
great stone to close the tomb.
4.

The chief

priests and the Pharisees went in a
to Pilate, saying, "Sir, we have remembered
how that deceiver said, while he was yet alive, ‘After
three days I will rise again.’ Give orders, therefore,

body

that the sepulchre be guarded until the third
day,
or else his disciples may come and steal him away.”
Pilate said to them, “You have a guard; go, guard
it as well as you know how.” So they
went and
made the sepulchre secure, sealing the stone, and
setting the guard (Matt. 27:63-66).

Christ

gave us an example of patience and
ff we receive trials, we should accept
resignation, in imitation of Our Lord,
suffered so willingly for our sake.
can
never have as much suffering as He did.
strength,

them with

Who

We

Churches are built in the form of a cross
because within the sacrifice of the cross is
reenacted. Within them we remember easily
the events that took place that day long ago,
when Jesus Christ, Son of God, for love of
us suffered and died on the Cross.
Church spires lead us to “seek those things that
are above” (Col. 3:1); they are surmounted by a
symbol of our salvation; their bells call
us to prayer, communion with God. The church
interior is divided into three parts: the porch,
cross, the

where in former times those preparing for baptism
and the penitents knelt; the nave, which is the
central and main portion, for those attending the
Holy Sacrifice; and the choir or sanctuary reserved
for the offering of the Holy Mass and other sacred
functions, and separated from the nave by the com-

munion
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rail.

"Now

and his raiment like snow. And for fear of him the
guards were terrified, and became like dead men.
But the angel spoke and said to the women. Do not
be afraid; for I know that you seek Jesus, who was
crucified. He is not here, for he has risen even as
he said. Come, see the place where the Lord was

Sabbath, as it began
day of the week, Mary
Mary came to see the
sepulchre. And behold, there was a great earthquake; for an angel of the Lord came down from
heaven, and drawing near rolled back the stone,
and sat upon it. His countenance was like lightning,
to

late in the night of the

dawn towards

Magdalene and

the

first

the other

36

.

1

The

laid

( Fifth

" (Matt. 28:1-7).

Resurrection

Article of the Apostles’ Creed.)

What do we mean when we say in
the Apostles’ Creed that CHRIST DE-

2. Christ went to limbo to announce to
the souls waiting there the joyful news that

SCENDED INTO HELL?
We mean that, after He died,

He had

the soul of
Christ descended into a place or state of
rest, called limbo, where the souls of the
just were waiting for Him.
1.

Christ did not go to the hell of the

damned, but to the “hell” of the just. In
Holy Scripture, it was called “Abraham’s
bosom.”
call

it

St. Peter called
limbo.

Among

it

“a prison.”

reopened heaven

to

mankind.

“He was brought to life in the spirit, in which
also he went and preached to those spirits that were
in prison” (t Pet. 3:19). The souls in limbo could
not go to heaven, which, had been closed by Adam’s
It was only reopened to man by the death of
Our Lord, by the Redemption. The souls in limbo
did not suffer pain, but they longed for heaven.

sin.”

We

the souls in limbo were Adam, Eve, Abel,
Noe, Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, Joseph, David, Isaias,
Daniel, Job, Tobias, St. Joseph, and St. John the
Baptist. They went to heaven at Our Lord’s entrance upon His Ascension.

3. While His soul was in limbo, Christ’s
body was in the holy sepulchre. When man
is separated from the body.
When Jesus died, His body and soul were
separated, but His divinity remained united
to both body and soul.

dies, his soul

"KNOW'
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The Resurrection
Christ’s body did not corrupt in the tomb. It was
in the holy sepulchre from Friday evening when
He was buried, to Sunday morning, when He
arose from the grave. This is why we say Christ
rose on the third day, although He was in the
grave for only three incomplete days.

WHEN did CHRIST RISE from the dead?
Christ rose from the dead, glorious and
immortal, on Easter Sunday, the third day
His death.

after

Christ had often foretold His resur-

1.

rection.

What was

81

the

PURPOSE OF

the

RES-

URRECTION?
The Resurrection of Jesus Christ was an
essential part of the act of salvation. The
death of Jesus and His Resurrection together constitute the mystery of redemption. The one cannot be understood without
the other.

We

1
often think of the passion and death
of Jesus Christ as alone constituting the act
of redemption. But at St. Paul tells us, “...if
.

Christ has not risen ... you are still in your
(1 Cor. 15:17). Therefore His death
alone did not save us.

sins”

He

said of His own body: “Destroy this temple,
and in three days I will raise it up” (John 2:19).
Before entering Jerusalem He said to His Apostles
that He would be put to death and “rise again on
the third day” (Matt. 20:19). On the night of the
Last Supper He said: “But after I have risen, I
will go before you into Galilee" (Matt. 26:32).
2.

Even His enemies knew that He had

predicted His resurrection. This is why
they obtained Pilate’s permission to seal the
sepulchre and set guards to watch it.
They said to Pilate: “Sir, we have remembered
that deceiver said, while he was yet alive.
‘After three days I will rise again’ ” (Matt. 27:63).

how

3. Christ really arose from the dead. For
forty days He appeared to many. He conversed, walked, and even ate with them. He
spent much time instructing the Apostles.

One
five

of His

hundred

most important appearances was
disciples

on

a

mountain

to
in Galilee,

when He gave the Apostles the command to go
forth into the world and teach. The Evangelists
have recorded nine apparitions; but it is evident
from their writings (for example. Acts 1:3) that
there were other and unrecorded occasions when
Christ appeared. Countless of Christ’s followers laid
down their lives in testimony of the truth of the
resurrection. “During forty days appearing to

them, and speaking of the kingdom of God”
(Acts 1:3).
4. Today the entire Christendom celebrates Easter Sunday in memory of the
Resurrection. It is the Feast of feasts, commemorating the completion of our redemp-

tion by Christ.
Easter is celebrated on the first Sunday following
the first full moon of spring; the feast therefore
moveable, and can fall between March 22 and
April 25. The Paschal season lasts till Trinity Sunday; till then the joyous alleluia resounds.
is

2. The passion and death of Jesus was the
supreme expression of His love and obedience to His Father. It was truly a victory
over sin and the power of the devil. But by
His resurrection He was constituted the
Son of God in power, justifying those who

believed in Him. “...if we believe in Him
who raised Jesus our Lord from the dead,
who was delivered up for our sins, and rose
again for our justification” (Rom. 4:24-25)
3. When we are baptized as Christians
we share in this total work of redemption.
In Baptism we also rise to a new life in
Jesus Christ.

“Do you not know that all we who have been
baptized into Jesus Christ have been baptized into
His death? For we were buried with Him by means
of Baptism into death, in order that, just as Christ
has arisen from the dead through the glory of the
Father, so we also may walk in newness of life.
For if we have been united with Him in the likeness of His death, we shall be so in the likeness of
His resurrection also” (Rom.

Will

ALL MEN RISE

6:3-5).

from the dead?

All men will rise from the dead, but only
those who have been faithful to Christ will
share in His glory.

Like Christ, we, too, shall rise from
on the Last Day, and our bodies
our souls. “He who
raised up Jesus will raise us up also with
Jesus” (2 Cor. 4:14).
1.

the dead

will be reunited with

2. Those
who have been faithful to
Christ will be rewarded with the glory of
heaven; those that have been unfaithful
will be punished in the depths of hell. The
rewards are given only to the faithful.
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On Mount Olivet, a hill outside Jerusalem, forty
days after His Resurrection, Our Lord spoke to the
disciples, telling them how the Holy Ghost would
descend upon them. “And when He had said this,
he was lifted up before their eyes, and a cloud took
him out of their sight. And while they were gazing

37.
(

When

did Christ

The

into heaven?

The Ascension took place from the
of Olives. Christ’s Apostles and

Mount

disciples

were present.

It

was

full daylight.

He gave His followers His last instructions. Then
He raised His hands and blessed them. He told them
to
to

Ascension

Sixth Article of the Apostles’ Creed.)

ASCEND

Christ ascended, body and soul, into
heaven on Ascension day, forty days after
His Resurrection.
1.

up to heaven as he went, behold, two men stood
by them in white garments, and said to them,
'Men of Galilee, why do you stand looking up to
heaven? This Jesus who has been taken from you
into heaven, will come in the same way as you
have seen him going up to heaven' " (Acts 1:9-1 1 ).

preach the Gospel to all nations, and promised
be with them to the end of the world.

While all looked on. He was raised up,
by His own power, and a cloud received
Him out of their sight. “As he blessed
them ... he was carried up into heaven”
(Luke 24:51)

3. The disciples returned to Jerusalem
with great joy. Their Master had returned
to heaven in glory, and His arrival there
had opened to His followers the heavenly

gates.

Christ the King had earned for men infinite
grace, and had gone home to prepare a place for
men in heaven (John 14:16; 2 Cor. 1:7).
celebrate the feast of the Ascension forty days after
Easter, on Ascension Thursday.

We

Why did Christ REMAIN ON EARTH,
forty days after His Resurrection?

2.

Christ remained on earth forty days after
His Resurrection to prove that He had
from the dead, and to complete

truly risen

the instruction of the Apostles.

"KNOW GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE”

The

Ascension

Christ’s resurrection is an undoubted
fact on which rests the Christian faith.
1.

83

What do we mean when we say that
CHRIST SITS AT THE RIGHT HAND
OF GOD, the Father Almighty?

Paul says: "If Christ has not risen, vain then
our preaching, vain too is your faith” (1 Cor.
And according to St. John, an eyewitness:
other signs also Jesus worked in the sight
of his disciples, which are not written in this book.
But these are written, that you may believe that
Jesus is the Christ, the Son of God” (John 20:30-31).
St.

When we say

is

2. In the first place, Christ really died.
His death was witnessed by many, both
and enemies. It was proved by the
soldier who plunged his spear into His

1.

friends

side.

It

was communicated

Pilate. His bones

officially

were not broken, because

He

already dead. His Mother and
would never have buried Him

had they suspected the

least

chance of

assembled Apostles.
Nor were these witnesses easily deceived. The
Apostles did not at first believe the women who
told them the Lord had risen. They would not even
believe their own senses, thinking the risen Saviour
was a ghost. Christ had to call for something to eat,
to prove that He was not a ghost. St. Thomas
refused to believe the other ten Apostles, who had
seen Christ first. He only believed when Our Lord
appeared to him and bade him touch His wounds.

above

equal to the Father
man Christ is only

as

the angels

all

hand

of

from that person.

anybody

“Sit at

My

and

saints.

a

mark

is

right hand,

To

sit at
of honor
till 1

make

(Ps. 109:1).

2.

Christ ascended into heaven in order:

(a)

To enter into the glory He had merited.
To send down the Holy Spirit on His

(b)

Church.
(c)

(d)

In the second place, Christ really came

women who sought Him at the sepulchre.
Then He appeared to Peter. In the evening
He walked with two disciples on the road
to Emmaus. At night He appeared to the

is

the right

Some unbelievers urge that Christ was dead only
in appearance and after an interval recovered from
His swoon and left the grave. The loss of blood
following the scourging alone would have been
enough to cause death, not to mention the wounds
He received on the cross.
3.

is

But even

your enemies your footstool”

life.

to life. On the first Easter morning He
appeared to Mary Magdalen and the other

God

Christ as

in all things.

next to God.

to

He was found
disciples

that Christ sits at the right

hand of God, the Father Almighty, we
mean that Our Lord as God is equal to the
Father, and that as man He shares above
all the saints in the glory of His Father,
and exercises for all eternity the supreme
authority of a King over all creatures.

15:14).

“Many

To be our intercessor with the Father.
To prepare a place for us in heaven.

What do we mean when we say

that

Christ will come FROM THENCE TO
JUDGE THE LIVING AND THE DEAD?

We
will

mean that on the last day Our Lord
come to pronounce a sentence of

eternal reward or of eternal punishment
on every one who has ever lived in this
world. (See pages 172-/75.)
1. Jesus
Christ will be our Supreme
Judge because He is “king of kings and
Lord of lords’’ (Apoc. 17:14).

Man

“For the Son of
is to come with his angels
in the glory of his Father and then he will render
to everyone according to his conduct” (Matt.
16:27).

4. The Jews bribed the guards to say
that while they were asleep, the disciples
had stolen the body of Christ.

Such an act was made impossible by Christ’s
enemies themselves. They had sealed and guarded
the tomb. “So they went and made the sepulchre
secure, sealing the stone, and setting the guard”
(Matt. 27:66). Even supposing the guards to have
fallen asleep, the great stone which covered the
sepulchre could not have been moved without
waking some at least of the guards. Finally, it is a
remarkable circumstance that the guards were not
punished for this breach of duty.

2. Christ’s teaching has changed the face
of the earth. One poor young man, teaching for three years in the hills and valleys of
Galilee, and dying a shameful death, has
brought light, love, peace, and hope into
men’s lives, even the lowliest.

Before Christ the world was the abode of sin

and

polygamy, divorce, and slavery. Howworld today, although reformed by Chrisfrom perfect. This is because many
refuse to obey the teachings of Christ. It is our
duty to make Christ better known and loved, so
that all may “seek first the kingdom of God.”
vice, idolatry,

ever, the
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the days of Pentecost were drawing to

a close, they were all together in one place. And
suddenly there came a sound from heaven, as of a
violent wind coming, and it filled the whole house
where they were sitting.

And

there appeared to them parted tongues as
upon each of them. And they
were all filled with the Holy Spirit and began to
speak in foreign tongues, even as the Holy Spirit
prompted them to speak" ( Acts 2:1-4).
of fire, which settled

The Holy

38.

Spirit

(Eighth Article of the Apostles’ Creed.)

Who

is

THE HOLY SPIRIT?

The Holy

Spirit

is

God and

the Third

Person of the Blessed Trinity.
i

.

Christ often spoke of the Holy Spirit.

One of the most solemn occasions was when He
charged the Apostles: "Go, therefore, and make
disciples of all nations, baptizing them in the name
of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy
Spirit” (Matt. 28:19).

On

certain occasions, the Holy Spirit
appeared in visible form. When Christ was
2.

These signs are symbolic of the action of the
Holy Spirit. The form of a dove symbolizes the
gentleness with which the Holy Spirit works in our
The rush of wind represents the strengthening of the will. The fire represents zeal, fervor,
and the illumination of the mind.
souls.

3.

The Holy

the Father

Spirit

PROCEEDS

and the Son. (See page

from

31.)

mean that the Holy Spirit began
time than the Father and the Son.
proceeded from them from all eternity; He is

This does not
to exist later in

He

them as warmth is to fire, existing and proceeding at the same time. There can be no fire without
if there were an eternal fire, there would
to

baptized by John the Baptist, the Holy
Spirit appeared in the form of a dove. On
Pentecost, the Holy Spirit descended with

be an eternal warmth. So since there are the eternal
Father and Son, there is the eternal Holy Spirit.

mighty rushing wind, and rested over the
Apostles in the form of tongues of fire.

Father and Son bear each other; but instead of
being mere feeling, He is a Person, a Being, God.

a

warmth;

The Holy

Spirit

is

the eternal, mutual love that the
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The Holy
4.

EQUAL

The Holy

Father and

Spirit is
the Son, because

He

is

to

the

God.

True God as the Father and the Son are, the
Holy Spirit is eternal, all-knowing, almighty. The
Third Person is called Holy Spirit, from the Latin
word spiritus, a breath. Other names used to refer
to the Holy Spirit are: Holy Ghost, Advocate, Paraclete,

Consoler, Comforter, Substantial Love, Spirit

of Truth, etc.

WHAT DOES

the

Holy

Spirit do for

SALVATION OF MANKIND?

the

The Holy Spirit

1.

and

sanctifies souls

gift of grace.

Although

all

Divine works depend on

Three Persons, we attribute the work of
sanctification to God the Holy Spirit,
because He is the oneness of love of the
Father and the Son, and the sanctification of
man by grace reveals that boundless love.
all

“Do you not know that you are the temple of
God and that the Spirit of God dwells in you?”
(1

Cor. 3:16).

After Baptism, we have the Holy Spirit
in our hearts and He remains with us as
long as we have no mortal sin on our souls.
This is the gift of “sanctifying grace.”
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Jesus had promised to send the Holy
Spirit to the Apostles. He said at the Last
Supper: “It is expedient for you that I
depart. For if I do not go, the Advocate will
not come to you; but if I go, I will send him
to you” (John 16:7) On Pentecost, ten days
after the Ascension, the Holy Spirit descended on the Apostles and disciples.
1.

.

On Pentecost three thousand members were
baptized after the preaching of St. Peter. Many bebecause the Apostles had the “gift of
tongues”; that is, they spoke in one language, but
those of different races who listened heard what
was said in their own different languages.
lieved,

DWELLS in the Church

as the source of its life,

through the

Spirit

We

2.

celebrate the descent of the Holy
Pentecost Sunday, ten days
Thursday, fifty days after

Spirit today as

after Ascension

Easter. Pentecost

means

fiftieth.

The nine days in the Cenacle while the Apostles
and disciples waited for the coming of the Holy
Spirit were spent in prayer, the “first novena” in
the Church. “All these with one mind continued
steadfastly in prayer with the women and Mary,
the mother of Jesus” (Acts 1:14). In imitation of
that first novena, it is our custom today to make
novenas especially in preparation for great feasts.
also make novenas of petition or thanksgiving.

We

2.

3. The Holy Spirit is the SOURCE of
the life of the Church. He consoles, guides,
and imparts strength to it, as Christ prom-

ised.

“The Church was
the

Holy

filled

with the consolation of

Spirit” (Acts 9:31).

WHEN WAS

the dwelling of the Holy

Spirit

FIRST VISIBLY MANIFESTED

in the

Church?

The dwelling of the Holy Spirit in the
Church was first visibly manifested on
Pentecost Sunday, when He came down
upon the Apostles in the form of tongues of

HOW LONG
DWELL

the

Holy

Spirit

in the

Church

Church?

The Holy Spirit will dwell
end of time.

“I

will

and he will give you
dwell with you forever, the

the Father

ask

another Advocate to
Spirit of truth” (John 14:16-17).

1. The
Holy Spirit watches over the
Church, protecting it from destruction.
From the beginning the Church spread very

rapidly.

At the death of the

Apostles, in

it was known in all
parts of the then civilized world. Thence
it has spread to the ends of the earth.

spite of persecutions,

2.

The Holy

Spirit

gave testimony of

Christ, and strengthened the Apostles to
give testimony of Christ.

come,
After the Ascension, the Apostles together with
the Blessed Virgin and disciples, men and women,
numbering about 120 persons gathered in the Cenacle, the upper room in Jerusalem where the Last
Supper had been taken. There they spent the time
in prayer, awaiting the fulfillment of Our Lord’s
promise: “Wait here in the city, until you are
clothed with power from on high” (Luke 24:49).

will

until the

Our Lord

fire.

the

in

whom

said,

“But when the Advocate has
from the Father, the

I will send you

Spirit of truth

who proceeds from the Father, he

will bear witness

concerning me.

And you

also

bear witness” (John 15:26, 27). After the coming
Holy Spirit, the Apostles gave testimony of
many parts of the world (Acts
1:8), preaching and suffering for Christ, meeting
death joyfully (Acts 5:41; Rom. 8:18), saying, “/
can do all things in him who strengthens me.”
of the

Christ by going in
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WHEN GRACE
A

soul in the state of grace is very beautiful in
the sight of God. Then we are friends and children
of God arid heirs of heaven; then we are like the

very angels. We must always try to avoid sin.
But when the soul has lost the grace of God by

39
What

is

.

we be

is

careful about the

mortal soul, that

He

Grace is a supernatural gift of God bestowed on us through the merits of Jesus
Christ for our salvation.
I

IS

LOST

nothing on earth can be uglier in God's
sight. If we are so careful about our personal
appearance before mortals, how much more should
sin,

appearance of our

God may be

pleased with

im-

us.

Sanctifying Grace

GRACE?

“And he said: ‘This is why
one can come to me unless he
by my Father
(John 6:66).

mortal

said to you, “No
enabled to do so

bestows and perfects what

already

Christ has not ceased to act. He sanctifies us
through the Spirit, whom He “sends” or “gives” us
together with His Father.
3.

The supernatural

yond natural powers.

Grace is a favor, a free gift, granted
us though we have no claim to it. God

is

earned.

is

It is

that which is beof two kinds:

1.

to

He is good, not
because we deserve them. God grants us
graces for the sake of His Son, Who died
on the cross to earn for us these graces; we
men can never merit these graces.
grants us graces because

“All have sinned and have need of the glory of
God. They are justified freely by his grace through
the redemption which is in Christ” (Rom.
3:23-24).

The Holy Spirit dispenses the graces
God merited by Our Lord Jesus Christ;

2.

of

When

the fact is beyond natural powers in
the manner of occurrence: as when a blind man
instantly can see; and
(a)

(b) When the fact fundamentally and entirely
surpasses all powers of the natural order: as when
God imparts a part of His life to man through the
gift of sanctifying grace.

4. The assistance of the Holy Spirit is
necessary. Without the help of the graces'
that He dispenses, with merely natural
powers, we cannot do the least work to merit
salvation. Without God, we are nothing.
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.

Sanctifying Grace
In order to reach heaven, we need God’s grace; so
we say with the Apostle: "Not that we are sufficient
of ourselves to think anything, as from ourselves,
but our sufficiency is from God” (a Cor. 3:5).
5. There are two kinds of grace: sanctifying grace and actual grace.
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Second, it makes us adopted children of
God. — With sanctifying grace, the Holy
Spirit enters our soul; we are led by His
Spirit, and are therefore His children: “For
whoever are led by the Spirit of God, they
are the sons of God” (Rom. 8: 14)

"Now you

What

sanctifying

is

GRACE?

Sanctifying grace is that grace which
confers on our souls a new life, that is, a
sharing in the life of God Himself.
1.

By

sanctifying grace, our souls are

made holy and pleasing to God. It is an
abiding or permanent grace, which we gain
by baptism, and

lose only

by mortal

sin.

By Adam’s sin all mankind lost the friendship of
God; that is, we are born in original sin, without
sanctifying grace. Our Lord’s death won back sanctifying grace for us; it is granted freely at Baptism.
2. A soul to whom God grants “sanctifying grace” receives not merely a gift from
God, but God Himself. He receives a new

life,

St.

a

new

nature.

Paul

refers to this acquisition of sanctifying
grace as the putting off of the old
and the

man

putting on of the new. It is as if an old and worn
man were suddenly to become a handsome young

man
in

full of the vigor of life. The beauty of a soul
the state of sanctifying grace is too great for

human eyes to bear. As a child said, when asked
how his soul would look immediately after his confirmation, if it could be photographed, “Why, it
would look

like

God!”

What are THE
sanctifying grace?

CHIEF EFFECTS

spirit of

bondage

Third, it makes us temples of the Holy
Spirit.— Sanctifying grace brings the Holy
Spirit to dwell in us as in a temple. St.

Paul says, “For you are the temple of the
Living God” (2 Cor. 6:16).

Fourth, it gives us the right to heaven.
are in sanctifying grace, we are
inspired to do good works. The Holy Spirit
does not sleep within us, but expands our
heart with His grace, and urges our will to
do good. And as we are adopted children
of God, such actions become meritorious
for heaven.

When we

we are children of God, we are at the same
heirs, and therefore have a right to His King“We are the sons of God. But if we are sons,
we are heirs also; heirs indeed of God, and joint
If

time
dom.

heirs with Christ”

WHY

is

(Rom.

8:16-17).

sanctifying

grace

NECES-

SARY FOR SALVATION?
Sanctifying grace is necessary for salvait is the supernatural life,
which alone enables us to attain the supertion because

of

natural happiness of heaven.

First, it makes us holy and pleasing to
God.— When we are in possession of sanctifying grace, we are jree from mortal sin;
the two cannot dwell together.

However, although

have not received a

so as to be again in fear, but you have received a
spirit of adoption as sons, by virtue of which we
cry, ‘Abba! Father!’ The Spirit himself gives testimony to our spirit that we are sons of God" (Rom.
8:15-16).

free

from mortal

sin,

we do

not, with sanctifying grace, become free from the
sin. So even saints feel the human inclination to sin, against which the struggle is lifelong, and from which we should gain merit. This

The presence of God in the soul gives it life.
the Holy Spirit is dwelling in the soul, it is
enabled to know and love God, to do supernatural
works. Speaking of the “gift of God”, Our Lord
said it "shall become in him a fountain of water,
springing up unto life everlasting” (John 4:14).
Without sanctifying grace, the soul is without God;
and without God, the soul becomes the devil’s.

When

remains of

human

frailty

is

imbedded

in

our

flesh,

ent in our souls as a result of original

and

is

pres-

sin.

Sanctifying grace, however, although it does not
cure us of the weakness of the flesh, strengthens
will, so that for us the war against sin

our

becomes

easier.

One cannot gain any merit for heaven
as long as he

is not in sanctifying grace,
is termed “in the state of grace.” For
without sanctifying grace one is an enemy
of God, and cannot enter His kingdom.

what

Mortal sin makes the soul displeasing
and thus deprives it of sanctifying grace.
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Catholic Faith

The case of Saul of Tarsus is one of the most
wonderful instances of cooperation with God's
grace. Saul of Tarsus was one of the most active
persecutors of the early Christians. On the way to

Damascus

to

down by a

Saul was struck
and heard a voice say:
why dost thou persecute me?" Saul
arrest

Christians,

brilliant light,

“Saul, Saul,

is

ACTUAL GRACE?

By actual grace the Holy Ghost shows us the
emptiness in themselves of earthly things. He makes

own

we can perform

and the true goal of life. By it
a virtuous act or reject a temptation.
sins,

i. Actual grace
given to us only

when we need

form

or to overcome a tempta-

a

good

act,

is

transient; that
it,

is,

it is

to per-

be saved.

whole

life

A good family, a good education,— these are graces.
But even sickness and hardships are God’s graces,
and may be the steps by which to ascend to heaven.
And God

grants graces to protect us against temptation, never suffering us to be tempted beyond our
strength.

Is actual

tion.

An example

God

gives us always sufficient grace to
A true Christian should view his
in the light of grace. All God’s
gifts granted for man’s salvation are graces.
2.

Actual grace is a supernatural help of God
which enlightens our mind and strengthens
our will to do good and to avoid evil.

us see our

“Lord, what wilt thou have me do?" From then on
he turned his back on his former life, and belonged completely to Christ, till as the incomparable Apostle Paul he was martyred in Rome.

Actual Grace

40.
What

asked, "Who art thou, Lord?" And Jesus answered, "I am Jesus, whom thou art persecuting."
Saul immediately grasped at grace, and asked,

of the wonderful action of the

Holy

Spirit in enlightening the mind and strengthening
the will is the First Pentecost. Before the descent
of the Holy Spirit, the Apostles were ignorant and
afraid; after His descent. His grace made them wise
and fearless men, going forth to preach Christ

everywhere, ready to die for their faith.

who have

grace

NECESSARY FOR ALL

attained the use of reason?

Actual grace is necessary for all who have
attained the use of reason, because without
it we cannot long resist the power of temptation, nor perform other actions which
merit a reward in heaven.

"KNOW GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE ”

Actual Grace

We

need actual grace. Sinners need
it to rise from sin. The just need it to persevere in good. Without grace, we fall into sin.
1.

all

Herod was

offered actual grace when he heard
of the birth of the Messias from the three wise men;
but Herod rejected the grace, and added to his sins.
2

Grace

.

is

given to all men, although not

amounts. Some receive more, some
Some ordinary graces are granted to

in equal
less.

men; certain extraordinary graces are
granted to chosen ones.
all

God

is

free to bestow His gifts as

He

than those
our graces

What are the PRINCIPAL WAYS
OBTAINING GRACE?

The

of

principal ways of obtaining grace

are prayer and the sacraments, especially
the Holy Eucharist.

The

sacraments of Baptism and Penance give
grace to those not possessing it; the other sacraments
increase grace in those already in the state of grace.
1

.

Actual grace

is

obtained by good works.

especially obtained by the use of means
offered by the Church, such as offering Mass,
It is

listening to sermons, etc., and receiving the
sacraments, particularly the Holy Eucharist,
which contains God, the Source of Grace.

Although we cannot merit grace by our good
works, still our good works can beg God for us, to
give us grace. Good works are necessary, for God
will not save us without our cooperation.
2. Actual grace is made to act through
various means: through sermons, reading of

good books,
superiors and
The

illness

and death, advice of
good example, etc.

Isabella.

CAN WE RESIST the grace of God?
We can resist the grace of God, for our
and God does not force us

to

accept His grace.
i.

free

As Christ

we

“For to him who has shall be
given, and he shall have abundance” (Matt. 13:18).
He who persists in rejecting the gift of God’s grace
and refuses to be converted will die in his sin and
will be forever excluded from the sight of God.
“From him who does not have, even that which he
seems to have shall be taken away. But as for the
said,

unprofitable servant, cast him forth into the darkness outside, where there will be the weeping, and
the gnashing of teeth” (Matt. 25:89-30).

We

2.
should be on the lookout for the
graces of God, ready to accept them as
as they are offered. The action of the
Holy Spirit on the individual soul is not
continuous in particular graces; we must

soon

be ready

when He comes with

special gifts.

Some

receive only one summons to the banquet.
In the desert, the Israelites who rose late found the

manna melted

away. There are times of special
grace for the Christian, such as Lent, a retreat, etc.

How can we make our MOST ORDINARY
ACTIONS merit a heavenly reward?

We can make our most ordinary actions
merit a heavenly reward by doing them for
the love of God, and by keeping ourselves
in the state of grace.
1

.

God grants

us the right to a heavenly

reward for the most ordinary good actions
in the supernatural order, provided we are
in the state of grace. God does not ask us to

do extraordinary things. If we do the most
ordinary tasks of the day, like cooking,
studying, doing small chores, carpentry
work, sewing, and such, in a spirit of love
and obedience to Him, our acts will deserve
merit before God’s eyes.

friends,

converts at Pentecost were moved by
the preaching of the Apostles. St. Ignatius of
Loyola was moved by the reading of the lives of
the saints; St. Francis of Assisi, during an illness;
St. Francis Borgia, upon seeing the corpse of Queen
first

will is free,

can still close our eyes to His grace. If
cooperate, we gain other graces.

The

likes.

Blessed Virgin received more than other mortals.
Christians receive more than pagans. Those in the
state of grace are likely to receive more
in the state of mortal sin. In a way,
depend also on our dispositions.
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Holy Ghost guides and enlightens, but we

Grace does not force us. It leaves us
to choose between good and evil. The

All God wants is our love; and this we can give
in the most ordinary daily actions. “Whether you
eat or drink, or whatever else you do, do all to the
glory of God.”
2. By mortal sin one loses the merit he
has gained from his good actions. It is necessary that he regain that state of grace before
he can regain that merit.

To regain God’s friendship, we must be sorry
for our sins, make a good confession, and resolve
never to displease Him again. Then He will give
us back the gift of His grace and love, and the merit
of all our good works.

"KN01T GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE”
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Faith

is

the foundation of

makes Himself known

“Now

faith

for, the

And

is

to

all virtue,

men. As

for
St.

My

Catholic Faith

by

God

it

Paul says,

the substance of things to be

hoped

evidence of things that are not seen.
it is impossible to please God."
.

.

.

without faith

41.

The

The Three

b)

THE SEVEN

vered

in

tested her.
Let

it

It

is

He

said,

supernatural faith that
proved, when she perse-

this

woman

begging Jesus

to cure her daughter.

“O woman,

be done to thee as thou

great

is

Having

thy faith.

wilt" (Matt. 15:28).

Theological Virtues

The chief supernatural powers that are
bestowed on our souls with sanctifying
grace are:
a)

(Heb. 11:1, 6).
the Chanaanite

Theological Virtues, and

GIFTS.

These virtues render us capable of being
good and doing good for the love and service of God, to act for instead of against Him.

We are not to suppose however that sanctifying
grace makes us perfect in the practice of virtue. It
power and the inclination to be good
and do good, but to have perfection we must frequently exercise our virtues. We are given the
power, but if we do not use it, it remains dormant;
similarly, we are given legs to use for walking, but
if we refuse to walk, the power is dormant. Virtue
is a habit acquired by repeated good acts.

gives us the
1. Good qualities or inclinations, whether
natural or supernatural, are generally referred to as “virtues.” Virtue is a habit that
inclines us to whatever is good.

A single good act does not constitute virtue. For
instance, one does not have the virtue of faith if
one believes in Christ only once a week.
Supernatural virtues enter the soul
with sanctifying grace, imparted by the
Holy Ghost in the Sacraments of Baptism
and Penance. With sanctifying grace the
2.

soul acquires the supernatural light of faith
and hope, and burns with the fire of charity.

3.

Natural virtue enables us

to

perform

good natural acts; it deals directly with
things human. Supernatural virtue enables
us to perform good acts from a supernatural
motive, for the glory of God.
If we are temperate in food and drink because
we wish to preserve our health, we have a natural
we act according to reason.

virtue;

'KNOW'

GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE

,

The Theological
Natural virtues compared to supernatural ones are like a photograph compared
to the living original. It is only supernatural
virtues that will profit us unto life everlasting, since it is only those whose object
4.

and

life is

(Luke
3.

we are temperate in food or drink because in
way we hope to be more pleasing to God and
obey His precepts, we act from supernatural virIf

tue.

What are THE THREE THEOLOGICAL VIRTUES?
The three theological virtues are faith,
hope, and charity.
virtues are called theological,
1. These
from the Greek term theos (meaning God)
because their object is God.

An

appropriate symbol for the theological virtues
is a living tree. Faith is the root, hope the trunk,
and charity the fruit. The root and trunk are
valueless if they do not find completion in the
fruit. The common symbols depicting these three
virtues are: the cross for faith, the anchor for hope,
and the burning heart for charity.

He who

possesses these three virtues

has all other virtues in some degree. Without them, he cannot possess any other supernatural virtue nor reach heaven.

Thee,

I

hope

in

Thee,

I

virtues every day.
God, I believe in

love Thee.

To Thee

be

honor, praise, and glory forever.”

What

is

FAITH?

Faith is the virtue by which we firmly believe all the truths God has revealed, on
the word of God revealing them,
can

Who

neither deceive nor be deceived.
“Faith is the substance of things to be hoped
the evidence of things that are not seen” (Heb.
11:1). “Blessed are they who have not seen, and
yet have believed” (John 20:29).
for,

is

17:5).

Without

faith,

it

is

impossible to be

saved. Our faith must be firm and complete;
that is, both certain and all-encompassing.

We must not cease praying for increase
of faith, for it is necessary for salvation.
faith, it is impossible to please
God” (Heb. 11:6). “He that does not believe shall be condemned” (Mark 16:16).
If we are doubtful on any matters of
faith, considering opposite viewpoints as
possibly true, then we deny God’s authority.

“Without

What

HOPE?

is

Hope is the virtue by which we firmly
trust that God, Who is all-powerful and
faithful to His promises, will in His mercy
give us eternal happiness and the means to
obtain it.
1. God promised to give man eternal life,
and the means to obtain it. In this promise

is

our hope.
“He who

land,

We should make acts of these
We can say very briefly: “O my

9i

supernatural because we cannot by ourit. It is a gift of God. It is, however,
increased by prayer and continual exercise; the
apostles prayed to the Lord, “Increase our faith”

God.

that

2.

Virtues

Faith

selves acquire

2.

and

takes refuge in me shall inherit the
possess my holy mountain” (Is. 57:13).

Hope

is

necessary for salvation. Our

hope must be firmly founded in God, Who
promised to give us the means for salvation.
Such firm hope, however, would not exclude
reasonable fear of the loss of our soul. Very often
we fall far short of the proper use of the means of
salvation granted us.

What

is

CHARITY?

Charity is the virtue by which we love God
above all things for His own sake, and our
neighbor as ourselves, for the love of God.
1

.

Charity

is

the queen of virtues. It unites

Faith is belief in a truth on the word
1
of another, though that truth be not fully
understood.

God and man perfectly in love. It also unites
man and man, for the love of God.

In a trial, the judge believes the testimony of a
witness known to be an honest man. When a fact
is so obvious as “it is dark at midnight,” no belief
is needed;
that is known and fully understood.

To love God above all things, we must be willing
to renounce all created things rather than offend
Him by sin.
should often speak to God in acts
of love, opening our hearts to Him.

.

Divine faith is belief in a truth or mystery known only because God revealed it. It
2.

is grace that helps us to attain faith and to
persevere in it, to take God’s word for whatever He has revealed.

We

In heaven faith and hope will cease;
for we cannot need faith for what we already
know; nor can we desire what we already
possess. But for all eternity we shall have
charity: we can love God forever.
2.

"KNOW GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE”
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Before the descent of the Holy Spirit, the Apostles
were of good will, but they were weak and fearful.
When Jesus was taken prisoner, they all fled. Fearing for his life, St. Peter denied Christ three times.
After receiving the Holy Spirit, the Apostles were

42.
Which are

Gifts

and Fruits

THE SEVEN GIFTS OF

THE HOLY SPIRIT?

The seven gifts of the Holy Spirit are:
wisdom, understanding, counsel, fortitude,
knowledge, piety, and fear of the Lord.
The gifts are infused in our souls with sanctifying grace. With God the Holy Spirit come sanctifying grace, and inseparably, His gifts.
1. WISDOM is that gift by which we recognize the emptiness of earthly things. By
it we come to regard God and spiritual
things as of the highest good.

The best example of the effects of the gifts of the
Holy Spirit are the Apostles, who after receiving
the Holy Spirit became penetrated with His graces.
2. UNDERSTANDING is that gift by
which we are enabled to recognize the true

Catholic teaching, and to detect false doctrines.

filled with courage and a readiness to die for the
Faith. When in Rome, St. Peter, the first Pope, was
condemned to death, he was crucified with his
head downwards, as he requested, deeming himself
unworthy to die in the same position of Our Lord.

of the

Holy

Spirit

Before the descent of the Holy Spirit on
the Apostles, they did not understand the
divine mysteries Christ revealed to them,
often interpreting His words materially.
Saint Clement Hofbauer began his studies late
life, and had just enough instruction in theology
be ordained. But he was often consulted by high
officials of the Church on matters of doctrine,
because he had the gift of understanding to an
extraordinary degree.
in

to

3 The gift of COUNSEL helps us to
cover the will of God under difficult
cumstances.
-

discir-

Before they received the Holy Spirit, the Apostles
were inconstant and weak. But Christ promised

them the gift of counsel, saying: “Do not be anxious
or wherewith you shall defend yourselves, or
what you shall say, for the Holy Spirit will teach
you” (Luke 12:11).

how

"KNOW GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE”

Gifts and Fruits of the
4.

FORTITUDE

is

are strengthened under trials, to do God’s
will.

Before the descent of the Holy Spirit, the Apostles
were of good will, but they were weak and fearful.
For instance, when Jesus was taken prisoner, they
all fled. St. John Nepomucene chose to be tortured,
and finally cast into the river, rather than break the
seal of the confessional.

5.

The

KNOWLEDGE enables us

gift of

grasp the teaching of the Church, to

to

know God and Jesus

Christ

Holy

Spirit
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we

the gift by which

Whom He sent.

Before the advent of the Holy Spirit, the Apostles
were ignorant men who did not care for intellectual pursuits; neither were they expert in holiness
or the things of God. The saintly Cure d’Ars had
made but little study, yet his sermons were so remarkable that even Bishops were eager to listen.

How do THE GIFTS OF THE HOLY
SPIRIT HELP US?
The gifts of the Holy Spirit help us by
making us more

alert to discern and

1.

If

we look with discerning eyes, we
how the gifts of the Holy Spirit

can see
have greatly helped the world at large.
As the psalmist
spirit, they

said: “When you send forth your
(God’s creatures) are created, and you

renew the face of the earth”
2.

The

(Ps. 103:30).

operations of the Holy Spirit were
among the early Chris-

easily discernible

tians.

“And they continued steadfastly in the teaching
of the apostles and in the communion of the breaking of the bread and in the prayers. And
. many
wonders also and signs were done by means of the
apostles” (Acts 2:42-43).
.

6.

PIETY

is

which we love
striving to do His

that gift by

God as our Father, ever

The

FEAR OF THE LORD

dread sin as the greatest of
enables us to quell fear of

and

Eleazer, the old Jewish scribe, chose death rather
than offend God by eating, or even pretending to
forbidden meats (2 Mach. 6).

eat,

Besides these seven gifts, the Holy

Spirit also grants certain extraordinary gifts,

which are given only on rare occasions and
to selected persons. Such extraordinary
graces are granted principally not for the
benefit of the recipient, but of others. They

were common during the early days of the
Church, and helped in its rapid spread.

Among them

are the gift of tongues, of
miracles, of visions, and of prophecy. The
Apostles received the gift of tongues on
Pentecost, so that although they spoke to

crowd of different nationalities and languages, everybody understood what was said.
a

The Apostles also possessed the
curing the

sick,

to life.

driving out evil

Many

the gift of miracles.

saints

this:

4. Some of the effects in us of the gifts of
the Holy Spirit are the fruits of the Holy
Spirit and the beatitudes.

makes us

all evils,

man and human

respect.

dead

The difference between the virtues
the gifts of the Holy Spirit consists in
the virtues enable us to do what our
reason directs; the gifts make us follow the
inspirations of the Holy Spirit.
and

Before the coming of the Holy Spirit, the Apostles
loved Jesus, but more for their own sakes rather
than His, more for the reward He promised than
for love of Him. But after Pentecost, what a change!
They were ready to suffer death just because they
loved Jesus and wished to declare Him everywhere.

8.

.

3.

will.

7.

more

ready to do the will of God.

gift of miracles,

spirits, raising

the

have been blessed with

The Twelve Fruits

of the

Holy

Spirit are:

Charity, joy, peace, patience, benignity,
goodness, long-suffering, mildness, faith,
modesty, continency, and chastity.
1. These twelve fruits give us grace to
perform good works under the inspiration
of the Holy Spirit. They make us happy
and contented, and help us to be pleasing to
both God and man.

With the fruits of the Holy Spirit it becomes
easier for us to persevere in the union with God by
the practice of virtue; our heart inclines with
charity towards God and our neighbor, and finds
it almost natural to be detached from the world.

With the gift of sanctifying grace and
accompanying theological virtues, gifts
Holy Spirit, and their effects, the

2.

its

of the

Christian soul may be said to possess sancto be in the state of Christian perfection.

tity,

Sanctity is the fervent surrender of one’s self
to God and the practice of virtue. It does not
require extraordinary works. The Blessed Mother
of God, the most holy of mortals, who called herself “the handmaid of the Lord,” never performed
any extraordinary works to excite worldly admiration. “Love is the fulfilling of the law.”
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In

our every day

life

we

are called upon to

Catholic Faith

make

countless decisions involving right or wrong. The
sight of a church can remind us of the moral vir-

43.

ARE THERE ANY OTHER VIRTUESS

Besides the theological virtues of faith,
charity, there are other virtues,
-s,

hope and

MORAL

VIRTUES.

”
i. These virtues are called “moral virtues”
s
because they dispose us to lead moral, or
lives, by aiding us to treat persons and
things in the right way, that is, according to
the will of God. Moral virtues are opposed
;d

good

to the capital sins.

For example, humility is opposed to pride; libertris opposed to avarice; chastity is opposed to
meekness and patience are opposed to anger;
:r;
temperance is opposed to gluttony; brotherly love
ve
is opposed to envy; and zeal and diligence in what
at
is good are opposed to sloth.
ality
lust;

justice, fortitude,

—which dispose

us

according to the

will of

to

treat

and temperance

persons and things

God.

Moral Virtues

besides the theological virtues of faith,
h,
hope, and charity?

called

tues— prudence,

2.

Moral virtues

differ

from the theolog-

ones in that their immediate object is
God Himself, but the right order of
our actions and passions according to
ical

not

reason.
Moral virtues are those of the perfect man (su
pernaturalized in a Christian)-, the theological virtues are those proper to men whom grace has
raised to the status of children of God; the latter
are of a higher order, but require the former.

Whicharethe CHIEF

MORAL VIRTUES?

The chief moral virtues are prudence,
justice, fortitude, and temperance; these
are called cardinal virtues.
All other moral virtues spring from the cardinal
virtues. These are called cardinal from cardo, the
Latin word for hinge, because all our moral actions
turn on them as a door turns upon its hinges. All

other moral virtues depend on them.
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Moral Virtues

PRUDENCE, JUSTICE, FORTITUDE,
and TEMPERANCE dispose us
good lives, as indicated below:
1.

PRUDENCE disposes

to

lead

should strive to be like St. Francis of Sales,
who said: “l desire very little, and that little I
desire but little.” However, temperance does not
consist in refusing or denying ourselves what is
necessary, thus unfitting ourselves for good works.

us in

all

circum-

form right judgments about what
we must do or not do.— It teaches us when
and how to act in matters relating to our
eternal salvation. Prudence perfects the intelligence, which is the power of forming
judgments: for this virtue, knowledge and
stances to

experience are important.
Prudence shows us how to leave earthly things
in order to earn riches for eternity. It is the eye
of the soul, for it tells us what is good and what is
evil. It is like a compass that directs our course in
is opposed to worldly wisdom. “Be prudent
therefore and watchful in prayers” (1 Pet. 4:7).
Prudence is a virtue of the understanding.

life. It

2.

JUSTICE

disposes us to give everyone

what belongs to him.— It teaches us to give
what is due to God and to man. It makes
us willing to live according to the
ments. Justice perfects the will

commandand

safe-

guards the rights of man: his right to life,
freedom, honor, good name, sanctity of the

home, and external
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We

SOME OTHER MORAL VIRTUES
1.

FILIAL PIETY and PATRIOTISM,

which dispose us to honor, love, and respect our parents and our country. It is,
however, no virtue but a sin if we are so
prejudiced in favor of our parents that we
find no good in others; or if we are so “patriotic” that we see no good in other nations.
The division and mutual antagonisms of nations
and peoples in which certain ones profess to find
themselves as “superior” can certainly not please

God; from them come war and revenge. God is
Father of all nations and peoples, without exception.
2. OBEDIENCE, which disposes us to do
the will of our superiors. Obedience connot only in doing what is commanded
by our superior, but in being willing to do

sists

what

is

commanded. One who grumbles and
while doing what his mother
to do is not obedient.

murmurs
asks him

possessions.

Obedience

The just man is an upright man. He gives to
every one his due: he gives God worship; the authorities, obedience; his subordinates, rewards and punishments; and his equals, brotherly love. “Render
to all men whatever is their due; tribute to whom
tribute is due; taxes to whom taxes are due; fear to
whom fear is due; honor to whom honor is due”

(Rom.
3.

is

a virtue only

when one

subjects

his will to that of another for God’s sake, not for

material or natural motives. Christ is the model of
obedience, for He obeyed completely and lovingly,
even to the death of the Cross.
3.

VERACITY, which

disposes us to

tell

the truth.

13:7).

FORTITUDE disposes

us to

do what

is

good

in spite of any difficulty.— It gives us
strength to do good and avoid evil in spite
of all obstacles and afflictions.

We possess fortitude when we are not hindered
by ridicule, threats, or persecution from doing what
right; when we are ready, if necessary, to suffer
death. The greatest fortitude is shown by bearing
great suffering rather than undertaking great
works. No saint was ever a coward. The martyrs had
fortitude.

We should always be truthful, as children of God,
Who is Truth itself. Veracity, however, does not
require us to reveal secrets, or to reply to questions
about whieh the questioner has no right to ask.
In cases such as these, we should either remain
silent, or return an evasive answer. “Wherefore, put
away lying, and speak truth each one with his
neighbor, because we are members of one another”
(Eph. 4:25).

is

4.

TEMPERANCE disposes

us to control

our desires and to use rightly the things
which please our senses.— It regulates our

judgment and passions, so that we may

make use

of temporal things only in so far
as they are necessary for our eternal salvation. We have temperance when we eat
and drink only what is necessary to sustain
life, preserve health, and fulfill our duties.

4.

which disposes us to
difficulties.

In sickness and ill fortune, in the difficulties of
our occupations, in our weaknesses, let us have
serenity of mind, for the love of God: “And bear
fruit in patience” (Luke 8:15). “Be patient in
tribulation, persevering in prayer” (Rom. 12:12).

Besides these, there are many other moral
is the highest moral virtue,
it disposes us to offer to God the worship that is due Him.
virtues. Religion

since

Religion
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bear up under trials and

is

classed under the virtue of justice.
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At a very early age St. Agnes had such a high
regard for the virtue of chastity that she vowed her
God. The Roman authorities, who were
persecuting the infant Church, tried to make this
child offer incense to the idols, but she refused.
Seeing her firmness, the persecutors tried to win
virginity to

44.
What

is

Humility, Liberality, Chastity

HUMILITY?

Humility
poses us to

that moral virtue

which disappreciate and acknowledge

is

our true position with respect to God and
our fellowmen.
Jesus Christ often praised and recommended
humility. “Unless you turn, and become like little
children, you will not enter into the kingdom of
(Matt. 18:3). He always answered the
prayers of the humble, as of the centurion (Matt.
8:11). “If any man wishes to be first, he shall be
last of all, and servant of all” (Mark 9:34).

heaven”

1.

The humble man acknowledges God

as the

source of

all

the excellent things he

may possess. He recognizes his limitations,
his own nothingness, and the uselessness of
all

her by flattery. She was only thirteen years old,
beautiful and wealthy; they offered to marry her
the son of a high official in Rome. But she
answered that she was consecrated to her Heavenly
Bridegroom. She suffered torture and meekly laid
her head on the execution block.
to

earthly things without God.

Compared to God, what are we All things pass
away; only God is eternal. These simple truths will
help us keep humble; without God we are nothing.
2.

The humble man knows

things are of value only

if

that earthly
they lead us to

God. His detachment from all things
worldly frees him from all human fear.
In order to
of the majesty

become humble, let us think often
and grandeur of God. Let us contemplate His works, beside which ours would be
nothing. Above all, let us remember that without
God we would not even exist. Do we feel proud of
our wealth? Tomorrow a fire, a business depression,

may wipe it
appearance?

Are we proud of our
accident, some sickness, would
had never been. Are we proud of our
intelligence? Amnesia would take it all away.

make
3.

it

off completely.

An

if it

The humble man has

in the

Who

as

his best

model

Son of God Himself, Jesus Christ,
of love for men.

humbled Himself out
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Humility, Liberality, Chastity

am meek and humble of
11:29). The Son of God humbled
Himself when He came down to earth as man. He
came as a poor man, in the eyes of the world the
“Learn from me, for I

heart”

(Matt.

son of a carpenter. His companions were simple
fishermen. He associated with the humble, even
with sinners. At the Last Supper He washed the
feet of His apostles.

Our Lord continually urged us to
when He said, “He who is
greatest among you shall be your servant”
4.

humility; as

(Matt. 23: 11)
In the parable of the Pharisee and the Publican,
Christ exalted humility; as also He did when, taking
a

He said, “Whoever, therefore, humbles
little child, he is the greatest in the
of heaven” (Matt. 18:4).
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Chastity, opposed to lust, disposes us
to preserve the mind and body from everything that is impure. Chastity is purity. It
is termed the angelic virtue, because it
makes men resemble the angels in heaven.
1.

Chastity gives health to the soul and light to the
understanding ; it aids wisdom and develops strength
of

character.

Judith,

a

weak woman, had the

courage to go into the enemy camp, and returned
with the head of Holofernes; of her Holy Scripture
says, “Thou hast done manfully and thy heart hath
been strengthened, because thou hast loved chastity”
(Judith 15:11). Thousands of martyrs died in
defense of this virtue of holy chastity.

little child,

himself as this

kingdom

Humility is opposed both to pride and
excessive and affected self-abjection.

5.

to

To be humble, a man does not need to belittle
Thomas Aquinas says: “That a perown good

his abilities. St.

son should recognize and appreciate his
qualities is not sin.” (See pages 58-59.)

What

is

LIBERALITY?

Liberality is that moral virtue, related
to the cardinal virtue of justice, which finds
expression in generosity towards our fellowmen, disposing us to use material goods
rightly.

Ordinarily the term is taken with
reference to “material goods,” but in a
broader sense it also is with respect to
1.

“spiritual

and intellectual

gifts.”

Our Lord said, in urging us to do works of mercy,
that what is given to the poor is given to Him.
Liberality does not depend on the amount given,
but in the spirit. A poor man can be very liberal;
whereas a rich man who gives millions, but does so
only in order to get praised does not have the virtue
of generosity.
2.

Liberality

With

liberality

is

opposed

is

Not all saints are virgins. God requires chastity
to be practiced by all, in accordance with the state
of life that each has embraced. It may be either
absolute (for the unmarried), or relative (for the
married).
3. The mere knowledge of facts does not
destroy our chastity. It is wilful consent
and yielding to impurity that sullies chastity

of

mind and body.

Our Lady, St. Joseph, and other
knew the facts of sex; but such knowledge did not spoil their spotless chastity.
Jesus Christ,

saints surely

4. Let us be careful of the company we
keep, and avoid all occasions of sin to preserve virtue of chastity. Let us form the
habit of temperance in all things, so as to
strengthen our self-control.
should
often have recourse to prayer and the sacra-

We

to covetousness.

we become

willing for the love of
God to help out those in material need. This virtue
does not depend on the value of the gift, but in the
goodness of the heart with which it is given.

What

2. For the unmarried, chastity forbids
indulgence of the sexual appetite; for the
married, it regulates the use of that appetite in accordance with the dicates of right
reason. It is wrong to suppose that chastity
is not a virtue for the married. God requires
chastity from everyone, in all states of life.
A chaste marriage is the basis of the
Christian family.

CHASTITY?

ments, receiving these frequently. “Walk in
the Spirit, and you will not fulfill the lusts
of the flesh” (Gal. 5:16). (See page 59.)
Let us have a special devotion to the Blessed
and ask her daily to preserve us in chastity.
following prayer has in many cases been found
imploring the Blessed Virgin to pre-

Virgin,

The

efficacious in

Chastity is that moral virtue which disposes us to be pure in soul and body.
Those who keep themselves pure in soul and
body are like angels on earth. It was the chaste
Apostle John to whom Christ gave the privilege of
leaning on His breast at the Last Supper; it was
to him that He entrusted His Virgin Mother.

serve one’s chastity:

“My Queen! my Mother! I give thee all myself,
and, to show my devotion to thee, I consecrate to
thee my eyes, my ears, my mouth, my heart, my
entire self. Wherefore O loving Mother, as I am
thine own, keep me, defend me as thy property
and possession” (500 days Ind. Rac. 540).
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As an example of true zeal and brotherly love, we
have the Apostle of the Indies, the Patron of Catholic Missions, St. Francis Xavier. Born of a noble
family of Navarre, a descendent of kings, he was
brought up for a career of earthly power and glory.

is

went through India, Malaya, and Japan planting
the seed of the Faith.

Meekness, Abstinence, Zeal, Brotherly Love

45.
What

But he met St. Ignatius, and decided to become a
soldier for Christ. Inflamed with zeal and brotherly
love, wishing only to reap rich harvest for God, he

MEEKNESS?

Meekness

is

that

moral virtue which

dis-

poses us to control anger when offended,
and resentment when rebuked.
Meekness however must be distinguished from
which is weakness of spirit, and

pusillanimity,
cowardliness.

1. Meekness is patience between man and
man. It is related to the cardinal virtue of
temperance, and is opposed to the sin of
anger. The patient man keeps calm in the
midst of the vicissitudes of life; he preserves his cheerfulness for the love of God.
Our Lord himself requests us to “Learn
from me, for I am meek.”

The motive is important. If we are calm and
patient only because we hope to be admired or
because we thereby wish to avoid temporal trouble,
by indifference, then we do not practice virtue.
Virtue is the result of love for God, doing things
for His sake, because it is His law or desire. “By
your patience you will win your souls" (Luke 21:19).
2. We must endure with serenity all trials,
not merely a part of them, in order to be
truly patient.

For instance, some are patient with
keep lamenting their being a burden

sickness, but
to others on
account. Some are patient with others, but have
no patience with themselves: for example, they feel
irritated if they fall back into old sins. Such persons are not truly patient and meek; they show
traces of pride, believing themselves too good to
relapse into old sins. “Through many tribulations
we must enter the kingdom of God" (Acts 14:21).
its
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Meekness, Abstinence, Zeal, Brotherly Love

The patient and meek man shows no
anger when wrong is done him. He is a
peacemaker at heart. However, although
3.

we should forgive and forget wrongs for the
sake of peace, we must not give in to sin
just to avoid opposing others; this would
be sinful. Let us keep the peace with
there is no good reason to break
this should be our policy.

when

The virtues of DILIGENCE
are opposed to sloth.
1.

Let us gaze at Jesus Crucified; He is the supreme
example of meekness, the Lamb of God: “And I
was as a meek lamb, that is carried to be a victim”
(Jer. 11:19). Indeed, “Blessed are the meek, for
they shall possess the earth” (Matt. 5:4)— the land
of the hearts of their fellowmen. As St. Francis de
Sales practically said, “One catches more flies with

an ounce of honey than with tons of vinegar.”

This general sense is to be understood a different from the particularized sense of “abstinence”
during certain days, such as Fridays.

temperate

man

eats only

what he

needs, does not fully satisfy his appetite,
and is not dainty about the kind of food
he eats. The virtue of abstinence is opposed
to the sin of gluttony.

One who

moderate in eating will be moderate
other things, and will escape numerous
He always remembers the words of
Lord: “Not by bread alone does man live.”

also in
evils

Our

is

many

and

men must work, whether mentally or bodily.
Apostle said: If any man will not work, neither
him eat” (2 Thess. 3:10). Our Lord worked all
life, and chose working people for His Mother

All

The
let

His

and

foster-father.

Assiduity in labor is a shield
do not break into

against temptation, for thieves
a house full of busy people.

2. In opposition to spiritual sloth, we
zeal. It consists in fervor for our salvation and for that of others, out of love
of God. It manifests itself in the propagation
of the faith, the sanctification of souls, and

have

making God

better

known.

The zealous man

talks to God as often as he can
he does not forget his religious duties.
He loses no opportunity in doing good works, and
cheerfully makes sacrifices for the love of God. All
his works and sufferings he offers to God, for his
in prayer;

salvation as well as for that of others.

ABSTINENCE?

Abstinence is that moral virtue, related
to the cardinal virtue of temperance, which
keeps within bounds use of pleasure in
foods or drink.

A

the days of Adam work has been
an obligation on men. God said to

shall eat bread, till you return to the ground,
since out of it you were taken” (Gen. 3:19).

own

1.

From

laid as

attain heaven, the home of the
of heart. (See pages 60-61.)

is

ZEAL

Adam: “In the sweat of your brow you

will

What

and

it;

4. The meek man is master of his own
self; he has self-control, and will find it easy
to control others. He has peace of mind,

meek
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What VIRTUES are OPPOSED to SLOTH?

all

Our Lord is the best example of meekness and
patience. Did He use His almighty power to punish
those who did Him evil? For hours He hung meekly
on the cross, until He died. Every day God is
patient with sinners, giving them time to change
their ways.

and

.

sins.

What

is

BROTHERLY LOVE?

Brotherly love is charity towards our
fellowmen, our brothers in Christ.

Our Lord said: “This is my commandment, that
you love one another, as I have loved you” (John
15:12). And St. John exhorts: “Beloved, let us love
one another, for love is from God.
He who does
not love does not know God; for God is love”
.

(1

John

.

.

4:7-8).

Love and envy cannot

live in the

same

Our Lord says: “By this shall all
men know that you are my disciples, if you
heart.

have love one for another” (John 13:35)
and He commands: “Love your enemies, do
good to those who hate you, and pray for
those who persecute you” (Mat. 5:44)
;

2. Temperance is a boon to both soul
It improves the health and
strengthens the mind. It increases holiness,
and aids towards the attainment of eternal
life with God.

If God commands us to love even our enemies,
how much more should we love those who have

A temperate man is like a person who travels
He can move quickly and reach his destinaheaven, more easily.

envy, let us banish it at once by praying for the
person, and try our best to do all the good we can
to him. In this way we follow Christ our Master.

and body.

light.

tion,

done us no harm, and avoid envying them

Let us

remember

that the mark of the Christian is love
for his fellow-men; all that we do to others, whether
for good or ill, we really do to Our Lord Jesus
Christ. Therefore, when we feel the temptation to
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" And seeing the crowds, he went up the mountain.
And when he was seated, his disciples came to him.
And opening his mouth he taught them" THE

46.

“Blessed

i

IT, for theirs
(a)

The

the

SPIRftkingdom of heaven”
i.”

The poor

in spirit are those who,
to,
however great their wealth, dignity, learnning, etc., acknowledge that in God’s sight
ht
they are poor, and realize that their riches
ies
come from God. They are detached in
heart and mind from worldly possessions,
IS,
for love of God. Even in this life they are
re

at peace, a foretaste of heaven.
Thus a rich man may in
if

he

is

it

fact be poor in spirit,
‘it,
not attached to his wealth, but spends it
good causes, and is willing to be parted
ed

at

God’s

us

happiness on

(b) In general, the poor in this world’s
goods are also “the poor in spirit.” They
are saved from temptations into which the

wealthy fall. This is one reason for seeking poverty voluntarily, according to
Christ’s counsel.

Our Lord often emphasized the difficulty of salration when one is rich: “But woe to you rich! for
y°u are now having your comfort” (Luke
6:24).

H

thoU wilt be P erfect g°> sel1 what thou hast and
give to the poor,
and come, follow me”
(Matt. 19:21). “With difficulty will a rich man enter
into the kingdom of heaven" (Matt.
19:23).
'

.

freely for

from

(Matt. 5:1-10), thus called, be-

Eight Beatitudes

ARE THE POOR IN
is

EIGHT BEATITUDES

cause their practice will bring
earth as well as in heaven.

will.

On the other hand a poor man is not truly poor
or
in spirit, if he is not resigned to his poverty, but
ut
envies the rich, if he is poor against his will, or
prides himself on some quality of his.

(

c)

We

.

.

are, however, expected to be in-

dustrious. Pauperism which is the result of
laziness is not a virtue. Beggary which can
be avoided is not beneficial either to the
individual or to the society in general. Each
one is obliged to provide for himself and
for those dependent on him.
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The Eight
“Blessed are

2.

THE MEEK,

for they

shall possess the earth.”

The meek

are those

all the contradictions

them

who bear
of

life,

patiently
looking upon

happening through God’s will or by
His permission. They master their anger,
as

impatience, or dpsires for revenge.
The meek man does not get angry or curse or
seek revenge. He forgives his enemies, and even
wins them by gentle words. The meek shall have
peace of heart and peace of life, loved and respected
by all, and at death will “possess the earth” of the
living, heaven.

WHO MOURN,

“Blessed are THEY
for they shall be comforted.”
3.

Here the reference is to spiritual sorrow,
grief for sin, one’s own sins or the sins of
others. It includes a longing amidst the sorrows of life for the joys and peace of heaven.

Beatitudes

and weep” (Luke
4.

6:25).

“Blessed are

THEY WHO hunger and

THIRST FOR JUSTICE, for they shall

be

satisfied.”

There are several degrees of purity of heart: to
the first degree belong those who are free from
mortal sin; to the second belong those who are free

from deliberate venial sin and all affection for sin;
to the third degree belong those who are free from
the least ill-regulated affection; to the fourth belong
those who are free from the almost imperceptible
stains that delay a soul’s entrance into God’s home;
and to the last degree belong those Christians of
such purity of life and thought, of such perfection
of zeal and intention, that they habitually live for
God alone, that they are perfectly united with Him,
so that when they close their eyes in death they will
fly straight into the Heart of God.

“Blessed are

refers to those

who ardently

THE PEACEMAKERS,

for they shall be called the children of God.”

Men who love peace and preserve it in themselves

and among others are beloved by God.

We should also try to reconcile those who are not
on good terms with each other. This is a superior
degree of the second beatitude.
8. “Blessed are they WHO SUFFER
PERSECUTION FOR JUSTICE’ SAKE,

for theirs

This

OF HEART,

Only those who are not in habitual sin
are clean of heart, and possess virtue. They
will be rewarded with the vision of God
in heaven; and even on earth by the great
light given them.

7.

Mourning for sin is not sadness, for it is not
incompatible with spiritual joy. Those who are
most penitent feel most gladness upon their release
from sin. But to sinners who do not mourn, these
words of Our Lord should bring salutary fear:
“Woe to you who laugh now, for you shall mourn
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“Blessed are THE PURE
for they shall see God.”
6.

is

the

kingdom of heaven.”

desire

the things of God, truth and perfect virtue,
as well as to those who try to become better,
more humble and pure, more closely united
with God.
Spiritual hunger and thirst is the craving for
growth in holiness, a desire to be more pleasing to
God, to make daily progress in doing His will.

“Blessed are THE MERCIFUL, for
they shall obtain mercy.”

Those are blessed who suffer for Christ,
religion, or some Christian virtue. They
will receive an eternal reward.
Those who faithfully observe the entire law of
God and defend the cause of His Church, procure
His glory and save souls. In this world those who
are active in preserving the rights of the Church
are often ridiculed and persecuted; they will be
especially blessed.

5.

Our Lord preached the Eight Beatitudes
Sermon on the Mount. In this sermon
taught something new in the world.
Where people had always striven for riches,
in the

The merciful are those who

practice the

works of mercy, corporal and spiritual, who
help others not from human or natural
motives simply, but from supernatural ones,
from faith, from love of God.

He

honors, and pleasures, Christ praised the
poor, the humble, the suffering.
If we practice faithfully the doctrine of
the eight beatitudes, we shall find the true
path of perfection and be happy besides on

To such people, Christ at the day of judgment
“Come, blessed of my Father, take possession of the kingdom prepared for you from the
foundation of the world; for I was hungry and you
gave me to eat; / was thirsty and you gave me to
drink; I was a stranger, and you took me in ... ”

earth.

(Matt. 25:34-35).

law of God and

will say:

The Beatitudes contain
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As the Father has sent me,

I

also

send you."

The Apostles were the foundation of the True
Church CMst 9 ° Ve them a "
P° wer ° nd authority,
"He who hears you hears me: he who rejects you rejects me."
-

saying,

Foundation

47.

of the

Church

{Ninth Article of the Apostles’ Creed.)

What is the CHURCH?
The Church is the congregation of all
baptized persons united in the same true
faith,

the

same

sacrifice,

and the same

sacraments, under the authority of the
Sovereign Pontiff and the bishops in communion with him.
1.

Even considering

only as a visible
a perfect religious

it

the Church is
body. All members are subject to the same
society,

The priests, with their bishops, and the Pope,
compose the “teaching Church,” the body termed
the hierarchy. The faithful compose the “hearing
Church.” On each of these divisions are laid powers
and duties.

WHO FOUNDED THE CHURCH?
Jesus Christ founded the Church.
l.

All

gious,

history,

religious

and

non-reli-

including the Bible, clearly proves

gious doctrines, and make use of the same
means of grace, the sacraments.

Jesus Christ founded a Church. After
teaching publicly what He required all to
believe and practice, thereby announcing
the main doctrines of His Church, Christ

The Bible refers to the Church as the
Christ, as a sheepfold, as the kingdom of

gathered a number of disciples. From them
He chose twelve, to whom He gave special

religious

the

authority,

kingdom

possess

identical

reli-

Body

of

God,

as

instruction

of heaven.

2. A person becomes a member
Church upon receiving Baptism.

that

of the

and

training.

The term “a kingdom,” by which Our Lord used
to refer to

His Church, implies organized authority.

’KNOW GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE”
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Foundation of the Church
And He said to the special men He had chosen,
“You have not chosen me, but I have chosen you”

He did not teach the disciples for
themselves alone, but to be the foundation of His
God came to save disciples, but all men.
(John 15:16).

Church.

After training the disciples and Aposto form the organization of His
Church, Christ chose Simon Peter, and made
him the Chief. Simon, whose name Christ
changed to Peter, was the Head of the
Church. After the Resurrection He said to
Peter: “Feed my lambs . feed my sheep”
(John 21:15:17).
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only one Person? How can He say to one body
that the Holy Eucharist is Himself, and to another
that It is mere bread? God cannot contradict Himself. “He who hears you hears me” (Luke 10:16).
“There shall be one fold and one shepherd" (John
is

10:16).

2.

tles

.

.

Christ completed the founding of His
just before His Ascension, when He
“Go into the whole
world, and preach the Gospel, to every
creature” (Mark 16:15).
3.

Church

2. Christ never referred to His Churches,
but to His Church. Christ chose only one
for His Church. Peter could not have
been the Head of conflicting churches.

Head

Christ said: “And I say to thee, thou are Peter,
and upon this rock / will build my Church, and the
gates of hell shall not prevail against it" (Matt.
16:18). Christ did not say: “Upon this rock I will
build My Churches.” It was clearly not His intention to establish various conflicting churches.

said to His Apostles,

3. Christ, even in His prayers, spoke of
unity among His followers. There would
evidently be no unity if He had founded
many different churches.

“He who believes and is baptized shall be saved,
but he who does not believe shall be condemned
(Mark 16:16). God is just; He would not have
threatened condemnation to unbelievers unless He
had furnished the means whereby they could believe.
His Church is this means: all men must join it.

all

4. Finally, Christ promised to remain
for all time in the Church He had founded,

17:20-21).

Immediately before His passion, He prayed: “Yet
not for these only do I pray, but for those also

who through their word are to believe in me, that
may be one, even as thou. Father, in me and I
in thee; that they also may be one in us, that the
world may believe that thou hast sent me” (John

“Behold, / am with you all days,
even unto the consummation of the world”
saying,

How

(Matt. 28:20)

lished

can we prove that Christ estaba church WHICH ALL ARE

OBLIGED TO JOIN?

death of Our Lord were to do good only
few persons then living in Judea, its merits
would have been very limited. Bui it could do good
to future generations only if there were an organization with authority to carry on His teachings and
preserve them from all change. This is His Church.

cause:

After Pentecost Sunday, the Apostles
began to carry out their mission. Through

gathered about Him a group of
disciples, and called it His Church.

If the

to a

5.

them and their successors, this mission of
making disciples of all nations continues
and will continue to the end of the world.
On

the first Pentecost about three thousand were
received into the Church after St. Peter’s sermon.
They were the first members converted and baptized since the Ascension of Our Lord.

We

can prove that Christ established a

Church which
1.

all

are obliged to join, be-

He

“And you shall be witnesses for me in Jerusalem
and in all Judea and Samaria and even to the
very ends of the earth" (Act

1:8).

He

promised that this Church of His
would last until the end of time.
2.

Christ established only one Church, to
continue till the end of time.

“Go, therefore, and make disciples of all nations,
baptizing them in the name of the Father, and of
the Son, and of the Holy Spirit, teaching them to
observe all that I have commanded you” (Matt.
28:19-20). “For as often as you shall eat this bread
and drink of the cup, you proclaim the death of the
Lord, until he comes” (1 Cor. 11:26).

1.
As God is one, He established one
Church, which He commanded all men to
obey and to follow in the way of salvation.

3 .He declared that all men must believe
and be baptized (that is, join His Church)
in order to be saved. (See pages 104-105.)

God is essentially one. He is Truth itself.
He say to one group of men that there are
three Persons in one God, and to another that there

“Amen, amen, I say to thee, unless a man be born
again of water and the Spirit, he cannot enter into
the kingdom of God” (John 3:5).

Did Christ establish

MANY CHURCHES?

How

can

"KNOW GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE"
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Our Lord

Jesus Christ

establish the

His express

Church

Catholic Faith

commanded
all

His Apostles to
over the world; that was

command. The Apostles and

their sue-

have complied with this commission of the Church to continue Christ's

cessors, the Bishops,

mand,

this

teaching and to apply the

fruits

of His Sacrifice to

Mission

48.

Why did JESUS CHRIST found the Church?
Jesus

founded the Church

Christ

bring all

men

to

to eternal salvation.

God our Saviour has appeared
men, instructing us, in order that, rejecting
ungodliness and worldly lusts, we may live temperately and justly and piously in this world” (Tit.
“For the grace of

to all

a:

1

all

men.

dom

In the

process

many have

suffered martyr

for their mission. St. Ignatius, Bishop of Antioch,

one of the Apostolic Fathers, received the crown of
martyrdom in the second century under Trajan ; he
was thrown to the wild beasts in the Amphitheatre
during the public games.

Church

of the

.The Church founded by

Christ was a
visible organization, with the Apostles as
superiors and rulers. From the very beginning they exercised their authority and
powers. They did not advise; they directed,
as superiors, and decided, as judges.
2

Thus St. Paul excommunicated the sinful Corinand he commanded the Hebrews: “Obey your
and be subject to them” (Heb. 13:17).

thian;

t-i a).

superiors,
l.

Our Lord

Church

Jesus Christ established the

in order to lead

men

to

heaven by:

Continuing His teaching and example; and
(a)

How

Spirit,

world.

the

Our Lord gave

to the

Church

a three fold office:
the office of teacher, the office of priest or sanctifier, and the office of pastor or ruler. By these offices

Christ intended His

pose for which

He

Church
founded

to
it.

accomplish the pur-

the

CHURCH enabled TO LEAD

to lead men to
salvation by the indwelling of the Holy
gives it life.

Applying the fruits of His Sacrifice
on the cross to all men until the end of the
(b)

is

men TO SALVATION?
The Church is enabled

1.

Who

God
Holy

the Father and God the Son sent
Spirit to dwell in the Church.

On

the feast of Pentecost, we celebrate a mystery which is forever renewed in the Church and
in our souls: the mystery of the indwelling of God,
the reign of the law of love which succeeded the
law of bondage and fear (Rom. 8:15).

"KNOW GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE”

.

Church

Mission of the

The Holy

guides the rulers
of the Church, especially the Pope, and
2.

them

helps

WHAT

Spirit

in their duties.

tifying

IS

of Christ”

the teachings of Christ.

ble

The words

The Holy

He

danger,

Spirit preserves the

error in

all

raises

its

up

Church

teaching; in times of
able defenders of its

doctrines.
St. Athanasius defended the Church in the time
of the Arian heretics; Pope Gregory VII, during a
period of great disorder; St. Dominic, during the
time of the Albigenses; and St. Ignatius of Loyola,
after the Protestant outbreak.

4.

The Holy Spirit raises up saints
Church throughout all generations.

in

Head

Who

remains forever the

He

mission

invisi-

of the Church.

will of Christ

fully expressed in the

comgave to His Apostles; "Go, therefore,
is

and make disciples of all nations, baptizing them
teaching them to observe
manded you” (Matt. 28:19).

all

that

.

.

.

have com-

I

1. During His public life Christ was a
teacher, making His doctrines clear, as in
the sermon on the mount. He appointed the

Church to teach, saying: Go into the whole
world and preach the gospel to every creature” (Mark 16:15).
Today the Church continues to teach what He
taught, by preaching, by deciding controversies,
by condemning wrong teaching.

has produced saints, canonized and uncanonized,
burn with the

of grace, as

of the Church strive to imitate its
Divine Founder, and in all countries and all times

martyrs, confessors, hidden souls that
love of God and their fellowmen.

What does THE INDWELLING OF
THE HOLY SPIRIT enable the Church
to

THE NAME OF

“in the

The members

the

it

by teaching, sanc-

name of Christ” here
mean “by the mandate and with the power
The

3.

MEANT

and ruling IN

CHRIST?

Before the descent of the Holy Spirit, the
Apostles had been timid and afraid. After His
coming they went forth to teach, whatever hardships came; they remembered and understood all

from

105

do?

2.

During life Christ dispensed the means
when He forgave Mary Magand when He gave His flesh and

dalene,

blood

at the Last

Church

Supper.

He

appointed the

to continue this office, to sanctify

the faithful by administering the

means

of

grace.

The

indwelling of the Holy Spirit en-

ables the Church to teach, to sanctify, and
to rule the faithful in the name of Christ.

“But when he, the Spirit of truth, has come, he
you all the truth” (John 16:13-14).

will teach

The Church had power to forgive sins when He
said: "Whose sins you shall forgive, they are forgiven them” (John 20:23). It had power to offer
Mass when,

after instituting the Holy Eucharist at
Supper, He said: "Do this in remem-me” (1 Cor. 11:24-25). Today the Church
the priestly office in offering Mass, forgiving sins, administering the sacraments, etc.

the

Last

brance of
exercises

1.
The Church must teach, otherwise
not know the sacred truths
taught by Christ. The Church must sanctify, bringing grace, otherwise men could
not be saved. And the Church must rule,
because Christ founded it as a society, which

men would

must have authority.

3. Christ was the Good Shepherd, the
and ruler of men. He gave commandments, sent His disciples on missions,
instructed them, and reproved the Pharisees. He appointed the Church to rule,

pastor

with authority, saying:

The Holy Spirit came down upon the Apostles to
enlighten, strengthen, and sanctify them, so that they
could preach the Gospel and spread the Church all
over the world. “Guard the good trust through the
Holy Spirit,
dwells in us” (2 Tim. 1:14).

Who

“He who

rejects

you rejects met” (Luke 10: 16) And “Whatever you bind on earth shall be bound also
.

in heaven” (Matt. 18:18)

The Church

exercises this office by laying down
all to observe, by reproving and corby binding and loosening. Without this pasoffice and the corresponding duty of the
faithful to obey, it would be impossible for the
Church to keep going.

precepts for

The power

to sanctify
orders; the power to teach
the power of jurisdiction.
2.

the power of
and to rule is

is

recting,
toral

With these powers— as can easily be seen in the
Gospels— Christ gave His Apostles, and those who
were to follow them, the power to bind and loose,

in

to baptize, to forgive sin, to offer

with his

Holy Mass.

“Take heed to yourselves and to the whole flock
which the Holy Spirit has placed you as bishops,
Church of God, which he has purchased

to rule the

"KNOW GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE”

own blood”

(Acts 20:28).
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Apostolicity of Catholic Doctrines
APOSTOLIC CHURCH

CATHOLIC CHURCH

PROTESTANT CHURCHES

PRIMACY OF PETER
Our Lord Jesus Christ made Peter the head
of the Apostles and conferred upon him the
power of ruling His Church: “You are Peter,
and upon

this

rock

In conformity with Our Lord’s
teachings, the Catholic Church gives
the primacy of honor and jurisdiction to Peter and to his successors.

means rock} I
will give you the

(Peter

will build my Church
I
keys of the kingdom of heaven"

Other Christian churches
deny Peter’s supremacy over
the other Apostles and do not
recognize the authority of his
successors.

(Matt. 16:-

“Strengthen your brethren” (Luke
22:32. “Feed my lambs.” “Feed my sheep”
(John 21:15, 17).
18-19).

INFALLIBLE TEACHING AUTHORITY
Our Lord conferred upon Peter and the
other Apostles the power of teaching His doc-

The Catholic Church alone, of all
the Christian churches, proclaims the

trine exempt from error. “When you heard
and received from us the word of God, you
welcomed it not as the word of men, but, as
it truly is, the word of God” (1 Thess.
2:13)

prerogative of infallibility in her
teachings. United with the Holy See,

No

Protestant Church

teaches with infallible authority or even claims to possess
it.

her ministers preach with authority,
and the faithful receive with implicit
confidence what the Church teaches,
because of Christ’s promise to be with
her all days, protecting her from error.

The

ministers advance

opinions as embodying their
private interpretation of the
Bible. Their hearers are expected to draw their own
conclusions from the Bible.
Hence the many differences

among them.

CONFIRMATION
St. Peter and St. John confirmed the newly
baptized in Samaria. "They laid their hands
on them and they received the Holy Spirit"

(Acts 8:17)

Every Catholic Bishop, as a successor of the Apostles, likewise imposes
hands on baptized persons in the
Sacrament of Confirmation, by which
they receive the Holy Spirit.

POWER OF FORGIVING
The Apostles were empowered by our Saviour to forgive sins: “Whose sins you shall
forgive, they are forgiven them” (John 20:23).
“God,” says St. Paul, “hath given to us the
ministry of reconciliation” (2 Cor. 7:10, 11).

name

.

.

.

Protestants affirm on the
contrary, that God delegates
to no man the power of par-

doning

of Christ.

The

Catholic Church teaches, with
our Lord and His Apostles, that the
Eucharist is truly and indeed the
Body and Blood of Jesus Christ under
the appearances of bread and wine.

denomina-

<

bishops and priests of the
Catholic Church, as the inheritors of
Apostolic prerogatives, exercise the
ministry of reconciliation, and forgive
sins in the

Protestant

SINS

The

THE HOLY EUCHARIST
Our Saviour and His Apostles taught that
the Eucharist is the Body and Blood of
Christ: “Take and eat; this is my body
All of you drink of this, for this is my blood”
(Matt. 26:28) “The cup of blessing that we
bless, is it not the sharing of the blood of
Christ? And the bread that we break, is it not
the partaking of the body of the Lord?” (1

No

tion including the Episcopalians, recognizes Confirmation as a Sacrament.

sin.

k

Most Protestant churches
condemn the doctrine of the
Real Presence as idolatrous,

and say that, partaking of the
communion, we receive only
a memorial of Christ.

Cor. 10: 16)

ANOINTING OF THE SICK
Regarding the sick, St. James gave this in"Is any one among you sick? Let
him bring in the presbyters of the Church, and
let them pray over him, anointing him with
oil in the name of the Lord” (James
5:14).
struction:

A

.

.

No such sacrament as that
of anointing the sick is practiced by any Protestant denomination, notwithstanding
the Apostle’s injunction.

UNBREAKABLE MARRIAGE BOND

Of marriage our Saviour said: “Whoever
puts away his wife and marries another, commits adultery against her; and if the wife puts
away her husband, and marries another, she
commits adultery” (Mark 10:11, 12). And
again St. Paul said: “To those who are married, not I, but the Lord commands that a
wife is not to depart from her husband, and if
she departs, that she is to remain unmarried
And let not a husband put away his wife”
(1 Cor. 7:10, 11)
.

Catholic priests anoint the sick in
the Sacrament of Anointing of the
man is sick among us he is
careful to call in the priest that he
may anoint him with oil in the
name of the Lord.
Sick. If a

In compliance with the command
of our Lord Jesus Christ, the Catholic
Church forbids the husband and wife
to separate from one another; or, if
they separate, neither of them can
marry again during the life of the
other. There can be no lawful divorce.

k.

The

Protestant churches, as
is well
known, have so far
relaxed this law of the Gospel as to allow divorced persons to remarry during the
lifetime of those they have
divorced.

.

The

49.
TO

WHOM

POWER

and to rule
Church?
Christ
1.
gave the power to teach, to sanctify, and to rule the members of His Church
to the Apostles, the first bishops of the

Peter was the first Head and the
first Pope. After a miraculous escape from
prison in Jerusalem, he founded his See in
Antioch; here the followers of Christ were
first called Christians. Peter made frequent
missionary journeys through Judea, Samaria, Galilee, Asia Minor, and probably even
St.

He

finally fixed his

See at Rome.

Peter had a leading role at the Council of the
Apostles in Jerusalem in the year 50 A. D. At the
same time that St. Paul was beheaded, St. Peter
was crucified head downwards, on Vatican Hill,
Rome, 67 A. D.
St.

2. St. John, the Beloved Disciple, lived at Ephesus
and governed the Church in Asia Minor. In the
time of Trajan he was thrown into a caldron of boil-

ing

oil, but was miraculously preserved. Later he
was banished to Patmos, where he had the revelations which we call the Apocalypse. He died at the
age of about too years, the last of the Apostles, and
the only one who did not die a martyr’s death. He
left his Gospel and Epistles.

3. St. James the Greater, St. John’s brother, labored in Judea, and according to tradition, travelled as far as Spain. He was the first of the Apostles
to be martyred, being beheaded in Jerusalem in the

year 44, by

Herod Agrippa.

He

11. St. Jude preached in Syria, and was martyred
in Persia. He wrote the “Catholic Epistle’’.

wrote the

first

12. St. Matthias, chosen to take the place of
Judas, preached in Ethiopia, and was martyred in

Sebastopolis.
13. St. Paul was converted miraculously
(Acts 9) in the year 34. He of all the
Apostles labored the most abundantly. He

wrote

many

Epistles.

He is called the Apostle of the Gentiles because
he carried the Gospel to the pagan world. He
travelled extensively and successively to Seleucia,
Cyprus, Asia Minor, Phrygia, Galatia, Macedonia,
Thessalonica, Athens, Corinth, Miletus, and finally

Rome. From Rome he went to Spain and the East,
Rome, where he was martyred
in
’

then returned to
67 A. D.

Did Christ intend that THIS POWER
BE EXERCISED BY THE
APOSTLES ALONE?

should

No, Christ intended that this power
should be exercised also by their succesChurch.

sors, the bishops of the

1. The Apostles first preached in
Judea
first Christian Pentecost. Then
they dispersed throughout the different
countries of the then known world. Everywhere they preached, baptized, and ruled
the Christian communities. They were the
first bishops of the Church. “As the Father
has sent me, I also send you” (John 20:21)

on the very

2. The Apostles chose men to assist them,
imparting to them greater or less powers.
Before leaving a place, they chose a successor with full powers (Acts 14:22)

4. St. Matthew preached among the Ethiopians,
Persians, and Parthians, and was martyred in Par-

thia.

.

of His

Church.

Greece.

.

Apostles: First Bishops of the Church

DID CHRIST GIVE THE

to teach, to sanctify,

members

the

,

of the four Gospels.

5. St. James the Less was Bishop of Jerusalem.
was cast down from the pinnacle of the Temple
in 63 A. D. He left one Epistle.

He

6.

the

Those who received only a small part of the
powers of the Apostles were called deacons. Those
given greater power were the priests. Those ap-

Andrew, St. Peter’s brother, preached along
lower Danube, and was crucified in Greece.
St.

pointed successors to rule in the place of the
Apostles were the bishops.

St. Thomas preached in Persia, Medea, and
went as far as India. He was martyred in India,
7.

pierced with a lance at the
8.

command

St. Philip preached in Phrygia
crucified at Hieropolis.

3.

and

Scythia,

(John 20:21)

and was
9.

and

Christ had given the Apostles full

powers to choose successors, when He gave
them the powers His Father had given Him

of the king.

It was the command of Christ that the
Apostles
should have successors to continue the Church,
which He said would last till the end of the world.
(Matt. 28:20). Without successors to the Apostles,
the Church would have no rulers, and being unorganized would never have lasted.

St. Bartholomew preached in India, Arabia,
Assyria. He was flayed and crucified in Armenia.

10. St. Simon preached in North Africa, and
was
martyred in Persia.
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Catholic Faith

When Our Lord said to Peter, “And will give thee
kingdom of heaven," He clearly
meant: "I will give you supreme authority over
My Church. You shall be My representative .”
The true test of loyalty to Christ is not only to
believe in Him and worship Him, but to honor and
I

the keys of the

50.

obey the representatives He has chosen. Our Lord
chose
It

St.

is

The Primacy

Did Christ give SPECIAL POWER in
His Church to any one of the APOSTLES?

1.

When

Andrew,

Simon,

first

met

led

Christ,

by his

brother

Our Lord

said

him: “Thou art Simon, the son of John;
thou shalt be called Cephas” (John 1:42)
to

Christ spoke in Aramaic, and the original
Cephas, or "Kepha” means stone or rock, which

we

interpret Peter.
2.

When,

at

Caesarea Philippi, Peter

made the memorable confession of
the name of the Apostles: “Thou

faith in
art the

Christ, the Son of the Living God,” Christ
promised to make Peter the head of His

Church
In reply

(Matt. 16:17-20).

Our Lord

said: “Blessed art thou,

Simon

Bar-Jona, for flesh and blood has not revealed this
to thee, but my Father in heaven. And I say to thee.

I

of Peter

thou art Peter, and upon this rock I will build my
Church, and the gates of hell shall not prevail
against

Christ gave special power in His Church
making him the head of the
Apostles and the chief teacher and ruler
of the entire Church.
to Peter, by

Peter as His Vicar.

rebellion against Christ to say to Him: “I

worship You, but

will not recognize Your
This is what Christians do, who
deny the authority of the successor of Peter.
will

representative

it.

And

I

will give

thee the keys of the

kingdom
on earth

of heaven; and whatever thou shalt bind
shall be bound in heaven, and whatever
thoushalt loose on earth shall be loosed in heaven.”
(a)

Our Lord changed Simon’s name

Our Lord had

a special purpose for changing
Simon’s name, as the word Kepha was never used
as proper name then. As stones are the foundations
of buildings, Peter was to be the foundation for
Christ’s

(b)

of the
well as

Church.

Our Lord promised

to Peter the

keys

kingdom of heaven. In ancient
modern times, keys are a symbol

as

of
lawfully carries the key
to a building has the right himself of entering and of admitting or excluding others.

authority.

He who

Our Lord said to all the Apostles, “Receive the
Holy Spirit, whose sins you shall forgive, they are
forgiven them; and whose sins you shall retain, they
are retained” (John 20:23). But to Peter alone did
Our Lord address these words: “I
keys to the kingdom of heaven.”

will give thee the
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to

Peter, which means Rock.
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The Primacy
CHRIST,
filled

His

PETER HEAD OF THE CHURCH
21:15-17)

(John

On the Lake of Gennesareth, Jesus said
Simon Peter, “Simon, son of John, dost
thou love me more than these do?” He said
to him,
Yes, Lord, thou knowest that I
love thee.” He said to him, “Feed
my
lambs.
He said to him a second time,
Simon, son of John, dost thou love me?”
He said to him, “Yes, Lord, thou knowest
that I love thee.” He said to him, “Feed
my
lambs.” A third time he said to him, “Simon,
son of John, dost thou love me?” Peter
was
grieved because he said to him for the third
time, “Dost thou love me?” And he
said to
Him, “Lord, thou knowest all things, thou
knowest that I love thee.” He said to him
“Feed my sheep”
The sheep of Christ are those who submit to Him,
the Good Shepherd (John 10:14). Sever did Christ
say to any other Apostle: Feed

My

whole

flock.

the shepherd is responsible for the flock, he
authority comparable to his responsibility.

By

1

.

lists

Peter’s name always stands first in the
of Apostles; Iscariot’s is always last.

:

to

1.

PETER EXERCISED HIS PRIMACY

after the Resurrection, fulpromise, and APPOINTED

this

Christ

PETER

is

As

given

ENTRUSTED TO

the whole flock, thus making him
the head shepherd. The “lambs” (the weak
and tender portion of the flock) are the
laity, and the “sheep” (those that
nourish
the lambs) are the pastors, bishops and

Matthew even

calls

But he was neither

first

St.

Peter the “first Apostle.”
in age nor in election, for

Our Lord had called Andrew, his elder brother,
before him. He must therefore have been first in
honor and authority.
2. It was Peter that proposed the election
of another to take the place of Judas.

In obedience to Peter’s advice, the Apostles put
forward two among the disciples to choose from; and
after praying, they chose Matthias (Acts 1:21-26).
3.

It

was Peter that preached the
the day of Pentecost.

first

sermon on
The Holy

Spirit

had descended on the Apostles;

they spoke so that each person present (and there
were many nationalities in the crowd) heard his
language being spoken. The people were
amazed; and Peter spoke (Acts 2:14-36).

own

4. It was Peter that admitted the first
converts from Judaism (Acts 2:38-41), as

well as from paganism (Acts 10:5

ss)

“And he (Peter) ordered them (the Gentiles)
baptized in the name of Jesus Christ” (Acts 10:48).
This was a thing unheard of, that the Jews, “of the
Faith”, should consort with “heathen”; but Peter
broke all bonds.
5. Peter worked the first miracle. He
gave a man lame from birth the power to
walk (Acts 3:6-8)

priests.

Peter meted out the

6.
2.

Christ also

CONFERRED ON PETER

special marks of distinction not conferred
on the other Apostles. He gave him a new
name. He chose him as a companion on the

most solemn occasions. After the Resurrection, He appeared to Peter first, before
showing Himself to the other Apostles.
The Lord

said:

“Simon

I have prayed for
thee that thy faith may not fail; and do thou,
when once thou hast turned again, strengthen thy
. . .

brethren’’ (Luke 22:31-32).
3.

the

As with every well-regulated

society,

Church needed a visible head: Christ
ST. PETER visible head of

APPOINTED

the Church. The city has its mayor, the
its governor, the nation its President.

state

At the head of every government is a president or king. Even in the family, the father
is

punishment.

Peter cast out the heretic Simon

7.

Magus.
Simon had wanted

to purchase the power of the
Apostles of bringing down the Holy Spirit on those
whom they laid hands (Acts 8:19-20).

on

8. Peter made the first visitation of the
churches (Acts 9:31-32)

9. In the first Council at Jerusalem, there
was much disputing, but when Peter spoke,
submitted (Acts 15:7-12).

all

After a long debate, Peter got up and said,
‘But we believe that we are saved through the grace
of the Lord Jesus’
Then the whole meeting
.

.

quieted

the head. Every corporation has a head.

The Church is a visible society: that is, it is composed of human beings. It needs a head as well as
any other organization. Christ is always its invisible
Head, but it needs a visible head to take His place
r
among men.

first

Ananias (and later his wife Sapphira) had lied
and cheated; and having been rebuked by Peter,
fell down dead (Acts 5:1-6).

10.

down”

.

.

.

(Acts 15:7, 11-12).

After his conversion, St. Paul pre-

sented himself to Peter (Gal. 1:18).

Of the

early churches established by
the Apostles, the Church of Rome was the
highest in rank. It was the See of Peter.
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The True Church is one, holy, catholic, and apostolic. The Church that possesses all these four marks

do we know which

TRUE CHURCH

commanded

Christ

is

THE ONE

established by Christ?

We

know which is the one true Church
established by Christ, by the marks pro-

We

Him

to recognize

know which

His Church.

the one true Church
established by Christ, by the marks of the

1

.

By

the

recognize

marks of the Church we mean

it as

by which all men can
Church founded by

the true

Jesus Christ.

A “mark” is a sign by which something may be
distinguished from all others of the same kind. By
its marks we can recognize the True Church as the
one founded by Jesus Christ, distinguishing it from
all other churches, however similar, founded by men
who had no

God, which

hear and obey.

we may obey it,
Then shall we also be
lieve

and do

as

God commands.

certain what to bein order to be saved.

We must distinguish the True Church from
other churches, because there are imitations of
the Church founded by Christ.

is

true Church.

certain clear signs

the Church of

2. It is important that we know which is
the Church established by Christ, in order

that

vided by

is

all to

Marks of the True Church

51.

How

which Our Lord gave

authority from

God

to

found a church.

3. The True Church must be that which
Christ personally founded, and the Apostles
propagated. It must have existed continuously since the time of Christ. It must
teach in their entirety all the doctrines
commanded by the Divine Founder while
He was still on earth; and all its members
must profess those fundamental doctrines.

4.

The True Church must be

a visible or-

ganization, discernable and discoverable,
evidently existing, with clear marks or
signs distinguishing it as the Church of
Christ.

"KNOW GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE"

1

:

Marks of the True Church
before His Ascension made the
necessary provision so that all men might
from thenceforth recognize the Church
which He established, and which He com-

manded

all to join.

THE CHIEF MARKS OF THE CHURCH
One, Holy, Catholic, Apostolic

i 1

APOSTOLIC

Our Lord

Christ intended His Church to be
propagated by His Apostles; and therefore
the True Church must be Apostolic. It
must be the Church propagated by the
4.

Apostles. Its rulers must derive their office
and authority by lawful succession from the
Apostles. It must hold intact the doctrine

and

traditions of the Apostles, to
Christ gave authority to teach.

ONE
Christ intended His Church to be
One; therefore the True Church must be
One. Its members must be united in doctrine, in worship, and in government.
1.

Christ said: “If a kingdom is divided against
that kingdom cannot stand” (Mark
3:24).
‘‘There shall be one fold and one shepherd”
(John
10:16). ‘‘Holy Father, keep in thy name those whom
thou hast given me, that they may be one even as
we are” (John 17:11).

whom

It was Christ Himself, and no
one else. Who
chose His Apostles and disciples, and commanded
them to teach His doctrines to all the world. To
Simon He said: “And I say to thee, thou art Peter,
and upon this rock I will build my Church, and
the gates of hell shall not prevail against
it”
(Matt. 16: 18).

itself,

St. Paul says: “Even if we or an
angel from
heaven should preach a Gospel to you other than
that which we have preached to you, let
him be
anathema (Gal. 1:8). St. Paul himself refers to
the Church as “built upon the foundation
of the

Apostles” (Eph. 2:20).

HOLY
Christ intended His Church to be
Holy; therefore the True Church must be
Holy. It must teach a holy doctrine in
faith and morals, because its Founder is
holy. It must provide the means for its
members to lead a holy life.

We prove

2.

Christ prayed for His Apostles: “Sanctify them
in truth. Thy word is truth. Even as thou hast
sent
me into the world, so I also have sent them into
the world. And for them / sanctify myself.that
they
also may be sanctified in truth" (John 17:17-19).
“Beware of false prophets, who come to you in
sheep s clothing, but inwardly are ravenous wolves.

By their fruits you will know them. Do men gather
grapes from thorns, or figs from thistles? Even so,
every good tree bears good fruit, but the bad tree
bears bad fruit
.Therefore, by their fruits you
will know them” (Matt. 7:15-17, 20).
.

.

Christ promised His Church the gift of miracles, a
sign of holiness: “Amen, amen, I say to you, he
who
believes in me, the works that I do he also shall do,

and greater than these he

shall

do” (John

14:12).

CATHOLIC
3.

Christ intended His Church to be

universal, that is, catholic; and therefore
the True Church must be Universal, or
Catholic. It must be for all peoples of
every nation and for all times and teach the

same

faith

everywhere.

Christ commanded His disciples: ‘‘Go, therefore,
and make disciples of all nations” (Matt. 28:19).
“Go into the whole world, and preach the Gospel to
every creature” (Mark 16:15). “You shall be witnesses
for me... even to the very ends of the earth" (Acts
1:8). “And the gospel of the kingdom shall be
preached in the whole world, for a witness to all
nations: and then will come the end” (Matt.
24:14).

that

THE ONLY TRUE CHURCH OF CHRIST
is
1.

the

the Catholic Church, because:

Only the Catholic Church

possesses

marks of the Church established by

Christ: that

is,

unity, holiness, catholicity,
( See pages 7/2-773.)

and apostolicity.

As a matter of fact, only the Catholic Church
claims to have all these four marks of the
True
Church, the marks so evidently set by Christ.
2.

Only the Catholic Church throughout

its
history gives evidence of miraculous
strength, permanence, and unchangeableness in its doctrine, thus showing the world
that it is under the special protection of

God.
3.

Only the Catholic Church has proved
almost two thouvariety and num-

itself indestructible for

sand years, against every

ber of formidable enemies.
4. Only the Catholic Church suffered
from persecution and outside attacks, and
from schism and heresy within its ranks, yet
still lives

after 2,000 years.

Only the Catholic Church has proved
an exception to the law of decay and
death. It has watched the birth and decay
of every government on earth for almost
two thousand years. In spite of corruption
and persecution, in spite of the combined
f orces of error and evil, after every attack,
the Catholic Church rises as the Bride of
Christ, ever fresh and fair.
5.

itself
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Principal Christian Religious Bodies in the United States
Name

Place oe Origin

Catholic Church
Eastern Orthodox (2 1 bodies)

.

Lutheran (19 bodies)
Mennonite (15 bodies)

Jerusalem
Near East

England

Baptist

Amsterdam
London

Baptist,

.

bodies)

England

Germany

A.

.

.

.

Kentucky

Latter-Day Saints (6 bodies)
Adventist (5 bodies)
Sabbatists

Salvation Army
Christian Scientists
Assemblies of God
Church of the Nazarene
Evangelical, Reformed

New York.
New York ....
.

.

.

1645
1647
1708

Mack

1739
1770
1800
1803
1827
1830

Jacob Albright
Thos. and Alex. Campbell
Joseph Smith
William Miller

1831

Mrs. E. G. White

Michigan
England

William Booth
Massachusetts. Mary Baker Eddy
Arkansas
General Meeting
U. S
Union at General Assembly.
Ohio
Union at General Assembly.

There are about 200 different Protestant bodies
existing in the United States alone. In the above
list there are a few of the best-known. All of them
were started after the year 1500.

52.

.

33
1054
1517
>525
1527-1563
1560
1583
1600
.

John and Charles Wesley
John Murray
Otterbein and Boehm

.

Pennsylvania.

Evangelical

Churches of Christ

1845
1865
1

879

ig^
...
.

.

.

1919
1934

well known that many Protestants, at the
hour of death, return to the Catholic Church. But
what Catholic at that hour has ever denied his
religion to seek admission into a conflicting church?
It

is

The One True Church

How

do we know that no other church
but the Catholic Church IS THE TRUE

CHURCH OF CHRIST?
We know that no other church but the
Catholic Church is the true Church of
Christ, because no other church has these
four marks: no other church is one, holy,
catholic, and apostolic.
Truth cannot change; the constantly
changing doctrines of non-Catholic churches
cannot be true.

ONE
All other Christian churches lack essential unity: they are not ONE. They
differ in doctrine, in worship, in government. There are hundreds of Christian
1.

.

Year

Schism from Catholic Church.
Martin Luther
Grebel, Mantz, Blaurock

Maryland

.

Jesus Christ

John Knox
Robert Browne
John Smyth
John Biddle
George Fox

.

New Jersey.
(2

.

England

Methodist (22 bodies)
Universalists

United Brethren

.

England

(4 bodies)

(5 bodies)

.

Scotland

(27 bodies)

German

Founder

.

Germany
Switzerland.

Protestant Episcopal
Presbyterian (11 bodies)
Congregational

Unitarian
Friends or Quakers

.

denominations, each different from the rest.
They do not or cannot agree, and keep
dividing and sub-dividing year by year.
(a) These churches, founded by human
beings after Christ’s Ascension, differ in
even the essentials of faith. In trying to
accommodate themselves to the changing
conditions of the times, they have made
changes in doctrine, with no authorization

from the Founder of Christianity.
Outside the Catholic Church there is generally
no recognition of authority in spiritual matters.
No organization has been blessed with infallibility
except the Catholic Church. In fact no other church
even attempts to claim infallibility. In religious
matters, non-Catholic churches recognize no spiritual authority except their own judgment; and this,
as we all know, can easily lead to error.

'KNOW GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE"
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The One True Church
Non-Catholic churches vary in pracas in doctrine. IN WORSHIP
they are guided more by personal conviction and interpretation than by strict belief
in the truths given to the world by Christ.
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(b)

tice as well

Realizing the great handicap of disunity, efforts
have been or are being made by various groups of
churches to organize. General councils and conferences of different bodies have been held; but there
is no vital result for unity. This is of course because,
though agreement may be general concerning
matters such as social work, beneficent societies,
and the like, no agreement can be found in the
essentials of faith and doctrine. This is the result
of free interpretation of the Bible, and the repu-

Neither do non-Catholic denomina-

(c)

GOVERNMENT.

They

recognize no superior authority vested in
one who is vicar of Jesus Christ. They call
themselves Christian, but reject the authority conferred by the Son of God on the
Pope, direct successor of St. Peter.

Some recognize the temporal ruler as their spiritual head.

Others have ministers whom they call
The majority reject such

bishops, deacons, elders.
titles.

HOLY
2.

the

The denominations
same way or degree

are not holy in
as the Catholic

page 115). Among their followers there are, no doubt, many upright
and saintly people, but this is due, not to
what is Protestant or schismatic in their
religion, but to the elements of the Catholic religion which they have preserved.

Church

( See

All Christians venerate and meditate the Gospel;
a deep devotion to Our Lord. The
Orientals have the sacrifice of the Mass and all the
Catholic sacraments. The Protestants have retained
at least valid baptism. All these are effective means
of grace and holiness.

many have

The Protestants, however, have rejected some of
the Christian means of holiness: most of the sacraments, traditional asceticism, religious life with the
"evangelical counsels.” On some points, as birthcontrol and divorce, they have relaxed the law of
God.

CATHOLIC
3.

No

denomination

is

catholic, or uni-

These non-Catholic churches are
everywhere, but are different everywhere.

versal.

A

4. No Protestant denomination is apostolic. The Protestant churches are some
1500 years later than the Church founded
on the Rock of Peter.

Not even their teachings come down from the
Apostles. Their ministers cannot trace their succession from the Apostles. Not one teaches all the
doctrines of the Apostles. How then could they be
the

Church founded by Christ?

Are not

regional or national Church cannot be the
true Church, since it cannot teach all nations, as
Christ commanded. The Church of England cannot be the universal Church. Its very name declares
it a national and not the universal or true Church.

ALL RELIGIONS THE SAME?

for truth and error are not the same;
and unbelief are not the same.

No;
faith

diation of Peter’s successor, Vicar of Christ.

tions have unity in

APOSTOLIC

1. God is not divided. He revealed only
religion.
either believe that religion,
do not believe it. There is no middle way. “He who is not with me is against
me” (Matt. 12:30).

We

one

OR

Anything that is not the whole truth is not truth.
am the way, and the truth, and the

Christ said: "I
life.

No man

(John

comes

to the

Father but through

me”

14:6).

No

one will assert that glass is as good as diamonds nor that brass is as good as gold. No one
claims that an imitation is just as good as the
authentic thing. More unreasonable then would it
be to claim that a religion established by a man
is as good as that founded by the Incarnate God.
2. From the very beginning of mankind
there has been one true religion. From
Adam to the coming of Christ this religion
was preserved by the patriarchs, prophets,
and others chosen by God to keep the knowledge of the promised Redeemer intact.

Before the coming of Christ, this true religion
was kept by the Jews, the “chosen people.” All
other nations had degenerated and worshipped
idols, false gods. In spite of the imperfections of
the old religion preserved among the Jews, it was
always the true religion, the one true religion. It
foreshadowed the coming of the perfect religion,
that established by the Son of God, Jesus Christ,
Who then abrogated the Jewish Faith, the Old Law,
in favor of the New Faith, the New Law.
3. It is absurd to suppose that God does
not care whether men denounce His Son as
an impostor and blasphemer, OR worship

Him

God.

as

Christ, and after Him the Apostles,
them a long line of believers, have suf-

Why should
and

after

fered so
if it

The

much and

(Acts 4:12).
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resisted persecution so firmly,

were of no importance what a man believed
Apostle said, “There is no other name under
to men, whereby we must be saved”

heaven given
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The Catholic Church is One, because it has one
Founder, God Himself, Who cannot be
its members hear and obey the voice
of their Shepherd.
Divine

divided. All

53.

Why

is

The

ONE?

The Catholic Church

is one because all
members, according to the will of Christ,
prof ess the same faith, have the same sacrifice and sacraments, and are united under
one and the same visible head, the Pope.

They have unity

in doctrine, worship,

and government. They have “One Lord,
one Faith, one Baptism.” There has never
been any other society, religion, or government whose members are so closely united.
“If a

dom

kingdom

is

members

Catholic Church: Unity and Holiness

the Catholic Church

its

1.

The Catholic Church is Holy, because it imitates
Holy Founder, the Incarnate Son of God. Its
strive for holiness, aided by divine sacraments instituted by Christ Himself.
its

divided against

itself,

that king-

cannot stand” (Mark 3:24). “Holy Father,
keep in thy name those whom thou hast given me,
that they may be one even as we are” (John 17:11).

where believe each and every article of faith
proclaimed by the Church. Wherever a
Catholic goes throughout the world, he will
find his home in the Catholic Church. There
he will find his brethren in Christ all believing as he does. If he deliberately denies
even one article of faith of the Church, he
ceases to belong to it.
International Eucharistic Congresses, held in
different countries, in different parts of the world,
every fourth year, are a good proof of the unity of
the Church. In such Congresses the faithful from
all nations,— African, American, Australian,
Chinese,
English, Filipino, French, German, Indian, Irish’
Japanese, Russian, Spaniard,— one and all bow down
in adoration of Our Lord Jesus Christ in the most

Holy Eucharist.
2. There are about 550 million Catholics
united in doctrine. This unity is evident
and admitted by all. All Catholics every-

3. All Catholics today hold the
faith that Catholics in the past held.

"KNOW GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE”

same

The Catholic Church: Unity and
The same Gospel of peace that Jesus Christ
preached in Judea, the same that St. Peter preached
in Antioch and Rome, the same that St. Paul wrote
to the Corinthians and the Ephesians, the same
that apostles of all nations have been preaching
for the last 1900 years, is preached today and taught

in the Catholic Church throughout the world,
from January to December “Jesus Christ yesterday, and today, and the same forever” (Heb. 13:8).

—

The Catholic Church is one in wormembers make use of the same

4.

ship. All

Holy Sacrifice of the Mass, and receive the
same sacraments. Although rites vary, the
essentials of worship laid down by Christ
form the foundation of all. Certain ceremonies have been and are appointed by the
Church, to show more clearly in outward
form the spiritual significance of whatever
act is being done, and to increase the devotion of those who are present or take part
in the religious acts. Such ceremonies are
according to special conditions of the different countries and regions and adapted
to modern conveniences. These regulations
are like those for new church edifices, ornament and illumination of churches, music,
language, holydays of obligation, fast and
abstinence laws, time for services, etc., etc.

The

ritual varies in various places, cer-

from the early days of
Church being preserved. The change
of ritual and ceremonies does not change
the substance of the religious act, which is
tain ancient rituals

the

1.

preserved in
5.

its

entirety.

is

the Catholic Church

The Catholic Church

is

HOLY?

holy because

it

was founded by Jesus Christ, who is allholy, and because it teaches, according to
the will of Christ, holy doctrines, and provides the means of leading a holy life,
thereby giving holy members to every age.
St. Peter called the Christians of his time
“a chosen race, a royal priesthood, a holy
nation”

( 1

Pet. 2:9).

of the Catholic Church,
Jesus Christ, is holy. The Church exhorts

children to imitate

est

any people, a standard of perfection. The
same precepts delivered to Moses on Mount
Sinai, the same warnings uttered by the
prophets in Judea, the same sublime lessons
taught by Our Lord: these the Church
teaches from year to year.
The Church teaches its children to know, love,
and serve God, and thus to become saints. It urges
on them the truth: “What does it profit a man, if
he gain the whole world, but suffer the loss of his
own soul?” (Matt. 16:26). It exhorts them to
imitate Christ.
3. The Catholic Church provides powmeans for holiness, in prayer and the
Sacraments. By the Sacraments a Catholic

erful

receives

abundant

graces.

One who

ful in the reception of the

never

fail

is

faith-

Sacraments will

to live a righteous

life.

Every Catholic is obliged to say his morning and
night prayers, and to resort to prayer in every necessity and temptation, as well as to prayer of thanksHe is required under pain of sin to hear
Mass on Sundays and holydays of obligation.

giving.

4. The Catholic Church produces holy
members in its saints and martyrs. In every
age and country the Church is the Mother
of saints, martyrs, confessors, and holy men

and women who

live in Christ. Unfortunately, not all Catholics live up to the teachings of the Church; that will be their con-

demnation.
must remember that even among the Apostles
there was one Judas. Our Lord taught in the parable of the wheat and the cockle that the good and
the bad will grow up side by side in His Church.
5. The Catholic Church still has the gift
of miracles. Christ promised His Church
the gift of miracles, a sign of holiness. “He
who believes in me, the works that I do, he
also shall do; and greater than these he shall
do” (John 14:12).

Each holy soul proposed for canonization must
have worked two miracles before beatification, and
two more before canonization. We constantly read
of miracles at Lourdes and other shrines. The
cures at Lourdes are declared genuine by a board
of physicians,

its

Divine Founder.

No founder of any other church
Jesus Christ, Son of God.

is

as holy as

many

of

whom

are non-Catholic.

carries on numworks of holiness. It is the great
Mother of Mercy and Charity to the helpless.
6.

The Founder

its

115

We

All Catholics are united in government.

Everywhere the faithful obey their pastors, the
pastors obey the bishops, and the bishops obey the
Pope. The Catholic Church is truly "one fold and
one Shepherd.”

Why

Holiness

The Catholic Church teaches the highand holiest doctrine ever presented to

2.

The Catholic Church

berless

It instructs children in school, cares for the poor,
the sick, the lepers, the deaf, blind, dumb, the old,
the orphaned and abandoned. It engages in all kinds
of missionary and charitable activity.

"KNOW GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE”
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The apostolicity of the Church receives additional
proof from the fact that today it still administers

same seven sacraments administered by
the Apostles. Non-Catholic churches have abandoned most of the sacraments, but the Catholic
the very

54.

The

Why

is

CATHO-

Among

(2)

is

vealed by God.
shall receive

the Greek word Katholicos, meaning “universal,”
referring to the Church founded by Christ;
this he did in order to distinguish the True Church,
already being preached throughout the world, from
heretical churches that had arisen.

when

catholic or universal because, destined to last for all time,
it never fails to fulfill the divine commandment to teach all nations all the truths re-

power when the Holy

Spirit

comes upon you, and you shall be witnesses for me
in Jerusalem and in all Judea and Samaria and
even to the very ends of the earth” (Acts i :8).

The very name

of the Church is Catholic, that is, universal. Even its critics admit
that it is catholic. It has existed in all ages
since the time of Christ, and teaches all
i.

all.

( 1) ConfirmaExtreme Unction. St. Peter and St. John
administered the first (Acts 8:14-17). St. James
wrote about the second (Jas. 5:14, 15).

and

Catholic Church: Catholicity and Apostolicity

the Catholic Church

LIC or UNIVERSAL?
The Catholic Church

“You

Church preserves and administers them
the sacraments thus preserved are

tion,

peoples of every nation the same

faith.

It
was St. Ignatius (50-107 A.D.) appointed
Bishop of Antioch by Saint Peter, who first used

In the fourth century certain sectarians protested
against the True Church, yet still called themselves
Christians. And so Catholics began to call themselves
“Catholic.” In that same century St. Augustine
said: “ All heretics wish to call themselves Catholics; yet if you ask any of them to direct you to a
Catholic church, he will not direct you to his own!”

2. Wherever we go, whether in Europe,
America, Africa, Asia, or Australia, we shall
the Catholic Church established.
Everywhere it teaches the same doctrines
taught in the United States; everywhere it
is ruled by the same Head recognized in the
United States: the Pope.

find

'KNOW GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE

The Catholic Church:

Catholicity and Apostolicity

When we say

the Church is “Catholic” or univerwe understand that wherever it exists it must have
the mark of unity. Otherwise it would not be the
same body, but many separate bodies. Some heretical

1.

The present Pope

117
is

the

DIRECT

sal,

SUCCESSOR

churches have branches in different countries, but
they are really different bodies, because they change

ceded him; and thus each Pope lawfully succeeded
the one before him, until we reach St. Peter, the
first Pope, chosen by Christ Himself.

doctrines under different conditions.

He

is

of St. Peter.

the lawful successor of the Pope

who

pre-

The Church everywhere teaches all
commanded His

2. All the sees founded by the Apostles
perished or were interrupted, except the
See of Peter alone. Where Peter is, there is
the True Church founded by Our Lord.

In the Catholic Church is fulfilled the prophecy
of Malachia: “From the rising of the sun, even to
its setting, my name is great among the nations;
and everywhere they bring sacrifice to my name,
and a pure offering; for great is my name among
the nations, says the Lord of hosts” (Mai. 1:11).

Those denominations that broke away from the
Church thus lost their connection with the Apostles.
all begun by individuals who could never
have had any authority from either Christ or the
Apostles. Most of them came some 1500 years too late.

3.

the doctrines that Christ
Apostles to teach.

They were

3.

The True Church must be

4.

ized that

it

can admit all

men

so organinto its com-

munion. Christ founded the Church for all
men, and died for all men. The Catholic
Church is indeed to be found all over the
world, ministering to all races and peoples, to alt classes of the population, poor
or rich, wise or ignorant, saint or sinner.

The
for

Catholic

Church

is

truly the

Church

Everyman.

Many denominations

are national; in Germany
the Kaiser used to be the head of the Lutheran
Church; in Russia the Czar used to be head of the
Russian Church. The Queen of England is head of
the Anglican Church.

Why

the Catholic Church

is

The Catholic Church
cause

is

APOSTOLIC?
apostolic

be-

was founded by Christ on the
Apostles, and, according to His divine will,
has always been governed by their lawful
is

successors.
Apostolicity is easily proved by the facts of history.
If a church cannot trace back its history lawfully in
an unbroken line step by step to the Apostles, it
not the True Church.

is

Non-Catholic

denominations

that they did not begin

new

claim

churches, but

merely “reformed” the old one. In answer
we ask, Did the True Church exist at the
time of the founding of these new churches,
or not?
If it did not, then Christ’s promise to be with
His Church always had failed; His Church had
died, and no human reform could possibly have
resurrected it. If it did exist, then those who
invented new doctrines were not reforming it, but
founding new churches.

In the same way, the Church derives
holy orders, doctrines, and mission
It is “built upon the
foundation of the Apostles,” of which Christ
is the corner-stone
(Eph. 2:20). It holds
intact the doctrine and traditions of the
Apostles, to whom Christ gave authority to
4.

all its

from the Apostles.

teach.
St. Paul says: ‘‘Even if we or an angel from
heaven should preach a gospel to you other than
that which we have preached to you, let him be
anathema!” (Gal. 1:8). A church which at any time
denies an apostolic doctrine, ceases to be apostolic.
It becomes a dead branch broken off from the
parent vine which is Christ Himself: “I am the
vine: you are the branches” (John 15:5).

CATHOLICS DO NOT BELIEVE:
That the Pope

is

God and can do no

wrong;

That anybody or anything may be worshipped or adored besides the True God;
That the Blessed Virgin is equal to God;
That images may be worshipped;
That indulgences give permission to commit

sin;

That
That
That
sorrow;

a Mass can be bought;
forgiveness of sin can be bought;
sin can be forgiven without true

That

scapulars,

medals, crucifixes, and

other sacramentals can give graces without
proper dispositions on the part of the user;
That non-Catholics will all be damned;
That all Catholics will go to heaven;
That the Bible is the only rule of faith;

That anybody may interpret the Bible;
That Our Lord Jesus Christ established
many Churches;
That outward piety is profitable without
charity of the spirit;
That all religions are the same.
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In spite of all kinds of persecutions, the Church,
under the guidance of the Holy Ghost, has continued to spread all over the world. It has obeyed
strictly

the

command

of

Our Lord

55.

to the Apostles:

The

A SHORT SUMMARY
for the almost two thousand years
of its existence
The following is a brief summary:
1.

THE FIRST

400

YEARS. The

Apos-

to teach.

The

Apostles baptized, preached, and ruled in
various countries to which they were sent.
They appointed bishops and priests to rule
and minister to the faithful.
In spite of sufferings and persecutions
they persevered, until finally they sealed
their faith by

was to be considered a traitor to Rome. For this
full force of the empire was set against
the new religion of the Christians. But the Fisherman did not falter: Peter battled with all his might.
He and Paul were both martyred; but others rose
to continue the battle for Christ, which lasted for
reason the

dispersed to different countries in order

command

condemned."

were worshipped, many of them for their very immorality. So close was the union of the pagan
religion and the empire that to attack the religion

of the

to carry out Christ’s

disciples of all nations." Every-

Living Church

HISTORY OF THE CHURCH

tles

"Go and make

where men have listened to its voice, believing the
warning of Christ, "He that believeth not shall be

martyrdom. Peter and Paul

were especially interested in the conversion
of the Roman Empire, the mightiest and
also most wicked empire of ancient days.
The morals of the Romans were extremely debased; the evil was spreading from the Imperial
City of Rome throughout the vast empire. In Rome
alone some 30,000 different "gods” and “goddesses”

nearly 300 years.

Persecution followed upon persecution, numbering ten unsurpassed in ferocity. The severest were
those under Nero (64-68) and Diocletian (303-

The latter condemned to death some two
305)
million Christians. But the more they were persecuted, the faster they increased. Tertullian says:
“The blood of martyrs is the seed of Christianity.”
.

At last, in 313 A. D., the banners of Christianity
were flung out in victory; peace was granted by the
Edict of Milan. Later, Constantine the Great made
Christianity the State religion (324 A. D.) He was
led to this step when he conquered in battle after
seeing in the heavens a luminous cross with the
words In hoc signo vinces (In this sign thou shah
conquer). His saintly mother, St. Helena, had also
a great influence

on

his conversion.
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The

THE SECOND

2.

Living

YEARS.

400

Before
sixty years had passed after the Edict of
Milan, hordes of barbarian Huns, Goths,
Vandals, and Visigoths, numbering millions,
started moving from the north into the civilized European countries. City after city
surrendered until Rome itself was taken,
and the darkness of barbarism covered the
continent. But the missionaries and teachers of the Church mingled with the barbarians, returned with them to their coun-

and brought

tries,

light

once more out of

darkness.
Patrick was sent to Ireland, and converted that
nation to Christianity. St. Augustine in England
St.

and

St.

into

Boniface in

followers of

Germany changed those nations
the cross of Christ. The idol-

worshipping Franks followed their king Clovis into
the Christian fold. At the end of four centuries, the

and savage barbarians of Italy, Spain, France,
Germany, England, and Ireland were Christians,
cruel

civilized, progressive, settled in peaceful cities, build-

ing churches,, carrying on trade.
3. THE THIRD 400 YEARS. In the seventh century Mohammed had begun to
propagate his doctrines among the Arabian
tribes. His was a conversion by the sword:

a great part of Asia, North Africa, Spain,
and the islands of the Mediterranean were

overrun and conquered
Allah. At last
France.
In a

Mohammed’s
Mohammedanism broke into

memorable nine-day

to

!1 9

the general laxness and spirit of revolt culminated in open defiance against Church
authority, and the Protestant Revolt swept

Europe.
At the time the Church was, no doubt in great
need of reform. This largely explains the success of
the would-be “Reformers” whose revolt broke up
the unity of Christendom. The first and most powerful was the German Augustinian monk, Martin
Luther, who in 1517 made an open attack on the
doctrine of Indulgences. He soon broke with the
Church authorities, declaring that there was no
authority but Scripture— Scripture interpreted as he
understood it. He gained many followers; some
were sincerely seeking a more evangelical religion;
others were attracted to the new “freedom” proclaimed by Luther; German nationalism welcomed
emancipation from Rome, while many princes sided
with the

new

religion for political motives.

Revolt spread from Germany to other countries.
In Switzerland John Calvin followed in Luther’s
footsteps, and began Calvinism. In Scotland John
Knox was the propagator of Protestantism. In England, Henry VIII’s desire to change wives was the
immediate cause for the establishment of the Anglican Church. Denmark, Holland, Norway, and
Sweden were driven into Protestantism by their
rulers.

But out of the pains of the Protestant revolt, the
Church came forth stronger and purified. In the
meantime, newly discovered countries were converted. The Portuguese and Spaniards were the
pioneers

in

this

missionary

enterprise.

The

dis-

new lands, to which Catholic missionaries went, resulted in the gain of more millions for

coveries of
battle in 732 A. D., the

French Christians under Charles Martel defeated
the Mohammedans at Tours, and thus stopped their
incursions into France. But in the next century the
Mohammedans entered and sacked Rome itself,
even St. Peter’s. However, the Church carried on

and

Church

Church. Finally, in the sixteenth century,

finally repelled the invader.

The fall of Jerusalem into the hands of the Mohammedans in the eleventh century gave impetus
to the Crusades, during which Christian armies
went to free the Holy Places from the infidels. There
were seven Crusades in all, from 1095 A D., to

the

Church than had been

lost

in Protestantism.

5. THE LAST 400 YEARS. Many in
Europe returned to the Church; more were
gained in the Americas. Protestantism has
continued to antagonize the Church; the
secularism bred from the spirit of laxity
and revolt is another enemy. Open warfare
goes on in Russia and satellite countries.
Still the Church continues to grow, the

-

1254 A. D. Among the outstanding leaders we may
mention: Godfrey de Bouillon, Frederick Barbarossa,
Richard the Lionhearted, and St. Louis of France.
4.

THE FOURTH

400

YEARS. The

Christian rulers of Europe, upon becoming
more powerful, began to look with envy
on the Pope’s authority, and to encroach
upon it. Although the Crusades had had
effects, too much interest in material
preparations caused a relaxation in spiritual life. Heresy often attacked the Church;
Berengarius denied the Real Presence.
There followed the Greek schism, the Albigensian heresy, and the heresies of Wycliff
and Huss, who denied the authority of the

good

greatest

single

religious

body

in

history.

Missionaries of Mother Church can be found in
the most remote portions of the globe, working
patiently to bring souls to Christ. At present there
550.000.
are about 35,000 priests, 15,000 lay brothers, and
70,000 Sisters working in the foreign missions. The
missions are supervised and supported by the Societies for the Propagation of the Faith and the
Holy
225.000.

Childhood

(see pages 408-409)

At present the Church has a membership of nearly
000 in all parts of the world. They are under
the direction of some 450,000 priests, 2,500 Prelates, and one Head, the Pope. They form
the
greatest body having a single religious faith. The
different Protestant denominations number about
000 all together. The Eastern Orthodox
total about 135,000,000.
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Bishops and priests of the various Catholic Eastern
of the Mass and other
wear sacred vestments different
from those used by bishops and priests of the Roman
Rite. The above illustration shows a bishop and ministers vested according to the Byzantine Rite.

This

is

why

the term

“rite”

is

sometimes used to

Rites during the celebration

refer to the liturgy according to

liturgical functions

tom and language. “Rite” may also designate in
a narrow sense some particular liturgical ceremony,

56.
What
It is

is

The

Church?

that part of the Catholic Church

East which, although using liturgies
and rites (ceremonies) different from the
Western Catholic Church centered in Rome,
has in common the same doctrines, the
same faith and morals and recognizes the
Pope, the Patriarch of the West, as the
supreme head of the Church. Thus, the
Eastern Catholic Church is part of the
one true Church founded by our Lord
Jesus Christ.

how

the division took place. The
Catholic Church had its beginnings in Palestine, whence it spread to other regions of
the world. Certain sees in large cities became leading centers of Christian life and
missionary activity. In the EAST: Alexandria, Antioch, Jerusalem and Constantinople. In the WEST: Rome. These missionary centers exerted great influence on
the spread and practice of Christian belief
in general, and on forms of worship in
particular. The result was that the usages
is

rite

definite cus-

of Baptism”, the “rite of confirma-

tion”, etc.

Catholic Eastern Church

the Catholic Eastern

in the

This

as the

some

of these various centers were adopted as
norms within their spheres of influence.

Thus were developed and diffused the differences in rites and forms of worship,
laws and customs, all of which were rooted
in the essentials of the Christian faith.
In the

first

centuries of Christianity these

different rites remained in the territories
around each center, but when the EastWest division of the Roman Empire took
place, there was also an East-West division
within the Church. This division, however,
did not break the unity of the Church.
There was the one Supreme Head, the
Successor of St. Peter, Bishop of Rome;
there was the same faith and morals, but
with different rites, forms and ceremonies
of worship.

When the Eastern Empire ceased to exist, followed by persecutions and the emigration of many
of the faithful to other countries, the result was
that the Eastern Catholics, with their separated
brethren, the Eastern Orthodox Christians sepa(
rated because they stopped recognizing the jurisdiction of the Pope), spread all over the world.
,
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The Catholic Eastern Church
There are approximately

iz, 000,000

Eastern Rite
Eastern
Orthodox

and
130,000,000
throughout the world.

Catholics

In the United States most of the Eastern Rite
Catholics belong to one of the three major groups:
a) The Byzantine Rite Apostolic Archepparchy
of Philadelphia with about 230,000 faithful, 124
parishes, 183 priests, 188 sisters and a seminary with
75 candidates.
b) The Ukrainian Catholic Eparchy of Stamford
with about 90,000 faithful, 56 parishes, 103 priests,
65 sisters and a seminary with 40 candidates.
c) The Byzantine Rite Exarchate of Pittsburgh
with about 225,000 faithful, 190 parishes, 232 priests,
and a seminary with 100 candidates.
d) Besides the above, there are: Armenian Rite:
3,000 faithful; Caldeans: 1,000; Italo-Greeks: 10,000;
Maronites: 125,000; Melkites: 50,000; Romanians:
8,000; Russians: 1,000; Syrians: 5,000; and others:
25,000.

In Canada the Eastern Catholic Rites have the
Metropolitan See in Winnipeg with the three suffragan dioceses or eparchies: Edmonton, Saskatoon,
and Toronto. These dioceses now include one arch3 bishops, 265 priests, 557 parishes and

bishop,

about 2,250,000 faithful.

WHO

is

LIC, and

An

then

WHO

AN EASTERN CATHOIS A WESTERN?

Eastern Catholic

is one who, besides
recognizing the Pope as the Supreme Pontiff, is subject to one of the Eastern patriarchs and follows the approved liturgy,
laws and customs of an Eastern Rite

Church.

A

Western Catholic

is

one who

is

also

subject to the Pope, but follows the approved liturgy, laws and customs of the
Latin Rite.

A person belongs
baptized.

to the rite in which he is
of the Holy See, persons

With permission

may change their rite. The obligation of hearing
Mass may be fulfilled, and Holy Communion may
be received in any approved rite.

USAGES of the Catholic Eastern Byzantine Rite, the largest of the various
Eastern Rites:
CHURCHES.
are

Nearly

all

their churches

modelled on the Basilica of the Holy

Wisdom (Hagia Sophia) in Constantinople
built in 537. Upon entering into one of
these churches one is attracted by the multitude of images and paintings of angels

and

saints, reminiscences of their victory
over Iconoclasm ( See next page )

LANGUAGE.
Constantinople,

Greek,

the

language

was the tongue of

of
all

121

Catholics, even in Rome, for the first
three hundred years after the Apostles.
Latin, being the spoken language in Rome,
was later adopted for the Western Rite.
Thus for the first eight hundred years of
Christianity the Mass, administration of
sacraments and blessings were in the
spoken language of the people. When
newly-formed languages began to replace
the spoken Latin, in the Western Rite, the
Mass continued to be celebrated in Latin.
Till this day, wherever Byzantine missionaries go, they adopt the spoken idiom of the
people for use in divine services.

THE

CLERGY. In some Eastern Rites
men may be priests whether they are married
or not. This was the custom in the first centuries of the Church. The bishops, however,
should be celibates. At present most of the
Eastern Catholic Rites do not accept candidates for the priesthood who are married,
or who wish to marry later.

THE

MASS. The liturgy and ceremonies
of the Mass of all Eastern Rites center, as do
the Western Rite, on the consecration of
bread and wine by the repetition of the
words of Christ at the Last Supper. These
ceremonies included religious instruction
and readings of the Sacred Scripture before the consecration; different prayers after
the consecration, especially that of “Our

Father,” and the receiving of Holy Communion under the forms of both bread and
wine.

The celebration of the Mass in the Eastern Rites
rather long— somewhat like the high masses of
the Western Rite, because several parts are sung.
The Offertory Procession is never omitted, the words
of consecration are sung aloud by the priest and the
people answer, singing: Amen. As the priest raises
the Sacred Species in solemn offering, he sings:
is

“Thine of Thine Own we
of all and for all.”

offer

unto Thee in behalf

Conclusion: It is indeed a great satisfaction for a Catholic, child of Mother Church,
to witness the different rites of the one
true Church of Christ, flourishing and multiplying. The Church thus becomes like a
colorful garden with beautiful flowers of all

kinds exhaling the fragrance of their prayers

and hymns, of their virtues and sacrifices
as an incense of perpetual adoration to the
most loving of Fathers, “Our Father Who
is in Heaven.”
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HIS HOLINESS
Bishop of

THE POPE

Rome and Vicar of Jesus

Christ, Successor of St. Peter, Prince of the Apostles,
Supreme Pontiff of the Universal Church, Patriarch of the West, Primate of Italy,

Archbishop and Metropolitan of the Roman Province, Sovereign of Vatican City

57.

The

Bishop of

Did Christ intend that the special power
of chief teacher and ruler of the entire
Church should be exercised by Peter alone?
Christ did not intend that the special

power of chief teacher and ruler of the entire Church should be exercised by Peter
alone, but intended that this power should
be passed

down

to his successor, the Pope,

Bishop of Rome, who is the Vicar of Christ
on earth, and the visible Head of the
Church.
Before leaving this world, Jesus said
to His Apostles: “Go, therefore, and make
disciples of all nations
Behold, I am with
you all days, even unto the consummation
of the world” (Matt. 28:19-20). The mission of the Apostolic College, together
with Christ’s special assistance, is to last
till the end of the world— which means that
the Apostles will transmit their apostolic
1.

.

. .

Rome

But the head of
the Apostolic College is Peter. His function as the visible head of the Church, as
the supreme teacher and the centre of unity
was not meant only for the beginning of
the Church; Christ knew it would become
even more necessary with the expansion of
the Church. It will, therefore, be handed
on by Peter to his successors.
office to their successors.

2. Tradition has it that Peter was for a
time bishop of Antioch. It is certain that
he went to Rome. There Peter fixed
his residence, and there, as Bishop of
Rome, he died a martyr’s death. His function and powers passed on to his suc-

later

cessor.

Thus the Bishop of Rome, the lawful
St. Peter, is what Peter was.
Vicar of Christ and visible head of the
Church. Christ is the true and invisible

successor of
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The
Head

Bishop of

Church. But its visible head
is the Bishop of Rome, our Holy Father the
Pope, because he is the successor of St.
of the

Peter.

No one but the Bishop of Rome has ever claimed
supreme authority over the whole Church. Therefore, either

no

he

is St.

Peter’s successor, or St. Peter has

and the promise of Christ had

successor,

failed.

HAS THE BISHOP OF ROME
WAYS BEEN LOOKED UPON as
Head

of the

ALthe

Church?

Yes, the Bishop of

Rome

has

from Apos-

times been looked upon as the unihead of the Church.

tolic

versal

1.
From earliest times the titles “ high
and “bishop of bishops” have been
given to the Bishop of Rome. Appeals were
made to him, and disputes were settled
by him.

priest”

The

third successor of

Clement.

A

referred to

St.

Peter was Pope

fifth

123
century

when Theodoret, Bishop

of

Cyrus in the East, was deposed, he appealed to Pope
Leo, and the Pope ordered him reinstated. The
Pope was everywhere recognized as head of the
Church not only in the West, but in the East, up to
the great schism of the ninth century.
3. With one voice the Fathers of the
Church pay homage to the Bishop of Rome
as their superior.
All of them recognized the Pope as Supreme
Head. St. Ambrose said in the fourth century:
“Where Peter is, there is the Church.”

4. General councils were not held without the presence of the Bishop of Rome or
his representative. No council was accepted
as universal or general unless its acts received the approval of the Bishop of Rome.

At the Council of Chalcedon in the year 451, the
Pope’s letter was read to the assemblage of bishops,

and they cried with one

voice:

“Peter has spoken by

let him be anathema who believes otherwise!”
late as the year 1439, in the council of Florence,
the Greeks who wished to return to the Church
acknowledged the primacy of the Bishop of Rome,
the Pope.

Leo;

As
St.

dispute in the Church at Corinth was
for decision. He wrote letters of

him

remonstrance and admonition to the Corinthians,
and they submitted to his correction. At that time,
very near Corinth the Apostle John was still living.

Why did the Corinthians, instead of appealing to
faraway Rome and Clement, not refer their troubles
to the Apostle John, Bishop of Ephesus? Evidently
because Rome’s authority was universal, while
that of Ephesus was local.
2.

Rome

In the

There were numerous cases of appeal

throughout the long history of the Church;
were referred to Rome.

all

5. Every nation has received the faith
from missionaries specially sent by the
Pope, or by bishops acknowledging the Pope
as their Head.

Patrick was sent by Pope Celestine to Ireland.
Palladius was sent by the same Pope to Scotland.
Augustine was sent by Pope Gregory to England.
Remigius went to France under the protection of
the See of Rome. St. Boniface was sent by Pope
Gregory II to Germany and Bavaria. And so on.
St.

St.

St.

St.

PONTIFICAL DECORATIONS
The Holy

See confers various

orations, and other honors
usually lay people, who in

have distinguished

themselves

orders, deccertain persons,
special manner

titles,

on
some
in

furthering

well-being of humanity and of the Church.
are listed here in the order of importance.

civil and military, each of which is divided into
Knights of the Grand Cross, Commanders, and Knights.

three classes:

the

The Order

They

The Supreme Order of Christ was started by
Pope John XXII in 1319. Today it is the supreme
Order of knighthood, conferred only on
very rare occasions.
pontifical

The Order of the Golden Spur follows the Order
of Christ as a pontifical decoration. It has one class,
of 100 knights, and is awarded only to those who
have furthered the cause of the Church by outstanding deeds. It is bestowed also to non-Catholics.

like the
knights.

Order

of St. Sylvester, instituted in 1841,
of St. Gregory, has three classes of

The Order of the Holy Sepulchre is considered
one of the oldest of pontifical honors: it is today
highly prized in Europe. It has been bestowed on
kings and nobles, on heads of republics, on persons
outstanding in arts, letters, and sciences, on those
who

in

special

manner have served

Unlike other orders,
clerics

this

is

the Church.
bestowed besides on

and women.

The Order of Pius IX has four classes, Knights
of the Grand Golden Collar, Knights of the Grand
Cross, Commanders, and Knights. It is awarded
also to non-Catholics.

The medal “Pro Ecclesia et Pontipce” was instituted by Leo XIII, that great “Pope of the Workingman”, in 1888. It is awarded in recognition of
special services to the Church and the Pope. The

The Order of St. Gregory the Great was founded
by Pope Gregory XVI in 1831. It has two divisions.

“Benemerenti” medal was instituted in 1832 by
Gregory XVI, of two classes, civil and military, in
recognition of outstanding daring or courage.
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3.

Basilica of St. Peter; 2. Plaza of St. Peter,The Vatican (10,246 rooms); 4. Bronze door;
Courtyard of Damascus; 6. Vatican Library; 7.
Vatican Museum; 8. Courtyard of Belvedere; 9.
Courtyard of Pines; 1 0. Door leading to Libraries
II. Sistine Chapel; 12. Vatican Gardens; 13. Observatory; 14. Camp o Santo; 15. Quarters of the
Swiss Guards. In 1 929 Pope Pius XI and King Victor
I.

3.

5.

58.

Emmanuel III signed a formal agreement, by which
the Pope regained temporal sovereignty over the
City

man

power and jurisdiction to decide questions
of faith and morals and to arrange the

is

the

smallest
it

inde-

the Ro-

is

The Pope is independent of every
temporal sovereign and of every spiritual
power. He is responsible only to God.

What is the temporal power of the Pope?

The power of the Pope extends over

every single church, every single bishop
and pastor, every one of the faithful.

The

temporal power of the Pope is his
power to rule an independent state as sovereign, free and independent from other
earthly sovereigns.

He may

appoint and depose bishops, call councils, make and unmake laws, send missionaries,
confer distinctions, privileges, and dispensations, and

own

That

supreme, free from all human dictation. Catholics from all over the world at any time,
in war or at peace, can have free access to their
universal Father, because of this independence.

discipline of the universal Church.

reserve sins to his

Vatican.

state in all Christendom. But in

Pontiff

Powers of the Pope

What are the chief powers of the Pope?
The Pope has supreme and complete

1.

of the

pendent

tribunal.

The vastness of the Church and
its

responsibilities towards

its

the greatness of
millions of members

should be able to communicate with
them unhampered by any national government,

require that

it

free of foreign interference.
2. The Pope is the supreme judge;
him belongs the last appeal in all cases.

"

to

The Pope is the teacher of all Christians,” the
“chief shepherd of the shepherds and their flocks.”
The word “Pope” is derived from the Latin term
papa, which means “Father”.

1. When Constantine the Great was converted at the beginning of the fourth century, he gave large grants of money and
lands to the Church. Emperors who succeeded him added to the grants.
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Powers of the Pope
In the year 327 Constantine moved

2.

the seat of his

Empire

to Constantinople.

Rome was abandoned

to itself, and became
the prey of successive hordes of barbarians.

The

by

the smallest sovereign
At the time of the signing of the
Lateran Treaty, it had a population of 532, only
250 of whom were resident. It is almost entirely enclosed by high walls, and comprises 110 acres.

What

Roman people came

as their only governors

to look up to the Popes
and protectors. In fact it

was Pope Leo the Great who saved Rome from
Attila the “Scourge of God,” and from Genseric
the Vandal. Thus abandoned by the emperors, little
little

the people of Central Italy
to the Popes.

became bound

more strongly

3 In 754 the Lombards invaded Italy
and threatened Rome. The Pope appealed
urgently to the Emperor in Constantinople,
but he was indifferent, neglectful, and did

125

The City of the Vatican is

state in the world.

exclusive privileges does the

Rome

Bishop of

enjoy,

to

signify

his

supremacy as Head of the Church?

The Bishop of Rome enjoys

the following

exclusive privileges:

He has

precedence of jurisdiction and
honor over all other bishops.
1.

The Bishop of Rome’s jurisdiction extends over
Christendom. He is first in both authority and

all

honor.

nothing.
2.

In this emergency, the Pope crossed the Alps and
appealed to Pepin, the Frankish king, to protect
the people in Italy from the Lombards. Upon defeating the Lombards, King Pepin granted the
conquered provinces to the Pope. In 774 Charlemagne, the successor of Pepin, confirmed the
grant, and donated additional provinces to the
Pope. These possessions, called the States of the
Church, the Popes held till 1859.

4

In 1859 all the States of the Church,
Rome, were seized by the armies of

except
Victor

ment

Emmanuel

leader of the movefor the unification of Italy.

In 1870

II,

Rome

tal of Italy,

oner in his

itself was taken, and made
and the Pope became virtually a

own

capipris-

palace.

5. In 1929 the Later an Treaty signed
between the Holy See and the crown of
Italy recognized the Pope’s temporal power
and his sovereignty over the City of the
Vatican, by a formal concordat between the
Pope and the crown of Italy.

He

enjoys

the

exclusive

Pope, Sovereign Pontiff,

titles

Roman

of:

Pontiff,

Holy Father, His Holiness, Vicar of Christ,
Father of Christendom. But he calls himself the “Servant of the Servants of God.”

Because of the words of Our Lord to Peter:
“Blessed art thou,” we address the Pope Beatissime
Pater (Most Holy Father) The office is called the
See of Peter, Holy See, or Apostolic See, or the Chair
of Peter. The Pope is called from his see, the Pope

of Rome, and the Catholic Church under him
often called the Roman Catholic Church.

is

He assumes

a new name upon his
election, as St. Peter was given a new name
by Our Lord. From the tenth century, it
has been the custom to choose the name
from those of previous Popes, St. Peter’s
being excepted out of reverence.
3.

He wears the tiara, a triple crown, the symbol
of his preeminence in the threefold office of Teacher,
Priest, and Pastor. He wears a cassock of white
silk, uses white silk shoes, and a crosier mounted
by a cross. He issues medals, confers knighthood. He
sends ambassadors.

He has a gold-and-white standard.

CONSISTORIES
The College of Cardinals is the Senate of
the Pope. As principal advisers and helpers,
the cardinals assist the Holy Father in the
government of the Church. After the Supreme Pontiff, the cardinals have the highest dignity in our Holy Mother Church.

CONSISTORIES

are assemblies of car-

dinals presided over by the Pope. There
are three kinds: (1) secret, with only the
Pope and cardinals present; (2) public,
attended by other prelates and lay spectators;
(3) semi-public, attended by bishops and
patriarchs. At the secret consistory, the

Pope delivers an allocution on religious and
moral conditions throughout the world;
sometimes seeks the opinion of the cardinals
on the creation of new cardinals, gives the
cardinal’s

ring, appoints bishops,
archbishops and patriarchs, makes ecclesiastical
transfers, divides or unites dioceses, and asks
for a vote on a proposed canonization. At
the public consistory, the Pope bestows the
red hat, hears the causes of beatifications
and canonizations. At the semi-public consistory the propriety of a proposed canonization is decided.
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What

is

the

ROMAN

The Roman Curia is the core of the government of
the Church . The Holy Father possesses complete and
absolute power over the government of the Church; but
it is not possible for him to exercise his authority personally and directly over every detail in the world-wide
Church. A great deal of the jurisdiction has been delegated to the Roman Curia, which at present consists of:
(A) Twelve Sacred Congregations;
(B)

6. The Sacred Congregation of Religious has authorover every aspect of religious life related to religious
orders and congregations, religious groups living in comthird orders and seculars institutes, their obligations,
rights and privileges, dispensations, property, etc., etc.
In some particular matters, religious are also under other
S. Congregations as for studies under the S.C. of Semi-

ity

mon,

naries

(C) Five Offices.

In general terms, the Congregations exercise adminisand executive power; the Tribunals, judicial
power; and the Offices, ministerial duties.
Almost all the heads of these bodies in the Roman
Curia are cardinals. Because of the importance of the
Congregations of the Holy Office, Consistorial and
Oriental Church, the Holy Father himself is the Prefect
or Head.

sion territories, colleges, schools and educational institutions, administration of property, with the exception of
matters concerning jurisdiction of the S.C. of the Holy
Office, Rites and Oriental Church. The Pontifical Societies for the Propagation of the Faith, Holy Infancy, St.
Peter the Apostles and the Pious Union of the Clergy are
under the direction of this Congregation.

of

the

of saints

to sacred relics.

super-

and non-liturgical ceremonies of the

Roman Curia. It is in charge of the ceremonies in the
chapel and palace of the Sovereign Pontiff, and of those
carried out by Cardinals. It settles questions of precedence among Cardinals, prelatures and diplomatic representatives.

The Sacred Congregation

for Extraordinary

Ec-

ses

deliberate on important matters. Through this Congregation the Pope nominates bishops and other high officials,
after inquiring into their qualifications; it forms new
dioceses and ecclesiastical provinces which are not under
the Congregations De Propaganda and Oriental Church;
watches over the fulfillments of obligations binding
diocesan ordinaries, examinations of quinquennial reports, and of apostolic visitations.

1 1

.

The Sacred Congregation of Seminaries and Uni-

—

with the exception of those under
of De Propaganda and Oriental
seminaries, Catholic universities or faculties,

versities supervises

Congregations

the

—

Church
and over

all

all educational institutions dependent
astical authority. It also directs the Pontifical

The Sacred Congregation

for the Oriental Church
exercises over the dioceses, bishops, the clergy, religious,
and the faithful of the Oriental Rites all the powers

on

ecclesi-

Work

for

Priestly Vocations.

which the Congregations of the Consistorial, Council, Religious and Seminaries do over those of the Western Rite.

12.

The Sacred Congregation of the

Basilica of St.
Peter looks after the administration of the assets of the
Basilica and of its upkeep.

4. The Sacred Congregation of Sacramental Discipline looks after the external regulations of the sacraments
and celebration of the Eucharistic issuing decrees and
granting dispensations; has exclusive competence over
legitimation of birth; judges over the obligation of holy
orders and validity of sacred orders and matrimony.

The Sacred Congregation

and everything appertaining

The Sacred Congregation of Ceremonial

9.

vises the liturgical

clesiastical Affairs has the task to erect and divide dioceand appoint bishops in those cases in which it is
necessary to deal with civil governments, as also to discuss
matters which the Sovereign Pontiff may turn over to the
Cardinal Secretary of State, especially those dealing with
civil laws, concordats, or other agreements entered into
between the Holy See and different countries.

Consistorial

prepares the agenda for discussion at the papal consiswhere the College of Cardinals with the Pope

5.

Rites has competence

far as

10.

Congregation

tories,

3.

The Sacred Congregation of

8.

all rites and ceremonies of the Western Church insothey refer to the Sacrifice of the Mass, administration of the Sacraments, to divine worship in general. It
also handles the causes of beatification and canonization

over

of the strictest secrecy.

The Sacred

Universities.

in mission territories has jurisdiction over dioceses. Vicariates, Apostolic Prefectures, the bishops and clergy,
religious as missionaries, seminaries even those out of mis-

THE TWELVE SACRED CONGREGATIONS
1. The Supreme Sacred Congregation of the Holy
Catholic doctrine in faith and morals;
handles matters concerning the Pauline privilege, the
marriage impediments of disparity of cult and mixed religion and may grant dispensations of these impediments;
examines and condemns books and publications dangerous to faith and morals, and gives permission for reading
them; is concerned over dogmatic doctrine of indulgences,
new prayers and devotions. In criminal cases it has
jurisdiction especially over delicts against faith, such as
apostasy, heresy, schism, profanation of the Eucharist.
Unlike other Congregations it has judicial as well as administrative powers. Matters are handled under the seal

Office guards

and

The Sacred Congregation De Propaganda Fide

7.

Three Tribunals

trative

2.

Curia

CURIA?

THE THREE TRIBUNALS OF THE CURIA
I. The Sacred Apostolic Penitentiary judges all cases
involving conscience, whether sacramental or not; grants
faculties, dispensations and absolutions; and decides all
cases concerning the granting and use of indulgences,
outside of the rights of the Holy Office on the subject of

of the Council super-

dogmatic doctrine.

vises the discipline of the clergy and faithful, regulates
catechetical instruction and observance of Christian obligations, cathedral chapters and parishes, Catholic Action, confraternities and pious associations; reviews the
acts of councils and episcopal conferences and looks after
the administration of ecclesiastical property.

II. The Supreme Tribunal of the Apostolic Signature
the Supreme Court of the Roman Curia. It has charge
of all appeals, and settles all cases regarding jurisdiction
of inferior tribunals, in a particular manner cases in connection with the S. Roman Rota.
is
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The Roman Curia
III. The Sacred
for all ecclesiastical cases

Roman Rota

is

a Tribunal of Appeal

Roman

which the

Curia

competent and which are not reserved to other jurisdictions; it is also the Tribunal of Appeal for the State of the
Vatican City as well as Tribunal of First Instance in cases
which are reserved to the Holy See. It is well known by
its decisions in marriage cases. Attached to this
Tribunal
is the Rota “Studium” (Study) intended for
the training of future advocates, judges, promoters and defenders
of the

bond

(a)

For Biblical Studies
Biblical studies

(b)

For the Authentic Interpretation of the Code of

(c)

For the Codification of Oriental Canon

(d)

“Abbey of St. Jerome” For the Revision and
Emendation of the “Vulgate”

(a)

The

(e)

Of

(f)

For the Ecclesiastical Archives of Italy

promoting the progress of

Canon Law

Law

in ecclesiastical courts.

THE FIVE OFFICES OF THE ROMAN CURIA
Apostolic Chancery draws

up and despatches

the Decretal Letters of Canonization, and the Pontifical
Bulls dealing with appointments, erection of new dioceses

and other
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PERMANENT PONTIFICAL COMMISSIONS

is

major importance, on instructions
from the Congregations, or by personal order of the Pope.
affairs of

(b) The Apostolic Datary takes care of the appointments of candidates to non-consistorial benefices reserved
Holy See, and their due taxation.

Historical Sciences

(g)

Of Sacred Archeology

(h)

For Sacred Art

in Italy

to the

(i)

The

Apostolic Camera has charge, under the
presidency of the Cardinal Camerlengo of Holy Roman
Church, over all temporal goods and rights of the Holy
See, especially when the See is vacant. It corresponds to
the Treasure of the Church. Its head, the Camerlengo
assumes the regency upon the death of a Pope, and makes
arrangements for the election.
(c)

Motion

Radio

and

Television,

His Holiness

Pictures,

For Latin America to study the fundamental problems of Catholic life in Latin America in a unified
manner favoring close collaboration with the Congregations of the Roman Curia and the LatinAmerican Episcopal Council and its Secretariat
General

The

Secretariat of State handles the affairs becivil powers and many others
various pontifical
State is obviously
the outstanding department of the Roman Curia. The
Cardinal-Secretary of State may be said to be the Prime
Minister of the Pope.
(d)

(j)

For

affiliated to the Secretariat of State of

tween the Holy See and

(k)

among them the conferring of the
decorations. Today the Secretariat of

For the Sanctuary of Pompei

(l)

For the Preservation of the Faith and for the Erection of New Churches in Rome

(e) The Secretariat of Briefs to Princes and that of
Latin Letters although are two distinct offices, for pracpurposes they work as one unit. They transcribe
Pope that he endorses to them.

(m) For the Protection of the Historical and Artistic

Monuments

into Latin all acts of the

of the Holy See

(n)

Heraldic Commission for the Pontifical Court

(o)

Pontifical Relief Organization

tical

THE PAPAL ELECTIONS
When

the

Dean

of the College of Cardi-

nals publicly

announces the death of the
Pope, all the cardinals throughout the world
are convoked to a solemn conclave, for the
election of a new Supreme Pontiff. The conclave is held within fifteen to eighteen days
after the death of the Holy Father.
If all the cardinals are present on the fifteenth day after the death of the Pope, then
the conclave begins. If not all the cardinals
are present, the conclave is postponed until
the eighteenth day. Then the cardinals, after
celebrating Holy Mass, gather in the Sistine
Chapel, for the elections. And until they
have made a choice, they remain in seclusion within a part of the Vatican, reserved
for them.

Any male

Catholic of whatever country or
even a layman, may be elected Pope.
Should a layman be chosen, he would have
to be ordained priest and consecrated
race,

bishop, before he may assume the duties of
To be validly the Supreme Pontiff,

his office.

the elected one

is required to accept the office. The Pope is elected for life; however, if
he wishes, he may resign, and a new Pope
would then be elected.

The voting by the cardinals is done on
specially-printed ballots.
two-thirds ma-

A

Two

one is required to elect.
ballots are taken every morning and evening
until a selection is made. As long as no choice

jority plus

is made, the ballots are burned with damp
the heavy black smoke coming out
from the chimney is a sign to the public
usually assembled in the plaza outside that no
decision has been reached. But when a candi-

straw;

date receives a two-thirds majority plus one,
then he is elected, and the ballots are burned
without the damp straw. Light smoke issuing
from the chimney notifies the eager public
that they have a new Holy Father.
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The Church

is

a closely organized and united

defy, including the hierarchy

and

so-

members render

loving obedience to the infallible

the faithful. All

Vicar of Christ,

who

60.

rules as

a good Shepherd.

The Hierarchy

Who

are the members of the Hierarchy?
The members of the Hierarchy or the
ruling powers of the Church are: The Pope

authority lawfully. This power may be limited and
revoked by legitimate authority.

Supreme Pontiff, cardinals, patriarchs,
archbishops, bishops, prelates or abbots
“nullius” apostolic administrators, vicars
apostolic, prefects apostolic, and ecclesiastical superiors of missions “sui juris.”

differ in their

1. The hierarchy is the orderly disposition of the ranks and orders of the clergy
with “ordinary jurisdiction,” the “teaching Church,” the ruling body, an army of
leaders under its head, the Vicar of Christ,

having care and control of the holy and
sacred things of the Church.

How

do the members of the hierarchy
power of orders?

The members

of the hierarchy are divided into three classes with different power
of orders: deacons, priests, and bishops.
This order of rank and power has been in force
in the Church from the time of the Apostles. These
three classes were foreshadowed in the high priest,
priests, and Levites of the Old Law. They also had
counterparts in Our Lord, the Apostles, and the
disciples. Our Lord gave full powers to the twelve
Apostles, but only limited power to the disciples.
1.

give

DEACONS

can baptize, preach, and

Holy Communion. The Apostles

or-

Persons become members of the hierarchy in two different ways: by the power
of orders, and by the power of jurisdiction.

dained the

The power of orders is given by the sacrament of
Holy Orders. It is the power to sanctify, a permanent spiritual power that no earthly authority can

Mass, and forgive sins in the sacrament of

2.

take away. The power of jurisdiction is given by a
superior, to enable a subject to exercise his spiritual

2.

cons.

first

PRIESTS
They can

deacons.

have higher orders than deaoffer the holy sacrifice of the

Penance. They can

administer

all

sacra-

ments except those of Confirmation and

Holy Orders.
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The Hierarchy
with special faculties may administer Confirmation; in the Catholic Eastern Rites priests administer Confirmation immediately after Baptism.
The priests were prefigured in the seventy-two disciples of Our Lord. The word “priest” is derived
from the Greek presbyter, which means “the elder,”
a term used by the first converted Jews. A priest is
Priests

addressed “Father.”
3. BISHOPS have full power of orders;
they are the successors of the Apostles.
bishop administers all the sacraments; he
alone administers Holy Orders. He consecrates holy oils, churches, chalices, etc.

A

Archbishops, primates, patriarchs, and even the
Pope himself have no fuller power of orders than
a bishop of a missionary diocese.

How

do the members of the hierarchy
power of jurisdiction?

differ in the

The members of the hierarchy differ in
power of jurisdiction according to the
extension and importance of the territory
or office given to govern.
the

1.

In organization the

vast army; the Pope,
commander-in-chief of
jurisdiction

power
Church.

and

He

Church

its

this

is

like a

visible head,

army.

He

is

has

and supreme and sovereign
authority over the entire
formally addressed “Your

is

Holiness.”
2. Cardinals, appointed by the Pope, are
his principal advisors and assistants in the
government of the Church. Till December

1959 they were limited to seventy; at present there is no limitation to their number.
Together they form the Apostolic or Sacred
College of Cardinals, the senate of the
Church. Assemblies of cardinals presided
over by the Pope are called “consistories.”
The College of Cardinals in solemn conclave, elect a new Pope when the See falls
vacant.

Some of the cardinals stationed in Rome are
heads of the various congregations and offices of the
Roman Curia, while nearly all residing outside of
Rome are patriarchs and archbishops of important
dioceses the world over. A cardinal is addressed
“Your Eminence.”
3. Patriarch is a bishop who holds the
highest rank after the Pope, in jurisdiction.

An

archbishop is the head of an archdiocese; a bishop of a diocese; an abbot or
prelate “nullius” of an abbacy or prelature
separated from any diocese; an apostolic
visitor is usually a temporary head of a
vacant jurisdiction a vicar apostolic— al4.

ways a bishop— is head of a vicariate; a prefect apostolic— not a bishop— of a prefecture;
and an ecclesiastical superior of a mission
“sui juris”— an independent although small
territory. Archbishops and bishops are entitled “Most Reverend,” and formally adthe other
dressed “Your Excellency”
prelates not bishops are entitled “Right” or
“Very Reverend Monsignor” or “Father.”
5. Legates, nuncios, internuncios, and
apostolic delegates are representatives of
the Holy Father. Having ordinary or extraordinary jurisdiction from the Supreme
Pontiff, they are members of the hierarchy.

A

legate, usually a cardinal,

is

sent for extraor-

dinary occasions, as to preside at a Plenary Council,
International Eucharistic Congress, or some

an

function. A
matic representative
equivalent to that of
Today nuncios are
corps accredited to

nuncio

special

is

the highest diplo-

of the Pope. His ranking is
an ambassador extraordinary.
deans of the diplomatic
their respective nations. An
internuncio is equivalent to a minister plenipotentiary. An apostolic Delegate is a papal representative without diplomatic status. These various
papal representatives serve as intermediaries between the Holy See and the hierarchy of the country
where they are stationed. In the United States there
is
an Apostolic Delegate. Besides the ordinary
powers of jurisdiction he has an apostolic delegate,
the Holy See has delegated to him extraordinary
powers. He ranks first among all the archbishops
and bishops of the country, with the exception of
the cardinals.
the

6. Titular archbishops and bishops
who hold the title of a see that
merly existed. Usually they do not have
delegated jurisdiction. Auxiliary and
adjutor bishops are titular bishops
pointed to assist a residential bishop;

those

coadjutor

is

are
for-

but
co-

apthe
given the right of succession to

the residential.
Pastors and priests, although they belong to the
hierarchy in the power of orders, are not prelates
in the strict sense of the term, for they have a very
limited jurisdiction in the external forum of ruling

the Church.
7.

title,

are those with a
but without jurisdiction. They are

Honorary prelates

given the honor as a distinction for their
works and zeal in promoting the welfare
of

the

Church.

The

title

of archbishop

is called “ad personam.”
of “protonotary apostolic,” “domestic prelate,” and “papal chamberlain”
are given to priests for the same reasons.

given to a bishop

The

titles

first two are entitled “Right Reverend
Monsignor” and the last, “Very Reverend
Monsignor.”

The
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HOLYDAYS OF OBLIGATION, FAST AND ABSTINENCE DAYS

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

HOLYDAYS:

See page 2 53 .-FAST

AND ABSTINENCE:

See page 259.

VATICAN CITY AND ITALY

HO

LI DAI S Octave of Christmas, Jan. 1st; Epiphany, Jan. 6th; St.
Joseph, Mar. 19th; Ascension Thursday, movable; Corpus Clnisti Thursday, movable; SS. Peter
Saints,

Nov.

& Paul, June 29th; Assumption, Aug. 15th; All
Immaculate Conception, Dec. 8th; and Christmas, Dec. 25th.

1st;

FAST AND ABSTINENCE

Ash Wednesday; Good Friday; Dec. 7th

and Dec. 23rd.

ABSTINENCE

Every Friday of the year.

CANADA

HOLYDAYS:

Octave of Christmas, Jan.

sion Thursday, movable; All Saints; Nov.
8th; and Christmas, Dec. 25th.

Epiphany, Jan. 6th; AscenImmaculate Conception, Dec.

1st;

1st;

Nota Bene: In Newfoundland and Halifax: Assumption, Aug.

FAST AND ABSTINENCE The
HOLIl DAI S

same days

15th.

as in the

Vatican City.

ENGLAND AND SCOTLAND
Octave of Christmas, Jan.

ist;

Epiphany, Jan. 6th; Ascen-

sion Thursday, movable;

Paul,

Corpus Christi Thursday, movable; SS. Peter &
June 29th; Assumption, Aug. 15th; All Saints, Nov. 1st; and Christmas,

Dec. 25th.

AND

FAST
ABSTINENCE The same days as in the Vatican City.
Nota Bene: There is no abstinence on Dec. 26th, if it should be on a Friday.
If the vigils
of the Immaculate Conception and Christmas should fall on a Saturday,
there is fasting,
but no abstinence.

IRELAND

HOLYDAYS: Octave of Christmas, Jan. 1st; St. Patrick, March 17th;
Ascension Thursday, movable; Corpus Christi Thursday,
movable; Assumption,

Aug. 15th; All

Saints,

Nov.

1st;

Immaculate Conception, Dec.

8th;

and

Christmas, Dec. 25th.

FAST: Ember

Wednesdays, Fridays, and Saturdays; Every day of Lent;
Vigil of Pentecost, movable; Dec. 7th; and Dec. 23rd.

ABSTINENCE: Every Friday; Ember Wednesdays; Vigil of Pentecost,
movable; Dec. 8th; and Dec. 23rd.
Nota Bene:

No fast,

and no abstinence on March

iyth.

THE PHILIPPINES
HOLYDAYS: The
FAST:

same ten Holydays of the Vatican City and
Ash Wednesday; Good Friday; Dec. 7th; and Dec. 23rd.

ABSTINENCE: The

above four days of

fast;

Italy.

and the seven Fridays of

Lent.

INDIA

HOLYDAYS: Ascension Thursday, movable; Corpus Christi Thursday,
movable; Assumption, Aug. 15th; and Christmas, Dec. 25th.
FAST AND ABSTINENCE The
Ember Week

seven Fridays of Lent;
of Advent, or Dec. 23rd, as one may choose.

ABSTINENCE:
December

Every Friday;

the seven

7 th.
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Wednesdays

and Friday of
of

Lent;

and

61.
Who

A

Residential Bishop

A RESIDENTIAL BISHOP?

is

A

1.

of

residential bishop, therefore, is in
by divine right, the ordinary

judge of

legis-

first

of the faithful in

Pope Pius XII, on May 31, 1954, speaking to
bishops, said: “Christ our Lord entrusted the truth
which He had brought from heaven to the Apostles,
and through them to their successors.” “Besides
the lawful successors of the Apostles, namely, the
Pontiff for the universal Church, and the
bishops for the faithful entrusted ti> their care,

The Pope addresses a bishop Brother, because as
bishops they have the same rank. Bishops wear a
mitre, and carry a crosier as a sign of their office
of a shepherd. They wear a pectoral cross. They
have a ring, as a symbol of their union with their
diocese. The faithful kiss it in token of obedience

SHEP-

HERD of his flock. He appoints and super-

vises parish priests to help him. He provides
for the education and training of candidates for the priesthood, and the religious
education of his flock, and he gives faculties
to priests to preach and hear confessions. He
sees that the temporal possessions of his

diocese

properly

are

taken care

administered

and

The

and

assist

the

bishop

IN

THE

priests,

especially

parish

priests,

the bishop in the care of souls.

Parish priests receive their orders and
jurisdiction from the bishop, and are bound
to carry out his commands. In the parish

is

the parish priest represents the bishop, and
no one may, without the bishop’s or his
consent, exercise spiritual functions there
such as administering the sacrament of matrimony, baptizing, preaching, burying, etc.

The

residential bishop in governing
is assisted
by a number of
“canons” or “diocesan consultors.” In important matters he consults them. He may
have a vicar general or an episcopal delegate to represent him. Together with the
bishop these men are termed “ordinaries,”
that is, they have not only delegated, but
ordinary jurisdiction in certain matters. In
large dioceses there may be an auxiliary
bishop.
3.

ASSIST

CARE OF SOULS?

the successor of St. Peter, so the
other bishops are the direct successors of the
other Apostles. To them Our Lord spoke: “He who
hears you, hears me.’’

his

respect.

WHO

of.

As the Pope

exercises this

capacitated, through a delegate, he gives a
report to the Holy Father on the conditions
of his diocese.

bishops.”

residential bishop is the

He

5. The bishop is appointed by the Pope
and receives his jurisdiction from him.
Once every five years, in person or if in-

no other teachers divinely constituted
Church of Christ.” Later (in the “Magnificate
the Pontiff said: “In the ordinary
providence of God, the faithful normally learn the
Church’s teachings on matters of faith and morals,
not directly from the Holy See, but rather through
their own bishops and those delegated by the
there are

in the

Dominum”)

A

of the duties of a residential
to protect the faith and morals
of the Church, regarding books

Archbishops wear a pallium, a white strip of
wool, on their shoulders, as a symbol of gentleness.
They act as first judges of appeal from a decision
of their suffragan bishops.

Roman

2.

is

duty by requiring the examination of certain types of publications to find out if they
contain anything contrary to faith and
morals. This is done by an ecclesiastical
censor delegated by the bishop. After the
examination he may give the “Nihil obstat”
(“Nothing— contrary to faith and morals—
stands in the way for its publication”).
Upon this recommendation, the bishop gives
“The Imprimatur” (“It may be published”).
If a residential bishop himself should publish a book, it is obvious that he does not
require an Imprimatur.

instance, and shepherd
union with and dependence on the Pope (Canons 334-335).

lator,

One

members

and other publications.

his territory,

TEACHER of the Catholic faith, the

4.

bishop

A residential bishop (ordinary of the
place— the diocesan bishop) is a member
of the hierarchy with full powers of orders,
a true successor and continuator of the
ordinary mission of the Apostles, who rules
in the name of Christ an organized territory, called a diocese or see, assigned to him
by the Pope.

diocese,

A vicar forane (called also urban or rural dean)
a parish priest having supervisory power in the
of the bishop over neighboring parishes.
Parish priests of large parishes have priests helping them, called curates or assistants.
is

name

(See pages 350-351 for Dignity
of Priests”).
!3J
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;

The National

62.
What

Catholic Welfare Conference

the National Catholic Welfare

is

Conference?

The

National Catholic Welfare Confer-

ence— NCWC— is a voluntary organization
of the cardinals, archbishops and bishops of
the United States, centered at Washington,
D.C., with the purpose of unifying, coordinating, and organizing the Catholics of the

country in carrying out the social mission
of the Church for the reconstruction of the
Christian society. It represents the Hierarchy in matters that are of common interest

on the national
The

a)

NCWC

level.

has the approval of the Holy See.

b) Every bishop of the Church in the United
States and its territories and possessions whether
residential or titular, has active and passive voice in

the Conference.

The

c)

body”

NCWC

is

not a “council” or a “legislative
Canon Law of the Church.

in the sense of the

The

resolutions of the bishops at the meetings
of the
do not have the force of law. Every
bishop may or may not make use of any service
offered by the Conference through its Departments,
d)

NCWC

Committees, general secretary, and
the National Headquarters, 1312
Ave., Washington 5, D.C.

The

e)

NCWC

is

staff officers at

Massachusetts

NCWC

1.
The
provides a remarkable
leadership for the promotion of social justice, education, a Catholic press, and coordinated lay action. In a certain sense, the
is the nerve center of the Church

NCWC

America.

NCWC

The
particularly aims at the participation
of the laity in the work of the Church, building up
and strengthening the Kingdom of Christ; for surely
the laity forms part of the Mystical Body of Christ.
2.

The

NCWC

clearing-house,

purpose

is

national storehouse,

and powerhouse;

to fulfill

uses chiefly the press, the
radio, television, conferences, and forums.
its

The

it

NCWC

does

not

aim

create
new organizations; its purpose is to help,
strengthen, and unify those already existing.
to

NCWC

The
collects information and puts it out
in printed form; it gives advice and field service
connected with the work of the various divisions.

The

NCWC

administered by a board
composed of ten archbishops and bishops
elected at the annual meeting of the Hierarchy of the United States to serve for the
term of one year. No elected bishop shall
be eligible to serve more than five consecutive terms, but he may be again eligible for
3.

election after one year out of office. The
U.S. cardinals are members of the Administrative Board by virtue of their dignity.

An annual report is made to the Holy See. No
action of the Conference as a whole can be
taken without authorization from the Administrative Board. At the annual general meeting of the
bishops, the administrative bishops give detailed
reports, and obtain authorization for their work.
official

4. The Active Executive Secretary of the
Executive Department is also the General
Secretary of the
He not only directs
the multiple activities of the different divisions in his department, but also supervises
and coordinates the work of the other units
of the Conference, sends the departmental
reports and all information about the work
of the headquarters staff to the episcopal
administrative board members.

NCWC.

Through the General Secretary the departmental
and all information about the work of the

reports

headquarters
trative

staff are regularly sent to

the adminis-

board members.

The

chart on the opposite page shows
the organization of the NCWC:
5.

(A)

The General Body

(B)

The “Administrative Board” with its ten
The Chairman of the “Executive” Depart-

of Bishops

incorporated under the laws of

the District of Columbia.

in

;

is

bishops:

ment; the Treasurer; the Secretary; and the seven
of the Departments

Chairmen
(C)

The

eight

“Press” with

its

Departments:

NCWC

News

“Education”
“Immigra-

Service;

tion”; “Lay Organizations” National Council of
Catholic Men, National Council of Catholic Women, National Council of Catholic Nurses; “Executive”: Business, Finance, Information,
Affairs,
Latin America, Foreign Visitors Office; “Social

UN

Action”: Bureau of Health and Hospitals, Family
Life Bureau, National Catholic Action Congress;
“Legal”; “Youth”: National Council of Catholic
Youth— Diocesan Section, National Newman Club
Federation, National Federation of Catholic College Students

(D) Episcopal Committees: American Board of
Catholic Missions; C. on the Propagation of the
Faith; Special C. to promote the Pope’s Peace Plan;
C. for the Spanish Speaking; Episcopal C. for Migrant Workers; C. on the Confraternity of Christian
Doctrine; C. to complete the Shrine of the Immaculate Conception; C. on Motion Pictures, Radio and
Television; C. on National Office for Decent Literature; C. for Montezuma Seminary; C. on Vocations; Pontifical C. for the North American College
at Rome; Episcopal C. for the American College at
Louvain; Liturgical Commission.

(E) Three “Services” under the Administrative
Board: Bishops’ Welfare Emergency and Relief
Committee; Catholic Relief Services-NCWC; Na-

tional Catholic
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“I am the good shepherd , and
know mine and
mine know me, even as the Father knows me and

All those not

baptized are sheep of Christ that have
not yet heard His voice. They must also be
brought
the Church. Protestants are sheep that have
the fold of Christ. They must return to the
Church, if they would hear the voice of Christ
the Good Shepherd, Who lovingly calls

I

know

and lay down my life for my
other sheep I have that are not of this
fold. Them also I must bring, and they shall hear
my voice, and there shall be one fold and one
I

sheep.

the Father;

shepherd

Who

(John

them

to

His True Church.

10:14-16).

are

THE LAITY

of the

The

Church?

The laity of the Church are all its members who do not belong to the clerical or
to the religious state.
All

members of

the Church, whether
termed “the
faithful” After Baptism we join the ranks.
clerical, religious, or lay, are

The

left

"

63.

1.

into

I

And

laity

must remember that they are part of

the Church. They must understand that

when

any-

one speaks of the "Church” they are included, as we
include the heart and mind of a man with his soul
when we speak of him. The Church is you and I.
2. The clerical state includes all priests
to the priesthood who have
received tonsure. Students of seminaries are
aspirants to the priesthood.

and aspirants

Laity
“TONSURE”

is

the rite by which a

layman

is

initiated into the clerical state. The bishop, or any
delegated prelate, cuts the candidate’s hair in some
prescribed form, and invests him with a surplice.
3. The religious state includes men and
women who embrace a community life, and
make the vows of poverty, chastity, obedi-

ence. Aspirants, postulants, and novices are
preparing to embrace the religious state.

Do CATHOLIC SINNERS continue

to

BELONG TO THE CHURCH? —Yes.
Unless one cuts himself off by heresy,
apostasy, or excommunication, a Catholic
sinner continues to be a member of the
Church. Those in mortal sin remain united
by faith and hope, but not by charity.
l.

"KNOW GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE ”

The
Indeed the Church is the Church of Saints; but
the greatest part of its activities has to he for sinners. Perhaps we may say, without fear of contradiction, that most of the members of the Church are
sinners. We all fall away from the ideal, at some time
or other; then the Church calls, to bring us back.

we attain heavenly bliss, there
be the darkness of sin, the pain
Himself spoke of bad fish
with the good, of cockle among the wheat.

Laity

*35

The Church

presents

us with the ideal, and
provides the means to reach that ideal, inviting
and urging us, feeding and shepherding the flock.
But the Church does not guarantee salvation for all
the faithful; because among its doctrines the freedom of the will is as fundamental as the divine
authority of the Church.

Until

2.

HOW

will always

of evil. Christ

3. God gave Catholics the grace of their
holy religion. But He also gave them their
And they are free to choose:
whether to act in full accordance with
His commands and counsels, or whether
to practice only a part, or whether to violate

free will.

commands.
There is a wide gap between

those

belief and
practice; it is that gap that divides Catholics
into practical and nominal Catholics.

MUST THE FAITHFUL THINK
ACT ALIKE ?-No.

is

THE LAITY HELP
CARE OF SOULS?

the

can help the Church in the care
of souls by leading lives that will reflect
credit on the Church, and by cooperating
with their bishops and priests, especially
through Catholic Action.
laity

“Even so let your light shine before men, in order
that they may see your good works and give glory
to your Father in heaven” (Matthew 5:16).
1.

A good

Catholic makes serious efforts
He keeps the command-

to save his soul.

ments of God and the Church.

He receives
the sacraments. He strives for Christian perfection according to his state of life.
Therefore, he must know his religion. He must
not be ignorant of Christian doctrine, for by it he

believe in all the
doctrines entrusted by Christ to His Church,
and act in accordance with those doctrines;
but these pertain to the field of faith and
morals, not to other matters. Therefore
there is no question about “thinking and
acting alike,” among the nearly 550,000,000
Catholics in the world.
Each Catholic

The

and

The faithful must

1.

can

Church IN the

an individual. He must believe
God; but with one of his Cath-

learns how to save his soul.
believe, and what to do.
2.

A

By

it

he learns what to

good Catholic obeys his

ecclesiasti-

cal superiors in spiritual matters, and gives
them due respect. He sees in his lawful
superiors Christ’s representatives on earth.

He

is

if

Church in word and deed. He
make derogatory remarks about it. Even
may have faults, he tries his best not

loyal to the

does not

his priests

that Jesus Christ is
olic friends he may differ concerning the best politiexcept Marxist parties. He must
not deny his Church, but he may argue with the
parish priest about who should be one’s favorite

to bring them and the Church into contempt. If
the faults are public and grievous, he may bring
the matter to the attention of lawful authority, but
always with great prudence.

Saints.

3. According to his means, he contributes
towards the support of the Church.

cal party to join,

2. The Church is for no particular class,
whether millionaires, or laborers, scientists

or children; the Church is classless, and for
all classes, for all men. These cannot all
act and think in one uniform pattern.

The different classes among Catholics arise from
causes apart from the Church, such as racial, culand social causes. But anywhere and everywhere one atm be a good Catholic.
tural,

3.

that

Good Catholics believe
they are members of a

lished

alike in this:
divinely-estab-

Church, the well-being of which

it

their duty to further, by striving to attain the perfection indicated by Christ.
is

The Church needs support as much as the civil
It cannot subsist on air. Religion
makes no progress where Catholics are so indifferent
as to begrudge their material support.

government.

4. A good Catholic has before him a wide
scope of activity if he wishes to participate
in the work of the Church; there are no

barriers

between

man and God.

Should a Catholic be moved by a spirit of reform,
he need not cut himself off from the Church by
seeking to institute such reforms. He busies himself
within the Fold of the Church, taking active steps
to attain the reform he desires. For always there is
need of reform in practices and current conditions,
though never in fundamental doctrine.
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ORGANIZATION OF CATHOLIC ACTION
CENTRAL COUNCIL
Art

Composed of
Ecclesiastical assistant") Appointed by Conference of

/ bishops

A President

members the Presidents of the four groups of
Catholic Actipn from whom the Council elects
a vice-President. a Secretary, and a Treasurer
:

:

'Activities:
i.General Orientation
^..Cooperation with
.

diocesan secretariate

\3.rress and Propaganda]
\4.Congresses and SoVx ci ar activities
s Legislation .etc
.

DIOCESAh COUNCIL
Compo sedof
An Ecclesiastical assis ant) Appointed by the
A President
/
Bishop
and
Ex-officio members: fh e Presidents of four
groups of Catholic Acti on from among whom
are chosen a vice- Pre sident, a Secretary
and a Treasurer.

/^Activities
I
l

'wmm.

'

y

'/

/

Similar to
\
those of Central/
Secretariat

\

J

v^uiviMlITtt

Composed

of

Presidents of the four groups
of Catholic Action and (b) representatives
ot catholic social orgenizafions
in the
parish appointed by the parish priest
ne Committee chooses
a President
a Secretary
i

-

a. Treasurer
_
The parish priest is a member of the
committee and Supervises its work

Each of the four groups of Catholic Action. ( Men Women, Young
men .Young
its own National Organization
controlling its diocesan and
parochial branches each acts independently
of the other three
except ih c ases of common interests
,

women) has

,

The diagram above outlines a complete plan of
Catholic Action organization in accordance with the
directions of Pope Pius XI. The Holy Father did not
intend organization to be accomplished in exactly
this manner; his instructions were only directive.
In

general. Catholic Action

in

our country

64.
What

is

is

thus organized; in every parish the pastor is the
center and director of all Catholic activities. However, it is evident that the hierarchy, by means of
the National Catholic Welfare Conference, aims
to coordinate the activities of the different religious
organizations, into a united Catholic Action.

Catholic Action

CATHOLIC ACTION?

episcopate.

Catholic Action is the active participation of the laity in the apostolate of the
Church under the guidance of the hierarchy.
The National Catholic Welfare Conference ( See
page. 132) does not change one fundamental fact:
that in each diocese all organizations and activities
are dependent on and responsible to the bishop.

There

is

no Catholic Action

without episcopal approval.
In

two manners the

apostolate of

laity participates in

the hierarchy:

(a)

the
Catholic Action

in the strict sense: the laity participates by a special episcopal mandate; (b) Catholic Action in the

broad sense: all lay activity for the good of the
Church that has the approval of the hierarchy.
2. Catholic Action is religion in action,
the result of a living faith. It implies, therepersonal sanctification, although not

fore,

Catholic Action is the service and
apostolate of the laity, approved by the
1.

directly

aimed

at

sanctification arise

it.

From

this

personal

works for the salvation

"KNOW GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE"

Catholic Action
our

of

neighbor,

apostles of

members

works

that

make

lay

of Catholic Action.

The love of God that fills the heart of a faithful
Catholic will impel him to join in the work of converting- the world to Christ; it will urge him to
contribute his help in all the ways he can in the
lay state.

“So

your light shine before men, that
they may see your good works, and glorify your
Father Who is in heaven.”

Catholic Action therefore makes of the
layman a soldier of Christ, a co-missionary
of the priesthood. At present the activities
are channeled through the National Council of Men, the National Council of Women,
and the National Catholic Youth Council.
These Councils are really federations, made

up of existing

lay religious organizations

make one whole.

In the old days when Christianity was new in a
pagan world, the laity labored with the Apostles in
making Christ known and loved. Today the need
for the laity’s help is as urgent as at the beginning.
There are not enough priests; and even if there
were, many places, such as mines, offices, and factories would not be easy for a priest to enter in, to

win

souls to Christ.

In what

ways can

THE LAITY PAR-

TICIPATE ACTIVELY
of the

walls.

Even during school days, then, the pupils should
promote Catholic Action in their homes, with their
companions, in their school activities, etc.

let

3-

affiliated to

137

so the school must be particularly active
in Catholic Action to form those within its

in the apostolate

Church?

When they arouse the interest of non-Catholics
in the Catholic faith; promote high standards in
the press, motion pictures, radio and television;
participate in the work of the Confraternity of
Christian Doctrine; take part in the activities of
Catholic societies and organizations ; represent,
under proper direction, the Church’s position in
speaking and writing; and go as lay missionaries
to foreign lands.
Catholic Action is concerned with the
home, because the home makes or unmakes
the individual and nation. Catholic Action
1.

exercised there when the members do all
they can to keep the family united and
happy, one in the service of God.
is

Efforts should be made to make the home a joyful
place to stay in, so that the members may find their
home the most interesting place to go to. Every
home should be consecrated to the Sacred Heart of

Only good books and newspapers must be
admitted into the Catholic home.

Jesus.

2. Catholic Action is concerned with the
school, which influences the minds and
hearts of the young so deeply. Many modern parents think they have done their duty
when they send their children to school; and

3. Catholic Action is concerned with the
social life of the nation; it is social action,
for it strives towards the greatest good of
society. It achieves Christian order for
society, by developing integrity of morals,
purity of domestic life, practice of charity.

In a word, Catholic Action leads to the peace
society as a means towards the
its final purpose of establishing the
kingdom of Christ. How great can be the effect in

and prosperity of
attainment of

good example of Catholic young
living according to the
principles of their religion! They can prove the
truth that it is not necessary to sin in order to have
fun. They can give effective example in their dress,
speech, and general behaviour.
great the evil,
then, of their example when Catholic young men
and young women show themselves immodest, hardhearted, and cheap in their behavior.
In business, the proprietor must be just to all
under him, pay a living wage, and be absolutely
honest in his dealings with customers and others.
social life of the

men and young women

How

4.

Catholic Action
however, it

civil life;

partisan

is

is

concerned with the
above and beyond

does not engage in
political squabbles, except when Marxist or
other totalitarian political parties directly
attack the Church and its existence, as in
Italy in 1948. Further, Pope Pious XII and
Pope John XXIII have proscribed Catholic
membership either in Communist or Sopolitics.

It

cialist political parties.

Catholic Action is for a supernatural end, but it
cannot be divorced from civil society, since it is
concerned with souls who are members of the civil
society. It permits what the Church permits; each

member may belong to whatever lawful political
party he may choose, provided he acts according to
Christian principles. The voter must vote only for
honest, patriotic and capable officials, who support
the moral order.
is
variety in the works of
5. There
Catholic Action, and in the means it uses
to effect its ends. This variety is according
to necessities of time and place.

One place may demand the teaching of catechism; another, the support of the parochial school;
another, the defense of the Church’s rights against
unjust and unlawful impositions of civil officials;
another, vigilance over the press, the moving pictures, and television; another, the education of the
working classes. In many places, all or most of these
necessities, with others, ought to be met. This is why
an organization of well-trained laity is imperative.
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Once

the Pharisees asked Our Lord: "Is it lawful to
give tribute to Caesar or not?" Our Lord asked
for a coin and then inquired, "Whose image and
1.
inscription

ads."

And

does

bear?" They answered, "CeresOur Lord said: "Render, therefore, to
it

The spheres of the Church and of the
State are defined and dictated by each one’s
respective purpose.
Both the Church and the State derive their just
powers from God. All rights and duties on earth
come to us ultimately from God through the Divine
Law, either natural or positive. As Leo XIII said,
“The Almighty has appointed the charge of the
human race between two powers, the ecclesiastical
and the civil, the one being set over divine, the

human

things.”

The Church

is

a complete and perfect

spiritual society whose purpose

is

to sanctify

men and lead them to eternal happiness with
God in heaven. In spiritual matters, therefore, it

to

God

the

things that are God's."

Thus we are taught to give both the State and
the Church what is due to each, in accordance
with the end that each pursues.

Church and State

65.

are the SPHERES of the Church
and of the State?

What

other over

Caesar the things that are Caesar's, and

has absolute and exclusive powers.

The sphere of the Church is the supernatural
and eternal; it includes everything relating to
spiritual and moral affairs, matters affecting man’s
eternal salvation: for example, the worship of God,

preaching of the Gospel, decision of what is morally
right and morally wrong, government of its members, safeguarding of such rights as will endanger
their eternal welfare, education of the clergy and
religious education of its members.
2.

The State

is

also

a

society,

but

its

purpose is limited to the promotion of
man’s temporal welfare. In purely temporal
and political matters, the State is supreme.
The Church does not prefer one form of
civil government to another, provided it
does not conflict with Catholic teaching.

The sphere of the State includes such purely
temporal matters as a choice of a form of government, the development of agriculture, industries
and trade, collection of taxes, safeguarding of certain civil and political rights (such as the right of
suffrage, of bearing arms, etc.), the enforcement of
law and order, etc.
3. Both Church and State were established for the good of men. Separation, if
advisable, should never mean the antago-

nism of the State against the Church.

"KNOW GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE"

Church and State
Man and the State, even in the realm of politics
and temporal matters, are under God’s law, both revealed and natural, the Law that is above all mankind, of whatever race. Man has no right to make
his own laws without regard for the law of God. "It
is the Church, not the State, that is to be man’s
guide to heaven.’’ ( Leo XIII). The State is even
bound to protect the Church in the exercise of its
functions; this is because the State must protect the
rights of its citizens, and of these rights the religious
ones are of utmost importance.

4

.

Although

primarily

spiritual matters, the

concerned with

Church

evidently is
entitled to certain temporal aids, in order
to be able to pursue its mission effectively.
5. The State, as representing the collective will of the people, cannot be made god,

as

is

done in communism and

What

is

the

fascism.

CONTRIBUTION

of the

Catholic Church to American democracy?

In general we

may

say that the funda-

mentals of American democracy were derived from traditional thought and philosophy. The American concept of Godgiven inalienable rights and limited government is based in the Judaeo-Christian
tradition, and is most congenial to Catholicism and the natural law.
l.
The philosophical principles of the
Declaration of Independence show such a
remarkable similarity to traditional Catholic philosophy as to have been derived from
it. Most particularly have these principles
been inherited from two outstanding Cath-

Thomas Aquinas (1225274)and St. Robert Bellarminef 1542-162 1).
These principles are inflexible against Comolic theologians, St.
1

munism

as well as Plutocracy, State Socialism as well as extreme Individualism.

Some principles
man in nature and

so derived are: the equality of
essence, the function of governto care for the common good, the consent of
the governed as a requirement for power of rulers,
the right of people to change governments through
free elections with secret ballot.

ment

2 .Not

only did our democracy get rooted

in Catholic principles; today Catholic thought

continues to nourish that democracy.
For this reason the Church insists on the sanctity
of marriage, of the family; the Church instructs her
children in loyalty to the State.

the founding of our Republic,
3. In
Catholic aid also came into the realm of
deeds. Many Catholics took part in the war
for independence not only by actual fighting, but by contributing money, services,
and other resources. And we must not for-

1

39

get that France, a Catholic nation, sent four
fleets, besides money and soldiers. Poland
and Spain, Catholic countries, also gave aid.
Well did our First President say to Catholics: “I
presume that your fellow citizens
will not forget
the patriotic part you took in the accomplishment
and the establishment of our
government.”
.

.

.

of our Revolution

What should be the attitude of the
Catholic citizen toward the State?

The Catholic citizen is bound in conscience to obey the State, provided faith
and morals are not endangered thereby.
1.

The State

is

not the master, but the

The inherent rights
particularly of parents,

servant, of the citizens.
of individuals,

and

cannot be usurped by the

State.

For instance, parents, not the State, have the
natural right to educate their children. Taxes which
they pay to the state for public education and education welfare benefits (G.I. Bill of Rights, National
Defense Education Act, federal loans for dormitories, etc.) should be used in such a way as not to
discriminate against parents choosing to send their
children to private or parochial schools.
2. After the Revolution, for a considerable period, Catholic schools together with
schools of other denominations received
government support. Then gradually, laws
were passed forbidding such support.

However, Catholic hospitals may receive construction grants under the terms of the Hill-Burton Law.
Children of our schools benefit under the National
School Lunch Act of 1946, and may now be provided with bus transportation. Our colleges may
secure loans for dormitories at favorable interest
rates under legislation adopted by the Housing and
Home Finance Agency. The GI Bill of Rights, authorizing the extension of educational facilities to
veterans does not discriminate with respect to
schools. We Catholics do not want any special
privileges or advantages which are not available to
every other citizen. But we do want full equality for
ourselves as for everybody else that the Constitution
guarantees, and we want for our children any and
every privilege enjoyed by other American boys

and

girls.

3. Political democracy should not be construed as meaning that the majority is necessarily always right, or that truth lies with
the majority. In the United States Constitution, the Supreme Court, which is not elective, may declare unconstitutional the will
of the majority. The idea here is that Godgiven inalienable rights can be set aside
neither by a dictator, an oligarchy, or a
majority.

(Particular topics related to this are discussed on

pages 220
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EMINENT CATHOLICS
The pages of history are filled with the names
of Catholics outstanding in literature, science, art,
progress, and learning of every description. The

following is only a partial list of those who were
known alike for their devotion to the Catholic
Faith and their contributions to art and science.

Astronomy:

Medicine: Avempace, Colombo, De

Campani

Cassini,

Clavius,

Copernicus, DeVico, Galileo, Guglielmini,

La

Place, Piazzi, Secchi.

Biology: Bernard, Carnoy, Fabre, Latreille,
O’Dwyer. Schwann, Windle.
Botany: Cesalpino, Endlicher, Mendel,
Charles and Louis Tulasne.
Chemistry: Agricola, Becquerel, Chevreul,
Dumas, Hauy, Lavoisier, Pasteur, Schwarz,
Valentine, Van Helmont.
Electricity: Ampere, Castelli,
Foucault, Galvani, Gordon,
Nollet, Marconi, Volta.

Coulomb,

Gramme,

Geology: Barrandi, Hauy, Lapparent,
Pouget, Waagen, Woods.
Mathematics: Binet, Boscovich, Cauchy,
Dupin, Ferrari, Monge, Respighi, Sestini, Viete.

Mechanics: Bourdon,

Castelli, Charpentier,

Jouffroy, Mariotte, Pascal, Schols.
Music : Bellini, Elgar, Gounod, Haydn, Mascagni, Mozart, Palestrina, Perosi, Verdi.

Services of the

66.

Of what benefit is the Church to the State?
The Church contributes to the integrity
of the State, for
directs

its

upholds the government,
members to obey just laws, preit

vents crimes, incites to the practice of civic
virtues,

encourages to noble endeavour, and

Chauliac,

Fabricius, Laennec, Lancini,
Morgagni, Muller, Murphy, Paracelsus,
Van Buren,

Pasteur, Santorini, Schwann,
Vesalius.

Navigation and Exploration: Balboa,
Cabot, Columbus, Da Gama, De Soto,
Cortes, Hennepin, La Salle, Magellan,
Marco Polo, Marquette, Orellana, Ponce
de Leon, Santa Cruz, Vespucci.
Painting and Sculpture: Fra Angelico,
Bernini, Canova, Correggio, Durer, Giotto, Leonardo da Vinci, Michelangelo,
Murillo, Raphael, Rubens, Andrea del
Sarto, Titian, Velasquez.

Physics: Babinet, Bacon, Biot, Despretz,
Dulong, Fresnel, Fizeau, Grimaldi, Malus,
Plateau, Regnault, Zamboni.
Printing: Gutenberg, Manutius.
Warfare: Barry, Castellanos, Foch, Longstreet, Petain, Sobieski,
J. Lawton, Collins.

Church

to the State

The prisons are in general peopled, not
by practising members of the Church, but
by people who neglected religion.
3. The Church not only prevents crimes,
but incites to works of charity.

unites different nations in one brotherhood.
1. There is no better citizen than a good
Catholic. He obeys the State because his
religion teaches him that all lawful authority

comes from God.

Who

can be a more law-abiding citizen than one
looks upon civil officials as superiors that God
Himself bids him obey? Plutarch says that religion
is a better protection for a city than its walls.

who

The Church teaches

children to
make sacrifices for the common good. Thus
it trains unselfish, thrifty, and industrious
members of the State. A man with no re2.

its

seldom makes a good citizen. He
liable to try always to get as much as he
can even at the expense of others.
man
ligion
is

A

without religion generally ends without any
morality whatever.

It teaches the merit of works of mercy. From its
teachings bud forth orphanages, schools, hospitals,

social service, etc.

4. The greatest statesmen and patriots
have recognized the necessity of religion in

the State. Without religion among its citithe State would soon collapse. The
Catholic Church teaches the best religion,
the one taught by God Himself.
zens,

Washington said: “Of all the dispositions and
habits which lead to political prosperity, religion
and morality are indispensable supports. In vain
would that man claim the tribute of patriotism who
should labor to subvert these great pillars of human
happiness, these firmest props of the duties of men
and citizens.” Napoleon himself confessed that no
nation could endure without religion.

"KNOW GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE

Services of the Church to the State
5. By a common profession of faith, a
scribed the ancient works. Their zeal for learning
common membership in the same body,
built up great libraries and museums. The most
profound and prolific authors were Catholic.
and by the commandment of charity, the

Church binds different nations in one
brotherhood, the brotherhood of men, children of one God. Such a feeling of brotherhood would help greatly towards eliminat-

4. So great a patron of art and architecture is the Church that a saying became
current: “There is no art outside the Cath-

ing sectional and racial prejudices and

classic

strife.

not a historical fact that national quarrels
and wars have increased since the division of ChristIs

it

endom into
men” seems

sects? T oday the term “brotherhood of
to be a mere figure of speech in which
most people have no faith.

What has the Church actually accomplished for the State during the over
nineteen hundred years of its existence?

The

history of all civilized nations gives

ample testimony to the valuable services of
the Church to civil government during a
period of over nineteen hundred years.
1
The greatest accomplishment of the
Church was the Christianization of Europe. From thence we have derived whatever we today call “civilization” If we
compare the truly Christian civilization
with pagan life and culture, we can see the
greatness of the service the Church has
.

rendered the

State.

Ignorance and immorality are usually partners;
Church eagerly promotes culture.
The Church looks upon the world as coming from
the hand of God; therefore the Church is interested in science.
for this reason the

2. The Church has always striven to provide schools for the education of the young;
it founded great universities.

From the very beginning, the missions, parishes,
monasteries, and cathedrals had schools. No less
than 80 universities were built in the days when the
Pope was supreme in Christendom; of these many
still
exist, though under different control. The
encouragement given by the Popes advanced education, medicine, surgery, literature, chemistry, mathematics, and other sciences. Numerous religious orders
and congregations have from earliest times devoted
themselves to education. The Church, through its
school system, also makes an important contribution to the education of many citizens in the state.
3-

The Church preserved the great works

of ancient heathen
torians, saving
future ages.

philosophers and
them from destruction

his-

for

In the Middle Ages, before the invention of printmonks patiently and carefully copied and tran-

ing,

Church.” Practically all the world’s
been members of
supported in their
We need only mention

olic

painters have
the Church, and were
work by the Popes.
Raphael, da Vinci, and

Michelangelo.

To this day thousands of tourists every year gaze
in wonder at the great cathedrals of the Middle
Ages, which stand unsurpassed. The Popes encouraged musicians like Palestrina. Plain chant, or
Gregorian music, comes to us from St. Ambrose and
St. Gregory the Great. The noblest musical works
are products of the genius of sons of the Church,
of whom we need mention only Gounod, Haydn,
Mozart, Verdi.
5 Priests and monks, not to mention lay
members of the Church, have contributed
some of the greatest discoveries to human
.

knowledge.
In physical science, the deacon Gioja contributed to the development of the compass; the
Jesuit Kircher experimented with the first burning
glass: the canon Copernicus taught his famous system; the Hieronymite Cavalieri worked out the
components of white light; the Jesuit Secchi made
fruitful studies concerning sunspots; the Franciscan
Berthold Schwarz discovered gunpowder. Other
scientific works by priests and monks: the Dominican Spina “is attributed by some with the invention
of convex spectacles;” the Benedictine Ponce de
Leon invented a method of teaching deaf-mutes;
the

Dominican Francis of Vitoria

is

acknowledged

the founder of international law; the Franciscan
Fortunatus of Brescia made pioneer studies in the
field of morphology; the Premonstratensian Divisch
erected the first lightning rod at Prenditz, Moravia,
in 1754. Pope Gregory XIII reformed the calendar.

The Church helped

6.

stable

establish free and

governments;

it
civilized the barthe Benedictines, CisTrappists, it reclaimed whole

barians.

Through

tercians,

and

tracts of waste lands. The Church cared for
the poor, the sick, the orphaned, the old

and
III

opened hospitals, ransomed
and freed slaves. Pope Innocent

helpless. It

captives,
is

known

as

“Father of Hospitals.’’

Who

but the Church insisted on the dignity of
the soul of even the poorest slave in an age when
distinctions were rampant?
but the

Who

class

Church rescued woman from degradation, and
formed that beautiful institution, the Christian
family? The Church stood for the liberties of the
people against the encroachments of tyrants. It has
ever stood for the poor against the oppressions of
the rich. It has stood for the maintenance of authority against the violence of rebellious subjects.
The whole history of Christian civilization has the

mark

"KNOW GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE”

of the Church.
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67.
What

are

THE CHIEF ATTRIBUTES

of the Catholic

Church?

i43

Thus the Church lays down laws concerning fast
and abstinence, Sundays and holydays of obligation, worship, and administration of the sacraments.

The

chief attributes of the Catholic
Church are authority, infallibility, and
indef edibility. These attributes are qualities or characteristics perfecting the nature
of the Church.

What

is

meant by THE
Church?

AUTHORITY

of the Catholic

is

By the authority of the Catholic Church
meant that the Pope and the bishops, as

2. The members of the Church must observe whatever laws and regulations it makes.
Authority in some form is necessary for every
organization; without it members could not
be directed to their common purpose.

3. Every society lays down rules for its
members. Those who do not wish to keep
them are excluded from it. Without authority the Church could not fulfill its

the lawful successors of the Apostles, have
power from Christ Himself to teach, to
sanctify, and to govern the faithful in spir-

divine purpose.

itual matters.

nominations.

Authority is the power one person has over
another, such that he can exact obedience justly.
Thus rulers have authority over subjects; parents
over their children; teachers, over pupils.
1
Christ appointed the Church to teach
whatever He taught: “Go, therefore, and
.

make
them

disciples of all nations,
to observe all that I have

you

(Matt. 28:19-20)

the

.

.

.

.

teaching

commanded

Christ taught, as in

Sermon on the Mount.

Christ appointed the Church to sanctify the faithful, by administering the means
2.

of grace to

its

The denominations that broke from the unity of
the Church denied its authority. Having no head to
obey, they split and resplit into hundreds of de-

HOW does THE CHURCH EXERCISE
HER AUTHORITY to teach, to sanctify,
and

to

govern the faithful?

The Church

exercises her authority to
teach, to sanctify, and to govern the faithful by various means, among them being:
1.

TEACHING

the

respective

Priests teach

members.

by the Decrees of the

Ecumenical Councils and of the various
Congregations of the Roman Curia, and of
bishops

in

their

dioceses.

and preach by mandate of the

bishop.
Christ dispensed the means of grace, as when
He forgave Mary Magdalen, gave His flesh and blood
at 1.
the Last Supper, and blessed little children.
3. Christ appointed the Church to govern with authority and jurisdiction.

Christ was the pastor or ruler of men. He gave
commandments, sent the disciples on missions, in-

Today the Church teaches by preaching,
by deciding controversies, and by condemning wrong teaching.
Parish churches have sermons in the Masses of
Sundays and holydays of obligation. Every Catholic school prescribes the
class.

structed them, reproved the Pharisees.

CHRIST GIVE
AUTHORITY?
Did

the Church

FULL

Church full authority and
power, saying, “As the Father has sent me,
/ also send you” (John 20:21).
Christ,

work.

upon leaving

full

the

earth,

power and authority

“He who

gave

to carry

me” (Luke

His
on His

however, remains invisibly
through His Spirit.

self,

The authority

and he who
Himpresent and active

10:16). Christ

of the Church is not
restricted to matters of doctrine and belief,
but to whatever is necessary for the good of
the Church and its members.

"KNOW'

2.
by the Holy Sacrifice
of the Mass, by the sacraments, by blessings,
and by special devotions held in the churches.

The Holy Sacrifice of the
Our Lord Himself, is the great

Mass, instituted by
act of worship of the
Church, the source of grace to sanctify the faithful.
The sacraments are means of grace by which we
obtain help to become more holy children of God.

to

hears you, hears me;

rejects you, rejects

classes.

SANCTIFYING

Christ gave the

Church

study of religion in every

Every parish holds catechetical

GOVERNING

3.
by the Commandments
of the Church, Canon Law and other regulations issued from time to time as need arises,

and from the general control by bishops

in

the dioceses.
In her capacity as ruler, the Church makes regulations forbidding what is dangerous or sinful, as
when she warns us against the reading of dangerous books and magazines.

GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE”

i

My
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cannot teach error, because

founded by

Christ,

Apostles with

God

Himself.

powers

He

it

Catholic Faith

was

sent forth His

preach His Gospel.
He said- "As the Father has sent me, also send
you (John 20:21). "I will ask the Father and he
full

to

I

68.
What
BILITY

is

meant by

Infallibility of the

THE INFALLI-

of the Catholic

Church?

By the infallibility of the Catholic Church
is meant that the Church, by the special
assistance of the Holy Spirit, cannot err

when

it

will give you another Advocate to dwell with you
forever. ... But the Advocate, the Holy Spirit,
whom the Father will send in my name, he will
teach you all things, and bring to your mind whatever I have said to you" (John 1 4: 1 6, 26).

teaches or believes a doctrine of

faith or morals.

Church

In an institution established by God for
the salvation of men, error in doctrine is
unthinkable.
Every teacher in the Church, from the Pope down
humblest priest, like all of the faithful, is

to the

capable of falling into sin. But the Holy Spirit cannot permit anything less than the true doctrine to
be taught in the solemn definitions of the Church.

Jesus Christ promised to preserve the
error. If His prediction and
false, then He would not be
God, since God cannot lie. Christ said:
2.

Christ promised: “All power in heaven and on
earth has been given to me. Go, therefore, and make
disciples of all nations
teaching them to observe all that I have commanded you; and behold,
I am with you all days, even unto the consummation of the world’’ (Matt. 28:20). If Christ is with
the Church all days, it cannot err in teaching; it
cannot lead men away from God.
.

.

.

Church from

promises were

“Thou

art Peter,

certainly
1. “Infallibility”
is
often distorted by
enemies of the Church to mean “impecca-

and therefore derided. Infallibility
freedom from error; impeccability is free-

bility,”
is

dom from

sin.

and upon

this

rock

I

will

My

build
Church, and the gates of hell
shall not prevail against it.” If therefore the
Church falls into error, the gates of hell

would prevail against

it.

Christ promised: “I will ask the Father, and he
shall give you another Advocate to dwell with you
forever ... He will teach you all the truth” (John
14). If the Church can err, then the Holy Ghost
cannot abide in it and Christ has failed to keep His
promise— a thing absolutely impossible.

"KNOW GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE”

,

Church

Infallibility of the

A

doctrine of faith is something ive
must believe in order to be saved. A doctrine of morals is something we must do in
order to be saved.
3.

For example, we must believe the doctrine of the
Blessed Trinity: that there are Three Divine Persons in One God.
must believe that Jesus Christ
God.
must believe in the Blessed Virgin
Mary’s immaculate conception.

We

is

We

Of things we must do are these: we must go to
Mass on Sundays and holydays of obligation; we
must fast and abstain when our bishops so order;
we must receive Holy Communion at least once a
year. We must obey the Ten Commandments.

as

He

Jesus sent forth His Apostles with full powers to
preach His Gospel: “As the Father hath sent Me, 1
send you.”— “Make disciples of all nations,
teaching them to observe all that I have commanded
you.”— “Preach the Gospel to every creature.”
.

(a) Christ said: “He who believes and
baptized shall be saved; but he who does
not believe shall be condemned” (Mark
16:16) A just God could not command men
under penalty of damnation to believe what
is false. So the teaching of the Church must
be infallibly true.
is

.

He

“You

be witnesses for me in Jerusalem, and in all Judea, and Samaria, and even to the
very ends of the earth” (Acts 1:8). Since it was
physically impossible for the Apostles to preach to
the whole world, the mission must have been intended also for their successors to the end of time,
our Catholic Bishops and priests.
said:

shall

(b) Christ said: “If he refuse to hear
even the Church, let him be to thee as the
heathen and the publican” (Matt. 18:17).
“He who hears you hears me; and he who
rejects you rejects me; and he who rejects

me

rejects

him who

sent

me” (Luke

10:16).

He said, “And whoever does not receive you, or
listen to your words— go forth outside that house or
town, and shake off the dust from your feet. Amen
I say to you, it will be more tolerable for the land
Sodom and Gomorrah in the day of judgment
than for that town” (Matt. 10:14-16).

of

5

No Christian denies

that the Apostles
were infallible. In fact, in the first century,
they were the only authority in the Church.
The Bible was not completed till the end
of that century, not within reach of all.

much

did the primitive Christians. We have as
of unerring teachers as they. The Apos-

much need
tolic

Church of the 20th century must therefore be
Church of the Apostles.

6 An infallible Bible is no use without
an infallible interpreter. History has proved
this, in the multiplication of the innumerable denominations that deny the infallibility of the Church. By infallibility, the
faithful know exactly what to believe and
what to do in order that they may be pleasing to God and save their souls.
a great blessing that there

is

one voice crying

out in unerring tones: “Thus says the Lord.”

listen to

also

as

as infallible as the

It is

Jesus Christ commanded all men to
and obey the Church, under pain
of damnation. If His Church can teach
error, then He is responsible for the error,
by commanding all to obey.
4.
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.

But God loves the Christians of today

Has
self

THE CHURCH

in fact

proved

it-

INFALLIBLE?

a historical fact that the Catholic
Church, from the twentieth century back to
the first, has not once ceased to teach a doctrine on faith or morals previously held, and
It

is

with the same interpretation; the Church

has proved

itself infallible.

1. It is a historical fact that not one
Pope, whatever he was in his private life,
has ever attempted to define a doctrine that
is erroneous.

“The

Scribes

and

the Pharisees have sat

on the

chair of Moses. All things, therefore, that they comyou, observe and do. But do not act according
to their works.” By obeying the Pope, every Christian can live as Christ commanded, in any age.

mand

2. True, some high rulers of the Church
have gravely sinned. In the long line of
Popes the vast majority led virtuous lives.
Many of them are honored as Saints and
martyrs. There are charges against only five
or six Popes. Most of them are calumnies
or exaggerations. But even if the charges
were true, they prove nothing against in-

fallibility.

Of the Sovereign Pontiffs that have succeeded
Peter, 84 are canonized Saints, of whom 32 were
martyrs. However holy the Pope, he regularly goes
to confession to a priest. No Pope ever considers
himself above the laws of the Church and of God.
3. The Church cannot change its teachings on faith and morals. But it may restate
the doctrines more clearly and completely.
Year after year the Church proclaims the
same unchanging doctrines. Her doctrines
need no reform for they are of Divine
origin, the work of the Incarnate God.
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Kindness ol

Since the time of Christ, from the first council of the
Apostles in Jerusalem in the year 50, to the present
II Vatican Council 1962-1963, there have been held
in

all

twenty-one general or ecumenical councils.

Sphere

69.
When
LIBLY?

does the Church teach

The Church

teaches infallibly

INFALwhen

it

through the Pope alone, as the
all Christians, or through the
Pope and the bishops, a doctrine of faith
or morals to be held by all the faithful.
defines,

“PONTIFICIA FOTOGRAFIA

Fellci,"

ROMA

The above photograph was taken on October
12th, 1962. His Holiness Pope John XXIII, presiding
from the main altar, is delivering his first message
to the Fathers of the Council.

of Infallibility
faith true from the very beginning, and
publicly defined only in order to make the
dogma clear to all and to be believed as part
of the deposit of faith left to the Church.

teacher of

The Church, as the representative of Jesus Christ
on earth, is infallible, and speaks with His own
words: “This is why I was born, and why I have

come

into the world, to bear witness to the truth”

(John 18:37).

1

.

When

the

Church makes an

pronouncement, we are not

infallible

suppose that
a new doctrine is being introduced. For instance, when the Holy Father defined the
Blessed Virgin’s Immaculate Conception
and her Assumption as articles of faith,
the infallible definition in each case was not
a proclamation of a new doctrine, but was
merely an announcement of an article of
to

Another example is the definition of the Holy
Father’s infallibility, made in 1870 by the Vatican
Council. The dogma was true from the very beginning, and had been universally held. But as in
recent times many objections were being made
against it, the Bishops in the Vatican Council

thought

it

best, in

the Church, to

make clear the stand of
infallible definition.

order to

make an

2. The Church
makes infallible pronouncements on doctrines of faith and
morals, on their interpretation, on the
Bible and Tradition, and the interpreta-

tion of any part or parts of these.

The Church also pronounces on the truth or
falsity of opinions, teachings, customs, etc., with
relation to fundamental doctrines. Another subject
on which the Church makes infallible declarations
is in the canonization of Saints.

"KNOW GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE”
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THE Church Teach infalTHROUGH THE POPE ALONE?

When
libly

When

does

The Church

teaches infallibly

when

it

through the Pope alone, that he
speaks officially (ex-cathedra) as the Supreme Head, for the entire universal
Church.
states,

As the Pope has authority over the Church, he
could not err in his official teaching without leading
the Church into error. As Our Lord said to Peter,
the1.first Pope: “I have prayed for thee, that thy
faith may not fail; and do thou, when once thou
hast turned again, strengthen thy brethren” (Luke
22:31-32).

In order to speak infallibly, the Pope
must speak ex-cathedra, or officially, under
the following conditions:

147

does the Church teach infallibly

THROUGH THE POPE AND THE BISH
OPS?
The Church

teaches infallibly through
and the bishops when convened
a general (or ecumenical) council.

the Pope
in

1.
A General Council is an assembly
convened by the Pope, of all the bishops
of the world, and others entitled to vote.
It represents the teaching body of the
Church, and must be infallible.

In the year 50 the Apostles held the first General
Council in Jerusalem. Its decisions were proclaimed
coming from God, the final decree beginning with
these words: "For the Holy Spirit and we have
decided to lay no further burden upon you” (Acts
as

15:28).

He must pronounce

himself on a sub-

ject of faith or morals. Infallibility

2.
is re-

to questions regarding faith and
morals. The Church pronounces on natural
sciences and on legislation only when the
perversity of men makes of them instru-

stricted

ments for opposing revealed

truths.

Pope should make judgments on mathe-

If the

matics or civil governments, he is as liable to error
as any other man with the same experience. Letters
to kings and other rulers are not infallible pronouncements. However, when the Pope does not
solemnly define a truth, for example, in his Encyclical Letters, we are bound to listen attentively to his
words since they are taught with the ordinary authority of the Roman Pontiff.
2

in

.He must
his

office

Church,

speak
as

as the Vicar of Christ,
Pope, and to the whole
throughout the

to all the faithful

world. In his capacity as private teacher,
he is as any other teacher of the Church.
Should the Pope, like Benedict XIV, write a
on Canon Law, his book would be written

treatise

a private capacity, and liable to error, just as
the books of other theologians.

in

3. He must make clear by certain words
his intention to speak ex-cathedra, that is,
to make use of his supreme authority. These
words are most often used: “We proclaim,”
“We define,” etc.

From

the earliest days of the Church, the infallibility of the Pope has been acknowledged. In the
year 417 the Holy See condemned the Pelagian
errors; St. Augustine cried out the famous words.
“Rome has spoken; the cause is ended!” The council of Florence in 1439 called the Pope “the Father
and Teacher of Christians.”

Over a General Council, the Pope or

his legate presides; a representative number of bishops and others entitled to vote,
such as cardinals, abbots, and generals of
certain religious orders, must be present.

Upon confirmation by the Pope, a General
Council’s decrees are binding on all Christians.

There

is

no appeal from

the

Pope

to a

General

Council.

A unanimous

vote is not necessary
for an infallible decision of a general council; a great majority is sufficient.
3.

The most notable of the General Councils so
far held following the Council of Jerusalem have
been: (1) the Council of Nicea, in the year 325,
which pronounced against the heresy of Arius; (2)
the Council of Ephesus, in the year 425, which
declared Mary the Mother of God; (3) the Council
of Nicea, in 787, which declared the veneration of
images as lawful and profitable; (4) the Council of
Trent, 1545-1563, which declared against the heresies of Luther;
(5) the Council of the Vatican,
1870, which defined as an article of faith the doctrine of the infallibility of the Pope.
4. The Church teaches infallibly through
the Pope and the bishops when convened in
a general council, or in the unanimous
teaching of all the bishops throughout the

world. Therefore their voice must be infallible, otherwise the universal Church
into error. For the same
reason as above, the daily ordinary uniform
teaching of the Church in every place in the
whole world is infallibly true. “Go into the
whole world and preach the gospel to every
creature” (Mark 16:15).

would be led
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The Catholic Church

will endure to the end of
it is founded on o rock.
The powers of
beat in vain against it. They will break
themselves and perish, but the Church will remain,

time, for
evil1. will

indefectible.

The testimony of almost two thousand years

70.
What
BILITY

is

meant by

Church?

By the indefectibility of the Catholic
Church is meant that the Church, as Christ
founded it, will last until the end of time.
Gabriel announced to

Mary

that

Christ “shall be king over the house of Jacob
forever ; and of his kingdom there shall be no end”

(Luke

1:32-33).

Christ meant His Church to endure
to the end of the world. It is to be indestructible

and unchanging,— to possess

defectibility.

scarcely

have

world, the flesh, and the devil could do have been
untried in the past 1 900 years. Still the Church
as Christ founded it, and

left

is
with us, exactly
stronger than ever.

Indefectibility of the

THE INDEFECTI-

of the Catholic

The Archangel

proves the perpetuity of the Church. Nothing that
malice and envy could invent; nothing that the

Christ,

God

come,

and

in-

Himself, could
with such in-

credible pain and labor have founded a
Church which would die with the Apostles.

He came to save all men. Those to live in future
ages needed salvation as much as the people of
Apostolic times.

Church

Christ said to Peter: “Upon this rock
I will build my Church, and the gates of
hell shall not prevail against it” (Matt.
16:18). By the “gates of hell,” He meant
all the power of the devil— all kinds of
attacks, physical violence as well as false
teaching.
2.

Christ promises here that the Church would be
assailed always, but never overcome. This promise
of Our Lord has been proved for almost 2000 years

by the facts of history. Not one of the persecutors
of the Church has prevailed over it. On the contrary,
of them have come to a fearful end. There
will always be Popes, bishops, and laity, to compose

many

the Church; the truths taught by
always be found in His Church.

Our Lord

will

After telling His Apostles to teach all
nations, Christ said: “Behold, l am with
you all days, even unto the consummation
of the world’’ (Matt. 28:20).
3.

"KNOW GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE”

Indefectibility of the
As the Apostles were not to live to the end of the
world, Christ was addressing them as representatives of a perpetual Church.
4. The Apostles themselves understood
Christ to mean that His Church should
After organizing Christian communities, they appointed successors in their

Church
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“They

will deliver you up to councils, and you
be beaten in the synagogues” (Mark 13:9).
“They will arrest you, and persecute you” (Luke

will

21:12).

them and carry on the

1. The Church survived three hundred
years of incredible persecution under pagan
Rome. Of the 33 Popes that ruled before
the Edict of Milan, 30 died as martyrs. That

The Apostles instructed these successors to ordain in turn other bishops and priests. All these

mighty Empire, with its colossal strength,
before whose standards the nations quailed,
could not kill the infant Church or stop

endure.

place, to live after

Church.

acts

were

He

as

what
which
the

to assure the perpetuity of the

Church.

Christ intended the Church to remain

5.

founded

it,

to preserve the

whole of
the shining marks
the beginning. If
of the qualities that

He taught, and
He gave it in

Church

lost

any

God gave it, it could not be said to be
indefectible, because it would not be the
institution. Indefectibility implies

same

unchangeability.

Our Lord promised to abide by the Church,
assist it, and to send the Holy Spirit to remain

God

it.

all days,

to

in

does not change: “Behold, I am with you
even unto the consummation of the

world” (Matt.

28:20).

Because of its indefectibility the truths
revealed by God will always be taught in
the Catholic Church. St. Ambrose said:
6.

"The Church

is

like

the

moon;

it

may

wane, but never be destroyed; it may be
darkened, but it can never disappear.”
St. Anselm said that the bark of the Church may
be swept by the waves, but it can never sink, because
Christ is there. When the Church is in greatest
need, Christ comes to its help by miracles, or by
raising up saintly men to strengthen and purify it.
It is the bark of Peter; when the storm threatens to
sink it, the Lord awakens from His sleep, and commands the winds and the waves into calm: “Peace;
be still!”

its progress. In a short time the Popes were
ruling where the imperial Caesars had is-

sued edicts against the Christian Church.
The Roman Empire waged ten fierce persecutions against the Church, but could not destroy
In the year 313 the Emperor Constantine was
converted, and granted the Church freedom by the
Edict of Milan. ( See page 118.)
it.

2. Then for two centuries hordes of barbarians swept upon civilized Europe, destroying the old Roman Empire. The
Church not only survived, but converted
and civilized the barbarians.

God’s ever-watchful providence brought about
the conversion of the Frankish king Clovis, with a
number of his warriors. This was the beginning of the firm establishment of the Church in the
Frankish kingdom, although missionaries had gone
there from the first century. In the eighth century
St. Boniface converted Middle and Northern Germany, until then the home of violent paganism.

great

3. F or nine centuries Mohammedanism
threatened to conquer Europe. It was the
Church under the Popes that urged the nations to unite. In the sixteenth century the
menace was removed.

Today several Muslim countries have diplomatic
representatives at the Vatican.
4. Not only non-Christians, but its
children have persecuted
Church. From the beginning heresy
attacked it from within. And still

rebellious

Has

the

Catholic

Church

actually

PROVED ITSELF INDEFECTIBLE?

own
the
has
the

Church
its

lives greater than ever, changeless,
indefectible. (See page 119.)

long history, proved itself indefectible,
against all kinds of attack from within
and without, against every persecution and
every heresy and schism.

The long history of the Catholic Church is attended by schism and heresy, but each attack has
only strengthened it. It has continued to live and
spread in spite of everything and everybody.

The Catholic Church

has,

throughout

As its Founder was persecuted, so the Catholic
Church has been and ever will be persecuted. “You
be brought before governors and kings for my
sake” (Matt. 10:18). “And you will be hated by all
for my name’s sake” (Matt. 10:22). “No disciple is

5.

cast

The Church
into

will

above his teacher, nor

master” (Matt.

10:24).

is

the servant above his

beasts,

prison,

trampled

is

the Bride of Christ,
thrown to the

starved,

underfoot,

hacked,

tor-

and burned. But this fair
Bride emerges from it all in the bloom and
freshness of youth, serene, calm, immortal.
tured, crucified,
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Christ said: "As the branch cannot bear fruit of
itself unless it remain on the vine, so neither can
you unless you abide in me. am the vine, you are
the branches. He who abides in me, and I in him,
he bears much fruit; for without me you can do
nothing. If anyone does not abide in me, he shall be
cast outside as the branch and wither; and they
I

71.

Church there

When we

and they

Salvation and the Catholic

What do we mean when we
side the

gather them up and cast them into the fire,
shall burn" (John 1 5:4-6).
Time has continually proved the truth of what
about schisms and their divisions.
This is the reason for the fact that they change so
often and finally disappear: they are branches
broken from the tree, and must wither as He said.
shall

Christ predicted

is

The

say, “Outto

no salvation?”

“Outside the Church there
is no salvation,” we mean that Christ made
the Catholic Church a necessary means
of salvation and commanded all to enter
it, so that a person must be connected with
the Church in some way to be saved.
say,

All are obliged to belong to the Catholic Church in order to be saved. Christ
said: “Amen, amen, I say to thee, unless a
i.

man be born again of water and the Spirit,
he cannot enter into the kingdom of God”
(John 3:5).

Church

Catholic Church is founded on the Apostles,
gave the commission to baptize;

whom Our Lord

by Baptism one
then Baptism

If

is

is

a member of the Church.
indispensable, the Church (one

made

and universal) must be indispensable.
2. Christ did not die for a part of, but
for all mankind. He did not leave His
legacy the Church for the benefit of a few,

but for all. Our Lord said: “He who hears
you hears me; and he who rejects you
rejects me” (Luke 10: 16)

God commanded all to be members of His
who deliberately disobey His comwill not be saved. Whoever, through his own
remains outside of the Catholic Church, will

Since

Church, those

mand
fault,

be

lost eternally.
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One who, knowing the Catholic Church

3.

to be the true one, leaves it or does not join it
because he wants to make a good marriage,
to advance his business, or for some other
worldly motive, will not be saved. He is a
willful and malicious unbeliever.

One who belongs to another church and has
doubts about the truth or falsity of his own church,
but takes no pains to find out the truth will not be
saved. “If you do not believe that I am he, you
will die in your sin” (John 8:24).
4. It is not enough to belong to the
Church. We must also live up to our beliefs,
otherwise our membership will only work to
our greater condemnation. Only those Catholics who live according to the teachings
of the Church will be saved.

Catholics who have committed grave
sins such as murder, arson, adultery, etc.,
5.

are still members of the Church. As long
as a Catholic does not deny a doctrine of
the Catholic faith, or is not excommunicated, he

is

a

member

of the Church.

Catholics guilty of mortal sin are deprived of
sanctifying grace, the life of the soul. Nevertheless
they remain members, and have the privilege of receiving the sacraments to wash away their sins.
Christ Himself predicted that in the Church there
would be bad people with the good, cockle among
the wheat. Mother Church is a good mother that
patiently awaits the return of her sinful children,
and does not exclude them from her gifts.
6.

An excommunicate

is

one who has

been deprived of the rights of membership in the
against faith.

Church

He

is

for

some

serious sin

excluded from the

sac-

raments, from Catholic burial, and from
being prayed for in the public prayers of
the Church. In order to become once more
a member of good standing in the Church,
an excommunicate has to obtain the absolution of the bishop.
Catholics who join Masonry, or marry before a
non-Catholic minister, are automatically excommunicated, if they knew the serious nature of their
action.

How

can persons who are not members
Church be saved?

of the Catholic

Persons who are not members of the
Catholic Church can be saved if, through
no fault of their own they do not know
that the Catholic Church is the true
Church, but they love God and try to do

His

will, for in this

151

way they

are connected

with the Church by desire.
1.

God condemns no man except for
sin. Therefore He will not condemn

grave

those who through no fault of their own
are unaware of His command to belong to
the True Church, provided they serve Him
faithfully according to their conscience,
have a sincere desire to do His will in all
things, and therefore implicitly wish to
become members of His Church. They are
members of the Church, in desire.

A

baptized Protestant, of Protestant parents, lives

his life a Protestant without ever having a
doubt that he is in the wrong. Before death he
makes an act of perfect contrition for the sins he
all

has committed. Such a man will be saved, for he
dies in the state of grace.
2. It is possible for one that has never
even heard of Jesus Christ to be saved, for
God “wishes all men to be saved and to come
to the knowledge of the truth” (1 Tim. 2:4)
and “Christ died for all” (2 Cor. 5:15). In
order that such a one may be saved, it is
required that he observe the natural law;
with the help of God, everyone having the
use of reason can do that.

Whoever then obeys the natural law will be enlightened by God, at some time in his life, with
the grace with which he can make an act of Divine
faith. If he makes good use of this grace and firmly
believes whatever God has revealed, he will receive the further graces with which he can make the
acts of hope, repentance, and charity that must pre-

cede before God will bestow on his soul sanctifying grace, with which he can merit eternal life.
3. The fact that it is possible for those
outside the Church to be saved should not
make us lose sight of the great disadvantages
they are under, as compared with Catholics
who live in the full light of Divine revelation. Such persons have not the infallible
Church to guide them in what they are to
believe and do in order to serve God. They
have to live without the Sacraments, Holy
Mass, and Holy Communion, and the other

countless sources of grace which the Church
supplies for the sanctification of its children,
those professed Catholics who are members
of the body of the visible Church.
These disadvantages should
realize

more

fully the

humbly thanking God

make

us Catholics

many

reasons we have for
for the priceless blessings

we have received without any claim or merit of our
own. They should also spur us on to give Him a
more worthy service, and help spread our Faith.
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The Catholic Church is the only Church which traces
her origin back to Christ: all other Churches were
established by men. The vertical lines indicate the
centuries of the Christian era. The horizontal lines
represent some of the larger religious denominations that have risen during the past 19 centuries

While the term " Protestantism " had its origin at
the Diet of Speyer in Germany in 1529, the first
manifestation of the movement occurred when Martin

Luther nailed his theses to the doors of the church

at Wittenberg on

indicating the respective dates of origin, and ceasing when they disappeared. The width of the line

October 31, 1517. All the other
Protestant Churches were also started by human
founders since that time. Contrast the divine origin
of the Catholic Church with the human origin of

shows the approximate

all

size of the

denomination.

72.
What

is

SCHISM; and what

is

Schism and Heresy
HERESY?

Schism is the refusal to submit to the
authority of the Pope; heresy is the formal
denial or doubt by a baptized person of any
revealed truth of the Catholic Faith.
Apostasy is the total rejection of his Faith by
a baptized Christian. With heresy and schism, and
supported by persecution, it has caused divisions in
the True Church, and the rise of other churches.
i.

Christ

predicted

divisions

in

the

Church, and the rise of other churches. From
the time of the Apostles new denominations have sprung up, and have divided and
subdivided, to form other denominations.

With other churches

that are non-Christian,

the Christian denominations have opposed
tlie

Apostolic Church.

the other churches.

“For false Christs and false prophets will arise,
and will show great signs and wonders, so as to lead
astray,

if

possible,

even the elect” (Matt. 24:24).

2. After some time, separated as it is
from the authority of the Pope, a schismati-

cal

church

is

likely to be led into errors in
schismatical
Orthodox

Today

doctrine.

Churches do not accept the

infallibility of

the Pope.

Heretics assume the right, on their own
independent authority, to choose their beliefs instead of accepting all, and only the
truths revealed by God, and defined and
taught by the infallible Church which Christ
established.

Formal

heretics are those

who knowingly and

obstinately deny the truths of the Catholic Church.
Material heretics are those who deny truths because of ignorance rather than formal obstinacy.
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Schism and Heresy

SCHISMS and HERESIES

Important

MONTANISM

taught by Montanus of Phrygia in

Asia, in 170. Proclaimed that the

end of the world was

approaching; proposed a rigorous code of morality.

GNOSTICISM

was based on Platonic philosophy and
claimed that reason was superior to faith and
gave
a deeper insight into the doctrines of Christianity.

ARIANISM

by Arius (280-336), a

the divinity of

priest

who denied

unity

Some

do not believe any more in the Blessed Trinity,
in the virgin birth and divinity of Our
Lord, while
others do.
reject the Apostles’ and

Some

Creeds.

Till

Nicene

recently— 1920— they opposed contra-

ception as a sin against the
God; now they even endorse

sixth

Commandment

of

it.

Christ.

Nestorius (451) a bishop, denied
of the divine and
natures in the

human

Divine Person of Christ. Therefore, what is said of Christ
Man could not also be said of Christ as God.

as

MONOPHYSITISM. Eutyches (373-454) taught that
Christ has only a single composite nature, not two
natures, divine

PROTESTANT CHURCHES

the different

doctrines. The impression given
is that they are uncertain as
to which doctrines of Our
Lord Jesus Christ they would believe or reject.

EASTERN ORTHODOX CHURCHES

NESTORIANISM.
the real

153

Today

do not accept the same

and human.

The separated Eastern or Orthodox
Churches differ from the Catholic Eastern
Churches in believing that the Pope is not
infallible and that he does not have the
primacy of jurisdiction, but only of honor,
the first among equals, that
the Patriarchs.

MONOTHELISM. Severus of Anthioch and Sergius
Patriarch of Constantinople (681), claimed that
there
was only one will, the divine will in Christ.

as

DONATISM taught by Donatus in Africa (254-257)
held that Baptism and other sacraments, adminis-

The Orthodox Churches which separated from
Rome in 1054 have cooperated in two large attempts
to gain reunion with Rome, but neither
venture
brought a permanent union. One attempt was made at

tered by heretics and sinners, were invalid.

ICONOCLASM or image-breaking was the result of
an edict by Eastern Emperor Leo the Isaurian in 726,
that the veneration of images, pictures
and relics was idolatrous.

who asserted

BERENGARIUS

(1000-1088) denied the doctrine of

transubstantiation and the
Holy Eucharist.

real

presence of Christ

in the

JANSENISM. Cornelius Jansenius (1585-1638)
taught that: human nature was corrupted by original sin: efficacious grace

determined the will to do good;

some are predestined to heaven and others to hell;
Christ died only for the predestined. He advocated
an extremely rigorous moral and ascetic code.

ERRORS

related to the

REFORMATION

JOHN WYCLIFF

(c. 1320-1384), the “ Morning Star ”
Reformation, argued 200 years before Martin
Luther that the Bible alone is the sufficient
rule of
faith. He also denied the authority of the
Pope and
bishops, and the real presence of Christ in the
Eucharist.
Eighteen of his propositions were condemned
bv PoDe

oi

the

Gregory

XI

in 1370.

Martin Luther (1483-1546).

See next page.

AN A B APT
that

I S M, contending, among many
other things,
baptism of infants was invalid •

ULRICH ZWINGLI
land,

believed that

(1481-1531) a priest

in Switzer-

the Bible was the only source

of faith ; abolished the Mass, Holy Eucharist and pennance; denied indulgences; destroyed relics, altars,
sacred
vessels,

and rejected

JOHN CALVIN

clerical celibacy.

(1509-1564) combined

is,

among

II Council of Lyons in 1274; the other at the
Council
of Florence in 1438. At those times doctrinal questions
were discussed about the procession of the Holy Spirit,
the Sacrifice of the Mass, Purgatory, and a number
of
other topics. In general, it appeared that these Churches
were not heretical in their belief on these points. These

matters would have to be viewed today in any
attempt for reunion, but the greatest problem
likely be the dogma of papal infallibility,

would most

defined in 1870.

We

must keep

Churches
Church,

is

mind

in

reject

this

the

why

that

not

all

same doctrines

it is

difficult to

the Orthodox
of the Catholic

put in a group the

differences of their churches with the Catholic Church.
believe that the Blessed Virgin Mary was not
free of original sin from the first moment of her
conception, but was cleansed from it at the time of the

Some

Annunciation. Others believe she was. There is
among the Orthodox deep devotion to the B.V.
Mary. Some seem to jeopardize the doctrine of indulgences claiming that the absolution of the priest in the
sacrament of penance remits all temporal punishment
as well as the guilt of sin. In general they do not have the
extensive cult of the Blessed Sacrament which exists in
the Western Church, but this is explainable since in the
beginnings of the Church the Eucharist was not kept in
tabernacles as we do now, nor were there processions
and benedictions. All the devotion to the Eucharist
was concentrated in the Holy Mass.

On

the other

longer and

hand their fasts are more frequent,

more rigorous

Church. Religious
templative.

life

is

than those of the Western
monastic and con-

strictly

PRAYER:
his

own

teach-

ings with those of Luther and Zwingli. His distinctive
belief was in the predestination of some persons
to
heaven and others to hell.

ANGLICANISM began by Henry VIII (1491-1547)
proclaiming himself as head of the Church in England,
but keeping the chief truths of the faith. During the
reigns of Edward VI (1547-1553) and Elizabeth
(1558-1603) other errors in doctrine were introduced.
The rite of ordination to Holy Orders was changed
with the result that Anglican orders were made null.
The term Episcopal is associated with the Church of
England because it is governed by Bishops.

United to the Holy Father, as
the holding of the Ecumenical Council he
has convocated to foster unity of all Christians has begun, let us pray: “Almighty,
eternal God, be merciful and listen to
our prayer that our beloved separated
brethren Orthodox and Protestants may
be with us, the Catholic and Apostolic
Church, that all divisions may disappear
and that there will be “one Shepherd” and
“one Flock.” Amen.
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Upon Martin

Catholic Faith

Luther's refusal to retract his declara-

on the teachings of the Church, he was excommunicated.

tions

73.

Who

are

Protestant Churches

PROTESTANTS?

In general, Protestants are adherents of
the religious organizations that broke off
from the Catholic Church in the sixteenth
century, or of any religious body formed

from them.

The term “Protestant” was first adoptby those who protested against the decree

1

ed

But Luther proudly fore up the papal bull of
excommunication, and burned it. The fire that incident started has not yet burned down.

.

of the second Diet of Speyer in 1529. Later
the term was applied to all reformers, all
opposing the doctrines of the Church.

Even today the term

is
included in the new
formula of the Declaration of Faith that the ruler

of England must make at the coronation, saying:
“I declare that l am a faithful Protestant.”
2. In the sixteenth century the Protestant revolt took place, this beginning of a
multitude of heresies, this sad event that
has divided Christendom for centuries. In
the year 1517 Martin Luther, an Augustinian monk of Erfurt, Germany, began combating the doctrines of the Church on

original sin and justification. He took the
occasion of disputes on indulgences to break
openly with the Church.

The Pope commanded Luther to retract his
teachings; upon his refusal, he was excommunicated,
in 1520. His heretical teachings spread like wildfire
over Germany, occasioning religious wars; peace
came only with the Peace of Augsburg, in 1555.
(a)
The Council of Trent met (15451563) to set forth in a clear manner the
errors of the Protestants, by explaining the
true doctrine of the Church on those points.
At that time, religious training had re-

laxed;

many

did not

know

the true doc-

trines.

Among

the

errors of the different leaders of
Protestantism were these: that there is no supreme teaching power in the Church; that temporal
rulers have the right to interfere in ecclesiastical
matters; that the Bible is the sole guide to faith;
that every man should interpret the Bible according
to his

own mind;

that faith

is

sufficient for salva-

tion; that the priesthood does not imprint a special
character on the soul of a man, and that everybody
or can be a priest, as a result; that Penance is
not a sacrament, but a mere invention of the
Church; that the Mass gives no special grace; that
there is no purgatory, etc.
is

(b) In the beginning, Protestantism
spread rapidly. Whole countries, led by
their rulers, protested against the Church,
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Protestant Churches
and denied one or another of its doctrines.
In Switzerland Zwingli and Calvin, and in
England Henry VIII, about this time increased the defections from the Church.
But soon there were other kinds of Protestantism,

all

with varying doctrines.

PROTESTANT DENOMINATIONS
may

be placed into three groups:

FIRST, those that require a church
be able to trace

1

those that do not believe in the
theory of “all religions are the same,” but

do not have an organized hierarchy. They
insist on their own brand of Protestantism,
requiring prospective

members to study
their doctrines. They consider Holy Scripture as the only rule of faith and of life.
Some of them accept the Apostles’ Creed,
and teach

to

origin to apostolic
believe in a priesthood estabits

times. They
lished by Christ,

and commanded to offer
and administer the sacraments. The
High Church Episcopalians belong to this

sacrifice

group.
Unfortunately

the High Church Episcopalians
fact: their succession of bishops was cut
they separated from the Catholic Church, and
have no valid orders. Hence they cannot
have any sacraments except Baptism and Matrimony. The Anglican orders were declared invalid
under Pope Leo XIII in 1896, after the question
of their validity had been thoroughly examined.

deny a

when

so they

55

SECOND,

justification

by faith alone.

Lutherans, and some bodies of Methodist and
Episcopal churches belong to this group.

THIRD, those that declare Christ their
personal Saviour, and believe in Baptism
as indispensable; although some bodies do
not hold the latter doctrine. Every Christian,
according to them, must be a member of
some church, on account of the practical
benefits from church membership, from
organized religion. But, one church is just
as good as another.
To this group most of the bodies of Baptists,
Presbyterians, Disciples of Christ, and Congregationalists belong.

THE CHURCH FOR EVERYMAN
A

partial list of literary people who in
recent times have been converted into the

Catholic Church in adult life. The Catholic
is the Church for Evergman, what-

education,—iox in the Church “there is not
‘Gentile and Jew’, ‘circumcised and uncircumcised’. .‘slave and freeman’; but Christ
is all things and in all” (Col. 3:11). Christ

ever his race, color, economic condition.

came

Church

Achmed Abdullah, John Ayscough, Daniel

Barber, Maurice Baring, Emile BauRobert Hugh Benson, Edmund

mann,

Bishop, William Blyton, Katherine Bregy,
Heywood Broun, Orestes Brownson, Francis
Burnand, Bede Camm, Cecil Chesterton,
G. K. Chesterton, Isabel Clarke, Henry
James Coleridge, Ethel Cook, Herbert E.
Cory, F. Marion Crawford, A. A. Curtis,
Dorothy Day, Christopher Dawson, Selden
P. Delany, Owen Francis Dudley, Richard
Lynn Edsal, Ethel Cook Elliott, Max
Fischer, Philip Gibbs, Eric Gill, David
Goldstein, Caroline Gordon, Hilda Graef,

Henry Harland, Joel Chandler Harris, Msgr’.
Edward Hawks, Rose Hawthorne (Mother
Alphonsa), Carlton J. H. Hayes, Ross Hoffman, Christopher Hollis, Gerald Manley
Hopkins, Bishop Duane G. Hunt, Joris Karl
Huysmans, Lionel Johnson, Vernon Johnson, Johannes Jorgensen,
Sheila KayeSmith, Francis Parkinson Keyes, Joyce Kil-

.

to

redeem

all

men.

mer, Msgr. Ronald A. Knox, George Parsons
Lathrop, Shane Leslie, D. B. Wyndham
Lewis, Theophilus Lewis, Clare Booth
Luce, Arnold Lunn, Compton Mackenzie,
William Hildrup McClellan, Lucas Malet,
C. C. Martindale, Jacques Maritain, Bruce
Marshall, Theodore Maynard, Thomas Merton, Alice Meynell, John Moody, Parker
Thomas Moon, Daphne D. C. Pochin
Mould, George Jean Nathan, Covelle Newcomb, John Henry Cardinal Newman, Anne
Nichols, Alfred Noyes, William Orchard,
Fulton Oursler, Gretta Palmer, Giovanni
Papini, Coventry Patmore, C. Kegan Paul,
Daniel Sargent, Courtenay Savage, Eleanore Smith, Frank H. Spearman, William
P. Stockley, Charles W. Stoddard, John L.
Stoddard, Allen Tate, Frank Sherwood
Taylor, Sigrid Undset, Aubrey De Vere,
“Artemus Ward,” Evelyn Waugh, Bertram
Windle, Cuthbert Wright, and many others.
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What

is

ECUMENISM?

and theological reasons which have been

“

The word ECUMENISM was first
used by Protestants in 1919 to designate
the work for the union of the various
churches or denominations.
Today more than ever before,

the various Protestant denominations are feeling the need for
unity. Definite work for unity (the “ecumenical
movement”) was given a decisive impulse by
international missionary conference
Edinb
in 1910. It led to the formation jRahli

MB

WO

COUNCIL OF CHURCHES
which

at present

(AtJIefdalb
(ig6gVcounts soH& tgJrifme

1

(admitted in December ig(ia).
However, not all the Prdt|ptint tWtoirsnal

members

World Count il oP’Gfjjjfrcb
dS^ the ATTITUDE OF
CATHOLICS to Mtose
not beiontTcif tK$ /CatHhlic Church^ i

What

1

of the

sifoeitd

Catholics should

.

first

be keenly awgre

of the scandal of our divisions; the thought
of it must make us suifer.Thedissensions

among

Christians are the chief cause of
the weakness of Christianity if thglmpflern world and the greatest ol»ft ac le to i|s

propagationamonglnq.
This

is

why Our Lord

earnestly in His gri
His Passion: “I loly Father,

Je.

Iristpwfcf
Christ prayed

so
dotal prayer” before
111 ll» v name diose

whom

thou hast given me, tfifiCfhey'mdll be one
even as we are one ... As thou. Father, in nre*Und
I in thee, that they also may be one in us, that the
world may believe that thou hast sent me” (John
17:11, 21).
2.

We

This attitude requires overcoming a heavy heritage of ill feeling, hatred, prejudice and distrust,
the memory of persecutions and cruel wars. In
these sad divisions, no side can claim to be without fault.
very unkind thought I keep about our separated
J
ren, every unkind word or action, perpetuates
epens the division of Christendom.

At prdrehrvtht' obstacles to the union
of Orthodox churches
are indeed great,
it all things arepwsime to God. Prayer
fcW^^^i^^ressing duty ofevery Chris-

otestanH«y»n

from 80 countries. It includes seOrthodox churches, among them that of Russia
churches

are

aggravated over the years. They must therefore be considered as being in good faith.

should feel kindly towards non-

Catholics, be they Protestants or Orthodox.
should regard them, not as enemies,
but as our separated brethren: brethren,
because baptized “ into Jesus Christ”;
separated from us, generally through no
fault of their own, but because of historical

We

lihB L-ga tfciixcJQhwfdh

tiaHt

A special occasion im«uchY>A^er i$ the Unity
^cra^:*yfanuary (,18th it) thdj a^tM, which was apJjjEHMffiby. Benedict XV and is now kept by numerous Catholics and non-Catholics all cAer the world.
4. Catholics should above all try to give
good example. Nothing

is!

more

effective in

tie eyes of npirCatlhdfS^ than the exemplary lfv^terf 6y good Catholics.
<:

The mortPiutdfiseljl all Christians try to live the
(lospel, die
they wifi tome together. Most
is charity shown to all, non-Catholics
as well as Catholics.
important
5.

In

talking

with

nqnCatholics

we

sl|ould avoid discussions that only serve
to increase bitterness.
should know our
owfi**Hnth well enough to present it clearly

We

and honestly, and we should be aware also
of the many basic truths that unite us all
as Christians.
Among theologians also, the old polemical discussions are being replaced by “dialogue” that is
to say, a friendly exchange in which each side endeavours to understand the position and doctrines
of the other. This “irenical” approach does not
mean that the Catholic waters down the truth, but
he learns how to present it so that it will be better
understood and more easily received.
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The Gates

In the castle of

Fountainebleau Napoleon forced the
Pope to give up the States of the Church promising
an annual income of two million francs. In the same
castle Napoleon was himself later forced to sign an
abdication and was promised a yearly income of
the same amount. When the Pope excommunicated
Napoleon, he answered that the words of an old
,

74b.
What was

The

to a

of the leaders of persecution

came

bad end.

Of the first persecutors, several died
violent deaths. The death of Judas is the
type for his imitators. It is related that:
1.

Herod, the murderer of the Holy Innocents, died
unspeakable tortures.

in

Herod, the murderer of James the Apostle, was
devoured by worms.
2. Of the persecutors in Rome, Nero was
deposed, and in despair stabbed himself.

Domitian was assassinated.
Hadrian became insane.

Marcus Aurelius, despondent over the ingratitude of his only son, starved himself to death.
Septimus Severus, whose
by

life

had been attempted

his only son, died in despair,

Decius

died miserably in a swamp, during a

k

Valerian was flayed alive by the Persians.

man would

not make the arms drop from the hands
of his soldiers. In the Russian campaign, because
of the intense cold, this actually happened. He kept

Pius VII prisoner for five years,- he himself was later
a prisoner for seven years. Four days after ordering

the union of the States of the Church with France,
he lost the battles of Aspern and Erlingen.

Gates of Hell

the end of the leaders of

persecution?

Many

of Hell

Maxentius was drowned in the Tiber.
Diocletian died from a loathsome disease.
Julian the Apostate was struck down by a lance
field of battle, and died crying: “Galilean,
Thou hast conquered!"

on the

3

-

The

case of

Napoleon

is

Drunk with power, Napoleon

instructive.
seized

Rome

in

declaring himself the “successor of Charlemagne”. He banished Cardinals and bishops, and
carrying off Pope Pius VII, held him prisoner in
Savona. Enemies of the Church exulted: “The
Papacy is ended! The Emperor has devoured the
Pope!” They forgot the divine promise to Peter:
“The gates of hell shall not prevail!” ; on that
promise was based the ancient saying: “Who eats
of the Pope dies like a beast.” On the same day
that Napoleon died in exile at St. Helena, Pope
Pius VII was celebrating his own feast day in Rome.
1808,

4. Arius burst asunder during a triumphal procession. Voltaire died in despair.
Truly history has shown the truth of the
words of Holy Scripture: “It is a fearful
thing to fall into the hands of the living
God” (Heb. 10:31)
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Paul says: "He (Christ)

St.

is

the

head

Catholic Faith

of His body,

Christ" (Rom. 12:5). The illustration represents Christ
as the head of all the members of His C/iurc/i.

the Church" (Col. 1:18).

75.

WHY

The Mystical Body

the Catholic Church
the Mystical Body of Christ?
is

CALLED

The Catholic Church is called the MystiBody of Christ, because its members
are united by supernatural bonds with one
another and with Christ, their Head, thus
resembling the members and head of the
living human body.
cal

HOW ARE WE UNITED
cal

Body

We

by three spiritual bonds:
a) a Liturgical bond
the reception of Bap(
tism); b) a Symbolic bond the profession of
(
the Catholic faith) and c) a Hierarchical
bond ( obedience to the Church’s rulers, and
freedom from a penalty that would cast us
out of the Church)
;

.

seeks absolution from the proper authorities.
1.

In the Mystical Body, Christ as Head
be helped by His Body. Thus He

wills to

to the Mysti-

of Christ?

are united

of Christ

A baptized person separates himself from the
Mystical Body of Christ either by heresy, apostasy
or schism. A person is cast out of the Mystical Body
of Christ when he is excommunicated. Any person who separates himself from the Church or is
excommunicated can always return to the Church
and the sacraments, if he repents of his sins and

rules the Church, but does so indirectly,
through the hierarchy, human authority. In
a similar manner the head of a living hu-

man being
2.

has need of the rest of the body.

Among

the

members

of the Mystical

Body

of Christ there exists an interdependence; so that although each one has his own
individual function, he does not live for
himself alone, but for the entire Body.
Every good he does perfects the Body, of

which he

is

a part.
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One Body

in Christ:

Communion of

How

Saints

do the

ion of Saints

159

MEMBERS of the CommunHELP ONE ANOTHER?

The members of the “Communion of
Saints” help one another by prayer and
intercession, and by the merits of their
good works.

Through

1.

the

“communion

of saints,”

the blessed in heaven can help those in
purgatory and on earth by praying for
them. The faithful on earth should honor
the blessed in heaven and pray to them, because they are worthy of honor and as
friends of God will help the faithful on earth.
This is why we pray to the saints and angels
that they may intercede for us before God,
they see face to face. “Rendering thanks to God the
Father, who has made us worthy to share the lot
of the saints in light” (Col. 1:12).

Whom

The illustration shows the continuous communication
in the three portions of the Church
spiritually united
in Jesus Christ. The members on earth
send up
prayers to the angels and saints for themselves

and

poor souls in purgatory. They in turn
are helped by the intercession of the saints and
angels, and by the graces obtained thereby. The
poor souls pray for the members on earth.
for the

2. The souls in purgatory pray to the
angels and saints, and pray for the living,
but they cannot merit anything for them-

selves.
3. The faithful on earth, through the
communion of saints, can relieve the suffer-

ings of the souls in

What

is

meant by

OF SAINTS”

“THE COMMUNION

in the Apostles’

Creed?

fasting,

gences,

purgatory by prayer,
and other good works, by induland by having Masses offered for

them.

By “the Communion of Saints”

is

meant

the union of the faithful on earth, the
blessed in heaven, and the souls in purgatory,
with Christ as their Head.
1. There is only one Mystical Body, only
one Church which contains three portions:
a) The saints and angels in heaven compose
the Church triumphant, because they have
gained the crown of victory, b) The souls
in purgatory compose the Church suffering,
because they still have to expiate their

sins before they

can enter heaven,

c)

The

on earth compose the Church militant, because they have to struggle ceaselessly against the enemies of their souls.
faithful

2. All the members of the Church are of
one family, and share in the spiritual treasures of the Church.

St.

Augustine says: “ Prayer

is

the key by which

we open the gates of heaven

to the suffering souls.”
In the Memento after the consecration at every
Mass, a special petition is made for the souls of the
faithful departed. The poor souls cannot merit
anything; they depend upon their brothers in
Christ on earth and in heaven to help them attain
their eternal home as soon as possible.
4. The faithful on earth as members of
the Mystical Body of Christ, can help one
another by practicing supernatural charity
and, especially, by performing the spiritual
and corporal works of mercy. (See pages

190-191.)
St. Peter was freed from prison by the prayers
of the faithful. St. Stephen’s prayer obtained the
conversion of St. Paul. The prayers of St. Morica
led to the conversion of her son, St. Augustine.
This is why today, on all occasions, Catholics ask
for one another’s prayers and pray for those in
need.
,

While those in the state of mortal sin do not
enjoy fully the benefits of the “communion of
saints,’’ even they are not entirely excluded from
it.
Thus they may receive the grace to repent and recover sanctifying grace. Hence a Catholic who still
belongs to the Church, although a great sinner, may
have more hope of being converted than one who
cuts himself off from the Church.

The doctrine of the “communion of
saints” is one of the most consoling dogmas
5.

of the Church. When our loved ones die,
they are not separated from us forever.

Whether
love us
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in heaven or purgatory, they
and pray for us.

still

.

My

i6o

Catholic Faith

Christ taught about the forgiveness of sins in the
parable of the Prodigal Son. He instituted the

Sacrament of Penance

for the forgiveness of sins

76.

The

sins

you

shall retain they are retained."

Forgiveness of Sins

(Tenth Article of the Apostles’ Creed.)

What
by

is

meant

in the Apostles’

Creed

“THE FORGIVENESS OF SINS”?

By “the

forgiveness of sins” in the Apostles’ Creed is meant that God has given to
the Church, through Jesus Christ, the power
to forgive sins, no matter how great or how
many they are, if sinners truly repent.
1. In the Old Law, sins were forgiven
through the merits of the Redeemer that
was to come. In the New Law they are forgiven through the merits of the Redeemer
Who has come.

Pointing to Christ, St. John the Baptist said:
“Behold the lamb of God, who takes away the sins
of the world!”
2. We can obtain forgiveness of sin, because Christ the Redeemer merited forgiveness for us by His death. The Church has

power

to remit sins through the merits of
Jesus Christ, “in whom we have our redemp-

tion, the

During
example.

remission of our sins” (Col. 1:14).
Christ actually forgave sin. For
forgave Mary Magdalen, the paralytic,

life,

He

and the good thief. In curing the paralytic. He said,
“But that you may know that the Son of Man has
power on earth to forgive sins”— then he said to
the paralytic— “Arise, take up thy pallet and go
to thy

house” (Matt.

9:6).

Christ gave to His Apostles and disand their successors power to forgive
sins. He said: “Receive the Holy Spirit;
whose sins you shall forgive, they are for3.

ciples

given them; and whose sins you shall retain,
they are retained” (John 20:22-23)
This power to forgive sins was not given to the
Apostles alone, since men of later ages would need
forgiveness as much as men of Apostolic times. The
power, therefore, must also remain in the successors
of the Apostles.

'KNOUT
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The

Forgiveness of Sins

the enemies of the Church
assert, that man cannot forgive sins. Man,
by his own individual power, can never
forgive the smallest sin. But he can forgive
4-

It is true, as

with the power and authority

all sins,

God

gave him, as minister of God, acting
God’s place.

Or

in

God

limited because man
is sinful? “These things I write to you in
order that you may not sin. But if anyone
sins, we have an advocate with the Father,
Jesus Christ the just” (l John 2:1).
is

From the very beginning the Church has exercised
this power, through the sacraments of Penance and
Baptism, and even through Anointing of the Sick.

HOW MAY

SINS BE REMITTED

good works.
1
Original sin is remitted through Baptism. When we are baptized, we become
children of God, and heirs of heaven.
.

2. Actual sin is remitted by Baptism, by
Penance, by Anointing of the Sick, and by
good works. Such good works are: prayer,

and alms-deeds.

Good works cannot remit grave or mortal sin;
they can only dispose a person to the state of mind
which leads him to the Sacrament of Penance.

The guilt of forgiven sins never returns. Once forgiven, a sin is forgiven forever. If after our sins have been forgiven we
commit a new sin, or sins like the ones
already forgiven, we are guilty of new sins.
A man tells five lies. He repents and confessing
five lies again.
lies,

He

is

month he

tells

guilty of having told only five

not ten.

What
Vice

is

is

VICE?

a habit of sin formed by repeated

acts of sin.
1. One who makes a practice of stealing
has the vice of theft. One who habitually
drinks to intoxication has the vice of drunk-

One who frequently sins
chastity has the vice of impurity.
enness.

This

is

6i

one

why we must be very careful not to
sin. If we should be so unhappy as
we must at once cut off the

forming vice by contrition,
penance, and a resolution not to sin again.

After the first fall, one more readily yields to the
next temptation. Each yielding weakens the will
for the next. Thus step by step one who starts a
sin will soon find himself the slave of a habit.
3. A vice is easy to break off in the
beginning, difficult to break when fully
formed, but always capable of being overcome by a resolute will with God’s grace.
It is

easy enough to uproot a very young tree. But
has grown into a mighty tree, it becomes

it

extremely difficult. The vice having been firmly
formed, it becomes a necessity and is impossible to
break without extraordinary grace. This impossibility often leads many vicious persons to despair
and to final impenitence. But God can do all things.
One therefore who has contracted a habit of sin
must have recourse to God, who will strengthen
him, so that he can conquer his vice.

CAN ALL SINS BE FORGIVEN?
Yes, all sins, however great, can be forgiven, through the infinite merits of Christ,

Who

is

God.

The repentant sinner is told in Scripture: “If
your sins be as scarlet, they shall be made white as
snow”

(Is.

1:18).

sins,

God is always ready to forgive our
no matter how great or how many they

are,

if

1.

we are

truly sorry for them.

No

actual sin can be forgiven without sorrow
and repentance on the part of the sinner.

Our Lord said: “I say to you that, even so, there
will be joy in heaven over one sinner who repents,
more than over ninety-nine just who have no need
of repentance” (Luke 15:7).
2. The sin against the Holy Spirit which
Christ warned us would not be forgiven in
heaven or on earth is persistent impenitence,
the sin of one who rejects conversion and
dies in mortal sin. One guilty of this sin
can never obtain forgiveness of God, because
at the hour of death he continues to thrust

God away from

him.

against

If one commits robbery and ever after avoids that
he has committed the mortal sin of robbery,
but he has no vice. Similarly one may be completely
intoxicated once, but if he resolves never again to
drink, and sticks to his resolution, he has no vice.
sin,

easily acquired.

possibility of

3.

his sin, obtains forgiveness. After a

i

is

to fall into sin,

when

may be remitted

or forgiven by various means, according to the kind and gravity
of the sin: by Baptism, by Penance, and by

fasting,

reason

vice

commit

or

forgiven?
Sins

A

2.

A man gravely wounded cannot have any hope
of cure if he not only refuses to listen to his doctors,
but shuts his mouth against all medicines, and kicks
away all medical intruments and help. Even Judas
would have been pardoned if he had asked for
forgiveness and made a sincere act of contrition
before his death.
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Respect for the dead requires that cemeteries be
properly kept. We should remember that the bodies
of the buried will one day rise again to join immortal souls and live forever with God.

77.
(

is

separated from the

body.
1.
The soul is judged by God, and
rewarded with heaven, punished with hell,
or sent for a time to be cleansed in purgatory. The body begins to corrupt and returns to the dust from which it came.

St. Peter spoke of the body as a tabernacle for
the soul: “the putting off of my tabernacle is at
(2 Pet. 1:14). At death, “the dust returns
to its earth, from whence it came, and the spirit
returns to God, Who gave it” (Eccles. 12:7). The

hand”

only exceptions have been the bodies of Our Lord
and the Blessed Virgin, which rose to join their
souls, and are now in heaven.

All men must die, because death is a
consequence of original sin. “Therefore as
through one man sin entered into this world
and through sin death, and thus death
2.

has passed into all

make them seem alive, as
were prepared for some flighty show.
ing their faces to

if

they

Death

Eleventh Article of the Apostles’ Creed.)

What happens AT DEATH?
At death the soul

Respect for the dead would also advise us to
up the recent fad of dolling up corpses, paint-

give

men” (Rom.

5:12)

By their sin our first parents lost the immortality
of the body, for God condemned them to die. “For
dust you are and unto dust you shall return” (Gen.
3:19). Even Jesus Christ and His Mother submitted
to death.
3. No one knows when, where, or how
he will die. All we know is that we shall die,
and that when our hour strikes, nobody can
take our place.

God has mercifully hidden from us the hour of
our death. If we knew when we should die, we
might be overcome by fear when the moment
approached. Some, besides, might lead sinful lives
hope of repenting just before their death.

in the
4.

He must

to die.

therefore always be ready

Death comes “as a

thief in the night”,

when we least expect it. We must live as if
every moment were the last of life, always
ready to appear before our Divine Judge.
“Therefore you must also be ready, because at
an hour that you do not expect, the Son of Man
will come” (Matt. 24:44).

'KNOW GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE"

Death

How

WE PREPARE

should

We should prepare for death by leading
a good life, avoiding sin, and doing good.

Let us die with joy, saying to God, as Holy
Simeon did: “Now thou dost dismiss thy servant.
0 Lord, according to thy word, in peace” (Luke
2:29). Let us imitate St. Paul, who says, "I have
fought the good fight. I have finished the course,
1 have kept the faith. For the rest, there is laid up
for me a crown of justice, which the Lord, the just
Judge, will give to me in that day” (2 Tim., 4:7-8).
St. Augustine exclaims:
“O how sweet it is to
die, if one’s life has been a good one!” For such
as he, "to die is gain.” To the just man death is
only a passing into a better life. It is a journey to
his everlasting home, where his heavenly Father
dwells. Death is to be feared only by the sinner, for
it

the

is

end of

his earthly pleasures,

and

the be-

.

As a man

lives,

so he dies.

We

should

often recall the thought of death and eternity so that we may avoid sin. “In whatever
you do, remember your last days, and you
will never sin” (Eccli. 7:36)
Those who

1.

Let us picture the death of a just man, one who
has done good and avoided evil. He has
often seen people taken away suddenly, when they
least expected it, and made up his mind to be
always ready to die and face his Judge. He has
hoped he would, at the end of his life, die with
the Last Sacraments, a priest, and his family by his
side. But his obligations have taken him into the
wilderness; there he is dying, with only the guide
at his side. But he is at peace, and a smile is on his
lips, for he is ready to die: being always in the state
of grace, he is ready to meet his Judge anywhere,
any time. He knows the Judge will smile, too, and
all his life

as a

good

son, a friend.

We

should also have our temporal
affairs in order when we die. This is why
adults should make a will in order that no
3.

The word “cemetery” comes from

the

Greek, and means sleeping-place; there the
bodies of the dead sleep till Judgment Day.
It is the custom to engrave the letters R. I. P.
(Requiescat in pace. May he [she] rest in peace) on
headstones.

2. Cemeteries are solemnly consecrated.
Catholics should be buried in a Catholic
cemetery, if there is one; at least the grave
should be blessed.
Some day the bodies of the just will rise in
glory, and unite with their souls in heaven.

Cemeteries should be properly kept.
as to invite everyone
go there and pray for the departed.

3.

They should be such
to

We

should go regularly to the cemetery to see

it that the graves of our beloved dead are clean
and well kept, and to pray for them. If we liked to
them when they were alive, why shouldn’t
we continue to visit them even now that they are
dead? Such visits would attest to our living faith
in the immortality of the soul, and the resurrec-

to

tion of the body. Our prayers in the presence of the
bodies are the proof of our love for our beloved
dead.

.

put off reforming their lives in the hope of
a death-bed repentance are like a traveler
who starts packing when the train whistles
for departure.

welcome him

CEMETERIES?

visit

ginning of his eternal punishment.
2

are

Cemeteries are the burial grounds for
the dead.

We must

keep in God’s grace and love,
so that when the Angel of Death comes, we
may welcome him as one who takes us home
to see the face of our loving Father. The
good do not fear death.
1.
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What

for death?

confusion may arise as to the disposition of
their property after their death. A sudden
death is not to be desired, for then we may
not be able to put in order our spiritual
and temporal affairs.
This is why in the Litanies we pray: ‘‘From a
sudden and unprovided death, deliver us, O Lord!”

4.

Apostates, heretics, schismatic, the ex-

communicated, suicides,
communists, and public
permitted to be buried

duellists.

Masons,

sinners, are not
in a consecrated

Catholic cemetery.
The refusal of the Church to give Christian
burial to her bad children does not mean that
she sentences them to damnation; judgment of the
dead is in the hands of God. It is merely a public
expression of her condemnation of sin, and a
disciplinary measure so that her other children
may avoid falling into such sins. Non-Catholics
are not permitted burial in a Catholic cemetery,
because since they did not belong to the Church
during life, there is no reason for including them
in the burial grounds for members of the Church,
at death.
5. The Church forbids cremation not because it is in itself wrong or contrary to
divine Law, but because it is in opposition
to the Jewish and Christian tradition. In
cases of great epidemics and disasters, the
Church permits cremation.

Cremation has been advocated by anti-Christians
with the express purpose of destroying belief in the
immortality of the soul and the resurrection of the
body. The Fathers of the Church defended the
custom of burial, by reason of the resurrection of
the body, and the respect due it as the temple of
the Holy Spirit. The day may come when the
Church may grant general permission for cremation.
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Complete

justice will not be done in this life, but in
Then everything will be weighed in the
balance of God's justice, and punished or rewarded.
If on earth we have obeyed the commandments

the next.

of

God and

of the Church

eternal reward

in

heaven

we

(1).

be given an
we have obeyed

shall
If

JUDGMENT

the
called which
will be passed on each one of us IMMEis

mortal
for us

we

DIATELY AFTER DEATH?
The judgment which will be passed on
each one of us immediately after death is
called the particular judgment.
The existence of the particular judgment can be
deduced from the parable of Dives and Lazarus;
a soul is shown rewarded immediately after death.

As soon

at

it

as each soul leaves the body at
undergoes the Particular Judgment,

which

its

eternal destiny

is

decided.

“We

must all be manifested at the judgment seat
of Christ.’’ “It is appointed unto men to die
once, but after this comes the Judgment”
(Heb. 9:27) “Every one of us will render an
account for himself to God” (Rom. 14:12)
.

we

Judgment

Let us remember that even while the relatives
gather around the bed of the departed one, even
while his body is still warm, the particular judgment is gone through and finished; the judgment

and the soul gone to his reward or
If we remember this, we shall be
fervent in praying for the dead, in helping
others die a happy death, so that without fear
they may meet God at the judgment.
is

passed,

punishment.

more

2.
1.

death

we shall be sent to purgatory (2). Alas
die with even one mortal sin! For then
be banished from the sight of God and

sin,
if

shall

suffer torments in hell forever (3).

Particular

78.
What

all the commandments, but die with unforgiven
venial sin, or without having satisfied for forgiven

Jesus Christ

is

the

Judge

at the Par-

Judgment. Before Him each soul
must stand. The soul will stand in the awesome presence of God the Son, to give an
account of its whole life: of every thought,
word, act, and omission.
ticular

“Neither does the Father judge any man, but all
to the Son” (John 5:22).

judgment he has given
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Particular Judgment

A man’s

whole life will be spread before him like a great picture. He will remember everything, although he might have
3.

forgotten much at the moment of death.
How he will wish then that he had done
only good! We are not to suppose that the
soul will go to heaven before Christ to be
judged. God enlightens each soul in such
a manner that it fullg knows Christ has
passed a true judgment on it.

“Of every

idle

word

men

speak, they shall give

account on the day of judgment” (Matt. 12:36).
The judgment will embrace even the good which
has been neglected: a strict account will have to
be rendered of the use we made of the talents and
graces given to us. Even good actions badly performed will come under scrutiny, careless communions, hasty confessions, etc. Only then shall
we know the exactness with which God sees and
measures every act, word, and even intention in
our deepest thought.
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The

souls in purgatory are saints, because they
are sure of going to heaven. In purgatory they
3.
cannot commit any more sin, not even the slightest. They only long for God.

He who dies in mortal sin, even if only
with one single mortal sin, will be sent at
once to hell.
“Yes, the hope of the wicked ... is like smoke
scattered by the wind, and like the passing memory
of the nomad camping for a single day” (Wis. 5: 14).
By mortal sin a man cuts himself off from God. It
is really he himself that sends himself to hell. God's
desire would be to see all His creatures with Him
in heaven.

HOW SHOULD WE PREPARE FOR
the

judgment?

We

should prepare for the judgment by
being most careful to lead a good life and
die a happy death.

4. The good and the evil that the soul
has done will he weighed in the balance of
God’s justice. Then the sentence will be
passed by Jesus Christ alone, without the
intervention of witnesses. This sentence is
final and will never be reversed. The soul
will learn the sentence, the reasons for it,
and its absolute justice.

REWARDS

are the
or PUNISHMENTS appointed for men AFTER the
particular JUDGMENT?

What

The rewards or punishments appointed
for men after the particular judgment are
heaven, purgatory, or hell.

“With what measure you measure, it shall be
measured to you” (Matt. 7:2). As we have loved
God and our fellow-men during life, so we shall
be given the proper reward or punishment.

1. We should not only obey carefully all
the Commandments of God and the
Church, but do good works in prayer and

alms-deeds, practicing charity for the love
of God.

How can we be careless about a matter of such
importance, when we are absolutely certain of
being judged by God? “For what shall I do, when
God shall rise to judge?” (Job. 31:14).
2. We should do voluntary works of penance, for love of God, in expiation of any
sins we may have the misfortune to commit.

The “Imitation of Christ” says on this topic:
"In all things look to your end, and consider how
you shall be able to stand before a severe Judge
from whom nothing is hidden; who takes no bribes,
nor receives excuses, but will judge that which is
just. ... Therefore, be careful and sorrowful for
your sins now so that in the Day of Judgment
you may be safe with the blessed
Then the poor
and humble shall have great confidence, and the
proud shall fear on every side.
Then the contempt of riches shall weigh more than all treasures
.

.

1. He who dies
in his baptismal innocence, or after having fully satisfied for all
the sins he committed, will be sent at once

to heaven.

“The just will go into everlasting life” (Matt.
25:46). “And there shall not enter into it anything
defiled” (Apoc. 21:27).

He who

dies in the state of grace, but
is in venial sin, or has not fully atoned for
the temporal punishment due his forgiven
sins, will be sent for a time to purgatory.
2.

.

and worldlings.

.

.

.

l.earn

now

.

.

.

to suffer in little

things, that then you may be delivered from more
grievous sufferings. All therefore is vanity but to
love God and to serve Him alone” (Bk. I, chap. 24).
3. We should never go to sleep without
being prepared never to awake on earth
again, but in the presence of our Judge.

Let us examine our conscience every day, make
acts of contrition for our sins, confess them,
resolve to avoid them in the future.
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Both reason and faith tell us that there is
ground of expiation, where the soul is
from all stain of sin before it can enter
of heaven. "There shall not enter into it

Catholic Faith

a middle
cleansed
the glory

anything

defiled" (Apoc. 21:27). Christ said, "Amen, I say
to thee, thou will not come out from it until thou

79.

Who

are punished

IN

Existence of Purgatory
PURGATORY?

Those are punished

for a time in purgadie in the state of grace, but are
guilty of venial sin, or have not fully satisfied for the temporal punishment due to

tory

who

Purgatory

2. Belief in the utility of praying for the
dead automatically includes belief in the
existence of purgatory. If there were no
purgatory, it would be useless to pray for
the dead, because saints in heaven need no

help,

their sins.

middle state where
souls destined for heaven are detained and
purified. Souls in purgatory cannot help
themselves, for their time for meriting is
past. But they can be helped by the faithful
on earth, by prayers and other good works.
l.

hast paid the last penny" (Math 5:26). Even persons
who deny the existence of purgatory instinctively
pray for their loved ones who have died. This would
be great inconsistency if their reason did not tell
them that their prayers would do the dead good.
Prayers are useless for those in heaven or hell.

is

a

In some places, at 7, 8, or 9 o’clock at night, the
church bells sound, to admonish the faithful to
pray for the souls in purgatory. This hour is in
commemoration of Christ’s prayer in the garden.
We should then pray the Requiem aeternam: “Eternal rest give unto them, O Lord, and let perpetual
light shine upon them.”

and those

in hell are

beyond

aid.

And we can be sure there will be no more
purgatory after the General Judgment; because the
reason for its existence will have passed.
3. Purgatory is a place of temporary
punishment for those who have died in

venial sin, or who have not fully satisfied
God’s justice for mortal sins already forgiven.
(a) A
boy with a stone deliberately
breaks a window pane; this is a venial sin
punishable in purgatory. Some argue that
God is a good God, and will not punish
such slight sins with the pains of purgatory.
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Existence of Purgatory

We

must remember, nevertheless, that the
judgments of God are different from those
of men, as His holiness is far above human
holiness. “For my thoughts are not your
thoughts, nor are your ways
the Lord” (Isa. 55:8).

my

ways, says

A man commits
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not be forgiven him, either in this
world, or in the world to come” (Matt. 12:32).
When Our Lord said that a sin will not be forgiven
in the next life, He left us to conclude that some
sins will be thus forgiven. But in the next life, sins
cannot be forgiven in heaven: “There shall not
enter into it anything defiled" (Apoc. 21:27).
Spirit, it will

Neither can sins be forgiven in hell, for out of hell
is no redemption. They must
therefore be
forgiven in a middle state, Purgatory.

a cruel murder.
a mortal sin which, unrepented and
unconfessed, will send him to hell.

there

The man repents, confesses, and obtains absolution for his sin; the guilt therefore is removed.
But justice requires that he make up for the evil
he has done; this atonement takes place in purgatory, unless he makes full satisfaction before death.

a continuous and solemn teaching of the
Church. From St. Paul, the early Fathers,
the Doctors of the Church, on through the

(b)

This

is

3.

4. The doctrine of purgatory is eminently consoling to the human heart. It
consoles us when our loved ones die. Purgatory is a bond of union making us realize
that death is not an eternal separation for
the just, but only a loss of their bodily

presence.

THE DOCTRINE of the existence
OF PURGATORY REASONABLE?
IS

The

doctrine of the existence of purga-

is not only reasonable, but its negation
eminently contrary to reason; it is taught
in Holy Scripture, and has been taught by
the Church from the very beginning.

tory

Belief in the existence of Purgatory

is

Church has taught the existence of
Purgatory, and the correlated doctrine of
the usefulness of praying for the dead.

ages, the

From the beginning Christians prayed for the
dead at the Holy Sacrifice of the Mass. The oldest
books used at Mass contain prayers for the dead.

THE DOCTRINE OF PURGATORY
was given solemn definition by the Council
of Trent as follows: “There is a purgatory,
and the souls there detained are assisted
by the suffrages of the faithful, but especially by the most acceptable sacrifice of
the altar.”

is

1. The doctrine of a middle state of purgation is taught in the Old Testament, and
was firmly believed in by the Hebrews.

After a battle, Judas Machabeus ordered prayers
sacrifices offered for his slain comrades. “He
( Machabeus having levied a sum of twelve thousand
silver pieces) sent to Jerusalem, to have sacrifices

and

made

there for the guilt of their dead companions.

Was not this well done and piously? Here was a
man who kept the resurrection ever in mind; he
had done fondly and foolishly indeed, to pray for
the dead, if these might rise no more, that once
were fallen! And these had made a godly end; could
he doubt, a rich recompense awaited them? A holy
and wholesome thought it is to pray for the dead,
for their guilt’s undoing” (2 Mac. 12:43-46).
2.

When Our Lord came

purified the Jewish

human changes

that

on

earth,

He

Church of

all those
with the years had

and beliefs. But He
never reproved anyone for belief in a mid-

crept into

its

usages

dle state of purgation, or prayers for the
dead.

On the contrary, Christ more than once implied
the existence of purgatory. He said “And whoever
speaks a word against the Son of Man, it shall be
forgiven him; but whoever speaks against the Holy

This dogmatic definition contains three points
of faith that all Catholics are compelled to believe:
(a) that there is a purgatory; (b) that after death
souls suffer there for their sins; (c) that the living
can extend assistance to such souls.
4.

Reason demands belief

ence of purgatory.
slight stain

on

If a

man

in the exist-

dies with

some

his soul, a sin of impatience,

or an idle word, is he fit to enter heaven?
God’s sanctity forbids it: “There shall not
enter into it anything defiled” Apoc. (2 1 27).
But must such a soul be consigned to hell?
God’s mercy and justice forbid it.
:

Therefore reason concludes the existence of a
middle and temporary state of expiation, where
the soul is cleansed from all stain of sin before
it can
be admitted into the perfect holiness and
bliss of heaven. “Amen, / say to thee, thou wilt
not come out from it until thou hast paid the
last

penny”

(Matt. 5:26).

Among

nearly all peoples there has
persisted a belief that souls must undergo
some sort of purification after death. This
would point to the doctrine of purgatory.
5.

The Greek story of Prometheus implies a place
of purgation. The Egyptians and others believed
in the transmigration of souls. Legends and myths
of all nations, as well as burial customs, indicate
belief in the possibility of helping the dead.
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We should be generous in helping the poor souls
in purgatory , who long for God. The best thing
we
can do for them is to have Masses offered for them.
The Church puts no limit to the time during which we
may pray or offer Masses for the suffering souls
in

If we cannot have a Moss said, we should
at least
hear Mosses for our dear departed. If God so
willed, a single Mass could release all the souls in
We should offer Masses especially on
All Souls Day and on the anniversaries of death

purgatory.

purgatory.

of our relatives

80

.

Souls

in

WHAT PAINS do the souls IN PURGA-

TORY

suffer?

The souls

purgatory suffer from a
great longing to be united to God, and
from other great pains.
in

1. Their chief pain is the deprivation of
the Beatific Vision, the vision of God in
the glory of heaven. This temporary depriv-

ation is a most severe punishment, because
the poor souls already have a full knowledge
of what they are missing.
“As the hind longs for the running waters, so my
soul longs for you, O God. Athirst "is my soul for
God, the living God. When shall I go and behold
the face of

God?”

(Ps. 41:2-3).

The general

tradition of the Church is
that they also suffer acutely in other ways.
2.

and

friends.

Purgatory
St. Augustine believes that the sufferings of the
poor souls are greater than anything that man can

suffer

in

3.

life. St. Thomas believes the least
greater than the greatest on earth.

this

pain there

The

is

greatness and the duration of a

soul

s sufferings in purgatory vary according to the gravity of the sins committed.
One who has lived a long life of sin, but is
saved from hell only by a deathbed repentance, will stay in the purging fires of purga-

tory longer, and suffer there more intensely
than a child, who has committed only the
venial sins of an ordinary child.

That some souls stay long in purgatory is implied by the fact that the Church puts no limit
to the offering of Masses for the dead; some foundations have been going on for centuries, offered
for the repose of certain souls. St. Augtlstine
be-
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Souls

in

purgatory who have
loved the goods of earth more. Some saints have
held that certain holy souls in purgatory suffer no
pain except their exclusion from the vision of God.
Practically all are agreed that in purgatory the
lieves that those stay longest in

suffer most in those things in which they
sinned most; as the “Imitation of Christ” says:
“In what things a man hath most sinned, in those
things shall he be most grievously tormented.”

souls

4.

The poor

console them.

souls, however, have much to
They are certain of salvation

and the love of God. They are

free

from

temptation: they cannot commit the slighteven of impatience.

est sin,

Purgatory
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the sacrifice of
avail our
self in

Our Lord

dead to offer
Holy Mass.

for

Himself.

It

will

surely

them God the Son Him-

We

2. PRAYERS.
should pray with devotion for the poor souls. God does not regard
the length of the prayer or the words so
much as the love in the heart of the one
who prays.

There are special prayers enriched with indulgences, applicable to the souls in purgatory.
3. ALMS-GIVING. No pompous funeral
or profusion of flowers is of any avail for the
poor souls in purgatory. As St. John Chrys-

They have no worry, anxiety, or distress of
mind, for they are sure of deliverance. They are
comforted by the prayers of the angels and saints,
and of the people on earth.

ostom says, “Not by weeping, but by prayer
and alms-giving are the dead relieved.”

WILL ALL the
TO HEAVEN?

on

GO

souls in purgatory

All the souls in purgatory will go to
heaven some day; they will stay in purgatory as long as they have not atoned for
their sins.
1.

souls cannot help themselves,

for their time for meriting was ended at
their death. They cannot therefore merit
anything to satisfy for their sins.

This is why we who can still merit by our good
works should give some of them as suffrage for
the poor souls, so that they may soon be delivered
from their prison. We have the special obligation
of helping with our prayers and sacrifices the souls
of our dead relatives, friends, and benefactors.
2. Although they cannot merit anything
for themselves, the poor souls intercede for
us with their prayers to God. Thus if we
help them they repay us by their inter-

cession.

what ways

POOR SOULS in
We can help the

CAN WE HELP THE
purgatory?
poor souls

in

works.

MASSES. The Holy

Sacrifice

is

the

greatest help we can offer, because its effect
depends on itself, and not on the piety of
the priest

who

offers

it.

Whenever

possible,

Gregorian Masses should be offered; these
consist of thirty Masses celebrated on consecutive days for some deceased person.
we cannot have a Mass said, we can
attend Mass and receive holy communion
If

dear departed.

A

Mass has

The Heroic Act of Charity. By

this

Act a person surrenders, in behalf of the
souls in purgatory, all the satisfaction made
to God by his good works, including whatever satisfaction may be offered for him by
others during his life and after.
Those who make the Act may gain a plenary indulgence applicable only to the dead: (1) each day
that they receive Holy Communion, if they have
made their confession and visited a church or public oratory and prayed for the intentions of the
Holy Father; (2) on Mondays if they attend Mass
in supplication for the faithful departed, and fulfill the usual conditions. (See page
336.)
For making the Heroic Act of Charity, the following prayer is suggested: “O my God, I voluntarily offer to Thee through the mediation of Mary,
all the works of satisfaction that I may make in this
life, as well as all suffrages which may be offered for
me after my death, in behalf of the poor souls in
purgatory, placing myself entirely at Thy mercy.”

purgatory

by Masses, by prayers, and by other good
1.

souls. Instead of sending costly wreaths to
the family of a dead friend, it is an excellent
custom instead to have Masses offered for his soul.

4.

The poor

In

It is better to give to charity the money spent
idle and worldly show, which cannot help the

poor

at least

for
infinite merit, for

our
it

is

5.

We

should not, however, rely too

much on the prayers and sacrifices that our
relatives may offer for us after our death.
Even granting that they will remember us
often and fervently in prayers, it is nevertheless true that works offered in suffrage
for souls avail them only to a limited extent.
God gives more value to a little voluntary
penance done here on earth than to disciplines
offered for that soul after death. As a Saint aptly
“One Mass devoutly heard during life is
worth more than a great sum left for the celebration of a hundred Masses after death.’’

said,

"KNOW GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE”
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Catholic Faith

Belief in the resurrection is very consoling. It was
gave the early Christians and martyrs
such fortitude under persecutions. Firm in this belief,
we should not mourn for our beloved dead excessively: "But we would not, brethren, have you
ignorant concerning those who are asleep, lest you
should grieve, even as others who have no hope "
this belief that

81.
What

is

Thess. 4:13).

(I

TION OF THE BODY”?

“He who

1.

Our Lord often

the

Body

eats

everlasting

my

flesh

and drinks my blood has

and I will raise him up” (John

6:55).

Christ redeemed the whole man, and
not the soul alone.
Hence

body must, in the case of the just,
The body of man was originally
immortality, and lost it only with
“As in Adam all die, so in Christ all

the

rise to eternal life.

destined

for
sin.

be made to live” (1 Cor. 15:22). “He who
raised up Jesus will raise up us also with Jesus”
(2 Cor. 4:14). “Our Lord Jesus Christ will refashion
the body of our lowliness” (Phil. 3:21).
will

foretold the resurrec4.

tion of the body.

in

3.

Adam’s
“In a moment, in the twinkling of an eye, at
last trumpet. For the trumpet shall sound,
shall rise’’ (i Cor. 15:52).

the

and the dead

them again

should remember the words of Our Lord,
Who will raise us from the dead: “I am the resurrection and the life; he who believes in me, even if
he die, shall live; and whoever lives and believes
in me, shall never die " (John 1 1 :25-26).

life

By “the resurrection of the body” is
meant that at the end of the world, the
bodies of all men will rise from the earth
and be united again to their souls, nevermore to be separated.

shall see

We

Resurrection of the

meant by the “RESURREC-

We

resurrection.

The resurrection of the body

is

not

idea. If we look about us
in nature, we may see types of the resurrection of the body.

an extraordinary
“For the hour is coming in which all who are in
the tombs shall hear the voice of the Son of God.
And they who have done good shall come forth
unto resurrection of life; but they who have done
evil unto resurrection of judgment” (John 5:28-29).
2.

ment

Our Lord

said that the Blessed Sacragives immortality also to the body.

In spring, flowers and trees wake up to new life
after the death of winter. The seed, buried like a
corpse in the ground, sprouts a living tree or bush.
The body itself rises to new vigor after sleep, which
is a type of death.

"KNOW GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE”

Resurrection of the Body

OUR RISEN BODIES BE THE

Will

SAME
Yes,

bodies

bodies

we had on earth?

our risen bodies will be the same
we had on earth.

If our risen bodies were not those we
had on earth, they would not be our bodies,
i

and we would not be the same persons. It
could not be said then that there was a
resurrection, nor that our bodies had risen.

During

2.

life

the body

is

constantly

changing,

putting on new growth and
throwing away waste in bone, muscle, and
skin. Yet it is always the same body.
3 Our bodies will rise again even though
they will have been reduced to dust. How,
-

we do not know. Everything

is

possible to

God. But, according

to what has just been
under n. 2, we need not imagine God
gathering together all the elements that
once belonged to our bodies and have been
scattered far and wide, and shaping them

said

into

new

will

the bodies of the just rise?

The bodies of the just will rise to share
forever in the glory of their souls.
“For

171

SUBTILITY. OR SPIRITUALITY.

This quality will enable the risen body to penetrate material substances, even as Our Lord,

Who

arose from the tomb and entered the Cenacle while
doors and windows were barred. “What is sown a
natural body rises a spiritual body”(i Cor. 15:44).

The

2.

remain

risen body, united to the soul, will
heaven forever, to glory in the

in

presence of and in union with God.

When we are disheartened by the miseries of this
life, misfortune, sickness, pains, and many other ills,
including the difficulty of warding off sin. let us
find consolation in the thought that our body, now
so weak and imperfect, will, if we persevere in the
love and service of God, some day rise in glory and
stand continually in His presence. “If the earthly
house in which we dwell be destroyed, we have a
building from God, a house not made by human
hands, eternal in the heavens” (2 Cor. 5:1).

Has the body of any human person ever
been raised from the dead and taken into
heaven?

By the special privilege of her Assumpbody of the Blessed Virgin Mary,
preserved from corruption, was raised from
the dead and taken into heaven.
tion, the

bodies.

Christ Himself raised three persons from the
dead, according to Holy Scripture, At His resurrection, the bodies of many rose from the graves.
Holy
men and women have in the name of Christ brought
back many to life.

Why

(d)

this corruptible body must put on incorand this mortal body must put on im(1 Cor. 15:53).

ruption,

“Assumption" in this sense means the taking up
the Blessed Virgin’s body into heaven. Her
Assumption differs from Christ’s Ascension, in that
He went up to heaven, body and soul, by His own
unaided power, whereas Our Lady was taken up
by the power of God, not her own. The dogma of
the Assumption was proclaimed November 1, 1950.
of

WHY WILL THE

DAMNED

BODIES OF THE

also rise?

mortality”

1. The risen body will be radiant
and
beautiful, if it is of a just person. It will
have the qualities of Our Lord’s risen Body,
characterized by:

(a)

IMPASSIBILITY.

By this quality the risen body will no longer be
subject to pain, disease, death, hunger, thirst,
fatigue, sleep, heat or cold. “And God will
wipe
away every tear from their eyes. And death shall be
no more, neither shall there be mourning, nor
crying” (Apoc. 21:4).

The

bodies of the

BRIGHTNESS.

this quality,

the risen

will shine

with
glory. “Then the just will shine
forth like the sun, in the kingdom of their Father”

great radiance

and

(Matt. 13:43).
(c)

AGILITY.

This, quality will enable the risen body
to pass
with the quickness of thought to all parts
of the

universe.

their

The

This should give pause to those whose chief
thought on earth is to pamper and decorate their
bodies. This life will last only a few decades; but
in the resurrection there will be an eternity. Should
we prefer to be painted and “beautiful” for these
few decades, and become an object of aversion for
or pay less attention to our
earth, so as to attain glory forever?

on
body

will also rise,

punishment of

risen bodies of the wicked will be
hideous and repulsive, horrible to behold.
1.

all eternity;

(b)

By

damned

to share in the eternal
souls.

body here

The

risen bodies of the wicked, united
to their souls, will remain condemned in
hell forever, their companions other wicked
2.

souls,

And

and

devils, followers of Satan.

in hell, the body, as well as the soul, will

suffer torments such as

we here on earth cannot
even imagine. What will it profit those lost souls
then, that here they had luxuries and pleasures?
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r

The General Judgment will take place at the end of
It is a public repetition of the particular
judgment. Then all that each has thought, said,
done, or omitted will be known to everybody. The
the world.

82

.

Faith

receive their reward, and the wicked will
be punished. At the General Judgment Jesus Christ
will be the Judge. Then complete justice will be
meted out to all, to the souls united with the bodies.
just will

General Judgment

(Seventh and Twelfth Articles of the Apostles’ Creed.)

What

is

THE JUDGMENT

be passed on all

will

called which

men immediately

AFTER THE GENERAL RESURREC-

“And this gospel of the kingdom shall be
preached in the whole world, for a witness to all
nations; and then will come the end" (Matt. 24:14).

TION?
all

The judgment which will
men immediately after the

rection
1.

is

The

called the general

judgment.

that will be,

no man knows.

“Bat of that day and hour no one knows, not
even the angels of heaven, but the Father only”
(Matt. 24:36). After the Ascension angels told the
Apostles that Christ will come again as Judge:
“This Jesus who has been taken up from you into
heaven will come in the same way, as you have seen
him going up to heaven’’ (Acts 1:11).

(a)

when

the Son of

do you think,

“And

faith

Man

comes, will he find,

on the earth?” (Luke

18:8).

came to pass in the days of Noe, even
be in the days of the Son of Man. They
were eating and drinking, they were marrying and
giving in marriage, until the day when Noe entered
the ark, and the Hood came and destroyed them all.
In the same wise will it be on the day that the
Son of Man is revealed” (Luke 17:26-27, 30).
as

so will

it

it

(c)
Antichrist
false miracles.

will

appear and work

Our Lord

predicted that signs will
precede the Last Judgment, which He
Himself described; He will be the Judge.
2.

faith;

“Yet

Last or General Judgment will
at the end of the world, but

take place

when

There will be a great apostasy from
people will lose themselves in evil.

(b)

be passed on
general resur-

The Gospel

whole world.

will be

preached in the

“ the man of sin . . . the
St. Paul speaks of
son
of perdition, who opposes and is exalted above all
that is called God, or that is worshipped, so that
he sits in the temple of God, and gives himself
out as if he were God” (2 Thes. 2:4).

"KNOW GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE”

General J udgment

WHAT WILL TAKE PLACE

on the

day?

last

On

the last day these events will take

place:

The earth and the heavens

1.

show

will

signs; the stars will fall. In the

heavens the
sign of the Son of Man will appear. It is
believed that this sign is the Cross.
.
And
then will appear the sign of the Son of
.

Man

in

heaven” (Matt. 24:30)

.

Jesus Christ, in great power and
2.
majesty, accompanied by the angels, will

come

in the clouds of heaven.

“For as the lightning comes forth from the east
and shines even to the west, so also will the coming
of the Son of Man be.
And they will see the
Son of Man coming upon the clouds of heaven
with great power and majesty” (Matt. 24:27, 30).
.

.

.

3. The dead will spring to life in a moment. All men, their souls reunited to
their bodies, will come to judgment.

“Behold, I come quickly ... to render to each
one according to his works” (Apoc. 22:12). “And
he will send forth his angels with a trumpet and a
great sound, and they will gather his elect from
the four winds” (Matt. 24:31).
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All men and all angels, good and bad,
will be present to hear the judgment of each
one. “For there is nothing hidden that will
not be made manifest, nor anything concealed that will not be known” (Luke 8: 17).
2.

Then will the unjust say these words, as they
consider the just: “This is he whom once we held
and as a type of mockery, fools
that we were! His life we deemed madness, and his
death dishonored. See how he is accounted among
the sons of God; how his lot is with the saints!
What did our pride avail us? What have wealth
and its boastfulness afforded us? All of them passed
like a shadow” (Wis. 5:3-9).
as a laughingstock

.

.

.

3. Our Lord will place the good on His
right hand, and the wicked on His left.
To the just Christ will say: “Come, blessed

my

of

dom

Father, take possession of the kingprepared for you from the foundation
To the wicked
will say: Depart from me, accursed

of the world” (Matt. 25:34).

He

ones, into the everlasting fire” (Matt. 25:41).
Immediately the good will go body and soul to
heaven, and the wicked will fall body and soul into
hell. “And these will go into everlasting punish-

ment, but the just into everlasting

life”

(Matt.

25:46).

The General Judgment

4.

is

necessary

in order:
4. From these statements we are not to
conclude that everybody will perceive the
divine essence at the day of judgment; the
wicked can never see God.

The lost souls will “see God” beyond some kind
of veil so that they do not delight in His divinity:
they will have some kind of perception of His
Majesty, and recognize His justice.
If every

one

is

judged immediately after

WHY WILL THERE BE A GENERAL JUDGMENT?

death,

Although every one

is judged immediit is fitting that there be
judgment, in order that the
justice, wisdom, and mercy of God may be
glorified in the presence of all.

ately after death,

a

general

1. The last or General Judgment will be
a public repetition of the particular judg-

ment. The Judge and the matters taken up
will be identical. Then Jesus will bring to
light “the hidden things of darkness.”
“And I saw the dead, the great and the small,
standing before the throne, and scrolls were opened.
And another scroll was opened, which is the book
of life; and the dead were judged out of those things
that were written in the scrolls” (Apoc. 20:12).
'KNOB7

(a)

To vindicate

God’s providence in the

government of the world, and to disclose
both the good and the evil that men have
done, in order to reveal God’s justice, wis-

dom, and mercy. Man is a social, as well as
an individual being; hence the necessity for
a general, as well as a particular

judgment.

On that day will men see how often God has
granted them graces, and they have rejected them.
Then will men see how much that took up time
and thought on earth was folly in the eyes of God,
and how what the world called nonsense and
mocked was really heavenly wisdom. As St. Paul
says: “We, for our part, preach a crucified Christ—
to the Jews indeed a stumbling-block and to the
Gentiles foolishness”

(1

Cor. 1:23).

(b) To give the just the public honor
due them, and the wicked the public shame
they deserve, and to make the body share in
the reward or punishment of the soul with
which it shared good or evil on earth.

At the Last Judgment all our thoughts, words,
and deeds, public and secret, will be made known
to all creation. This fact should urge us to avoid
anything and everything of which we should then
be ashamed if made public. When we are tempted
let us remember that the “hidden things of darkness” will be revealed on the last day.

GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE

"

"

"It is a fearful thing to fall into the hands of
the living God (Heb. 10:31). Those who disobey
God will be condemned to hell, a "place of tor-

ments" (Luke 16:28), and a "furnace of fire,
where there will be the weeping and the
gnashing of teeth" (Matt. 13:42). These damned
souls will

be plunged "into destruction and

83.

WHO ARE PUNISHED

dam-

IN HELL?

Scripture calls hell

“a place of torments,” “an
“ everlasting fire,” “the
fire,”
bot“everlasting punishment,” “outer

2. All who die in mortal sin, even with
only a single unrepented and unforgiven
mortal sin, are sent to hell.

continually calling sinners to repentance.
He instituted a Church to teach them the way to
heaven. He instituted the sacrament of penance to
cleanse from all sin the sinner. He stands as the
loving Father, awaiting with anxiety the return
of the prodigal.
is

.

of Hell

God does not wish

hell.

him

the

And He

Christ Himself, in fifteen places in
Holy Scripture, refers to the punishment
of hell, the horrible abode of the wicked.
i.

God

(Matt. 25:41).

to send anyone to
His only desire would be to have all
His children with Him in the bliss of
heaven. But He has made man free, given
3

cially that of fire, for all eternity.

unquenchable

ones"

The Torments

Those are punished in hell who die in
mortal sin; they are deprived of the vision
of God and suffer dreadful torments, espe-

tomless pit,”
darkness.”

nation" (I Tim. 6:9), "and the smoke of their
torments goes up forever and ever; and they
rest neither day nor night
(Apoc. 14:11). But
the most terrible of torments will be the loss of the
Beatific Vision— seeing God face to face— the greatest joy of the soul. "Depart from me, accursed

power to decide his own destiny.
respects this freedom. The sinner

freely turns

away from God, from

heaven.

Not one single sinner is sent to hell except by
own fault. No one is sent to hell unless he has
wilfully, deliberately, and knowingly refused to

his

commands of God.
can truly say that
the fetters of hell are of man’s own fashioning. If a
is given a bright light, and he purposely blows
it out, can he blame anyone else for the
dark?

We

obey the

man

WHAT PAINS

will the

condemned

suf-

fer in hell?

The condemned

in hell

will

suffer

the

pain of loss and the pain of sense.
But no one can ever describe or understand
adequately the torments of hell, just as no one can
realize the bliss of heaven.

KNOW GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE "

The Torments of Hell

THE PAIN OF LOSS. The

wicked in
they rejected and lost: God.
This pain will be the greatest torment of
hell, for the human soul is made for God.
1.

hell

know what

175

The pains of

hell will last for all
eternity. If the punishment of hell were
temporary, many sinners might prefer to
gratify their passions on earth, no matter
4.

what cost and penalty in hell, if it were
have an end. The fear of hell should
urge us to lead a good life. Nothing on earth

at
(a) They feel despair, remorse, envy, and
hopelessness, because they know that they

can never obtain the one thing needed for
happiness: they can never see God.
The
is

greater the value of what is lost, the greater
the pain of loss. But the sinners in hell have lost
Their pain of loss must be

God, of infinite worth.
in proportion.

Instead of God and the angels and
saints, the sinners in hell have devils and
loathsome criminals for eternal companions.
Hell contains nothing good. St. Paul truly
says: “It is a fearful thing to fall into the
hands of the living God” (Heb. 10:31).
(b)

There is no love in hell. The damned hate God,
hate each other, and hate themselves. St. Chrysostom says “Insupportable is the fire of hell— who
doth not know it?— and its torments are awful; but
if one were to heap a thousand hell-fires one on the
other it would be as nothing compared with the
punishment of being excluded from the blessed
glory of heaven, of being hated by Christ, and of
being compelled to hear Him say, 7 know you
”

not!’

2.

to

worth one moment in

is

choose to suffer

“And

from

fire

The wicked
and the torments in-

on all the senses, the sight, the hearing, the smell, the taste, the touch. After the
resurrection, the bodies of the damned will
suffer with their souls. In this life sinners
sin by their senses. In the same way they will
flicted

be punished in hell. “By what things a man
sinneth, by the same he also is tormented.”

and do we

(Apoc. 14:11). Christ Himself said: “And if thy
hand or thy foot is an occasion of sin to thee, cut
it off and cast it from thee! It is better for thee to
enter life maimed or lame, than, having two hands
or two feet, to be cast into the everlasting fire”
(Matt. 18:8).

to

IS IT NOT AGAINST GOD’S MERCY
punish souls in hell for all eternity?

No, because God’s justice demands
He must punish the sinner.
1.

The sinner

is

a traitor to God

it:

Who

created him.

God

created

this

world and

owns them. They must

all

therefore

creatures.

He

be absolutely

obedient to His will. If a creature revolts and defies God, then he must be treated as an enemy.
is the opinion of Doctors of the
that no one in hell is punished as
as he deserves. God sent us His own
beloved Son, to suffer incredible agonies

2.

THE PAIN OF SENSE.

will suffer

hell;

for all eternity?

it

smoke of their torments goes up for
ever and ever; and they rest neither day nor night”
the

It

Church

much

and death,

so that we may be saved from
eternal damnation. Can such a God be
anything but merciful?

We

know the mercy of God.
know how glad
is to receive back the repentant sinner.
We
therefore know that He will not punish too sethat whatever punishment He metes out will

He

We

verely,

Christ calls hell an “ unquenchable fire.” The
sensation of burning is the greatest pain man can
conceive of.
Christ calls hell ‘‘the outer darkness”; it is fire
that gives no light, because in hell the damned
never see God, the source of eternal light. Hell is
the place where there is ‘‘weeping and gnashing of
teeth,” where the “worm never dies.”
3. The punishment in hell is not the same
all. Each sinner will be punished according to the measure of his offenses.
Just as in heaven the bliss and glory of the
saints differ, so in hell the torments and pains of
the wicked differ. God is just; He will not punish
a man who has committed only one mortal sin in
the same measure that He punishes one who has

for

lived a long life of wickedness.

be

just.

We should have no fear of hell if we
do our duty. God will not send us to hell,
unless we force Him.
3.

Let us remember that our Judge will be Jesus
Who so loved us that He died on the cross
He is more eager to pass a favorable sentence
on us than we are to receive it. We should have
confidence in Him, as little children. ‘‘The Son of
Man did not come to destroy men’s lives, but to
save them” (Luke 9:56). The Lord “is long-suffering, not wishing that any should perish, but that all
should turn to repentance” (2 Peter 3:9).
Christ,
for us.

Let us remember always to plead with
for our souls. We can refuse God, but
can never refuse us: on this account
salvation is in our hands.

God
God
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It

to

Catholic Faith

impossible to describe Paradise. Even St. Paul
heavenly bliss was revealed, could only
"I know a man in Christ who fourteen

is

whom

say:

years ago— whether in the body I do not know,
or out of the body I do not know, God knows—
such a one was caught up to the third heaven.
And I know such a man— whether in the body

84.

By “life everlasting” we mean that there
will be another existence after this present
and

in

it

the just will be happy for all

eternity.
In that life the just will dwell in heaven with
God, in perfect and everlasting happiness. Heaven
usually represented as a place, but it is essentially a state— the blissful union with God, with
Christ (Phil. 1:23). Even when the Blessed Virgin
Mary, for example, appears to men, she does not
leave heaven, which she carries with her, in the
state of her soul.
is

This is why the good and holy have a foretaste
of heaven even here on earth, in the peace and joy
they possess in their hearts. "And I saw the holy
city
and I heard a loud voice from the throne
saying,— ‘Behold the dwelling of God with men,
and he will dwell with them. And they will be his
people, and God himself will be with them as their
God’” (Apoc. 21:2-3).
.

.

.

12:2-4).

has

it

things

him

Eye has not seen nor ear heard, nor
entered into the heart of man, what
for those who love

God has prepared
(1

Cor. 2:9).

Heaven

Life Everlasting:

What do we mean by “LIFE EVERLASTING”?

life,

or out of the body I do not know, God knows —
that he was caught up into paradise and heard
secret words that man may not repeat (2 Cor.

WHO ARE REWARDED IN HEAVEN?
Those are rewarded in heaven who have
died in the state of grace and have been
purified in purgatory, if necessary, from all
venial sin and all debt of temporal punishment; they see God face to face, and share
forever in His glory and happiness.
We do not obtain heaven without working for it.
He that for God’s sake has suffered most and given
up most
"He who

will get

the greatest reward in heaven.
it; and he who hates
unto life everlasting”

loves his life, loses
his life in this world, keeps it

(John

tribulations

As

Paul says: “Through many
we must enter the kingdom of God”

12:25).

St.

(Acts 14:21).
1.
The greatest joy of heaven is the
Beatific Vision. This is the sight of God
face to face. This vision is called beatific,
because it completely fills with joy those

who
their

possess

it.

They know and

love

God

to

utmost capacity, and are known and

loved by

God

in return.

The

Beatific Vision

'KNOW GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE"
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Life Everlasting: Heaven
will satisfy completely and supremely all
our desires. Having God, we shall never
else. “One day with the
thousand years, and a thousand
one day” (2 Peter 3:8)

wish for anything

Lord

is

years as

FOR ALL?
No, the

as a

On earth,
of

even when we obtain the dearest desires
our heart, we can never be completely happy.
see now through a mirror in an obscure man-

“We

Now

ner; but then face to face.
then I shall know even as I

I know in part; but
have been known”

Cor. 13:12). In heaven, “They have their fill of
the prime gifts of your house; from your delightful
stream you give them to drink” (Ps. 35:9).
(1

The other joys and perfections of
heaven will be numberless and of infinite
variety. There will be neither sin, nor death,
2.

nor sorrow, nothing to cause trouble or
affliction, nothing to mar the eternal bliss.
“They shall neither hunger nor thirst any more,
neither shall the sun strike them nor any heat
.
will wipe away every tear from their
eyes” (Apoc. 7:16-17).
.

.

1

Will the bliss of heaven be

same for

bliss of

heaven

77

THE SAME

will

not be the

all.

1. The heavenly reward is given according to the goodness of the life each led on
earth. In the same measure as we have loved
God, He will reward us. However, each will
be completely and supremely happy, because each will receive according to the

fulness of his capacity. “There is one glory
of the sun, and another glory of the moon,

and another of the

stars”

(1

Cor. 15:41).

In a similar way, if we fill a small glass and a
great glass full to overflowing with water, one contains more than the other, yet neither can receive
one more drop. Martyrs, Virgins, Doctors, that is,
teachers of truth and religion, are promised a special
joy and glory in heaven.

and God

2. In the same way bodies, after joining
the souls at the resurrection, will differ in
brilliancy and beauty as star differs from

3. Our companions will be the most Holy
Virgin Mary, the Angels and the Saints.
shall be reunited with those we have
loved on earth, and we shall love them
there more intensely. There will be no more

star in glory,

We

Whatever we have desired to
know here on earth, we shall learn in
heaven. All the mysteries of faith and science
will be revealed. After the resurrection, we
shall have our bodily senses in heaven, and
by them relish joys unending.

separation.

“The sufferings of the present time are not
worthy to be compared with the glory to come that
be revealed in us” (Rom. 8:18).

will

This bliss will last for all eternity.
joys of heaven will always delight.
And we shall have no fear of their ending,
for heaven will be everlasting. Eternity has
no measure. It is like a circle: We can spend
our whole life going around a circle, but
we shall never find an end. Each part is

Yet

but all will be perfect.

among

the blessed there will be no envy.
As St. Francis of Sales said: two children receive
from their father each a piece of cloth to make a
garment. The smaller child will not envy his
brother the bigger garment, but will be quite satisfied with the one that fits him.
3. The degree of glory of the blessed
in heaven will neither be added to nor
diminished for all eternity. They will remain eternally happy.

“And night shall be no more, and they shall have
no need of light of lamp, or light of sun, for the
Lord God will shed light upon them; and they
shall reign forever

and ever” (Apoc.

22:5).

4.

The

only the beginning.

What

meant by the word “Amen,”
with which we end the Apostles’ Creed?
is

By the word “Amen,” with which we end
the Apostles’ Creed, is meant “So it is,” or
“So be

it”; the

word expresses our firm

belief in all the doctrines that the

Creed

contains.
Eternity has no end. We can never have a proper
conception of its duration, because we have nothing
similar to eternity. Millions of ages are as nothing

compared

to eternity. If a bird w'ere to carry away
from the ocean one drop of water every thousand
years, a time will come when it will have carried
away the whole ocean. But that time is less than the

shortest

moment,

if

compared

to eternity.

Our Lord often used the word “Amen,” usually
solemnly positive affirmation: ‘‘Amen, amen,
say to thee, unless a man be born again, he cannot
see the Kingdom of God” (John 3:3).
‘‘Amen,
amen, I say to you, you shall see heaven opened,
and the angels of God ascending and descending
upon the Son of Man” (John 1:51).
as a
I
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Conscience

within us.
is

It

often called the voice of

is

Catholic Faith

God

do what is right and avoid what
who lived long before the Ten

bids us

wrong. Cain,

Commandments were given

to

Moses, knew by

his

Besides believing what God has revealed,
else

must we do

TO BE SAVED?

Besides believing what God has revealed,
we must keep His law. “But if thou wilt
enter into life, keep the commandments”
(Matt. 19: 17).
1

.The law of God

is contained in both
natural and revealed law. Natural law is
imprinted by God in the hearts and minds
of all men. It teaches the most important
rules of morality: homage due to God,
treatment of others as we expect others to
1

treat us, the evil of wilful injury to oneself,
the virtue of truth and honesty. Thus
natural law is a definite expression of God’s
will,

2.

When one

it

is

was wicked
tempted

to slay his brother.

to steal,

one seems

to

God’s Law; Conscience

85.

what

conscience that

hear a warning voice saying, “Do not steal. Theft
is an offense against God." That is conscience.

requiring obedience.

knowledge of the law of nature written by God in
him what is right and what wrong.

his heart, telling

2. Besides the natural law, there is the
revealed law, chiefly composed of the Ten
Commandments and the two precepts of
charity. The revealed law is only a repetition and amplification of the natural law.

The Ten Commandments, which were given

to

the Jews through Moses,
Christ; on the contrary

were not revoked by Jesus
they were amplified and
“If you love me, keep my commandments” (John 14:15). “And by this we can be sure
that we know him, if we keep his commandments.
He who says that he knows him, and does not keep
his commandments, is a liar and the truth is not in
fulfilled.

him”

(1

John

2:3-4).

God’s law— that divine reason and will
of God— is perceived by men through the
3.

For example, a child, or a pagan, who has never
heard of the Ten Commandments, feels guilty when
he does something wrong. He has an instinctive

light of the intellect, by the voice of their
conscience.

'KNOW GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE”
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WHAT

IS

CONSCIENCE?

Conscience is that judgment by which
we decide here and now what we should do
as good, or avoid as evil.

A man may
in

Conscience

181

and nevertheless does it, he is guilty of sin,
because he has violated his conscience, and
therefore willed to do wrong.
a

sins,

lottery.

believe that God prohibits gambling
If he nevertheless participates, he

because he has violated his conscience.

often called the “voice
of reason” or “ voice of God,” because it
bids us to do right and avoid wrong. Cain,
who lived a long time before Moses, knew
that he had committed evil in slaying Abel.
Even today, in pagan countries which have
never heard of the commandments, men
know right from wrong by their conscience.
By it they know God Almighty; it bids them

If one has a doubtful conscience, but yet must
do something and cannot wait, he should say to
himself that if he knew it was wrong, then he
would not do it. Then even if he makes up his
mind and does it, and it is really wrong, he is not

obey Him.

guilty of sin.

1.

is

‘‘The Gentiles, who have no law, do by nature
what the Law prescribes. They show the work of
the law written in their hearts. Their conscience
bears witness to

them” (Rom.

2:14-15).

2. If we always obey the dictates of our
conscience, we shall never offend God. It
arises from knowledge of the law, whether
natural or revealed. Before any action,
conscience speaks either in favor or against.
After the action, according as we have followed or disregarded it, conscience fills us
with peace or disquiet.

If a person

tempted

he seems to hear
“Do not steal. You
This inward voice is
conscience. Conscience tells us that God is our Lawgiver,— our Judge, Reward, and Avenger.

an

inward

know

it

is

voice

wrong

is

to steal,

saying:

to steal.”

One has a doubtful conscience when
3.
one does not know whether something is
right or wrong.

What

is

is

conscience

ERRONEOUS?

erroneous when we think
that something right is wrong, or that

Conscience

is

something wrong

is

right.

.An

erroneous conscience arises from
ignorance or a faulty knowledge of the
law. As long as a person who has an erroneous conscience knows no better, he is
not responsible for the evil he may do by
1

following

it.

For example, a child tells a lie in order to save
his younger brother from punishment. He thinks
his duty to protect his little brother is superior to
the telling of the truth. He has an erroneous conscience, and in this case commits no sin. However,
everyone is required to strive for a correct knowledge of the law by studying his religion. In that
way he will form a correct or right conscience.
2. If a person with an erroneous conscience believes something right is wrong,

SCRUPULOUS

conscience?

1
A scrupulous person looks on temptations as sins. We must not encourage a
scrupulous conscience. It is a mark of lack
of confidence in the goodness of God.
.

When a scrupulous person is tempted, he worries
himself sick, believing he has committed sin, even
when he has not yielded to the temptation one
whit, even when he has actually abhorred it.
2. An unscrupulous or lax conscience
the opposite of a scrupulous conscience.

is

One with such a lax conscience convinces
himself that man is too weak to resist sin,
and so

When

a

A scrupulous conscience is a sick conscience that sees sin where there is none.

human”

all sin is negligible.
is his constant motto.

“To

err

is

A

lax conscience is careless; it makes light of
ordinary sins, and looks upon grave sins as negligible. After some time a lax conscience increases
in laxness until the person loses practically all
sense of wrong. Thus he becomes a habitual sinner.
then say that he has no conscience.

We

What

is

a

DELICATE

conscience?

A delicate conscience is one which impels
us to avoid anything in the slightest
degree evil.
We should be most

careful to keep our conIt is a terrible thing for one to
he had no conscience. It is a tender conthat escapes such things as self-reproach,

science delicate.
live as if

science

shame, remorse, dismay, and fear, because it
before God, Who gives it peace and hope.

A

is

ever

delicate conscience is the conscience
that good Christians should cultivate. Then
they will avoid anything displeasing to

God.
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The love of

God

Mary Magdalen

God

Catholic Faith

causes us to hate sin and do good.
(1) after her conversion, loved

She hated sin so much that she never
again committed any, although she had previously
been a great sinner.
fully.
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The

Great

Which are THE TWO great commandments that contain the whole law of God?

The two
tain the

great

commandments

whole law of God

that con-

are:

In the

picture (2)

is

shown the

child

who, being

told that Jesus

is in

Him make his
God. Let us, in

father, an unbeliever, believe in
imitation of this child, knock at the

heart of Jesus.

He

the tabernacle, knocks to

will

beg

answer our prayer.

Commandments
Jesus said to him: “Thou shalt love the Lord thy
God with thy whole heart, and with thy whole
soul, and with thy whole mind. This is the greatest
and the first commandment. And the second is like
it: Thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself” (Matt.

22 S6-39).
;

Thou shalt love the Lord thy God
with thy whole heart, and with thy
whole soul, and with thy whole mind,
and with thy whole strength;
second Thou shalt love thy neighbor as
first,

,

thyself.

WHO REVEALED TO US

the

Our Lord Jesus Christ revealed
the two great commandments.
Once
which

two

commandments?

great

to us

a doctor of the law asked Jesus: “Master,
the great commandment in the Law?’’

is

1. The love of God is the greatest commandment, because it includes all other
commandments.

If we truly love God, we will do nothing to
offend Him. We would not commit sin, because sin
is displeasing to Him. We would obey all the
commandments. Not only that; if we truly love Him,
we will do things which He does not require, but
which we know will please Him.

2. The two great commandments are
inseparably united, so that one cannot be
observed without the other. As Holy Scrip-

ture says, "If anyone says, I love God, and
hates his brother, he is a liar” (i John 4:20).

"KNOW GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE”

The Great Commandments
The

greater our love of God, the more we shall
love our fellowmen. And the more zealously we
help our fellowmen for God’s sake, the more perfectly we serve God. Our love of God can best be
gauged by our love of neighbor.
3.

More

specifically,

the

first

great com-

mandment embraces the first three of the
Ten Commandments; the second great
commandment embraces the last seven.
The two
all

great
the powers of

commandments

affect and control
his will, his understanding,

man:

a perfect world,

WHY SHOULD WE LOVE
We
1.

should love

He

worthy of
that

GOD?

2.

good and perfect and

“One there is
(Matt. 19:17).

who

we

We

love

God

love

Him

for

for

His own sake when

His infinite perfection.

Our

love of God is not perfect when
we love Him only because He gives us gifts,
or threatens us with punishment, or promises us heaven.
3.

Nevertheless, imperfect love of

because:

love.

God”

is

God

infinitely

is

He who loves father or mother more than me,
not worthy of me” (Matt. 10:37). God permits
us to love creatures, urges us to love our fellowmen;
but such love must be subordinate to the love of
God. He will not take second place in our affections.
For I, the Lord, your God am a jealous
God” (Ex. 20:5). He will not permit us to love
anything which detracts one whit from our complete love of Him.
is

and

his actions. Would we not have
needing no other laws, if all men
obeyed these two commandments strictly? For this
reason Our Lord said, “On these two commandments depend the whole Law” (Matt. 22.40).
his emotions,

183

when we are ready to do anything in order
to resemble Him, to give Him pleasure.

is

good,

We

can see the goodness and perfection of God
all around us. If we meditate on His goodness, we
shall never tire of loving Him. We love our parents
and friends because they are good. Their goodness
is nothing compared to the goodness of God.

God

beginning of perfect love. Little by
love develops from it.

How

do

WE PROVE

is

often the
perfect

little

our love of God?

We

prove our love of God by obedience
His commandments. “If you love me,
keep my commandments” (John 14:15).

to

We show our love more by deeds than
by words. St. John says: “My dear children,
us not love in word, neither with the
tongue, but in deed” (1 John 3:18).
1

2.

He

to us.

loves us,

We

and our

and

is

always doing good

only have to think of ourselves

lives to find

ber of favors

He

an innumerable num-

has granted us.

“For God so loved the world that he gave his
only-begotten Son, that those who believe in him
may1. not perish, but may have life everlasting”
(John 3:1b). “With age-old love f have loved you;
so I have kept my mercy toward you” (Jer. 31:3).
“Every good gift and every perfect gift is from
above, coming down from the Father of Lights”
(James 1:17).
3. He wants and commands us to love
Him. We are God’s creatures. Is it not wonderful that He, the Infinite, should care
for our love?

Our Lord said very clearly: “Thou shalt love
God with thy whole heart, and with
thy whole soul, and with thy whole mind, and with
thy whole strength” (Mark 12:30).

the Lord thy

When
Our

Him

is

our love of God

love of

above

We

God

is

perfect

all things, for

PERFECT?
when we

love

His own sake.

love God above all things when we
would rather lose life, property, friends, and
all things else, rather than offend Him;

let

The love of God is not a mere delight in thinking
Him; it consists rather of an act of the will, to
godly life on account of that love. However,
the love of God also makes us speak and think of
Him frequently, since it is a human trait to do so
regarding the object of affection. One who loves
God intensely is united with Him at every moment
in every fiber of his being: in thought, word, and
deed. “Where thy treasure is, there thy heart also
will be” (Matt. 6:21)
of

live a

2. We show greater love, when we not
only avoid what God forbids, but do what
will give Him pleasure.

Thus God does not command us to go to Mass
we do so. He is pleased by this

every day, but if
mark of our love.
3.

increase

our love of God by loving

grow

in

God’s

love.

We show our love of God by accepting all that
comes from His hand. One who habitually murmurs at all inconveniences, sickness and misfortune, does not possess Christian love of God, Who
never promised us deliverance from all earthly ills.
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We

Him. “Practice makes perfect.” The more
we love Him, the more we can love Him.
Every piece of good work we do makes us

.

My
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Catholic Faith

God commands

us to love ourselves. We must thus
care for both our body and our soul. Since the soul
far more precious than the body, we should give
it more careful attention. Every day we must pray
is

87

.

1

.

said:

must love ourselves because:

God wishes and requires it. Our Lord
“Thou shalt love thy neighbor as

thyself”

We

are

made

after God’s image.

must therefore reverence God’s image
ourselves, just as
it

in
3.

are

bound

We
in

to respect

our neighbor, even our worst enemy.

We are redeemed by the blood of
We are bought with a great price.
must be very precious in God’s sight.

Christ.

We

we

By the merits of Jesus Christ we are
children of God and temples of the
Spirit. Should we not love ourselves
such, if only to show reverence for God?

made

the love of self the measure of

love for others. St. Augustine says: “Learn first to
love God, then to love thyself, then thy neighbor
as thyself.” Each man is his own closest neighbor.
2.

“ You were redeemed from
St. Peter says:
the
vain manner of life handed down from your fathers,
not with perishable things, with silver or gold, but
with the precious blood of Christ” (1 Pet. t:i8).

4.

(Matt. 22:39)

Thus He made

against health violates the duty to love ourselves.

Love of Ourselves

WHY MUST WE LOVE OURSELVES?
We

for grace to live according to God's most holy will.
Care for the body includes taking proper treatment and medicine when we are ill (2). Anything

Holy
as

“Behold what manner of love the Father has
bestowed upon us, that we should be called children of God, and such we are” (1 John 3:1). “Do
you not know that your members are the temple
of the Holy Spirit, who is in you? (1 Cor. 6:19).
5. We are destined to live eternally with
the angels in heaven. This dignity
should impel us to love ourselves aright.

God and

"KNOW GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE”

Love of Ourselves
The end of man is the glory of God and the
salvation of his own soul. We must have care, love,
of ourselves, in order to save ourselves for God. For
reason, we should even love ourselves more
than others: we have a greater duty to ourselves than
This should not be interpreted, however,
meaning that we should not sacrifice ourselves
for the sake of others; for, as we shall see, selfsacrifice is not only possible, but most desirable.
this

to others.

as

185

your mortal body
And do not yield your members to sin as weapons of iniquity, but present your
members as weapons of justice for God” (Rom.
.

.

.

6:12-13).
2. We should have the greatest respect
and reverence for our body. We should

never defile

it

by

sin, for it is

destined to

live forever in heaven.

what consists TRUE
True love of self consists
and practicing virtue.
In

LOVE

of self?

in avoiding sin

“Enter by the narrow gate. For wide is the gate
and broad is the way that leads to destruction, and
many there are who enter that way. How narrow
the gate and close the way that leads to life! And
few there are who find
1

•

tion,

it”

(Matt. 7:13-14).

We must first assure our eternal salvabefore

we attend

which are but means

to

to

our

earthly things
last end.

“Seek first the kingdom of God and his justice,
and all these things shall be given you besides”
(Matt. 6:33).
2. We should care more for our soul
than for the ease of our body. If we lose
our soul, we lose everything.

We should provide for our bodily needs, such as
food and clothing, but without excessive solicitude.
They are only means by which we may ascend to
God. Martha, Martha, thou art anxious and troubled about many things; and yet only one thing is
needful” (Luke 10:41-42).
3.

It is

against true love of

self to strive

only after earthly possessions and honors

and neglect eternal

salvation.

“Take heed

not to practice your good before men, in
order to be seen by them; otherwise you
shall have no reward with your Father in
heaven” (Matt. 6:1). “For what does it
profit a man if he gain the whole world, but
suffer the loss of his

own soul?”

(Matt. 16:26).

Earthly riches and honors are not to be used to
our senses, our pride, arrogance, conceit, or
vanity, but only to help us go closer to God.

gratify

Does love of

THE BODY?

self

INCLUDE LOVE OF

should guard our eyes, ears, tongue, and
hands carefully, because sin enters the soul by the
five senses. Our body is the temple of the Holy
Spirit. It is like a monstrance holding
God, the
Blessed Trinity.

Some people are very particular about keeping
their body clean. But they are not so careful about
avoiding sins that make their body so dirty that no
disinfectant can purify it.
3. We do not love our body when we
indulge it in vanity, or too much comfort,
or by gratifying its every passion. By such
indulgence, rather, we hate our body, because we bring upon it punishment.

Good Christians mortify their bodies. That is how
they understood the words of Our Lord: “For he
who would

save his life will lose it; but he who
loses his life for
sake and for the Gospel’s sake
will save it” (Mark 8:35).

my

Does true love of self also include care
for one’s reputation and temporal goods?

True
care for
goods.

treat as such.

Our body is united with our soul, and
is the soul’s instrument for
good, for the
attainment of our end, eternal happiness.
1

As the instrument of the soul, the body must not
be misused: “Therefore do not let sin reign in

love of self also ordinarily includes
one’s reputation and temporal

1. A good reputation is a precious possession, useful for both time and eternity.
By a good reputation one can do much good;

being well thought of, he can be of influence
over others, as well as more encouraged by
himself to lead an upright life.

Our Lord Himself said: “So let your light shine
before men, in order that they may see your good
works, and give glory to your Father in heaven”
(Matt. 5:16). And the Apostle reiterates the same
advice when he said, “Let your moderation be
known
2

Love of self includes love of the body, for
our body is a gift of God, that we should

''KNOW'

We

.

to all

men”

(Phil. 4:5).

T emporal goods are useful as a means

f or obtaining spiritual riches. By them we
can help the needy, promote religion, and
gain ascendancy for the common good.

As with our body and our reputation, we should
use riches only for the glory of God and the welfare
of ourselves and our fellowmen. When put to the
right use, all these make us truly rich in the eyes
of God. Then we shall have no fear at death, when
God says to us. “Make an accounting of your
stewardship (of all these gifts)” (Luke 16:2).
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human beings without

Catholic Faith

nationality, religion, riches, sex, age, or occupation

the parable of the Good Samaritan, who took
care of a stranger that had been robbed and left

are our “neighbor”. Even enemies are our “ neighbor
only devils and souls in hell are not.
Christ Himself taught us the love of our neighbor

Christ Jesus" (Gal. 3:28).

All

distinctions

88.

Why must we

We

love

Love

of

OUR NEIGHBOR?

must love our neighbor because:

God commands

l.

race,

of

it.

“Thou

shalt love

neighbor as thyself” (Matt. 22:39).
love of our neighbor for the love of
is strictly enjoined upon us. This is
why Holy Scripture speaks of only one
thy

in

half

dead by

the wayside (Luke 10:29). “There

Jew nor Greek.

neither

.

.

.

For you are

2.

is

in

Our neighbor

after

that

is a child of God, made
God’s image. God loves him so much
died to redeem him.

He

God

loves our neighbor as

He

God, we

we not

shall love

all

those

God

loves us.

preparing for him a place in heaven.

God,

of charity.

one

Our Neighbor

The

commandment

all

whom He

If

is

we love
"Have

loves.

one Father? Has not the one God
Why then do we break faith with each

the

created us?
other?” (Mai. 2:10).

God

looks upon acts of mercy towards others as
acts of love towards Himself. "For I was hungry,

and you gave me

me

to eat; I

was

thirsty,

and you gave

was a stranger, and you took me in.
say to you, as long as you did it for one
of these, the least of my brethren, you did it for
.

.

to drink; I

.

me"

Amen

I

(Matt. 25:35, 40). “If anyone says,
his brother, he is a liar” (1

and hates

I

love God,

John

4:20).

3. Our neighbor is our brother. All hubeings are descended from Adam and
Eve. Our neighbor is our own brother, belonging to the same human family, destined
for the same place of eternal happiness,
heaven.

man
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,
.

.

Love of Our Neighbor

We

should be more especially united to Christians, because they are, like us, members of Christ’s
body, the Church. Our Lord said: “By this will all
men know that you are my disciples, if you have
love for one another” (John 13:35).

:
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the sick, the unfortunate, the suffering, the
repulsive, and even our enemies, just because God loves them, and wishes us to
love them. Thus Christians of all ages have
sacrificed themselves for charity.

How

should we love our neighbor?

We should love our neighbor as ourselves,
for God’s sake.
1. To
love our neighbor as ourselves
to have for him the same kind
although not the same degree of love that
we have for ourselves. Jesus gave us the
Golden Rule: “Even as you wish men to do
to you, so also do you to them” (Luke 6:31)

means

The best way of knowing how to treat our neighbor is to put ourselves in his place. Our Lord Jesus
Christ Himself, gave up His life that men may live:
“Greater love than this no one has, that one lay
down his life for his friends” (John 15:13).
not enough, in order to practice

It is

2.

love of neighbor, to feel kind
tionate towards him; our love

and

affec-

must be

aimed at doing our neighbor
spiritually as well as materially,

practical,

good

“Let us not love in word, neither with the tongue,
but in deed and in truth” (1 John 3:18). And St.
James said, “If a brother or a sister be naked, and
in want of daily food, and one of you say to them,
‘Go in peace, be ye warmed and filled’, yet you do
not give them what is necessary for the body, what
shall

it

profit?” (Jas. 2:15-16).

To love our neighbour for God’s sake
means to love him as the child of God, that
3

is, because he is loved by God and created
for the eternal possession of God. This supernatural love is CHARITY. It does not
exclude but includes love of him for his
own sake, since he is a person whom Gods’

love has

made

lovable.

we

love a person because we expect from him
some favor or advantage in return, we love him
for our own sake. Our love is interested; it is not
real love. Our Lord says: “If you love those who
love you, what merit have you? For even sinners
love those who love them” (Luke 6:32). “But when
thou givest alms, do not let thy left hand know
what thy right hand is doing so that thy alms may
If

,

be given in
secret, will

If

we

secret; and they Father, who
reward thee” (Matt 6:3-4).

sees in

person because he is attractive or
kind, without any reference to God, we love him
only for his own sake, and not for God’s. This is

St. Peter Claver, the “Apostle of the Negroes,"
in Colombia, South America, became a slave of
slaves for Christ’s sake. Priests, brothers and sisters
are laboring in leper colonies, in constant danger
of exposure to the disease. Others take care of other
charitable institutions, with no hope of earthly

reward,

all

for God’s love.

Should we give the

LOVE

to all

SAME DEGREE OF

men?

No, we may, and should, love some more
than others.

We should

1.

love our parents, brothers,

sisters, relatives, friends,
best.

and benefactors

Husbands and wives must be most devoted

to

each other. Parents must sacrifice themselves for
their children. We must love our country and
countrymen in a special manner, because God gave
them to us, but we must never hate or dislike
people of other nationalities.

We

2.
must exercise great care in choosing our companions.

We

should be kind to all, but not intimate with
all. One rotten apple in a basket will rot all the rest
in a short time; so an evil companion easily corrupts his associates.

REWARD

What is THE
of those who
unfailingly practice the precept OF LOVE

OF NEIGHBOR?
Those who unfailingly practice the precept of love of neighbor bring down blessings upon earth, and will obtain heaven as
their eternal reward.
1. Our Lord called the precept of charity
towards our neighbor a new commandment

“A new commandment

I give you, that you
love one another: that as I have loved you,
also love one another” (John 13:34)

you

This is because before Christ’s coming, people
did not understand the precept of charity in the

same sense that Our Lord gives it. If today men
would closely fulfill that precept, what blessings
would ensue! No one would wrong his fellowmen;
there would be no need of prisons; there would be
no extreme poverty; and peace would reign.

love a

natural affection.
4. True love of God makes us love even
disagreeable people, without reference to
their love for us. It makes us love the poor,

Love is the fulfilling of the law; and
one who loves his neighbor for the love
God is rewarded with heaven.

2.

so
of

One who is good to his fellowmen cannot be a
wicked sinner. He who practices charity has other
Love cannot exist alone in the human heart,
cannot exist without other organs.

virtues.

as the heart
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O ur

enemies are those who hate us and seek to do
was converted and became the
Apostle Paul, Saul was an enemy of the Christians,he persecuted them. But he who loves his enemy is
us harm. Before he

the

like

first

Christian martyr,

89.

Stephen,

St.

who

.

.

We

must love our enemies for the same reasons
same manner we love our neighbor; for
as well as friends are our neighbors.

in die

enemies

Christ has given us the supreme example. Our heavenly Father Himself gives us
the example, for He makes the sun to shine
on the just and the unjust alike. From the
cross Our Lord prayed for His enemies:
“Father, forgive them, for they do not
know what they are doing” (Luke 23:34)
2.

man

full

of the Holy Spirit".

Friends

He who

Christ commands it. Christ says: “Love
your enemies, do good to those who hate
you, and pray for those who persecute and
calumniate you” (Matt. 5:44) “If you do
not forgive, neither will your Father in
heaven forgive you” (Mark 11:26).
and

:

called “a

Our Enemies and Our

Why must we love OUR ENEMIES?
We must love our enemies because:
i

gave us a striking example of love for enemies.
When his enemies were stoning him to death,
instead of wishing them ill, he prayed: “Lord, do
not lay this sin against them’’ (Acts 7 60 ). He was

loves his enemy for God's sake is like
God; he is like his Father in heaven (Matt. 5:45).
He follows the example of Christ, who prayed and
died for His enemies. He is like the saints, who

have always loved their enemies, for the love of
God. “For I have given you an example, that as I
have done to you, so you also should do” (John
13:15).

"He who

does not love abides in death.

Everyone who hates his brother is a murderer.
And you know that no murderer has eternal life”
(John 3:14-15).

We ask God to forgive us. In the “Our
we say: “Forgive us our trespasses
we forgive those who trespass against
us.” Thus we ask God to treat us as we treat
our enemies. If we do not forgive them, He
3.

Father”

as

will

not forgive

us.

“If you do not forgive men, neither will your
Father forgive you your offenses” (Matt. 6:15). Can
anything be clearer than these words of our Lord?

"KNOW GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE”

”

Our Enemies and Our

How

We

do we show love for our enemies?

show love

for

our enemies in

many

Friends
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These are some practical ways of loving our enemies: to pray for them; to re6.

ways:

spect

We should not take revenge on them.
When Our Lord was reviled, He did not

thoughts and words about them; to show
good manners towards them; to do them a
good turn whenever possible.

1.

revile.

Vengeance belongs

to

God, not

to

us. “Do not avenge yourselves, beloved, but
give place to the wrath, for it is written,
‘Vengeance is mine; I will repay, says the

Lord’” (Rom. 12:19).

call down fire from heaven. But
Our Lord rebuked them, saying: “You do not know
what manner of spirit you are" (Luke 9:55).
“And to him that strikes thee on the one cheek,

offer the other also”

(Luke

any man; but always
another and towards

If we do good to our enemy instead of avenging
we put him to shame, and pacify him. “If
thy enemy is hungry, give him food; if he is thirsty,
give him drink; for by so doing, thou wilt heap
coals of fire upon his head” (Rom. 12:20).

how

often shall

my

brother
sin against me and I forgive him? Up to seven
times? Jesus said to him, ‘I do not say to thee seven
times, but seventy times seven'” (Matt. 18:21-22).
3. If anyone offends us and comes to ask
our pardon, we must receive him kindly,
and not be proud or unforgiving. If we
offend any one, we should beg his pardon

at once.

“Do not let the sun go down upon your anger”
(Eph. 4:26).
are never sure of waking up again
from sleep, therefore let us always be at peace in
conscience by being at peace with all.

strive after
all

men”

should we love

(i

good towards one
Thess. 5:15).

OUR FRIENDS?

We

should love our friends loyally,
in the sight of God.

True friendship

1.

ourselves,

“Peter asked, ‘Lord,

How

6:29).

2. We should return good for evil, avenging ourselves in God’s way, by doing good
to those that hate us.

avoid uncharitable

to

We

a Samaritan village would not receive Jesus
because He was a Jew. The Apostles becoming

angry wished to

rights;

should be most careful not to form a habit of
faultfinding or backbiting, however much we are
provoked. “See that no one renders evil for evil to

Once

of

their

is

and

always based on

the love of God. If based on selfish or wrong
motives, it is false friendship that results in
ruin for those indulging in it.

One who hates God can never make

a true

and

good friend. Relations based on pleasure or selfish
gain, or some evil purpose, cannot be termed friendship.

pear

Such

relations, unlike true friendship, disapor turn bitter with the advent of misfortune.

2. For a model of true friendship we
should take Our Lord’s friendship for His
apostles, and especially for His favorite
apostles, John, Peter, and James. Other
particular friends of Jesus were Lazarus and
his sisters Mary and Martha.

A sign of true friendship is the mutual support
each gives to the other, the confidence each reposes
in the other, the kindly correction each feels free to
give the other.

are seriously injured, as in

3. We should look upon our true friends
one of our most precious possessions.
As Holy Scripture says: “A faithful friend is
beyond price, no sum can balance his worth”

our property, honor, or reputation, we are
not forbidden to claim our just rights before
lawful authority. Often justice requires us
to do this, in order to prevent greater abuses.

“Blessed is he that findeth a true friend” (Ecclus.
Such a friend adds to our happiness, and
helps us in times of difficulties material and spiritual.

We

4.

When we

Forgiveness of our

mate
with

enemy does not require intiIt is enough that we treat him
and help him if he is in need.

association.
civility,

5. Love of enemies is a duty of nations,
as well as of individuals. Nations should
never go to war, except as a last resort, to
protect themselves and their just rights;
war must never be from motives of revenge.

But cruelty in war
treat brutally those

is

who

sinful. Soldiers must not
are disabled in battle; they

must not attack non-combatants.

as

(Sirach 6:15).

25:12).

4. We must, however, be careful in the
choice of friends, making sure that those
with whom we form friendships will be
good for us. It is not advisable to adopt
friends rashly or too quickly, on the spur of
the moment, because of some temporary
attraction or sympathy.

How many people have been ruined on account
of the company they have kept! We must never have
as friends those who would destroy in us the
friendship of God, by causing us to sin.

'KNOW GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE
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?
Giving alms to a beggar is a corporal work of
mercy. God looks upon charity given to the poor
as an act of charity to Himself. Jesus Christ Himself
said this (Matt. 25:40).
.

2.

When we

teach catechism

we are perform-

90.

Works

WHAT MUST WE DO TO LOVE

God,

our neighbor, and ourselves?

To

love God, our neighbor, and ourwe must keep the commandments of
God and of the Church, and perform the
spiritual and corporal works of mercy.
selves,

Spiritual works of mercy are those that relieve
spiritual needs of our neighbor. Corporal works
of mercy are those that relieve corporal or material
needs of our neighbor. "Therefore, all that you
wish men to do to you, even so do you also do to
them" (Matt. 7:12).

The Seven Corporal Works of Mercy:
1.

if

them.

of

Mercy

best means for removing the necessity of feeding
the unemployed.
St. Louis of France provided daily food to the
and often served them himself. Many charitable people today, especially the religious institutions, feed the hungry. Lay people can help out best
by giving work to all they can afford to help; work
is better for the able-bodied than direct alms giving.

poor,

2.

To give drink

to the thirsty.

Our Lord

says that a cup of water given in His
not lose His reward (Mark 9:40). Those
who construct reservoirs, or purify public drinking
water, are giving drink to the thirsty.

name

shall

3 .To clothe the naked.

To feed the hungry.

Never turn away anyone who is hungry, specially
poor, old or disabled. Those in authority should
prevent unemployment. Giving work is the

try to

ing a spiritual work of mercy. Many can do this
work today, if they only would. Numerous persons,
even at an advanced age, do not know the essentials of their religion, for want of someone to teach

Give clothes to the needy and poor, help mothers
of large families mend clothes, take part in drives
for used clothing. The story of St. Martin, giving
half his cloak to a beggar, exemplifies this work of
mercy.

"KNOW GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE”

,

Works of Mercy
To

4.

visit

the imprisoned.

Visit prisoners in jail and detention homes,
console and help their families, and provide assistance for legal cases of poor families.

In the Middle Ages the Order of Ransom was
founded for the ransom of Christians held captive
by the Turks. It is said that more than a million
Christians were thus ransomed, either with money,
or by others taking their place. In the 19th century
Cardinal Lavigerie established the Order of the

White

Fathers,

To

5.

aimed

2

To

brought
his soul
of sins”

instruct the ignorant.

—

other useful knowledge are doing an important
work of mercy, and will receive a reward. “Those
who lead the many to justice shall be like the stars

at freeing slaves in Africa.

forever” (Dan. 12:3). Those who collect
foreign missions do this work of mercy.

shelter the homeless.

visit

.To

for our-

Missionaries, cathechists, confessors, Christian
writers and teachers— all who teach religion or

Give shelter and hospitality in cases of fire and
disaster. Provide clean and comfortable homes
for the poor at low rates of rent. Help homes
for refugees and orphans. St. Paul said: “Do not
forget to entertain strangers: for thereby some have
entertained angels unawares” (Heb. 13:2). In olden
times travelers stopped for the night or for food in
the monasteries. In the Alps, the monks of St.
Bernard perform this work of mercy when they
rescue, with the aid of their famous breed of dogs,
travelers who have met with accidents.
6.

>9i

would, moreover, be a loss of great grace
selves. “He who causes a sinner to be
back from his misguided way, will save
from death, and will cover a multitude
(James 5:20).

3 .To

money

for

counsel the doubtful.

We should be most zealous in helping those
whom a word may save or aid. How happy we
should be if the word we say helps a doubtful one
to

become firm

in his faith!

As in admonishing sinners, advising the doubtful
should be done prudently and gently to effect good
results. It is seldom effective to rush into heated
argument. Let us pray first before giving counsel.

the sick.

4 .To comfort the sorrowful.

console and give relief to the sick and
Provide medical assistance, medicines
and proper food. To build, support, or aid a hospital or a patronage for the sick is a most meritorious
act of charity. Doctors and nurses who perform
their duties to please God will be rewarded in
heaven. Several religious orders have been founded
for the express purpose of taking care of the sick,
such as the orders founded by Sts. John of God and
Vincent de Paul.
Visit,

very

old.

7.

To bury the dead.

Attend a funeral, visit a home in mourning, aid
the bereaved family.
Other corporal works of mercy are: helping out
during a fire or accident, rescuing one in danger of
death, etc. Every word or act done in the name
of
or for the sake of Christ is a work of mercy, and
will

be rewarded.

We can comfort the afflicted by showing them
sincere sympathy, by suggesting consolations, and
by helping them in their need.
To comfort the sorrowful is a work of mercy
similar to curing the sick, since grief is a mental
and emotional ailment. To give comfort, we may
speak of God s providence, of His love for every
single one of His creatures, of the happiness He
reserves for us in heaven, when all earthly sorrows
and troubles will be ended.
5 .To bear

permit others to falsely lay a serious crime to our
But let us be patient, for love of God.

to

charge.
6.

The Seven Chief Spiritual Works of Mercy:
1

To admonish the

We

sinner.
I

Whenever we think our words may have a good
effect, we should not hesitate to admonish
the
erring prudently. Those in authority such as parents

and

teachers, are

bound

to

admonish those

under them of their faults, even if in doing so they
bring trouble upon themselves. Good example is
another way of admonition.
In admonishing,

and

we must do

charity. Otherwise we
results the opposite of what

so with gentleness

might only produce
we wish. It would be

wrong, if with a little trouble we could save a sinner from sin, did we not speak to save him; it

wrongs patiently.

By being patient with injustice, we benefit both
ourselves and our fellow-man. Our patience helps
him realize his wrong-doing. It is, however, wrong

will

To forgive

all injuries.

must not seek revenge. “Vengeance is mine,
repay, says the Lord” (Rom. 12:19). We must

forgive others, as we hope God will forgive us.
Instead of seeking revenge, those who wish to imitate the saints go out of their way to do favors to
those who injure them. Like Christ, they love all

men.
7 .To

pray for the living and the dead.

We may not see the effects of our prayers,

but God
single prayer raised to God from a
sincere heart is wasted. “More things are wrought
by prayer than this world dreams of.” Prayers do
good not only to those we pray for, but to ourselves.
sees.
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Take heed not to practise your good before men,
in order to be seen by them; otherwise
you shall
have no reward with your Father in heaven" (Matt.
6:1 ). The widow's mite had more value in the eyes

God

of

than the gold that the rich poured ostentaTemple's coffers. Everything done
for the service of our neighbor may be considered
tiously into the

91.
every one

Is

Every one

is

OBLIGED TO PERFORM
obliged to perform the works

own

ability

and

By the works
commandments

of mercy we put into practice the
of God completely, not merely
avoiding sin, but doing good to others. Our obligation of good works varies with our condition in
life and our vocation, as also with the degree of
need of our neighbor. The obligation of a millionaire for the poor of his city is not the same as that
of a wage-earner; neither is the duty of a bishop for
good works the same as that of a layman.
i

.

alms

It is

a most serious obligation to give
needy according to one’s means.

to the

.

.

.

.

do

Obligation of

the works of mercy?

of mercy, according to his
the need of his neighbor.

almsgiving. Everything spent in good works is lent
to God, Who will return it with interest:
"Come,
blessed of my Father
Amen, I say to you, as
long as you did it for one of these, the least of my
brethren, you did it for me.
As long as you did
not do it for one of these least ones, you did not
it

for

me"

.

.

(Matt. 25:34, 40, 45).

Good Works

If material or corporal alms or works of
mercy are not within our means, we can

always

give spiritual alms:

prayers,

etc.

“Every tree therefore that is not bringing
good fruit is to be cut down and
thrown into the fire” (Matt. 3:10). “Faith
without works is useless” (Jas. 2:20)
forth

One who does no works of mercy fails to comply
with the precept of love of neighbor. As St. Ambrose said to the stingy rich of his time: “The walls
of your dwellings are hung with magnificent tapestry, while you strip the clothes off the poor man’s
back. A beggar is at your door pleading for a small
alms; you do not even glance at him as you debate
within yourself what kind of marble to use for the
pavements of your palaces. The diamond you wear
on your finger is sufficient to feed a multitude!"

"KNOW GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE’
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Obligation of Good Works

He who performs

the works of mercy
in order to obtain the praise of others does
not practice virtue, for his intention is not
of God. Even poor people can do works of
mercy, because what counts before God is
not the amount we give, but the good will
with which we give what we can afford.
2.

“If I distribute all my goods to feed the poor,
and if I deliver my body to be burned, yet do not
have charity, it profits me nothing” (i Cor. 13:3).

This “charity”
pure love of

St.

Paul speaks of is nothing but the
neighbor; it excludes all

God and

vanity.
3. In doing the works of mercy, we should
not be moved by the hope that we shall receive an earthly reward. Hence we should do
good preferably to those who cannot repay
us: “When thou givest a feast, invite the
poor, the crippled, the lame, the blind; and
blessed shalt thou be, because they have
nothing to repay thee with; for thou shalt
be repaid at the resurrection” (Luke 14:13)

“ When thou givest alms, do not let thy left hand
know what thy right hand is doing, so that thy
may be given in secret, and thy Father, who

alms

sees in secret, will reward thee” {M m. 6:3-4). This

does not mean, however, that we should always keep

our good works in secret, for Our Lord Himself advised, “So let your light shine before men in order
that they may see your good works, and give glory
to your Father in heaven” (Matt. 5:16). If what we
do will give good example, we should let it be
known, but always with true modesty.
4.

We

ought to give material alms only
poor or unable to get work.

to those really
It

would be wrong

idleness or vice; this

to support people

would be

to

in

encourage

in sin. But if we have no means of
finding out about the poor who beg our aid,
it is much better to err on the side of
charity than miserliness.

them

Quite a number of people give as an excuse for
not giving alms the fact that many beggars are
“fakes” who amass wealth by begging. It is, however, true, that such fakes cannot be of a considerable number, and that the people who most often
excuse themselves do not give to anybody at all. Is
not God generous to us? Let us imitate His example.

*93

we should

give
preference to our relatives, to our fellow

In works of charity,

1.

Catholics, to our friends.
“Charity begins at home.” It is not edifying to
well-known figures in public charities turn away
who begs for some help to send his
little child to school. This would very likely mean
that the public charities done by such people are so
done only for show, not from kindness of heart.
see

a poor cousin

The Church may be helped by giving

2.

alms to

its

missions, schools,

orphan

asy-

lums, and homes for the poor.
Even children should be trained early to give
alms by setting aside every week a small sum from
their pocket-money. “By this will all men know that
you are my disciples, if you have love for one another” (John 13:35).

In these times, there are many organconducted by the government or by
to aid particular groups of the poor.

3.

izations

laymen

In contributing to such organizations, we
should exercise prudent care. God will certainly reward abundantly those generous
and unknown contributors who prefer that
only God should know of their charities.
However, when it may be possible, we
should not neglect entirely personal charity as visiting the poor in their dwellings,
finding out what they really need, giving
them comfort and aid directly.

Are all the ordinary deeds done every
day to relieve the corporal or spiritual
needs of others true works of mercy?
All the ordinary deeds done every day to
relieve the corporal or spiritual needs of
others are true works of mercy, if done in

the

name

“And
and he

of Christ.

before him will be gathered
will separate

all

the nations,

them one from another.

.

.

.

Then

the king will say to those on his right hand,
‘Come, blessed of my Father, take possession of the
kingdom prepared for you from the foundation of
the world; for I was hungry and you gave me to
eat: I was thirsty and you gave me to drink; I was
a stranger and you took me in; naked and you
covered me; sick and you visited me; I was in prison
and you came to me.’ Then the just will answer
him, saying, ‘Lord, when did we see thee hungry
and feed thee; or thirsty, and give thee drink?

And when

did we see thee a stranger, and take thee
or naked, and clothe thee? Or when did we see
thee sick, or in prison, and come to thee?’ And answering, the king will say to them. ‘Amen I say
to you, as long as you did it for one of these, the
” (Matt.
brethren, you did it for me’
least of
in;

What

are some

PRACTICAL WAYS OF

ALMSGIVING?
Some practical ways of almsgiving are: to
our poor relatives, those in
want, the Church, and charitable institu-

give help to
tions.

my

25:32-40).

our works we remember and love
God, we have the supernatural motive.
If in all
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Moses spent forty days on Mount Sinai speaking
with God. To him God gave two stone tablets on
which were engraved the Ten Commandments. Thus

92

.

I,

the Lord,

am

your God. You

not have other gods besides

You

2.

me

not take the

shall

shall

(Ex. 20:2-3).

name

of the

LORD, your God, in vain (Ex. 20:7).
3. Remember to keep holy the Sabbath
day

(Ex. 20:8-9).

4.

5.

You
You

shall

BY
ments

The

of

God

WHOM WERE

the ten

command-

GIVEN?

commandments were given by
almighty god, Who first gave them to
Moses on Mount Sinai.
ten

In the third month after the Israelites
left Egypt, they arrived near Mount
God called Moses and told him He
would appear to the people. On the third
day there was thunder and lightning, and a
1.

had

Honor your father and your mother

(Ex. 20:12).

6.

see why we must obey the Commandments, for
Himself gave them to us ; they are God's laws,
strict obedience.

God

requiring

The Commandments

THE TEN COMMANDMENTS OF GOD:
1.

we

not

kill (Ex. 20:13).

Sinai.

trumpet sounded.

not commit adultery (Ex.

shall

20:14).

Moses took the Israelites to the foot of the mounwhich shook violently and smoked like a furThe trumpet blew louder. Then God spoke
from the clouds. But the Israelites were afraid, and
begged Moses to pray God not to speak to them.
tain,

7.

You

shall

not steal (Ex. 20:13).

8. You
shall not bear false
against your neighbor (Ex. 20:16).

nace.

witness

9. You shall not covet your neighbor’s
wife (Ex. 20:13).

10.

You

shall

not covet your neighbor’s

house (Ex. 20:13).

Moses went up Mount Sinai to talk
God gave him two tablets of
on which were carved the ten commandments. On coming down from the
mountain, Moses found the Israelites ador2.

with God.

stone,
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The Commandments
ing a golden

calf,

made out

of the gold from

In his anger Moses threw
and broke them.
Moses again went up Mount Sinai.
God told him to make two new tablets; on
these Moses wrote the commandments.
their

jewelry.

down

the tablets of stone

Later,

The two tablets, which are called the Tables of
Law, were later placed in the Ark of the Covenant,
and the Ark was kept in the Tabernacle. When
Solomon built the Temple, the Ark was placed in
the innermost part, called the “Holy of Holies.”
Both Ark and Tables disappeared with the destruction of the Temple and fall of Jerusalem, 587 B. C.
In the enumeration of the commandments of God to be found in the Books of

Moses, are the commandments definitely
divided into ten?

In the enumeration of the commandments of God to be found in the Books of
Moses, there is no definite numerical divialthough

sion,

the

injunctions

The

Catholic enumeration of the ten
commandments differs from some of the
Protestant enumerations. The Catholic division was in use in England till the Protestant revolt;

it is still

195

commandment

contains our duties towards our
parents and superiors, as representatives of God.
Conversely, the commandment also contains the
duties of superiors towards their subordinates. The
fifth commandment assures the protection of life;
the sixth, of purity; the seventh, of property; the
eighth, of reputation and honor; and the ninth
and tenth of domestic life.

ARE WE OBLIGED TO OBEY the
mandments

We are strictly
mandments

of

obliged to obey the com-

God.

God has imprinted
ten commandments in

1.

the

used by most Lutheran

churches.

the

human heart

them, for they are dictated by reason, and
taught by natural law.
While it is true that reason does not tell us to
sanctify Saturday or Sunday, it certainly requires
us to keep some day or days holy, to give exclusive
honor

to

our Creator.

Our Lord Jesus Christ confirmed

2.

ten commandments and laid
us in more complete form.
Christ reiterated

Catholic system is based on the Hebrew text,
and principally on the enumeration made by St.
Augustine; it was adopted by the Council of Trent.
By it, the first commandment contains everything
relating to false worship and false gods. The tenfold
division is safeguarded by dividing the last precept
regarding desire into one relating to sins of the
flesh, and another referring to sins against property,
just as acts against purity are forbidden separately
from acts against property.

The English Protestant enumeration is based on
Origen and others. By it the worship of graven
images is numbered as the Second Commandment,
and all the succeeding commandments thereby
advanced one over the Catholic enumeration.

are

To

safeguard the tenfold division, the last two commandments are grouped together as the Tenth.

The ten commandments are arranged

in logical order to embrace all laws necessary for the enforcement of the two precepts
of charity, the two great commandments of

love of God and love of neighbor. The first
three commandments comprise our duty

towards God. The first commandment requires adoration and loyalty; the second
requires reverence; the third requires formal
service, the sanctification of a day for the
exclusive honor of God.

the substance of

and mind, and they have therefore binding force. Even if they had never been revealed, we should still be obliged to keep

the

in the

the

them upon

commandments when

ten

speaking to the rich young

The

2.

com-

God?

of

are dis-

tinctly tenfold.
1.

of God

The last seven commandments comprise our
duty to ourselves and our fellowmen. The fourth

man

sermon on the mount.

(Matt. 19:18), and
various occasions

On

He

explained several of them separately. “I say to
you, till heaven and earth pass away, not one jot
or one tittle shall be lost from the Law, till all
things have been accomplished” (Matt. 5:18-19).
3. We should gladly keep the Commandments, because God wishes and orders us
to do so. It is the way to serve Him. If we
keep the Commandments, we show by our

acts that

we

love God,

and so serve Him.

SHOULD WE BE SATISFIED MERELY to keep the commandments of God?
We should not be satisfied merely to keep
commandments of God, but should always be ready to do good deeds, even when
they are not commanded. The ten comthe

God

mandments

of

quirements

for salvation.

If

we

truly love

state the

minimum

re-

our parents and friends, we do

not wait to be commanded to do what will please
them. God is not only our best Friend but He is
if we really love Him, we would do
what we know He likes, without being ordered to
so by His commandments. We would do little

our Father;

do

extra things, good works,
offering of love for Him.

'KNOW GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE

sacrifices,

all

as

an

,

My

To

test

Abraham Go d ordered him

beloved son Isaac.

his

In

Catholic Faith

to sacrifice

perfect obedience AbraIsaac ( 1 ),
him, say-

ham was on the point of sacrificing
when an angel appeared and stopped
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I,

the

.

The

First

Lord am your God. You
,

shall not

WHAT ARE WE COMMANDED by the
first

commandment?

By the

manded

commandment we are comoffer to God alone the supreme

first

to

worship that

The

1.

to

is

first

due Him.

commandment

requires us

worship and adore God, and God alone.
render God exclusive adoration.

We must
He

alone

of heaven

is

the creator

and

earth.

and sovereign Lord
and adore

We worship

Jesus Christ, because He is the Second Person of the Blessed Trinity, true God even
as the Father and the Holy Ghost. This com-

mandment

f orbids idolatry, false

worship.

'It
is
written, the Lord thy God shalt thou
worship, and him only shalt thou serve” (Matt.
4:10). We adore God because He is infinitely
exalted above us, and we are entirely dependent on
Him as our Creator and our Father.

ing that

God was

satisfied with his

Stephen, the

St.

first

Christian

obedience.
martyr,

is

example of charity ( 2 ). He prayed for
enemies while they were stoning him to death.
excellent

an
his

Commandment
have other gods besides me” (Ex. 20:2-3 )•

2. Exterior as well as interior worship is
due to God, because our bodies, as well as
our souls, belong to Him. Very often ex-

terior acts serve to arouse
rior devotion.

and increase

inte-

Our worship

when we adore God by
and mind, such as acts
without visible manifestations.
when we accompany our
interior worship by outward acts, such as vocal
inward acts
and

is interior
of the heart

of faith

love,

Our worship

is

prayers

and

exterior

genuflections.

Without interior worship or devotion, external
manifestations are worthless. “Hypocrites, well
did Isaias prophesy of you, saying: This people
honors me with their lips, but their heart is far
from me” (Matt. 15:7-8).
3.

to

We

should render particular worship
arising and retiring, on enter-

God upon

ing a church, during religious services, and
when receiving the sacraments.

"KNOW GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE

The

First

Commandment

should be our aim to worship God
every moment of our lives, by consecrating ourselves and our intentions all to Him each day. Even
while working, we should once in a while pause to
give a thought of love to God, and offer ourselves to
However,

it

Him.
4.

Adoration of God includes public

worship, that is, worship in which a number
of persons participate. From the earliest
times, God has given commands about public worship to be rendered to Him. Public
edifies and gives good example to
the different participants, so that they are
encouraged to greater love of God. In public worship, we show ourselves a united
body openly manifesting by visible signs our

worship

adoration of God.

ternational eucharistic congress.
5. We should honor and reverence creawho reflect the perfections of God.
Thus we venerate saints, and honor and
love persons on earth; but we do not adore

tures

them.

HOW DO WE WORSHIP GOD?
We

worship

1.

God by

efforts to find out

what God

to anti-Catholic schools.
It is forbidden to read, print, lend, give or
books or periodicals against faith or morals.

To

2.

sell,

what God has reworship God by faith when we

believe firmly

We

vealed.
firmly believe
vealed.

the truths

all

God

has re-

Once we are sure God has revealed something,
we must believe it. Faith does not require us to believe anything contrary to reason. Even if we cannot
Blessed Trinity,
lie,

is

we

revealed, like the mystery of the
act according to reason in be-

our reason tells us God cannot
or deceive nor be deceived.

lieving

for

it,

To

3.

profess

err,

our faith openly whenever
are obliged to do so when

necessary. We
we are challenged to make profession of it,
or when an omission to do so would harm
our neighbor or bring religion into contempt, or when we are questioned by lawful
authority. We must never deny our faith.

Our Lord says: “Therefore everyone who acknowledges me before men, I also will acknowledge
in heaven” (Matt. 10:32).

him before my Father

What

acts of the virtues of

and

does

HOPE

oblige us to do?

Hope obliges us to trust firmly that God
will give us eternal life and the means to

religion.

1. True piety and adoration of God do
not include a gloomy manner, a melancholy
expression, and a hard exterior. True piety
is cheerful, full of joy. “Serve God with
gladness” (Ps. 99:2).

They are mistaken who think that a forbidding
demeanor, continual groaning and sighings and
weeping are pleasing to God. They only serve to

We

should remember that of all crearepel others.
shall
tures. God loves most an innocent child.
not be mistaken in practices if we imitate him.

We

obtain

make

piety ridiculous and subject it to contempt. All devotions of extraordinary char-

such as praying with outspread or
upraised arms, should be done in private.

acter,

Some kinds of singularity, if shown in public,
may do harm rather than good, and may cause our
religion to be looked upon with contempt. It would
be out of place, for example, to kneel down and
pray on the street upon hearing the Angelus bell

it.

We
that

worship God by hope when we firmly trust
God, Who is almighty and faithful to His

promises, will help
“My trust is in the

What

does

us

attain

Lord”

eternal

happiness.

(Ps. 30:7).

CHARITY

oblige us to do?

Charity obliges us to love God above all
things because He is infinitely good, and to
love our neighbor as ourselves for the love
of

In our devotions we should avoid all
singularity and exaggerations; these only
2.

while walking there.

To make

oblige us to do?

has revealed. If one is ignorant of his religion, he must seek instruction. Parents
are strictly forbidden to send their children

understand what

Public worship is rendered to God very specially
during the offering of the holy Sacrifice of the
Mass. Some signs of public worship are kneeling,
genuflecting, making the sign of the cross, vocal and
community prayers, singing of hymns, and sermons.
A magnificent example of public worship is an in-

faith, hope, charity,
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What does FAITH

God.

We

worship God by charity when
all things for His own sake,
ourselves for love of Him.

above

What

does

RELIGION

we

love

Him

and others

as

oblige us to do?

Religion obliges us: to acknowledge God’s
perfection, our complete dependence upon Him, our utter subjection to His
will; and to render Him due worship with
all our faculties and acts of body, intellect,
and will— adoring Him and praying to Him.
infinite

"KNOB7 GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE”
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Blessed Virgin because

is the Mother of God, and our Mother. God has
exalted her above all other creatures. Her intercession is more powerful with God than that of

she

any other

saint.

No man

refuses his mother a favor;

94.
Does the

The first commandment does not forbid
us to honor the saints in heaven, provided
we do not give them the honor that belongs
to

God

alone.

Devotion to the Blessed Virgin Mary, and veneration of the saints, are not opposed to the command-

ment to adore God alone. We do not worship the
saints; we only honor them as the special friends
and servants of God.
adore God alone.

We

By venerating the saints we honor God
Himself, Who is the cause of their holiness.
1

Without the help of God, they would not
have done anything holy. We do not adore
saints. Should we not reverence those who
God’s perfections? So we venerate the
we honor outstanding persons on earth; but we do not adore them.
reflect

saints. Similarly

the Blessed Virgin, for she
Christ Himself

our Mother,

is

gave us from the

whom

cross.

Veneration of Saints

commandment FORBID US
THE SAINTS IN HEAVEN?

first

TO HONOR

so God does not refuse any request of Mary. Christ
even worked his first miracle in advance of His time,
because Mary asked Him. Let us all love and honor

We

give to God the supreme honor and adoracalled latria.
render the saints our veneraTo the Blessed Virgin we give
special veneration, called hyperdulia, because she is
above all angels and saints as the Mother of God.
But even the Blessed Virgin we do not and cannot
adore. However saintly, not all the saints and angels
together can approach the infinite holiness of God.

We

tion,

tion, called dulia.

2. A person who died in the grace of God
is
already in heaven is a saint. In
the strict sense of the term, a saint is one
solemnly declared by the Church to be in

and

heaven, and

is

may be given public

veneration.

Before a person is declared a saint, rigid proof
required of a life of heroic virtue. Inquiry is

made

into his life,
process goes through
factory,

with

virtues,

and

writings.

The

three stages which, if satisin papal declarations for three degrees,
given of Venerable, Blessed, and Saint.

end

titles

"KNOW GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE

'

Veneration of Saints
3.

To one whose martyrdom or heroic

virtue has been proved, the title Venerable
given; he may be accorded no public
veneration. If the inquiry continues, this second stage is the process of beatification;
ending successfully, it grants the person
the title Blessed, with a limited public venis

*99

By showing

respect to their relics and
images, and by celebrating their feasts and
taking them as our patrons and models.
3.

When we pray

to the saints,

WE ASK THEM TO
When we

to offer their prayers to

eration.

The cause for beatification is not opened
the holiness of the person is outstanding and
tained by competent authority, or unless the
worked are of an extraordinary character.
is required of at least two miracles worked
intercession: these are unquestioned signs of
approval.
cles

unless
ascer-

mira-

Proof
at his

God’s

For canonization proof is required of at least two
additional miracles, subsequently worked by the
beatified one. Canonization does not make a saint;
it
surely is not a permission for entrance into
heaven. It is merely an official declaration by the
Church that a person is already in heaven, worthy
of public veneration and imitation. It is a formal
proclamation of the state of a deceased person.

WHY DO WE HONOR

God

ask them
for us.

we

This is what we call the “intercession”
1
of the saints. If we are grateful for the
intercession of a friend before an earthly
.

superior, how much more so should we be
for the intercession of saints before God!

How many

formal investigation proceeds into the
is the process of canonization. If satisfactory, it ends with a papal
declaration giving the title Saint, with public veneration in the universal Church.
4. If

third stage, that

WHAT DO

DO?

pray to the saints

times have the saints obtained favors

God for men? And God likes this intercession:
He said, He would not destroy Sodom for the
men (Gen. 18:32).

from
as

sake of ten just

2. Experience has proved that
gained by invoking certain saints

much

is

in times

of special need. It appears that God has
given to individual saints powers to help us
in special needs.

Thus we invoke St. Joseph as the patron
St. Anthony when we have lost

happy death;
thing;

Blaise

St.

Many wonderful

for diseases

of

the

of a
any-

throat,

etc.

answers to prayer lead to the

particular interest in
persons whose circumstances are the same as theirs
that

belief

the

saints

take

were on earth.

the saints in

HOW DO WE KNOW

heaven?

We honor the saints in heaven because
they practiced great virtue when they were
on earth, and because in honoring those
who are the chosen friends of God, we
honor God Himself.
If we are eager to show honor to earthly royalty,
how much more should we honor the saints of God,
princes of heaven! If we ask for prayers of our fellowrnen on earth, how much more eager should we

will

that the saints

pray for us?

We

know

that the saints will pray for us,

because they are with God and have great
love for us.
1. The saints in heaven are, with us,
members of the Church, of one body belonging to Christ. “So we, the many, are
one body in Christ, but severally members
one of another” (Rom. 12:5)
.

be to ask the saints, our friends in heaven!

2.

We
1.

can

By

HONOR THE SAINTS:

imitating their holy lives. The
we can pay them is to imitate

highest honor
their virtues.

The Church omits no opportunity

to

urge us to the veneration of saints. At Bapwe receive the name of a saint. Each
day of the year one or more saints are commemorated. Images and pictures of the
tism

saints are placed in the churches. Saints are

The saints are models presented by the Church
before our eyes so that we may know how to live
according to the desires of God.
2.

By praying

to them.

We

honor them

by praising them in word and song, and
asking for their intercession.

We may

pray in private to anyone
either in heaven or purgatory.
forbidden to give public veneration to
is not beatified or canonized.

lieve

is

who we
But we

beare

anyone who

invoked

in the Mass, the litanies,

and other

public prayers.

The Church worships God, and honors the
saints as friends and servants of God. So churches
and altars are dedicated and consecrated to God
alone although named after saints and placed under
their protection. The Holy Sacrifice of the Mass is
offered to God alone, although it may be celebrated
in memory of the saints. In praying, we say to God,
“Have mercy on us,” but to the saints, “Pray for
us,” just as we would say it to a dear friend.
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The true cross was found by St. Helena, mother of
the emperor Constantine the Great in the year 326.
Her workmen, digging on Mount Calvary in search
of the true cross of Christ, found three crosses.
Two of the crosses were applied without result to

95.

WHY DO WE HONOR

Relics

RELICS?

We honor relics because they are the
bodies of the saints, or objects connected
with the saints or with Our Lord.
In a similar manner we preserve with reverence
certain objects connected with our great men
sword, a coat, or books.

Remains of the bodies of saints, the
Cross on which Our Lord died, the nails
that crucified Him, are all relics. The clothes
and furniture used by the saints are also
1.

held as

relics.

Only those relics are authentic to which the name
of the saint and the episcopal seal are attached;
relics cannot be sold. God has often shown
His approval of ihe use of relics by working miracles by
means of them. “When it had touched the bones
of Eliseus, the man came to life”
Kings 13:21).
(4

2. Relics deserve to be venerated.
The
bodies of the saints were temples of the
Spirit, and instruments by
which God

Holy

worked.

o very sick woman. As soon as the third cross
touched her, she was instantly cured. The adoraon Good Friday is part of the
Holy Week devotions. The Feast of the Exaltation
of the Cross is kept on September 14.
tion of the Cross

and Images
God shows His approval of the veneration of
relics by working frequent miracles at their appli“God worked more than the usual miracles
by the hand of Paul; so that even handkerchiefs
and aprons were carried from his body to the sick,
cation.

and the

diseases left

them and the

evil spirits

went

out” (Acts 19:12).

However, no Catholic is requested to believe in
miracles like the one of the blood of St.
Januarius,

kept in a vial at

Naples, that liquefies several
times a year for certain periods. In a like
manner,
is not obliged to believe in private
revelations
as those of Lourdes and Fatima.

he

3.

We

honor

relics

when we preserve

them with reverence, visit the places where
they are deposited, pray before them,
etc.
Honor has been paid to relics from the earliest
days of Christianity. When St. Ignatius,
Bishop of
Antioch, was thrown to the lions, two
of his compamons came by night and gathered up his bones.
When St. Polycarp was burned alive, the Christians
collected his ashes for veneration.

'KNOW GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE”

Relics and Images

Most prized

of all relics are relics of
Christ’s Passion, particularly of the cross
4.

on which
Some

He

died.

to the faith
implied by the pictures we display.
have those
hoiy images for holy purposes, to venerate the saints
for God’s sake, and to imitate their holy lives.

We

scoff at the relics of the cross, saying that

there are too many to be genuine. But if all known
pieces were put together, they would make a block
only about 1/6 of a cubic foot. Today the twelve
most famous portions of the true Cross range from
6.33 cubic inches to 33 cubic inches. The largest
are to be found in Jerusalem, Brussels, Ghent, and
Rome. Particles venerated are very small.

1

IS IT

RIGHT TO SHOW RESPECT

It is

to

and pictures of Christ and of

right to show respect to the statues
of Christ and of the saints, just
show respect to the images
we love on earth.

and pictures

as it is right to
of those whom

We cherish photographs of our family and
We cherish and honor our National Flag,

friends.

not be-

cause of the cloth out of which it is made, but
because of what it represents. In a similar manner
we respect sacred statues and pictures.

The honor we pay

1.

pictures

is

sacred images and
not idolatry, because we do not

Command-

of the benefits we derive from
the veneration of sacred images are:

Some

Through them

(a)

effective,

and sometimes

su-

pernatural, graces are obtained. There have been
instances of miraculous pictures and statues, as well
as crucifixes.

They help us avoid distractions while prayby fixing our attention.

(b)

ing,
(c)

They

(d)

They

serve as a silent
courage us to imitation.

admonition

to en-

means for instructing
The greatest artists in the

are wonderful

the faithful in religion.

world have been Catholic

artists.

Their greatest

masterpieces treat of religious subjects. Even the
most unlettered can understand a picture.

Do we honor Christ and the
we pray before the crucifix,

saints

when

relics,

and

sacred images?

We

honor Christ and the

saints

when we

pray before the crucifix, relics, and sacred
images, because we honor the persons they
represent; we adore Christ and venerate
the saints.

"KNOW'

is

exposed.

We

pray before them, adorn them with flowers,
and kiss them with reverence. We make visits and pilgrimages to the tombs
or shrines of the saints. Similarly, on civil holidays,
we show honor to our heroes by placing wreaths
on their graves; we visit their homes, etc.
lights before them,

2 Above all other sacred representations,
we venerate the crucifix most. It is the sign
of our redemption. On the cross Our Lord
.

died to save us from the consequences of

sin.

the honor the Church pays the crucifix
that she allows no sacrament to be administered, no
Mass to be celebrated, no act of worship to be performed, unless in the presence of a crucifix.
place the crucifix in the hands of the dying. It
accompanies us to the grave. Every Christian home
should have a crucifix prominently displayed.

Such

is

We

DO WE PRAY

Himself, after giving the First

ment, ordered the making of statues to be placed in
the Temple; and God cannot contradict Himself.
Sacred images do not promote false worship.
2.

for sacred pictures

an image of His Sacred Heart

adore them.

God

We show veneration

.

statues by placing them in our homes,
in churches, and in schools. Jesus made a
special promise to bless the house in which

and

burn

the statues
the saints?

201

Our actions should always conform

images and

to the crucifix or to the
relics of the saints?

We do not pray to the crucifix or to the
images and relics of the saints, but to the
persons they represent.
1. The veneration we pay to sacred images
relics is not paid to the relic, picture,
or statue itself, but to the one represented,
God, or one of the saints or angels.

and

In the same way when we kiss our mother’s picwe do not give our affection to the paper, but
our mother. Disrespect to an image is disrespect
to the one represented.

ture
to

2. In venerating relics, sacred statues, and
pictures, we do not believe that any divine
power resides in them. They cannot, of
themselves, work miracles.

The numerous miracles worked through the use
of relics were a result, not of the relics’ power, but
of God’s, acting through them. The Gospels tell the
moving story of the woman cured by touching the
hem of Our Lord’s garment. Yet even that sacred
garment did not by itself work the miracle; Christ
used His power, working through 'the garment.

And

so today relics continue to play a part in the
in the suspension of the natu-

working of miracles,
ral law,

God.
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but always

as

mere instruments of Almighty
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glad to give their

lives for their faith. During the
pagan Roman emperthousands were taken to the arena to be torn

tortures

were invented

great persecutions under the

their faith. But their

ors,

to

96.

be

firm

and

to

to

make

the Christians

pure love of

meet death

God

deny

caused them

gladly.

Sins Against Faith
'

HOW DOES A CATHOLIC SIN against
faith?
A Catholic sins against faith by infidelity,
apostasy, heresy, indifferentism, and by

taking part in non-Catholic worship.

We may

lose our faith by: (a) not learning well
the doctrines of the Church; (b) wilfully doubting
truths that have been revealed to the Church; (c)

reading books and other literature against our religion; (d) attending assemblies of people who are
opposed to our religion; and (e) neglecting the
practice of our religion. (See pages 152-157.)
1.

one

INFIDELITY is: (a)
to whom the truths of

the unbelief of
faith have been

but who nevertheless
deliberately refuses to accept them;' (b) the

sufficiently proposed,

who has had
or who does not realize
the importance of learning.
ignorance of the Faith by one

no chance

to learn

it,

Persons who do not believe in Christianity as
a divinely revealed religion, are commonly referred
to as “infidels.’’ But as the
in ordinary speech it

sive,

simply “non-Christians.”

word may sound

offen-

better to call

them

is

But, is it not utterly reasonable to have faith in
an almighty God, Who knows much more than we
can ever hope to know, and Who can do things beyond our understanding? It is necessary that we

serve God in the way He requires, not in the way
it pleases us to do so. For this reason we must
practice the religion revealed by God, and avoid
making up our own religions according to our
whims and innumerable fancies.
2. APOSTASY is complete rejection of
the truths of the Christian faith by one who
has been baptized.
vicious and sinful life
often leads to apostasy. No really good man
has ever fallen away from the Christian faith.

A

An apostate denies or gives up his religion
through fear or shame, or through worldly motives
human respect, and denies Christ Himself. He is
under sentence of eternal damnation, for Christ
says; “Whoever disowns me before men, I in turn
disown him before my Father in heaven” (Matt.
10:33). It may happen that a Catholic gives up his
religion because he had a quarrel with the priest.
or

will

He crucifies Christ because of a petty disagreement
with a mortal. Such a man should ever remember
goods loses much; he who

that “he who loses his
lose his life, loses more;

but he who loses his faith

loses all.”
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HERESY

the refusal of baptized
persons to accept one or more of the truths
revealed by God and taught by the Catholic
Church. If this refusal is voluntary and
obstinate, there is formal heresy; if it is
involuntary, there is material heresy.
3.

is

A heretic claims to be Christian, but denies one
or more truths revealed by God. Members of Protestant denominations are heretics. Much of their
heresy, however, is negative, or material; that is,
accompanied by no obstinacy of the will; for example, the heresy of a Protestant who has always
believed his is the religion ordained by God.

INDIFFERENTISM

4.

is

the error of

those who hold that one religion is as good
as another and that all religions are equally
true and pleasing to God, or that one is free
to accept or reject any or all religions.
Many a Catholic does not want to trouble
himself about studying his religion, and
gradually loses his faith.

Why

should Christ, and after Him the Apostles,
them a long line of Catholics, have sufmuch and resisted persecution so firmly,
if it were of no importance what a man believed?
It is absurd to suppose that God does not care
whether men denounce His Son as an impostor
and blasphemer, or worship Him as God.

and

after

fered so

WHY DOES A CATHOLIC SIN against
faith by taking part in non-Catholic wor-

ship?

A

Catholic sins against faith by taking
part in non-Catholic worship, because he
thus professes belief in a religion he knows
is not the true one.

organization.
In actual

It is

to

fact,

Freemasonry

is

a religious sect

bent upon the destruction of the Catholic Church.
its own doctrines, priesthood, and ritual; it
own characteristic morality. For instance, it
imposes an oath that requires blind obedience; it
does not accept Divine Revelation. “By their fruits
ye shall know them,” and the fruits of Freemasonry
are evident throughout European history. May we
say that no one need be ashamed of the fruits of
the Catholic Church in all places and all times?
It has
has its

How

can

a

Catholic

BEST SAFE-

GUARD HIS FAITH?
A Catholic can best safeguard

his faith

by making frequent acts of faith, by praying for a strong faith, by studying his religion very earnestly, by living a good life, by
good reading, by refusing

to associate with
the enemies of the Church, and by not
reading books and papers opposed to the
Church and her teaching.

Acts of faith are prayers said to tell

1.

God we

believe in Him. Pleasing to God
also are prayers of faith, such as the Apostles
made to the Lord; “Increase our faith”

(Luke 17:5). The more we believe, the
firmer our faith becomes, by God’s grace.

We

should study our religion well, especially the
Christian doctrine. If we have any doubts about it,
we should consult a good spiritual adviser or confessor.

Many have

standing

wrong

be present at non-Catholic services even when we do not participate
'n them, because such services are intended
to honor God in a manner He does not
wish to be honored in. If God instituted
a Church of His own. He must wish to be
honored in the ways of that Church.
1.

203

do not understand the stand of the
Church. Most of them serve only the Third
Degree, and hold no spirit of antagonism
against the Church; but these good persons
do not realize the basic purposes of their
reasons,

2.

its

lost their religion

by misunder-

doctrines.

A strong bulwark to faith

Never does a just man,

a good life.
living according to
is

the teachings of the Church, lose his faith.
To increase in faith, let us go to Confession

and receive Holy Communion
our

spirits

often, that

may be nourished by divine food.
lives may easily lose

Those who lead bad
their faith.

When necessary, for social obligations, a Catholic
may be present at a non-Catholic wedding or
funeral, but he must not participate in the services.
2. It is a sin to belong to any society
is opposed to the Church. Freemasonry, or Masonry is condemned by the
Church. Many charitable persons, who have
joined Masonry merely for social or business

which

3 .We must take care that the books and
magazines we read are neither wicked nor
against the doctrines of the Church. The
eyes are the windows of the soul; through
them it may be attracted to good or evil.

We must also refrain from being intimate with
enemies of the Church, who speak against it and
assail it on all occasions. Let us avoid pitfalls, that
we may not fall into them.

"KNOW GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE"
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Above are illustrated some of the most common
forms of superstition. Sick people or their relatives
sometimes resort to witchcraft in a vain hope of
cure 11). Many otherwise sensible people resort to

91

.

by the

virtue of religion?

We worship God
Him

by the virtue of religion
alone as the one and Su-

preme Being,

the chief expression of adoration being prayer.

We

adore God by acknowledging His
our complete dependence upon Him, our absolute subjection to
His will; we pray to God by lifting up our
minds and hearts to Him.
i.

infinite excellence,

Devotion to the Blessed Virgin Mary, veneration
and images, are not opposed to this
We do not worship the saints; we only

of saints, relics,
virtue.

honor them

as the special friends and servants of
God. We adore God alone. Neither do we worship
images and sacred pictures or relics. We only pay
them honor as belonging to or representing God or
the saints. In a similar manner we commonly cherish the

Others believe

to
in

find

signs

out

about the future

and omens

aside from

being
religion, fetters the mind.

,

(3-5).

against the

(2).

Super-

virtue

of

Religion and Superstition

HOW DO WE WORSHIP GOD
by adoring

fortune-tellers

stition,

photographs of our dear friends.

2. The principal sins against the virtue of
religion are: superstition, sacrilege, idola-

try,

and simony.

We
all

our

fail

in

our duty of worship when we spend
world and material interests.

lives for the

When does
STITION?

a person

SIN BY SUPER-

A

person sins by superstition when he
attributes to a creature a power that belongs to God alone.
i. Examples of superstitious practices
are: the use of charms or spells, belief in
dreams or fortune-telling. As today practiced, all these superstitions are merely nonsense: they may be taken only as some social
fun, like “bingo.” Among Christians, only
simpletons actually believe in these prac-

tices, in

mascots, omens, astrology.

"KNOW GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE

Religion and Superstition
As today practiced, manifestations of superstitious beliefs are fraudulent. Those "magicians”
merely perform sleight-of-hand tricks; the "witches,”
“fortune-tellers,” and “spiritists” only use their sharp
faculties of observation and their retentive memory.

And yet, there are still unintelligent persons who
believe in lucky and unlucky days and numbers;
they believe finding a horseshoe is good luck, breaking a mirror means seven years’ bad luck, and so on.
On the contrary, all is nonsense.
2. A charm is anything used with the belief that it lias magic power to protect. Spells
are words by the saying of which the superstitious believe evil can be averted, or good

fortune obtained.

We often deceive ourselves by trying to interpret dreams. Sometimes they are nothing but the
expression of our wishes, uncontrolled by reason or
conscience. The “dreams” in the Holy Scripture
and the lives of the saints are, more properly speaking, revelation or inspiration rather than dreams;
God uses particular means for exceptional cases.
3.

Spiritism consists in attempts to comspirits of the dead, or

municate with the
with other

spirits,

mediums and

usually by the use of

seances.

Magic

refers to

man-

ifestations of wonders, through the intervention of evil spirits, whether real or pretended, going as far as invocation of devils.

There is no positive proof that a spiritist or
magician has been able to communicate with the
spirits of the dead. Houdini, who was the greatest
of all magicians, laid a public wager that he could
reproduce any spiritistic manifestation by using
purely natural means.
4. If there were such a thing as fortunewhy do not those fortune-tellers
improve their own fortunes by foretelling
the rise of the stock market and buying up
all the stock? Then they would not need
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to steal sacred vessels or other

Church prop-

do damage in a church, to despise
and holy pictures or mutilate images.

erty, to

relics

Baltassar, King of Babylon, was guilty of sacrilege when he used the sacred vessels of the Temple
of Jerusalem as drinking cups at a feast. His pun-

ishment, as announced by the handwriting on the
well-known. In order to avoid possible
is
and holy pictures that
we should burn them.

wall,

disrespect to sacred images
are already too old to use,

When

does a person

SIN BY IDOLATRY?

A

person sins by idolatry when he pays to
a creature the supreme worship due to
God alone as Creator and Preserver of all
things.
In the early days of Christianity, many Christians
to death for refusing to burn incense before idols. God punished the Israelites for their
idolatry from time to time.

were put

One who knows

the Catholic

Church

to

be the True Church, yet refuses to join and
obey it, is guilty of resisting the known
Christian truth, a form of idolatry, since by
it one stubbornly denies due worship to God.

The

Scribes

and Pharisees knew well

the

all

prophecies concerning the Messias. Jesus Christ
proved Himself the promised Messias by wonderful
miracles, after announcing Himself as the Son of
God. But their pride was a barrier to their humble
acknowledgement of Jesus; they calumniated and
persecuted Him to the limit. They were guilty of
resisting the known Christian truth. “They stubbornly turned their backs and stopped their ears so
as not to hear” (Zach. 7:11).

telling,

When

does a person

A person
sells

sins

SIN BY SIMONY?

by simony when he buys or

sacred or spiritual things or positions.

to labor at the telling of fortunes at only

so

much

When

per fortune predicted.

does a person

SIN BY SACRI-

LEGE?

A

person sins by sacrilege when he mistreats sacred persons, places or things.
Sacrilege is a kind of blasphemy consisting of the violation or profanation of a
person, place or thing consecrated to God.
For example, it is sacrilege incurring excommunication to lay violent hands upon
a priest, a nun, or any other person consecrated to God. It is sacrilege to commit acts
of impurity or of violence, like killing or
fighting, in a church or consecrated graveyard, to receive the sacraments unworthily,

"KNOW'

The term “simony” comes from Simon Magus,
who offered the Apostles money to give him the
power of giving the Holy
simony to sell a rosary

It is

Spirit

for

(Acts

8:19-20).

more than

its

or-

dinary price on account of a blessing it has. Thus
sold, indulgenced objects lose their indulgences.

Giving

a priest

money

to offer

Mass

“for

our intentions” is not simony, because we
do not and cannot buy a Mass. The money
only an offering towards the materials for
the Mass, and to help support the priest.
is

As St. Paul said, “They who serve the altar have
their share with the altar. So also the Lord directed
that those who preach the Gospel should have their
living from the gospel” (1 Cor. 9:14). It would not
be for the dignity of the priesthood nor for the

benefit of religious work if priests needed to labor
at secular occupations to support themselves.
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"Then a new king. ..came to power in Egypt. He
how numerous and powerful the Israpeople are growing, more so than we our-

spread. The Egyptians, then, dreaded the Israelites

said... "Look

and reduced them

elite

said:

selves!

Come,

..stop their increase... Accord-

let us.

ingly, taskmasters

were

set over the Israelites to

oppress them with forced labor. Thus they had to
build for Pharao the supply cities... Yet the more
they were oppressed, the more they multiplied and

98.

Sins Against

What are the SINS AGAINST HOPE?
The sins against hope are presumption
and despair.

When

does a person

SUMPTION?
A person sins

SIN BY PRE-

by presumption when he

trusts that he can be saved by his
efforts without God’s help, or
help without his own efforts.

1. One who relies on his own powers, on
on earthly things more than
on God commits presumption. He thus puts
his hope on “strange gods’’ in competition
with Almighty God. Such hope is purely
human, not supernatural, heavenly, or

his friends, or

Christian.
Such hope
found out to

are suffering" (Ex. 1:8-14; 3:7).
cry of the oppressed poor.

God

still

hears the

Hope and Charity
strong, and denied his Lord. It is this human kind
of hope, this presumption, that causes one to expose
oneself to occasions of sin, in the belief that one has
the strength to resist. “Rely not on your strength in

following the desires of your heart. Say not: ‘Who
can prevail against me?’ ” (Sirach 5:2-3). “It is better
to take refuge in the Lord than to trust in princes”
(Ps. 117:8).

2

own

by God’s

to cruel slavery. ..But the Lord

have witnessed the affliction of my people
Egypt and have heard their cry of complaint
against their slave drivers, so I know well what they
"I

in

.

It is

presumption

to

commit

sin boldly,

pleading that God easily pardons sinners.
Our confidence in God’s mercy must always
go hand in hand with our knowledge of
His justice. In this way, even while we trust
in our merciful Father, we have a salutary
fear of His judgments. God wishes us to work
out our salvation in fear and trembling.

Nobody can be

absolutely sure that he is safe
he will persevere in justice till death.
to Solomon with all his wisdom,
and the blessings God rained on him! “Let him
who thinks he stands take heed lest he fall”

from

hell, that

What happened

is

built

on sand,

their distress!

as

how many have

Peter thought he was

(1

Cor. 10:12).
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Sins Against
3.

We must

not tempt

ourselves to sin and

its

Hope and Charity

God by exposing

What

of

perish in it” (Sirach 3:25). The greatest
saints took as their watchword regarding

nothing,

“Safety in flight,”— flight from all occasions that might tempt them to sin. However, those who by their profession or necessity are compelled to expose themselves to
even proximate occasions of sin must humbly put their trust in God; He will surely
protect them.
It is

presumption
without

alone

to expect to be saved by faith
attempting to accomplish good

works; to hope to obtain forgiveness of our sins
without penance; or while hoping in God’s mercy,
to remain in the state of sin, and put off conversion.
Our Lord said clearly, ‘‘Seek first the kingdom of
God and his justice, and all these things shall be
given you besides” (Matt. 6:33).

The

does a person

SIN BY DESPAIR?

person sins by despair when he deliberately refuses to trust that God will give
him the necessary help to save his soul.

Without charity, faith and hope will profit us
for God will not open the gates of His
Kingdom except to those that love Him. “If I should
speak with the tongues of men and of angels, but
do not have charity, I have become as sounding
brass or a tinkling cymbal” (1 Cor. 13:1).
1
Every grave sin is a violation of charity,
because it destroys the love of God. “If you
Me, keep My commandments” (John
14: 15). HATRED of God, or of one’s neighbor, is a special offense against charity; by it
one desires evil or harm to befall, or rejoices at the misfortune of others.
.

love

To desire death from a yearning for heaven in
order to be reunited with God is not wrong. The
Apostle Paul himself sighed, “Who shall deliver
me from the body of this death?” (Rom. 7:24). “I
am
desiring to depart and to be with Christ”
(Philipp. 1:23). But to desire death out of impatience or despair, or to wish death or misfortune
to another out of selfishness or hatred, is sinful.

DESPAIR

because

it

is

Sloth begets tepidity and indifference.
said with truth that a great
may become a great saint, but a

sinner

slothful person, never.

guilty of despair

who believes he cannot resist certain temptations,
overcome certain sins, or amend his life. Despair

3.

results in

did.
2. When tempted to despair, let us remember that God is infinitely merciful,
that He is nearest when our need for Him

greatest, and that there is no sin that He
will not forgive if we go to Him with a
is

repentant heart.

To

is a sin against charity, beparalyzes the faculties of the soul.

Someone has

Cain was guilty of this sin when he cried out after
murdering his brother Abel, “My punishment is too
is

it

or zeal takes trouble.

a denial of the goodness of
to forgive.

He

SLOTH

One who is ruled by sloth is too lazy to
love God or his neighbor, because such love

God, and His willingness

temporal as well as spiritual evil, because
often those in despair commit suicide, as Judas

.

2.

is

great to bear” (Gen. 4:13).

.

cause

an abandonment of all
hope for obtaining eternal salvation and
the means of attaining it. Despair is wicked,
1.

chief sins against charity are hatred
sloth, envy,

God and of our neighbor,
and scandal.

.

When

A

SINS AGAINST

CHARITY?

occasions in the

hope that God will protect and save us; this
is presuming on God’s mercy. We can be
sure of God’s help only if we try our best to
do His will. “He who loves danger will

sins,

207

are the chief

One

is

guilty of

ENVY

if

one

is

bitter

about another’s good fortune.
Envy

the sin of the devil, the sin above all
that implies malice, the sin that leads to calumny,
gossip, hatred, and other sins. The best means of
overcoming envy is to do every good possible to our
neighbor, especially to the one that we are tempted
to envy. There is no reason for envy; it will not
make us any richer, more popular, more satisfied.
Satan envied Adam and Eve, so happy in Paradise.
The Pharisees envied Jesus Christ the wonderful
miracles He worked, and His consequent great folis

may ponder on God’s justice
God; but once we have fallen into
meditate on His infinite mercy. Let us
remember that God is the Good Shepherd Who
goes out to seek His sheep that have fallen among
the thorns of life. St. John Chrysostom says, “As a
spark is to the ocean, so is the wickedness of man

lowing.

compared to the mercy of God.” “But if anyone
sins, we have an advocate with the Father, Jesus
Christ the just; and he is a propitiation for our sins,
not for ours only but also for those of the whole
world” (t John 2:2).

Our Lord said that at the end of the world the
angels “will gather out of his kingdom all scandals
and cast them into the furnace of fire, where
there will be the weeping, and the gnashing of
teeth” (Matt. 13:41-42). ( See pages 228-229.)

avoid sin we

and the

fear of

sin, let us

4.

SCANDAL

is

given

when we

injure

our neighbor’s soul by causing or tempting

him

heaven, so

.

.

.
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As charity helps him towards
scandal pushes him towards hell.

to sin.
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By the most holy Name of Jesus the Apostles worked
innumerable miracles. Among the first examples

was

that of the

lame man that

and begged at the
Temple. Upon seeing Peter and John
sat

gate of the
about to enter the Temple, he asked for an alms.

99
“You

.

man lame from

birth leaped up and walked into the
Temple, praising God.

The Second Commandment

shall not take the

name

WHAT ARE WE COMMANDED
the second

Peter said, “Silver and gold I have none,- but what
I have that I give thee.
In the name of Jesus Christ
of Nazareth, arise and walk" (Acfs 3:6). And the

of the Lord, your

by

commandment?

We

By the second commandment we are comto speak with reverence of
God, of the saints, and of holy things, and
to be truthful in taking oaths, and faithful
to them and to our vows.

manded always

“Blessed be the name of the Lord both now and
From the rising to the setting of the sun
is the name of the Lord to be praised” (Ps. 1
12:2-3).
“I say to you not to swear at all
But let your
speech be, ‘Yes, yes’; ‘No, no’ ” (Matt. 5:34-37).
“The tongue no man can tame
Out of the same
mouth proceed blessing and cursing” (Jas. 3:8,10).
forever.

.

.

.

.

should never speak God’s name
without holy respect. We should frequently
call upon the name of God with true and
heartfelt devotion, especially at the commencement and end of all our important
actions, and in time of trouble.
“Then

upon me in time of distress;
and you shall glorify me” (Ps.

call

I

will

49:15).

It is

Deo

O my

not

Thanks
and forget

gratias!
soul,

all his benefits” (Ps. 102:2).

2.

The name

ful of all

of

Jesus

is

names: through

the most powerit we can obtain

that we need. “If you ask the Father anything in my name. He will give it to you”
(John 16:23). We should pay reverence to

all

the

name of Jesus by bowing every time we

.

We

rescue you,

from Him.

saying of truly Christian hearts,
be to God! “Bless the Lord,

speak
the

i.

in vain” (Ex. 20.7).

God for His perfections and
and particularly when we receive
strange how often good gifts
come to us from Almighty God, and we simply
take without a word of thanks. Let us say that old
favors

.

God,

should often praise

infinite goodness,

it.

name

We

should especially pronounce
of Jesus at the hour of death.

“At the name of Jesus every knee should bend
of those in heaven, on earth, and under the earth”
(Phil. 2:10). St. Stephen’s last words were: “Lord
Jesus, receive my spirit" (Acts 7:59). By the name
of Jesus the apostles and saints worked innumerable miracles, as St. Peter did when he said to the

lame man, “In the name of Jesus Christ, arise and
walk” (Acts 3:6). Holy Scripture truly says, “There
is no other name under heaven given to men, by
which we must be saved” (Acts 4:12).

"KNOW GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE”

.

The Second Commandment
What

NAME

is

BY TAKING GOD’S

meant

IN VAIN?

By taking God’s name in vain

name

that the

is

meant

God

or the holy name of
used without reverence: for

of

Jesus Christ is
example, to express surprise or anger.
who

“So one

Name

will not

swears continually by the Holy

remain

free

from sin” (Sirach

23:10).

the use of irreverent language. We should not use sacred names in
impatience, jest, mere surprise, or habit,
with no idea of paying God honor.
1

.

Profanity

is

Many have the habit of exclaiming at every
trifling circumstance: “Good Lord!” “My God!”
“Jesus, Mary, Joseph!” It is a thoughtless habit that
should be corrected. It is wrong likewise to quote
Holy Scripture in a light or irreverent manner.

We

should distinguish between provulgarity. Profanity is a sin of
irreverence; vulgarity is not necessarily
2.

and

fanity

sinful.
Vulgarity is the use of coarse expressions like
“devil,” “hell,” etc., through thoughtlessness or
habit. It is a breach of good manners, and if indulged in will lead to profanity. If used with malice,
vulgarity is certainly a sin.
3. Let us use God’s holy Name only in
prayer and adoration. Irreverence to that
is sacrilege, since by the sin we profane a holy thing. “For the Lord will not

Name
leave

unpunished him who takes

in vain”

his

name

the ancient Jews the word for God was
even the high priest could speak it
only once a year, at the feast of the Atonement,
when he entered the most sacred part of the Temple.
4. It is

a sin to take God’s
it is

name

in vain;

a venial sin.

The Holy Name Society aims to promote love
and reverence for the Holy Name of God and Jesus
Christ; to suppress and make reparations for blasphemy, perjury, forbidden oaths, profanity, and
any improper language. Every man should be a
member of this Society, which is only for men. At
present the membership (1961) is over 5,000,000;
most Catholic policemen of New York City are
faithful

members.

What

is

CURSING?

dren, and workmen their animals and tools. Often
the one who curses does not mean what he says. If
he does, it is indeed a most grievous sin to ask God
to damn a person or send him to hell.
2. A Christian should never curse. “Bless
those who persecute you; bless and do not
curse” (Rom. 12:14).

The habit of cursing is an indication of lack of
refinement and of self-control. Gentlemen do not
curse. Generally we know the origin of a person by
the words that come forth from his mouth;
curses advertises his origin as the gutter.

What

1.

To

call

down some punishment on ourGod in a moment
name of God is

of anger, is cursing. If the
used, the sin is worse.

is

one who

BLASPHEMY?

Blasphemy

is

insulting language which

expresses contempt for God, either directly
or through His saints and holy things.

Contemptuous or abusive language
1.
against God, scoffing at the true religion,
or ridiculing sacred ceremonies,— all these
are blasphemous. Sacrilege is a form of
blasphemy; irreverent actions and thoughts
against God, the saints and angels, or holy
persons and things, are also blasphemous.
In the Old Law the blasphemer was condemned
to death. “Anyone who curses his God shall bear the
penalty of his sin; whoever blasphemes the name
of the LORD shall be put to death” (Lev. 24:16).
It is blasphemy to speak scornfully of God or of
His actions; or to attribute to a creature a prerogaof God. Thus the people blasphemed when
they said, after King Herod had spoken to them:
“It is the voice of a god, and not of a man” (Acts
tive

2. Blasphemy is a sin of the devil. By
insulting language against God, one offends
the Almighty directly, not only His image.
Blasphemy is essentially malicious, not as

other sins that arise from
or ignorance.

human weakness

“Whom hast thou blasphemed, against whom
hast thou exalted thy voice? Against the holy One
of Israel” (4 Kings 19:22). The soldiers blasphemed
Christ; so did the impenitent thief.
3. Deliberate blasphemy is one of the
gravest sins. God punishes it even on earth
with severe chastisements, and in hell after
death .“God is not mocked” (Gal. 6:7)

King Baltassar used the sacred vessels for his
A strange hand wrote his fate on the wall;
same night the enemy entered his city, killed
made his kingdom part of the empire of
the Medes and Persians. King Sennacherib blasphemed God, and died by the hand of his own
sons. But the worst punishment will be after death;
one cannot blaspheme God and escape unpunished.
“They shall be cursed those who despise you” (Tob.
feasting.

Cursing is the calling down of some evil
on a person, place, or thing.
selves or other creatures of
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angry, parents sometimes curse their chil-

12:22).

(Ex. 20:7).

Among

so sacred that

ordinarily

When

that

him, and

13:16).
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In a court trial a witness, before taking the stand,
must swear to tell the truth, the whole truth and

100.
What is AN OATH?
An oath is the calling on God

lie

An oath of public office is a solemn oath. The
formula used ends with: “So help me God.” Our
Lord swore solemnly when Caiphas adjured Him
by the Living God to tell the truth (Matt. 26:64).

Taking an oath is called swearing. In
we call either upon God or upon

3. We must not take an oath of blind
obedience to a secret society.

what we

say.

something sacred. In solemn oaths, we
place a hand on the Bible, or kiss it.
Sometimes we also kiss the crucifix.
we swear by God, such words are used as: “God
is my witness,” “So help me God,” “As
the Lord
liveth,” etc. If we swear by holy things, we say: “By
If

the holy Gospel,” “by the cross of Christ,” etc. Such

expressions as Upon my word/* *‘by my honor,”
are not oaths but merely emphasize assertions.
_

To

Oaths and Vows

swearing,

2.

me God".

to witness

to the truth of
1.

nothing but the truth-So help
under oath is to commit perjury.

An

oath

may be simple

A
man and man
or solemn.

simple oath is one between
in ordinary intercourse. A solemn oath is
one taken before ecclesiastical or civil authority, in the presence of an official.

4. A promise under oath
under certain conditions:
(a)

if it is

ceases to bind

relaxed by the person to

whom

the

promise was given;
(b)

if

the object of the promise

is

substantially

changed;
(c)

(d)

if

the object becomes sinful or useless;

if

the reason for the oath ceases to

a condition, under which
given ceases; and
(e)

if

(f)

if

muted

"KNOW'

exist;

the oath

the oath is annulled, dispensed, or
by lawful authority.

GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE”

was

com-

Oaths and Vows

WHAT THINGS ARE NECESSARY

to

make an oath lawful?

To make

an oath lawful, three things are

necessary:
1.

We must

have a good reason for tak-

ing an oath. An oath properly taken is permitted by God and pleasing in His sight.
No one should be compelled to take an oath,
however. It is not necessary to swear at every
provocation, such as when friends do not
believe us, or to emphasize statements.

the

2. We must be convinced that what we
say under oath is true. It is wrong to take
oaths about what we do not know, just
because a friend asks us to swear to it.

we

take an oath, promising to do something,
our mind we have plans of breaking our
word, then we are swearing falsely. If we take an
oath before a court of justice, saying we saw such
and such a person in a certain place at a certain
hour, and we know we really did not see him,
then we are swearing falsely. We must think well
before taking an oath; rash oaths are sinful.
If

and

The witnesses who swore falsely at the trial of
Christ committed a grave sin of perjury. If circumstances arise that prevent our keeping a valid oath,
we should consult our confessor, to know what to do.

What

A

in

3. We must not swear, that is, take an
oath, to do what is wrong.
should never
keep an oath to do evil. If one is so unfortunate as to have made such an evil oath,

We

he should promptly determine not to keep
it, or he will commit greater sins.

is

A VOW?

a deliberate promise made to
God, by which a person binds himself under
pain of sin to do something that is especially
pleasing to God.

A number

hand in a gesture of swearing every
time someone doubts their slightest assertions.

raising
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Regarding the non-fulfillment of an

oath, the sin may be venial or grave, according to importance of the matter concerned.

matters should not be the subject of
of people have the bad habit of

Trivial

oaths.

2.

1.

vow

is

A vow

is

made

to

God

alone, not to

anyone else. The subject of the vow must
not be a mere trifle, but something good
in itself, and better than its opposite. A
vow is the most solemn promise we can
ever make, an act of divine worship.

A vow made under compulsion

invalid.

is

A vow

to do something that will offend God must not be
accomplished. In general we should consult our
confessor before making a vow. “You had better not
make a vow than make it and not fulfill it” (Eccl.

5 4 >:

Sometimes vows are accompanied by certain conFor example, in 1248, St. Louis of France
to lead a Crusade if he got over a severe
illness. In our days, people vow to go on specified
ditions.

vowed

pilgrimages, to get cured of sickness.
2. We must not confuse vows and oaths
with mere promises or resolutions. These
last do not bind under pain of sin.

For instance, some make a promise not to go to
shows or dances for a certain length of time. If they
do not commit a mortal sin, for simple
promises and resolutions do not bind under pain
of sin. However, we should not make promises or
resolutions that we are not earnest about keeping.

go, they

Herod swore

to grant Salome, the daughter of
unlawful wife, anything she asked. When she
the head of St. John the Baptist, he
it to her. Thus he committed a worse crime
by keeping his wicked and rash oath.

his

demanded
gave

3.
it is

What great sin does a person commit
who deliberately calls on God to bear
witness to a lie?

A

person who deliberately calls on God
to bear witness to a lie commits the very
grievous sin of perjury.

Perjury is false swearing. One commits perjury when he confirms by oath
what he knows is not true, or what he is
1.

doubtful about, or when he swears to a
promise which he does not intend to keep.
Perjury is a grave sin, because it insults God by
calling Him to witness a lie. Perjury before a civil
court of law is punishable by imprisonment.

A vow is most pleasing to God, because
a voluntary offering

made

to

Him. The

most important vows are the religious vows,
taken by those joining a religious order:

vows of poverty, chastity, and obedience.
By

the religious vows a person gives

entirely, consecrating

what he
4.

is

up the world
not only what he does, but
God.

to the exclusive service of

Non-fulfillment, or needless postpone-

ment, of a vow is a venial or mortal sin,
according to the importance of the matter.
The guilt is doubled, if at the same time one
transgress a commandment, as when violating a vow
of chastity. If we are not able to fulfill a vow, we
must consult our confessor about having it annulled
or changed into some other good work. The vows
of children may be cancelled by their parents.
Bishops and other superiors have authority to release or absolve from some vows.
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ALL SUNDAYS OF THE YEAR
HOLY NAME OF JESUS
Sunday after January 1st
THE HOLY FAMILY - Sunday after Ephiphany
SEPTUAGESIMA SUNDAY - 9th Sunday before Easter
ASH WEDNESDAY - 40th day before Easter
1st SUNDAY OF LENT - 6 th Sunday before Easter
2nd SUNDAY OF LENT - 5th Sunday before Easter
3rd SUNDAY OF LENT - 4th Sunday before Easter
4th SUNDAY OF LENT - 3rd Sunday before Easter
PASSION SUNDAY - 15th day before Easter
COMM. OUR LADY OF SORROWS - Friday b. Palm Sunday
PALM SUNDAY - Sunday before Easter
GOOD FRIDAY -Friday in Holy Week
EASTER SUNDAY - Sunday after full moon of March
ASCENSION THURSDAY - 40th day after Easter
PENTECOST SUNDAY - 7th Sunday after Easter
MOST HOLY TRINITY - Sunday after Pentecost
CORPUS CHRISTI - Thursday after Trinity Sunday
M.S. HEART OF JESUS - 2nd Friday after Corp.Christi
MISSION SUNDAY - Sunday before Christ the King
CHRIST THE KING - Last Sunday of October
1st SUNDAY OF ADVENT - 4th Sunday before Christmas
2nd SUNDAY OF ADVENT - 3rd Sunday before Christmas
3rd SUNDAY OF ADVENT - 2nd Sunday before Christmas
4th SUNDAY OF ADVENT - Sunday before Christmas

these tables the holydays of obligation which

do not necessarily

fall on a Sunday are marked by
They are to be observed exactly as the
Sunday by hearing Mass, abstaining from unnecessary servile work, and doing other pious exer-

crosses.
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" Remember to

+

4
T

.

|

4

.

J

2

19
25
1

31
24
29
1

2

AUG.
AUG.

16
15
22

SEPT
SEPT
SEPT
SEPT

12
15
29

OCT.
OCT.
NOV.
NOV.
DEC.
DEC.

8

7

11
1
2

8

25

OCTAVE OF CHRISTMAS— -CIRCUMCISION
THE EPIPHANY OF OUR LORD
COMM. OF THE BAPTISM OF OUR LORD
PURIFICATION OF THE B. VIRGIN MARY
ST. JOSEPH, SPOUSE OF THE B.V. MARY
ANNUNCIATION OF THE B. VIRGIN MARY
ST. JOSEPH THE WORKMAN
QUEENSHIP OF B. VIRGIN MARY
BIRTHDAY OF ST. JOHN THE BAPTIST
SS. PETER AND PAUL, APOSTLES
MOST PRECIOUS BLOOD OF OUR LORD
VISITATION OF THE B. VIRGIN MARY
COMM. OF THE B.V.M. OF MT. CARMEL
ASSUMPTION OF THE B. VIRGIN MARY
IMMACULATE HEART OF THE B. V. MARY
THE BIRTHDAY OF THE B. VIRGIN MARY
MOST HOLY NAME OF THE B. VIRGIN MARY
SEVEN SORROWS OF THE B. VIRGIN MARY
DEDICATION OF ST. MICHAEL ARCHANGEL
BLESSED VIRGIN MARY OF THE ROSARY
THE MOTHERHOOD OF THE B. VIRGIN MARY
ALL SAINTS FEAST DAY
COMM. OF THE FAITHFUL DEPARTED
IMMACULATE CONCEPTION OF THE B.V.M.
THE NATIVITY OF OUR LORD

1

cises. The other feasts which do not fall on a
Sunday are not of obligation. They are, however,
important feasts, and all who can should at least
hear Mass on those days. If we can visit human
friends on days important to them, why not God?

If God gives us six days to work for ourselves, we
to be glad
to devote one day to
exclusively. The day enables us to join in public

ought

commandment?

“Therefore, you must keep the Sabbath as
something sacred. Whoever desecrates it shall be
put to death. If anyone does work on that day, he
must be rooted out of his people. Six days there
are for doing work, but the seventh day is the Sabbath of complete rest, sacred to the LORD. Anyone who does work on the Sabbath day shall be put

death” (Ex. 31:14-15).

Him

worship and receive religious instruction. If we had
to work always, seven days a week, year in and year
out, our health would break under the strain.

2.

In the Old Law, the celebration of a
had been ordered

definite day, the sabbath,

only specially for the Jews, just as circumcision and bloody sacrifices had been. The
Old Law was abrogated upon institution of
the New (Acts io: 15; Col. 2:16).

God commanded

the observance of a
man may devote
worship of his
Creator. Natural law obliges man to adore
and thank God for His continuous blessings.
1.

MAR
MAR
MAY
MAY
JUNE
JUNE
JULY
JULY
JULY

1

6
13

keep holy the Sabbath day” (Ex. 20:8-9).

By the third commandment we are commanded to worship God in a special manner on Sunday, the Lord’s day.

to

JAN.
JAN.
JAN.
FEB.

The Third Commandment

WHAT ARE WE COMMANDED by the
third

f

—

definite day, in order that

one day

a

week

to the special

In the Old Law the Jews kept holy the seventh
day of the week, Saturday. The vital principle of
the Third Commandment was not the specific
day, but that one day out of seven should be
devoted to the worship of God the Creator.

KNOW GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE”

The Third Commandment
In the New Law, Catholics keep holy
the first day of the week, Sunday. It is called
“ The Lord’s Day” St. Paul refers twice to
its observance. (Acts 20:7; 1 Cor. 16:2. The
Church commands us to keep Sunday as
the Lord’s day, because on Sunday Christ
rose from the dead, and on Sunday the
Holy Spirit descended upon the Apostles.
In the New Law, Christ delegated His authority
to the Church, His Living Voice. It remained then
for the Church to indicate the ceremonial day to
be kept holy. In the same way the early Church
caused circumcision and bloody sacrifices to make
way for Baptism and the Sacrifice of the Mass.

HOW DOES THE CHURCH
MAND

The Church commands us to worship
God on Sunday by assistiny at the Holy
Sacrifice of the Mass.
1.

The obligation of Mass

is

binding on

all persons who have attained the use of
reason; that is, including children seven
years old. Those who find it impossible, or
very difficult, to hear Mass, are excused.

The sick, the very aged and infirm, and those engaged in works of necessity at the hour of Mass, are
excused from attending it. Those who live too far
to walk and have no conveyance are also excused.
Very bad weather may be sufficient excuse.

hear Sunday Mass, or to miss
a notable part of Sunday Mass, is a mortal
sin. To come a little late and not make up
for it in another Mass, is a venial sin.
2.

Not

A person should be present

for the entire Mass,
to the last Gospel. It is a
venial sin to miss even a slight part of a Mass of
obligation deliberately and a mortal sin to miss a
notable part. The obligation to assist at Mass is not
fulfilled if the Consecration or the Communion is
missed. The obligation can be fulfilled by hearing
parts of two or more Masses in succession, provided
one is present for both the Consecration and the
Communion of the same Mass.
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not our only obligation on

God commands us to sanctify
the whole day, and not only a part of it.
should perform other good works.

We

We may hear sermons or instruction, receive the
sacraments, attend vespers or benediction, read the
Bible or other spiritual books, say the rosary, attend
a sodality or confraternity meeting, visit the Blessed
Sacrament, the poor, the sick, and perform other
works of mercy. It is not an obligation to spend the
entire Sunday in such works, but we should try to
give as much time to them as we can, for the love
of God. If we do things not required for the love
of our friends on earth, how much more eager we
should be to do them for our best Friend of all, God!

WHY SHOULD WE

PARTICIPATE

in

the holy sacrifice of the mass?

We

should participate in the Holy Sacrifice of the Mass, for by it we offer adoration
to God, we obtain instruction in our Faith,
and we secure our sanctification.
1. At Holy Mass we are part of one corporate body, one great social union, the
Catholic Church, the Mystical Body of
Christ, the Communion of Saints with members— on earth, in heaven, in purgatoryoffering God a perpetual oblation, our
homage in adoration and praise. (See pages

158-159.)

By Holy Mass we partake supernaturally of the

to

from the beginning

is

Sunday, for

COM-

us to worship God on Sunday?

Mass

4.

3.

divine

life

itself,

giving the plentitude of glory to
Him greater glory than His

God. For who can give

own

Whom we are united in the Mystical
Who offers Himself in sacrifice at Mass?

Son, with

Body, and

2. Holy Mass, as it is said in the course
of the Liturgical Year, is a deep source of
knowledge. It follows a definite program,
unfolding a vivid drama, presenting to our
minds and hearts the story of God’s love

for

men.

In the course of the year Holy Mass is a dramatic
of the principal truths of our Faith, unfolded with the beauty of ritual and ceremonial.
With its functions it unfolds, not one mystery alone,
as private devotions do, but the entire drama of
man’s redemption. It is a catechism by which the

summary
3. Those who on every slight pretext
excuse themselves from their obligation of
hearing Sunday Mass will gradually slip
into religious carelessness and indifference.
We should be sturdy Christians, and not let
anything but impossibility or serious illness
interfere with our hearing Mass on Sunday.

Not to have a new or clean dress is not sufficient
reason for staying away from Sunday Mass. Neither
that leaves early a reason. One
is an excursion
should go to Mass before going on the excursion.

Church inculcates dogmas and precepts, investing
them with the grandeur of rite and chant.
3.

By Holy

Mass, and particularly

if

we

partake of the Holy Eucharist, we secure
graces, effecting our sanctification. The
graces come to us through Christ, Head of
the Mystical Body.
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The illustration shows o parish church on a Sunday
morning. The people are hastening to church, to
obey the precept of hearing Mass. It is a mortal sin
to fail to sanctify

our

own

fault.

Sundays and holydays through
To keep these days holy, we must

IS

FORBIDDEN

commandment
By the

third

of

by the third

God?

commandment

of

God

unnecessary servile work on Sunday

is

is

Servile

SERVILE WORK?

work

is

that which requires labor

of body rather than of mind.
laborers, such as
farming, mechanical and industrial labor,
is forbidden, even if done for pleasure and
without gain.
1.
Work in which the mind has the
greater share or which is done for recreation is not servile and is not forbidden.

This includes reading, writing, typewriting, drawpainting, playing music,
and the like.

fishing,

travelling,

hunting,

Work

Employers who force their employees
to do unnecessary servile work on Sunday
2.

responsible

the

for

violation

of

the

Third Commandment.
The trial of lawsuits and

public buying and selling are also forbidden. Catholics should make provision on Saturday for their food and other necessities of Sunday, so that no store may be forced to
keep open.
3

Work performed by

ing,

however, "fun" appears to be the main feature.

are
all

for-

bidden.

What

day to pious works. Wholesome recreation and
innocent amusements which do not interfere with
our religious obligations are allowed; too often,

Unnecessary
Servile
J

102.

WHAT

hear Moss, abstain from servile work, and devote
the

.

The obligation

on Sunday
tion

is

is

to avoid servile

grave, and therefore

a mortal sin

if

one works

its

work
viola-

for a nota-

ble time.
Servile work on Sunday is not considered a grievous sin unless it is continued beyond two hours, or
becomes the cause of scandal or bad example.
It often happens that those who continue to work
on Sundays lose their health and thereby sink into
poverty. In Holy Scripture we find the Jews losing
their Holy City and being taken into captivity, because, among other sins, they violated the sabbath
( Read Ezechiel 20:13-16; 22:8-26; and
23:36-38).

"KNOW GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE "

Unnecessary Servile

WHEN

LOWED

IS SERVILE
on Sunday?

WORK

AL-

Servile work is allowed on Sunday when
the honor of God, our own need, or that of
our neighbor requires it.
1. Preparing a place for Holy Mass is a
work for the honor of God, and may be done

even on a Sunday.
In a parish where the women are all occupied
during the week, and can meet for their altar someetings only on Sunday, they would be alto sew or repair vestments for the church.

ciety

lowed
2.

Work

of daily necessity such as cook-

cleaning, and sweeping, and buying
and selling of necessary food may be performed even on Sunday. Even servile work

Work
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tion” (Gen. 2:3). If God, Who needed no “rest,”
chose to stop His work of creation, we should imitate His divine example and rest after six days of
labor. The experience of all peoples has borne out
the wisdom of this practice of resting one day out
of the week. As an example we may cite the case of
the French Revolution. The French atheists in control wished to change the old order completely, and
went so far as to change the number of days in the
week to ten. They could not, however, retain the
new week, because of the resistance of the great
majority of the people.
2. To attend
dances up to a
night, even when
wrong, is a poor

entertainments such as

hour on Saturday

late

in themselves they are not

way

of preparing for the

Lord’s day.

ing,

necessary for the common good, or to
prevent serious financial loss, is permitted

when

on Sunday.
Farmers are allowed to care for their cattle and
domestic animals, and even to get in crops that
otherwise might spoil. Our Lord does not desire
man to suffer on account of Sunday, for He says:
“The Sabbath was made for man, and not man for
the Sabbath”

(Mark

2:27).

3. Those in charge of persons who are
necessarily on duty on Sunday, such as workingmen engaged in the service of public
utilities such as railroad, fire department,
light, power, and heat plants, policemen,
firemen and soldiers, are obliged to give
them an opportunity to offer Mass, if not
every Sunday, at least as often as possible.

Catholics who must work on holydays are
obliged to offer Mass, unless excused by a reasonably grave cause.

Domestic help can
Mass,

if

easily be permitted to
their duties are properly arranged.

go to

Are amusements forbidden on Sunday?

Amusements

are not forbidden on Sunday; only those that interfere with the
Sunday obligations are forbidden.

Not too much emphasis should be given in competitive games as to which side wins or loses.
good loser is better than a poor winner who is
proud of himself.

A

Sunday is a day of rest. On Sunday,
therefore, we are permitted to relax from
1.

our daily work, in wholesome recreation.
“God

blessed the seventh day and
because on it he rested from all his

"KNOW'

made
work

holy,
of creait

An outstanding example of such entertainments
is the New Year’s eve all-night dancing so fashionable in these days. People go to dances and carousals
in different varieties of dress and undress, with
paint, powder, and all kinds of worldly decorations
on their persons. Then those who feel a twinge of
conscience run out for an intermission of Mass, to
return perhaps to the dance, or to go home to sleep
all the day of New Year, the feast of the Circumcision and Octave of Christmas, a holyday of obligation! Let any reasonable man say whether this
kind of amusement is in consonance with the commandment to sanctify the Loris day.
3. Some people seem to take advantage
of Sunday to indulge more freely in useless
or sinful pastimes. It is a scandal to see
people engaged in excessive eating, drinking, dancing, and vanity on Sunday, of all
days. It is an abuse of a sacred institution:
the Lord’s Day. “The kingdom of God does
not consist in food and drink” (Rom. 14:17).

To others the Lord’s day and holydays are nothing more than days of enjoyment. What was intended as an accompaniment becomes the main
theme. Not infrequently Sunday is taken as a favorite day for gambling, drinking, and other vices.
Then indeed is God’s day desecrated, and God
robbed of the honor due Him.
4. When Sunday is desecrated by vice
and unrestrained pleasure, we can expect
by this loosening of morals the gradual
dissolution of family ties and the final dis-

integration of society.
Neglecting common worship, members of the
family become indifferent to each other. Children
turn stubborn and disobedient. The father hardly
stays home, and knows strangers better than his

own

children. Since the children lose respect for
their parents, it is an easy step to loss of respect for
all authority, including the secular power. Thus by
forgetting God’s day, men will fall into all kinds
of vices and die outside God’s grace.
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The Child Jesus should be our model of
obedience: "And he went down with them (Mary
and Joseph) and came to Nazareth and was subject
(1).

to

them” (Luke 2:51). Our Lord,

103.

God

Himself,

lived in

humble obedience to two mortals, Mary
to give us an example.
(2) shows Tobia, a model of a good

and Joseph,

The picture

son, curing his father of his blindness.

The Fourth Commandment
“Honor your

WHAT ARE WE COMMANDED

father

and your mother ” (Ex.

by the

commandment?
By the fourth commandment we are commanded to respect and love our parents, to
obey them in all that is not sinful, and to
help them when they are in need.

fourth

The word “honor” in this commandment includes the doing of everything leading to the welfare, both material and spiritual, of our parents.
i
One respects his parents (a) by reverencing them as holding God’s place; (b)
by accepting their corrections willingly;
and (c) by excusing and hiding their faults.
.

was God Himself who gave us our parents,
and we reverence God when we respect them who
It

are His direct representatives over us. Respect is
one duty that a child, however old and famous he

20:12).

may become in later life, will always owe his parents. “The eye that mocks a father, or scorns an aged
mother, will be plucked out by the ravens in the
valley; the

young eagles

will

devour

it” (Prov. 30: 17).

2. One loves his parents by trying to
please them, by helping them, and praying
for them. Children who love their parents

make

their

home

a place of joy

and peace.

A loving child does not wait to be commanded
by his parents, but will do all he can for them, help
them out, and accomplish their wishes as far as he
can, without a word from them.
3. A young child should obey his parents
without question, complaint, or delay, just
he is told. He will show himself glad to
obey. Older children may inquire about
the reasons for certain commands, but they
too should obey their parents in everything

as
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The Fourth Commandment
lawful.

They

will

do what their parents

wish, even before they are asked.

They

will
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spected by the young: “Stand up in the presence
of the aged, and show respect for the old; thus

you fear your God” (Lev.

obey willingly and promptly.

shall

Because parents are the direct representatives of
God over their children, such children owe them
obedience. Obedience that is the result of fear of
punishment or a trick to get some favor is not
true Christian obedience, and much of the merit
is lost. “Honor your father and your mother,
that
you may have a long life in the land which the
Lord, your God, is giving you’’ (Ex. 20:12).

2. Employees are bound to respect and
obey their superiors. They should be loyal,
and careful about the property entrusted to
them. Tutors and nurses must be especially

4. It is a mistake for one to think he
knows more than his parents. It is his duty
to consult them about important steps he

contemplates, such as marriage. In all important things, God-fearing parents know
more than their children. When a child is
unwilling or ashamed to let his parents

know about something,

it

is

generally

A grown-up

child should provide for

and make

his parents in need,

their lives

comfortable as possible. For example, an
adult son with earnings should support his
old parents who have nothing. He should
help out with the younger children.
as

We

should especially provide for our parents
when ill. We should call the priest for Confession,

and

if

souls.

children under their care are protected

from harm

to

body and

soul.

It is wrong of inferiors to carry stories about
their superiors back and forth. If they cannot be
loyal to their master, they should leave his service.

3. All are obliged to respect and obey
legitimate civil and ecclesiastical authorities in lawful discharge of official duties.

“Let everyone be subject to the higher authorifor there exists no authority except from God,
exist have been appointed by God”

ties,

wrong.
5.

to them are entrusted
They must see to it that the

because

faithful

human

19:32).

necessary,

for

the

“Viaticum’’

and

the

“Anointing of the Sick.” After their death we
should provide a worthy funeral according to our
means. We should pray, and have Masses offered
for them annually at least, and faithfully carry out
1.

and those who
(Rom. 13:1).

WHAT ARE OUR DUTIES towards our
ecclesiastical superiors?

We
ence,

are obliged to render respect, obedi-

and support

to

our

ecclesiastical su-

periors.

We

should reverence our priests and
bishops as our fathers in Christ, obey them
in spiritual matters, and pray for them.
We should contribute to their support according to our means.
t.

their last wishes.
6. The perfect model of obedience is
the Child Jesus. All children should have
Him for their model. He, God Himself,
was subject to Mary and Joseph all the time
that He lived with them in Nazareth.

The

blessing

God

always with a closely
united family with members loving each other, doing their best to help everybody in the family.
of

Does the fourth
us to respect and

is

commandment

St. Paul tells us: “Obey your superiors and be
subject to them, for they keep watch as having
to render an account of your souls” (Heb. 13:17).
One offends God gravely if he opposes bishops or
priests, speaks ill of them, gossips about them.

2. We must be loyal to the Holy Father
and obey him in spiritual matters. He is
the visible head of the body of Christ, the
Church, of which we are the members. We
must honor him, respect his authority.

oblige

In reverencing the Pope, we but reverence Jesus

TO OBEY OTHERS
BESIDES OUR PARENTS?

Christ, whose representative he is.
must assist
him in the arduous duties of his office by spiritual
and material offerings. Hierarchy and laity, all in
the Church, without exception are subject to the
Pope, and are bound to yield him perfect obedience
in all spiritual matters.
should pray for the
Pope, and if we can, give him material help.

Besides our parents, the fourth commandobliges us to respect and to obey all

ment

our lawful superiors.

Guardians take the place of parents.
A child owes his guardians the same respect
and obedience due his parents.
Teachers, godparents of baptism and confirmaand elderly persons like grandparents, may
be called guardians. All old people are to be retion,

We

We

3.

On

their part, bishops

and

priests

have

the obligation of caring for those under
their charge, of teaching them their duties,
and helping them lead good lives.

They
offer

are

bound

to

pray for their

Mass on Sundays and holydays

bers of their diocese or parish.
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Parents have the duty of beginning their child's
religious training as soon as possible.
(1

)

Shows a good mother teaching her

child the

sign of the cross.
(2) Parents

have the duty of sending

their child

WHAT DUTY HAVE PARENTS

to-

their children?

Parents must provide for the spiritual
and bodily welfare of their children.

The

fourth commandment requires parents to
love their children, and care for them in body and
soul. Their duties include provision for their children's religious and moral training, bodily needs,
education, discipline, manners, etc.
i. Parents must provide a minor with
food and clothing, guard him from sickness
accidents, and give him suitable play
exercise. It is the duty of parents to
exercise personal supervision, and not leave
everything to household help. God gave
children to parents, not to nursemaids.

and
and

Likewise,

those

institutions

where even babies may be

left

(called
all

God

Duties of Parents

104.

ward

a Catholic school, whenever one is available.
Careless parents have much to answer for before
if
they send their child to a non-Catholic
school, and the child grows up in ignorance or
hatred of the Catholic faith.
to

day,

nurseries)

however

good they may be, and even if they are under the
supervision of Sisters, should be resorted to only
for grave reasons.
2. It is the duty of Catholic parents to
send their child to a Catholic school. Secular or non-Catholic schools where the Catholic religion is not taught may be tolerated

only when the diocesan bishop gives permission on account of prevailing circumstances. In no case may a child be sent to
anti-Catholic schools.
At home, the parents should supervise the child’s
They should support the authority of the
in order to teach the child proper respect

studies.

teacher,

for authority. It

is

not edifying for parents to

criti-

cize or ridicule the teacher in the child’s presence.

Parents must provide for a child’s
future by giving him an education that will
3.

develop

his

mind and

character.

"KNOW GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE

They

Duties of Parents
should also enable him to acquire some
training, trade, or profession by which he

may

later

Parents

become

who give

self-supporting.
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What should

PARENTS WHEN

GROWN UP?
When

a child all the food, candy, toys,

ATTITUDE OF

be the

their child

their

is

CHILD

IS

grown up, parents

and clothing he asks for, only indulge him, and
show false love. Girls should be made to dress with
modesty. Parents have no obligation to support
their grown-up children. It is a bad practice to con-

should remember that their child is an individual whom God created for His own
purposes, and that he has his own rights

tinue supporting older children.

and

HOW SHOULD PARENTS PROVIDE
moral and religious training?
Parents should begin early to give their
child religious training.

As soon as the child can speak, he
should be taught the ordinary prayers, and
told of God and holy things. It is a very
praiseworthy custom to have family prayers,
in which all of the family participate.
1.

A child should be made to say his morning and
night prayers regularly. He should be taught his
catechism and prepared for Confession and first
Holy Communion; he should be made to attend
Mass, and perform all his religious duties faithfully.

Parents must exercise continual vigguard the child from moral evil.

2.

As the child grows

he should not be allowed
excessive liberty, especially with regard to the company he keeps, and to staying out at night. Parents
should always know where the child is, who his
companions are, what he reads, what shows he sees.
older,

Parents must correct the child’s faults,
taking care not to be either harsh or overindulgent. They must act with justice as
well as mercy. They must treat all their
children equally, and show no favoritism.
3.

Parents

who

fly

into a rage about a fault one day

and laugh at the same fault another day can hardly
expect their child to respect them. Parents who are
too “good” to correct, chide, or punish a child who
has committed grave faults are either stupid or lazy.
are

bad parents,

failing in their duties to

God.

4. Parents must give good example to
the child. Deeds are more powerful than
words. If the parents neglect the sacra-

ments, Mass on Sundays and holydays, and
other religious duties, they cannot well
expect their child to be faithful.
Some parents think

that just because they send

their child to a good Catholic school, they have no
further responsibility over his training. However
good a school, God did not give a child into its
independent care, but into that of parents. Parents

must

1. In their child’s choice of an occupation or profession or priestly or religious
vocation, parents should act with wisdom
and understanding; they should advise, but
never force. It happens sometimes that a
child shows a strong inclination for a certain
study. This should be encouraged, for it is a
sign of talent. If the child shows no special
inclination, a mutual agreement and un-

derstanding should prevail.
If the child is strongly attracted to the

study of

farming or architecture, he should not be forced
become a lawyer because his father is a lawyer
or because his parents wish to boast of a politicianto

ilance, to

They

privileges.

Parents should help their child accomplish God’s
purposes as much as they can. They must never be
an obstacle to the child, through false love.

train their children not only

chiefly

by example. By the

"KNOW'

by precept, but
is known.

fruit the tree

son.
2. Many parents out of pure caprice
interfere with the practice of their child’s
profession or occupation, by preventing his
acceptance of positions or by wishing him

to stay

home with them.

Such parents need not be surprised if they find
themselves burdened with the support of their
grown-up children and their families. If you cut off
the wings of a bird, it cannot fly.
3. In the choice of a state of life, which
or mar the life of their child,
parents should advise, but not interfere.
If he wishes to marry, and they have any
objection to the partner he has chosen, they

may make

may

state their objections. If the objection
is very serious, they may try to prevent the
marriage, but never otherwise.
Parents should not be selfish. Many are so selfish
that, wishing to keep their child to themselves, they
can find no one in the whole world satisfactory as
a partner for him. Parents should remember that
the child

is

entitled to his

own

life.

When

they die,

he should be able to exist without them.
4.

to

Parents sin

when

marry someone

they force their child
he does not care for.

Parents must not meddle in the affairs of their
married children. This interference is a frequent
source of disagreement between couples.
Parents
must be very careful of their attitude if their
child chooses a religious vocation. (See page 379.)
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Upon being chosen

to a public office, an official
acquires not only rights, but duties as well. Judges,
legislators, and other public officials must treat

everybody with equal

justice,

105.

and must

give the

U. S. President addressing Congress.

Duties of Other Superiors

WHAT DUTY HAVE SUPERIORS

to-

wards those under their care?

WHAT ARE THE CHIEF DUTIES
who hold public office?
The chief duties of those who hold

1. Employers should be considerate of
employees. They must not oppress them,
nor keep back their wages, nor exploit them
in any way.

In the United States and most other industrially
advanced countries, organized labor is surrounded
by all kinds of legal protection, but employers
must nevertheless keep in mind their moral, as well
as legal obligations to those who work under them

lic office are:

to be just to all in exercising
and to promote the general

their authority,

i
Public officials have a grave responsibility before God. The higher the post, the
greater the responsibility. Legislators, members of the cabinet, judges, all office-holders
will have to give a rigid account to God of
all that they have thought, said, done, or
omitted, every law passed, every vote given.
“For the powerful a rigorous scrutiny impends” (Wis. 6 8 ).
.

:

2.

that social justice prevails.

Employers should give their employees

a living wage; that is enough for them and
their families to live on decently. They

should allow them ample facilities for fulfilling religious duties.

pub-

welfare.

No one should strive after a position of

authority which he
2.

of

those

Superiors, according to their varying degrees of responsibility, must care for those
entrusted to them.

in order to insure

best service they can to the people. They are
responsible before God for everything that they
do, for all the decisions they make. Above is the

One who

is

not competent to

fill.

aspires to a dignity, to the duties of

which he is unequal, is like a baker who tries to
man an airship. If, however, a person feels himself

competent

to fulfill the duties of a post, it is good
him to endeavor to obtain it if thereby he can
contribute towards the welfare of others.

for
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Duties of Other Superiors

One on whom honors and

positions are
conferred should have as his principal
thought the accomplishment of the duties
connected with his position. He must not
think much of himself on account of the
honor; it makes him no better in God’s
3-

alone

Virtue

distinction.

gives

a

Herod was

man

a king;

true worth and
Mary and Joseph

were poor laborers. But Mary and Joseph now are
very near God, and surely Herod is not so near God.
Whoever wishes to become great among you shall
be your servant; and whoever wishes to be first
among you shall be your slave; even as the Son of
Man has not come to be served but to serve” (Matt.
20:27-28).
4. Public officials must set a good example
because they occupy a conspicuous position,
and because example is better than precept.
Officials do more by their example than by

and

their orders

regulations.

Like a city seated on a mountain, public officials
cannot be hid. Others quickly imitate them. What
a responsibility before God is it for an
lead an immoral life and thus corrupt

young people by
for

an

How

his

official

to

numerous
bad example! What a scandal
be the first to break the law!

official to

PROMOTE
THE GENERAL WELFARE?
should public

Public

should promote the genby safeguarding the rights of
all, passing good and just laws and enforcing these laws impartially, interesting themselves in the spread of good moral customs
and religion, and punishing evildoers.
officials

Being the representatives of God, pub-

lic officials should imitate His justice. The
good, not the benefit of a single
person or group, should be the object.

common

Civil officials should be ready to sacrifice
selves for the citizens.
2. Officials

show favor
rich

or

them-

must be impartial. They must

to none,

but treat

all

equally,

prominent or unknown.
“With God there is no respect of persons”
(Rom. 2:11).
poor,

Judges must beware of acting unjustly, or of
themselves to be corrupted by bribes.
let the rich and powerful induce
to give unjust judgment. Acceptance of bribes
by public officials is a sin against the seventh commandment. “For the Lord of all shows no partiality,
nor he fears greatness, because he himself made the
great as well as the small, and he provides for all
allowing
I

great body of the working people.

These less fortunate citizens often have no power
themselves. The laws and rulers must
therefore safeguard them without, however, injuring the welfare and rights of others.
4. Officials have a serious obligation to
promote the Christian foundations of our
Constitution.

They should work to make Christian principles
prevail in a Christian country; to safeguard education and marriage, and respect the Lord’s
Day.

WHAT DOES the fourth

commandment

FORBID?
The

fourth

commandment

forbids disrespect, unkindness, and disobedience to
our parents and lawful superiors.
1. Disrespect includes all irreverence
and
stubbornness against lawful authority. One

offends against the respect

when he

talks

back

correction, ridicules

at

due

his parents

them, refuses their
strikes them.

them or

officials

eral welfare

1.
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officials

to protect

sight.

it is

Public

should particularly provide for the welfare of the poor and helpless: the destitute, sick, orphan, and the
3.

One who thinks and acts as if he were “superior”
to his parents is a disgraceful snob. For even if a
son or daughter has graduated with highest honors from the best university in the world, he still
owes his parents due respect as God’s representatives.

2. Contempt and unkindness are contrary to the love we owe our parents. One
offends against the love due his parents if
he curses them, despises them, hates them,
grieves them, or makes them angry.

Children at times speak sharply and insultingly
to their parents. If they would reflect upon parents’
endless sacrifices, they would burn out their tongues
rather than speak contemptuously of their parents.

“Anyone who curses
put to death” (Lev.

his father or

mother

shall be

2:9).

3- Children may sin against obedience
either by refusing or neglecting to do what
is commanded, or by doing what is forbidden. Showing unwillingness is also a form
of disobedience.

hey must not

them

alike” (Wis. 6:8).

A young child is disobedient if he neglects his
forbidden companions, goes out
without permission. Older children disobey by attending forbidden shows or dances, going out with
forbidden companions or at forbidden times, or
concealing their earnings from their parents.
studies, goes with
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A CIVIC DUTY

the civic duties

is

who

that of voting. All

It

the duty of every citizen to be loyal to his

is

are granted this right should exercise it. They must
not prostitute their right, but use it justly for the

country, to support

good

citizen.

of

all.

ZEN

are

THE DUTIES OF A

CITII-

A citizen must love his country, be sincerely interested in its welfare, and respectt
God gave

its

lawful authority.

us our country, and we show

Him

ourr

gratitude by rendering it our love and service. Love
is shown not by words, but by actions. But
true
e
love of country is always subject to the law of Him1

who gave

us our country.

How does a
INTEREST in

citizen

show a

SINCEREE

his country’s welfare?

A citizen shows a sincere interest in hiss
country’s welfare by voting honestly and1
without selfish motives, by paying taxes,,
and by defending his country’s rights whenl
necessary.

its

its

flag.

institutions,

A good

and

Catholic

to respect

a good

is

1.
We are responsible to God for the
elect to office, for He has permitted
us to have the right and duty to select the
men we want. Every one who has the right
to vote has likewise a serious obligation to
use that right properly. Electors must

men we

toward his country?

and obey

laws and

Civic Duties

106.
What

its

choose

men

of experience and Christian

principles. If we elect men with no religious
principles, we should not be surprised if
later in office they turn out unsatisfactory.
It is wrong to sell one’s vote; it is selling one’s
convictions. Persons who buy votes are not likely
to use the office they might thereby gain for the
good of anyone else but themselves.
2.

vote

Every Catholic who has the

right to

should exercise that right. Matters
connected with the life of the people

closely

are the constant subject of legislation or
debate. Even if your vote does not enable

"KNOW GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE”
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.

Civic Duties
the good candidate to win, at least it will
lessen the margin of his defeat.
Catholic
elector must vote for the best candidate regardless of religious affiliation.

A

the Catholic voter’s duty to vote for candidates that will act justly in questions of morals, and
have the Christian principles at heart . Those who
do not have the right to vote ought to pray for a
It is

result

and

in the election favorable
the country in general.

to

men

upright

3. A Catholic elector must not vote for
any candidate who despises the teachings
of the Church. Before voting, he should
find out the candidate’s views of education,
marriage, observance of Sunday, Communism and statism.
It may happen that all the candidates
for an
are indifferent or hostile to religion. In that
case, if no other candidate can be made
available,
the Catholic should vote for the one least hostile
to Christian principles, most moral in his qualities.

office

4.

the

We

are

expenses

taxes. It is

bound
of

wrong

to contribute towards

government by paying
to cheat the State in the

matter of taxation.
It is only just that the citizens should contribute
towards the maintenance of peace, order, good
works, the army, etc. Our Lord Himself paid taxes
(Matt. 17:26). It is only just that we should help
support the government that secures us protection.

In case of a war, men should be ready
to render military service for the defense
of their country.
5.

A war

of conquest in which the just rights of
other peoples are overridden is not just. A war in

however, may be just (see page 225),
though under modern conditions it will be rarely
Those who during wartime offer their

self-defense,
justified.

the defense of their homeland will receive
an eternal reward if they are in God’s grace.
lives for

WHY must we RESPECT and OBEY the

LAWFUL AUTHORITY

of our country?

2.

223

Our

who have
call

them

civil rulers or superiors are those

authority in the government.

We

Most of our officials
offices by the vote of qualified
Therefore if we get a bad governis our own fault.
civil officials.

obtain their
electors.

ment,

it

Our civil officials are the President, Senators,
Representatives, Justices of the Supreme Court and
other judges, governors, mayors, etc. Others, such
as
sheriffs, policemen, etc., are also civil officials.
3. We should be loyal to our civil officials,
obey their just laws, and pray for them.
B e are bound to obey just laws, because
all lawful authority comes from God
(Rom.
1_ )- With respect to
unjust laws, we must
7
strive wherever possible to insure their re-

peal.

Laws contrary

to the

to divine law,

law of God, cannot be

opposed

just. If, there-

we

are commanded to do what God
forbids, or to desist from doing what He
fore,

commands, we “must obey God rather than

men” (Acts
We should
Paul urges

5:29).
pray for our

civil

superiors,

as St.

“I urge therefore, first of all, that
supplications, prayers, intercessions and thanksgivings be made for all men; for kings, and for all
in high positions, that we may lead a quiet and
peaceful life in all piety and worthy behavior”
(1

Tim.

us:

2:1-2).

We

have

a

serious

obligation

towards our civil officials even if they are not the
ones that we voted for. If God permitted them to
obtain the post, we must render them support.
A- It is

a sin to plot against our govern-

ment and country. Treason is a crime
God and our fellowmen. We are
bound to love our country and defend it

against

against all its enemies, within and without.
Citizens in a Communist dictatorship, where
there is no chance for democracy or constitutionalism, may of course, resort to force
against tyranny.
Therefore he who resists the authority resists the
ordinance of God; and they that resist bring on
themselves condemnation” (Rom. 13:2).

We must respect and obey the lawful
authority of our country because it comes
from God, the Source of all authority.

Why are we obliged to take an active
part in works of GOOD CITIZENSHIP?

God has entrusted the maintenance of
peace and order in human society to the
secular authorities. It is His will that among
so many some should rule and the others be
subject to that rule, for law and order.

We are obliged to take an active part in
works of good citizenship, because right
reason requires citizens to work together
for the public welfare of the country.
The citizens of a State are mutually dependent:

1

“There exists no authority except from God”
(Rom. 13:1). “Be subject
whether to the king as
supreme, or to governors as sent through him
for such is the will of God” (1 Pet.
2:13-15)
.

.

.

.

.

.

the welfare of all depends on the active contribution
made by all. It is in a State where the citizens have
no interest that evil men get into the public service
in order to loot it, and enrich themselves at the

expense of the public.
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The

first murder on earth was committed by Cain
when he slew Abel. Cain said to his brother Abel,
"Let us go out into the field." Now when they were

the field, Cain turned against his brother

in

107.

The

Abel

Fifth

and slew him. Then the Lord said to Cain, "Where
is your
brother Abel?" He answered, "I do not
know. Am I my brother's keeper?" (Gen. 4:8-9).
Murderers do not act as brothers of the murdered.

Commandment

" You shall not kill” (Ex. 20:13)

WHAT ARE WE COMMANDED
the fifth

By the

manded
spiritual

by

commandment?
commandment we

are comour own
and bodily well-being and that of
to take proper care of

our neighbor.
1.

Sins against

this

commandment

are

many, including murder and suicide, and
drunkenness,
and bad example. We may almost say that
all injury to body and soul is a violation of
also anger, hatred, revenge,

this

commandment.

“The works of the

flesh are manifest,

which are
enmities, contentions
anger, quarrels
murders, drunkenness, carousings, and such-like. And
concerning these I warn you, as I have warned you,
that they who do such things will not attain the
kingdom of God” (Gal. 5:19-21).
.

.

.

.

.

.

2. Anger is a strong feeling of displeascombined with a desire to inflict punishment on the offender. It is contrary to

ure,

fifth

.

.

.

Who

the spirit of Christ,
is meek and humble of heart.
must take care not to hurt
or wound another’s feelings. If we fall into
the misfortune of doing so, we must apologize or make amends in some other way.
“Do not let the sun go down upon your
anger ” (Eph. 4:26).

We

Anger often arises from pride or envy. Those
who think much of themselves get angry at every
supposed slight or injury. They should remember
Christian charity, and fear these words: “Everyone

who

angry with his brother shall be liable to
“But let every man be swift
and slow to wrath. For the
wrath of man does not work the justice of God”
(James 1:19-20).
is

judgment” (Matt.

5:22).
to hear, slow to speak,
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The
Hatred

Fifth

a kind of habitual anger, a
strong dislike of or ill-will towards anyone.
When a person hates someone, he sees no
good in the one hated; he would like to see
evil rain down on the one hated; he rejoices in all misfortune of the one hated.
Hatred is a sin because it violates God’s
commandment: “You shall love your neighbor as yourself”
3.

is

we hate

certain qualities of a person, but have
no antagonism towards the person himself, our feeling is not necessarily sinful. It is not hatred to detest the evil qualities of others; we must hate the
sin, but not the sinner.
must be careful, however, not to commit rash judgment, regarding qualiIf

We

as

ties,

we cannot know

have charity towards
4.

The

all

circumstances;

us

the desire to

motive of anger. When serious, revenge is
vengeance, a sin against charity and justice,
most sinful and unChristian. However
much we are injured, we have no right to
take the law into our hands.
Paul

said,

3. A mother bearing a child should be
very careful to protect and preserve the
life of her child. As the soul is created at the
very moment of conception, anything wilfully done which results in the death of

even an unborn child is murder.
Not even to save the mother’s life may an unborn child be killed by direct abortion. If the death
of the child results secondarily, in an attempt to
save the mother’s life, and after all precautions have
been taken

“Do not avenge yourselves, beloved,

but give place to the wrath, for it is written: Vengeance is mine, I will repay, says the Lord” (Rom.
12:19). "Forgive your neighbor’s injustice; then
when you pray, your own sins will be forgiven”

It

ing of a

human

Murder

kill-

being.

A

is

and prepare himself for death.
God created man, and has supreme dominion
over
life

life.

“You know

abiding in him”

2.

The

no murderer has
John 3:15).

that
(1

eternal

direct intention to kill an inno-

cent person

always forbidden, as against
it be by public
or private authority. And the human body
may not be mutilated unless that were the
only way to preserve the health or save a
this

is

commandment, whether

life.

Since violation of the body
to save life or health,

is

forbidden except

anyone performing

“sterili-

zation” for the purpose of preventing conception

commits grave

fifth

commandment

sin.

Some would propagate the idea of euthanasia,
“ mercy killing”, a direct and deliberate killing

or
of
those in great pain, of the defective, moronic, or

forbids the

human beings. God Himself
the killing of animals for sacriafter having given this commandment.

killing only of

commanded
fice,

It is our duty to care for animals, refrain from
tormenting them, and from killing any useful animal without reasons; but we must not lavish on
them exaggerated affection, as if they were idols.

WHEN

LAWFUL

IS IT

to

take an-

other’s life?
lawful to take another’s life:
In self-defense, or the defense

It is

to

kill,

the voluntary and unjust

a great sin.
murderer
violates the rights of God over human life,
and, besides taking a life, robs his victim
of the opportunity to gain merits for heaven,
1.

God

another unjustly attacked.

MURDER?
is

indirect

lawful to kill animals for food,
has given them for the use of

is

because

man. The

1.

is

Murder

is

abortion.

(Sirach 28:2).

What

to safeguard the child, this

and is permitted, for grave cause. In the
United States one pregnancy out of three ends in
abortion,

4.
is

immoderate or unjust punishment
on someone who has injured us, from a
inflict

St.
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otherwise incapacitated. Such “mercy killers” are
murderers, who usurp the rights of God over life.

all.

revenge

sin of

let

Commandment

protect

herself

of

A woman may

against

criminal

One may defend life or property
against enemies, going so far as to kill.
One, however, may not do more than what is
needed for defense; if wounding an assailant is
sufficient, it would be wrong to kill him. One is not
assault.

justified

to

kill

in

order to protect property of
chicken thief

trifling value. Setting a trap to kill a
is

murder.

2. In executing criminals condemned by
legitimate authority. Society must protect

itself

from crime, and

may through

consti-

tuted authority order a sentence of death.
Private persons and mobs have no right to put
anyone
3.

to death.

Lynching

In a just war.

A

is

murder.

nation has the right

and protect itself. It is lawful for
it to repel by force those seeking to destroy
it, and thus to defend its rights in a grave
to exist

matter. Nations may also assist other nations
unjustly attacked, or whose rights are en-

croached upon.
War, however, is an evil which must not be embarked upon except as a last resort.
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After betraying

to

cent blood.' But they said ‘What

Judas had repented, instead of despairing, and had
asked pardon, Our Lord would have forgiven him,
as He forgave the good thief.

Our Lord, Judas fell into despair.
"Then Judas, who betrayed him, when he saw that
he was condemned, repented and brought back
the thirty pieces of silver to the chief priest, and
the elders, saying: ‘I have sinned in betraying inno-

108.

is

that to us?

See

WHAT ARE OUR DUTIES

respecting

We have the obligation to preserve our
health and life.
Man

i.

has no right to encroach

body

We

wills.

for

is

are
it

not our own; it belongs to God.
bound to take care of it, and to do
not what we wish, but what God

God

created our body as an abode

our immortal

flung the pieces of silver into

and withdrew; and went away and

himself with a halter " (Matt. 27:3-5).

If

2. We must exercise prudence in preserving our health and that of those under our

Prudence would imply

care.

cleanliness,

temperance, regularity, industry, and the
use of remedies during sickness.

upon

life; man created no
being, and he may not kill any
being, not even his own self. Our

God’s dominion over

with

And he

thyself.'

Caring for Our Health and Life

our health and life?

human
human

it

the temple,

hanged

soul.

Driving a car at excessive speed, crossing the
when a train is approaching, playing with
loaded firearms, jumping into or out of a car when
it is in motion, are imprudent actions, taking risks
tracks

for insufficient reason.
3. We have the obligation to do nothing
which tends to injure or destroy health or
life.

Very often the condition of the body affects that
of the soul. If the body is unhealthy, the soul
suffers. There is a wise Roman proverb: “A healthy
mind in a healthy body.” However, we are not
obliged to employ unusual means involving great
expense, or extraordinary suffering.

It

injures health to indulge to excess
smoking, dancing until

in eating, drinking,

hours, and vanity in dress.

all

Some women and
for not eating

thin

''KNOW

girls

are gravely responsible

proper food out of a desire

and thus be more pleasing

in

the
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Caring for Our Health and Life
others, to the injury of their health. Some men and
boys form the vice of drunkenness taking so much
of intoxicants as to lose their reason.

Why

is

DRUNKENNESS A

SIN?

Drunkenness is a sin because it injures
the health, and often leads to other sins.
“Let us walk becomingly as in the day, not in
and drunkenness, not in debauchery and
strife and jealousy. But put on
Lord Jesus Christ, and as for the flesh, take no
thought for its lusts” (Rom. 13:13).

revelry

wantonness, not in
the

By drunkenness one

1.

numbs without

cause

just

precious gift from

God

to

deliberately behis reason, a

man.

St. Paul said: “The works of the flesh are manifest,
which are
enmities,
drunkenness carousings, and suchlike. And concerning these 1 warn
you, as I have warned you, that they who do such
things will not attain the kingdom of God” (Gal.
.

.

.

.

.

.

,

5:19-21)-

When committed

2.

publicly, drunken-

ness occasions bad example and scandal
and has often promoted fights and even
murder. By habitual drinking, a person not
only injures his health, but neglects the
support of his family, and not unlikely also
fails in his

obligations to the State and to

God.
Drunkenness is a form of slow suicide; drunkards
do not live long. If a man would reason the matter
out, he would never submit to the vice of drunkenness, which lowers him in the sight of God and of

What

is

own

the deliberate taking of one’s

life.

a great sin: it is self-murder.
The Church denies Christian burial to
is

those who knowingly take their own life. By
this the Church does not mean that those
souls are surely condemned to hell. Their

judgment is in the hands of God. The
Church merely wishes to show public condemnation of such sins.
One who commits

suicide sins against God,
the exclusive arbiter of life or death; he
sins against himself, by exposing himself to be
plunged into hell; and he sins against his family,

Who

we get into trouble,
trust in God.

we should have patience

3. Suicide is the sin of those in despair,
who do not believe or hope in God’s mercy
and ability to carry them through all
adversities. Suicide is a sin of Judas.

The suicide no longer holds that God forgives
anything and everything when a sinner repents.
longer holds that God is infinitely merciful,
infinitely powerful, that He can draw good
out of the most horrible evils.

He no
and

one committed great sins, the remedy
not to commit suicide, but to repent.
to do is not to hang or shoot
or poison oneself, but to cling to God in
sincere sorrow.
4. If

is

The thing

Even if one has to suffer contempt and disgrace
in this life for his sins, he will only be preparing
his soul for heaven. But if he commits suicide, he
will only be preparing it for the torments of hell.

DUEL
A duel is a combat carried out by agreement between two persons, fought with
deadly weapons, usually before witnesses
called seconds. Duelling is nothing else but
suicide and murder combined.
Catholic

A

bound

is

SUICIDE?

is

Suicide

1.

If

and

to refuse to fight a duel. Christian

burial is denied to those
a duel.

his fellow-men.

Suicide
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Suicide is usually committed by one who has
gotten into trouble, or committed some great sin,
lost his fortune, or cannot bear some disappointment.

The

duellist

who are

killed in

guilty of a double murder: he
intends to kill his antagonist, and he risks his own
is

life. The Church excommunicates those who challenge or accept a challenge to a duel, the seconds,
all who sanction a duel by their presence.

and

HEROIC DEATH
wrong, but highly meritorious,
endanger our health and life in order

It is not

to

to gain everlasting life, or to rescue our
fellow-men from physical or spiritual death.

Christ Himself knowingly gave His
save souls.

life to

is

whom

live in

he leaves

want

to

bear his shame, and perhaps to

for lack of his support.

2. Suicide is the result of lack
of religion.
Experience teaches that as religion weakens
in a land, the number of suicides increases.

"KNOW'

Martyrs, priests and missionaries, doctors and
nurses who expose their lives, merit an eternal reward. Those who lose their lives rescuing others
deserve renown. “And do not be afraid of those who
kill the body but cannot kill the soul. But rather
be afraid of him who is able to destroy both soul
and body in hell” (Matt. 10:28). “He who finds his
life will lose it, and he who loses his life for my
sake, will find it” (Matt. 10:39).
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Christ said, concerning scandalizing children: “But
whoever causes one of these little ones who

believe in

me

were better for him to have
a great millstone hung around his neck, and to be
to sin,

it

109.
What

is

is

doing wrong in

2.

the

presence of others.
i.

Bad example

is

in the depths of the sea. Woe to the world
because of scandals! For it must needs be that
scandals come, but woe to the man through whom
scandal does come!" (Matt. 18:6-7).

Bad Example and Scandal

BAD EXAMPLE?

Bad example

drowned

the principal occasion

Our Lord condemned scandal in no
“Woe to the man

uncertain terms, saying:

through whom scandal does come! And if
thy hand or thy foot is an occasion of sin
to thee, cut it off and cast it from thee!

of scandal,

which is occasioning the sin of
another by any word or deed having at least
the appearance of evil. If any help or encouragement is given in any way to cause
another to do wrong, scandal is committed

It is better for thee to enter life maimed or
lame, than, having two hands or two feet,
to be cast into the everlasting fire” (Matt.

or given.

Grievous indeed must scandal be, to make our
gentle Lord use such strong words of condemnation. “The Son of man will send forth his angels,
and they will gather out of his kingdom all scandals and those who work iniquity, and cast them
into the furnace of fire” (Matt. 13:41-42).

Bad example and scandal are sins against the
soul included in the Fifth Commandment. They
injure our neighbor’s soul, and so are worse evils
than injuring his body. They do the devil’s work
and draw souls into hell. If by deliberate scandal
and bad example we cause another to commit a
grave sin, we are worse than murderers. St. Augustine said, “If you persuade your neighbor to sin,
you are

his murderer.’’

18:7-8)

3.

Some ways

of giving bad example or

scandal are: by indecent talk, by selling or
circulating bad books or pictures, by singing improper songs, by dressing immodestly.

"KNOW GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE”

Bad Example and Scandal
by appearing in public in a state of drunkenness, by profanity and cursing, by doing
servile work publicly on Sunday, by behaving indecorously in church, by ridiculing
religion and priests, by writing against religion, by publicly violating one of the commandments of God or the Church, etc.

We should be very careful in our actions, however innocent, so that they may not be the cause
of scandal to others. “And if thy eye is an occasion
of sin to thee, pluck it out and cast it from thee! It
is better for thee to enter into life with one eye,
than, having two eyes, to be cast into the hell of
fire” (Matt. 18:9).
4. By committing scandalous acts a person influences others to do the same. This
is
specially true of children, who easily
imitate their parents and elders. He who
gives scandal is like a man who digs a pit
into which others fall, break their necks.

Parents who quarrel in the presence of their
children, however great the provocation, set them
a bad example, and commit scandal. Public officials
who break the law by gambling or immorality give
scandal. Older brothers who go to forbidden shows
and other places, or take their younger brothers
with them are guilty of scandal. Older sisters who
are excessively vain in their toilette give

ample

to their

younger

bad

ex-

sisters.

We

should avoid giving scandal as far
5
as possible.
even ought to abstain from
.

We
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good actions of counsel if they may give
scandal. For example, if one is dispensed
from abstinence on account of bad health,
he should refrain from eating meat before
others, in order to prevent their being scandalized. Otherwise, he should explain why

he eats the meats.
The aged Eleazar preferred to die rather than
mere appearance that he was eating swine’s

give the

which was forbidden by the Law. He feared
young persons, who might think he
had gone over to the ranks of the heathen (2
Mach. 6:24).
flesh,

to scandalize

WHAT MUST WE DO

if

we have been

the occasion of scandal or bad example?

we have been the occasion of scandal
bad example, we are bound to repair the

If

or

mischief done.

A public scandal must be repaired in a public
manner. Even then we usually cannot begin to
repair the greater part of the evil we have caused.

We must try our best to save those we
have scandalized from the effects of our
example. We must perform the contrary
virtue, incite them by good example, and
pray for them. We ought to be more careful
about giving scandal, because of the difficulty, nay, almost the impossibility, of repairing the effects of scandal.

THE CROSS

The crucifix is a symbol of the Redemption, and of Christianity in general. The
crucifix differs from a cross, in that it has
on it an image of Christ’s body. Every
home should have a crucifix displayed in a
place. The symbol INRI at the
top of the crucifix is made up of the first
letters of the Latin inscription meaning
Jesus of Nazareth King of the Jews. Pon-

prominent

tius Pilate
let

ordered

this inscription

on

a tab-

placed on the cross over Jesus’ head.

It

was written in Hebrew, Latin, and Greek.

Most common forms of the cross are: the Latin
Greek cross, the Celtic cross, and the
archiepiscopal or patriarchal cross, and the tau cross.
The Latin cross is the most common, what we almost always see. The Greek cross has four arms of
equal length. The Celtic cross has the arms connected by a circle. The archiepiscopal or patriarchal cross has two cross bars. The tau cross resembles the letter T: it is called “tau” because that is
the Greek word for our letter T. Another variety,
called St. Andrew’s cross, is in the form of the letter X, and is so called because the Apostle Andrew
was put to death on such a cross. The feast of “The
Exaltation of the Holy Cross” is celebrated Sepcross, the

tember
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God punishes the sin of impurity very severely even
here on earth. For that sin He destroyed all living
Noe during the
great deluge. "For all men lived corruptly on the
earth... I will destroy them" (Gen. 6:13).
things except those in the ark of

110.
“ You shall

The

not commit adultery’’ (Ex. 20:14)

“ You shall

by

commandments?
By the sixth commandment we are commanded to be pure and modest in our behavior; by the ninth, in thought and in

the six and ninth

desire.

your members are the
.

The

.

.

sixth and ninth commandments
are studied together because they both deal
with commands about purity. The sixth
commandment refers to external acts, and
the ninth to wilful thoughts and desires.

evil of impurity.

Commandments
not covet your neighbor’s wife” (Ex. 20:77)

“The body is not for immorality, but
Lord, and the Lord for the body” (t Cor.
2.

God has always shown

for

the

6:13).

special love for

those whose chastity is outstanding. Conhow He chose that purest of all mortals, the Blessed Virgin, as His Mother.

sider

Our Lord
that

temple of the Holy Spirit, who is in you?
Glorify God, and bear him in your body” (1 Cor.
6:19-20). "Beloved, I exhort you as strangers and
pilgrims to abstain from carnal desires which war
against the soul” (1 Peter 2:11).
1.

everpresent reminder of the

Sixth and Ninth

WHAT ARE WE COMMANDED

“Do you not know

For the same sin God destroyed Sodom and
Gomorra: "The Lord poured down on Sodom and
Gomorra sulphur and fire" (Gen. 19:24). Today the
site of these cities is covered by the Dead Sea, an

chose

St.

the Beloved Disciple;

John, the virgin Apostle, as
it was John who was privi-

leged to lean on His Heart at the Last Supper;
it was to him that Christ entrusted His Mother.

WHAT DOES

the sixth

commandment

FORBID?
The

sixth

commandment

forbids all impurity and immodesty in words, looks, and
actions, whether alone or with others.

To

distinguish between the virtues of “purity”
let us say that purity regulates the

and “modesty,”

"KNOW GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE

The

1. This commandment forbids adultery,
which is the unfaithfulness of a married
person. It is a duty before God and men for
married people to be true to each other.
Adultery is a great evil which breaks up
the harmony of the family, and brings punishments in this life and the next.

Adultery is a sin not only against chastity, but
also against justice; because it is injustice towards
the spouse of the married person. In the
the adulterer was punished with death.

Matrimony

Old Law

a holy state, through
which Almighty God intends the propa2.

Commandments

Sixth and Ninth

expression of the rights of the married and excludes
them outside the married state; while modesty is
a form of temperance which inclines one to refrain
from what may lead to unlawful pleasure.

When

iron

it

begins to rust.

And

so
be-

between opposite sexes inflames the passions, just as straw blazes up when brought
near the fire. Girls and young women certainly know that if they want to be respected, they must respect themselves, and
not be too familiar with men.
There

is

from girls, and the protective and gallant instinct
from boys. Extremes should be avoided; the danger
because of undue familiarity.

is

3.

Bad companions

marry before a justice of the peace or a non-Catholic
minister, cannot live together as married people,
because they are not married either in the eyes of
the Church or before God. If those Catholics who

We

are not married before a Catholic priest live
together and have children, these are considered
illegitimate, and are so registered at Baptism.
3. All impure and immodest actions,
whether committed alone or with others,
are forbidden. When impurity is com-

mitted deliberately,
The gravity of the

it is

always a mortal

sin.

immodesty varies according to its nature, the conditions, and the relationship of the persons committing it. A good
sin of

rule would be to refrain from doing anything you
would be ashamed to have your pure mother or

know you

do.

WHAT ARE THE CHIEF DANGERS
to the virtue of chastity?

The chief dangers

to the virtue of chastity

are: idleness, sinful curiosity,

bad compan-

drinking, immodest dress and indecent books, plays, motion pictures, teleions,

a tendency today to mix up boys and

girls indiscriminately in classrooms, in gatherings,
in games, etc. Such familiarity rubs off the delicacy

into
people.
fall

A

are the cause for the
impurity of numberless young

rotten tomato in a basket will rot all the rest.
should carefully avoid persons whose conversa-

is unchaste. Those who take pleasure in listening to improper conversation run a serious risk of
falling into sins of impurity.

tion

4. Excess in eating and drinking encourages sensuality, and will surely end in sins

of impurity.
As an indication of

this truth, fasting

is

associated

with holy persons, dedicated to religious work and
penance. If a man is taken up with his stomach, he
will have no thought for his soul.
5. Immodesty and excessive luxury in
is a grave occasion for impurity.
beautifully dressed girl is pleasing to look
at; but the “art of looking nice” should not
be indulged in to excess. Those who dress
immodestly are instruments of the devil for
the ruin of souls.

dress

A

Women

whose aim in life is to deck themselves
in order to attract the attention of men are putting
themselves in the way of unchastity. Undue longing
for admiration does not come from a simple or
childlike heart.

vision.

Do not try to discover knowledge of sexual matters from companions. Ask older people whom you
respect. And it is not enough to avoid the occaone must do the

positive, opposite

dangers. “ Watch and pray, that you
into temptation. The spirit indeed
the flesh is weak” (Matt. 26:41).
1.

not used,

2. Sinful curiosity is a dangerous occasion of unchastity. So is too free companionship with the other sex. Undue familiarity

By “the married” is meant those Catholics validly married in the Catholic Church. Catholics who

sions;

is

man, who was made to be active, stagnates and
comes foul when nothing occupies him all day.

is

gation of the race. Actions in accordance
with this purpose of matrimony are permitted to the married, but positively forbidden to the unmarried. Fornication is at
all times a grave sin.

chaste daughter
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weeds grow on it fast. So a person
is beset by all kinds of evil temptations
unless he has some worthwhile occupation.
seed,

Idleness

is

like the earth: if

'KNOW'

may
is

is

the

not enter
but

willing,

the parent of sin.
it

to

Man

is

not planted to good

6 Indecent books, plays, motion pictures, television, as well as immoral maga.

zines and newspapers should be avoided
like the plague.

Bad shows, whether on the stage or the screen
corrupt more subtly than immoral conversation, because what one sees leaves a stronger impression.
Moreover, bad shows represent evil in attractive
garb.
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The illustration shows the holy queen Blanche of
France and her young son, later St. Louis, King of
France. From babyhood the queen brought up her
son in the love of God. She used to say to him over
and over that she would rather see him dead than

111.

WHAT

IS

Sinful Desires Against Chastity

FORBIDDEN

by the ninth

commandment?
ninth commandment forbids all
thoughts and desires contrary to chastity.
“You have heard that it was said to the ancients,
Thou shalt not commit adultery.’ But I say to you
that anyone who even looks with lust at a woman
has already committed adultery with her in his
heart” (Matt. 5:27-28).

An impure desire is the wish or intention
to do something unchaste or impure. Almost always, sins against purity, thoughts
and

desires as well as acts, are grave or
mortal sins. Whenever we are beset by
temptation, we should immediately pray,
especially to our beloved Mother, the purest

of mortals.
desire, however,

is

a venial sin

if

committed through lack of attention or reflection,
through negligence or slowness in rejecting a
thought, or by giving only a partial consent. Only
full and deliberate consent makes a sin mortal.
"Blessed are the clean of heart, for they shall see

God” (Matthew

5:80).

ARE MERE THOUGHTS

about impure

things always sinful in themselves?

The

An impure

have him commit sin. She guarded him particularly, so that he grew up chaste in body and soul.
All mothers should imitate Queen Blanche; the
training she gave helped her son in living a pure
and holy life, and in becoming a great saint.

Mere thoughts about impure things are
not always sinful in themselves, but such
thoughts are dangerous.
1. It is a mistake to suppose that all impure thoughts and desires are sinful. We
are not responsible for the wicked thoughts
that enter our mind unless we bring them
in ourselves. But we should try to avoid all
such thoughts, by occupying ourselves in
something useful.

Thinking often of something makes us used to
that thing; we are in danger of losing our fear of
impurity by familiarizing ourselves with thoughts
of impure things. It is like walking on the brink of
the abyss of sin— any little push may throw us in.
2. A mere temptation to impurity, even
when accompanied by bodily feeling, is not
sinful unless there is wilful consent, at
least to some degree. The stronger the
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Sinful Desires Against Chastity
temptation, the more merit we gain if we
are faithful and resist. No matter how long
the temptation lasts, even if it lasts our
whole life, as long as we give it no consent,
we are free from sin.
Catherine of Siena was once severely tempted
against purity. Shortly after Our Lord appeared to
her. She asked, “Where wert Thou, Lord, when
those evil thoughts were in my mind?” Jesus replied,
I was in thy heart, taking pleasure in the
victorious battle thou wert waging.”
St.

3.

sire

By resisting an impure thought or denot meant thinking of and pondering

is

over

it. In temptation of this nature, the
effective means is to reject it at once,
then to ignore it, to do something else to
distract the mind. Worrying about the
temptation only makes it more persistent.
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outburst of despair cried, “Yes, you have seen me
before! I was the innocent young man who sat as
a model for the figure of that Christ there. . .
And now, see how I am sitting for Judas, for

Judas.

. .

.”

What

are the chief MEANS OF PREthe virtue of CHASTITY?

SERVING

The chief means of preserving the virtue
of chastity are: to avoid carefully all unnecessary dangers, to seek God’s help through
prayer, frequent confession, Holy Communion, and assistance at Holy Mass, and to have
a special devotion to the Blessed Virgin.

most

WHEN DO THOUGHTS
BECOME SINFUL?

things

about impure

Thoughts about impure things become

when a person thinks of an unchaste
and deliberately takes pleasure in so
thinking, or when unchaste desire or passion is aroused and consent is given to it.
sinful

act

An impure

1. In all things form the habit of temperAvoid all unnecessary dangers; do not
take any chances with unchastity; do not
experiment. If you put a match to gunpowder it is sure to explode; there is no

ance.

necessity to try

when instead of rejecting it we take
it and keep it in our mind.
Impure desires, if not rejected, lead to
impure acts and a life of vice.
pleasure in

It is said that the model the great artist Leonardo
for the figure of Jesus Christ in his
painting “The Last Supper” was a young man of
exceptional beauty, whose countenance expressed
innocence and purity in a remarkable degree.

da Vinci used

Some

years after, when Leonardo da Vinci was
ready to draw the figure of Judas the traitorous
Apostle, he had a difficult time trying to find a
model. So he went into the most disreputable
haunts of the city, to seek a suitable model. He
saw all sorts of criminals, immoral men altogether
lost to all sense of decency, but still he was not
satisfied.

At last one day he espied a wreck of a man,
slinking in a corner of a low resort. His face had
an expression so vicious and diabolical that the
artist knew his search for a model for Judas was
ended. Going near, he prevailed upon the fellow,
with the offer of a great sum of money, to sit as
a model.

The series of sittings was about to end, when one
day Leonardo da Vinci said, “You know, since you
came, 1 have always had a feeling that I have seen
you somewhere before. I must be wrong, but the
.” Thereupon the man in
feeling persists.
an
.

see

whether

it

will not.

2.

Always remember that God sees us.
therefore seek His help through

Let us
prayer.

thought or desire becomes
“Watch and pray

sinful

'

and

Shun the company of those that are impure.
Impurity is no wonderful achievement to be proud
about: any idiot can be impure. It is the strong soul
that resists temptation and keeps himself clean. It
is the chaste person that possesses manly strength.

.

temptation.

The

you may not enter into
indeed is willing, but the

that

spirit

weak” (Mark 14:38). For instruction about
matters of sex, go to your parents or to your pastor or older people whom you know are good.
flesh

3.

is

Be always modest and pure

in

your

dress, posture, and conversation. This is
not only to save yourself from immodesty,

but to avoid giving occasion to others to
sin, or being even an unwitting cause for
others to sin.

Women

who waste hours looking at themselves
in the mirror, painting their faces and varnishing
their nails, or choosing clothes to put on, care more
for their body than for their soul. They should
remember that after death, they will become skull
and bones just like the rest.
4. Besides approaching regularly the
sacrament of Penance, attend Holy Mass
with Communion as frequently as possible.

Thus we

follow the injunction: “Walk in the
not fulfill the lusts of the

and you shall
flesh” (Gal. 5:16).
spirit,

5. We should have a special love and
devotion for our Blessed Mother, and daily
ask her to preserve us in the chastity that

she so greatly cherished.
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Parents

should be most careful to teach their
children honesty in thought, word, and deed. As
the child, so the

man.

If

parents laugh indulgently

food from the cupboard (1),
keeping back change after errands, copying in
examinations, throwing stones to break windows,
at their child stealing

The

112.
“You

“You

WHAT ARE WE COMMANDED

shall not covet

by

commandment?

By the seventh commandment we are
commanded to respect what belongs to
others, to live up to our business agreements, and to pay our just debts.
“Do not act dishonestly in using measures of
length or weight or capacity. You shall have a true
scale and true weights, an honest epha and an
honest hin” (Lev. 19:35-36). “Better a little with
justice than a large income with injustice” (Prov.
16:8).

pay”
1

usurer.

Seventh and Tenth

shall not steal’’ (Ex. 20:15)

the seventh

defacing walls and books, picking flowers and
fruits from another person's garden, then those
parents must not be surprised if when the child
is grown up, he steals from the bank (2), forges
signatures, cheats his employers and becomes a

“The wicked man borrows and does not

re-

(Ps. 36:21).

.The seventh and tenth commandments

are treated together because both deal with

commands about property. The seventh
"

Commandments

your neighbor’s house” (Ex. 20:77)

commandment

refers to external acts, and
the tenth to intentions or desires, against
honesty.

One who is starving may, however, take what he
absolutely needs. The right to live is above the right
of property. But this permission must be used only
in rare and extreme cases, when all other means
have been exhausted.
2 .The

obligations regarding honesty are
in conscience, even though
may not compel us.

imposed on us
the civil laws

“Take heed and guard yourself from all covetousness, for a man’s life does not consist in the abundance of his possessions” (Luke 12:15). Violations
of these commandments are opposed to natural
law and justice, and are an attack on society, a
menace to public security and peace.

KNOW GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE”

The Seventh and Tenth Commandments

CHIEF VIOLATIONS
OF THE SEVENTH COMMANDMENT
1. STEALING or theft is the secret taking of another person’s property.

Few sins are more common than theft. Covetousness leads to theft. Those who like to show thembut have not the means frequently
very careful in avoiding even petty thefts, or he will contract a vice,
and in a short time will find himself stealing more

selves off in luxury

One must be

resort to theft.

valuable things.
2. ROBBERY is the open and forcible
taking of another person’s property. Robbery or stealing is a slight or grave sin according to the injury done. Stealing a day’s
wages from a person is usually a mortal

sin.

Stealing even a very small amount from a very

poor person can be a mortal sin. A number of different small thefts from the same person or different
persons within the space of one or two months,
and amounting to a considerable sum, may be a
mortal

sin.

CHEATING

depriving another of
his property by crafty means. Included in
cheating are: using false weights and meas3.

is

ures, issuing counterfeit

ing food

money, adulterat-

and other products

for sale, forg-

falsification of documents, smuggling,
tampering with boundary lines, overcharging, excessive profits, arson with a view to
collection of insurance money, etc.
ery,

Copying during an examination, or copying the
work of another and presenting it as one’s own
work is also cheating. By it one obtains credit for
what does not belong to him, and often gets what
justly belongs to another. Copyrights are a form
of property that must be respected.

USURY

the charging of excessive
interest on money. A usurer takes unjust
advantage of the need of another in order
to make excessive profits. Under the appearance of helping the needy, a usurer involves
them in greater hardships, taking from them
4.

their

means

is

of livelihood.

Another form of dishonesty is cornering the
market, which consists in buying up the entire
supply of one product, such as wheat, for the purpose of forcing

up

prices,

and thus making

ligence.

Thoughtless persons who pass through a farm
sometimes pick fruit, vegetables, or corn. Some
travelers have the bad habit of taking towels,
dishes, pens, and similar things from trains, boats,
and hotels as souvenirs. Children pick flowers from
other people’s gardens, throw stones at houses,
write on desks, walls, and fences. They should be
taught not to injure the property of others.
6. Public officials must be very careful
not to ACCEPT BRIBES; they must guard
all signs of embezzlement.

against

Officials are placed in office not to enrich thembut to serve the public. They must treat all
the citizens fairly and justly, reject all dishonest
efforts to sway them from honesty, shun all kinds of
peculation, and be most careful in their duty.
selves,

7 lt is a sin to contract debts beyond
one’s ability to pay, and not to pay debts

when

UNJUST DAMAGE done

erty of others

is

in debt, to

able.

pay

is

a

moral obligation.

Employers who do not pay a just
wage defraud others, and are guilty
of injustice. Employees who waste time, do
bad work willfully, or neglect to take rea8.

sonable care of their employers’ property
violate the seventh

commandment.

(Regarding relations between employers and emmore on pages 240-241.)

ployees, see

Another sin against this commandment
the violation of business contracts.

9.
is

One may

be guilty of dishonesty by obtaining

money

or goods from others for a specific purpose
and using the donated articles for other purposes.
One who borrows books, instruments, etc. must
take care of them and return them in proper condition and in the proper time. Children must not steal

from parents, or keep change from purchases.
10.

sin

against the seventh com-

if

living

exces-

to the prop-

due, even

Young people should not go into debt; most of
them, not having as yet any means of earning,
would have no sure source from which to repay
their debts. It is very wrong to get into debt to
satisfy a craving for amusement, in order to buy
more and more fashionable clothes, etc. But once

sive profits.

5.

235

defacing books, furniture, and buildings,
etc. One who does wilful damage to another’s property must make good the loss.
Accidental damage need not be made good,
unless it came about through culpable neg-

Buying or receiving stolen goods is a
the seventh commandment;
who buy or receive stolen goods help

against

those

and encourage thieves

for the sake of gain.

mandment. One may injure another’s property by setting it on fire, treading down his
crops, fishing or shooting on his grounds

without permission, pulling
'KNOW'

down

fences,

Receiving all or a portion of the estate of a
deceased person contrary to the expressed wishes
of that person is a sin of dishonesty, even if done
with the approval of civil courts.
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rich

publican, Zacheus, wished to see Him, but the crowd

was so great

he could not. He therefore
climbed up a tree along the path of Our Lord. Jesus
saw Zacheus and told him to come down, for He
that

Reparation of

113.
Are we obliged

TO REPAIR DAMAGE

UNJUSTLY DONE

to

the property of

others?

We are obliged to repair damage unjustly done to the property of others, or to
pay the amount of the damage, as far as
we

are able.

“When
yard,

if

best
1.

a

he

another’s

man
lets

field,

produce of

If

is burning over a field or a vinethe fire spread so that it burns in
he must make restitution with the

his

own

field

or vineyard’’ (Ex. 22:4).

we have unknowingly, by purchase

or gift, obtained possession of stolen property, we are bound to restore it to the rightful

owner, as soon as

we

learn the truth.

We are just possessors only as
know the goods were stolen. As

long as we do not
soon as we become

aware of that fact, we must give up the property.
“The beginning of a good way is to do justice; and

would be his guest. Zacheus told Jesus that he
would restore fourfold whatever he had taken
wrongly from anyone. Thus he determined to make
reparation for his usury. Upon this Jesus called
Zacheus a son of Abraham (Luke 19:1-10).

Damage
this

is

to Property

more acceptable with God, than

to offer sac-

Better is a little with justice, than great
revenues with iniquity” (Proverbs 16:5, 8).
rifices

.

.

.

2. If one refuses to restore stolen property or to repair damage he has unjustly
to the property of others, he cannot
be forgiven. He will not obtain pardon from
God, nor absolution from the priest, even
if he confess his sin over and over again.

done

As long as one does not sincerely intend to make
reparation, his sin will not be remitted, even though
he entreat divine pardon with weeping, or seek to
appease divine justice by fasts and penances. It was
not till Zacheus declared his determination to make
restitution that Our Lord called him a son of

Abraham (Luke
3.

19:9).

Justice requires reparation of the evil

we

do, in so far as we have ability to make
that reparation. Without restitution or reparation, there is no forgiveness.
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Reparation of Damage to Property
Alphonsus relates the story of a rich man who
had an ulcer in the arm and was near death. The
priest urged him to restore the property he had
St.

unjustly acquired, but the man refused, saying that
if he did so, his three sons would be left penniless.

The priest then said he knew of a cure for the
rich man’s disease: a living person must allow his
hand

be burned, and while

to

still raw, be applied
to the ulcer. Eager to get well, the rich man had
three sons called, but not one of them was
willing to have his hand burned.

his

The

priest then said: “See, not one of your sons
a hand for you; yet you are willing to
in hell-fire for all eternity, only to leave them

burn

will

burn
your wealth.” The rich man's eyes were opened, and
he consented to make restitution.

4. A person who has accidentally damaged the property of another is not obliged
to repair the damage unless required by
civil law. Employees are bound to take rea-
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the greater our obligation to discover the
owner and restore it to him. If after all our
earnest efforts we fail to find the rightful

owner, we

may keep

the article.

A mason, engaged in repairing the stone wall of a
building, found a metal box hidden in a cavity in
the wall. He broke open the box and found that it
contained jewels of all descriptions. He at once
concealed the box and took it home without telling
anyone what he had found. A few days afterwards,
wishing to realize some money on the jewels, he
took out several from the box and offered them to a
jeweler for sale. The jeweler immediately had him
arrested. The jewels he had offered were recognized
as having belonged to a rich merchant who had
been robbed and murdered a month before. The
mason was unable to prove that he had merely
found the box of
prisoned for

life

jewels. He was tried and imfor the murder of the merchant.

WHAT DOES

the tenth

commandment

sonable care of the property of employers.

FORBID?

Are we obliged TO RESTORE TO the
owner STOLEN GOODS, OR their value?

The tenth commandment forbids all
desire to take or to keep unjustly what belongs to others, and also forbids envy at

We are obliged to restore to the owner
stolen goods, or their value, whenever we
are able.

"When

We are permitted to desire the property
when we propose to obtain it
by legitimate means, such as by purchase or
exchange.
of others only

a

man

steals an ox or a sheep and slaughhe shall restore five oxen for the one
for the one sheep” (Ex. 21:37).

ters

or

ox,

and four sheep
1.

their success.

sells

it,

If the rightful

owner

“For covetousness is the root of all evils, and some
in

is

dead, the

prdperty must be restored to his heirs. If
there are no heirs, it must be given to the
poor or for some other charitable purpose.
If the thief cannot restore all he has stolen,

have strayed from

and have involved themselves
Tim. 6; to).

the tenth

he

(a)

in

many

(1

AMONG THOSE GUILTY

must

restore all he can. If he has used what has
been stolen, he must repair the damage done by
restoring the equivalent. If he cannot restore anything, he must at least pray for the person he has

their eagerness to get rich

the faith
troubles”

commandment

of violating

are:

Those who desire or resolve

or cause loss to others, even
tion is not carried out;

if

to steal

the resolu-

wronged.

(b) Children who wish for the death of
their parents in order to obtain their prop-

some other circumstance
from making restitution
immediately, he must resolve to do so as
soon as possible, and must make an effort

erty;

If poverty or
prevent the thief
2.

to fulfill his resolution.

Restitution may be made secretly, without letting the owner know that restitution is being made.
For instance, a money-order may be sent with a fictitious name; or the priest, who is pledged to secrecy,
may be entrusted with the property to be restored.

If tve find an article of value, we must
strive to discover the owner, in order to
restore the article. The more valuable it is,
3

“KNOW'

(c) Those who wish for war, epidemics,
storms, fire, legal troubles, social outbreaks
or other calamities, in order to profit from
the resulting high prices of their products;

and
(d) Those who deny the right of private
property, such as Communists.

Communism is an extreme form of Socialism, a
form of politico-economic system in which ownership of all property is vested in civil society, which
then would control both production and distribution. It has repeatedly been condemned in papal encyclicals, notably those of Leo XIII, Pius XI and XII.
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The government should protect the right of private
ownership. Citizens are most contented when they
have some property to call their own, on which
they can depend for the necessities of their families
and for maintenance in their old age. Problems of

peace and order increase with the increase of
people who have no property of their own to think
about. Something is wrong when a country's wealth
is in the hands of a limited few; everyone should
be owner of something, however little.

114. Distribution of Property
What

LEM
The
world

is

of the

THE INDUSTRIAL PROBmodern world?

returns justly proportionate to
sponding contribution to industry.

problem of the modern
the question of honesty in eco-

industrial
is

nomic matters regarding social and civic
aspects, and a just distribution of property
—problems of religion because they concern
fundamental human

rights.

Some of the major phases of the problem are dealt
with in the papal encyclicals Rerum Novarum (1891)
of

XI,

Leo XIII, Quadragesimo Anno (1931) of Pius
and Mater et Magistra (1961) of John XXIII.

The

seventh and tenth commandments
direct the exercise of justice between man
and man in the possession and use of property. The rights of all must be respected;
everyone must be given his due. In the modern world this has raised a continuing issue
1.

—

between the employer and the employee
between Capital and Labor— on the subject
of

corre-

This modern problem arose from the Industrial
Revolution of the nineteenth century, when machinery came to be widely used, and the factory
system was developed. In consequence enormous
wealth came to be concentrated in the hands of the
propertied classes, while for the laboring classes
there was a progressive lowering of wages below
living standards.
2.

and

The problem

has led to class conflict

class tensions in

some

countries.

Com-

munists have tried to exploit this situation.
Industrially advanced countries based on
constitutionalism have largely solved the
problem through reform. Reform, not revolution, is the answer to the industrial problem.
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Distribution of Property
With great care people will consider not only the
but also the needs, of each factor in the
modern conflict. Even from the point of view of
strict justice alone, something does appear unbalanced in a world tolerating economic dictatorship in
immense fortunes, side by side with virtual economic thralldom in excessive poverty.
rights,

WHAT CONSIDERATIONS ARE IMPORTANT in the resolution of the modern
industrial problem?

In the resolution of the problem, considerations on the rights and duties of the employer and of the employee are important.
1
The employer has the right to a just
return on his investment— on the capital,
the energy, the intelligence, and other factors
that he supplies in his business. From his
.

employees he has the right to expect honest
work, and a reasonable care of his property.
(See pages 2/7, 22/,
277.J

2. However, the Church does not hold
the right of ownership as absolute, with
complete freedom to do whatever one wishes
with one’s property. Common welfare
makes necessary certain limitations to the
right. That right is under God and subject
to His will, limited by man’s duties to God

and

has the right to a favorable reputawithout which he would fail in his business.

The employee has

the right to a just
wage, to protection from unnecessary hazards in labor conditions, and to reasonable
security in work. (See pages 214, 221, 235.)
2.

While it would not be possible to have all dangers
in labor conditions removed, for the employees’
safety dangerous machinery must be muzzled, protection must be provided against dusts and poisons
of mines, sanitary conditions must prevail, etc.

Why

is

private ownership

A RIGHT?

Private ownership is a right because
everyone has a right to life, and to all
means necessary for the purposes of life.

From earliest times the need and right of ownership have been recognized, even among the most
undeveloped peoples. Every tongue certainly has
words meaning “my” and “mine.” It must be
within man’s right to have things, not merely
for temporary and momentary use, as other living
beings have them, but in stable and permanent
possession” ( Leo XIII).
i. Individual ownership of the goods of
the earth is a right derived, under God,
from man’s very nature. Man has a right to
life, and must have everything necessary for
the purposes of life. The seventh and tenth
commandments are themselves based on

right; if nothing had owners,
could anything be stolen?

this

Man

how

has a basic need for wholesome living.
There could be no adequate family life without some
form of private ownership. Regarding other needs.

his neighbor.

Extreme individualism stands for the right of
absolute ownership; extreme collectivism denies all
right of private ownership. The Catholic concept is
intermediate: private ownership is a right, but
limited by the Great Commandments.

What

The employer
tion,

239

us consider the effect on the self-respect of a man
he should become sure that he could never dispose of any goods, but must always be economically
dependent. Let us try to imagine what stimulus a
clever young man ordinarily would have who knew
that even with the utmost exertion of his efforts, all
he gained would finally be communal property.
let

if

A

is

living

A LIVING WAGE?
wage

is

one sufficient to sup-

port a man and his family in reasonable
and frugal comfort.

Man is made of body and soul, and when the
most urgent material needs— such as food, shelter,
clothing, and adequate conditions of work and living— are absent, it becomes very difficult for him
to serve God as he ought, and avoid sin.
For the same reason that ownership is
1
a right, a just wage is a right, because a
man has an inalienable right to life and to
.

all

means necessary

for the purposes of

life.

“There is a dictate of nature more imperious and
more ancient than any bargain between man and
man, that the remuneration must be enough to support the wage-earner in reasonable and frugal comfort” (Leo XIII). “The wage paid to the working-

man must be sufficient for the support of himself
and of his family” (Pius XI).
2. A wage that would be sufficient to support a man and his family “in reasonable
frugal comfort” would be of an amount
to cover the cost of living; it is variable
according to conditions of time and place.

and

A just wage should cover the cost of living for a
family of husband and wife with their small children. Under American standards, it should include
expenses for food, clothing, housing and house furnishings, heat and light, transportation, care of
health, amusements, church contributions, and some
incidentals. In the computation of wages it must be
kept in mind that with Sundays and legal holidays
the average workman has some sixty non-working
days a year; besides, he is laid off with no work for
about thirty days; and each year several work days
are lost for unavoidable cause, like illness.
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Capital and Labor should work together, and not
against each other. Neither can exist without the
other. There must be co-operation for the common

good, or order ceases. Order
universe.

around

Around
the

the

planets

is the
law of the
sun revolve the planets;
revolve their moons and

115.

for the
industrial problem of the world?
Free countries (countries free from Communist colonialism) carry out social reform (social justice)
while maintaining
political freedom. Totalitarian countries
(Fascist and Communist) claim to emancipate their people from subjection, but in
fact “entire peoples found themselves in
danger of falling back into a barbarism
worse than that which oppressed the greater
part of the world at the coming of the Redeemer.” (Pope Pius XI, 1937 Encyclical

modern

,

on Atheistic Communism).
advocates social justice within the

moral order, with respect for private property. Enemies of the Church would destroy the moral order,
and revolutionize society into a Godless ant heap.

In 1959 the Catholic Bishops of the United
“Ultimately, the problem
Communism as a threat to peace and free-

States declared:

of

dom

will be

part,

will c ease.

Social Justice

What remedies have been proposed

The Church

A watch runs smoothly as long as each
however small, does its share; otherwise the
watch goes out of order. The humblest laborer
must be treated justly by his employer and in turn
must be loyal to the employer, otherwise order

satellites.

met only when we exemplify

the principles that we proclaim as Christian
members of a nation dedicated to God’s law.
...There must be a searching reappraisal of

our devotion to the principles we proclaim.
We cannot live as materialists and expect to
convert others to our system of freedom and
peace under God.”

The Bishops said that in 1959 Soviet dictator
Khrushchev “took every opportunity to compare
unfavorably capitalism with Communism in their
economic aspects.’’ But, the Bishops cautioned, this
“is not the basic issue.” The choice which “men
and nations must make today is between freedom
and coercion.”

What

is

SOCIAL JUSTICE?

Social justice is the exercise of God-given
individual rights taken in relation to common welfare.
In order to carry out its primary objective of
sanctifying and saving men, the Church defines certain principles— of what we term “social justice ”
applying the law of God to conditions of present-

day economic

life.

The attitude of the Church on social
justice is best summarized in the papal en1.

Mater et Magistra (Mother and
Teacher) -1 961 -of John XXIII. The aim
is to achieve a balance between individualism and the actions of the public authoricyclical
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.

Social J ustice
for the common good, and for the
wealthier nations to help uplift the poorer.
“First of all it should he affirmed that the
economic order is the creation of the personal initiative of private citizens
But
the public authorities must not remain inactive, if they are to promote in a proper
way the productive development in behalf of
social progress for the benefit of all citizens.”
ties,

. .

The principle of subsidiarity states

that “just as

it

wrong to withdraw from the individual and commit to the community at large what private enterprise and industry can accomplish, so too it is an
injustice, a grave ill, and a disturbance of right
order for a larger and higher organization to arrogate to itself functions which can be performed
efficiently by smaller and lower bodies
Of its
very nature, the true aim of all social activity should
be to help individual members of the social body,
but never to destroy or absorb them.”
is

2. Remuneration of work. “This requires
that the workers should be paid a wage
which allows them to live a truly human
life and to face up with dignity to their

family responsibilities, but it requires, too,
that in the assessment of their remuneration
regard be had to their effective contribution
to the production and to the economic state
of the enterprise and to the requirement of
the common good of the respective political

communities.”

Labor-Management relations, “...the
(should) be marked by appreciaunderstanding, a loyal and active co-

3.

relations
tion,

operation, and devotion to an undertaking
common to both, and that the work be considered and effected by all the members of
the enterprise, not merely as a source of income, but also as the fulfillment of a duty
and the rendering of a service.”
4. The principle of natural right to private ownership inclusive of productive
goods. “The right of private ownership of
goods, of productive goods inclusively, has

a permanent validity... history and experience testify that in those political regimes
which do not recognize the rights of private
ownership of goods, the fundamental manifestations of freedom are suppressed or
stifled.” Further, “...the right of private
property is intrinsically linked (to) a social function... the goods of the earth are
above all destined for the worthy support
of all human beings..."
5.

The

“...it

is,

rich nations should help the poor.
therefore, indispensable

and

corre-
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sponds to the need of justice that... technical and financial aid be given in sincere
political disinterestedness, for the purpose
of putting those communities on the way to
economic development, in a position to
realize

their

own proper economic and

social growth. In such a way, a precious
contribution to the formation of a world
community would be made, a community in
which all members are subjects conscious
of their own duties and rights, working on
a basis of equality for the bringing about

of the universal

What

are

common

good.”

LABOR UNIONS?

Labor unions are associations of workingmen, aimed at the improvement of conunder which they work, as free

ditions

members

of a free society.

Many unions make
sickness, old age,

provision for unemployment,
and death, in cooperation with

management.
1. In spite of their faults, labor unions
have brought benefits to their members.
More than any other force, they have obtained a measure of justice for Labor, help
ing to equalize forces in the economy. For
the preservation of Labor’s rights their
existence is needed.

Man has a natural right to organize, to form
organizations that will help him in his chosen work.
One can easily see that a single workman trying to
labor at a fair price bargains at a great disadvantage with a large business corporation. But if
he is a member of a labor union, by the collective
bargaining of that union he will be able to obtain
reasonable terms.
sell his

2. The strike is justifiable for just reasons. Such reasons would be: when rights
are violated or ignored, when lawful contracts are broken, or when other difficulties

of a serious nature exist. The strike should
be used only as a last resort, when no other

means are

available.

Workingmen in a strike must use no violence;
they should not unreasonably lower the reputation
of the employer. Rights and needs of the community affected have to be well considered.
3. Labor unions must be careful not to
impose politics of their leaders on members, and must deal effectively with labor
racketeers. Labor leaders have a responsibility to their members, to industry, and to

the public at large.
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Peace on Earth

116a.
Teachings from the encyclical

“Pacem

in Terris” of

Introduction. Order in the Universe

Peace on earth can be firmly established
if the order laid down by God be
dutifully observed. “O Lord our Master!
only

The

majesty of Thy
(Ps. VIII: i)

name

fills

all

the

earth.”

Part

I.

Part II. Relations Between Individuals
and the Public Authorities
Legitimate authority comes only from
God. Where the civil authority uses as its
only or

its

chief

means

either threat

and

punishment or promises of reward,
cannot effectively move men to promote
the common good of all. Authority is
chiefly concerned with moral, not physical
force, and no one may be coerced to per-

rights and
Rights include those to life and

form interior
If a

acts.

human

society is not based on the
moral order and if it does not recognize
that the source of its authority is God, its
laws and actions are not binding on the
consciences of its citizens. This means that,

But those who claim their own rights, yet altogether forget or neglect to carry out their respective duties, are people who build with one hand
and destroy with the other. Political society should
be based on truth and the moral order. Any human
society that is established on relations of force must
be regarded as inhuman, inasmuch as the personality of its members is repressed or restricted,
when in fact they should be provided with appro-

any government does not acknowledge
the rights of man or violates them, it not
only fails its duty, but its orders completely lack juridical force.
if

The common good is best preserved where free
enterprise in the economic order prevails. For this
principle must always be retained: that state activ-

incentives and means for developing and
perfecting themselves. In addition, the people of
one country or ethnic group should not be subject
to political powers located outside. Racial discrimination can no longer be justified, at least doctrinpriate

and

1963

it

worthy standard of living, freedom of religion and association, freedom of speech
and the right to search for truth, the right
to free initiative in the economic field and
the right to work, and the right to emigrate
and immigrate.

ally

11,

fear of

Order Between Men

Every human being has
duties.

Pope John XXIII dated April

economic held ought not to be exercised
such a way as to curtail an individual’s freedom
or personal initiative. Rather it should work to
expand that freedom as much as possible by the
effective protection of the essential rights of each
and every individual.
ity in the

in

in theory.
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Peace on Earth

The same form of government

is

not

prescribed for all, so long as authority is
recognized as coming from God and so long
as the moral order is observed: “It is in
keeping with their dignity as persons that
human beings should take an active part
in government, although the manner in

which they share in it will depend on the
level of development of the political community to which they belong.”
Part

III.

Thus

243

not easily
yielding in obedience to an authority imposed by
force, or to an authority in whose creation they
had no part or to which they themselves did not
decide to submit by conscious and free choice. Indeed the confederate public authority of the world,
which should recognize the principle of subsidiarity just as it should be recognized within states,
is not intended to limit the sphere of action of the
public authority of the individual community, much
less to take its place. Its sole task is to promote

human

sovereign

rights

and

states

are

right

in

security of individual states.

the earnest wish of Pope John that
the United Nations — in its structure and in
its means — may become ever more equal to
the magnitude and nobility of its tasks,
and that the day may come when every
human being will find therein an effective
safeguard for his rights.
It is

Relations Between States

Relations between states must be based
on the moral law. Each state has the right
to existence, to self-development; on the international level, one state may not develop itself by restricting or oppressing

other states.
There are countries with an abundance of arable
land and a scarcity of manpower, while in other
countries there is no proportion between natural
resources and the capital available. This demand
that peoples should set up relationships of mutual
collaboration, facilitating the circulation from one
to the other of capital, goods and manpower.

Disagreements must be settled, not by
force, nor by deceit or trickery. What a sad
plight is that of the phenomenon of political refugees; a phenomenon which has assumed large proportions and which always
hides numberless and acute sufferings!
Pope John deplores “the enormous stocks of
armaments that have been and still are being made
on the grounds that peace cannot be preserved
without

equal balance of armaments.” “Consequently, people live in constant fear lest the storm
should break upon them.” “Justice, right reason
humanity
and
urgently demand that the arms race
should cease.” “ Nuclear weapons and nuclear tests,
undertaken with war in mind, should be banned.”
Because liberty is just as important as peace, relations between states should be based on freedom,
that is to say, that no country may unjustly oppress
others or unduly meddle in their affairs.

Part IV. Relationship of
Political Communities with

Men and
the

of

World

Community
The Holy Father calls for the establishment of a new world public authority “set
up by common accord and not imposed by
force. But he does not have in mind a
world government. The difficulty is that
there would be reason to fear that a supernational or worldwide public authority,
imposed by force
might be or might become an instrument of one-sided interests.
.

.

.

Part V. Pastoral Exhortations
Catholics are called on to work with
non-Catholics, and Christians with nonChristians. Even historical movements
based on error may change. Thus it may be
opportune to draw nearer or hold meetings with such movements. But to decide
‘

whether
to lay

work

in

moment

has arrived, and also
and degrees in which
common might be possible for the
this

down

the ways

achievement of economic, social, cultural
and political ends which are honorable and
useful: these are the problems which can
only be solved with the virtue of prudence,
which is the guiding light of the virtues
that regulate the moral life, both individual

and

social.”

Salvation and justice are not to be found in
revolution, but in evolution through concord. Violence has always achieved only destruction, not
construction, the kindling of passion, not their
pacification, the accumation of hate and ruin, not
the reconciliation of the contending parties.

And the Pope concludes: ‘‘However,
peace will be but an empty-sounding word
unless it is founded on the order which this
present document has outlined in confident
hope: An order founded on truth, built
according to justice, vivified and integrated by charity, and put into practice
in freedom.”
“Upon all men of good will to whom this
letter is addressed, we implore
from Almighty God health and prosperencyclical
ity.”
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What do Communists
Communists believe

Communism

believe?

that

what

Communists believe
exists in

the Soviet Union, as well as in the satellite
states of eastern Europe and the Far East, is
Socialism. According to the Communists,
Socialism is an imperfect society which, al-

can be remolded in the

and

likeness,

and

that

human

beings

Communist image

their former standard of

values can be replaced by “Leninist

mo-

rality.”

However, there

is

no evidence that per-

though an improvement on Capitalism, falls
short of the perfection of Communism. But
the objective of all Communists is Commu-

sons living in the Soviet nion or in Soviet
colonies are any better off for living in
Soviet society. Indeed the constant stream

nism, a society in which everyone will think

of refugees and escapees from the Soviet
Empire suggests that there is mass dissatisfaction with dictatorial rule and lack of
human freedoms.

and

act as

Communists

Communists often

do.

refer to

Communism

as

the

doctrine of Marxism-Leninism, or “scientific Socialism" (to distinguish it from “unscientific Socialism,”
or Socialism which deviates from the Moscow norm).
Karl Marx, the German philosopher (1813-1883),

and Vladimir I. Lenin, founder of the Communist
Party and dictator of the Soviet Union
(1870-1924)
are

the

which

is

authoritative exponents of the doctrine,
interpreted by whoever happens to be dic-

tator of the Soviet

chev, 1894

Union

(currently Nikita Khrush-

).

U

Describe the Communist

ACTION.

METHOD OF

1.
Communist tactics change with the
ebb and flow of the revolutionary tide.
Lenin laid down the principle that Communist policy must “zig” and “zag” in order

to reach the ultimate goal;

In March, 1917, a revolution ousted Tsar
II and ultimately brought tb power of the Russian Government a naive

Nicholas
idealist

named Alexander Kerensky.

With German

help, Lenin and the Bolsheviks returned to Russia and began to
infiltrate into the most effective anti-Ker-

ensky organization— the Soviets. In November, 1917, the Bolsheviks overthrew the
Kerensky regime.
Lenin changed the name of his party in January,
1918, from th® Bolshevik Wing of the Social Democrat Party to the Communist Party. Lenin died in
1924, and then a struggle for power began, waged
by Stalin, Trotsky, Kamenev and Zinoviev. Using
won out in 1928.

ruthless methods, Stalin

Lenin hoped that revolutionary-minded Marxists
in other countries would follow the example of the
Bolsheviks and overthrow Capitalism everywhere.
In March, 1919, he created the Third International,
in order to direct and coordinate the efforts of
Communists everywhere.

he described this
procedure as “taking two steps backwards
in order to take one step forward.” Thus
Moscow exploits areas of weakness and advances until it meets strong opposition, at
which time it halts, lulls the opposition to
sleep with talk of peace, and shifts the attack
to a

new

area of weakness.

The Bolsheviks have come a long way since those
dark days in 1917, when all they possessed was a
re.rued. room in Zurich. Today they <K>ntrol onethird of the world’s population, and one-fourth of
the land area of the world. But there are only
42
million members of Communist parties in the
world, and since 1949 they have failed to taike over
a single nation outside the Communist bloc. They
have tried in Greece, Malaya, Korea and Vietnam,
and have failed every time.

In the final analysis, what counts for the Comis power, diplomacy, and subversion,
not
election results. No Communist dictatorship has
ever been established through free elections; in
every case it has been the result of Communist military action, diplomacy, and subversion.

munist
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Communism
The Draft Program of the Communist
Party of the Soviet Union, prepared for
the 22nd Party Congress in October, 1961,
2.

“The world
The world

boasts that

ing larger.
tracting.

.

.

.

of socialism is growof socialism is conSocialism will inevitably take

over from capitalism everywhere; such is
the objective law of the development of
society.
Marxism-Leninism has become
.

.

.

the mighty ideological weapon of the revolutionary transformation of society.” “The
success of the struggle which the working
class wages for the victory of the revolution
will depend on how well the working class

and its party master the use of all forms of
struggle— peaceful and non-peaceful, parliamentary and extra-parliamentary— and how
well they are prepared to replace one form
of struggle by another as quickly and unexpectedly as possible.
But whatever the
.

.

.

form in which the transition from capitalism
to socialism

is

effected, that transition

come about only through

can

revolution.”

Why does Communism ATTRACT
PEOPLE?
Like Nazism and Fascism, Communism
promises pie in the sky, bye and bye. Yet
the Communists have to build walls and
iron curtains to keep their people from leaving. Before the Berlin Wall was built, 200,000 people every year moved from east

Germany
10,000

China

Berlin and
persons a month
to

for

West Germany.
leave

Hong Kong and

mainland

Formosa. 70%
by the UN
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What

is

HOLY SEE

the

ATTITUDE OF THE

towards Communism?

From

the beginning the Holy See has
perceived the evil of Communism, and has
issued warnings against it.
1. During the time of Marx, Pope Pius
in 1846 pronounced a condemnation of
the theory.

IX

He described it as “absolutely contrary to the
natural law itself,” a doctrine which, if adopted,
would “utterly destroy the rights, property, and
possessions of all men, and even society itself.”

Pope Pius XI in his encyclical Divini
Redemptoris (1937) said, “The most urgent
need of the present day is, therefore, the
energetic and timely application of remedies which will effectively ward off the
catastrophe that daily grows more threatening. We cherish the firm hope that the
fanaticism with which the sons of darkness
work day and night at their materialistic
and atheistic propaganda will at least serve
the holy purpose of stimulating the sons
of light to a like and even greater zeal for
the honor of the Divine Majesty.”
In the same encyclical Divini Redemptoris, he
“The most persistent enemies of the Church
who from Moscow are directing the struggle against
Christian civilization themselves bear witness, by
wrote,

their unceasing attacks in word and act, that even
to this hour the Papacy has continued faithfully to
protect the sanctuary of the Christian religion, and
that it has called public attention to the perils of
Communism more frequently and more effectively
than any other public authority on earth.”

of the Chinese prisoners taken

Command during the Korean war chose to
go to Formosa rather than return to the
Communist mainland.
Communism is not really interested in
reform or human progress within the
framework of an orderly Judaeo-Christian
Communists do not really want to

society.

man or strengthen civil
Inside the Soviet bloc labor is en-

uplift the laboring
rights.

and there are no civil rights. Communists do strive to take advantage of the
weaknesses and internal schisms of free

slaved

societies in order to
ties

overthrow these

and impose Communist

How

can

VENTED?
The

Communism BE PRE-

Free World must demonstrate that

the chief point of difference between it and
the Soviet Empire is human freedom.
Where human dignity is violated in the
Free World, governments act to correct the
situation. But in the Soviet realm Communist dictatorships systematically repress
and liquidate freedom-loving and Godfearing people.

socie-

dictatorships.

Non-Communists must continue to work hard to
improve their own societies and to eliminate injustice and inhumanity. The Communist challenge
is essentially military and conspiratorial, not economic or social.

The Western ethic is rooted in the Judaeo-Christian tradition, with its emphasis on the responsible
individual possessing God-given rights. The Soviet
ethic is rooted in the Marxist-Leninist tradition,
its emphasis on nihilism, the omniscient
and the mass of the people who are without

with
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It

was the custom among the

first

Catholic Faith

Christians for the

property and give the money to the
Apostles to be shared among all. Ananias and his
wife Saphira, two disciples, sold their land. But
they plotted to keep back some of the money.
Giving the rest to St. Peter, Ananias pretended
rich to sell their

117.
“You

lied

St.

Peter.

By the eighth commandment we are com-

manded

to speak the truth in all things,
but especially in what concerns the good

is

the

of others.

God

prove ourselves children of God, we should,
like Him, always respect the truth.
“I

am

the way,

and the

truth,

and the

Our Lord (John 14:6). “You shall not
19:11). This is why a lie, even when told
purpose, is always a
the nature of God.

sin,

fell

and died immediately

after.

your neighbor” (Ex. 20:16).

2. The lover of truth is like God, and
well-pleasing to Him. The lover of truth
is also held in esteem by his fellowmen,
who know that they can trust him, for in
him, as in Nathaniel (John 1:47), is no

guile.

Even

God

of truth, and we are
obliged to respect that truth. If we would
1.

She also

The Eighth Commandment

commandment?

name and honor

it

for the land. St. Peter

shall not bear false witness against

WHAT ARE WE COMMANDED by the
eighth

was the whole price that had been received
rebuked him and said that he
against the Holy Ghost. Ananias fell down
Later, Saphira, not knowing what had
happened to her husband, told the same lie to

that

dead.

because

it

is

life,” says

lie”

(Lev.

for a

good

contrary to

if

we

suffer

from

telling the truth,

we

shall

be saved trouble and shall possess a clear conscience.

A

habitual liar not only is often led
into grave sin, but forfeits the trust of his
fellow-beings, and is the cause of a great
deal of harm. When people know that one
is a habitual liar, they do not believe him
even when he tells the truth.
3.

“Better a thief than an inveterate liar, yet
will suffer disgrace” (Sirach 20:24).

"KNOW GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE”

both

.

The Eighth Commandment

OUR NEIGHBOR’S GOOD NAME
1. In the eighth commandment God forbids us to detract in any way from our
neighbor’s honor or reputation. It is our
good reputation that keeps us well-thought
of and well-spoken of among our fellowmen.

“A good name is more desirable than great riches,
and high esteem than gold and silver” (Prov. 22:1).
The esteem of others is essential to real happiness;
those who know they are despised by their fellowmen are not likely to be happy in this life. One
who brings another into disrepute is a thief, stealing
a

good name.

2. A good name is acquired by consistent struggle, by leading an upright life, by
defending ourselves whenever false accusations are made against us. This is why, in
ordinary cases, we do our good works openly in accordance with Our Lord’s injunction, “So let your light shine before men, in
order that they may see your good works,
and give glory to your Father in heaven”

(Matt.

5: 16)

Good works are the best means of defending a
good name. We must, however, be sure we do not
do our good works only to make a show before
men, but chiefly to please God. When our name is
in danger, we should defend ourselves and justify
make

much

ourselves; but

it

over

going to court over nothing.

trifles,

as

is

foolish to

too

fuss

we would not speak so often, we
would avoid many sins into which we
3.

If

habitually fall, consisting of sins of the
tongue. Most of the sins committed are sins
of the tongue: lying, backbiting, slander,
gossip, calumny, detraction, the telling of
secrets, all the results of talkativeness.
Let us try an experiment: For one whole day do
not speak unless absolutely necessary, but each time

you would have talked, jot down what you had
wanted to talk about. At the end of the day you
will see

how many

useless things, things wasteful of
time, not to mention unkind and sinful things, you
had wanted to say. If people would only hold their

tongues,

how much more

useful they could be!

Truthfulness promotes the general
welfare of society and mutual trust among
men. The orderliness of the social order
depends greatly on members speaking the
4.

Let us imagine our own special community, with
our favorite friends and tradesmen, with those we
contact every day on various matters. Let us imagine
the situation if we were not certain they were telling
the truth all the time, but only a probable ten
percent of the time!

that

may

be

interpreted in two ways.

We

are permitted to give an evasive
or doublemeaning answer when there is no
obligation to answer, and in order: (a) to
conceal a secret we have an obligation or a
1.

right to keep; and (b) to shield ourselves
or others from harm. In an evasive reply,
the hearer deceives himself by his interpretation of what he hears.
St. Athanasius, Bishop of Alexandria, was concealed in a vessel on the Nile, when the soldiers
of the Emperor Julian overtook and stopped it.
On their inquiring where Athanasius was, his
servant replied: “He is not gone far.” The soldiers

went onward.
2. We are not supposed or expected to
tell everybody our private affairs or those
of our friends or superiors. Many persons
out of carelessness or curiosity have a most

irritating habit of asking very personal
questions, such as “Where have you been?”
“Where are you going?” “Did you have a

“Where do you get so much
money?” “What do you do all day?” “What
is your work now?” “How much did you pay
for your dress?” “Why did you leave home?”
etc. If we are asked indiscreet questions by
such curious or ill-bred people, we have a
right to give an evasive answer.
visitor?”

At best these questions are a sign of extreme
ill-breeding.
should be more thoughtful and

We

and give everybody the right to his own
private affairs. Answering, “He is not at home” is a
custom understood to mean that the person
is not receiving callers, even if he is in the house.
If a person we cannot trust tries to borrow money
from us we can say: “I have no money” (meaning,
I have none to lend you).
discreet,

social

3. When another has the right to the
truth, we must answer simply and openly.
Such is the case in buying or selling, or in
drawing up an agreement. It would be
against justice if two persons about to marry
were to deceive each other by evasions about
money matters and other things.

WHAT DOES

the eighth

commandment

FORBID?
The

truth.
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What is AN EVASION?
An evasion is a statement

eighth

commandment

forbids

lies,

rash judgment, detraction, calumny, and
the telling of secrets

we

are

bound

to keep.

“Lying lips are an abomination to the LORD”
(Prov. 12:22). “Wherefore, put away lying and
speak truth each one with his neighbor, because
we are members of one another” (Eph. 4:25).
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1.

Catholic Faith

The greatest calumnies were spoken when false

witnesses testified against Jesus before Caiphas.
The high priest gave ear to the calumnies and condemned Our Lord to death, although he knew Him
to be innocent.

118.
What

is

Sins Against

a LIE?

expresses opposition between one’s word
and one’s thought; it implies the intention to deceive by stating what is false.
lie

Lying is a sin even when it may be the means
of effecting much good; we must not commit evil
in order to obtain good.
(a) A malicious
injuring someone.

lie is told for the purpose of
It is by its nature a mortal sin;
becomes venial when the injury done is slight.
A lie taken under oath is perjury, a mortal sin.

Truth

Sins

(d)

A lie is something said for the purpose
of deceiving others, which we know or suspect to be untrue.
A

2. People who gossip and spread tales that detract
from the reputation of someone have much to answer for. "He who speaks against a brother, or
judges his brother, speaks against the law and
judges the law" (Jas. 4:1 1).

respect

due

related to lying, as violations of the
to truth, are hypocrisy , and flattery.

Hypocrisy or dissimulation

is acting a
It is hypocrisy to pretend to be better
than we are.
1

.

lie.

It was hypocrisy of Judas to kiss Our Lord like a
friend, when it was only to betray Him. Those
who are outwardly pious but lead lives of sin are
hypocrites. They resemble Satan, who can assume
the form of an angel of light. Jesus called hypo-

crites

“ whited sepulchers”
beautiful
full of dead men’s bones.
,

outside, but

within

it

(b) An officious
oneself or others. It

A

is told to avert evil from
called a “white” lie.

lie
is

told to amuse others. Very
often it is no sin at all, as when we relate an
imaginary narrative for the amusement or instruction of others, tell a joke which we made up, relate
fables and fairy tales, etc. But if a jocose lie has
(c)

harmful

jocose

results,

lie

it

is

becomes

sinful.

Flattery consists in praising a person
immoderately, against one’s conviction, for
an ulterior motive. A flatterer lies in order
to secure an advantage for himself.
2.

“The man who

flatters his

neighbor

a net under his feet” (Prov. 29:5).

who

call evil

is

spreading

“Woe

''KNOW'

to those

good, and good evil, who change darkand light into darkness” (Is. 5:20).

ness into light,

GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE”

Truth

Sins Against

When

does a person commit the sin of

We

A person commits the sin of rash judgment when, without sufficient reason, he
believes something harmful to another's
character.
People judge others by themselves; he who is
not evil will less likely think evil quickly of others;
he who is a sinner will interpret the actions of
others in an evil manner at once. “Charity thinks
no evil” (1 Cor. 13:5). A just person, even when he
sees evil, tries to avoid thinking of it, and leaves
the judgment to God. “Do not judge, that you
may not be judged. For with what judgment you
judge, you shall be judged” (Matt. 7:1-2).

When

does a person commit the sin of

DETRACTION?
A

person commits the sin of detraction
without good reason, he makes
the hidden faults of another.

when,

known

1. To speak
of what everybody knows
or of what appeared in the newspapers is
not detraction.

It is

however contemptible for newspapers

to

publish family troubles that are of no public concern. Tale-bearing is a most despicable form of detraction, in repeating to a person unfavorable remarks made about him.

Uncharitable conversation is commonly termed backbiting, a cowardly act of
discussing the known faults of another without necessity, and behind his back.
2.

It

table

is

wrong

to listen to detraction

conversation,

encourage it.
you” (Sirach

‘‘Let

if

we

take

and unchari-

pleasure

in

it
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When

RASH JUDGMENT?

are

we obliged

to

keep a

SECRET?

when we
when our office

are obliged to keep a secret

have promised
requires

it,

demands

it.

or

to

do

when

so,

the good of another

1. A
priest may never reveal anything
confided to him in confession, even if keeping it secret will result in death for himself
or others. This rule has no exception.

2.

A

may be revealed when:
good of the guilty person;
from

secret

for the

it

is

it

will save ourselves or others

keeping

(c)

(a)

(b)
evil;

secret is against justice or
and (d) the person
revealed has a right to know.

it

the welfare of society;
to

whom

it is

When there is just reason for revealing a secret,
so to persons in authority, such as
parents, superiors, teachers, or courts of law. Serious
faults should be made known to parents, teachers,
and superiors, who may be able to correct them.
Care should be taken to avoid exaggerating faults.
we may do

3. It is wrong to read another person’s
letters without permission. Eavesdroppers
are contemptible. A tattletale is despicable.

What must a person do who has sinned
by detraction or calumny, or has told a
secret he is bound to keep?

A person who has sinned by detraction
or calumny, or who has told a secret he is
bound to keep, must repair the harm he
has done to his neighbor, as far as he is able.

or

anything you heard die within

19:9).

When

does a person commit the sin of
CALUMNY or SLANDER?

A

person commits the sin of calumny or
when by lying he injures the good
name of another.
slander

GOSSIP is a form of calumny, because it usually
exaggerates a person’s faults or sin with malice.

CONTUMELY

or insult dishonors a person unjustly in his presence by refusing to show him
the signs of honor due him, or by not noticing

him.

LIBEL is any public defamatory accusation,
maliciously made, whether the facts be true or not.
This may be done by letter, telephone, radio, motion picture, television, etc. Calumny or slander,
gossip or libel are sins against justice.

If the offense was made before others, we must
retract publicly. If we do not endeavor to repair
the harm we have done, we cannot obtain God’s
pardon or the priest’s absolution.

It is

very

difficult,

and sometimes impos-

make perfect reparation for calumny and detraction. Words once spoken
are not forgotten by those who hear.

sible, to

A story is told of the saintly Cure d’Ars and a
penitent at the confessional, who had confessed
having gossiped about an acquaintance. The penitent thought he got off very easily indeed when all
the penance he was given was to drop one by one
ten blades of straw in the yard before his house,
at a distance of five meters apart, and then to go
back and pick up the ten blades. Going home, he
proceeded to perform the penance. But he realized
the lesson the saintly priest wished him to learn
when, upon returning to pick up the blades of
straw, he could find none; the wind had blown

them
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Mat

Our Lord Jesus

Christ

to teach, to sanctify,

gave His Church the power
and to rule its members, in

order to lead them to their eternal salvation. And
to fulfill these ends, the Church has power to make

119.

WHENCE

has

the

Catholic

Church

The

Catholic Church has the right to
make laws from Jesus Christ, Who said to
the Apostles, the first bishops of His Church:
“Whatever you bind on earth shall be
bound also in heaven” (Matt. 18:18).
1.

No society can

govern

its

Our Lord gave

sent them as

exist

members.

without the power

No government

is

possible without laws. Unless the Church
had the power and right to make laws, it
could not lead its members to heaven.

Our Lord said: “If he refuse to hear even the
Church, let him be to thee as the heathen and the
publican. Amen / say to you, whatever you bind on
earth shall be bound also in heaven; and whatever you loose on earth shall be loosed also in
heaven” (Matt. 18:17-18). This power to bind and
loose is called the “power of the keys.”

God

the Apostles

full

power; He

had sent Him. Disotherefore disobedience

the Father

bedience to the Church
to

is

God.

The Commandments

THE RIGHT TO MAKE LAWS?

to

laws.

of the

Church

2. We are under a rigorous obligation to
obey the laws or precepts of the Church.
Disobedience to the Church is disobedience

to

God Who gave

it

full authority.

A bad Catholic once said to a friend, “God will
not punish me for not keeping the Church laws
on fast and abstinence. I observe all the Ten Commandments, and I do not need to obey the laws
made only by the Church.” But the friend answered,
“Did not God command us to hear the Church?
Then if we do not obey its laws, we disobey Him
as well.”

to make laws includes
3. Authority
to enforce them. Hence the Church
has the right to punish disobedient members by refusing them the sacraments, deny-

power

ing them Catholic burial, and other penalties.

"He therefore said to them again, ‘Peace be to
As the Father has sent me, I also send you’ ”
(John 20:21).

you!
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The Commandments

WHOM

BY
laws

IS

THIS RIGHT

to

EXERCISED?

of the Church

1. To assist at Mass on
holydays of obligation.

laws

2.

receive
the Easter time.

member

of the

is subishop,

Laws are

also

Church.
6. To observe the laws of the Church
concerning marriage.

Are there any other commandments, or
laws, of the Church, besides these six?

made by each bishop

for his own diocese, and by a general council
of bishops for the entire Church. These last

have no

efficacy

There are many other commandments,
or laws, of the Church besides these six; but
these are the principal ones, and the ones
with which the ordinary life of Catholics

without the Pope’s approval.

A

good Catholic shows obedience to
himself not only to the
but to the spirit of the laws of the
Church. He obeys strictly what the Church
3.

concerned.

is

God by conforming

1
A Catholic is bound to observe all of
the precepts of the Church. Some of them
forbid:

letter,

commands, praises what it praises, condemns
what it condemns. The Church is our
Mother, good and wise, who looks only to
our temporal and spiritual welfare; let us
show our love for her by the obedience we
render.

The Church

is

.

(a) The reading or possession of bad
books, magazines, and other publications.

(b)

our Mother, given us by Christ
He comes again. If we

guide we shall have peace on earth, and
eternal happiness with God in heaven. The Church
can truly say with our Divine Saviour: “My yoke
is

this

easy,

and

my

burden

light” (Matt. 11:30).

The laws

of the Church, in general,
do not command things which are of their
nature obligatory. For example, abstinence
for certain days is not a natural law, but a
human law. Therefore, this being the case,
the Church that made such human laws
can also dispense from them, change them,
or abolish them altogether.
4.

This is why bishops can excuse from fast and abstinence when they find good reason; this is why the
holydays of obligation are not uniform throughout
the entire world. The Church cannot abolish or
change the Commandments of God, but it can its
own commandments. All natural laws are included
in the Ten Commandments;
these everybody,
everywhere, must obey at all times.

Membership

in

Masonic or other

anti-Catholic associations.

Himself, to guide us until

obey

Holy Communion during

5 .To contribute to the support of the

Church

This authority comes from Jesus Christ, the Son
of God, Who chose Peter as Head of His Church.
The Holy Father is our St. Peter, his direct successor; we must obey him as Christ commanded
all to obey Peter.

To

4.

Church; his authority

for the entire

preme and unquestioned. Every

Sundays and

To confess our sins at least once a year.

3.

The Pope can make and unmake

all

2. To fast and to abstain on the days
appointed.

universal Church.

every priest, every
is subject to him.

1

or

laws, of the

This right to make laws is exercised by
the bishops, the successors of the Apostles,
and especially by the Pope, who as the successor of the chief of the Apostles, Saint
Peter, has the right to make laws for the

1.

25

THE CHIEF COMMANDMENTS,
CHURCH are these six:

make

(c)

Cremation

(d)

The education

of the bodies of the dead.

of Catholic children

in non-Catholic schools; etc.

Laws

for the

government of the Catholic Church

CANON LAW,

are contained in the CODE OF
which at present contains 2414 canons.

From

time

to time, as necessity arises, the Pope through the
different Roman Congregations issues decrees, laws,

or regulations for the welfare of the Church.
olics are obliged to obey these laws.
2.

The Church, through

its

Cath-

rulers,

has

power

to dispense from its precepts.
the bishops, and the parish
priests may for weighty reasons release or
excuse the faithful from the observance of
particular Church laws.

the

The Pope,

It

may happen that in a certain community the
may fall on a Friday of Lent. Because
number of people, it would

patronal feast

of the unusually great

be

to provide abstinence food for everybody. In such cases the Bishop may grant a dispensation from abstinence, and even fast, locally.
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On holydays of obligation, just as on Sundays, we
must hear Mass and abstain from unnecessary
If without any grave reason one fails
to sanctify the holydays of obligation he commits
a mortal sin. Those obliged to work on holydays of

servile work.

First

120.

"To

What

assist at

obligation should at least hear

Catholic employers have a serious
it easy for those under them to
sanctify holydays of obligation. All are children
of the same Eternal Father.
obligation of

Commandment
Mass on

sin does a Catholic

all

commit who

A Catholic who through his own fault
misses Mass on a Sunday or holyday of obligation commits a mortal sin.

of the Church

This is why we should always try to celebrate
holydays in a becoming manner. Some persons
unhappily treat holydays as merely days to eat and
drink and be merry, without regard for the occasion

commemorated.
2. The civil law does not recognize as
holydays some of the Church holydays of

obligation;

The

precept

not binding on one

is

for the sick, or lives rather far

i.

has urgent work, or

The

first

who must

from

care

a church, or

is ill.

precept of the Church re-

quires us to sanctify Sundays and holydays
of obligation. Then we render to God and
the saints some of the honor due them.

The aim

of instituting holydays

is

to

have the

remember for all time the important events
commemorated, and to have them give praise and
faithful

thanksgiving to

God

for them.

making

Sundays and holydays of obligation."

through his own fault misses Mass on a
Sunday or holyday of obligation?

who

Mass before going

to their work.

factories,

offices,

and schools

keep open on those days. But even if Cathmust go to work on such holydays,
they should at least try to hear Mass. In
many churches, there is Mass at an early
hour in the morning, at noon, in the afternoon, and evening.
olics

Persons not obliged to work on holydays of obligation should avoid doing so. But those who must
work need remember only Our Lord’s words: “The
Sabbath was made for man, and not man for the
Sabbath. Therefore the Son of Man is Lord even of
the Sabbath” (Mark 2:27-28).
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First

Commandment of the Church

THE HOLYDAYS OF OBLIGATION
in the

1.

United States are these six:

Christmas Day (December 25).

2.

Ascension Thursday

WHAT ELSE does the church OBLIGE
US TO DO on holydays of obligation?

Easter)
Forty days after His Resurrection from the dead,
Olivet.

he led them out towards Bethany, and he

up his hands and blessed them.
to pass as he blessed them, that he
lifted

And

it

came

parted from

them and was carried up into heaven” (Luke
24:50-51). And when he had said this, he was lifted
up before their eyes, and a cloud took him out of
their sight. And while they were gazing up to
heaven as he went, behold, two men stood by them
in white garments, and said to them, “Men of
Galilee,
this Jesus who has been taken up
from you into heaven, will come in the same way
as you have seen him going up to heaven” (Acts.
.

.

The Church

obliges us to abstain

from

work on holydays of obligation, just
on Sundays, as far as we are able. (See
pages 214-21 5, Unnecessary Servile Work.)
as

On

these days Catholics should keep

housework

.

9-n).

like

away from

washing and housecleaning.

WHY WERE HOLYDAYS

TUTED
(40 days after

Our Lord ascended into heaven from Mount

l:

the approval of the Holy See, these four
not holydays of obligation in the United

servile

1)

Jesus was eight days old, He was circumcised, according to the custom of the Jews. “And
when eight days were fulfilled for his circumcision,
his name was called Jesus” (Luke 2:21). In Hebrew,
Jesus means “Saviour.” The name most commonly
given to the Messias by the Prophets was “Emmanuel.” which means, God with us.

“Now

With

feasts are

States.

Octave of the Birth of Our Lord

When

3.

are four other holydays of obligation in the universal Church: the Feasts of
Epiphany, Corpus Christi, Saint Joseph,

and Saints Peter and Paul.

On this day we commemorate the birth of Jesus
Christ in the stable at Bethlehem. “And it came
to pass while they were there, that the days for her
to be delivered were fulfilled. And she brought
forth her firstborn son, and wrapped him in swaddling clothes, and laid him in a manger, because
there was no room for them in the inn” (Luke 2:6-7).

(January

253

There

INSTI-

by the Church?

Holydays were instituted by the Church
to remind us of the mysteries of our religion, and of the important events in the
lives of Christ and of His Blessed Mother,

and

to

recall

rewards of the

to

us

the

virtues

and the

saints.

The Church appoints
honor of Our Lord, in order

festivals in
that we may
recall the principal mysteries of our Redemption, thank God for the graces received
through these mysteries, and make them
bear fruit in our lives.
1.

The feasts of Our Lord that do not necessarily fall
a Sunday are: Christmas, the Circumcision, and
the Ascension. Easter and Pentecost always fall on

on
4.

The Assumption (August

15)

After her death, the soul of the Blessed Virgin

Mary was reunited to her incorrupt body, and she
was taken up to heaven by the ministry of angels.

No one

has ever claimed possessing any relic of
Mary’s body: if she had not been assumed into
heaven, would not the Apostles, who revered her
highly, have kept her relics?
5.

All Saints’

Day (November

The Immaculate Conception (Decem-

ber 8)

God Himself proclaimed Mary's spotless purity
Paradise (Gen. 3:15); the archangel Gabriel
it, calling her “full of grace.” Christians
throughout the ages have called Mary immaculate;
the dogma was declared by the Pope in 1854. It is
an article of faith to believe that Mary was conceived entirely free from original sin.
in

announced

'KNOB7

Sunday.

2. Other f easts of Our Lord that should
be properly celebrated are: (a) the Epiphany,
January 6; and (b) Corpus Christi, the
Thursday after Trinity Sunday.

The Epiphany celebrates the adoration of the
newly-born Child by the Magi, the Wise Men from
East, — Melchor, Gaspar, and Baltassar. The
is called the Epiphany (or “manifestation”)
because it celebrates the manifestation of Christ
the

1).

On all Saints’ Day we honor the memory of all
the Saints in heaven and implore their intercession.
6.

a

feast

to the Gentiles.
3. The festivals in honor of Our Lady
and the Saints are prescribed, that we may
reverence them as God’s friends, and profit
by their intercession and example.

Whenever able, we should try to hear Mass on
other important holydays. even though they may
not be of obligation. Two of these important feasts
are: (a) the feast of St. Joseph on March 19, and
(b) the feast of Saints Peter and Paul on June 29.
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the ecclesiastical
V

SEASON OF

advent

PREPARATION FOR THE BIRTH OF CHRIST
Four weeks before Christmas

\

SEASON OF

•

%

^

hRistmAstioei

Includes

REJOICING FOR THE BIRTH OF CHRIST
two periods: ’’Christmas” from December 25

to

January

5.

and "Epiphany" from January 6th to the 13th

_

SEASON OF

-

eptuagesima?
PREPARATION FOR LENT
From Septuagesima Sunday

to

Ash Wednesday

1 SEASON OF

.

lent

TIME OF PENANCE PRECEDING EASTER
Week and

Includes "Lent proper" and "Passiontide”. that is Passion

The entire year

is

divided by the Church into periods

and make

and seasons, some of rejoicing, some of penance,
and others of ordinary prayer and work. By following the cycle of feasts and fasts, and living in the
spirit

of each time,

we

shall sanctify the

Ecclesiastical

What is the ECCLESIASTICAL YEAR??
The ecclesiastical year is the succession
n
or cycle of seasons, including all the feasts,
s,
celebrated by the Church during the year.
r.
The

i.

ecclesiastical year

Advent,
Christmastide,
Septuagesima,
Lent, Paschaltide, and the season of[
Throughout the Year. These seasons are
regulated in their occurrence by the three
principal feasts of the year: Christmas,
Easter, and Pentecost. The Epistles and
l

well

as

the

Hymns and

3.

1

and periods of the

The

observing

Year

The
(a)

three principal feasts of the year

Christmas, which commemorates

Spirit.

festivals of the entire year.

The Church commemorates

the dif-

and seasons, placing the various events of the life of Our Lord before
us, in order that we may ponder over them

ecclesiastical

ferent feasts

year.
civil

2.

are:

moveable

Se-

quences of the Mass, are in consonance with
the seasons

In

January 1, as the civil year does, the ecclesiastical
year begins with the first Sunday of Advent, four
Sundays before Christmas. (See pages 414-417.)

Holy

,

as

pleasing to God.

All three feasts are prolonged by an “octave”;
Christmas and Easter are preceded by a season of
preparation. Easter is always the Sunday after the
first full moon following March 21. Its position determines the position of the different seasons and

;

Gospels,

fruit

the birth of Our Lord; (b) Easter, which
celebrates His resurrection; and (c) Pentecost, which celebrates the descent of the

made up

of
six seasons or periods of unequal length:
is

bear

Week

the seasons, we should look upon the events as
actually occurring. The Church is the Mystical Body
of Christ; she lives over every year the mysteries
of His life. Thus we unite ourselves with Christ.

whole year

The

121.

it

Holy

ecclesiastical year differs somewhat from the
year. Instead of beginning on a fixed date,
:

and imitate the virtues presented.
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The
What

is

Ecclesiastical Year

ADVENT?

Advent is the season of preparation for
Christmas.
“Advent” means coming. It begins with
the first Sunday of Advent, and embraces
the four Sundays before Christmas. It is a
season of penance in preparation for the
birth of the Redeemer.
The four weeks of Advent represent the long
thousand years during which the coming of the
Messias was expected and prepared for. As a sign
of penance, the Church uses purple vestments for
the Mass of the season, suppresses the joyous Gloria,
omits flowers on the
of the Nuptial Mass,

altar,

and forbids the saying

Holy Week. During these two weeks
Church follows Christ closely through
last stages

is

of His mortal

the
the

life.

3. In keeping with the spirit of Lent,
Catholics are expected to abstain from

worldly amusements, such as shows, feasting, etc. They should devote more time to
prayer, penance, and religious exercises.

From Ash Wednesday

to Easter Sunday inthe Church forbids the saying of
the Nuptial Mass.

clusive,

etc.

What

What

255

Passiontide, that is, the last two weeks
of Lent which are called Passion Week and
2.

is

the

PASCHALTIDE?

CHRISTMASTIDE?
The

Christmastide is the season of celebration
after Christmas, a season of joy. It includes
the periods of “Christmas” and that of the

Paschaltide is the time from Easter
till the eve of Trinity Sunday. It includes
the three periods of “Easter,” “Ascensiontide,” and the “Octave of Pentecost.”

“Epiphany.”
period we celebrate events in
of Our Lord: the Octave of
when His Circumcision took
place, the Feasts of the Holy Name of Jesus,
of the Epiphany, of the Holy Family and
the Feast of the Baptism of Our Lord on

During

the child

this

life

Christmas

the 13th of January. Christmastide ends
this day.

What

is

on

SEPTUAGESIMA?

Septuagesima

is

the period of prepara-

tion for Lent.

The season

two weeks and a half,
from Septuagesima Sunday to Ash Wednesday, and includes three Sundays, respectively called Septuagesima, Sexagesima, and
Quinquagesima (70th, Goth, and 50th) In
the early years of Christianity, many began
lasts

The forty days between Easter and the
Ascension commemorate the forty days
Christ spent on earth after His Resurrection.
The three days before the Ascension are called
Rogation days. On these days processions are held
to implore God’s blessings upon mankind. See page
4 °5

The ten days after the Ascension are a
preparation for Pentecost, the feast commemorating the descent of the Holy Spirit
on the Apostles.
Paschal Time is a time of rejoicing. Its joyful
is shown by the constant repetition in the
Church liturgy of the word of joy, Alleluia (Praise
ye the Lord). During this period, we say the Regina
character

Coeli instead of the Angelus three times a day.

How

.

fasting

fifty,

sixty,

Lent
Easter.

is
is

It

LENT?
the season of penance preceding
includes the periods of Lent

proper and that of Passiontide.

Lent begins with the Wednesday after
Quinquagesima. This is called Ash Wednesday; on that day the foreheads of the faithful are marked with ashes.
1

Ash Wednesday is forty-six days before Easter;
but we say Lent is forty days in length, because we
do not count the six Sundays, on which no fasting
is prescribed anywhere throughout the Church.
'

that

is,

long

is

the season

“PER ANNUM,”

THROUGHOUT THE YEAR?

or seventy days before

Easter.

What

-

2.

This season, which is the longest, consists
of two periods. The first period is from the
14th of January till the eve of Septuagesima
Sunday, and the second period, from the
eve of Trinity Sunday till the eve of the
First

Sunday of Advent.

This season takes up the main part of the
year, and is devoted to the festivals of the
saints, to Christian work and prayer.

The period after Pentecost represents the time
that shall elapse before the Last Judgment. On the
Sunday after Pentecost the Gospel of the Mass
is that which speak of the Second Coming of Jesus
Christ as Judge of the living and the dead.
last
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AUTUMN

WINTER

SEPTEMBER 25 Mb DECEMBER 21

DECEMBER 22 TO MARCH iq

At the

beginning of the four seasons— Spring,
Summer, Autumn, and Winter — the Ember Days are
celebrated to implore God's blessings on the fruits
of the earth; those days are likewise intended as
special occasions for praying for the clergy. The

122.
What

is

Liturgy

is a complete system of forms of
and services in the public offiworship of the Church.

LITURGY is a bond of union binding the faithful with one another and with God. In it nobody
is alone: all take part in the worship of the Creator,
as part of a corporate body, with the Son of God
as Head, and the Holy Spirit as Soul.

The Church

is the Mystical Body of
pages 148-149). In its full meaning, Liturgy is the offering of all the affections to God, by which that Mystical Body,
members united with the Divine Head,
continues the worship of Almighty God
by Our Lord Jesus Christ. In the Mystical
Body, members are one with the Head,
offering themselves with Him, united with
one another in Him, all one in adoration
with the Son of God.
1.

Christ

(see

Wednesdays, Fridays, and
Saturdays following December 13, the first Sunday
in Lent, Pentecost and September 1 4. Ordinations
take place on Ember Saturdays. Ember Days are
days of penance, fasting, and abstinence.

Liturgical

LITURGY?

prayers, acts,
cial

Ember Days are

the

Worship

In heaven Jesus Christ continues as Head, Priest,
and Victim, offering a perpetual oblation, having
the merits of Calvary applied to our souls. That
mediation is especially extended to us in the Holy
Eucharist, by which Our Lord is with us at any
time, anywhere. And Liturgy is with us in its varied
aspects, with rites and ceremonies rich in meaning
and beauty, with prayers for every occasion: for
adoration, thanksgiving, atonement, supplication.
2. The essential acts of Liturgy include:
(a) Holy Mass, the supreme Sacrifice; (b)
the sacraments, channels of grace by which
we live the supernatural life; and (c) Divine
Office, the incomparable prayer of homage.
These three acts form the treasury of grace
daily offered to God in Liturgy by the
Mystical Body of Christ, the Church.

Liturgy is perceptible to the senses, treating man
according to his nature, as made of both matter
and spirit. It reaches to the spirit by the senses and
the heart, thus making everything a handmaid of
Faith, as

it

offers its gift to the Creator.

"KNOW GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE”

;

Liturgical Worship
Liturgy follows the definite program
of the Liturgical, or Ecclesiastical Year. In
the course of the year we celebrate a succession of sacred seasons and fasts, with public
adoration centered in the Holy Sacrifice of
the Mass. (See pages 414-41].)
3.

The

drama pictures the
period of hopeful waiting for the promised Redeemer, as described in the Old Testament. Then
the Mystical Body of Christ lives through Advent,
waiting for Christmas, praying for the Supreme
Gift. The second part of the drama gives us a panorama of the life of the Son of God made man,
first

part of this sacred

as described in the New Testament. The Mystical
Body of Christ then celebrates the different events
of His life, from Birth to Ascension. The third act
of the sacred drama unfolds the continuation of
Our Lord’s life and work in His Mystical Body, the
Catholic Church. This period began on that first
Pentecost long ago, when the Holy Spirit descended
on the Apostles. In the Liturgical Year we recall
and even now we continue to live in that period,
kept in the Liturgical Year from the Feast of
Pentecost on back to the beginning of the cycle.

We

4.

must participate in

liturgical wor-

Our Lord established Christianity
we must take part in His worship. He redeemed us as one group, collectively, not
ship.

He

even taught us
Our Father, in which we do not refer to
God as Father of an individual person.
as separate individuals.

With Our Lord Liturgy presents a view of percommunity life, of one family, the Mystical
of Christ, all united by the bond of charity,
doing all for the common good. By Liturgy we
participate in the functions of the Church, making
them our ordinary and principal way of common
fect

Body

prayer.

Which

is

the central act of Liturgy?

257

we

as members of His Mystical Body
Holy Mass we do not so much adore
Our Lord, as we offer Him, the Divine Lamb, in
sacrifice to the Most High.

which offering
participate. At

2. Holy Mass is supreme Sacrifice, the
most pleasing to God. It is a holocaust of the Son of Cod, a reenactment
of the Sacrifice on Calvary. No other sacrifice can equal, or even approach it in sublimity or effects. And in Liturgy the entire
Church takes part in this sacred drama,
with members all over the world, with
Masses at every hour, in all nations. (See

sacrifice

pages 286-28"] , 310.)
Mass is not only invocation; it is also evocation,
for by the sacred rites God the Son comes down in
Flesh and Blood. Somewhere in the world, at any
hour of the day or night the Church is offering
sacrifice, the Son of God Himself, at Holy Mass.
It is a perpetual oblation offered to the Creator.
3. Holy Mass is the chief act of Catholic
worship. All the grandest functions of Lit-

— ordinations, consecrations, professions take place during the celebration of
urgy

this Holy Sacrifice. All our own important
individual undertakings should likewise
be commended to God by the offering of

Holy Mass.
Let us join in this offering of the Divine Lamb,
Lord, the Head of one Mystical Body. Let
us sing in this chorus of praise, offering our Sacreceiving the Divine Lamb in Holy Communion, all as one family, united with Our Lord in
His Mystical Body the Church. Then we shall be
living a truly Catholic life, and we shall effect our
sanctification.

Our

rifice,

Which

is

the great

public

prayer

in

Liturgy?

The

central act of Liturgy
Sacrifice of the Mass.

is

the Holy

The Divine
prayer, as

By Holy Mass the Mystical Body of
Christ through its Head, and by the min-

Office

Holy Mass

is
is

the great public
the great Sacrifice.

1.

istry of His priest, offers sacrifice to Almighty God. In the Mass we unite ourselves with the Son of God Himself, there
as Priest and Victim. And in the Mass the
Church Militant is one with the Church

Triumphant and
one

in the

pages 2 14,

the
Mystical

Church Suffering, all
Body of Christ. (See

2 88-289.)

Holy Mass is a sacrifice, indeed, the very sacriour redemption mysteriously made present
altar.
(See pages 286-287)
Holy Mass is
not a private devotion; it is not simple adoration
of the Blessed Sacrament. It is the Sacrifice offered
by the Redeemer Himself to Almighty God, in
fice of

on the

.

Divine Office

a public prayer because
the priest offering it acts in the name of
the Church, not for his own individual self.
Priests are official intermediaries in the
Mystical Body of Christ. Just as we offer
the Sacrifice of the Mass by the hands of a
priest, so we offer the Divine Office by his
mediation. Thus in Liturgy we unite ourselves with the sacerdotal prayer of the
Church, rendering adoration to God. (See
pages 330-331.)

A

is

is always a mediator between God and
his hands we offer Sacrifice. By his Divine
he prays for us, presenting our petitions,
begging for us favors from God.

priest

man. By
Office

"KNOW GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE

Our Lord Himself fasted often. He fasted forty days
and forty nights before He began His public life.
By Church law,

all

123.

baptized persons between the

Second
"To

What

A

fast

Commandment
and

to abstain

A FAST DAY?

is

is a day on which only one
allowed; but in the morning
and evening some food may be taken, the

full

fast

day

meal

is

quantity and quality of which are determined by approved local custom.
1.

The one full meal may

be taken either

at noontime or in the evening. Only at
meal may meat be taken.

“Meat”

ages of 21 and 59 years are bound to observe the
law of fast, and all baptized persons over 7 years
of age are bound to observe the law of abstinence.

this

the flesh of warm-blooded land animals, including birds and fowl. At the principal meal
meat may be taken on a day of fast except on
days of complete abstinence like on all Fridays.
is

2. T wo other meals, both meatless, may be
taken according to each one’s needs; but together they should not equal another full
meal. Eating between meals is forbidden;
but liquids, including milk and fruit juices,
are allowed. Wine, coffee, tea, cocoa, lemon-

of the

Church

on the days appointed"

ade, beer, sherbets,
are permitted.

and

like

WHO ARE OBLIGED
FAST

preparations

to observe the

days of the Church?

All baptized persons between the ages
of 21 and 59 are obliged to observe the fast
days of the Church, unless they are excused
or dispensed.
Persons dispensed from fast must, however, obabstinence unless they have also been dis-

serve

pensed from abstinence.

When health or the ability to work would
be seriously affected, the law does not oblige.
For this reason those of weak health, the sick,
the convalescent, nursing mothers, the very poor,
in hard labor are excused from
the fast; also nurses and teachers. One in doubt as
to his duties in this matter should consult a parish
priest or his confessor.

and those engaged

"KNOW GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE”

Second Commandment of the Church

What

is

A DAY OF ABSTINENCE?

A day of abstinence is a day on which we
are not allowed the use of meat.
Fish, snails, frogs, oysters, shrimps,

and crabs may

be taken on abstinence days, a well as milk, butter,

and similar foods. Lard and the fat of
any animals may be used in cooking and seasoning.
On an abstinence day which is not also a fast
day, only the quality, not the quantity, of food
cheese, eggs,

is

regulated.

There are two kinds of abstinence days:
complete and partial.
(a) On
days of complete abstinence
meat, and soup or gravy made from meat,
may not be used at all.

(b)

On

days of partial abstinence meat,

and soup or gravy made from meat, may be
taken only once a day at the principal meal.

W HO ARE OBLIGED to observe
ABSTINENCE days of the Church?

the

All baptized persons over 7 years of age
are bound to observe the abstinence days
of the Church unless excused or dispensed.
1. The sick and convalescent, those who
do extremely hard work, and those too poor
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Fast and abstinence are pleasing to God only
when we also refrain from sin and engage in good
works. We should honor Our Lord’s passion during

Lent by abstaining from worldly pleasures and
amusements.
2. Even from merely natural motives,
and abstinence, far from ruining the
health as some people claim, on the contrary
are a preservation of health. Reputable physicians will bear out this fact.

fast

3.

Fast and abstinence should not be

car-

ried to excess, to the injury of our health.

HOW

WE KNOW

CAN
the days appointed for fast or abstinence?

We

can know the days appointed for fast
or abstinence from the instructions of our
bishops and priests.
A Catholic calendar should be consulted.
1.
In most of the dioceses of the United
States, the days of fast are:
a.

The weekdays

of Lent,

up

to

midnight

Holy Saturday.

of

b.

Ember

days.

These are twelve in number, three per season;
the Wednesdays, Fridays and Saturdays
Sunday of Lent, Pentecost, September
and December 13.

namely,

after: the first

to obtain other foods are excused.

14,

The law of abstinence binds even those not
obliged to fast. One who believes he has sufficient
reason to be excused should consult a priest.
2. When there is a great concourse of people, or if public health is concerned, the
bishop can grant a dispensation, for a particular locality, or even for the entire diocese
from the law of fast or of abstinence, or both.

Why

does the Church
fast and to abstain?

command

is

not because meat and other foods

The Vigil of Pentecost Sunday, Dec.
either Dec. 23rd or 24th, as one
choose.

and

Pastors have the

power of granting dispensation

in particular cases, from fast or abstinence, or both,
to individuals as well as families.
2. In most dioceses of the United States
the days of abstinence are:

us to

The Church commands us to fast and to
abstain in order that we may control the
desires of the flesh, raise our minds more
freely to God, and make satisfaction for
sin. It

c.

7th

may

a.

For complete abstinence— Fridays, Ash

Wednesday, Dec. 7th and either Dec. 23rd
or 24th, as one may choose.
b. For partial abstinence— Ember Wednesdays and Saturdays, and the Vigil of

Pentecost.

are in themselves evil.

3. There is neither fast nor abstinence
on Sundays and holydays of obligation.

“I chastise my body and bring it into subjection
perhaps after preaching to others I myself
should be rejected” (1 Cor. 9:27). One who cannot
fast should do some other penance.

dioceses from fast

lest

1.

The forty days fast observed
’

in

Lent

Who

in imitation of Our Lord,
fasted
forty days in the desert. It is a preparation
for Easter. Friday as a day of abstinence
is

commemorates Our Lord’s Good Friday.

Bishops may grant a general dispensation in their
and abstinence on legal holidays,
Washington’s Birthday, Independence Day, etc.
Catholics should inquire of their parish priest if dispensation is granted.
e.g.,

4. In some dioceses (a) the days of “fast and
abstinence” are only four: Ash Wednesday, Good
Friday, Dec. 7th, and Dec. 23rd or 24th, as one may
choose, (b) Days of abstinence: All Fridays of the

year.
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The sacrament of Penance was instituted by Our
Lord. The Apostles administered it. Thus in their
time, as the Bible says, the Christian converts came
to them,
confessing and declaring their deeds."

Thus they

(1)

came

to St.

Paul

in

Ephesus (Acts

19:18).

124.

3rd and 4th

12)

The

Our Lord

first

daily.

Christians
It

is

received the Body of

the wish of the Church that

if

we cannot imitate them, we should at least receive
Holy Communion every time we hear Mass, on
Sundays and holydays of obligation. We should
not need to go to Confession for each Communion.

Commandments

of the

Church

“To

confess our sins at least once a year."
‘‘To receive Holy Communion during the Easter Time.”

What is meant by the commandment to
confess our sins at least once a year?
By the commandment to confess our sins
at least once a year is meant that we are
strictly obliged to make a good confession
within the year,

if

we have

a mortal sin to

confess.

All

who have reached

the age of reason
generally at the seventh year, are bound by
this law, under pain of mortal sin. We may
go to any confessor who is lawfully approved, whomever we prefer, in whatever
i

church he may be.

No special time is ordered for the yearly confession, but it is usually made in preparation for the
annual Easter Communion. The annual confession
and communion

is

what we

call

“Easter duty.”

2. Although the requirement is only once
a year, good Catholics will not be satisfied
with such a meagre partaking of the sacrament of penance. It need hardly be said that
if anyone has the misfortune to fall into
mortal sin, he should go to confession
without any delay. Should this not be possible, he must make an act of perfect contrition, and have the desire to receive the
sacrament.

We should strive to go to confession at least once
Many Catholics go to confession once a
week, to the great benefit of their souls.

a month.

3. When in danger of death, baptized
persons in the state of mortal sin have the
obligation of receiving the sacrament of
Penance.

"KNOW GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE"

”

Third and Fourth Commandments of the Church

WHY should

we GO TO CONFESSION

FREQUENTLY?
We should go

frequently
because frequent confession greatly helps
us to overcome temptation, to keep in the

state of grace,

and

to confession

to

grow

in virtue.

The

graces that we receive from confession are given abundantly if we receive
the sacrament frequently. Our soul is like
a house undergoing cleaning at confession;
the more often the house is swept and
scrubbed, the cleaner it is bound to be.
1.

The

devil, expelled

from the soul

at confession,

tries to return again and again; but there will be
no danger of his breaking in if the soul is barred
and protected by the graces of confession, a strong
defense against evil. “Confess, therefore, your sins
to one another” (James 5:16).

Confession not only serves to cleanse
from past offenses, but helps to strengthen

2.

us

us against sin, and increases us in virtue.
It is a potent medicine that not only gives
a thorough cleaning, but also injects powerful nourishment.
Converted sinners are generally careful to go to
confession frequently, because from confession they
obtain strength to resist their former sins that try
to tempt them back to the wrong path. Confession
is like the Prodigal Son’s father, who is tilled with
joy upon his return, and who brings out to offer
him everything the house contains, in order to make
him glad he has returned.
3 It is not necessary to
.

go

to confession

for each Holy Communion, so long as one
has no mortal sin. For prudent advice, one
should consult one’s confessor.

What sin does a Catholic commit who
neglects to receive Holy Communion
worthily during the Easter time?

A Catholic who neglects to receive Holy
worthily during the Easter
time commits a mortal sin.

Communion
1

.All

who have come

to the use of reason

are bound by this law of Easter communion.
Parents, teachers, and pastors are obliged to
see that the children under their care comply with their Easter duty. One does not
fulfill the duty if his communion or confession is unworthy.
Catholics should not be satisfied with
receiving the Body of Our Lord only once
a year. The early Christians used to receive
Communion at every Mass.
2.
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We should endeavor

to receive Holy Communion
as the Church urges. It does not seem

frequently,
very generous to make Our Lord wait one whole
year when we may receive Him every day. If we only
thought over our faith and realized what a great
privilege

it

is

for us to receive

our hearts, we would not need

God Himself
to

be obliged

into
to

go

Holy Communion.

to

The Church prescribes annual communion in order that we may comply with
3.

the divine command to receive the Blessed
Eucharist, and that the life of grace may be
preserved in our souls.
Christ Himself commanded: “Unless you eat the
Flesh of the Son of Man and drink His Blood, you
shall not have life in you” (John 6:54). Holy
Communion is the food of our souls. Let us not
starve our souls by denying them this heavenly food.

When we are sick, we are eager enough to
rush here, there, and everywhere, seeking
remedies. But Holy Mass with Communion
is the supernatural remedy for sick souls;
and how many are there who seek it?

WHAT

IS THE
United States?

EASTER TIME

in the

The

Easter time in the United States begins on the first Sunday of Lent and ends

on Trinity Sunday.
Trinity Sunday, that
cost

is

is, the Sunday after Penteeight weeks after Easter.

It is fitting to receive Holy Com1.
munion at Easter, because it was just a few
days before Easter, during the Last Supper,
that Our Lord instituted the Holy Eucharist.
In the early days of Christianity, Christians
generally received Holy Communion as often as
they could hear Mass. The law prescribing the reception of Holy Communion at Easter time was
made in the thirteenth century.
2. As Christ died and rose again in the
Easter time, it is fitting that Christians
should at this time die to sin by the Sacra-

ment

of Penance, and rise to the life of
grace through the Sacrament of the Holy
Eucharist, which is a pledge of the future
resurrection.

“As Christ has arisen from the dead, ... so we
may walk in newness of life” (Rom. 6:4).

also

(Note. Full explanations of the Sacraments of
Penance and Holy Eucharist are to be found on
pages }io to 433, inclusive. They explain the
manner of going to Confession and receiving Holy

Communion.)
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To help support our pastors, we can give various
things, according to our means, their needs, and
the needs of the Church. We can offer money, vestments, furnishings for the Church, food, candles, etc.
We should make a liberal offering every time

125.

Fifth
“To

some service for us, as at
baptisms, funerals, blessing of our houses, marriages, etc. If there is a regular fee charged, we
should not only pay it willingly, but, if we are able,
give more than what is required.
the pastor performs

Commandment

What is meant by the commandment to
contribute to the support of the Church?
By the commandment to contribute to
the support of the Church is meant that
each of us

is obliged to bear his fair share
of the financial burden of the Holy See, of
the diocese and of the parish.

As St. Paul says: “What soldier ever serves at
own expense? Who plants a vineyard and does
not eat of its fruit? Who feeds the flock, and does
not eat of the milk of the flock?” (1 Cor. 9:7-8).
his

We

are bound to support our parishes
those in charge of them, because justice

and
commands

it,

and God ordained
whose

pastors are those priests in
or parishes we live.

Church

Pastors and curates are appointed by the Bishop,
and charged to give the necessary religious instruction, administer the sacraments, watch over the
welfare of the faithful, etc. “The Lord
directed that those who preach the gospel should
have their living from the gospel” (1 Cor. 9:14).
Good citizens never think of grumbling about the
taxes they pay the government. They have as great,
if not greater, obligation to help support the Church.

spiritual

2. We are also obliged to help support
our diocese, as well as the Pope, and to
meet all Church needs according to our

ability.
If

1.

of the

contribute to the support of the Church.”

it.

Our

districts

we do not support

the Church,

we are unfaith-

ful to Christ's command that it “go and make
disciples of all nations.” To teach, the Church has
need of funds; our spiritual superiors need material

support as much as we do, if not much more on
account of their duties. “The laborer is worthy of
his

wages"

(1

Tim.

5:18).
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Fifth

Commandment

Mass stipends are given, not

3.

in pay-

ment for the spiritual benefits, but as a
means of support for the one who says the
Mass. One cannot buy a Mass.
The usual stipend for a low Mass has been one
But when you consider that many priests
and missionaries depend on stipends for their living, this amount does not go very far. The cost of
living has risen, but the stipend has not increased
in amount.

dollar.

FOR WHAT PURPOSES

does

the

Church need help?
Maintenance of public worship, eduand charity, as instruction of the

1.

cation,

young, relief of the poor, upkeep of the
churches, seminaries, schools, colleges, asylums, hospitals, cemeteries, orphanages, etc.

Maintenance of missions in our counand abroad.

2.

try

WHAT WAYS

IN

UTE

to the

Some

of the most
a

common
liberal

offering to the priest

some

WE

ways are:

and voluntary

when he performs

ceremony in our behalf, such
our houses and children, etc.

religious

as blessing

In parishes with an established schedule of fees
for baptism, confirmation, marriage, and burial, the
fee should be paid without arguing or bargaining.
More than the scheduled fee should be given by
persons of means, as the schedule is for those of
ordinary financial ability. The very poor are not
expected to give anything. Sacraments are administered to

them without

By not
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4.

By supporting a student in the semsome orphans in Catholic schools,
and priests in the missions, etc.

inary,

catechists

What merit before God it must be to support a
student for the priesthood, or a priest in the miswe cannot ourselves go to serve Him there,
we, as it were, offer Him a representative. If a
father has no son for the seminary, he keeps a
substitute there! And we remember that such persons as we benefit only naturally feel towards us
a special affection, and will devote many of their
prayers for their benefactors; what blessings may
we not expect from the Masses and prayers of one
whom we have helped on the way to the Priesthood!
sions! ff

HOW MUCH SHOULD WE CONTRIBUTE for the support of the Church?
We should contribute as much as we can,
according to our means.

CONTRIB-

support of the Church?

By making

1.

may

of the Church

collected for the Holy Father are called “Peter’s
pence’’; funds collected on Mission Day are sent
to Rome, too, for the Propagation of the Faith, the
spread of the Faith in mission lands.

fee.

put some offering

1.
Persons who are in moderate circumstances and with large families cannot be
expected to contribute as much as those

who

are rich.

Ordinarily, if we give each month one
day’s wages or revenue, the needs of the
Church will as a rule be taken care of. This
is surely not too heavy a burden.
2.

Some people go on

year after year without giving

Church even when they can well do
These people should remember that the Church
and her ministers cannot subsist on air.
a cent to the
so.

In parishes of some dioceses there is the
Scriptural practice of TITHING, that is, of
3.

on the collection plate every Sunday and
holyday. Even children should form the

giving 10 per cent of one’s income for
Church support and charitable uses (Deut.
Income is our yearly earnings
14:22-23)

habit of putting in a few cents.

from the

not edifying to see people with diamond
rings on their fingers let the plate pass by unnoticed, or put in a dime or a quarter. It certainly
does not show much sense of proportion to give a
quarter in church, and then to go out and ride in
a luxurious car and proceed to a party that costs
some ten dollars or more.

industry.

2.

It

3.

failing to

is

By contributing

for the erection of a

to special funds, as

church or a school, the

maintenance of religious establishments,
the Mission Day funds for the Propagation
of the Faith, for missions and retreats, etc.

We should be especially eager to contribute to
funds collected directly for the Holy Father, as a
proof of our loyalty to and love for the Father of
all Christians, the Vicar of Christ on earth. The alms

.

4.

profits of land, stock, or personal

Persons

God

ber that

who are

rich should rememgave them their wealth. They

should return some of it to Him in thanksgiving for His generosity, remembering
that

He

gives wealth only as a trust.

Wealthy Catholics should remember the Churth
in their wills. Many of these Catholics leave funds
to some lay institution or other, for the erection of
this or that building, and completely forget to leave
anything to their Mother Church.

(Sixth

Commandment

“To observe the

of the Church:

laws of the Church
concerning marriage.” - See pages 360-361,
“Church Laws on Marriage.”)
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3.

The sacraments are " actions of Christ
His grace enters our soul to give it divine
to nourish it.

The sacraments derive

their efficacy

126
What

is

.

By them
life

from

and

Christ,

Thus

to give grace.

1. Only Christ instituted the sacraments,
because only God can endow signs with

power to give grace.
From the teaching of the Church, from tradition,
and from Holy Scripture, we know that Christ inthe

stituted the seven sacraments. All the schismatic
Eastern churches that separated from the Catholic
Church in the early years of the Christian era continue to recognize the same seven sacraments that

Church has no power

to

2. An outward sign is something perceived by the senses. The external thing or
action is called the matter, and the formula
of words, the form, of the sacrament.

is

good regardless

of the

Sacraments

For example, we see the water used in baptism;
we hear the words pronounced as the water is
poured. These are sensible signs perceived by the
senses of sight

there are three things absolutely necessary

to constitute a sacrament: (1) institution by Christ;
(2) an outward sign, and (3) power to give grace.

the Church does. The
institute sacraments.

them. Good medicine
druggist or physician.

The Seven

A SACRAMENT?

A sacrament is an outward sign instituted
by Christ

by Whose merits we possess them. They do not
derive any merit from the person administering

The

and hearing.

sacraments signify the graces they

actually give. Thus the washing in Baptism
the inward washing of the soul

signifies

from sin. The sacraments always give the
graces they signify, provided the recipient
puts no obstacles.
It is principally

through the sacraments that

we obtain the grace of God. They
by which grace enters our souls,
divine life and to nourish them.

HOW MANY

are channels
give them

to

sacraments are there?

There are seven sacraments: Baptism,
Confirmation, Holy Eucharist, Penance,
Anointing of the Sick, Holy Orders, and
Matrimony.

KNOW GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE”

The

Seven Sacraments

There are seven sacraments and only seven, no
more, no less, for the simple reason that Our Lord
instituted seven. These seven sacraments are a gift
of love from the Son of God, a gift for which He
paid His very

One

of the requisite dispositions for receiving a
is the desire and will to receive it. For
infants and those who do not have the use of reason, the intention is supplied by the Church. We
take their consent for granted or at the word of
their sponsors.

sacrament

2. Ceremonies, although not necessary for
the validity of the Sacraments, are used in
their administration, in order to make the

and

more solemn and meaningful,

to increase the devotion of the recipient.

Our Lord Himself used ceremonies, as when He
spat upon clay and moistened with it the eyes of a
blind man.

FROM WHOM
ceive their

power

do the sacraments

re-

Jesus Christ.
The sacraments

1. Each sacrament possesses the power
from God to make the soul of the recipient
holy and pleasing to Him. This supernatural power is termed sanctifying grace.

Sanctifying grace is abiding and permanent and
only by mortal sin. The sacrament that first
gives this grace is Baptism. The sacrament that
restores this grace to those who have lost it by sin
is Penance. The other sacraments give an
increase
lost

of sanctifying grace.

Each sacrament

also

gives

a

grace

proper to

itself, a special effect on the soul,
from the effects of other sacraments;
called sacramental grace.

distinct

through sin; sacraments of the living have
for their chief purpose to give more grace
to souls already spiritually alive through
sanctifying grace.
1. The sacraments of the dead are: Baptism and Penance. They restore souls dead

in sin to the life of sanctifying grace.

These sacraments increase sanctifying grace
received by one already in the state of
grace. Thus when a person receiving absolution
in the sacrament of Penance only has venial sins,
he receives an increase in sanctifying grace.

when

2. The sacraments of the living are: Confirmation, Holy Eucharist, Anointing of
the Sick, Holy Orders, and Matrimony. To
souls already spiritually alive through sanctifying grace, these sacraments give more

the fulfillment of the duties

imposed by the particu-

For example, the sacramental grace

Matrimony gives a right to the assistance of
in fulfilling the duties of the married state.

of

3.

If

God

received with the proper disposi-

tions, the sacraments always give grace.

is

sacrilege

to

efficacy from Christ; consequently they give grace of themselves, as long as we
have the right dispositions.

the

sacraments

of

living if one is in the state of mortal sin.
sacramental grace that should be obtained
suspended until the person recovers the state

of grace.

Which are the sacraments that can be

RECEIVED ONLY ONCE?
The

sacraments that can be received only
once are: Baptism, Confirmation, and Holy
Orders.
These three sacraments confer an official and
permanent status within the Church; they are diferent participations in the priesthood of Christ.
1. This is because these sacraments imprint on the soul a spiritual mark or character, which consists in a special dedication
to Christ. This mark is indelible, and is
not effaced by anything, not even mortal
sin. It will be borne by the soul for all
eternity, for its greater glory if in heaven,

and

for

its

greater

priest will be

mark on

shame

known

his soul,

if

in hell.

as a priest forever, by the
in heaven or in

whether he be

hell.

2.
Holy Eucharist, Penance, Anointing
of the Sick, and Matrimony leave no indelible mark, and may be received more

than once.
Anointing of the Sick may be received only once
same sickness. Matrimony cannot be repeated
one of the parties dies. The more often
Penance and Holy Eucharist are received, the
in the

They derive their

receive

the

The

A
Sacramental grace consists in divine help towards,
lar sacrament.

sacraments

for their
chief purpose to give the supernatural life
of sanctifying grace to souls spiritually dead

is

are actions of Christ: through
the visible rite, it is He Who sanctifies us, just as
truly as when He said to Mary Magdalen, “Thy
sins are forgiven.”

is

ments OF THE DEAD and
OF THE LIVING?

It

sacraments receive their power to
give grace from God, through the merits of

this

the difference between sacra-

grace.

to give grace?

The

2.

267

is

Sacraments of the dead have

life.

1. A sacrament administered to anyone
against his will is invalid, and will have no
sacramental effect.

occasions

What

until

better for the soul.
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John the Baptist

St.

in

Catholic Faith

the river Jordan, before

He

began His public life. This baptism was a figure of
the sacrament that Christ was to institute later.
2.

The Apostles baptized

127.
What

is

Baptism
souls the

all

converts before

is

life

baptized him

“What

the sacrament that gives our
of sanctifying

grace by

which we become children of God and heirs

whom

the eunuch
tures,

The Sacrament

BAPTISM?

new

Pentecost, three thousand were baptized. Philip,
one of the first seven deacons, after instructing

said,

of Baptism

we do?’’ after Peter’s first sermon, Peter
“Repent, and be baptized every one of you

in the

your

he had met reading the Scripin a river they were passing.

shall

name

sins’’

of Jesus Chiist, for the forgiveness of
(Acts 2:38). About 3000 persons were

baptized.

of heaven.
2.

Baptism is the very first sacrament we may receive.
Unless we are baptized, we are forbidden to receive
any other sacraments. Baptism has the three essentials of a sacrament: (a) it was instituted by Christ;
(b) it is a sensible sign; and (c) it confers grace.
i. The sacrament of Baptism was instituted by Christ ( perhaps at His own Baptism)
and commanded at His Ascension.
,

He
make

said to the Apostles:
disciples of all nations,

“Go, therefore and

baptizing them in
of the Father, and of the Son, and of
Holy Spirit” (Matt. 28:19). The Apostles
obeyed His command on the very day of Pentecost. in answer to the question of the multitudes.
the
the

name

Christ instituted Baptism as the sacraof spiritual rebirth, making the bapmembers of God’s family. Baptism

ment
tized

infuses grace into their souls,
supernaturally like to God.

making them

As children of God they are given the right to
enter heaven, and to gain merit by their good
work, ‘‘Unless a man be born again of water and
the Spirit, he cannot enter into the kingdom of
God” (John 3:5).
3. The sacramental grace of Baptism is
a regenerative grace that helps those baptized to live well the supernatural life they

have begun

as children of

God.

“KNOW GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE
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Those who through no fault of their

does baptism take away?

own have
Baptism takes away original sin, and also
actual sins and all the punishment due to
them, if the person baptized be guilty of
any actual sins and truly sorry for them.

Baptism is the only sacrament that can
1
remit original sin. It cleanses us from all
and actual, and remits all punishment due.

not received the sacrament of Baptism can be saved through what is called
baptism of blood or baptism of desire.
Either baptism of desire or of blood entitles one
baptism by water.

to the possession of heaven, just as

However, only baptism by water imprints a character on the soul, and so entitles one to the recep-

.

sin, original

tion of the other sacraments.

An unbaptized person receives the
1.
baptism of blood when he suffers martyrdom

If an adult receives baptism with the proper
dispositions, that is, with faith and contrition, his
actual sins are taken away with original sin, as well
as all temporal punishment due to his actual sins.
Thus if an adult dies immediately after baptism,
he goes straight to heaven, whatever the sins he may

have committed.

2.
it

When

Baptism takes away original

gives our souls the

grace.

new

life

Thus by Baptism we

sin,

of sanctifying

are

born again.

are THE EFFECTS of the character imprinted on the soul by baptism?

What

The

effects of the character

imprinted on

the soul by Baptism are that we become
of the Church, subject to its laws,
and capable of receiving the other sacra-

for the faith of Christ.

One who lays down his life for Christ or some
Christian virtue is said to have received baptism of
blood. Our Lord promised, “He who loses his life
for my sake will find it” (Matt. 10:39). Thus the
Holy Innocents whom Herod slew out of hatred
for the Infant Jesus received the baptism of blood.
2.
An unbaptized person receives the
“baptism of desire” when he loves God
above all things, is sorry for his sins, and
ardently longs for Baptism when it is im-

possible to receive it; or when not knowing
the necessity of Baptism, sincerely wishes
to

do

all

WHEN

required for salvation.

should

CHILDREN

be baptized?

Children should be baptized as soon as

members

possible after birth.

ments.
1.

By Baptism we become members of the
Church and children of God. We are given
the right to enter heaven, and to gain

We

merits by our good works.
assume the
obligation to act as lay apostles for the
spread of the Faith.
Baptism imprints an indelible sign or character

on the soul. This character marks us as Christians,
and cannot be removed by anything, even mortal
sin. This character prevents the sacrament from
being repeated: we can be baptized only once.
“For all you who have been baptized into Christ
have put on Christ” (Gal. 3:27).

WHY

is

baptism

salvation of all

NECESSARY

for the

men?

If possible, this

should be done within

a week.

Except when in danger of death, an infant
should not be baptized without the permission of
a parent or guardian. Children who have come to
the age of reason cannot be baptized without
their

own

consent.

Infants may receive the baptism of
blood, but not the baptism of desire, since
they have not as yet the use of reason.
2.

Theologians have suggested various ways in which,
they believe, babies who die without Baptism
might be saved. But since this is only pious belief,
parents sin mortally if they neglect the Baptism
of their children.
3. Since infants who die unbaptized have
sins, they live in a place of
natural happiness called “limbo.”

committed no

Baptism is necessary for the salvation of
all men, because Christ has said: “Unless a
man be born again of water and the Spirit,
he cannot enter into the kingdom of God.”

Catholic parents who put off for a long time, or
entirely neglect, the Baptism of their children put
them in danger of losing heaven and the vision
God eternally. Although in limbo infants enjoy

of

From the time of Christ this has been the unequivocal teaching of the Church. The reason lies
in the fact that only Baptism can remit original
sin; no one with any taint can enter heaven.
'KNOW'

complete natural happiness surpassing any on earth,
such happiness cannot compare with the bliss of
heaven, where souls see God face to face. One is
natural, the other supernatural joy.
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form

Sacraments Matter

Minister
Ordinary:

"I baptize

Water

of the Son,

you in the Name of the Father, and
and of the Holy Spirit.

THE PRIEST
Extraordinary:

ANY PERSON
"I

fytUMCC

Sins

absolve you from your sins in the Name of
and of the Son, and of the Holy

the Father,
Spirit,

you with the sign of the cross, and I
confirm you with the Chrism of salvation.
In the name of the Father, and of the Son,
and of the Holy Spirit.”
"I sign

Gnfhnuii'mi

CltviSm

<HvCy Suclmist

Wine

m

JioCu

i

of tfieSCai
Mo(y Orders

Matrimony

Body. For This is the Chalice
of My Blood of the new and eternal testament,
the mystery of Faith; which shall be shed
for
you and for many unto the remission of sins. ”

By this holy
may the Lord

anointing and His most loving mercy,
forgive you whatever wrong you
have done by the use of your sight (hearing,
speech, etc.).”

Jht/kXltwi The words which

dMand
We
faithut

\

THE
PRIEST

Ordinary

THE BISHOP
Extraordinary

A PRIEST

6S

My

’’For This is

'Breads,

&

the bishop says to the candidate
upon the imposition of hands.

The

"I will,” by which both spouses indicate the
mutual consent to the contract.

THE
PRIEST

THE
PRIEST

THE
BISHOP

*

THE
SPOUSES

)
|%J SIGNIFIES INDELIBLE CHARACTER
|

This chart

and

shows clearly the various matter, forms,
each of the seven sacraments. In it

ministers of

may be found

which are the sacraments of the

128.

HOW

living, implying the necessity of being in the state
of grace before reception; and which are the sacraments of the dead, not necessitating that state.

Form, Matter and Ministers of Baptism

would you give

BAPTISM?

would give Baptism by pouring ordinary water on the forehead of the person
to be baptized, saying while pouring it: “I
baptize you in the name of the Father, and
of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit.”
I

The

“pouring of water” is the matter, and “the
words” the form of Baptism.
i. The form must be said at the same
time the water is poured, and must be said
by the same person pouring the water, so
that everything takes place as one act.

No changes may be made in the wording. For
example, the words “of the Holy Trinity” may not
be substituted for “of the Father, and of the Son,
and of the Holy Spirit,” because Jesus explicitly
commanded Baptism to be given “in the name of
the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit”
(Matt. 28:19). The word “Ghost” may be substituted for “Spirit.”

'

2.
Baptism is validly administered
whether performed by total immersion, by

infusion, or by aspersion. By infusion, the
water is poured on the head, forehead,
or face. In cases of emergency, it may be

poured on any part of the body. The water
must flow on the skin, of the person being
baptized, not merely on the hair. By aspersion, water is sprinkled on the head.
In the time of the Apostles Baptism was usually,
though not exclusively, conferred by immersion.
first baptisms on Pentecost could not have
been by immersion, on account of the great number,

The

three thousand, baptized. All these three methods
are valid; but our present practice is by infusion.
3. The water used for solemn Baptism,
i.e. when a priest confers it with the ceremonies, is called baptismal water. It is
natural water mingled with holy oil and
chrism, and blessed with special prayers.
Ordinary holy water is not baptismal water.

KNOW GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE ”

Form, Matter, and Ministers of Baptism
Spirit .”
Peter baptized Cornelius and his family in water
(Acts 10:47); Philip did the same with the eunuch
(Acts 8:38). From the Gospel one cannot conclude
the use of anything but water in the baptism administered during Apostolic times.

Our Lord spoke of “water and the Holy

4. In cases of necessity, when someone
other than a priest administers the baptism,
any natural water, such as water from the
sea, river, fountain, faucet, rain, or even
mineral water, may be used. Holy water
may also be used.

WHO CAN ADMINISTER BAPTISM?
The

the usual minister of Baptism, but if there is danger that someone
will die without Baptism, anyone else may
priest

and should

is

baptize.

Because Baptism

necessary prerequisite to enter heaven, when an unbaptized person is in danger of death, and no
priest

is

available,

is

a

anyone may

However, it would be very wrong
without serious reason.

baptize.
to

do

it

In the early days of the Church, religious instruction preceded Baptism; the candidates for Baptism were called catechumens. In those days, solemn
Baptism was administered on Holy Saturday, on
the eve of Whitsunday, and on the eve of the
Epiphany. From those early times has come our
practice today of having the water for Baptism
solemnly blessed on Solemn Easter Vigil, that is, on
Holy Saturday night.
1
The bishop or pastor, or a priest propdelegated, is therefore the ordinary
minister of Baptism. But in cases of necessity, when there is danger of death and an
ordinary minister is unavailable, anyone—
man, woman, or child, Catholic or nonCatholic, atheist, or pagan— may and should
baptize; that person then becomes the extraordinary minister of Baptism.
.

erly

When

properly given, lay baptism is as valid as
baptism given by a priest. In order to baptize
validly, natural fresh water or holy water is poured,
on the head, face, or body of the person being baptized, and at the same time the words are pronounced: “I baptize you in the name of the Father,
and of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit.”
2.

If a person baptized by an extraordi-

nary minister survives, he cannot be baptized
again. However, he is taken to the church,
and the ceremonies that had been omitted
are supplied.

No one may baptize himself. A witness to a lay
baptism should be present, but this is not of
necessity.

"KNOW'
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Baptism administered by a Protestant

is valid if properly peris, with the use of water, together with the form of Baptism, and having
the intention to do what the Church does.

or other minister

formed: that

Conditional baptism

is

given

when

it is

uncer-

tain whether a person has been baptized, or when
there is fear of the sacrament having been administered improperly.
4. Children should be baptized in the
parochial church to which their parents
belong, because the registration should be

made

there.

In case a child is baptized in a hospital, at
home, or elsewhere, in some other church, the
parish priest should be notified.
5. After Baptism, a certificate is given
containing the names of the child, of his
parents, of his godparents, the dates of
birth, of Baptism, and the place of Baptism.

This is the BAPTISMAL CERTIFICATE. It
should be very carefully kept, as later it will be
for the sacrament of Confirmation. The
certificate is also necessary for marriage, holy
orders, or entrance into a religious community.
Parents should tell their children when and where
they were baptized, so that even should the certificate be lost and the parents die, the registration
may be traced.

needed

Why
in

is

the

NAME OF A SAINT

given

baptism?

The name of a saint is given in Baptism
in order that the person baptized may imitate his virtues, and have him for a protector.
1. The names of angels are also given, as
well as names referring to mysteries or
sacred appellations, events, and doctrines.

In certain countries it is a practice, even when
another baptismal name is given, to include for
girls the name Mary, and for boys the name Joseph;
for example: Mary Louise, Joseph Francis, etc.

The Church does not approve of
2.
heathen or fantastical names, such as combinations taken from a him or novel, or
made up from various words.
Christian parents will quite naturally want to
give a Christian name to their child. At least one
of the child’s names must be a saint’s name, so that
the child may have a patron in heaven whose
virtues he may imitate and to whom he may look
for protection and help. It is permissible to add
non-saint names, such as family names, if the parents wish. There are books and pamphlets available
in Catholic bookstores which contain lists of saints’
names to help parents with their choice.
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The essential part of Baptism is the pouring of
water (2) together with the saying of the words of
baptism. At that moment the godparents must be
touching the child. Blessed

129.

salt

is

put

in

the child's

used

in

Baptism

are here summarized:
1. Reception of the candidate. At
the
church door the priest, in the name of the
Church, welcomes the candidate, saying:
“ Peace be with you.” Then he questions
him as to his purpose in wishing admission
into the Church. He is commanded to keep
the commandments, to love God and his
neighbor. The priest then breathes three

times upon his face to signify the spiritual
breath of life that is to be infused into his
soul, signs him with the cross, imposes his

hand on him as a sign that the Church takes
him as a ward, and then puts blessed salt
mouth.

The exorcisms follow, by which the devil is cast
out, with his power over the soul of the candidate.
The priest again signs the forehead with a cross,
as a seal,

(1),

symbol of the

Ceremonies and Sponsors

THE CEREMONIES

in his

mouth

and commends the soul

to

God.

spiritual

wisdom received

through Baptism. A lighted candle is given to the
person baptized or if an infant, to the sponsors
(3), to denote the light of the Holy Spirit received.

in

Baptism

Admittance into the church or baptistery. The priest then lays his stole on the
2.

child as a sign of his ecclesiastical powers,
and leads him into the baptistery, that he
may have part with Christ in everlasting
life. The godparents and the priest, together
with the candidate if he already is an adult,
recite the “Apostles’ Creed” and the “Our
Father” in sign of acceptance of the Faith.

Prayers of exorcism are recited again to break
the power of Satan over the child. The priest
touches the ears and nostrils of the candidate with

moistened thumb, to signify that the hearing
should be opened to the Word of God, and that the
candidate should live in the odor of sanctity.

his

3. The baptismal vows. The candidate’s
good will is tested in the baptismal vows, in
which he renounces Satan “and all his
ivorks and display,” that is, all sins and all

occasions of sin.

"KNOW'
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is

fered for us? (6) And do you believe in the Holy
Ghost, the Holy Catholic Church, the communion
of saints, the forgiveness of sins, the resurrection of
the body, and life everlasting?

oil of catechumens,
touched
on the breast that wisdom may thrive in his heart,
and on the shoulders, that he may patiently bear

after the blessing of the baptismal font at

person baptized is an infant, his godparents take the baptismal vows for him, in his name.
The vows and profession of faith take the form of
If the

answers to

questions.

six

Then

the

candidate

anointed with the

Then

the priest changes his
violet stole for a white one, to show that the separation from God of the soul is about to give way to a
life of grace. Follows the profession of faith, a
reiteration of the Apostles’ Creed, and formal
petition for Baptism. Nota Bene: In some dioceses
the ceremonies of giving salt, touching the ears and
nostrils, and anointing the breast and shoulders

the yoke of Christ.

may be

omitted.

4. The main act. The priest pours the
baptismal water three times upon the head
of the candidate in the form of the cross,
at the same time pronouncing the words:
“(Name of candidate), I baptize you in

name

the

of the Father,
of the Holy Spirit.”

and

and of the Son,

2.

We

should renew our baptismal vows

Easter Vigil service. We should also renew
them on our First Communion day, on
New Year’s Day, and after a mission or spiritual retreat.

DUTY OF A GODPARENT

What is the
after Baptism?

The duty of a godparent after Baptism is
to see that the child is brought up a good
Catholic, if this is not done by the parents.
1. In solemn baptism there must be at
least one godparent, of the same sex as the
one baptized. It is permitted to have two
sponsors: a godfather and a godmother.

ents

At this actual moment of Baptism, the godparmust touch the candidate, to show that they
incur and accept the spiritual relationship.

It is not permitted to have more than two godparents, and these two must be of different sexes.
Others who may be present are only witnesses. Godparents should be at least thirteen years of age.

Chrism. After the
5. Anointing with
pouring of water the person is anointed
with Chrism on the crown of the head, to
show that he is now anointed of God.

upon

A white garment is placed upon him
is now spotless with grace. A

that his soul

to

show

WHAT DO WE PROMISE
in

through our

Baptism?

We promise through our godparents in
Baptism to renounce the devil, and to live
according to the teachings of Christ and of
His Church.
The godparents make the responses for an infant
being

baptized.

3.

.To

the first three questions, we reply
through our godparents in Baptism. “I do
renounce him (or them)
To the last three
questions we reply, “I do believe.”

Do you renounce Satan? (2) And all his works?
And all his display? (4) Do you believe in God,

(1)

(3)

A

spiritual relationship

is

established

who

baptizes him.

This relationship, called spiritual affinity, forbids marriage between the persons thus related.
No spiritual affinity is contracted between the godfather and the godmother of a person, nor between
his parents and his godparents.
4. If the person chosen godparent cannot be present at the Baptism, another can
is, he can be sponsor by
proxy. The absent godparent must, however, have the intention of being godparent.

act in his place: that

These are called the baptismal

By them the person renounces Satan and all
works and pomps; that is, sin and all occasions.

1

godparent has the duty of looking
the baptized person as his spiritual

between the person baptized and his sponsor, as well as between him and the one

Who

vows.
his

A

him, when necessary,
the proper religious education, and of guarding him spiritually even when he is grown.

lighted

candle is put in his hand to impress upon him that
he should ever keep burning in his heart the light of
faith and virtue. And finally, the newly baptized
child of God is dismissed, with the blessings of
the Church: “Peace be with you.” The garment
and candle are kept as souvenirs of one’s baptism.

godparents

2.

child, of providing for

the Father Almighty, Creator of heaven and earth?
Do you believe in Jesus Christ, His only Son,
into the world and suf-

(5)

Our Lord, who was born

should he chosen as godparents for

*

Baptism?

Only Catholics who know their faith and
live up to the duties of their religion
should be chosen

as

godparents for Baptism.

A godparent is supposed to be a practical
Catholic. Non-Catholics, Masons, those who married out of the Church, and all other excommunicated persons cannot be sponsors. Neither can the
father, the mother, the husband, or the wife of the
person to be baptized be the godparent.
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The ceremonies of Confirmation begin by the Bishop
extending his hands over those to be confirmed
ID, invoking the Holy Ghost. He signs with the

tion.

sign of the cross the forehead of

things,

130.
What

is

each separately

with chrism (2), pronouncing the words of confirmaHe gives the person a slight blow on the

cheek

The Sacrament

CONFIRMATION?

remind him to be ready
even death, for his faith.

13) to

to suffer all

of Confirmation

We should receive the sacrament of
Confirmation at the age when we pass from
childhood to youth. At that period all kinds
of temptations surround us, and we need
special strength from God to resist them.
3.

Confirmation is the sacrament through
which the Holy Spirit comes to us in a special way and enables us to profess our faith
as strong and perfect Christians and soldiers
of Jesus Christ.

In the early days of the Church,

Christ promised His Apostles the gift of the
Holy Spirit (Luke 24:49; John 14:16-17; 16:7, 12).
They understood that the promise was meant for
Christians. Hence after receiving the Spirit
on Pentecost Day, they conferred Him on all the
baptized: Acts 2:38 and 8:14-17.
all

Confirmation in a very special manner
Holy Spirit with His sevenfold
“Then they laid their hands on them,
and they received the Holy Spirit” (Acts

it

was the

cus-

tom to confirm very young children. The sacrament of Confirmation is today delayed in order that
the recipient may first have a basis of knowledge of
the fundamentals of faith. Even when Confirmation
is administered to infants and very young children,
they truly receive the sacrament. The age is a
matter of discipline in particular dioceses.

1.

brings us the

4. The bishop
Confirmation.

gifts.

8:17)

Confirmation for the Christians may be likened
day of Pentecost for the Apostles, when they
received the Holy Spirit under sensible signs:
tongues as of fire, and a mighty wind. The Apostles
themselves administered the sacrament of Confirmation, as at Samaria and Ephesus. “And when
Paul laid his hands on them, the Holy Spirit came
upon them” (Acts 19:6). “Laying of the hands”
was the earliest name for Confirmation.
to the

Any

baptized Christian may be confirmed. Although the sacrament is not necessary for salvation, it is sinful to neglect it,
as it confers many graces.
2.

is

the usual minister of

Sometimes, however, the Holy See gives missionary priests the power to administer this sacrament. Pastors and administrators of parishes in
their respective territories are granted the faculty of
confirming, as extra-ordinary ministers, those who
are in danger of death from sickness, accident, or
old age.

WHAT IS NECESSARY to receive Confirmation properly?

To

receive Confirmation properly, it is
necessary to be in the state of grace, and to
well the chief truths and duties of

know

our religion.

'KNOW GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE

The Sacrament
For Confirmation,

a knowledge of the
chief truths and duties of our religion is
required. This is why, if a person who is to
be confirmed has reached the age of reason,
1.

he

is

examined.

The Apostles’ Creed, the Commandments, the
Sacraments and common prayers are the basis of
any examination in religion.
Confirmation is a sacrament of the
Therefore when one who has reached
the age of reason is to be confirmed, he
must first go to confession if burdened with
mortal sin, in order to be in a state of grace.
2.

living.

The person to be confirmed should obtain his
Confirmation card. He must go to the church
properly dressed. He must go early; when many are
to be confirmed, the doors are closed before the
beginning of the ceremonies, to prevent the entrance
of latecomers. The person confirmed must not leave
the church before the whole ceremony is finished.
3.

Upon approaching

the bishop, the per-

son to be confirmed must kneel. Children
may stand. The sponsor stands behind, with
the right hand on the shoulder of the person
to be confirmed. There is only one sponsor,
of the same sex as the one confirmed.

WHAT DOES THE BISHOP DO

when

he gives confirmation?

When giving confirmation, the bishop
lays his hand on the head of the person he
confirms, and anoints the forehead with
holy chrism in the form of a cross as he
says: “I sign you with the sign of the cross,
and

you with the chrism of salname of the Father, and of
the Son, and of the Holy Spirit.”
I confirm
vation, in the

1. Holy chrism is a mixture of olive oil
and balm, blessed by the bishop on Holy
Thursday. By anointing the forehead with
chrism in the form of a cross is meant that

the Catholic who is confirmed must always
be ready to profess his faith openly and to
practice

it

fearlessly.

The cross marked on our foreheads at Confirmation reminds us never to be ashamed to profess
ourselves disciples of a crucified Saviour.
must

We

profess our religion openly whenever we cannot
keep silence without breaking some law of God or
of the Church; for example, when we are challenged to make profession of our faith, when the

Church

is

being attacked.

After the anointing with chrism, the
bishop gives the person confirmed a slight
blow on the cheek, saying, “Peace be with
2.
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believed that originally it was
“the kiss of peace” given by the bishop,
which in the case of babies was replaced
by a caress on the cheek. For centuries,
however, the explanation given is that the
blow should remind the confirmed to be
ready to suffer for Christ’s sake.
It is

Finally the bishop gives all his blessing. Then
those who have been confirmed or their godparents
pray the Credo, “Our Father,” and “Hail Mary.”
3. Those in charge should take care that
proper registration takes place after Confirmation. When a person is confirmed outside his own parish, notification must be
sent to the parish where he was baptized.

What are

the effects of Confirmation?

Confirmation increases sanctifying grace,
its special sacramental grace, and imprints a lasting character on the soul.

gives

1. Confirmation grants us the special
grace by which our faith is deepened and
strengthened, and we become concerned not
only for our own spiritual needs, but for

those of others.
Confirmation makes us sharers with Christ in
His role of Redeemer. We participate with Him
in the task of extending His Kingdom, by adding
new souls to His Mystical Body. Our words and our
works are directed not merely to our own sanctification, but also to the purpose of making Christ’s
truths alive and real for those
“soldiers of Christ.”

around

us,

we

are

By

Confirmation we also receive that
grace Jesus promised to His Apostles: “You
2.

shall receive power when the Holy Spirit
comes upon you, and you shall be witnesses
for me. ..even to the very ends of the earth”
(Acts 1:8).

The confirmed will not longer remain on the
defensive fighting for his faith when being attacked.
He will go forth joyfully in the fulfillment of vocation of soldier of Christ. He will become restless
unless he is doing something worth-while for others
—something to make more secure their promise of
eternal life. He will join the ranks of Catholic
Action, he will start being a real soldier of Christ,
he

will

be “another Christ.”

The

character of Confirmation is a
and indelible sign which marks the
Christian as a soldier in the army of Christ.
3.

spiritual

The confirmed

as Christ’s soldier will

be loyal to

Whose cause he serves. He is prepared to
undergo any sufferings, even death if necessary. He
do all in his power to expand the kingdom of
God. Because Confirmation imprints an indelible
character on the soul, it may be received only once.
his King,
will
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At the Consecration at Mass, the bread and wine
are changed into the Body and Blood, Soul and
Divinity of our Lord Jesus Christ. This is the Sacra-

In

ment

Easter morning

that Jesus instituted at the Last

131.

What

Supper

(1).

The Sacrament

THE HOLY EUCHARIST?

is

The Holy

Eucharist is a sacrament and a
which Our Saviour Jesus Christ,
body and blood, soul and divinity, is contained, off ered, and received under the appearances of bread and wine.
sacrifice in

Christ instituted the Holy Eucharistt
Last Supper, the night before Hee
died. The Apostles were present.
1.

at the

EUCHARIST
sacrament
tuted

is

in Greek means thanksgiving. The
e
so called because when Christ insti-

He

gave thanks. Today, it is the chieff
means by which we give thanks to God, through1
the

it.

Holy

the Blessed Eucharist is the same Person who
was born in Bethlehem (3), crucified on Calvary
and rose gloriously from the dead on the first

(2),

of the

(4).

Holy Eucharist

Himself. “My delight is to be with the
children of men” (Prov. 8:31).
It is called the Sacrament of the Altar, because
it is consecrated and reserved upon an altar. It is
offered up on the altar in the Holy Sacrifice of
the Mass.

3. The Holy Eucharist is called Holy
Communion when it is received, usually in
church. It is called Holy Viaticum when it
is received during a serious illness, or at the

hour of death.

HOW

DID CHRIST INSTITUTE

the

Holy Eucharist?

Sacrifice of the Mass.

2. The Holy Eucharist is also called the2
it is the most
t
excellent of all sacraments. It gives us Christt

Blessed Sacrament, because

Christ instituted the Holy Eucharist in
this way: He took bread, blessed and broke
it, and giving it to His Apostles, said: “ Take

and

eat; this

is

My

body”; then

He

took a

"KNOW GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE”

The Sacrament of the Holy Eucharist
cup of wine, blessed it, and giving it to
them, said: “All of you drink this; for this
is My blood of the new covenant which is
being shed for
sins”; finally,

many unto

He

the forgiveness of

gave His Apostles the com-

“Do this in remembrance of Me.”
When Our Lord said, “This is My

mission:
1.

body,” the entire substance of the bread was
changed into His body; and when He said,
“This is My blood,” the entire substance of
the wine was changed into His blood.
In the Holy Eucharist, we find the three essentials of a sacrament. The institution was at the Last
The matter is bread and wine; the form
consists of Our Lord’s words. The grace is a nourishing grace coming from the very body and blood

Supper.

of Christ, helping us to be more closely united to
God and our fellowmen in supernatural charity.
2. After the substance of the bread and
wine had been changed, only the appearances of bread and wine remained.

By the appearances

of bread and wine we mean
all those outward forms and accidentals, like color,
taste, smell, weight, shape, and whatever else that
appears to the senses. This is the double miracle
of the Holy Eucharist: the changing from bread
and wine into Jesus Christ, and the existence of
the appearances of bread and wine without their

substance >

WHY DO WE BELIEVE

We believe that Christ changed bread and
wine into His own Body and Blood, because:
1. His words clearly say so. At the Last
Supper He said: “This is My Body,” not
“This is a symbol of My Body,” or “This
represents My Body.”
“And while they were at supper, Jesus took

bread and blessed and broke, and gave

it

to his dis-

and said, “Take and eat; this is my body."
taking a cup, he gave thanks and gave it to
them, saying, “All of you drink of this; for this
is my blood of the new covenant, which is being
shed for many unto the forgiveness of sins” (Matt.

ciples,

And

26:26-28).

Previously, on the day after the first
multiplication of the loaves and fishes, Our
Lord had promised to give His Flesh to eat
and His Blood to drink. On this occasion,
it is clear that the Jews took Our Lord’s
words literally. Many of the disciples left
Jesus and “walked no more with Him,” because they could not believe such a thing
as He promised. But Jesus, although very
sad at their leaving, did not take back His
words or explain them differently.
'KNOW'
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am

the bread of life. Your fathers ate the
in the desert, and have died. This is the
bread that comes down from heaven, so that if
anyone eat of it he will not die. I am the living
bread that has come down from heaven. If anyone
eat of this bread he shall live forever; and the
bread that 1 will give is my flesh for the life of the
world.’
“The Jews on that account argued with one
another, saying, ‘How can this man give us his
flesh to eat?’
“Jesus therefore said to them ‘Amen, amen, I
say to you, unless you eat the flesh of the Son of
Man, and drink his blood, you shall not have life
in you. He who eats my flesh and drinks my blood
has life everlasting and I will raise him up on the
‘I

day. For my flesh is food indeed, and my blood
drink indeed. He who eats my flesh, and drinks
blood, abides in me and I in him. As the living Father has sent me, and as I live because of
the Father, so he who eats me, he also shall live
because of me” (John 6:48-57).
last

is

my

3. The Apostles understood that Christ
meant His words at the Last Supper to be

literal. St.

Paul writes:

“The cup of blessing that we bless, is it not the
sharing of the blood of Christ? And the bread that
we break, is it not the partaking of the body of
Therefore whoever eats this bread
.
the Lord?
.
or drinks the cup of the Lord unworthily, will be
guilty of the body and the blood of the Lord” (1
Cor. 10:16; 11:27).
.

that Christ

changed bread and wine into His own
Body and Blood?

2.

“

manna

4. It has been the continuous belief of
Christians from the beginning of ChristiAugustine said, “Our Lord held
Himself in His own hands, when He gave
His Body to the disciples.” It was only in
the sixteenth century that some Protestants, breaking away from the True Church,
denied it and introduced a different doc-

anity. St.

trine.

The churches which separated in the early cenfrom the Catholic Church all believe in the
doctrine of the Holy Eucharist as being the very
Body and Blood of Christ.
turies

How was Our Lord able to change bread
and wine into His body and blood?
Our Lord was able to change bread and
wine into His body and blood by His almighty power.
If God made the universe out of nothing. He
certainly could change bread and wine into His

Body and Blood.

Christ Himself changed water in-

to wine at the marriage feast of Cana, by a mere
act of His Divine Will. Every day we can see the
results of God’s power in the miracle of growth:

people grow, the trees grow; inanimate or dead
matter is assimilated as food and continues as living
beings or vegetation,— all by the power of God.
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Holy Eucharist Our Lord is present whole and
Body, Blood, Soul and Divinity. When the

Blessed Sacrament
a sanctuary lamp

entire.

The

132.

WHEN

priests
wine into

His body and blood?
Christ gave His priests the power to
change bread and wine into His body and
blood when He made the Apostles priests
at the Last Supper by saying to them:

“Do

remembrance of

this in

Thus He commanded them and

Me”
their successors

to renew till the end of time what He had just
performed. This change of bread and wine into
the body and blood of Christ continues to be made
in the Church of Jesus Christ, through His priests.

HOW DO

PRIESTS EXERCISE

their

power to change bread and wine into the
body and blood of Christ?
Priests exercise their power to change
bread and wine into the body and blood of
Christ by repeating at the consecration of
the Mass the words of Christ: “This is My
body... this

is

My

blood.”

reserved in the tabernacle (5),
is kept burning before it.

16)

Real Presence

DID CHRIST GIVE His

the power to change bread and

is

Over the bread are pronounced the words: Hoc
est enim corpus meum, “For this is My Body.”
Over the wine are pronounced the words: Hie est
enim calix sanguinis mei, “For this is the chalice
of

My

Blood.”

At Mass,

at the words of consecration,
Transubstantiation takes place; that is, the
entire substance of the bread and wine is
changed into our Lord’s Body and Blood.
1.

After the words of consecration, there is no
longer any bread or wine on the altar, for they have
been changed into Christ’s Body and Blood. If it be
how transubstantiation can possibly be effected, we reply, "By the almighty power of God.”

asked

2. The appearances of bread and wine
remain. The consecrated Host continues
to look like bread, tastes and feels like
bread; but it is not bread, for the entire
substance of bread is changed into Christ’s
Body. The same is true of the consecrated
wine.

"KNOW GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE”

The Real
Jesus Christ WHOLE and ENTIRE
both under the appearances of bread, and
under the appearances of wine?
Is

Jesus Christ is whole and entire both
under the appearances of bread and under

the appearances of wine.
1. In the Holy Eucharist Christ is present
wholly, Body, Blood, Soul, and Divinity.

A little child preparing for her first Holy Communion was asked the difference between a crucifix
and the Blessed Sacrament. “Why,” the innocent
child answered, “the crucifix looks like Our Lord,
but

it

is

look like

not He. The Blessed Sacrament does not
Our Lord, but It is He Himself!”

2. Christ is whole and entire under the
appearances of bread or wine. As Christ’s
Body is a living body, and a living body has
blood, so Christ’s Blood is there wherever

His Body
Where

is.

Body and Blood are, there
must be His soul, for the body and blood
cannot live without the soul. And where Christ’s
Christ’s living

also

Soul is, there also is His Divinity, which cannot
be separated from His humanity.
3. Christ is whole and entire in each part
of the Host and in each drop in the chalice.
When the Host is broken, the Body of Christ

not broken, but

is

He

exists

whole and

entire in each fragment.
In a similar way, even when we break a mirror
many pieces, each piece reflects our face.

into

4. Christ’s Body and Blood are present
in the consecrated species as long as the
appearances of bread and wine remain.

Presence
souls;

279

our

The Holy

evil inclinations are lessened.

a pledge of everlasting life: “If any man
eat of this Bread, he shall live forever.” Holy Communion needs the Mass to supply the consecrated
species; for this reason Mass and Communion are

Eucharist

is

inseparable.

3 .To remain ever on our altars as a proof
of His love, and to be worshipped by us.

“Come to Me, all you who labor, and are burdened, and I will give you rest” (Matt. 1 1:28). We
say we love Jesus; do we prove our love? When we
have a dear friend, we are ever eager to be in his
presence;

do we show Jesus the same loving tenderHim that we go to

ness? Or are we so forgetful of
see Him only once a week?

Since Christ’s Real Presence

is

in the

WHAT HONOR ARE WE
BOUND TO RENDER IT?

Eucharist,

We are bound to render the Holy Eusame adoration and honor due
God Himself.

charist the

1. It is a most wonderful privilege to
have Christ actually present every moment
of the day and night.

When the Blessed Sacrament is in the tabernacle, it is covered with a curtain or veil, and a
sanctuary lamp is kept burning before it. When we
enter or leave the church, we should genuflect on
the right knee towards the tabernacle, as a sign of
adoration.
2. This is why the tabernacle is the most
precious part of a church. Special care
should be taken to keep the altar linen

clean; in

most parishes there are

altar so-

women who devote part of their
time to the care of altar linen, vestments, etc.

cieties of

When, therefore, we receive Holy Communion,
we bear within us, as long as the appearances of
bread remain, the Living Christ, Son of God.

WHY

does Christ give us His own body
and blood in the Holy Eucharist?
1

.

To be

rating

offered as a sacrifice

and renewing the

commemo-

sacrifice of the cross.

“For as often as you shall eat this bread, and
drink the cup, you proclaim the death of the Lord,
until he comes” (1 Cor. 11:26). In the Mass Jesus
offers

2.

Himself

To be

as a

Victim to His heavenly Father.

received in

Holy Communion.

“I am the bread of life
He who eats my flesh,
and drinks my blood, abides in me, and I in him
He who eats me, he also shall live because of
me” (John 6:48, 56, 58). The Holy Eucharist is food
to nourish the soul. By this food we are united to
.

.

.

.

.

.

Who

Christ,
nourishes us with His divine life;
sanctifying grace and all virtues increase in our

The Holy Father gives us good example. The
chapel of the Blessed Sacrament in the Basilica of
St. Peter’s is precious, with its unique tabernacle.
Dozens of vigil lights burn day and night before
Our Lord, as prayers for His people.

We

can show Jesus our love and
3.
gratitude by hearing Holy Mass every day
and receiving Holy Communion, by paying
Him a visit in the Blessed Sacrament, by
attending Benediction, by spending an hour
of adoration when the Blessed Sacrament
is exposed, and by other devotions.

When we pass by a church where the Blessed
is reserved, we should bow our heads as
a sign of respect, and say a short aspiration in
honor of Our Lord; men should raise their hats.
If we are not ill-bred enough to pass by a friend
without a word or gesture of greeting, shall we be
thus ill-bred towards Our Lord!
Sacrament
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From the beginning of man's existence sacrifices
have been offered to God. The children of Adam
,

133.
What

A

is

Nature and History of

A SACRIFICE?

vinity.

a special kind of gift-offering, addressed to God, our Creator and
Last End.
sacrifice is

In ordinary life we offer gifts to those
love or respect, as a sign of our affection or admiration or reverence, and as
a means of establishing or strengthening
friendly relations with them. In this way,
for instance, we give Christmas and birth1

And

Sacrifice

since

God

is

invisible.

He

is

represented by the altar which receives the
offering: gifts are placed on it, the life-blood
of animals is poured on it; the offering is

sometimes burned on the altar, as part of
the symbolism: it is given up to God.

.

we

day presents.
In their relations with the Divinity, men have
spontaneously adopted a similar practice. God is
our Creator, the Giver of all good things, and He
is our Last End in whom alone we can find fulfil-

ment and happiness. Men

offer

Him

gifts

from

among the things they have received from Him, in
Him as the Creator and Giver
of all things. A gift thus offered to God becomes
sacred, the offering of it is called a sacrifice.
order to acknowledge

2. From the very beginning men have
acknowledged God’s supremacy by offering

sacrifice.

The essence of the

sacrifice

is

a

which signifies the transfer of the gift
into the immediate possession of the Di-

rite

and Eve, Abel and Cain , offered sacrifice to God.
Abel offered sheep; Cain, fruits of the earth.

Because men have always felt their sinfulness and
their unworthiness to approach God, they have
offered their sacrifices through the intermediary of
priests, men specially consecrated and set aside for
the service of God.
3. Men have often offered the most valuable animals of their flocks. God, of course,
does not need anything, and all we have is
His. He does not seek our possessions, but
ourselves, our free love and self-surrender,
and this is what the exterior sacrifice signifies: the oblation of the gift is a symbol
of
our interior sacrifice, of the adoration and
love by which the soul gives itself completely to its Creator. Without this interior sacrifice the exterior offering is meaningless,

insincere, and cannot be pleasing to God.’
What matters therefore is not so much the
value of the gift as the sincerity of the

giver’s self -gift.

"KNOW GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE"

Because they did not have a knowledge of the
true God, the ancient Greeks and Egyptians offered
human sacrifices. The Caananites used to offer
human victims to their idol Moloch, heating the

Self-oblation

is

the

and most complete
its intensity measures
man’s religious attitude.

finest

expression of true religion;
the quality

and depth of

a

brazen statue of the god red-hot, and casting the
victims into its arms. Even today some pagan
peoples offer human

sacrifices.

perversion enters when the true

Thus

God

we see how
is

not known.

is natural for man to give outward expression
to the feelings that move his interior being. For
this reason he bursts out in praise when he thinks

It

and holiness of God; he must give
something up as a sign of gratitude; he must offer
a gift when he feels his insignificance in begging a
favor; and he tries all kinds of penitential works
when he realizes his iniquities.
of the greatness

Giving requires giving up something. Sincere self-oblation to God implies that we
mean to give up self-seeking, to seek God’s
will and pleasure rather than our own will
and satisfaction. Sacrifice is something

great and

difficult.

In common language we speak of making sacriperson or a cause, of a mother sacrificing herself for her children. The meaning is that
something valuable— time, luxuries, health, life itself— is given up for another, for love of him.
fices for a

an act of adoration, such
be offered to no creature.
stood to be

What

as

can

are the purposes of sacrifice?

The purposes of sacrifice are: to give honor
or adoration to God, to offer Him thanks,
to beg a favor, or to make propitiation.
In other words, the purposes of sacrifice are:
adoration, thanksgiving, petition, and atonement.

is sacrifice

offered?

1.

A

sacrifice of living animals, such as
is a bloody sacri-

an ox, a lamb, or a dove,
fice.

A

sacrifice of

wine, or wheat,

The

offering of sacrifice is an honor
reserved to God alone, because it is under4.

what forms

In

Sacrifice is offered in either the bloody
or the unbloody form.

is

some food, such
an unbloody

as fruit,

sacrifice.

Among

the Jews, the animals used to be slaughtered, their blood poured out upon the altar, and
their flesh consumed by fire or eaten by the priests

and those for whom the sacrifice was offered. The
unbloody oblation was burned up or eaten by the
the wine was poured
out on the altar.

priests after being offered;

2.

Some heathens, with perverted ideas,
human sacrifices to their idols.

offered

The King of Moab
own son as a sacrifice,
Israelites.

"KNOW GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE”

(4 Kings 3:27) offered his
to obtain help against the
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God gave

to

Moses detailed

instructions
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sacri-

ficial offerings (Lev. 1-7; 16; 22). Among the Jews,
the high-priest, in the name of the people, offered

morning and evening an unbloody

sacrifice of in-

On certain solemn feasts the Jews sacrificed hundreds of animals amidst impressive ceremonies.
Their chief feasts were: (a) the Pasch or Passover,
which
commemorated their deliverance from
Egypt; (b) the Pentecost, in remembrance of the

oil, and frankincense. Then he offered
a bloody sacrifice of a lamb, together with food

cense, flour,

and drink. On the Sabbath, two lambs, with bread
and wine, were offered in addition as sacrifice.
Law received on Mount Sinai; (c) the Tabernacles,
to commemorate their wanderings in the desert;
and (d) the Expiation or Atonement, in which the
priest sacrificed for his own and the people's sins.
These

sacrifices

typified

the

sacrifice

"KNOW GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE”

of

Christ.

Among

the Jews there were different ranks or
orders of priests, as the high-priest, the priests,
and the Levites: These ranks were a figure or type

of the different orders that were to be in the Church
founded by Jesus Christ. The people faithfully
obeyed their priests, and supported them with alms.

The Jewish sacrifices were merely types of the
on Calvary, and ceased with the
passing of the Old Law. In the New Law we have

Calvary by His death. The High Priest

Sacrifice of Christ

the True Sacrifice, the

same

that Christ offered

on

self,

“It is

and

is

Christ Him-

Christ, too, is the Victim. St. Paul said,
impossible that sins should be taken away
and of goats" (Heb. 10:4).

with blood of bulls

"

My
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The death of Christ on the cross was a true sacrifice.
He offered Himself to His heavenly Father to expiate
the sins of the world. As a Victim, He suffered first.
Then He died, crying, “It is consummated!" thus
completing the sacrifice. On Calvary, Christ Him

134.
What

is

is

In the early days of the Church, Mass was called
the Breaking of Bread, the Lord’s Supper, the
Sacrifice, the Eucharist, the Holy Liturgy, the
Solemnity of the Lord.

In the Old Testament the sacrifices
were far from perfect; sheep and goats were
unworthy offerings to God in acknowledgment of His power and glory. In the time of
the Old Law of the Jews, God had expressed
His purpose to institute a new sacrifice.
1.

one

In the
Sacrifice

New

Sacrifice

sacrifices of the

the sacrifice of the New Law
in which Christ, through the ministry of the
priest, offers Himself to God in an unbloody manner under the appearances of
bread and wine.

2.

was the Highpriest, and at the same time the
This sacrifice reconciled God with man.
Since the Jewish sacrifices were only a foreshadowing of Our Lord's sacrifice, they ceased
when His was offered, as foretold by the prophets.
self

Victim.

The New

THE MASS?

The Mass

.

Testament, there is only
which has replaced the many

Old Testament

era.

This

is

the sacrifice of Christ, offered once in a
bloody manner upon the Cross and now
re-enacted daily on our altars.
3. The Church has always taught that the
Mass is a true sacrifice. St. Paul implies this
when he says: “We have an altar from which
they have no right to eat who serve the tab-

ernacle (meaning the J ews) ” (Heb. 13:10)

The prophet Malachia foretold the universality
of the sacrifice of the Mass. Since there are Catholic priests and churches all over the world, this
prophecy is today accomplished literally, for in all
places the “pure offering” Holy Mass, is offered.
4 .The sacrifice of the Mass is offered to
God alone. However, it may be offered to
God in honor of the saints and angels,
especially

on

their feasts.
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Sacrifice

Jilltf

Christ instituted the Holy Sacrifice of the Mass at
the Last Supper. After praying, He blessed bread

and wine, and changed them

Body and
Blood, saying to the Apostles: “ Take and eat; this
is my body
All of you drink of this; for this is
.

Who

.

into His

.

offered

THE FIRST MASS?

Our Divine Saviour

offered the first Mass, at
the Last Supper, the night before He died.
1.
At the Last Supper, Jesus Christ
offered Himself up as a sacrifice to the
Eternal Father, under the appearances of
bread and wine.

my blood

of the new covenant, which is being shed
many unto the forgiveness of sins" (Matt.
26:26, 28). These words are known as the words
of consecration at Mass, by which bread and wine
become the Body and Blood of Jesus Christ.
for

After the

sacrifice to

"And while

they were eating, Jesus took bread,

he broke and gave

and
said, ‘Take; this is my body.' And taking a cup and
giving thanks, he gave it to them, and they all drank
of it; and he said to them, ‘This is my blood of the
new covenant, which is being shed for many’ ”
(Mark 14:22-25).
blessing

it,

it

to them,

2 The following day, J esus Christ freely
submitted Himself to His Passion and
death by crucifixion at the hands of his
.

enemies.

"KNOW'

consecration, having offered Himself

God

The Mass

a real sacrifice, for in it a
up for the purpose of
with God. It is, however, a
unique kind of sacrifice— the sacrifice of
the Cross, communicated to the Church.
(See next two pages.)
3.

Victim
and

first

under the appearances of bread and wine, Christ
turned to his Apostles and said, “Do this in
of me” (Luke 22:19). By those
words. He told them to do as He had done, offer
in sacrifice to God His body and blood under the
appearances of bread and wine; he commanded
them in those words to offer Mass, as the perfect

remembrance

is

is

offered

reconciling

man

At the Last Supper Our Lord evidently meant
a visible sacrifice. He chose for the act
the very time when the old sacrifice of the Paschal
lamb was celebrated. The very words used by
Christ in instituting the sacrifice of the Mass, the
to institute

“new covenant”

or “new testament,” were almost identical with those used in the institution of
the sacrifice of the Old Law.
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The Mass is the chief and central act of Catholic
worship, the greatest act of worship that can be

135.

Why
as

is

THE MASS

the

The Mass and
same

sacrifice

THE SACRIFICE OF THE CROSS?
The Mass

the same sacrifice as the sacrifice of the cross, because in the Mass the
Victim is the same, and the principal Priest
is the same, Jesus Christ.
1.

is

The Mass

is

the very

same

sacrifice

which was offered up at the Last Supper
and on Calvary; it is the living presence
of the sacrifice of the Cross.

On

Calvary, Christ offered Himself up
by accepting a cruel death out of obedience
to the heavenly Father and for our redemption. At the Last Supper, He offered Himself for the impending immolation: “This
is my body.
This is my blood of the new
covenant, which is being (or will be) shed
for many.” He added: “Do this in remembrance of me.” At Mass, the Victim immolated on Calvary is offered anew, by the
priest repeating the same words with which
Christ offered Himself at the Last Supper.
.

.

offered to God, an infinite ocean of graces for
and the dead.

the living

Calvary

The Mass

does not, strictly speaking, renew the
Cross. Christ has been immolated
all. The Church, by the symbolic separabody and blood (in the double consecration), represents the historic sacrifice and offers it
anew to the heavenly Father. As St. Paul writes:
“For as often as you shall eat this bread and drink
this cup, you proclaim the death of the Lord, until
he comes” (i Cor. 11:26).
sacrifice of the

once for
tion of

2. The Mass is no mere remembrance or
memorial of Calvary. Christ, the Victim of
Calvary, is really present, and with Him
the permanent power or efficacy of His great

sacrifice.

power

is

Through the new offering that
now communicated and applied to

the Church, to all of us. In this sense, the
sacrifice of the Cross is present (sacramentally) in the Mass.

The priest offering the mass is Christ’s minister
representative. He utters the words of consecration in the name and person of Christ, saying:

and

“This
is

is

My

Christ’s

Body. This
Body, etc.”

is

My

Blood;’’ not, “This
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The illustration shows the solemn blessing of the
grapevines from which the grapes are taken to

prepare wine for the consecration during the Sacrifice of the Moss.

DIFFERENCE BETWEEN
THE CROSS and the
THE MASS?

applies to us the power and merit of that

What is the
Sacrifice of
Sacrifice of
the

The manner

us, while in the Mass He applies to us the
merits and satisfaction of His death on the

cross.
1.

Christ was immolated on

Calvary,

once and for all; He is now in glory, and
can die no more. How then can we say that
is continually sacrificed on our altars?
Because, as we just explained, Christ the
Victim of Calvary is offered anew.

He

It is clear that the Mass is a unique kind of
sacrifice— a sacramental sacrifice, essentially related
to the Cross and depending on it. It is on the Cross
that Christ became the Victim of salvation; now

He is glorified, but as the Victim who has offered
Himself, has been accepted, and can now apply the
merits of His sacrifice.
2.

The

tain of

sacrifice of the

all

sacrifice.

The sacrifice of the Cross is all-sufficient. The
to it, but unfolds its riches, it
brings Calvary within the reach of all men in every
clime and age, in order that all men may unite

Mass adds nothing

which the sacrifice is
offered is different: on the cross Christ
shed His blood and was put to death, while
in the Mass there is no new immolation of
the Victim, but only a new offering. On the
cross Christ gained merit and satisfied for
in

Cross

is

grace and salvation.

themselves

3.

The

it

and draw upon

sacrifice

its

infinite

on Calvary was offered

up by Christ for us; while at Mass He
offers

Himself through

us.

By changing our gifts into His body and
blood, Christ puts, as it were, His precious
sacrifice into our hands that we may present it to the heavenly Father. In this act
He “appears before the face of God on our
behalf” (Heb. 9:24)
By offering, we appropriate the treasures of
Christ’s sacrifice. But if our offering is sincere, it
expresses our own interior self-oblation to God.
Thus the Mass becomes the oblation of the whole
Mystical Body, the Church offering herself through
and with Christ, her Head and Saviour. Thereby
she draws upon the treasures of the Cross, in proportion to the fervour of her offering.

Thus

the foun-

The Mass

with

treasures.

the

Mass

is

the sacrifice of the

Cross communicated to the Church.
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4.

Holy Mass
intention:
petition,

may be

offered to

God

Ends and

136.
What

are

Mass

the

with a fourfold

by way of adoration, thanksgiving,
and atonement. It is for the spiritual and

is

THE PURPOSES

Fruits of the

for which

offered?

To ADORE God

our Creator.
The Mass is the ONLY worthy gift we can offer
God; in it we offer to Him His own Son. Having a
1.

as

perfect sacrifice in the Mass, Christians need, and
have, no other sacrifice to offer to God but this one.
2.

To THANK God

for

His many favors.

In the
for us to

Mass Jesus Christ the Son of God speaks
His eternal Father; we have an advocate
with Him. Can we fail but speak well, having this
instrument of thanksgiving?
3.

on

To ASK God

all

to bestow

temporal welfare of the living, and for the eternal
repose of the dead. Every day of the year Holy
Mass is offered, except Good Friday.

His blessings

men.

Holy Mass may be offered

for the living of whatever creed. It may be offered for departed Catholics.
The priest may not offer Mass publicly for departed
non-Catholics, but the persons hearing the Mass

may do so. Persons hearing Mass may have their
own private intentions for offering it, aside from
the intention of the priest. Mass may be offered for
any intention except that which is in itself bad.

Mass

To SATISFY

the justice of
the sins committed against Him.
The Mass reconciles

man

with God,

God

as

we

for

learn

from the words of Christ uttered at the Last Supper,
“This is my blood, which is being shed for many
unto the forgiveness of sins” (Matt. 26:28).
are not redeemed all over again by the Mass, for
we were redeemed once on the cross; but the Mass
applies to our souls the fruits of redemption gained
for us on the cross. As a perfect propitiatory sacrifice,
the Mass satisfies the justice of God.

We

WHAT FRUITS ARE DERIVED

from

holy Mass?

By means

of the Mass, the fruits of the
sacrifice of the cross are applied to our
souls.

The sacrifice on the cross— the passion and death
of Christ— is the gold mine of graces; Holy Mass
is
the machinery that takes the gold out for us.
At Mass a torrent of graces flows from the altar of
God to enrich men. God makes use of other means
of grace, such as prayer; but in no other means are
graces applied to us so generously.

"KNOB"
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Ends and Fruits of the Mass

There are different kinds of Masses: (a) low Mass,
read or recited by the priest; (b) high Mass, sung
by priest and choir; and (c) solemn high Moss, with

deacon and subdeacon

assisting the celebrant
These are not really different; they differ only in

AT MASS we

l.

(a)

Grace

particularly obtain:

to repent of mortal sin.

not necessary to be in the state of grace to
hear Mass; the sinner does not commit a fresh sin
by doing so; on the contrary he obtains the grace
of conversion. Upon the cross Christ cried: "Father,
forgive them;” at Mass He utters the same prayer
on behalf of those present.
It is

Forgiveness of venial sins for those
are in the state of grace.

(b)

who

Augustine said that one “Our Father” prayed
with devotion would expiate the venial sins of a
whole day; how much more effective would be the
Mass, which is the supreme prayer offered to God!
St.

(c)

thief,

the

We may

obtain eternal rewards provided we are
We also obtain temporal blessour work, and protection.

3. The whole Church on earth and in
purgatory participates in the general fruits,
for the Mass is offered for all. The special

fruits benefit:
(a)

The

(b)

The

is

present at the Sacquickly admitted into
his sins all forgiven.

A pon-

a high Mass said by a bishop. A

in the state of grace.
ings, such as help in

priest

who

celebrates the Mass.

person or persons for

whom

offered.

who was
due

is

The fruits of the Mass are granted to
the person hearing it devoutly, not only in
answer to his prayers, but directly, in virtue
of the Sacrifice itself, through which the
merits of Christ are applied to his soul.

it

Cross, was
heaven, with the penalties

of

Mass

tifical

bishop puts on his vestments and takes them off
before the altar, unlike the priest, who vests himself in the sacristy. Above is a pontifical Mass.

Remission of the temporal penalty

due to sin.
The penitent
rifice

the elaborateness of the ceremonies used.

(c)

Those who serve or

assist at the

Mass.

2 .At Mass we are sure that our prayers
are heard in the Mass, because in it Our

(d) Those for whom the faithful present
pray and offer the Mass in union with the

Lord Himself prays

priest.

for us.
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The most impressive of all solemn Masses is the
High Mass of the Pope. The Holy Father says Mass
facing the people. The Pope is the only one that

is

THE VALUE OF A MASS?

A

Mass has infinite value, because it
the renewal of the sacrifice of the cross.

is

The value of a gift is proportionate to the dignity of the giver and the cost of the gift. The Mass,
the only worthy gift for God, is offered by Christ,
the Son of God; it cost Him His very life.
1.

Therefore to assist or offer Mass

is

a

good work of greater excellence than any
other.

By other good works we
human. In the Mass we

Lateran Church),

and

St.

Mary Major.

Value of the Mass; Offerings

137.
What

can say Mass on the high altars of the four basilicas
in Rome: St. Peter's, St. Paul's, St. John's (the

us by a priest who is not worthy, since Mass has its
intrinsic value; in a similar way, a diamond is a
diamond, even if the jeweler selling it be a bad man.
3- However, as a good work, the graces
and favors are limited, partly by the will
God, and partly by the dispositions of
those to whom the fruits are applied. Therefore, the more devotion we have at Mass,

of

the greater will be the profit

Two

young men went

to

visit

we

offer to

offer

God

Him

gifts that are
gifts that are

divine: His own only-begotten Son. There is no
more holy and divine act that can be performed on
earth than the sacrifice of the Mass.
2 The efficacy of the holy sacrifice does
not depend on the worthiness or unworthiness of the priest; he is only the minister
of Christ, Who is both Priest and Victim.

derive.

Rome. Their

schedule limited their stay there to one day.

The

first

young man, upon arrival, immediately visited all the
famous portions of the city, finally ending with a
visit to the Holy Father and the Vatican. The second
young man, being fatigued by the journey, lay
down to rest. He fell asleep and awoke only when it
was too dark to go anywhere. Both went to the
same city, but one did not profit from his journey.

.

The virtue of the Mass

is

of

itself,

quite apart

from the worthiness of the priest. For this reason,
we do not lose the merits of Mass if it is offered for

WHY IS AN OFFERING MADE
priest

to the

who says Mass?

An

offering is made to the priest who says
Mass, to provide for the things necessary

for the Sacrifice, and to
port of the priest.

assist in

the sup-

'KNOW GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE"
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Value of the Mass; Offering

The

hosts,

consecrated at Mass, taken by the
of pure unleavened

and people, are made

priest

1. Since the early years of the Church
the faithful, wishing to participate more
in the oblation, made offerings of
bread and wine for the consecration.

wheat flour mixed with water and baked. They
are prepared by chosen persons, usually religious.

WHEN
Mass

fully

Today

offerings are also made of vases and flowers, candle and candlesticks, altar linens, vestments
and sacred vessels as well as monetary donations for
the Mass.
2.

tom
or

Many

Catholics have the laudable cusof leaving a certain amount of property
in their wills, in order to have

money

Masses offered for them after their death.
A requiem Mass is said in black vestments, and
with special prayers for the dead. Masses said for
the dead for thirty consecutive days are called
Gregorian Masses.

291

cept

is

IS

MASS OFFERED?

day of the year exFriday and Holy Saturday, the

offered every

Good

vigil of Easter.

In the first centuries, bishops and priests celebrated Mass together; this is called concelebration.
Our present Masses, when priests are ordained, and
bishops are consecrated, are similar to those early
Masses.
1.
Ordinarily a priest is permitted to
say mass only once a day. On Christmas and
All Souls’ Day, however, he may say three

Masses.

On Sundays, holydays, first Fridays, etc., a
may say two, and even three,
Masses when the people’s needs so require.
priest with permission

WHAT MATERIALS ARE USED

for

consecration at Mass?

2.

Bread and wine are used for consecration
at Mass; a few drops of water are mixed
with the wine, because Christ did

so.

1. The bread for consecration
is made
from pure wheat flour mixed with water
and baked. No other flour may be used.

2.

The wine for consecration must be

the pure juice of grapes fermented.

Mass

is

usually said in the morning;

With the approval of the bishop, it may also
be said in the afternoon and evening.
In the early days of Christianity Mass was said
in the evening, after the example of the Last Supwhen the Mass was instituted. Later it was
thought better to have it said in the morning, for
a greater respect to the Holy Eucharist. In these
our days, Mass may be said at practically all hours
of the day, in order to facilitate attendance and the
per,

receiving of Holy

"KNOB7 GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE

Communion.
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The altar cards contain some of the Mass prayers
for the priest's convenience. Flowers may be used
on the altar except during the penitential seasons,
and at Masses for the dead. Along the whole

138.

The

WHERE is the sacrifice of the Mass offered?
The
1.

for Mass,

is

hung a

Altar

catacombs were underground galleries, of
which it is said Rome had about 400 miles.

offered the holy sacrifice
in a dwelling-house.

This is the origin of the rule of having Mass
said over the relics of saints. At the beginning of
the Mass the priest kisses the place. By this, too, we
profess our communion with the saints in heaven.

Mass

is

offered

The Apostles

In the New Testament, there are references to
meeting places of worship: churches are as old as
the Church. For perhaps the first three centuries,
Christians who were constantly persecuted used
private homes for their meeting-places for worship.
A table was used for an altar because it was on a
table that Christ instituted the Mass on Holy
Thursday. Another reason was that a table could
be easily hidden in times of persecution; also because Mass was generally offered in private homes.
2.

when ready

on a

sacrifice of the

consecrated altar.

on a table

front of the altar,

rich3.and ornamented cloth called the antipendium,
with color varying according to the color used for
the Mass, in vestments, etc.

In Rome, during the great persecu-

tions, Mass was celebrated on the tombs of
martyrs in the catacombs beneath the city,
where the Christians fled for safety. The

The lights which today we burn on the altar
during Mass also had their origin during the times
of persecution, when the Christians had to hear
Mass in dark passages underground. They may be
taken to symbolize divine grace.

When the persecutions were over, the
Holy Sacrifice was offered in churches upon
altars of stone. Stone altars date from the
sixth century.
The altar, then as now, was often erected so
that the priest and the faithful faced the east, the
source of light, as God is the Source. In those days
the baptistery used to be a separate building.

"KNOW GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE

The Altar

In

is

and furnishing of the altar everydown by law. The greatest exactness
Above we see the bishop consecrating

the building

thing

is

laid

observed.

HOW
The

the altar

is

made and furnished?

must be made of stone, marble,
or wood, and spread with three linen cloths
altar

that have been blessed by bishop or priest.

The three cloths remind us of the linen cloth in
which Our Lord was wrapped for the sepulchre.
They are placed on the altar also to absorb any
drops of the Precious Blood that may accidentally
be spilled from the chalice.
1

.

When

the altar

is

of wood, an oblong

slab of stone is set into the top, large enough
to hold the chalice and the paten. This altar
stone is set in the center of the altar, so that

Mass

is

always offered on stone or marble.

is marked by crosses at the corners
center; in it relics of saints are cemented.
It signifies that Christ is the foundation and corner-

This stone

and the
stone

on which the Church

rests.

The

altar or altar-

stone is consecrated by the bishop, with special
ceremonies. In cases when permission to have Mass
said outside of the church is obtained, a portable
altar, blessed by the bishop, is used. It is a square
stone slab, large enough for chalice and paten.

The credence table is a table or shelf at the
Epistle side of the sanctuary, holding the materials
for Mass. On it are the cruets, (one with wine and
another with water), the basin, and the fingertowel
for the priest’s hands.

an

293

altar,-

he

center part
part that at

in

is

placing the holy relics into the

front of the tabernacle.

Mass

the chalice

and

It

is

on

this

host are laid.

2. Every altar must have a crucifix, to
symbolize the cross on which Our Lord
died. Of the candles on the altar, two must
be of pure wax. At a high Mass, at least six
candles must be used. A sanctuary lamp is
kept burning day and night whenever the

Blessed Sacrament

is

in

the

tabernacle.

The

tabernacle (or “tent”) is a kind
of safe, made of wood, marble, or metal,
having a door with lock and key, in which
the Blessed Sacrament is reserved. Early
tabernacles took various forms, such as a
silver dove suspended over the altar.
3.

The tabernacle is above and behind the center
of the altar and covered with a curtain when the
Blessed Sacrament is inside. It recalls the tent of
the Ark of the Covenant. A veil envelops the tabernacle, and is a sign of the presence of the Blessed
Sacrament. Its color is either white or matches the
vestments.

Christians who live their Faith realize that the
tabernacle is the heart of the church, for day
and night it houses Jesus Himself, the Incarnate
Son of God. If we are so eager to give the best we
can to our earthly guests, how much more concerned should we be to furnish a suitable dwelling
place for our Divine Redeemer, Who comes to live
in our midst! The tabernacle should be as rich and
safe as we can afford to furnish, and of an artistic design.
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chalice

and

Catholic Faith

purificator

paten, with chalice

139.

pall, with chalice

veiled chalice

Sacred Vessels and Altar Linens

What are THE SACRED
used for the altar?

VESSELS

chief sacred vessels used for the altar
are the chalice, paten, ciborium, and mon-

strance or ostensorium.
Once consecrated, sacred vessels may not be
touched, by persons who are not in holy orders,
except in cases of necessity. Those given charge of
the care of the vessels should

when handling them,
actually touch them. They are

2.

The paten

the host

The

cloth

3.

4.

use a small linen
so that they do not
to be handled with

is

is

laid. It

the small plate on which
made to fit the chalice.

is

It is of the same materials as
least gilt. Both chalice and paten

the chalice, at
must be consecrated by a bishop. In Holy Communion, our
hearts become living chalices, our tongues other
patens on which the priest lays Our Lord. May He
ever find

3.

them welcoming Him!

The ciborium

except that

it

resembles the chalice,
( See page 298.)

has a cover.

reverence.
i. The chalice is the most sacred of all
the vessels. It is the cup which holds the
for consecration; after consecration,

wine
it

contains the precious blood of Christ.
The chalice should be

of gold or silver. If this is
not possible, at least the inside must be always
The chalice represents the chalice in which
Our Lord at the Last Supper first offered His blood;
it also symbolizes the chalice of the
Passion; and
lastly, it stands for the Heart of Jesus, from which
flowed His blood for our redemption.

gilt.

It is
for the

4.

used to hold the small hosts distributed

communion

of the faithful.

The monstrance

large metal container

or ostensorium is the
used for exposition
Blessed Sacrament.
of gold, and deco-

and benediction of the
In many churches, it is
rated with jewels.

(See page 2 98.)

The sacred Host used

for

Benediction

is

re-

served in a luna or lunette, which is placed in the
glassed portion of the monstrance. (See page 298.)
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Sacred Vessels and Altar Linens

5.

5.

burse and corporal

6.

veiled chalice

Other things, such as the Missal veil,
and incense, are used at the altar.

cruets,
1.

The Missal

the book which contains the prayers
and ceremonies of the Mass. The veil is a square
cloth of the same material and design as the vestments of the priest. It is used to cover the chalice,
paten, and pall before the Offertory and after the
Ablution. The cruets are the vessels from which the
acolyte or sacristan pours water and wine into the
chalice held by the celebrant. Incense is a perfume
burned on certain occasions, as at high Mass and

Benediction;

is

it is

a

.

8.

missal with stand
cruets

and

bell

folded in three from both sides, and kept
in a burse. The corporal is the most important of the holy cloths. The priest
spreads it on the altar. On it he places the
chalice and the Host after consecration.
Because of their close contact with the sacred
nor corporal after use
lay people without special per-

species, neither purificator

may be handled by
mission. The priest

first

purifies

them before others

wash them.

symbol of prayer.

WHAT LINENS
Sacrifice of the

7

and burse

295

are used for the Holy

Mass?

The corporal, purificator, pall, and finger
towel are used.
These linens, except the finger towel, are called
the “holy cloths.” All are made of white linen. No
special significance is placed on the finger towel.
It is of linen, used by the priest after washing his
fingers before the consecration.

The corporal is a square of fine linen,
with a small cross worked in the center.
Sometimes it has a border of lace. It is

2. The purificator is an oblong piece of
linen, folded thrice, placed over the chalice.
It is used by the priest to wipe the inside of the
chalice before putting in the wine and after the
Ablution; he also wipes his mouth with it after
the Ablution.

3.

The

starched

pall
stiff,

is

a small square piece of linen

used to cover the chalice.

Formerly the corporal was bigger and could be
folded back so as to cover the chalice. When its size
was reduced ( about the year 1000), the pall was introduced to cover the chalice.
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WHAT VESTMENTS

Vestments

does the priest

use in the celebration of Holy

Mass?

The

priest uses the amice, alb, cincture,
maniple, stole, and chasuble, in the cele-

bration of Mass.

When the priest appears before God at the altar,
is clad in suitable vestments. God Himself gave
directions about the vestments of the priests in
the Old Testament (Exod. 28:4). The chief vestments worn by Catholic priests have come down to
us from the time of the Apostles.
he

Symbolical significances have been attached to
The prayers said by the

The vesting prayer

at

Mass

is,

“O

Lord,

Who

hast said, ‘My yoke is sweet and my burden light,’
grant that I may carry it so as to obtain Thy grace.”
7.
The chasuble, stole, maniple, and veil for the
chalice are made as a set of vestments, of the
same material, color, and design.

The biretta is the three-ridged square
cap worn by the priest when he enters the
( See page 298.)

sanctuary.

WHAT VESTMENTS
OUTSIDE

priest

of

are used by the

Mass?

the different vestments.

priest as he puts on each piece of attire show the
meaning attached to them by the Church.

The amice

1.

a piece of white linen

is

cloth which covers the priest’s shoulders.

Outside of Mass, the priest uses the cassock or soutane, the cope, the surplice, and

humeral

the

O

“Place,
Lord, on my
head the helmet of salvation, that I may overcome
the assaults of the devil.” When putting it on, the
priest places it for a moment on his head, then lets
it rest on his shoulders.
is,

2. The alb is a white linen tunic which
envelops the priest’s whole body.

As he puts it on, the priest says, “Purify me, O
Lord, from all stain and cleanse my heart, that
washed in the Blood of the Lamb, 1 may enjoy
eternal delights.”

The

3.

which

cincture or girdle

is

the cord

fastens the alb at the waist.

The vesting prayer

“Gird me,

and

chastity

may remain

he maniple is a short narrow strip of
which hangs from the left arm.

The vesting prayer
to bear the

day

1

in me.”

1

4.

cloth

maniple of

may come with

O

“Let me deserve,
Lord,
and sorrow, so that one
joy into the reward of my

is,

tears

labors.”
5.

The

cassocks.
2. The surplice is a short alb, used by
the priest outside of Mass, when he preaches,
joins a procession, etc.

At High Mass, the deacon wears a special vestment called dalmatic, and the subdeacon a tunicle.

The cope

3.

is

the long silk band that fits
is crossed on the breast
the symbol of authority in

of the priest. It is
the Church, of all vestments most blessed.

The vesting prayer is, “Restore to me,
Lord,
the state of immortality which was lost to me by
my
first parents, and although unworthy
to approach
Thy sacred mysteries, grant me nevertheless eternal
joy.” As a sign of his full priestly powers the bishop
does not cross the stole in front. The Pope alone
has the right to wear it always.

O

The chasuble

the uppermost vestment worn by the celebrant at Mass. It
hangs from the shoulders, in front and behind, down almost to the knees.
is

is

a

tion, processions,

mantle used for benedic-

and other

occasions.

When a priest dies, he is buried dressed in his
cassock and surplice, and with the purple stole,
the badge of his priesthood. In complete purple
vestments, he lies in dignity.
4. The humeral veil is the long silk
cloth used by the priest when carrying the
Blessed Sacrament and giving benediction.

Some
stole

around the neck and

6.

It is a robe reaching down to the feet, and buttoned in front. For priests it is black, for bishops
violet, for cardinals red, and for the Pope white.
In some countries ecclesiastics go everywhere in their

O

Lord, with
the cincture of purity, and quench in my heart the
fire of concupiscence, that the virtue of continence
is,

veil.

The

cassock or soutane is the principal vestment used by ecclesiastics.
1.

The vesting prayer

surplice,

The

of the vestments, such as the amice, alb,
and benediction veil, are always white.
hearing confessions is always purple.

stole for

Catholics spend a great deal of care and
vessels, vestments, and
furnishings for the altar, because it is only
right to give what is most precious and

money on sacred

beautiful for the service of God.

Nothing
earth.

is

too good for the Lord of heaven and
of God’s house also impresses

The beauty

the beholder and helps devotion. Some worldlyminded people are prone to ask, “To what purpose
is this waste?” when they see how
much care and
money Catholics spend on sacred vessels, vestments,
and church ornaments. Let us remember that Judas
asked that when Magdalene anointed Our Lord.
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What COLORS

are used at

Liturgical Colors
MASS?

3.

Green vestments are prescribed for the
annum”— Throughout the Year

period " Per

At Mass various colors are used, according to the season and event being commemorated, these colors being: white, red,
green, purple, and black.

—from

the 14th of January till the eve of
Septuagesima Sunday, and from Monday
after Trinity Sunday till the eve of the First
Sunday of Advent. However, when Masses
are offered in honor of saints, martyrs or for
the dead, the proper color is then used.

In the early days of the Church, the vestments
were of one color, white, though black was also
used for mourning. In our times, not only the
priest’s vestments, but the tabernacle curtain, veil,

and antependium are

1. White vestments are worn during
Christmastide and Easter time, on the feasts
of Our Lord and the Blessed V. Mary, the
Angels and Confessors.

White symbolizes purity and

joy.

Apostles and Martyrs, feasts commemorating
the Passion of Our Lord and the Sacred
Relics, as the feast of the Holy Cross.

Red

is

the color of

for Pentecost

and

fire

and blood; hence

for martyrs

is

4.
_

Purple, or violet vestments are worn

during Advent and Lent, as well as on Rogation Days, on Ember days except those on
Pentecost octave, and on the five vigils of
the feasts of the Ascension, Assumption, St.

John the

Red vestments

are used at Pentecost,
in commemoration of the descent of the
Holy Spirit in the form of tongues of fire;
red is likewise used on the feasts of the
2.

is the symbol of hope and growth; hence
use for the greater part of the year.

Green
its

in the prescribed color.

its use
very appropriate.

St.

Baptist, St. Peter

&;

St.

Paul,

and

Lawrence.

purple is a penitential color it is fitting to use
during seasons of penance, like Advent and Lent.

/Is
it

5. Black vestments are used at ceremonies
for the dead, and on Good Friday. However,
at the funerals of children who die before
the age of reason, white vestments are used,
to express the joy we should feel at the
knowledge that an innocent one is Home.
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THE CELEBRATION OF
THE DIVINE LITURGY IN THE
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IN

VESTMENTS AND OTHER LITURGICAL APPURTENANCES
OF THE BYZANTINE RITE (See pages 120-121)
The sticharion is a long, white garment
made of linen, having wide sleeves and dec-

Latin Rite in the
the antimension.)

orated with embroidery. Formerly it was
used as the vestment for the clerics of minor
orders, acolytes, lectors, chanters,

deacons.

The

It signifies

and subthe purity of the priest.

epitrachelion

is

a stole with ends

sewn together, having a loop through which
the head is passed. Its several crosses signify

The

US armed

forces used

elleton corresponds to the corporal

used in the

The

Roman

poterion

Rite.

(chalice)

as in the Latin
Rite, is the cup used at Mass to hold the
Precious Blood of our Lord.
,

priestly duties.

The zone is a narrow clasped belt of the
same material as the epitrachelion. It signifies the wisdom of the priest, his strength
against the enemies of the Church, and his
willingness to fulfill his holy duties.

The epimanikia

are ornamental cuffs, the
right a symbol of strength, the left of patience and good will.

The phelonion
ment, long

away
of the

at

an ample cape-like vestthe back and sides and cut

The diskos, a shallow plate (sometimes
elevated on a low stand), corresponds to the
paten of the Latin Rite.
The

Holy Ghost.

is

placed over the diskos

cross.

is

in front. It signifies the higher gifts

asteriskos

and covered with a veil. It is made of two
curved bands of gold or silver which cross
each other to form a double arch; a star
depends from the junction, which forms a

The

poterion and diskos veils.
est of these three veils covers the

The

the next in size the diskos,
covers both.

smallpoterion,

and the

largest

The antimension, which

takes the place
of the altar stone, is a silk or linen cloth laid
upon the altar at Mass. It bears the picture
of the burial of Christ and the instruments
of His Passion. Sewn into the center of the
front border are relics of martyrs. (During
World War II military chaplains of the

The spoon which
antine Rite,

munion

is

is

peculiar to the Byz-

used in giving Holy Com-

to the faithful.

The lance

is

a metal knife used in cutting
is to be consecrated.

up the bread which

Courtesy of: the national catholic almanac-/^/
Copyright by St. Anthony’s Guild,

REMARKS
In nearly all large cities there are churches
of the Eastern Catholic Rites.
should

We

them at least once if we do not care to do
more often. We may take our family and
friends. If we intend to fulfil our Sunday Mass
obligation and receive Holy Communion, we
visit
it

should make sure that the particular church
we are visiting is Catholic, not Orthodox. It
will be a pleasant experience to receive Communion under both forms. The priest with a
golden spoon will drop upon our tongue a
small piece of bread which had been dipped
into the Precious Blood in the chalice.

These visits of ours will serve to broaden
our understanding of the meaning of the word

“Catholic”— universal, embracing all men and
adopted to every culture. We shall realize that
the Catholic Church, the one true Church of
our Lord Jesus Christ, is not inescapably tied
down to one language or to one set of ceremonies and customs. We shall know that it is
what happens at Mass that matters: the offering of Christ the Divine Victim and not the
language, or the different ceremonies.

Such visits will help promote understanding,
harmony and brotherly love of the big brother
Western Rite with his older brothers Eastern
Rites. It will also encourage the Orthodox
Churches to re unite and form the one big
Christian Family of Christ.
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THE HOLY SACRIFICE OF THE MASS AT THE
Every morning, before the discussion of the bishops
started. Moss was celebrated by one of the archbishops or bishops. The position of the celebrant
was facing the people as it can be seen in the pic-

142.

How
priest

Manner

RIFICE?
best unite with the priest in offer-

ing the Holy Sacrifice by joining in mind
and heart with Christ, the principal Priest
and Victim, by following the Mass in a missal, and by reciting or chanting the re-

sponses.

As

the Mass begins and as it proceeds,
our dispositions ought to be this: “O God,
1.

my

Father, 1

am

all

Yours.

Help me

to

more and more that I am Yours and
Yours / wish to remain for ever. Give me

realize

know Your will and strength
will. I have no other desire but
You and give You pleasure.”

the light to
to

do Your

to love

"PONTIFICIA FOTOGRAFIA

Felid,"

ROMA

VATICAN ECUMENICAL COUNCIL

Our Lord offered the first Mass at the Last
Supper facing His Apostles. St. Peter and the Aposoffered Mass in this same position. It is easier
be united with the celebrant.

ture.

tles

for the faithful to

of Assisting at

BEST UNITE with the
IN OFFERING THE HOLY SACcan we

We can

II

2.

One of the

Mass
ways of uniting ourHoly Sacrifice together

best

selves in offering the

with the priest is by following the prayers
of the Mass from a missal.
As we pray from our English missal
prayers which the priest
altar,

is

the same
reciting in Latin at the

we become more conscious of our unity with
and with one another.

Christ

We realize the fact that the Mass is an act of
corporate worship, of group worship. The idea that
we all are in this together— the priest at the altar
and the people around us— comes more alive for us.
We are in this together, one Body in Christ.
We support each other with our prayers, we share
with each other our graces. The Mass becomes for
us what it was meant to be: a community act, the
Christian family prayer. As we leave the church
we can smile and speak to the stranger next to us
because we know that he is not really a stranger; he
is a brother in Christ with whom we have prayed
and

sacrificed.

"KNOW GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE'

Manner of

Assisting at

Those using a missal will find out that
it is difficult to “keep up with the priest.”
Latin is more compact than English; besides
the priest has

all

the prayers before him.

We

should not try to read every word of every
prayer. It will be more profitable for us to read just
a few of the prayers of each major part of the Mass,
but to read them thoughtfully

What

is

and

reverently.

DIALOGUE MASS?

Dialogue Mass or “Missa recitata” means
that the entire congregation makes the
responses instead of delegating this privilege to one or two servers at the altar.

The dialogue Mass and the high or sung Mass
give better the sense of community, especially
when all participate, that is, not only the school
children or a few in the choir, but the entire congregation, all those in church. The Holy Father
and the Sacred Congregation of Rites urge the
faithful to participate in the Mass, to the degree that they are able. The ideal is that the entire
congregation sing or pray aloud those parts of the
Mass which, in recent centuries, have been recited
by the server or sung by the choir.
It is a great
to serve Mass.

honor and privilege to be allowed
This privilege

reserved to boys
and men. Girls and women may answer the Mass
prayers, like acolytes, but they are not permitted
to enter the sanctuary. Every boy, young man
and man should avail himself of the opportunity
when it offers itself. Parents should see to it that
their boys join the Altar Boy Society of the parish.
is

Mass

MASS

fifteen

hundred years ago?

Europe

tribes. These pagan peoples
invaded the Roman empire, bringing their own
languages, out of which developed the modern
languages of present-day Europe. Little by little
Latin ceased to be the language of the people. It
became a language of scholars only. Gradually the
people receded into the background at the offering
of Mass. The Mass became the work of the priest
alone, of the priest assisted by a few servers and by
a professional choir. The Mass was no longer so
visibly the action of the whole Mystical Body of
Christ. To the people it became more like a spectacle; something at which they were present and at
which they looked, but in which they had no part.

When the people ceased to have an understanding part in the liturgy (“liturgy” is a Greek word
meaning “work”),

their spiritual life

underwent

a

gradual change. For one thing, their spirituallifebecame less Christ-centered and more self-centered.
They became individuals rather than interdepend
ent members of the one Mystical Body.

The

of intimate participation in the liturgy

loss

on the part of the people had another effect. As
the significance of the Mass became obscured, private devotions of all kinds began to flourish. The
human desire to participate in worship found outlet
in novena services and other forms of non-liturgical
piety. None of this was bad— all prayer is good and
pleasing to God— but all too often these private
devotions became more important than the Mass
itself; first

things ceased to be

first.

We can be grateful that Popes of modern
times have labored so devotedly to restore the liturgy to its rightful place as the center of Christian life and worship. Pope Pius XII laid the groundwork for the liturgical reform with his wonderful
liturgy.

DID THE PEOPLE ASSIST AT

of northern

came the barbarian

encyclical letters

HOW
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Then out of the wildernesses

3.

on the Mystical Body and on the
the relaxation of the Euchafor evening Masses that

Then came

ristic fast

and permission

has doubled the

number

of those receiving holy

communion;

the ritual of the sacraments in our
language; in many dioceses concession has
been granted to read or sing the epistles and
gospels in the spoken language as well as to recite
in low masses and sing in high masses the Kyrie,
Gloria, Credo, Sanctus, Benedictus and Agnus Dei
in the spoken language; the restoration of the
Holy Week services so that the people might take
an active and meaningful part in them.

own

hundred years ago in the Roman empire,
Latin was the everyday language of the people.
When the people assisted at Mass they knew what
was happening. More than that, they helped to
make it happen. They prayed with the priest and
they sang with the priest, and they did so with
complete understanding because the Mass was in
their own tongue. In the Offertory and Communion
processions they moved back and forth to the
altar, bringing their gifts and receiving the GIFT
of God: Christ’s Body and Blood, poured out in
Fifteen

sacrifice.

As the people spoke and chanted the prayers of
the Mass, they relived with Christ His passion,
His death and resurrection. Theirs was the joyous religion because they were reminded so vividly
that Christ had conquered sin and death and by His
resurrection had pledged them eternal life. Theirs
too was a Christ-centered religion; they went from
church conscious of their obligation to share in
Christ’s work of redemption, conscious of their responsibility to their neighbor.

Even now, liturgical scholars are busy at Rome,
reshaping the liturgy so that the Holy Sacrifice of
the Mass may once again exert the fullness of its
attraction as the focal point of Christian piety and
Christian action. In the meantime it is for us to
enlarge our understanding of the Mass and to
deepen our love for the Mass. It is for us to make
more complete the giving of self in union with
Christ in the Mass— and to live the Mass by carrying our self-giving into our everyday activities.

WE BELIEVE

Nota Bene: This lesson has been taken from THIS
SERIES
“God's Crowning Gift," Chapter XVI. Participation in the Mass, by Rev.
Leo J. Trese, “Nihil obstat": Very Rev. Francis J. Connell, C.SS.R. October
31, 1958. Copyright, 1959, by Confraternity of Christian Doctrine, N.C.W.C
Washington, D. C.
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The Holy

Sacrifice of the

The simple ceremony of the Last Supper
has been expanded by the Church so as to
set out the full meaning of the Mass and to
help us to take our part in
I.

it.

THE FOREMASS

The first part of the Mass is made up of prayers,
readings and songs. It used to be called the Mass
of the Catechumens, because in the early Church
the catechumens ( those under instruction before
baptism) were present at it. The rest of the Mass,
which is essentially a sacred action, was reserved
to those already baptized and therefore called the
Mass of the Faithful.
1.

this ‘in-

prayers.

As the priest enters, the people stand, out of
respect for the representative of Christ.

At the foot of the altar, the priest makes
the sign of the cross and then says the psalm
42 with the antiphon, “I will go in to the
altar of God.” It expresses the longing and
trust aroused by the thought of the Mass.
It is followed by a confession of unworthiness, the Confiteor, which is repeated
by the server in behalf of the people.
After ascending the steps, the priest kisses the
it is a sign of reverence for the martyrs
relics are cemented in the altar stone, but
also for the altar itself, which is a symbol of Christ,
the living altar of the New Covenant.

altar:

Entrance of the Priest

At a High Mass, during

Mass

low Mass the priest himself reads
troit’ anthem after the preparatory

whose

the procession
of the priest and ministers from the sacristy
to the sanctuary, the entrance chant is sung;
it consists of a psalm
mostly reduced to one
(
verse) and a refrain in keeping with the
character of the day’s Mass or feast. At a

2.

Some

basic prayer themes

After reading the Introit verse, the priest
Kyrie eleison ( Lord have mercy)

recites the

"KNOW GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE
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SpisiCe
alternately with the server or the congregation. This cry of our creatureliness and
misery, so frequent in the Gospel (Mt 9:27,
15:22, 20:30, etc.),

is

The priest
hymn of

then intones the Gloria, a joypraise addressed to God, the
Blessed Trinity. (It is omitted in penitential
Masses and in Masses for the dead.)

A Dominus vobiscum (which at Mass is
an invitation to attention and fervour) and
an Oremus (let us pray) introduce the Collect, a prayer in which the priest sums up
the intentions suggested by the feast or the
mystery.
Like all liturgical prayers it concludes with an
appeal to the mediation of Our Lord and Saviour
Jesus Christ, through whom all grace comes to us.
The server or the people answer, Amen. ( Sometimes
there are two or even three Collects.)

The Word of God

In the readings that follow, God speaks
through Holy Scripture. The word

to us

nourishes our souls, our faith, hope

and charity, before we receive the
tic body of the Word made flesh.

eucharis-

repeated nine times.

ful

3.

God

of

The
because
epistles

days
ings

first
it
(

reading is called the Epistle,
most often taken from the

is

letters

of the apostles.

On

certain

it is preceded by one or several readfrom the Old Testament.

Before

passing on to the next reading, the
inserted several chants which express
appropriate to the lesson or the feast.
are the Gradual and the Alleluia; the latter
is replaced by
the Tract from Septuagesima till
Easter. On some occasions a poetical composition
called Sequence is added.

Church has
feelings

They

In the Gospel Our Lord speaks to us directly.
of reverence for Him, the people stand.

Out

After the Gospel, the priest

may

explain

the word of God in a homily or sermon. On
Sundays and major feasts, this part of the
Mass is concluded by a profession of faith,
the recitation of the Credo.

'KNOW GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE’’
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Offertoru Procession
II.

the EUCHARISTIC
CELEBRATION

The main

you out of darkness into

part of the Mass, sometimes

Mass of the Faithful, is essena sacred action consisting of three
bringing of the gifts, the offering

called the
tially

acts: the

of the Christian sacrifice,

and Holy Com-

munion.
1.

The Offertory

The priest offers bread and wine. They
are the gifts of the Church, of all of us, to
our heavenly Father. They are of little material value, but have a great meaning. Like
the gifts of children to their father on his
birthday, they are a way of saying: “I love

you

,

I

want

to

be yours, to do your will

his marvelous light”
(1 Peter, 2:5, 9). Our baptismal character enables
us to share in the liturgical sacrifice.

The Offertory procession, in its various
forms, is meant to bring out the fact that
the gifts presented at the altar by the priest
are the gifts of the whole community, of
each one of us. Whether there be a procession or not, what matters is that the exterior offering express our interior sacrifice, our sincere self-oblation.
At one time the presentation of the gifts was
preceded by the kiss of peace given by those present to each other. This practice was suggested by
the words of Our Lord: “If thou be offering thy
gift

at

the

altar,

and there remember

that

thy

brother has something against thee, leave there thy
and go first and be reconciled to thy brother,
and then come and offer thy gift’’ (Mt. 5:23). At
a later date the kiss of peace was placed before

gift

always.”

Remember what has been said in Chapter 133
on the nature of sacrifice. — Our Christian vocation
makes us all ‘a holy priesthood to offer spiritual
sacrifices well-pleasing to God through
Jesus Christ
,

...You are a chosen race, a royal priesthood, a consecrated nation, God s own people, that you may
proclaim the perfections of him who has called

Communion.

The priest offers first the bread, then
the wine, with a variety of prayers. The
wine is mixed with water, because Christ
did so at the Last Supper.

"KNOW GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE
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LavaSo

Sanctus

After offering the gifts, the priest washes
hands (Lavabo), as a mark of the purity
body and soul required for the holy sacrifice. Then, turning towards the people,
he invites them to pray for “my sacrifice
and yours” (Orate, jratres, Pray, brethren)
his

of

.

The last Offertory prayer is called the
Its conclusion is sung or said in
audible tones: per ovinia saecula saeculorum

Secret.

(forever and ever)
the people answer,

,

to

which the server or

Amen.

these prayers we confidently offer for all
our needs and “ for the salvation of the whole
world," because we know that our humble offering
is going to be transformed into something incomparably more precious.

In

all

2.

Jesus through the priest changes our gifts
of bread and wine into His own body and
blood. This most sacred action is called
the consecration.

Not only does Jesus become truly present
on the altar to be our food, but at that very
moment His body and blood— our gifts
transfigured into the Victim of Calvary— are
offered to the heavenly Father. By the
double consecration the sacrifice of the
Cross is represented and offered anew, and
its power of praise, thanksgiving, impetration and reparation is communicated to us
and to the whole Church, in a measure proportioned to the fervour of our offering
[See pages 286-287 The Mass and Calvary).
Our devotion

The Consecration

The Offertory

is no longer conveyed to God by a
mere symbol, but by the living Christ
presents to the Father our self-oblation in
union with His own wonderful offering by which
on Calvary He has redeemed us: He now "appears
before the face of God on our behalf” (Heb 9:24).
The Mass is indeed the great privilege of the

lifeless gift, a

is

305

only the

first act, the

beginning of our sacrifice. We bring our
gifts, the symbol of our devotion, of our
love and self-oblation. Then, at the next
moment, something wonderful happens.

who

Christian.
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The Canon of the Mass

The great mystery takes place when the
priest,

repeating the narrative of the Last

Supper pronounces over the bread and
wine the words used by Christ Himself when
,

He

my

instituted the holy Eucharist: “This is
”
body . This is

my blood
These
words change our gifts into the body and
blood of the living Son of God.
.

.

. .

After adoring, the priest elevates
the Host, then the chalice, so that all
see them.

Look

then adore:

.

first

may

them with deep faith and
"My Lord and my God.”
at

Immediately after the consecration, which
is at the same
time the offering of the
eucharistic sacrifice, we should offer Christ
to the heavenly Father: we now have a
worthy gift to offer— the Saviour Himself,
glorified through His sacrifice. And since
the gift signifies the interior self-oblation,
we should fervently offer ourselves with
Christ and through him.

The part of the Mass which contains the
consecration at its centre is called the canon,
i.e. the fixed norm for the sacred action.
begins with the Preface, a solemn reGod’s gifts to us, which breaks into
of thanksgiving through Christ our
Lord. It is followed by the Sanctus, the
Seraphim’s song of adoration (Is. 6:3) and
the Benedictus, with which the crowd acclaimed Christ as their Messiah (Mt 21:9)
It

call of

a

hymn

It is but natural, when we offer the sacrifice of
the redemption, that we should remember and intercede for the whole family of God. After the

Benedictus we

first pray for the Catholic Church,
in particular for the Holy Father, the bishop of the
place and all Catholic bishops.
have a special
remembrance (‘Memento’) lor certain persons dear
to us or in need of prayer.

We

After the consecration we pray for the
souls in purgatory (‘Memento’ of the dead)

and

finally

for ourselves

peccatoribus,

To us

(

Nobis quoque

sinners, also )
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Conmtunion of the Priest

The

saints in heaven are remembered both before and after the consecration as shining examples

with

whom we hope

3.

aims

at

Communion

and

leads

ship and union. At Mass,

to friendis

meal; partaking of the divine Victim we have offered, seals our union
with God. Communion, then, is part of the
Mass; and the best way of preparing oura sacrificial

selves for

Communion

ing the Mass
1

consists in followintelligently and devoutly.

part of the Mass begins with the Pater
noster, the Lord’s prayer, which turns our minds
towards the heavenly bread of which we are inhis

Immediate preparation
After a symbolical breaking of the consecrated host, the priest recites three times
the Agnus Dei (Lamb of God who takes
away the sins of the world , have mercy on
us.
grant us peace).
.

up

Communion

God’s answer to our offering. Through the
offering we have expressed our love, our
desire to be His. In response, God invites
us to His table, as His family. Communion
is

vited to partake. (In a ‘missa recitata' the people
say it together with the priest.)

to obtain fellowship.

The concluding prayer of the Canon
again gives thanks and glory to God, through
Christ the Mediator. It is ratified by the
people with a loud Amen.

Sacrifice
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.

It is

followed by three prayers, the

first

of which

and unity in the Church. (Here, at
High Masses, the kiss of peace is given; for Communion is the sacrament of love and unity.)
asks for peace

The Communion
Taking the Host and beating his breast,
the priest says three times, “Lord, 1 am not
.” He then receives the
worthy
body of
Christ and, after a short meditation, the
precious blood.
.

.

If Communion is to be distributed to the people,
the priest takes the ciborium and, facing the congregation, elevates a small host, saying: “Behold
the Lamb of God, behold Him who takes away
the sins of the world.” He repeats three times (to-
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Communion
gether with the people, in the ‘Missa recitata’) an
adaptation of the prayer addressed by the centurion
to Christ: “Lord, I am not worthy that you should
come under my roof ; but only say the word and
my soul will be healed.”

He makes the sign of the cross with the Host
over each communicant and gives him Communion
with the words: “May the body of our Lord Jesus
Christ preserve your soul unto life everlasting.
Amen.”

(gth S. after Pentecost). “Grant, O Lord, that, replenished with your sacred gifts, we may always
abide in the giving of thanks” (Sunday after the
Ascension). “May this heavenly mystery enkindle
in us that ardent love wherewith your virgin Teresa
offered herself a victim of charity for mankind”
(October 3).

This
short;

liturgical
it

ought

to

thanksgiving is evidently rather
be supplemented after the Mass.

Conclusion of the Mass

Thanksgiving

The priest says two prayers while taking
the ablutions (the wine and water with
which he rinses the chalice). He then reads,
on the Epistle side, the Communion anthem, which is really a vestige of the processional song formerly chanted during the
distribution of holy Communion; and finally, on behalf of all present, he recites the
Postcommunion prayer (or prayers: as for
the Collect, there may be two or three).
Some samples: “May this heavenly mystery restore us in body and mind” (8th Sunday after
Pentecost). “May the partaking of your sacrament
be for us a source of purity and a bond of unity”

The

priest turns towards the people, and,

after a last

“Dominus vobiscum,”

missa est” (Go,

it

is

says: “Ite,

the dismissal).

In Masses for the dead, instead of “Ite missa est,”
he says: “Requiescant in pace” (May they rest in
peace).

After blessing the people, he proceeds to
read the Last Gospel, which is taken from
the opening verses of the Gospel of St. John.
This wonderful chapter forms an appropriate conclusion to the Mass, where the Word
Incarnate has come down again “and dwells
among us,” to make us ever more perfectly “sons of God.”

''KNOW'

GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE”
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Prayers afterMass
After most Low Masses, the priest kneels at the
foot of the altar and recites some prayers first prescribed by Leo XIII, and now, by order of Pius XI,
said for the conversion of Russia.

No one

should leave before the

priest.

must be carried out throughout the day—

we must

live the

The Mass

is

Mass.

also

communion, union with

Christ and God; with the Lord in our hearts
shall be strong and face our daily task
and trials boldly and joyfully.

we
Epilogue: the Mass of our life
Catholic cannot leave church and then
as though there had been no Mass. The
Mass is a beginning which calls for a continuation. It is an offering, and this implies
a promise of love and fidelity; the offering

A

do

The Mass is not a mere ceremony; it is
meant to make a difference; it is meant to
shape our lives. It will do so if we participate in it intelligently and sincerely.

A votive Mass is one said in honour of some
particular mystery or saint on a day not set apart
by the Church for the commemoration of that
mystery or saint.

“To me nothing is so consoling, so piercing, so thrilling, so overcoming, as the Mass,
said as it is among us. I could attend Masses
forever, and not be tired. It is not a mere
form of words— it is a great action, the

No Requiem Mass is permitted on great feasts,
for our private sorrows must not take precedence
over the joy that should reign over the whole
Church on such days.

greatest action that can be on earth.”
(Cardinal Newman, Callista
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In all parts of the world Jesus Christ is truly and
substantially present in the most Blessed Sacrament
of the altar. Wherever we go, we can pay Our

Lord a

visit

in

the Blessed Sacrament.

Wherever

144.
What

is

Holy Communion

HOLY COMMUNION?

Holy Communion

is

we go, we can receive Our Lord corporally in
Holy Communion, to refresh and sustain our souls,
When we visit a town or city, we should first of
all pay a visit to our Eucharistic Lord.

the receiving of

Jesus Christ in the sacrament of the Holy
Eucharist.
1. “Communion” means a uniting or sharing together. In Holy Communion Christ
and our soul are intimately united, and we
share the banquet of spiritual nourishment
at the Lord’s table.

When Napoleon

the Great was at the height of
his power, one of his generals asked him once
what
had been the happiest day of his life. Expecting
to hear the Emperor name a great battle, the
general was surprised to hear him say, “My happiest
day was the day of my first Holy Communion, for
then I was brought nearest to my God.”
2. Christ commanded us to receive Holy
Communion when He said: “Unless you

eat the flesh of the Son of Man, and drink
his blood, you shall not have life in you”
(John 6:54). It is the food of our souls.
Holy Communion increases in us the life of
grace. During the persecution against Christianity,
the grace given to the martyrs was noticed by the
pagans themselves. The victims were cruelly scourged
and tortured, but they continued firm in their faith
and professed it openly and fearlessly. The pagans,
amazed at such fortitude, said, “Truly, these people
have been eating of that Eucharistic Bread which
they partake of in their assemblies.

upon

It casts a spell

their souls.”

3. It is not necessary to receive Holy
both kinds: under the
forms of both bread and wine. It is sufficient

Communion under

to receive Holy Communion under one kind,
for Christ is present whole and entire under
each form of bread or wine.

'KNOW GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE”
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Holy Communion
As

a matter of discipline, and not of docChurch has varied. In the
Eastern rites both forms are still administered to
the laity. The Western usage of receiving only
under the form of bread, seems to be more convenient and practical, specially when there are
this

many communicating.
4. Spiritual

communion

a fervent de-

is

sire to receive Christ sacramentally.

As long as we are not guilty of mortal sin, God
in our souls with His sanctifying grace: this is
the Holy Spirit.
in our body as
long as the appearance of bread remains. Usually

3ii

WHY is

is

trine, the practice of the

It

is

well to receive

We

omits his meals for very long. If we possibly
can we should communicate daily.

done receiving

A young man once was known to be extremely
attached to his father. Several times he asserted that
there was nothing he would not do for his father.

WHEN ARE WE OBLIGED

to receive

holy communion?

We

are obliged to receive Holy Communion during Easter time each year, and when
in danger of death.
1. Our Lord commanded us to receive
Holy Communion. The Church enforces
this command by requiring us under pain
of grievous sin to communicate at least at

the Easter time.
This is called the Paschal Communion, part of
our Easter duty. However, the Church desires us
to go more frequently to Holy Communion.

The obligation of Holy Communion
when a child comes to the use of

begins

reason. Children generally come to the use
of reason in their seventh year.

The

child should be properly prepared to receive the sacrament. He does
not need to know the entire catechism. It
sufficient for him to have a general
knowledge of the truths necessary for salvation, and a becoming devotion.
is

X

much

We

it is not for more than ten or fifteen minutes.
are permitted to communicate sacramentally only
once a day. Hence our desire to be with our Lord

Pope Pius

Holy Communion

should receive Holy Communion
we can. We should have at least
desire for nourishing our soul as
we have for nourishing our body; no one
1.

as often as

3.

Holy Com-

even daily, because this intimate
union with Jesus Christ, the Source of all
holiness and the Giver of all graces, is the
greatest aid to a holy life.

as

2.

RECEIVE

often,

how our souls become temples of
Our Lord remains sacramentally

is

well to

munion OFTEN, even daily?

is

as intimately as we can and this
Him sacramentally.

it

called “the children’s Pope"
because he revived the custom of the first Christians of allowing children to receive Holy Communion when they came to the use of reason.
is

He even said that if necessary, he would die for his
father, just to please him. One day, a friend said,
“Your father
you.

He

is in the next room, waiting to see
has waited there a long time.” And the

young man answered, “Oh, I am too busy. I just saw
him last week. Let him wait a year; then I shall
visit him." What would you think of such a young

man? He is the type of many Catholics
receive Communion only at Easter.

today,

who

2. Those persons who communicate daily
do not need to go to confession daily. They
may go weekly, or twice a month, unless

they fall into mortal sin, when they should
be sorry and go to confession at once.

The Holy Eucharist is our guarantee of eternal
It is our Lord’s promise: “He who eats this
bread, shall live forever” (John 6:59).

life.

3.

Some persons say

good enough

that they are not

to go to daily

communion.

The Holy Eucharist was not instituted for angels,
but men. We may be in the state of grace when
communicating; we may be making a careful preparation and devout thanksgiving; we may be trying
to keep our good resolutions, and still we find ourselves

with the same defects, the same

faults.

We

may become discouraged and stop going to communion. However, how much worse we might be if
it were not for our frequent communions. The Holy
Eucharist was not instituted for angels, but for

men.

Those in danger of death are bound
receive Holy Communion. If a person is

4. Holy Communion may be received only
once a day except when one happens to fall
dangerously ill, and receives the Viaticum.

ill, the priest should be summoned
Children in danger of death should
be given Holy Communion, provided they
know the difference between common food

Holy Communion is usually distributed at Mass.
It may be given at any hour at which it is permitted to say Mass, or when there is a religious
function in church, provided one observes the Eu-

and the Eucharist.

charistic fast.

4.

to

seriously
at once.
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We

should receive Our Lord

in

the Eucharist with

the faith and love of a child. Children receiving
Holy Communion ought to think of themselves approaching to take the Child Jesus from the arms
of our Blessed Lady.

145.

WHAT
Holy

With how much love and

adoration, with what joy we should receive Jesus
into our arms, if the Blessed Virgin should appear
before us to give Him to us! Yet Holy Communion
is

Dispositions for

NECESSARY TO RECEIVE
Communion WORTHILY?

really better than that:

we

not only receive Jesus

into our arms, but into our very hearts.

IS

Holy Communion
If

sin

he only doubts whether he committed mortal
or not, he may still go to Holy Communion
an act of contrition.

after

To

is

to

receive Holy Communion worthily it
necessary to be free from mortal sin, and

keep the Eucharistic
The

first

the second

fast.

disposition is required for the soul;
for the body.

is

To comply with the required
for the soul,

OF GRACE:

disposition

WE MUST BE IN A STATE

3. If without a person’s fault he forgets
in confession to accuse himself of a mortal
sin, it is forgiven with his other sins, and
he may go to Holy Communion.

He must,
when he

1.
One who knowingly receives Holy
Communion in mortal sin receives the body

and blood of

Christ, but does not receive
His graces, and commits a grave sin of

sacrilege.

goes to Holy

of silver. Yet he went to the Last Supper,
received Holy Communion from the hands of

and

Our

Communion, does not make

a

bad Communion.
One makes
is

The first bad communion was made by Judas.
He had promised to betray Jesus for thirty pieces

however, mention the sin he forgot

goes again to confession.

One who commits

a mortal sin after
confession, but having forgotten about it,
4.

a bad communion ONL Y when one
certain and conscious of being in mortal sin, and

still

deliberately receives

Holy Communion.

5. Venial sins do not and should not
prevent our going to Holy Communion.

Lord.

One

not required to go to confession
before each communion, but only when he
2.

is

is

conscious of grievous

sin.

6. Before receiving Holy Communion,
try to have an ardent desire to
be united with Christ, and arouse sentiments of faith, hope, love, and contrition.

we should

"KNOW GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE

,

Dispositions for
Let us try to bring to our Eucharistic Lord some
however small. Let us avoid places of amusement shortly before we receive Him in Holy Communion, as a little sacrifice. Let us pray devoutly
and continuously, to show Him the joy in our
hearts at His coming.
gift,

To comply with the required
for the body,

disposition

WE MUST KEEP THE

EUCHARISTIC FAST:
The drinking

1.

the

of water does not break

Holy Communion
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For example, if we are going to receive Communion at a Mass that begins at five o’clock in the
morning or in the afternoon, we must cease eating
solid food at 2:15 and drinking liquid food at 4:15,

Communion

because

is

distributed

about

fifteen

minutes after Mass has begun.

Even when we receive Holy Communion at midnight, as on Christmas or Easter Vigil, we must
keep the Eucharistic fast, abstaining three hours
from solid food and alcoholic drinks, and one hour
from liquid food.

fast.

We may drink any kind of water in the ordinary
sense of the word, even if there be a question of
certain mineral waters to which gas has been added
to create effervescence (carbonated water) or natural water that has been purified by addition of
chemicals, like chlorine, fluoride, etc. Water, however, to which sugar has been added breaks the fast.
2. We may drink water any time we wish,
even a few moments before entering the
church to prepare for Holy Communion.

Common water, as we have explained above, does
not break the Eucharistic fast; we may take any
amount of it and at any time. If an altar boy while
serving Mass should happen to go to the sacristy
after the consecration of the Mass and should drink
water, he could still receive Holy Communion a
few minutes later.

The

5.

sick

may

take

non-alcoholic

and medicine before Holy Communion, without any limit of time, whether

liquids
this

medicine be in solid or liquid form.

This rule applies to all those who are sick, no
matter what the ailment may be, whether habitual,
as stomach ulcers, or sudden, as a headache. It
applies even though they are able to go to church
to receive Holy Communion, like those suffering
from asthma. Expectant mothers are in this category.

By medicine is meant any true and proper medical preparation, regardless of its composition. Therefore, even though the medicine may contain alcohol, as long as it remains medicine according to
the common acceptance of the word, it may be
taken by the sick without any restriction as to
time, that is, even a few moments before receiving

Holy Communion.

The time

for keeping the Eucharistic
before receiving Holy Communion
whether in the morning, afternoon, or night,
is limited to three hours’ abstention from
solid food and alcoholic liquids, and one
hour’s from non-alcoholic liquids.
3.

6.

fast

Solid food is any kind of nutritive substance that
does not flow, even if there is no need for mastication— like jelly, ice cream, etc.

Liquid food includes all types of beverages that
drunk in liquid form.

are

Alcoholic liquids are

all

those beverages containhard drinks,

amount of alcohol, such as
liqueurs, whisky, wine, beer, etc.
ing any

Non-alcoholic liquids may include; coffee, tea,
chocolate, cocoa, broth (bouillon or consomme),
milk, milk shake, liquid diets, such as Metrecal, soft
drinks, and similar liquids. With these something
solid may even be mixed, like wheat meal, ground
toast, or a beaten egg, provided the liquid form
remains.

Those receiving the Holy Viaticum
bound by the Eucharistic fast.

are not

WHEN RECEIVING HOLY COMMUNION

one should behave in a devout and

recollected

It is

receive

2.

When the priest approaches, one should

as

munion.

as the

The hours are to be measured, for the faithful,
from the moment the last bite or drink is taken, to
the

moment of reception

to the

unbecoming for women and girls to go to
Holy Communion not dressed modestly.

raise his

We must

abstain from solid food and
alcoholic liquids for at least three hours
before Holy Communion, and from liquid
food for at least one hour before Holy Com4.

of

beginning of Mass.

Communion;

for priests,

manner:

In approaching the communion rail
one should have his hands joined and not
walk too hurriedly, nor rush ahead of
others, nor insert himself between two
persons already kneeling close to each other
at the rail. One should return to his place
with joined hands and downcast eyes.
1.

tongue

head and open his mouth, with the
extended over the lower lip.

slightly

One should swallow the host as soon
he can. Jesus stays with us only as long
appearances of bread remain.

3.

If the host sticks to the mouth, we must on no
account remove it with the finger, but moisten it
with saliva, and remove it with the tongue, then
swallow it.
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This is how we should kneel at the communion rail.
We should not crowd or push. (!) shows how to
approach and leave the communion rail, with
joined hands and downcast eyes.

The Eucharist

the

is

OF UNITY.
is

SACRAMENT

union with Christ,

The passing sacramental union with

1.

Christ,

who

is

and

the fountain of

all

grace, sig-

lasting

union with Christ and the

of

charity

is

the

“ sacramental

This is therefore the fruit we must principally
look for in Communion. It demands our active cooperation: acts of love, of full acceptance of the
will of God, of full acceptance of our neighbor.

Why

is

it

that so

many communicants

are not con-

spicuous for their charity?...

“He who

flesh

him

and drinks my blood

“Though we

are
of the

.

.

sins,

weak-

.

’

(John 6:57).

What

By uniting us with Christ, Communion
unites us more closely with all members
of Christ, with our Lady and the saints,
with our brethren on earth.
we partake

preservation from future
evil inclinations

ening of

my
1 in

eats

me and

3. Chiefly through the charity which it
kindles, Communion has other precious
spiritual joy, remission of venial

effects:
sins,

Blessed Trinity.
abides in

2.

fervour

and produces an increase of super-

natural life, that is, of sanctifying grace, of
the Christ-life in us, and therefore a spiritual

Jesus Christ into a joyful heart.

grace” proper to Communion.

Holy Communion
with God and our

essential effect of

neighbor.

nifies

over the

Graces from the Holy Eucharist

14 6.

The

shows how to receive Holy Communion. We
open the mouth and extend the tongue a little
lower lip. Meanwhile, let us welcome

(2)

many, we are one body, because
one bread” (1 Cor. 10:17).

At the same time Communion kindles
God and for neighbor. This

actual love for

'

ordinary food does for the body, that the
Eucharist does for the soul: it repairs waste, gives
energy and joy. But, while ordinary food is changed
into our body, the Eucharist assimilates us unto
Christ and gradually transforms us into Him.

We should not expect Communion to suppress
temptations or to weaken our passions automatiNormally it does not do away with the need
for struggle, but, by the light and strength it gives,
it makes us prompt and energetic in overcoming
passions and temptations.
cally.
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Graces from the Holy Eucharist

What should we do

COMMUNION?

AFTER HOLY

After Holy Communion we should spend
some time “adoring” our Lord, “thanking”
Him, “drawing” from His Heart a sincere
love for God and our neighbor, “offering”

ourselves for the task of the day, “asking”
Him for blessings for ourselves and for
others.
1. We should not leave the church immediately after receiving Holy Communion.
We should pray at least ten or fifteen minutes, thanking our Divine Guest. Our Lord
is actually and personally present in us
as long as the appearance of bread remains.

2. If our work or duties prevent our
staying in church to give proper thanksgiving, let us remain recollected and in

union with Jesus on our way home; and
let us remember Him with love throughout
the entire day.

Once St. Philip Neri noticed that a certain parishioner, for no reason, habitually left the church
immediately after receiving Holy Communion. In
order to correct him, he told two acolytes one day
to accompany the man with lighted candles as he
walked home. The acolytes did as they were told.
Realizing his fault, the man returned and made the
proper thanksgiving.

How

TUDE

should we
to

SHOW OUR

GRATI-

strance.

The Blessed Sacrament is solemnly exposed on
certain occasions, as in the afternoon services on
Sundays and holydays, on the eves of First Fridays,
on the feast of Corpus Christi, etc. An all-night vigil
is kept before the Blessed Sacrament in the Repository on the night of Holy Thursday. In many places
an all-night vigil is also held on New Year’s Eve. It
is usual to pray before the solemnly exposed Sacrament on your knees.
3. The Forty Hours' Devotion is a devotion to the Blessed Sacrament, in memory
of the forty hours during which the body

of Jesus stayed in the Holy Sepulchre,
after His burial on Good Friday up to His
resurrection on Easter. Relays of worshipers take turns at adoration, watching and
praying.
This devotion appears to have

developed from the Corpus Christi processions.

Cardinal

in

for remaining always
the Holy Eucharist?

We should show our gratitude to Our
Lord for remaining always on our altars in
Holy Eucharist by visiting Him often,
by reverence in church, by assisting every
day at Mass when this is possible, and by
the

being present
Sacrament.

at

Benediction of the Blessed

Wherever the Blessed Sacrament is reserved,
a light must always be kept burning before It.
Olive oil should be used; in case of necessity the
bishop may permit the use of a substitute.
i. Paying visits to the Blessed Sacrament
a loving gesture towards Our Lord really
present there. He is our best Friend; shall
we not pay Him a call once in a while?

is

Cardinal Bellarmine, while still a student, used
to pay a visit to the Blessed Sacrament every time
he passed a church. When he was asked why he
did this, he answered, “It would be ill manners
to go by a friend’s house without a word of
greeting.” The church door is always open to
admit us, a constant invitation to us to visit Our
Lord Who calls, “Come to me, all you who labor
and are burdened, and I will give you rest”
(Matt. 11:28).

Newman

said of Benediction,

“It

is

Our Lord’s solemn benediction of His people, as
when He lifted up His hands over His children,
or when He blessed His chosen ones when He
ascended up from Mount Olivet.” At Benediction,
at least twelve candles

Our Lord

on our altars

315

Exposition and Benediction of the
Blessed Sacrament is an act of worship in
which the Sacred Host, placed in the monstrance, is exposed to the people for adoration, and is lifted up to bless them. The
ciborium may be used instead of the mon2.

4.

must be used on the

The Holy Hour

is

a devotion in

altar.

honor

of Our Lord. It is often made before the
Blessed Sacrament, although this is not necessary to gain the indulgences. The devotion
consists of an hour of mental or vocal

prayer in union with the prayer of Jesus in
the Garden of Olives, in honor of His agony.
The Holy Hour may be made either in public or
in private. If in public,

it

must be made in church

or chapel any hour of the day or night of any day
in the week.

Perpetual Adoration of the Blessed
Sacrament. There are a few churches and
chapels where the Blessed Sacrament is solemnly exposed— that is, in a monstranceday and night 24 hours a day. In other
churches the Blessed Sacrament is exposed
in the morning and towards the evening
reserved again in the tabernacle. When
such adoration takes place there should be
at least a few people in church to adore.
They act as guardians and sentinels of our
Eucharistic King. We should pay visits to
such churches and pay our homage of
adoration to Our Lord in the sacrament of
His love.
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5.

"

The picture shows Our Lord instituting the sacrament of Penance on the first Easter Sunday night.
He breathed on the Apostles and said: “Whose
sins you shall forgive, they are forgiven them
and whose sins you shall retain, they are retained "
(John 20.23).

is

The Sacrament

the sacrament of

PENANCE?

Penance is the sacrament by which sins
committed after Baptism are forgiven
through the absolution of the priest.
Penance prompts the sinner to detest his sins,
and incites him to offer satisfaction for them, and
to

amend
i.

his life in the future.

Penance has the three

essentials of a

sacrament.
(a)

It is

be loosed

shall

147.
What

Our Lord had previously promised Peter the
to forgive sins, saying: “And I will give
thee the keys of the kingdom of heaven,- and whatever thou shalt bind on earth shall be bound in
heaven, and whatever thou shalt loose on earth
right

a sensible sign;

of absolution

and the

i.e.,

the words

act of confession.

Our Lord promised to give Peter the power to
forgive sins, saying to him, “And whatever thou
shalt bind on earth shall be bound in heaven, and
whatever thou shalt loose on earth shall be loosed
in heaven” (Matt. 16:19). Christ later made the
same promise to the other Apostles, saying, “Amen,

in

heaven

(Matt. 16:19).

of Penance

/ say to you whatever you bind on earth shall be
bound also in heaven; and whatever you loose on
earth shall be loosed also in heaven” (Matt. 18:18).
(b)

the

It

first

was instituted, by Jesus Christ on
Easter

Sunday

night.

On

the first Easter Sunday night. Our Lord
fulfilled His promise to give His Apostles the power
to forgive sins. Jesus appeared to His Apostles and
said: “Peace be to you. As the Father has sent me,
I also send you.” When He had said this. He
breathed upon them and said to them: “Receive the
Holy Spirit; whose sins you shall forgive, they are
forgiven them; and whose sins you shall retain,
they are retained” (John 20:21-23).
(c)
It confers grace. It is the way by
after Baptism sanctifying grace is
restored to the penitent who has committed
mortal sin.

which
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The Sacrament of Penance

On

the part of the penitent, the sacrament of Penance includes three distinct acts:
(a) contrition or sorrow for his sins; (b)
confession or telling them to the priest;
and (c) satisfaction or performance of the
penance imposed by the priest.
2.

A penitent

absolved IF he confesses his sins
with sorrow, makes a resolution to atone for them,
is

and promises

to

amend

his life.

The

practice of confession and sacramental remission of sin has been continuous in the Church from the beginning,
though the manner of administering this
sacrament has evolved through the centuries.
3.

In the writings of the Fathers and Doctors of
the Church, in the very first centuries of the
Christian era, the faithful are often advised and
exhorted to confess their sins. St. Augustine says,
“It is not enough that one acknowledge his sins
to God, from whom nothing is hidden; he must
alsoconfess them toapriest, God’ s representative.”

does the priest

confession,

The priest forgives sins with the words:
“I absolve you from your sins in the name
and of the Son, and of the

Holy

Spirit.

Amen.”
and

is

Only those priests authorized to do so
can administer the sacrament of Penance.
The power to forgive sins by pronouncing
the words of absolution is given to a priest
at his ordination. But in order to exercise
this power, the priest must have jurisdiction.

The

bishop gives authority (called
to hear confessions in his

“the faculties’’)
diocese.

it

best to

do

so.

WHAT ARE THE EFFECTS

of the

sacrament of Penance, worthily received?

The

restoration or increase of sancti-

fying grace.

The sacrament of Penance restores sanctifying
grace to the soul that has lost it, and increases it in
the soul that already possesses it.

The forgiveness of

sins.

The sacrament of Penance

remits the guilt of
in the sacrament
of Penance. However many and wicked the sins
may be, they are all forgiven if the sinner makes
a good confession, even on a deathbed. “If we
confess our sins. He is faithful and just, to forgive
us our sin and to cleanse us from all iniquity”
(1

called the “absolution,”

said by
the priest over the penitent, with uplifted hand,
when he forgives the sins confessed. It is pronounced while the penitent is saying an act of contrition. It is the form of the sacrament.
is

he thinks

3. Certain grave sins are reserved to the
Pope or the bishop for absolution. These
are called “reserved cases”: as when one
joins Masonry, gets married before a nonCatholic minister, or desecrates a sacred
Host. Every Catholic priest, however, even
if suspended or excommunicated, has power
to absolve all the sins of a dying person.

All sins can

John
3.

This

if

amendment, into the sincerity of contrition of the
penitent, and the satisfaction to be imposed.

sins.

of the Father,

priest

The confessor is a judge in the confessional;
he must act as judge, looking not only into the
sins being confessed, but also into the purpose of

2.

WITH WHAT WORDS
forgive sins?

3i7

refuses absolution to a
penitent when he thinks the penitent does
not have the necessary dispositions. He
may also postpone absolution to a later

1.

St. John said in encouragement: “My
dear children, these things I write to you in
order that you may not sin. But if anyone
sins, we have an advocate with the Father,
1.
Jesus Christ the just” (1 John 2:1).

The

2.

be forgiven

1:9).

The remission of the eternal punish-

ment,

necessary, and also of part, at least,
of the temporal punishment, due to our sins.
if

“Unless you repent, you

same manner” (Luke
4.

The help

will all perish in the

13:5).

to avoid sin in the future.

The sacrament of Penance gives the penitent
and a special strength by which he
may overcome temptation and lead a good life.
Works of penance are not only for the punishment
of past sins, they act as a medicine, as a remedy
to weaken the power of evil tendencies.
actual graces

5. The restoration of the merits of our
good works, if they have been lost by mortal

sins.

A

priest authorized in

one diocese must

faculties in order to hear confessions in
diocese. Priests are like civil magistrates,

get the

any other

who

canfor

not pass sentence on all cases, but only on those
which they have jurisdiction.

The sacrament of Penance also gives us the
opportunity to receive spiritual advice and instruction from our confessor. Although everybody is
free to confess to any authorized priest, each
should have a regular confessor.
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In our examination of conscience, we must make
a careful scrutiny, as if we were to appear at
that moment before the judgment seat of God.
We must not, however, be scrupulous, remember-

God

ing that

is

a

just

and merciful God, who does

148.

not expect what is beyond our power. By the examination we learn to know ourselves, our weaknesses, our temptations, our sins. During the examination of conscience we should decide how we
are to tell our sins, so that we may be clear and brief.

Examination of Conscience

WHAT

must we do TO RECEIVE the
Sacrament of Penance WORTHILY?
1

.

Examine our

By the examination of conscience we recall the
committed since our last good confession.

sins

2.

Be sorry

TO RECEIVE THE SACRAMENT of
WORTHILY, we must imitate

Penance

the Prodigal Son:

conscience.

for our sins.

By contrition, or sorrow for sins, we express to
grief that we have disobeyed Him, that

(1) He thought over the evil he had
done, and acknowledged it (examination of
conscience ).

God our

we have been His
3.

(2)

unfaithful children.

Have the firm purpose

By

this

promise

purpose of amendment

God

not to

fall

we

we

4. Confess our sins to the priest.
The act of telling our sins to the priest

is

called

Be

willing to perform the penance
the priest gives us.
5.

The performance

of the penance after confession
is called satisfaction, for by that act we try to repair the damage our sins have done.

and grieved with

all

his

(3)

He made up

his

mind

to return to

and from thenceforth to change
ways (purpose of amendment).

his father
his

Confession.

realized his ingratitude towards

father,

heart (contrition).

sincerely

again into the sins

confess.

He

good

his

of not sinning

again.

Upon

his
(4)
feet, confessed

return, he fell at his father’s
the evil he had done, and

begged pardon for
(5)

him

as

it

(confession).

He

implored his father not to treat
a son, but as a mere servant (satis-

faction ).
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Examination of Conscience

What

is

AN EXAMINATION OF CON-

SCIENCE?
An

WHEN
conscience

examination of conscience

mind

is

a sincere

we have
worthy confession.
1. Before our examination of conscience
we should ask God’s help to know our sins
and to confess them with sincere sorrow.
Without His grace, we can neither know
our sins nor feel sorrow for them.
2. The examination of conscience is important, for by it we learn to know ourselves, and so find means of improvement.
effort to call to

committed since our

all the sins

last

Self-knowledge is a gift of God, that we implore
we have self-knowledge, we shall be
sure of avoiding the self-complacency that is the
obstacle to a sincere examination of conscience.
in prayer. If

How can we make A GOOD EXAMINATION OF CONSCIENCE?

IS
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THE EXAMINATION

of

CARELESS?

The examination of conscience is careless
when we make it too hastily, and thus fail
to remember all our sins.
1. Some careless people rush
into the
confessional after one or two minutes preparation.

We

receive greater graces from confession the
ourselves, our sins, our weaknesses,
is our contrition and the stronger
our purpose of amendment. These important dispositions cannot be effected by a hasty examination.
better we know
and the greater

2. One who omits confessing a mortal
sin through deliberate carelessness in examination does not make a good confession.

A

good rule is to prepare for each confession as
were to be the last we shall make in this life.
chief reason for our falling into the same
and again is our want of earnest preparation for confession, and the resulting lack of conviction of the need of amendment.
if it

The

sins time

We can make a good examination of conby calling to mind the commandments of God and of the Church, and the
particular duties of our state of life, and by
asking ourselves how we may have sinned
science

with regard to them.
1.

We

should make

as careful

an exami-

nation as if we were on our deathbed, considering in what way we have sinned in
thought, desire, word, deed, or omission.
We must recall how often we have committed mortal sins. “I will meditate on your
precepts and consider your ways” (Ps.
118:15).
2.
We need not be too anxious about
examining ourselves on venial sins, as it is

not

necessary to confess them; but it is
better to do so, in order to amend ourselves,
and to obtain greater graces.
In our examination of conscience, let us beware,
lest, in searching out small sins we may cover the
large ones. Let us not imitate the Pharisees, to
whom Our Lord said, “Blind guides, who strain
out the gnat but swallow the camel!” (Matt. 23:24).
3.

all

In our examination, we should recall
might change the
sins we wish to confess.

For example,

man

a
has stolen a ciborium from
the church, it is not enough for him to confess,
I stole.” Stealing sacred vessels, besides being theft,
if

'

moreover

sacrilege.

4. We should determine exactly what
we are going to confess, and hoiv we are
going to express it, avoiding random talk.

THE EXAMINATION
TOO SCRUPULOUS?

IS

of

The examination of conscience is too
scrupulous when we make ourselves miserable by minute and prolonged examination, fearing that we may not do it well.
1.

Some scrupulous

persons spend a half

hour or more examining themselves with
the minutest detail for a weekly confession.
This is too long. A good examination for a
weekly confession can be made in five minutes and
for a monthly confession in ten or fifteen minutes,
especially if one has not neglected to make his
daily examination of conscience.
2. Our Lord certainly did not institute
confession to be a means of torture, but a
means of forgiveness and relief.

It is unnecessary to count the exact number of
our temptations or distractions. It is unnecessary
to worry over what we cannot remember. What
scrupulous persons need is good common sense.

the circumstances that

nature of the

is

WHEN
conscience

3.

A good

rule

is

to

examine our conmo-

science every everting, spending a few
ments looking over the day’s actions.

Then when the time comes for confession, we
have only to recall the sins our nightly examinations revealed to us. A good examination of conscience is an assurance of a good confession. We
can neither confess nor feel sorry for what we do
not recall. “If we say that we have no sin, we deceive
ourselves, and the truth is not in us” (1 John 1:8).
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Our Lord, speaking about the forgiveness of sins,
told the parable of the Prodigal Son, who took
his inheritance from his father, and wasted it in
a far country. But a time came when the Prodigal
suffered hardships as a caretaker of swine.
Then, feeling contrition for what he had done,
he said to himself: "How many hired men in my

149.
What

is

I

I

I

I

to his father " (Luke 15:17-20).

Sorrow for Sin

CONTRITION?

When

Contrition is sincere sorrow for having
offended God, and hatred for the sins we
have committed, with a firm purpose of
sinning no more. “The LORD is close to
the brokenhearted’’ (Ps. 33:19).

God will not forgive us any sin, whether
mortal or venial, unless we have true contrition for it. Without true contrition a
thousand confessions will avail us nothing
except to add to our sins. Unless there is
sorrow for sin, there is no forgiveness.
As examples of true contrition, we have Mary
Magdalen, who fell at the feet of Jesus weeping;
who wept bitterly for having denied Our
Lord; King David, who fasted and prayed, crying,
“Have mercy on me, O God ... a heart contrite
and humbled, O God, you will not despise.”

St. Peter,

have bread in abundance, while
am perishing here with hunger! will get up and
go to my father, and will say to him. Father,
have sinned against heaven and before thee. am
no longer worthy to be called thy son,- make me
as one of thy hired men. And he arose and went
father's house

is

sorrow for sin true contrition?

Sorrow for
it

is

(1)

1.

sin

(4)

Our sorrow

true contrition

is

interior,

supreme, and

is

(2)

when

supernatural,

(3)

universal.
interior,

when

it

comes

from our heart, not merely from our lips.
“A heart contrite and humbled, O God,
you

will

One day

not spurn”

(Ps.

50:19).

man bumped

into an old woman
carrying a basketful of vegetables. Her basket was
knocked out of her hand, and the contents spilled
on the street, rolling in all directions. The man
curtly murmured, “Sorry,” and went his way, impatiently saying to himself, “There ought to be a
law against old women going out on the streets.”
Meanwhile, the old woman was left to pick up her
vegetables as best she could. This man’s sorrow
was not interior: it was on his lips alone.
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Sorrow for
2.

Our sorrow

is

with the help of God’s grace, it arises from
motives which spring from faith, and not
merely from natural motives. If we are
sorry for our sins because they offend God
Who is so good and perfect, or because we
fear His punishment, or the loss of heaven,
our contrition is supernatural.

A

thief was taken to court. He had been caught
by reason of a watchdog in the house he had
entered. The thief said to himself when he was
sentenced to imprisonment: “I am sorry I ever
entered that house. Next time I shall be sure and
steal only from those houses that do not keep dogs.”
This man’s contrition was not supernatural, but
natural. He was sorry only because he was caught
and punished. Other natural motives are the loss
of health, reputation, or goods.

Our sorrow is supreme when we hate
above every other evil, and are willing
endure anything rather than offend God
in the future by sin.
3.

sin
to

A child said to the priest: "Father, I think I do
not have enough contrition for my sins. When
I offend my mother, I cry bitterly, because I love
her. But when I confess my sins, I do not cry at all.”
The priest asked: “Would you commit a sin only
to please your mother, whom you love so much?”
Quickly the child replied: “Father, no!” This
child’s contrition is supreme, or sovereign. Sorrow for sin is not judged by the amount of tears we
shed, but by the firmness of our will in resolving to
make amends and avoid sin because it offends God.
4. Our sorrow is universal when we are
sorry for every mortal sin which we may
have had the misfortune to commit. If we
have committed five mortal sins, and are
contrite for only four, even if we confess
all, not one is forgiven.

WHY

should

we have CONTRITION

FOR MORTAL SIN?

We should have contrition for mortal sin
because it is the greatest of all evils, gravely
offends God, keeps us out of heaven, and
condemns us forever to hell.
Sin

Sin
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WHY

supernatural when,

should

we have CONTRITION
SIN?

FOR VENIAL
We should have

contrition for venial sin

because it is displeasing to God, merits
temporal punishment, and may lead to mortal sin.
1. Venial sin is displeasing to God, and
keeps us out of heaven, however temporarily. If we really love God, we would avoid
every sign of sin separating us from Him.

The stains of venial sin may seem very slight to
us indeed; but when they are laid against the purity
of the Infinite Goodness they become dark blotches.
We can realize how God looks upon the slightest of
venial sins when we remember how severely He
punished His saints, as for instance, Moses, for only
a very slight sin of thought.
2. By venial sin we incur temporal punishment, which must be made up either here
on earth or in the fires of purgatory.

3. Venial sin is a step to mortal sin. It
causes carelessness with regard to sins,
and leads us into sloth with regard to good
works.

And so, being careless about venial sin, we fall
into mortal sin "by little and little.” No man ever
fell suddenly into vice; vice is a habit of sin.
4. Venial sin deprives us of many graces
by which we might merit more help and
love from God.
When going to Confession, and if we only have

venial sins to confess, we must be sorry for at least
of them, or for some sin of our past, which we
confess; otherwise the confession is not valid.

one

What

is

an

ACT OF CONTRITION?

which we express to God
our sorrow and detestation of sin.
1. An act of contrition can be as short as
“0
this;
my God, I am sorry with all my
heart for having offended You, because
You are all good!”
a prayer by

It is

“Have
in

you
2.

I

pity

on me,

O

God; have pity on me,

for

take refuge” (Ps. 56:2).

An act

of contrition

give venial sins.

We may

sufficient to forgo to Holy Com-

is

munion without

the greatest of evils, because its effects last
longest, and it has the most dreadful results. Ill
health, poverty, and other material evils last for only
a time; at death they will all be ended forever, and
we shall have our release from them. But sin? The
evils arising from mortal sin, aside from those that
hound us in this life, will persecute us unto eternity.
As long as one has a mortal sin he cannot be forgiven for his venial sin.
is

mortal

good

confession if we have no
Although not required, it is
say an act of contrition for our

sin.

to

venial sins,
If

if

any.

we are frequent communicants, and have only

venial sins,

better to go to confession every
at least once a month. Confession
gives special graces not obtained through an act
of contrition.
it

two weeks or
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Perfect contrition implies a fervent love of
are sorry for our sins because they offend

We

Who

is

so good.

Mary Magdalen had

Catholic Faith

God.

was

God

Her perfect contrition and love were greatly
rewarded, for He appeared to her on Easter morning. We should all try to imitate Mary Magdalen's
contrition, arising from sorrow at offending God.

perfect

Her contrition was so perfect that she
never sinned again She followed Our Lord and
contrition.

is

our

CONTRITION PERFECT?

Our contrition is perfect when we are
sorry for our sins because sin offends God,
Whom we love above all things for His

own

sake.

Wherefore

when He was

crucified.

Perfect and Imperfect Contrition

150.
When

at the foot of the cross

and clothes they give
because we see their
selfishness,

Thus we

us,

but for themselves,

self-sacrifice, their un-

and other good

qualities.

shall be sorry, not only because

we

punishment or dread the loss of His gifts, but
because we offend the good God, to Whom nothing
is more evil than sin. If we can love our
parents
spontaneously, not for any reward we expect or
punishment we wish to avoid, why can we not love
God, Who is infinitely more lovable than our parents? If we love God spontaneously, because He
is lovable in Himself, our love is perfect.
fear

I

say

to

thee,

her sins,

many

as

they are, shall be forgiven her, because she has
loved much. But he to whom little is forgiven,
loves little.’ And he said to her, ‘Thy sins are forgiven.’ And they who were at table with him began
to say within themselves, ‘Who is this man, who
even forgives sins?’ But he said to the woman, ‘Thy
faith has saved thee; go in peace’ ” (Luke
7:47-50).

2. It is easy to make an act of perfect
contrition if we sincerely love God.
can
excite ourselves to it by thinking of the

1.
This contrition arises from a pure
and perfect love of God. If we have a
perf ect love of God, our contrition for sins
will be perfect. It ought not be difficult
for us to have a perfect love of God. We

ful

generally love our parents not for the food

goodness.

We

Passion, of how good God is, how many
favors He has granted us, and how ungrate-

we have been

to

Him

in return for
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Perfect and Imperfect Contrition

we happen

If

3.

to be assisting at a
priest is available, we

death-bed, and no
should help the dying person
of perfect contrition.

make an act

The father of a family met with an accident and
was at the point of death. The youngest child, who
had recently made his first communion, saw that
would die before the priest could arrive.
therefore took a crucifix from the wall, and
it before his father’s eyes repeated aloud
act of contrition. Tears filled the dying man’s

his father

He

holding

an

eyes. He died before the priest arrived, but his act
of contrition washed his soul clean of sin.

4. We should form the habit of making
an act of perfect contrition as often as

possible.
It is only necessary to raise our hearts to God
in pure love, and say some such words as: “O my
God, I am sorry I ever offended You, because You
are so good, and I love You!”

When

is

our Contrition

IMPERFECT?

Our contrition is imperfect when we are
sorry for our sins because they are hateful
in themselves or because we fear God’s
punishment.
1.

Imperfect contrition

is

called attrition.

The fear of hell is a common motive of attria good motive, but it is imperfect,
because it arises from fear of God’s punishments, and not from pure love for Him.
tion. It

is

A mother sent her three young sons to take a
big jar of honey to their grandmother. On the
way the boys stopped to play. They stumbled over
the jar, breaking it and spilling the honey. They
all began to weep.
The first
The second
will

said, “Mother will surely spank us!”
cried, “She will be so displeased she
us no cookies!” And the third wept,

give

“Mother

The

will surely be

sad!”

two boys had attrition: one had the
fear of punishment, and the second had sorrow
at the loss of reward. The third child had perfect
contrition, for he thought only of the sadness and
offense he caused to one he loved.

purely servile fear of God is not
sufficient for imperfect contrition. That
is one which makes a person avoid sin only
because of punishment; so that, if there
were no punishment, he would not be sorry,
but ready and resolved to sin, regardless of
the laws of God. To receive the sacrament
of Penance worthily, purely servile fear
would not be sufficient.

We call this fear “ servile because it is the fear
of slaves, afraid of a hard taskmaster; they would
quickly disobey his commands were they not afraid
of his whips. Shall we look upon God thus? Servile
fear does not make the sinner turn away from his
sin. The “ fear of God” that produces attrition is
called filial fear. It is a fear of God’s punishments
that makes the sinner turn away from his sin and
return sincerely to God; it is the fear that a good
son who has offended his father seriously feels
when he begs forgiveness.

How can a person in mortal sin regain
before receiving
the sacrament of Penance?

THE STATE OF GRACE
A

person in mortal sin can regain the
of grace before receiving the sacraof Penance, by making an act of perfect contrition, with the sincere purpose
of going to confession.
state

ment

An act of perfect contrition takes
1.
sin immediately. Our sins however
grievous are forgiven before we confess
them, although the obligation to confess as
soon as we can remains.
away

Thus, if one makes an act of perfect contriafter having committed a mortal sin, and
then dies before being able to go to confession,
he is saved from hell by the act he made. Let us
remember the penitent thief: “And he said to
Jesus, ‘Lord, remember me when thou comest into
tion

thy kingdom.’ And Jesus said to him, ‘Amen I
say to thee, this day thou shalt be with me in
paradise’ ” (Luke 23:40-43).

first

2. To receive the sacrament of Penance
worthily, imperfect contrition is sufficient.
However, an act of attrition cannot obtain
forgiveness of mortal sin without the absolution of a priest.

Even
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A

3.

if

we

2. If we have the misfortune to commit
a mortal sin, we should ask God’s pardon and
grace at once, make an act of perfect contri-

tion,

easily develop

it

only attrition for our

we can
by remem-

sins,

into perfect contrition

bering what we should be without God. We should
always try to have perfect contrition in the sacrament of Penance.

to confession as soon as

we

can.

contrition.

We

may not receive Holy Communion
committing a mortal sin, if we merely
act of perfect contrition; one who
has sinned grievously must go to confession before receiving Holy Communion.
3.

feel

and go

With the act of perfect contrition must be our
intention to go to confession as soon as we can.
If we die without being able to confess to a priest,
we shall be saved from hell by our act of perfect

after

make an
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Augustine in his youth led a bad life. The
prayers of his holy mother, St. Monica, led to his
conversion. One day he was in the garden when
he heard a voice say. Take and read. He took
up the Holy Scripture on a nearby table and read.
St.

151.
What

is

the

Purpose of

FIRM PURPOSE OF

NING NO MORE?

firm purpose of sinning no more is
the sincere resolve not only to avoid sin,
but to avoid as far as possible the near
occasions of sin.
'But when the unclean spirit has gone out of a
man, he roams through dry places in search of a
resting place, and finds none. Then he says, "I will
return to my house which I left’; and when he has
come, he finds the place unoccupied, swept and
adorned. Then he goes and takes with him seven
other spirits more evil than himself, and they enter
in and dwell there; and the last state of that man
becomes worse than the first” (Matt. 12:43-45).
1.

This purpose of amendment must accontrition;

it is

neces-

sary before sin can be forgiven. By it we
determine firmly to amend ourselves. “Behold, thou art cured. Sin no more, lest
something worse befall thee” (John 5:14).

Amendment
Two young men had

SIN-

The

company the act of

From that moment his conversion started. He made
a resolution to amend his ways. This firm resoluhe never broke,- he became one of the greatest
Saints. If we should be so unhappy as to sin, let
us imitate his firm purpose of amendment.
tion

fallen into

the vice of

drunkenness. Every day they went to the saloon,
and with other companions drank till they lost their
reason. Being reproved by their parents, they
promised to overcome their vice and drink no more.

From that day the first young man avoided passing the saloon, and never entered it again. The
second young man thought that so long as he did
not enter, passing in front of the saloon was harmless. He passed in front on the first day.

The second day, as he passed, his former companions hailed him, and he entered the saloon,
thinking to himself that it was harmless, provided
he did not touch wine.
After a week of this, he drank a little glass for old
times’ sake. It was not long before he fell back into
his old vice, while the first young man was cured.

The first young man not only avoided sin, but
The second young man
real purpose of amendment; and so he soon
returned to his former ways, and fell back into sin.
the near occasions of sin.

had no
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Purpose of Amendment

Our purpose of amendment must have
reference to God: it must be supernatural.
If we decide to amend only because we
should be more popular without bad habits,
2.

that

not a supernatural purpose.

is

In Holy Scripture there was King Antiochus who
lamented his sins because worms were eating him up.
Today we have criminals, drunkards, evil men, who
bewail their wicked deeds because they land in jail
or lose their wealth or reputation. For this reason
they determine to improve: but not to improve
their souls, only their methods, so that they may
not be “found out,”— as if God had no eyes to see.
Even if such persons determine to amend, their
purpose has no merit before Almighty God.
3.

fall

Even if, after confession, we should
again into the same sins that we have
we should not despair,

so often confessed,
for by so doing we

would become worse.

If

we relapse into the same
our purpose of amendment is weak. We
must strengthen our will. We should go

after confession
sins,

oftener to confession, examine ourselves
be watchful against temptation.

carefully,

man

A young
once came to St. Philip Neri and
told him he was the victim of a bad habit. The
saint advised him to go to confession immediately
after he fell into the same sin. The young man
sincerely wished to get rid of the vice, and followed
the advice strictly. In a short time he had not only
got rid of his vice, but he had formed new virtues.
4.

way

If

we have only

venial sins, the best

one we commonly commit, and concentrate our efforts to eradicate
it. We should correct ourselves of venial
sins one at a time. Thus we can be sure of
contrition, and a steady advance in virtue.
is

to choose the

WHAT QUALITIES
pose of

firm, efficacious,

}

should our pur-

amendment have?

Our purpose

of

amendment should be

and universal.

Our purpose

is

FIRM when we

deter-

mine to avoid sin at any cost. Then we do
not hesitate back and forth, but with decision cut ourselves off from the bonds which
formerly bound us to sin and its occasions.
In one of his military expeditions, Alexander the
Great, the conqueror of many lands, arrived in
Gordium, Phrygia. In a certain fortress there was
what people called the “Gordian knot,’’ so well
tied that many had tried to untie it but all miserably
failed. It was believed that whoever could untie
the Gordian knot would be the conqueror of Asia.
When Alexander came, he did not waste time, but
drew his sword and cut the knot apart.

2.
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Our purpose

is

EFFICACIOUS when

we resolve to use all means to carry out our
determination to amend, as by avoiding the
occasions of sin,
persons, places, and
things that ordinarily led us into sin in the
past, and may do so again in the future. A
good resolution is like a nail driven fast into
the wall, but the resolutions of too many
are like a nail badly placed, which falls out
as soon as something is hung upon it.

—

Bad company and improper amusements and
reading are such occasions. If we do not avoid
them, we are not truly sorry for our sins. “He who
loves danger will perish in it” (Sirach 3:25). People
who say they wish to become better, but will not
fly away from occasions of sin are like a housewife
who industriously sweeps away cobwebs, but refuses
to kill the spider that weaves them.
3. Our purpose is UNIVERSAL when we
are determined to keep away from ALL
mortal sins. A wise gardener uproots weeds,
and does not merely cut off the top; otherwise they will grow thicker than ever.

St. Sebastian

promised to heal the sick proconall the idols. The
idols, but did not get well,
and complained to the saint about it. The saint
told him he had concealed the gold idol inherited
from his ancestors, and could not be cured. As soon
as he destroyed it, he was healed.

sul of

Rome

if

he would destroy

proconsul destroyed the

Is

it

necessary to confess

EVERY

sin?

It is necessary to confess every mortal sin
which has not yet been confessed; it is not

necessary to confess our venial sins, but
is better to do so.

it

We

must confess all our mortal sins.
God surely can forgive us without Confession; but He has not promised to do so,
whereas He very clearly promised to forgive those whom His priests forgive.
1.

God is free to put whatever conditions He wishes
on the reception of His gifts. He is certainly within
His justice to impose on us the condition of Confession, that

we may have our mortal

sins forgiven.

well to confess venial sins, though
are not obliged to do so. Many Christians

2. It is

we

do not commit mortal sin; they would have
only venial sins to confess.
Venial sins do not exclude from heaven. Without
confession they may be forgiven in many ways, such
as by prayer, good works, and the frequenting of
the sacraments. It is advisable, when confessing only
venial sins, to accuse ourselves of some sin of our
past life, even in general terms, such as: "I also
accuse myself of the sins of my past life, especially
those

I

ment.”
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One makes

a bad confession who wilfully consin. Far from being forgiven any of
he thus commits a new mortal sin, sacrilege. If one is ashamed to confess his mortal sins
before his ordinary confessor, he is always at
liberty to go to another priest, one who does not
1

.

ceals a mortal

his sins,

know

him. But by no

means must he conceal a

152.
What

is

ing forgiveness.
“If we acknowledge our sins, he is faithful and
our sins” (t John 1:9). “Is any one
sick? Let him bring in the presbyters of
the Church, and let them pray over him
and if
he be in sins, they shall be forgiven him”
just to forgive us

among you

.

.

.

(Jas. 5: 14

>5)-

must we

CONFESS

3).

2. If we make a good confession, our souls
are cleansed, and we are restored to sanctifying
grace, to the friendship of God. We also receive
actual graces which help us in our struggle against
evil.

Sacramental Confession

CONFESSION?

Confession is the telling of our sins to an
authorized priest for the purpose of obtain-

WHY

per" (Prov. 28:1

our sins?

We

must confess our sins because Jesus
C hrist obliges us to do so, in these words,
spoken to the Apostles and to their successors in the priesthood: “Whose sins you
shall f or give, they are forgiven them; and
whose sins you shall retain, they are retained.”

1. These words of Christ oblige us to
confess our sins, because the priest cannot
know whether he should forgive or retain
our sins unless we tell them to him. In
order to be able to give a just decision the
priest must know the facts of each case.
Thus the penitent must tell his sins. He is

his

own

accuser and his

own

witness.

Even in a civil court, the judge makes no decision without knowing the facts of the case. A trial
is conducted with accusers and witnesses
against the
person accused. The priest is the judge, and he must
learn from the penitent himself whether he should
give absolution, and what would be a just penance
to impose.
2. The power to forgive sins was not
given to the Apostles alone, but also to
their successors, the bishops and priests of
the Church, until the end of time..

"KNOW GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE

Sacramental Confession
The forgiveness of sins was

surely not granted
only to those people living at the time of the
Apostles, but for all who, to the end of the world,
should need forgiveness.

us to confess
at least once a year. All Catholics, including cardinals, bishops, priests, etc., are subject to this law. Good Catholics confess at
least once a month, or even once a week. If
we are so unfortunate as to have committed
a mortal sin,

we should go

to confession at

once.

What would you think of a person who met
with an accident at New Year and is near death
if he says: “No, do not call the doctor. / shall
go to him at Easter”?
4.

We

In the sacrament of Penance the priest

He

acts as physician to the soul.

how

penitent

amend

to

avoid sin and

the

tells

how

to

his life.

Just as we tell our doctor about all our bodily
pains, in order that he may cure us, so do we tell
our sins to our confessor in order that he can give
or suggest spiritual remedies.

THE CHIEF QUALITIES
confession are three:

and

sincere,

When

it

of a good
must be humble,

entire.

our confession

is

sins, not those of others.

confession

is

ac-

Our confession is humble when we show by our
manner that we are truly sorry, and listen meekly
to the priest’s correction and advice. One who continually interrupts the priest with, "But you do not
know me, Fatherl I am not like that!” would give
the impression that he does not make a humble
confession.

imposed

is

When

One who complains
too heavy for his sins
is

our confession

Our

confession
our sins honestly
1.

Our

is

SINCERE?

sincere when
and frankly.

is

confession

our sins

penance
not humble.

that the

is

sincere

we

The story is told of a woman who went to confession and complained bitterly of the faults of her
son. In giving the penance, the priest said, “Say two
Hail Marys for your sins and ten rosaries for those
sins of your son which you have confessed.” He was
trying to teach her a needed lesson.

When
Our

We

should confess exactly as if we
were telling our sins to God Himself; He

knows them
circumstances.

perfectly,

including

all

entire

is

our mortal

when we confess

sins, telling their

kind, the number of times we have committed each sin, and any circumstances
changing their nature.

A story is told of an old farmer who came into
the confessional quaking and quivering with nervousness. He said, "Father, I have stolen a rope!”
that the confession was not
entire, the priest asked, "How long was the rope?”
The farmer answered, "About three yards long,
Father!” But he was still very nervous, and so the
priest asked, “Was there anything else you stole?”
The fanner trembled, and finally gasped: “There—
there was a— a cow at the end of the rope, Father!”
and stopped. Sensing

We must

tell

kind of the mortal
For example,

the

sins

exact

nature or

we have committed.

not enough for one to accuse
himself of grievous lying. He should specify what

kind of

lie

himself or to
2.

it

he

is

told,

tell

We must

whether

it

was

to

protect

a calumny.

mention the circumstances

that change the nature of our

sins.

For instance

it is not enough to say merely,
dollar,” if it was stolen from a blind
beggar, or from the collection plate at church. Ordinarily taking a dollar from your rich father may be
a venial sin. From a beggar, it becomes mortal;
from the church it is a sacrilege.

“I

stole a

3.

when we

just as

One who confesses that he stole because his
companions told him to, or that the temptation
was too strong, is excusing himself.
2.

ENTIRE?

our confession

is

confession

at least all

tell

they are, without excusing or exaggerating them.
tell

confessional

of others.

HUMBLE?

humble when we

our own

to tell

The

not a place for gossiping about the faults

1.

Our

cuse ourselves of our sins with a conviction of guilt for having offended God.

in confession.

In confession we are

3.

is

that the conus questions.

should also be very careful not to mention by

name anyone

The Church commands

3.
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Our confession must be clear, so
may not waste his time asking

fessor

the

We must

tell

how many

times we

committed a mortal sin. The more often
it
has been committed, the greater the
guilt. If we cannot remember the exact

number of times we should tell it as nearly
as possible, by telling how long a habit
has lasted.
However, we must not waste time unnecessarily
this, but be as simple as possible. Instead of
“I was disobedient to my father twice, to
three times, and to my teacher five
times,” a young person should merely say: “I was

in

saying:

my mother

disobedient ten times.”
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EXAMINATION OF CONSCIENCE

SACRAMENTAL CONFESSION

7
Before confessing to the priest we must first
make a very good examination of conscience. Then
we should repent of our sins, say an act of con,

and kneel

trition,

the confessional for our con-

in

fession.

In

clearly as possible.
tell all

venial sins

153.

How

to

Make

HOW SHOULD WE PREPARE

our-

selves for a good confession?

We

should prepare ourselves for a good
confession by taking sufficient time not only
to examine our conscience, but especially
to excite in our hearts sincere sorrow for
our sins, and a firm purpose not to commit

them

Confession, we tell our sins to the priest as
We speak in a low voice, and
avoid any waste of time in random talk. We must
mortal sins; we may also mention whatever
2.

again.

Good

a

wish to state.

Confession

precede the confession. We should make
it after the examination of conscience, before going into the confessional. The priest
cannot pardon us if we are not repentant.

An act of contrition made any time during the
day on which we go to confession is sufficient. We
should renew the act of contrition at the moment
that the priest is giving us absolution after our
confession.

When hearing confession, the priest uses a purple stole. The color purple signifies sorrow and
penance. In former days priests used the stole continually as part of their habit, but today they
use
it only when
on duty; the Pope alone uses the
stole continually. It

we

is

the badge of the priesthood.

l. After we have made a good
examination of conscience and excited ourselves to
true repentance, we should say an act
of
contrition. The act of contrition should

We

then approach the confessional
our turn. We should never crowd
Some persons
are so eager to be first that they even go
up near the one actually confessing. This
is a serious fault, especially if by so doing
the person hears the confession going on.
2.

to await

and

fight to get first place.

Roger Brooke Taney was one day awaiting his
turn to confess, in line with some Negro workmen.

"KNOW GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE "

How To Make
He

was then Chief Justice of the Supreme Court
of the United States, a position second only in
dignity to that of the President. Seeing him, the
priest came out and said, “Come in next, Mr.
Taney: the time of the Chief Justice is too precious
to spend waiting.” But the Chief Justice replied,
“Not Chief Justice here. Father, only a prisoner at
the bar.” And he kept his place in line, awaiting
his turn.
3.

When our

turn comes, we kneel in the

confessional and wait
towards the opening.

till

the priest leans

HOW SHOULD WE CONFESS our sins
to the priest?
1. Making the sign of the cross,
we say
to the priest: “Bless me. Father, for I have
sinned. It is a week”. and then we tell how
long it has been since our last confession.
.

.

We must speak distinctly, but not so loudly that
persons near the confessional can hear.

We

2.
then state our sins as clearly and
briefly as possible, telling all mortal sins,

including those that may have been forgotten in previous confessions, with the
nature and number of each; we may also
confess any venial sins we wish to mention.
We must not waste time at any random talk.

a

Good Confession

The words of absolution are said in Latin: “I
absolve you from your sins, in the name of the
Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit.
Amen.” We must not leave the confessional until
the priest gives some sign, as by saying, “ God bless
you,” or “go in peace.” It is best to wait till he has
closed the little window.
2.
After leaving the confessional, we
should return thanks to God for the sacrament we have received, and promptly and
devoutly perform our penance.

WHAT are we to do IF without our fault
WE FORGET to confess a mortal sin?
If without our fault we forget to confess a
mortal sin, we may receive Holy Com-

munion, because we have made a good confession and the sin is forgiven; but we must
tell the sin in confession if it again comes
to our mind.

A

week, a month, or a year.

When

it is

to confess a

doubtful

The confessor can then advise us
greater peace of mind.

we cannot remember the exact number of our
mortal sins, we should tell the number as nearly
as possible, or say how often we have committed
the
we have committed no mortal sin since our last
we should confess our venial sins, or
some sin told in a previous confession, for which
we are again sorry, in order that the priest may

is one of which we are not sure
a sin or not a sin. We are not obliged
sin, but it is better to do so.

doubtful sin

whether

If

sins in a day, a
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When

the priest is giving us absolution, we should say from our heart the
short act of contrition in a tone to be heard
by him, and make the sign of the cross.
1.

What

A

is

a

and we

shall

have

GENERAL CONFESSION?

general confession

is

previous confessions, or
them.

a repetition of all
at least of

some

of

confession,

give us absolution.

Housewives sweep and dust the house every day:
nevertheless they also give it a thorough general
cleaning once or twice a year. A general confession
is

Having

finished, we say: “For these
the sins of my past life I am truly
sorry, especially for ... ”; and then it is
3.

and

all

well to

tell

one or several of the

sins

we have previously confessed, and
we are particularly sorry.

for

which
which

WHAT SHOULD WE DO AFTER

the equivalent of this general housecleaning.

1.
It may be good to make a general
confession of the whole year once a year,
especially after a retreat or mission. These
are called confessions of devotion.

Scrupulous persons, however, who only torture
themselves, should avoid general confessions. Even
mortal sins are omitted purposely in a general
confession of devotion, it is worthy, provided those
sins have previously been confessed and absolved.
if

con-

fessing our sins?
After confessing our sins, we should answer truthfully any question the priest asks,

seek advice if we feel that we need any,
listen carefully to the spiritual instruction
and counsel of the priest, and accept the
penance he gives us.
If we do not understand the penance, we must
ask the priest to repeat it. If we cannot perform
that particular penance, we should state our
reasons
to the priest, and have him change it.

2. It is usual to make a general confession of our whole life when we are
about to change our state of life, as before
marriage or before entering the priesthood
or a religious order. A general confession
is necessary when one has been making

unworthy confessions.

A general confession may be advised as conducive to greater self-knowledge, to more genuine
humility, and increased peace of mind.
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Theodosius the Great, Roman Emperor, although
a just ruler, once ordered the massacre of about
7000 people of Thessalonica in revenge for a
tumult that they had caused in the year 390. St.
Ambrose, then Archbishop of Milan, thereupon
forbade the emperor's entrance into the church.

154.

WHY

does the priest give us

ANCE AFTER CONFESSION?
The

priest gives us a

fession, that

to

God

to

them.

penance

acknowledged his sin, and humbly
had likewise sinned. St.
him, answering that the emperor

Ambrose rebuked

must then imitate David

in his

penance. Theodosius

made

reparation to the Thessalonians and did an
eight-months’ severe canonical penance.

Satisfaction for Sin

A PEN-

Justice requires that an injury done
another should be repaired. One who
must restore the stolen property. God
forgave Adam’s sin, but his penance lasted
his whole life. In confession, our eternal
punishment is forgiven, but not our tem2.

to

steals

after con-

we may make some dtonement

for our sins, receive help to avoid
them in the future, and make some satisfaction for the temporal punishment due

Temporal punishment is the punishment or penance that we have to suffer for
poral.

our

i.
The penance is satisfaction for
some penitential work imposed by

priest as

Theodosius

stated that King David

a reparation to God for the
Him by sin.

sins either here

on earth or

in Purgatory.

sin,

the
of-

fense offered to

In the early days of the Church, public or
canonical penance was imposed for public sins.
One who apostatized for fear had to do penance
for seven years, during which time he was excluded
from Holy Communion, and was required to fast
on certain days.

One who

breaks the civil law is not let off even
if he is sorry. He is given a penalty imposed by
the judge.
3. Today the most common form of satisfaction is the saying of certain prayers imposed. If the sin calls for material repara-

tion,

restoration of property or a public

apology

is

also

sometimes imposed.
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Satisfaction for Sin

One should not complain

33i

if the penance given
the confessor is more than other confessors
usually impose. One should instead thank God
for the opportunity to make some satisfaction
here
on earth, thus shortening his purgatory.

all

4. If the penance consists of prayers, we
should say it if possible as soon as we leave

WHY does GOD REQUIRE TEMPORAL PUNISHMENT for sin?

4-

by

the confessional. It is wrong to put
off the
performance of a penance too long. One
who intentionally omits the penance com-

mits sin, although the sins that were forgiven do not return. To omit a penance for
venial sins would be a venial sin; a serious
penance for mortal sins, would be grievous.
If

may

we cannot perform the penance imposed, we
request our confessor to change

not on our

own

it.

We may

authority substitute another penance for the one imposed.

WHAT KINDS OF PUNISHMENT are
due to sin?

Two kinds of punishment are due to
the eternal punishment of hell, due to
unforgiven mortal sins, and temporal punishment, lasting only for a time, due to
venial sins, and also to mortal sins after they
have been forgiven.
sin

:

1. Even if Our Lord by His
death fully
atoned for all our sins, we need to do penance for them. He made salvation available,
on condition that we do our part.

The sacrament of Penance, worthily

received,

always takes away

all

eternal pun-

ishment; but does not always take away

temporal punishment.

God

requires temporal punishment for sin
His justice, to teach us the great
and to warn us not to sin again.

to satisfy

evil of sin,
1.

Temporal punishment

due even

is

forgiven sins, because human contrition
if often imperfect. This temporal punish-

ment is an atonement made to divine sanctity and justice. After confession, our contrition generally requires more satisfaction than the few prayers given as penance.
‘‘Nathan said to David: ‘The Lord hath taken
sin, thou shalt not die;
nevertheless,
because thou hast given occasion to the enemies of
Lord to blaspheme, for this thing the child
is born to thee shall surely die’ ”
(2 Kings 12).

away thy
the
that

2.
Temporal punishment, as the word
implies, lasts for only a time. It has a definite end. Holy Scripture furnishes us many
examples of temporal punishment having

been imposed by God.
Mary, the sister of Moses, was pardoned the sin
she committed by murmuring against her brother.
Nevertheless, God inflicted on her the temporal
penalty of leprosy, and of seven days’ separation
from the people (Num. 12:9-15).

In a similar way, a physician prescribes medicine.
one refuses it, he is not cured.

3 CWe pay the debt of our temporal punishment either in this life or in purgatory.

were no need of penance, the
most hardened sinners would receive the
same treatment as the most saintly men, a
condition impossible to the justice of God.
Christ Himself wills that as we are to share
in His glory, we must first share in His

the debt of our temporal pnnishment, besides the penance imposed after confession

If

2.

If there

sufferings.

The CHIEF

MEANS OF SATISFYING

are:

Attending Mass, (2) prayer, (3) fasting,
alms-giving, (5) the works of mercy,
the patient endurance of sufferings, and
(7) indulgences.
(1)

(4)

“ Heirs indeed of God and joint heirs with Christ:
yet so, if we suffer with Him, that we may also
be
glorified with Him” (Rom. 8:17).
3.

God

The punishment for
is

sin prescribed by

clear:

(a) For mortal sin, eternal punishment
in hell.
This punishment we can escape by the sacrament
of Penance, or, at the moment of death, if we are
not able to receive the sacrament of Penance, by
an act of perfect contrition.

For mortal sins which have been forgiven,
venial sin not completely atoned for, temporal

(b)

and

punishment.

(6)

‘‘Zacchaeus stood and said to the Lord, ‘Behold,
Lord, I give one-half of my possessions to the
poor, and if I have defrauded anyone of anything,
I restore it fourfold’ ” (Luke 19:8-9).

We
and

should do voluntary works of charity

mortification, in atonement;

besides, bear patiently all

ills

we

sent

should,

by God.

The penance we perform, and the sufferings we
bear patiently, not only reduce the temporal punishment due our sins, but also contribute to the
increase of our eternal happiness. This is what we
gaining merits for heaven.

call
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Before a man is ordained priest and permitted
to hear confessions, he must go through a long
period of careful study and preparation. The
present rule is to have a four-year preparatory
course after the intermediate course, three or at
least two years of Philosophy, and four years of
Theology, Canon Law, Ecclesiastical History, and
Sacred Scripture. This long and detailed preparation would usually not attract a low class of men.
.

155.

The

It is the most solemn obligation of a
priest to keep secret what has been revealed to him in confession.

The

priest

may

not break this seal of
confession even to save his own life, or to
avert a great calamity. He must act as if he
had not heard anything in confession. This
is

why

sins

a sense of

shame or

fear of telling

our

should never lead us to conceal mortal

sins in confession.

Towards the end of the fourteenth century,
Wenceslaus, King of Bohemia, ordered St. John
Nepomucene to be drowned in the river Moldau.
The king had tried to make the Saint reveal to

him what

the queen had said in confession, and
the saint had firmly refused, in spite of inducethreats. Hundreds of years after, during

ments and

be

faithful to his sacred duties, one of the most
important being to keep the seal of the confession,

the sacramental secret.

Seal of Confession

What is the “SEAL OF CONFESSION”?

l.

2. After one is ordained priest, he is continually
reminded of his duties not only by his superiors,
but by his daily meditation and prayer. Every
priest is obliged to say the Breviary every day.
These spiritual duties bring down the grace of
God on the priest, and serve to strengthen him to

the process of canonization, the saint’s tongue was
like a living tongue.

found incorrupt, and looked

2. The seal of confession must be observed even in a court of justice, for the
divine law is higher than human law.

In the beginning of the nineteenth century, a

New York, Father Kohlman, was
called into court to testify. A couple were on trial
for having received stolen goods. Father Kohlman
was supposed to have knowledge of the matter
through the confessional, for he had restored the
stolen goods to the rightful owner. At court, the
priest refused to testify, and was thereupon tried for
contempt of court. However, he was not punished,
and soon after a New York law was passed exempting priests from revealing in court any knowledge
obtained in confession. Such a law, nevertheless, is
far from universal, and the position of a priest who
refuses to reveal confessional matter in a court of
law is not secure.
Jesuit priest of
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The Seal of
Would

it

be

A SIN FOR A PRIEST TO

DIVULGE what

he knew through some-

one’s confession?
Yes, it

would be a mortal

sin for a priest

to divulge even a venial sin which he knew
through confession.
1. The penalty for violating the seal of
confession is excommunication reserved to
the Pope, besides severe ecclesiastical penalties. From time to time we hear of priests
who apostatize, but never has anyone fallen so low as to break the seal of confession.

Confession
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way of defending himself.
from the

different
given to one
is

2.

If

Besides, each penitent
others. Advice or penance

may not be good

for another.

we overhear something being told
confessional, we are strictly bound

in the
to secrecy.

ARE WE FREE

to choose our confes-

sor?
Yes,

we

confessor

are absolutely free to choose the

we

like.

It is advisable to

have a regular conIn this way he becomes well acquainted with our character and state of
conscience, thus enabled to direct us better.
l.

fessor.

This incident happened in France during medieval times. The chaplain of a castle one night heard
a knock at his door, and opening it saw a man, who
said that he wished to go to confession. The chaplain heard the confession during which the man
revealed that that same night he was to lead an
assault against the castle, having been chosen to
execute a plot. The chaplain tried to dissuade him,
but in vain. Absolution having been denied him,
the man departed.

A confessor is like a physician. If a sick man
consults a different physician every week and
follows the directions of none, he cannot expect
much improvement in health. Similarly, a penitent
who moves from one confessor to another can hardly get the advice he needs.

dread.

2 .We should choose a skilled confessor,
and follow his directions faithfully. How-

told

ever, for the peace of

The

chaplain passed the night in an agony of
However, he remained at the castle, and
no one of what he had heard in the confesbut prepared himself for death. At dawn
he heard a knock, and admitted the man of the

sional,

night before. The man said: "I wished to be convinced that priests really observe the seal of the
confessional, for I am a great sinner. All night I
watched to see whether you would inform others, or
leave the castle to save yourself. Now I no longer
doubt the secrecy of the confessional, and I want
to confess all my wicked deeds.”

The

penitent, however, may give the
priest permission to make use of what he
has revealed in confession. In that case the
2.

priest

may do

so,

although he

is

advised to

be most careful, in order to prevent unjust
accusation concerning the secrecy of the
confessional.

Enemies of the Church have constantly tried to
attack the seal of confession, to break this rule
of the Church. So far, by the grace of God Who
watches over His Church, these enemies have failed.

ARE PENITENTS BOUND

by the seal

of confession?

Penitents are in no way bound by the
but they are advised to
from talking about what the priest

seal of confession;

refrain
tells
1.

them

in the confessional.

our conscience, we
should not hesitate to change confessors.
If we change confessors, we should never without necessity mention to the new one what our old
confessors advised us. It might work an injustice
to the previous confessor, who cannot defend
himself.

3 Some, out of a false sense of shame
before their ordinary confessor, are tempted to conceal a mortal sin. If they cannot
overcome such shame, they should go and
confess to another priest.
One should also remember that the priest, who
.

represents Christ Himself, is bound by the seal of
confession never to reveal anything told him in
the confessional.
4. Those who are ashamed to confess to
priest must remember that one day
they will have their sins revealed , to their

any

mankind. “I
show your nakedness to the nations, to
kingdoms your shame” (Nahum 3:5). Is
it not better to reveal our sins now to only one
man, who need not know the penitent, and
eternal confusion, before all
will

the

furthermore bound by the sacramental
not better to confess them now
the priest, than burn in hell for all
eternity?
is

secret? Is it

to

Penitents should avoid speaking about

the advice given, the penance, etc.

One reason

for this is that if we misunderstand
or misrepresent what the priest told us, he has no

God Himself said, “There will be joy in heaven
over one sinner who repents, more than over
ninety-nine just who have no need of repentance”
(Luke
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15:7).
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During the time of the great persecutions, the conand martyrs remained constant and were

fessors

cast into prison.

Many were

put to death. Others denied their faith to escape persecution; on these the
Church imposed severe penances. However, if the

156.
What

is

Indulgences

AN INDULGENCE?

An indulgence is the remission granted
by the Church of the temporal punishment
due to sins already forgiven.
Our Lord gave

the Apostles and their
to deliver men from
might separate them
from heaven. Thus He said to St. Peter:
“And whatever thou shalt loose on earth
shall be loosed in heaven” (Matt. 16:19).
i.

successors the
obstacle

every

An

confessors and martyrs interceded in behalf of the
apostates, their time was shortened by the bishop.
other words, an "indulgence" was granted to
them by the proper authority, in view of the superabundant merits of those who interceded for them.

In

power
that

indulgence does not take away sin. Neither
does it take away the eternal punishment due to
mortal sins. An indulgence can produce its effects
in the soul only after sins are forgiven and, in the
case of mortal sins, only after their eternal punishment is taken away. Many who are not Catholic
wrongly understand an indulgence to be a permission to commit sin, or a pardon for future sin, or
a

guarantee against temptation. By an indulgence the
Church merely wipes out or lessens the temporal

punishment due
2.

to sins already forgiven.

Since Christ gave the Apostles the

power and right to forgive sins, free men
from hell, and lead them to heaven. He
certainly also gave them the lesser power
to free sinners from the temporal punishment due to sin, and save them from
purgatory.

A
nals

civil ruler
is

who has

empowered

will grant the

the right to pardon crimiwhat manner he

to choose in

pardon.

3. An indulgence is not a permission or
license to sin. One who is not in the state
of grace cannot gain an indulgence. It is
simply a forgiveness or release from tem-

poral punishment.

"KNOW GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE"

Indulgences

HOW

does the Church BY MEANS OF
INDULGENCES remit the temporal punishment due to sin?

The Church by means of indulgences
remits the temporal punishment due to sin
by applying to us from her spiritual treasury part of the infinite satisfaction of Jesus
Christ and of the superabundant satisfaction
of the Blessed Virgin Mary and of the saints.
1. In the Church there is a SPIRITUAL
TREASURY made up of the superabundant merits of Our Lord, the Blessed
Mother, and the saints. The merits of the
passion and death of Our Lord are infinite,
for He is God. All these He left to His

Ch urch.

When

the Church grants an induldoes not really cancel any expiation
God. It only supplies for our deficiencies by drawing on the spiritual
treasury of the Church, exercising the
power of the keys given by Christ.
A mother had many sons and daughters. Some of
2.

gence,

due

it

to

them acquired great

riches; before dying, they betheir possessions to their mother, to be

queathed
used as she pleased. She also had younger children
who needed support and education. Once in a
while, therefore, she withdrew money from the
bank, where she had deposited the riches left her,

and used

it

for her other children.

3 Divine justice requires an
ration for all sins we have
Usually the small penance of a
imposed by the confessor is not
-

exact repacommitted.
few prayers
sufficient to

make satisfaction for our sins, which have
outraged the holiness of God.
Besides, we are often careless, and have
only imperfect contrition for our sins.
Therefore, even after our sins are forgiven,
there usually remains some temporal punishment which we have to suffer either here
or in purgatory. If we make use of indul-

gences,

we draw upon

of the Church,

the spiritual treasury

and thus balance our

ac-

count with God.

THE CHURCH ALWAYS EXERCISED

right to grant indulgences to
the faithful:
its

The practice of granting indulgences
has evolved in the course of history. The
present discipline has developed from the
early practice of granting a shortening of
the public penance imposed on certain
sinners.
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During the time of the great persecutions, the confessors and martyrs remained
constant and were cast into prison, and
1.

many were put

to death. Others denied
their faith to escape persecution; on these
the Church imposed severe penances.

However, if the confessors and martyrs interceded in behalf of the apostates, their time of
penance was shortened by the bishop. In other
words, an“ indulgence” was granted to them by the
proper authority, in view of the superabundant

who

merits of those
2.

As

interceded for them.

the centuries passed, the Church

moderated its severe penances. There was
danger that, if penances continued to be
very severe, many would be unable to fulfill
them. In order, therefore, to save as many
souls as possible, the Church made the
penances lighter. Public penances ceased
to be imposed; the penitent was permitted
to make atonement by means of alms-deeds,
crusades, or pilgrimages.

Hence the wider use of indulgences came about;
and they were granted

for

works comparatively easy

of accomplishment.

3

-

More and more indulgences came

to

be granted, as today they are granted, for
reciting certain prayers, for visiting certain
holy places, for fasting and almsgiving, for
using certain sacred objects.
Thus, when the Holy Land came into the power
and pilgrimages could no longer be
to Jerusalem, Pope Boniface VIII granted a
plenary indulgence to all who, during the year
1300, should for 15 successive days visit the basilica
of the Apostles in Rome. This was the origin of the
jubilee indulgence.
of the Turks,

made

What

TAGES
1.

are

SOME OF THE ADVAN-

of indulgences?

They cancel or

lessen

our temporal

punishment.
Thus

who neglect the
may be likened to

those

indulgences
fers a long and
pleasant one is

practice of gaining
a traveler who predifficult road although a short and
offered to him.

2. They console us in our fear of God's
judgment for our past sins, and give us

hope

for the future.

When we sin, they encourage us to make our
peace with God, for a state of grace is necessary
before we can gain any indulgence.
3.

They encourage us

to the

sacraments, and

They enable us

holy souls in purgatory.
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to
to

go frequently
do good works.

to practice charity

towards the

”
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In

My

the early Church, the canonical penances were
Grave sins, such as apostasy, were punished

with a penance of seven years. During all this
time
the penitent was excluded from the company of the
faithful. He knelt at the entrance of the
church,
asking for the prayers of those that entered. He

What

A

is

Grant

of

PLENARY INDULGENCE?

a

plenary indulgence

all the

is

the remission of

temporal punishment due to our
one be actually free
even venial sin.

sins. It requires that

from

heaven, without having to pass through
purgatory.

The good

thief

was granted by Our Lord a

plenary indulgence, because of

his perfect contri-

tion of heart. To the other thief he said that they
were receiving what their deeds deserved. “And he
to

heard only the first part of the Mass, and was not
permitted to receive Holy Communion. On fixed
days during the period of his penance, he was
obliged to fast on bread and water. But if those
faithful interceded,

indulgence;

his

the penitent was granted an
penance was shortened.

Indulgences
2. If we should be unable to gain a
plenary indulgence fully, by failure to fulall conditions exactly, we shall nevertheless gain the indulgence partially according to our dispositions.
fill

all sin,

1. One who dies immediately after gaining a plenary indulgence goes straight to

said

”

Catholic Faith

severe.

157.

”

Jesus,

‘Lord,

remember me when Thou

comest into Thy kingdom.’ And Jesus said to him,
‘Amen I say to thee, this day thou shalt be with
me in paradise’ ” (Luke 23:42-43).

Unless otherwise expressly stated, a plenary indulgence can be gained only once a day, even if the
prescribed work be performed a number of times.

What are the “USUAL CONDITIONS”
ordinarily prescribed for gaining a plenary indulgence?

The “usual conditions ordinarily prescribed for gaining a plenary indulgence
“
are (1) “ confession
Communion
(2)
“« visit to a church” or “ public chap(3)
el,” and
(4) “prayer for the intentions of
the Pope”

"KNOW GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE"

Grant of Indulgences

The

“confession” required can be
made within the eight days immediately
preceding the day to which the indulgence
is appointed. The “Communion” may take
place on the previous day. Both conditions,
“confession” and “Communion,” may be
satisfied on the day itself or within the
following eight days.
Any number of indulgences may be gained by the
application of the same “confession” or “Com1.

munion,” provided the other works prescribed are
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For instance, when an indulgence of 300 days
granted, it does not mean to free a soul from
300 days’ suffering in purgatory. It merely indicates that as much temporal punishment may be
remitted as would have been remitted in the early
Church by a canonical penance of 300 days.
is

2. As no one knows how much the penances of old satisfied God's justice, so we
cannot now know how much temporal punishment is remitted by the corresponding

partial indulgence.

accomplished severally.
2.

Persons who are accustomed

to

go

3. The condition of “visiting a church”
or “public chapel” is fulfilled by entering
the church or chapel with the intention of
honoring God Himself or His saints and
reciting the prescribed prayers.

The visit may be made from noon of the
previous day up to midnight of the day
appointed. Religious and those communities living like religious with their boardingschool students and personnel may make
the visit in the chapel of the institution.
The

“intentions of the Pope” usually
4.
refer to the welfare of the Church and religion. Unless otherwise stated, they include:
(a) the exaltation of the Church; (b) the

uprooting of heresies; (c) peace among
Christian nations (d) the propagation of
the faith; and (e) conversion of sinners.
'

The requirement of “prayer for

the intentions
of the Pope’’ must be vocal, not mental, prayer. It
is readily fulfilled by saying, in addition
to the
other works prescribed, one Our Father, one Hail

Mary, and one Glory be

What

A

is

a

to the Father.

To

gain an indulgence we must “be in
the state of grace,” have at least a general
intention of gaining the indulgence,” and
“perform the works” required by the

Church.
t. To gain an indulgence a person
must
“be baptized,” and “in the state of grace”

at least at the
2.

partial indulgence is reckoned, like
the public penitential discipline of old, in
days and years. These periods of time must
not be taken to mean a certain length of
time in purgatory. They only mean that
as much temporal punishment is remitted

which, in God’s sight, would have been remitted in the early Church by a canonical
penance of so many days or years.

We

end of the prescribed works.

must “have the intention,”

at least
in a general way, of gaining the indulgence.

We do not gain an indulgence by accident,
without wishing to gain one.
It is well in our morning prayers to make a
general intention to gain all the indulgences possible during the day. It is not necessary to express the
intention each time an indulgence is to be gained.
3. We must perform the works required
by the Church. We must comply exactly
with the particular conditions required,
according to the prescribed time, place,

and manner.
When vocal prayers are prescribed as a condition, the words must be pronounced with the lips,
and not merely read or said mentally. However, indulgences attached to invocations or ejaculations
can be gained by reciting them merely mentally.

PARTIAL INDULGENCE?

A

an

indulgence?

Who

partial indulgence

is the remission of
part of the temporal punishment due to
our sins.
1.

WHAT MUST WE DO TO GAIN

to

confession at least twice a month can gain
indulgences, even without the actual
confession prescribed. Daily communicants
have the same privilege, even if Communion may by chance not be received once or
twice during the week.
all

has power to grant indulgences?

The Pope alone

has the power to grant
“plenary indulgences” as well as “indulgences” for the whole Church applicable
to the living and in suffrage for the dead;
archbishops and bishops can grant “partial
indulgences” for the living only in their

own

dioceses.

Bishops and priests with special
the Pope

may

faculties

from

attach indulgences to objects they

bless. These objects thus blessed are as if they had
been blessed by the Holy Father himself.
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The

Way

of the Cross

and

158.
What

is

the

Catholic Faith

the Angelas are two

The

Raccolta or “Manual of Indulgences”
the authentic collection of prayers and
devotional practices in English which have
been indulgenced by the Sovereign Pontiff.
Each, prayer or practice

profitable prayers richly indulgenced.

Indulgenced Prayers and Objects

RACCOLTA?

is

1.

common and

is

numbered. Refer-

ence to the Manual found at the end of indulgenced prayers and devotions is indicated by the
abbreviation “Rac.” and the number of the prayer
or devotional practice: e.g., Rac. 679. There are
nearly eight hundred prayers and practices listed.

The name of the official edition of the Rac2
colta in Latin is “Enchiridion Indulgentiarum
Preces et Pia Opera.” This is why in some devotional books the indulgenced prayers are indicated
by “Enchiridion” or “Ench. 679,” instead of
“Raccolta” or “Rac. 679 .”

towards us as a loving mother with her
children. She knows that in spite of our
good will, we often fail in our good resolutions. With the grace of God we may not
be committing numerous grievous sins, but
daily

we contract more debts with God

through

our

negligences,

our

countless

and imperfections. The gaining
of indulgences will enable us to pay off,
at least, part of our debts with God, and
shorten our purgatory.
venial sins

.

3

.

The

Raccolta

is

indeed a precious prayer book

and no Catholic home should be without

a copy.

Published by Benzinger Brothers, New York, N.Y.,
can be purchased at any Catholic book store.

it

Moreover, the Sacrifice of the Mass with Holy
Communion is the greatest source of our spiritual
life. Mother Church, by inciting us to gain many
and valuable indulgences— treasure for our future
life, leads us to their attendance, putting as condition of gaining the indulgences, that of “con-

and “Communion.” It would be a great
mistake to believe that such devotions as “the
Stations of the Cross,” “recitation of the Rosary and
“attending Novena prayers and benedictions,” are more efficacious and meritorious than
the offering of Mass and receiving Holy Comfession”

litanies,”

Why does the Church grant indulgences?
The Church grams

indulgences acting

munion.

'KNOW GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE

Indulgenced Prayers and Objects

PLENARY and
PARTIAL INDULGENCES

1. Indulgences that are granted with no limitation as to the number of times they may be gained
are called “toties quoties” —as often as you recite
the prayer or do the practice.

Nearly

partial indulgences are gained as
often as we repeat the prescribed prayers or practices. For instance, the two shortest and most
beautiful ejaculations: Jesus! Mary! By pronouncing
with devotion either one of them we may gain 300
days of indulgence every time we do it (Rac. 1:3,
all

There

however, a few plenary indulgences that may be gained “toties quoties”-ns
often as you do it. The pious practice of the Stations
of the Cross, the visitation of a church on All Souls’
Day, are samples of plenary indulgences that can be
gained “toties quoties.”
292).

2.

are,

Indulgences that can be gained only once a

day are mostly Plenary indulgences with

the four
“usual conditions,” specially that of “confession”
Communion.” Sample of such an indulgence is
the Prayer before a Crucifix” said after receiving
Holy Communion (See page 421).

and

EXAMPLE FOR GAINING the Plenary
Indulgence of the Stations of the Cross.
This practice

given a Plenary indulgence as often
the “usual conditions,”
especially of that of “confession” and “Communion.”
It can be performed as often as we wish. If Holy
Communion is received on the day itself we
make the Stations, we gain an extra plenary
indulgence.
as

it is

To gain the indulgences of the Stations of the
it is not necessary to say any vocal prayers.
One must go from station to station meditating with a contrite heart on the sufferings of
Christ. For example, as we give a glance to the
stations representing the falling of Jesus under the
Cross,

weight of the cross, we think that He was suffering
because of our repeated sins. It does not matter if
we spend only a few minutes or half an hour to

make

the rounds of the stations; it is sufficient to
meditate on the Passion and Death of our Lord, to
gain the indulgences.

There are very many plenary indulgences that
can be gained on specific days of the year, or by
the recitation of certain prayers for a week, or a

month, under the “usual conditions.” They can
be found in the Raccolta or in approved prayer
books. Most partial indulgences for prayers are

made plenary if such prayers are recited
month, on the “usual conditions.”

daily for a

indul-

Indulgences may be attached to crucimedals, rosaries, statues, and similar
provided they are not made of very

fixes,

fragile material.
1.
The object must be blessed by the
Pope, or by a bishop or priest possessing the
powers. The indulgence is lost if the object
is more than half destroyed, or if it is sold,
but not if the object is lent or given away.

2. More than one indulgence may be
attached to the same rosary or crucifix.
However, one and the same prayer will not

avail to gain all the indulgences attached to
object, unless expressly declared.

any one

A rosary beads
gences attached to

may have

the following indul-

it:

a) The “Crozier” blessing which grants an indulgence of five hundred days for each Our Father
and Hail Mary that we say on the beads, even
though we say only a few Hail Marys on it, instead

of the whole rosary.
b)

The “Dominican”

blessing which enables us
another one hundred days on each bead.

to gain

The “Apostolic Indulgences” which are given
to crucifixes. One who is dying and has such a

also
rosary or crucifix, and tried his best to confess and
receive Communion, and if this was not possible, is
sorry for his sins and with a contrite heart invokes
the name of Jesus, may gain a plenary indulgence

at the hour of death.

Can we gain indulgences

We

is

performed without

commonly

objects,

c)
3. Indulgences granted on specific days, as on
the First Fridays of the month, on August 2nd the
Portiuncula Indulgence, and the “Jubilee Indulgences” once every 25 or 50 years.

are

genced ?

may

be granted (1), with no limitation as to the
number of times we may gain them; (2), once a day;
and (3), on specific days of the Ecclesiastical Year.
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WHAT OBJECTS

FOR OTHERS?

cannot gain indulgences for other

living persons, but we can gain them for
the souls in purgatory, since the Church
makes most indulgences applicable to them.

An

indulgence for the living means for
who performs the good work.
for another
living person.
t.

the person

We

cannot gain an indulgence

The Church

2.

can grant indulgences

for the dead, as an offering to God by way
of suffrage, as an intercessory prayer for the

departed souls. As we cannot know how
much temporal punishment is remitted by
any indulgence, still less can we know what
value the indulgences we gain have,
applied to the souls in purgatory.

when

wrong, for instance, to say that we have
freed a particular soul from purgatory by the recital
of a certain prayer with a plenary indulgence. The
efficacy of such indulgences depends on God’s response to the intercession offered. But can we doubt
that He will listen to the entreaty of His Church,
with the infinite treasury of merits that He Himself
It

has

"KNOW GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE”

is
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available?
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ANOINTING OF THE SICK
Thousands die every year without the benefit of
the Sacrament of Anointing of the Sick.
should

We

The Sacrament

159.

What

is

Anointing of the Sick?

Anointing of the Sick is the sacrament
which, through the anointing with blessed
oil by the priest, and through his prayer,
gives health

and strength

to the soul,

and

sometimes to the body, when we are in
danger of death from sickness, accident, or
old age.
This sacrament

SICK" because
also

called

=

it

“

is
is

called ANOINTING OF
the sacrament of the sick.

Extreme Unction

(

extreme

=

THE

It

was

to

Anointing

of the Sick

good, preaching and “healing every disease
and every sickness among the people” (Matt.
4:23)

.

“Now when the sun was setting, all who had sick
with various diseases brought them to him. And
he laid his hands upon each of them and cured
them” (Luke 4:40). So today, Christ comes to us
in the Sacrament of Anointing of the Sick, and.
il
it be for the good of our soul, cures us of our
sickness, saying to us, as He did to so many long
ago, “Arise, be thou made whole."
2.

cure the sick and console the
Our Lord worked many of
His miracles. The Gospels give us vivid
pictures of Him as He went about doing
i.

of

It is

last;

unction
anointing) not because it heralds death,
but because the “anointing” of this sacrament is
ordinarily "the last of the four anointings” we can
receive at Baptism, Confirmation, Holy Orders and
at last “Extreme Unction.”

afflicted that

see to it that the very sick receive the Anointing of
the Sick, to help them face their judge.

When Our Lord

healed them’’

oil

sent out the

first

Apostles, they “cast out

anointed with

many

many

devils,

sick people,

and
and

(Mark 6:13).

These words from Holy Scripture foreshadow
the Sacrament of Anointing of the Sick. Then, before His Ascension, Our Lord promised His diswonderful signs that should accompany and follow them that believed in Him: In My
Name they shall cast out devils;
they shall lay
their hands upon the sick, and they shall recover.”
ciples certain

.

.

.
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The Sacrament of Holy Anointing
a certainty that the Apostles conferred Anointing of the Sick, as directly
It is

3.

recommended and promulgated
of the faithful in the Epistle of

for the use
St.

James.

“Is any one among you sick? Let him bring in
the presbyters of the Church, and let them pray
over him anointing him with oil in the Name of
the Lord. And the prayer of faith will save the
sick man, and the Lord shall raise him up, and if
he be in sins, they shall be forgiven him’’ (James
5 »4-i5):

The outward sign is the anointing
4.
with blessed “oil” (the matter ) at the same
time that the “words” (the form) are pronounced. “By this holy anointing and His
most loving mercy, may the Lord forgive
,

you whatever wrong you have done by the
use of your sight
hearing
smell
taste
and speech
touch
power to

—
—

—
—

—

(a) The oil used is called “ Oil of the Sick.” It is
the first of the three Holy Oils blessed by the bishop
in the cathedral church on Holy Thursday morning.
The other two are: “Holy Chrism” and “Oil of

the Catechumens” used in Baptism, Confirmation

and Holy Orders. The “Oil of the Sick” is pure
olive oil. As “water” in Baptism symbolizes “washAnointing of the Sick “oil” does “healing.”

(b) The priest anoints with blessed oil in the
form of a cross the five sense organs: eyes, ears,
nostrils, lips, hands and feet. The anointing
of
the feet or of any other organ may be omitted, if

there
(c)

is any special reason.
In case of urgent necessity, the anointing

made on the forehead

is

alone, using the short form.

5. Only a priest can administer the Anointing of the Sick, ordinarily the parish

priest.

WHO

ordinarily received
only once in the same illness. If the person
recovers,

and

is

falls sick

once more, he may

receive the sacrament again, even
ness be the

same

if

the

ill-

disease.

The sacrament should be administered as soon
as there is danger of death. Those attending sick
persons should not wait
dying before calling the

till the person is actually
priest. Generally, the restoration to health often worked by Anointing of
the Sick is not produced miraculously, hence the
reception of the sacrament must not be delayed.

3. Anointing of the Sick is a sacrament
Hence the person must be in
the state of grace. Before its reception,
therefore, it is customary to go to confession unless unable to do so.

of the living.

WHAT ARE THE EFFECTS
1.

An

of the

increase of sanctifying grace.

Anointing of the Sick
materially:

it

acts spiritually, as oil does

strengthens, heals,

Comfort

sickness
against temptation.
2.

in

and

aids the soul.

and strength

It gives one graces to console him and strengthen
him against temptation. He obtains resignation to
will, fortitude to suffer, and trust in God's

God’s

mercy.
3. Preparation for entrance into heaven
by the remission of our venial sins and the
cleansing of our souls from the remains of

sin.

When the person does not recover, if he receives
the sacrament with perfect dispositions, part, and
even the whole, of the temporal penalties may be
forgiven him.

should receive the Anointing of

the Sick?

All Catholics who have reached the use
of reason and are in danger of death from
sickness, accident, or old age, should receive
Anointing of the Sick or Extreme Unction.

As the primary purpose of the sacrament is to “restore” the soul weakened by
1
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sacrament

sacrament of Anointing of the Sick?

walk.

ing,” in

The

2.

.

4. Health of the body
for the soul.

when

this is

good

Anointing of the Sick frequently restores to
health. Very often the peace of mind that follows
confession, and the knowledge that Anointing of
the Sick has reconciled one with God, react beneficially upon the body of a sick person and cause
the restoration of his health.

Sick.

5. Takes away mortal sin when the sick
person is unconscious or otherwise unaware that he is not properly disposed, but
has made an act of imperfect contrition.
An unconscious person may receive Anointing of

As the danger of death must arise from within,
soldiers going to battle, prisoners about to be exepassengers on a ship about to sink, etc.,
cannot receive the sacrament. However, a soldier, if

the Sick. If he is guilty of mortal sin, and has
attrition for it and falls unconscious before the
arrival of the priest, Anointing of the sick will restore him to sanctifying grace. However, should he
recover, he is bound to confess his sins thus for-

and temptation, those -who have never
been capable of sinning cannot receive it.
Hence idiots and children under the age of
reason cannot receive the Anointing of the
sin

cuted,

wounded

in battle, can receive

'KNOW'

Holy Anointing.

given.
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A GOOD DEATH
?

.

A BAD DEATH

A good life is usually an assurance
One who has lived all his days

death.

to please

God

is

sinner at the last

an

happy
effort

not likely to turn an impenitent

moment.

160
What

of a
in

are the

.

The

Last Sacraments

LAST SACRAMENTS?

They are the sacraments administered to
a person dangerously ill, and include “Confession,” “Holy Communion” called “Viaticum,” “Anointing of the Sick,” and,

if

A wicked life is usually a forecast of a bad
death. A hardened sinner refuses the Last Sacraments. Let us all pray God to deliver us from a
bad death.
2.

not

received before, “Confirmation.”

“Holy Communion” when given in danger
of death is called “Viaticum,” a Latin word which
means “something for the journey” like a travel(a)

companion. When the priest administers Comas “Viaticum,” he says: “Receive, my
brother (sister), this food for your journey, the
Body of Our Lord Jesus Christ, that He may guard
you from the malicious enemy and lead you into
ling

munion

parish priest of the patient or to the one in whose
territory the patient is dwelling.
hospitals have this faculty.

of

i-

It is likely that

The

sick

person

first

makes

his “con-

fession,” then receives the “Holy
rist” in the Viaticum, and finally

Euchais

given

“Anointing of the Sick.”
2.

everlasting life.”
(b) It is the wish of the Church that all her
children, regardless of their age (babies as well as
adults), may receive the sacrament of Confirmation when they are in danger of death, if they
have not received it before. If a bishop is not available to administer Confirmation (he seldom would
be), the
Church grants this faculty to the

Some chaplains

the priest, before taking leave
of the patient, will give “The Apostolic Blessing,” called Papal, because given in the name of
the Pope for the hour of death, by which the
patient may gain a plenary indulgence.
(c)

It

is

advisable to call the priest to

the sick in any serious illness, even
though there be no apparent danger of
death. It is the priest’s duty to visit the sick
and administer the sacraments they need.
visit

“My
to

son,

God, who

when you
will heal

are

ill,

delay not, but pray

you” (Sirach

38:9).
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The Last Sacraments
3.

When a person

dangerously

is

sick,

we

should call the priest to administer the
Last Sacraments to him. It is very wrong to
delay calling the priest till the person is
already on the point of death. While his
mind is clear, he can prepare for the Last
Sacraments better, profit more from them.

When Anointing of the Sick is given while the
is still strong, there is more likelihood of
his recovering. We have a serious obligation, if we
are taking care of a sick person, to call the priest
the moment there is danger of death. To delay to
call him is a great mistake, for actual observation
has proved that a sick person is always more calm
and peaceful after the visit of the priest. Except in

There are available in all Catholic book stores
prayer books with instructions and the prayers for
assisting the priest while administering the Last
Sacraments.

HOW can

person

cases of emergency, the pastor of the parish
to which the sick person belongs, or the pastor’s
curates or assistants, should be called to administer
the Last Sacraments.
4.

We

343

Upon the priest’s arrival, if he is carrying the Blessed Sacrament, we should meet
him with a lighted blessed candle, in silence.
3.

We
1.

and

we help a dying person?

can help a dying person with prayer.

We

should kneel near the patient’s bed
recite the prayers for the dying, which
in most prayer-books.

may be found

We

should suggest to him short ejaculations
that he can easily repeat, at least in his
mind.

can help a sick person by nursing

and consoling him. Every day we should
make with him and for him acts of faith,
hope, and charity. Above all, we should help
him feel absolute resignation to God’s will.

How should we HELP A SICK person
prepare for the Last Sacraments?

We

should help a sick person prepare for
the Last Sacraments both spiritually and
corporally.
1. Before the priest arrives we should
help the patient get ready for his Confession.

2. The patient’s face, hands, and feet
should be sponged with a wet towel.

There should be ready towards the foot of the
bed, to the right, a table with a clean white cloth.
On it should be a crucifix, two lighted candles,
some holy water, and a glass of fresh water with
a tablespoon. There should also be a clean napkin,
a saucer with six balls of cotton, and a piece of soft
bread, or one or two slices of lemon for the hands
of the priest, for wiping off the anointing. A basin
of water and a towel should be near by, so the priest
can wash his hands after the anointing.
The following is a diagram showing the placing:

It is a mistake to try to help a dangerously sick
person by conversing on worldly topics or retailing
gossip, or holding out false hopes of recovery.
2.

The

following prayer

is

enriched with

a plenary indulgence at the hour of death:
“O my God, I now at this moment readily
and willingly accept whatever kind of death

You may wish

to

send me, with

all its pains,

penalties, sorrows.”

A person
in

in good health, who recites this prayer
the state of grace, after confession and commay gain a plenary indulgence to take
at the hour of death.

munion,
effect

3. During the agony, we should sprinkle
the bed and the dying person with holy
water. Those around should pray, instead
of fussing, or showing too extreme grief.

The

first

thing which we can

offer

immediately

to God in relief of the soul of a loved one is an
act of resignation to His holy will. Let us humbly
say, “Lord, Your will be done!” In those places
where the beautiful custom is practiced, the “passing bell” should be ordered rung, in order that
other Christians may pray for the departed soul.

Small Table
2

Foot of Bed

IN CASE of sudden or UNEXPECTED
DEATH, should a priest be called?

1

Corporal
8

t

1-5
1.

7

6

crucifix

2, 3. candles
4. glass of water
5. spoon
6. bottle of holy water
7 folded napkin
8. saucer with six balls of
.

Head of Bed

cotton and a small piece
of soft bread

In case of sudden or unexpected death,
a priest should be called always, because
absolution and Anointing of the Sick can
be given conditionally for some time after
apparent death.
If a person is apparently dead and has not received the Last Sacraments, we should immediately
call the priest. A person may continue to live two
or three hours after death has apparently taken
place, especially if it is sudden. In that case Anointing of the Sick will avail his soul.
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1
The ceremonies for burial include services in
the church. They vary from the very elaborate to
the simplest. Holy water and lighted tapers express
.

our

desire

to

see the

departed cleansed and

admitted into the kingdom of light. Incense symbolizes our wish to have prayers ascend to God.

161.

How

should the BODY OF A
person be prepared for burial?

wrong

reaved family: Holy Masses for the soul departed.

Christian Burial

DEAD

For burial, the body of a dead person
should be washed, dressed modestly, and
laid out neatly.
i. Lay out the body in a dignified and
becoming manner, but leave out all worldly
Remember that that body is sacred;
it was the temple of the Holy Spirit.

vanity.

Many a Catholic in his last will requests
his relatives and friends to abstain from
extravagant expenses for his burial. He
begs them to offer masses for the suffrage of
his soul and be generous towards charitable
institutions.

The body of the departed Catholic is borne
procession to the cemetery. At a funeral it is
to laugh or converse; we should pray for
the repose of the departed. The small card announces the best offering one can make to a be2.

in

2. After the body is washed and clothed,
place a crucifix between the folded hands
on the breast. Set one or two lighted candles
at each side of the coffin. The room should
be as quiet as possible, in order that
friends who can call may be able to pray.
It is

a dead

well to ponder on the truth, as we look at
face without cosmetics, that we too will

some day have to arrive at our journey’s end, and
stand before the throne of God divested of all
worldly decorations and masks.

How

should funerals be conducted?

Funerals should be conducted with dignity and devotion; they should not be extravagant and beyond the family means.

"KNOW GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE

Christian Burial

Some have

the tendency to have pompous funerals for dead members of their
families, asserting that it is the last thing
they can give for their dead. This feeling
is understandable; but it certainly
shows
a lack of proportion if this generous feeling
results in the payment of large amounts of
1.

money

for

expensive caskets and grand
funeral coaches, while the offering of prayers and especially of Masses is neglected.
If a family has means, suitable offerings
should
be given to the priest who attended the deceased
during his illness, and adequate fees paid for the
funeral services. Donations should be made
to the
Church and alms given to the poor, for the repose
of the soul of the deceased; charity and Masses
will
avail the dead person’s soul more than gold caskets
and truckloads of wreaths
•

2.

There are very solemn

services ac-

companied by many ceremonies. There
also very simple services. God will hear
prayers during the simple as during
elaborate ceremonies, according to the
votion of those who pray.
The body should be taken

to the

church

are
the
the
de-

for the

blessing and if possible should be present at a
Requiem Mass. The ceremonial of the Church for
,

funerals is touching and significant, and rightly
understood will benefit the living as well as the
dead. It is not an empty show designed to glorify
the dead and express sympathy to the living; it
is a
devotion calculated to help the departed soul attain
eternal reward, as well as to teach salutary lessons
to those left behind.
its

Those who accompany a funeral to
3
the cemetery should observe great recollecand a serious demeanor. The playing
of “jazz” pieces by a band during the funeral
-

tion,

is

to

be condemned.

Unfortunately some people follow funerals as
they were in a worldly function, talking aloud
and gossiping. A salutary thought would be to
reflect that they might be the next to go that
way to
if

the cemetery.

Catholics should be buried in a Cathocemetery, if there is one; at least the

4.
lic

grave should be blessed. Some day the
bodies will rise in glory, and be united with
their souls in heaven; is it befitting their
high destiny to bury them like animal carunconsecrated ground?

casses in

Over the place of burial a cross should be erected
or marked. Generally, the letters R.I.P. (Requiescat
in pace: May he (she) rest in peace) are engraved
on the headstone. And here a word about graves
and mausoleums. The holy St. Monica, mother of
St. Augustine, said;
Bury this body wherever you

345

please.

One

thing only I ask of you, and that
at the altar of the Lord.”

is,

remember me

A simple

grave, an elaborate mausoleum ,— it is
all the same to those departed. It is of
course natural for those who can afford it to build mausoleums where all the members of the family can be

buried together.

What

is

to

be avoided

is

the erec-

tion of ostentatious structures that appear more like
gaudy showhouses than sepulchers of Christians.

The

cross should be

prominent; the inscriptions,
should be liturgical, not taken from popular songs
or sentimental rhymes.
5.

Non-Catholics, Freemasons, those ex-

communicated as deliberate suicides, duellists, and those who ordered their
bodies
cremated, are denied Catholic burial.
Let us remember: to spend money on showy
mausoleums while holding the purse strings tight
against charity would be contrary to right reason.
Living relatives must not forget to pray, to have
Masses said, to give alms to the poor, as an offering
for the departed soul.

FROM WHOM
tion

should we seek consolato us dies?

when someone dear

When someone dear to us dies, we should
seek consolation from God, Who is our
eternal Healer, Comforter, and Father.
1. Nothing on earth can give lasting
comfort to bereaved hearts. But if we live our
faith, the death of a beloved one should not

drive us into despair; for one who goes in
God’s grace, “to die is gain,” to die is to
attain eternal union with God. For the
just who die, death is truly no more.

As Our Lord assures us: "I am the resurrection
and the life; he who believes in me, even if he
die, shall live; and whoever lives and
believes in
me, shall never die” (John 11:25-26).
2.

To the bereaved, God

in

His infinite

mercy extends, through our Mother Church,
the consoling assurance of Purgatory. This
knowledge bridges the chasm yawning between us and our dear departed; it makes
us feel that death has not cut the bonds of
love uniting us with them. Instead of desolation for our loss, we find surcease for
sorrow, and a practical expression of our
affection in prayers and good works offered,
to God in behalf of our beloved dead, who

may

still

be in purgatory.

This is one reason for the necessity of understanding thoroughly the doctrine of purgatory (see
pages 156-159). As St. Paul said, “We would not,
brethren, have you ignorant concerning those who
are asleep, lest you should grieve, even as others
who have no hope” (1 Thess. 4:13).
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Ordination to the priesthood takes place during the
celebration of the Mass. After the deacons have
prostrated themselves before the altar for the recitation of the Litany of the Saints, they individually
kneel before the Bishop who imposes both hands
on the head of each without saying any words. This
"imposition of hands" is "the matter of the sacrament." After the imposition, the Bishop sings or

a prayer that contains "the form of the sacrament." The words of the form, which are always
"We beseech You, Almighty Father,
recites

recited, are:

162.
What

is

priesthood.

HOLY ORDERS?

in their hearts the spirit of holimay hold the office, next to ours in
importance, which they have received from You,

O

Lord,

and deacons.

Apostles and their successors the power
to say Mass. He said, after consecrating His
Body and Blood: “Do this in remembrance
of me” (Luke 22:19). Thus He gave the
Apostles the power to offer the Sacrifice
of the Mass.
2. On the day of the Resurrection Our
Lord gave the disciples power to forgive

and by

the

example of

their lives point out

a norm of conduct." After this, they are no more
deacons, but priests. The other ceremonies, such as
touching the chalice and paten, the last imposition
of hands, etc., are a liturgical dramatization of the
powers conferred by the Bishop by the imposition
of hands

sins.

1. Our Lord Jesus Christ instituted this
sacrament. At the Last Supper He gave the

Your servants with the dignity of the

Renew

ness, that they

The Sacrament

Holy Orders is the sacrament through
which men receive the power and grace to
perform the sacred duties of bishops,
priests,

invest these

of
He

and

the

above form.

Holy Orders
breathed on them and said: “As

the Father has sent me, I also send you
Receive the Holy Spirit; whose sins you
shall forgive, they are forgiven them, and
whose sins you shall retain, they are re-

tained” (John 20:21-23).
3.

Finally, before the Ascension, Christ

gave His disciples the mission to preach
the Gospel and dispense the sacraments.
‘‘All power in heaven and on earth has been
given to me. Go, therefore, and make disciples of
nations, baptizing them in the name of the
Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit,
teaching them to observe all that I have commanded you; and behold, I am with you all days,
even unto the consummation of the world” (Matt.

all

28:18-20).
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T he

Sacrament of Holy Orders

The Apostles consecrated Paul and Barnabas
bishops, with prayer and the imposition of hands.
In the same way St. Paul ordained Timothy. When
the Apostles established churches, upon their departure, they ordained and appointed successors

(bishops) to whom they gave full powers, and other
ministers (priests and deacons) to whom they transmitted part of their powers. “For this reason I
admonish thee to stir up the grace of God which
is in thee by the laying on of my hands”
(2 Tim
1:6).

What

SIGNS

SOME

are
of the preliminary
of a vocation to the priesthood?

Those who are called by God to be priests ordinarily receive no special revelation to this effect.
God expects all to use the gifts of reason and of
grace in determining their state of life.

Second, that he be attracted to the priesthood and manifest the attraction by (a)
a virtuous life, (b) a love of serving Mass,
(c) frequent confession and Communion,

(d) teaching catechism, (e) helping others

be good Catholics.

An aspirant to the priesthood will avoid such
worldly affairs that may be unbecoming of the holiness of his vocation. He will not go to entertainments that priests do not attend, as noisy and late
hour dances, and shows that are not approved. He
will usually go out with companions of the seminary, or members of his family. If a seminarian
during vacation should indulge in alcoholic drinks,
or should start dating a girl, it would be a sign that
he no longer intends to become a priest. All of
us wish to have good priests to take care of our
souls. It should be our concern to safeguard our
young future

priests.

Many

girls

and young women.

by their virtue and good example, have been the
inspiration of a number of worthy sacerdotal vocaunfortunately some others have been the
devil’s instrument of vocations going on to the rocks
when there is such a great need of priests.
tions;

.

.

.

Third, that he has a right intention to
save his soul and the souls of others; that
he has good health and sufficient ability to
succeed in the studies of the seminary; and
that his qualifications be accepted by the
bishop.

a

What are some of the requirements, that
man may receive Holy Orders worthily?

a man may receive
worthily, it is necessary:

That

Holy Orders

That he be in the state of grace and
be of excellent character. “Excellent char1

.

Good sense is needed if a priest is to do good to
souls. The delicate functions exercised by a priest,
especially as a judge of souls, would exclude from
priesthood a person of an unbalanced disposition,
or one
2.

who

is

wanting in prudence.

That he have the prescribed age and
To be ordained a priest, one must

learning.

First, that a boy or young man be capable of living habitually in the state of
grace.

to

347

acter" implies good will and virtuous conduct, as well as good sense.

have completed his twenty-fourth year of
The prescribed learning for the priestconsists of four years of
college after high school, and four years
of theology completed in a seminary.
age.

hood ordinarily

A man must have a good mind in order to make
successfully the studies for the priesthood. Besides,
here in our country as elsewhere, the priest is almost
always compelled to defend the doctrines of the

Church from

attacks of

its

enemies.

3. That he have the intention of devoting his life to the sacred ministry. This
includes willingness to bear whatever burdens and difficulties Holy Orders may bring,

for the love of God. It presupposes sincerity
in the intention to devote his entire life.

No one should enter the priesthood because his
parents have forced it on him. On the other hand,
no one should abandon a desire to become a priest
just because other people oppose it. One must enter
the priesthood of his own free will, because he
loves God and believes it is the best way to save his
own soul, and other souls for Christ. It would be
very wrong to become a priest just to assure oneself of a living.
4. That he be called to Holy Orders by
his bishop. The bishop must be satisfied
that the applicant has the virtue and the
physical as well as mental fitness required
and that he is free from all canonical irregularity. In general if a young man has good
will, good health, a good mind, good sense,
and a sincere desire to dedicate himself to
the service of God, he has the qualifications
necessary for the priesthood.
If the candidate’s will is good, it is likely that
with the blessings of God he will lead a useful life
in His service, as His priest.

5. There are parents who oppose the
vocation of their sons to the priesthood.

Such parents are responsible before
mighty God for this opposition.

Al-

There have been cases where a boy who had a
vocation to the priesthood was prevented from
realizing his desire because of the opposition of his

parents;

later, the boy turned out badly, even living
an immoral and criminal life.
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Holy Orders, a candidate

re-

ceives the tonsure. The minor orders follow: porter,
lector, exorcist,

and

acolyte. Then

163.
Which are the

The minor

come

the major

orders are the lower ranks of

1. Minor orders were instituted by the
Church in the early days when men of out-

standing merit performed certain offices.
They are not a sacrament, but only preparatory steps to major orders.
For the minor orders the symbols of office are
handed over to the aspirant, with accompanying
words constituting the form. Given to the (a)

PORTER is a key, with the right to guard over the
church doors; (b) LECTOR, a book with the right to
read certain passages of Holy Scripture when ordered by priest or bishop; (c) EXORCIST, the book
of exorcisms, with the right to exorcise evil spirits;
and (d) ACOLYTE, a candlestick, with the right to
carry lights and give wine and water at Holy Mass.
2.

a man is constiof the clerical state through

Before minor orders,

member

his

and

priest. Finally, at

consecration, a bishop receives the fullness of

the priesthood.

Minor and Major Orders

MINOR ORDERS?

the clergy, through which aspirants are
prepared to receive the holy priesthood:
porter, lector, exorcist, and acolyte.

tuted a

orders: subdeacon, deacon,

the ceremony of tonsure, in which hair is
cut from his head in the form of a cross,
while he recites a verse from the Psalms to
signif y that he is dedicating himself to the
service of God.

By the TONSURE a cleric is incardinated or
assigned to the diocese to which he will belong upon
his ordination. He may not change to another diocese without the consent of his bishop and the
bishop of the diocese to which he wishes to transfer.

Which are the

MAJOR ORDERS?

The major orders are the higher ranks of
the clergy: subdeacon, deacon, and priest.

SUBDIACONATE

1. The
is still a preparation for the sacrament of Holy Orders,
and is of ecclesiastical institution. A subdeacon is pledged to perpetual celibacy and
the daily recitation of the Divine Office.

2. The DIACON ATE is the first or lowest
degree in the sacrament of Holy Orders.
The deacon receives sacramental grace.

KNOW GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE”

Minor and Major Orders
The deacon,

available, with permission

from the
bishop, may preach. He gives immediate assistance
to the celebrant at High Mass. He may also expose
and repose the Blessed Sacrament at Benediction,
and in case of necessity, distribute Holy Communion
and baptize like priests do. However, nowadays
if

seminarians after being ordained subdeacons and
deacons, spend in the seminary only a few months
preparing themselves for their ordination to the

character, lasting forever, which is
a sharing in the priesthood of Christ, and
which gives special supernatural powers.
Once a man is ordained deacon, priest, consecrated bishop, he is a deacon, a priest, a bishop
forever. The sacrament imprints an indelible mark
in the soul; it cannot therefore be repeated.

priesthood.

3 The priesthood is the second or middle
degree in the sacrament of Holy Orders.

By his ordination, the priest has the greatest
power on earth, that of offering the Holy Sacrifice
of the Mass, when he speaks Christ’s words: “This
is my Body
This is my Blood.” With the ap.

.

.

proval of the bishop he may administer solemn
Baptism, Extreme Unction, and upon receiving the
necessary jurisdiction, he can administer the sacra-

ments of Penance and Matrimony, and also Confirmation to those in danger of death from serious
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A

3.

THE NEED FOR PRIESTS
“Jesus was going about the towns and
and curing
the sick. And seeing the crowds. He was
moved with compassion, because they were
dejected like sheep without a shepherd. He
said to His disciples: ‘Indeed, the laborers
are few. Pray the Lord of the harvest to
send laborers into His harvest’” (Matt.
villages, preaching the gospel

illness.

10: 35 - 37

4. The episcopate, the highest degree in
the sacrament, is the fullness of the Holy
Orders, which gives the power of administering the sacrament of Holy Orders.

The laborers (priests) still are few.
Christianity is not possible without priests.
Chiefly because there are not enough priests,

A new bishop is consecrated by a bishop assisted
by two other bishops, called "co-consecrators.” The
essence of the order of bishop consists in the power
to ordain priests and to consecrate other bishops.
Abbots and some priests may be given the faculty
to administer Confirmation and give minor orders,
but only and exclusively a bishop can ordain deacons and priests and consecrate a bishop.

WHO

IS

THE MINISTER

of the sacra-

ment of Holy Orders?

The
Orders

minister of the sacrament of Holy
is the bishop.

The sacrament

is

administered by means

of ceremonies that vary with the kind of
orders conferred. It consists in the sign of
the imposition of hands by the bishop,
together with the accompanying words of

ordination, varying with
order being conferred.

THE EFFECTS of
HOLY ORDERS are:
1

An

each

respective

the sacrament of

increase of sanctifying grace.

One of the purposes of God for calling a man to
the sacred ministry is to have him offer the Holy
Sacrifice of the Mass. This is a most high office, for
the accomplishment of which God surely gives
grace,
2.

and more

grace.

Sacramental grace, by which bishops,
and deacons have God’s constant

priests,

help in their sacred ministry.
The duties of God’s ministers are innumerable and
they must have sacramental grace. And
God, Who knows this well, certainly furnishes all
necessary graces by the sacrament of Holy Orders.
difficult;

1

)

•

.

than a third of the world

less

Many good

Catholics

is

who know

Christian.

their

religion

cannot receive the sacraments because there is no
priest to administer to them. Insufficient instruction
for lack of priests causes others to become indifferent. Such traditionally Catholic areas as Latin

America,

the

Philippines,

from a scarcity of

and even

Italy

suffer

priests.

In the United States there are 825
counties, exceeding the combined areas of
France, Germany and Great Britain, which
are entirely without priests. Nearly 100
cities with 5,000 population or more have
2.

no resident priest. And in the missions?
In vast India there is but one priest for
every 80,000 people. In other countries there
are

fewer.

still

3. What can we do about it? Our Lord
said, “Pray the Lord of the harvest to send
laborers.”
have His assurance that He
will be with us always, and that we have but
to ask and it shall be given us.” So if we

We

lack priests the fault is ours. We are not
praying in the right way, or not using the
provides, or both.

means God
ft

would be

become
modern

false to say that

young men do not

many

priests

because of the

life. It

would be equivalent

temptations of
to say that

God

not fulfilling His promises. God will send us
if we pray with absolute confidence and
cooperate with Him. Perhaps we are not using the
right methods according to our times to recruit
more candidates to the priesthood. It must be a
is

priests

combined
sacrifice.

Hear
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us,

effort of all of us. Prayer, work and
“Lord, increase our faith. Send us priests.

0

Lord!”
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Rubrics are rules for the proper execution of the
services of the Church, for the exact conduct of any
liturgical function.

contained

in

The rubrics of the Church are

the Missal, Breviary, Ritual, Pontifical,

and Ceremonial.

In

red, for clearness

books, rubrics are printed

and

distinction.

The chief

gical books of the Western Rite are six:
The MISSAL contains all the prayers

in

litur-

The RITUAL contains
a priest which are not

all the services needed by
in the Missal or Breviary,
such as the administration of the sacraments.

The PONTIFICAL and CEREMONIAL ore the BishThey contain the rites for episcopal
such as Pontifical Moss, Confirmation,

ops' books.
functions

ordinations, consecration of altars, etc.

and

cere-

The

MARTYROLOGY

is

an enlarged calendar

monies used for Mass, for each day of the year.
The BREVIARY is the priests' prayer book, con-

principal saints

taining the Divine Office without chant.

the year, in different parts of the Catholic world.

164.

The

chief

supernatural

powers of the

change bread and wine into
and blood of Christ in the Holy
of the Mass, and to forgive sins

priest are: to
Sacrifice

in the
1

.

names and short accounts of the lives of the
commemorated on each day of

Powers and Duties

What are THE CHIEF SUPERNATURAL POWERS of the priest?

the body

giving

of Priests

The priests who apostatize, or are suspended or
excommunicated still remain priests. They retain
the power, although not the authority and jurisdiction, of priesthood. For example, they have the
power of saying a true Mass, although they would
sin grievously if they do so. However, they cannot
forgive sin, except in the case of the dying; absolution is a judicial power, and needs jurisdiction.

sacrament of Penance.

The Eastern Orthodox priests have

ceived their orders
bishops.

re-

from validly ordained

Therefore, even though they are not united to
the Catholic Church, they have the power to say
Mass. If they should return to the unity of the
Church, they are not re-ordained.

2. Unlike the Orthodox and Old-Catholic
churches, no Protestant denomination has

validly ordained bishops or priests.

A number of these denominations call some of
their ministers "bishops,” but they are so only in
name— unless some individual minister obtained
valid orders from a schismatic bishop.

KNOW' GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE ”

Powers and Duties of Priests

WHAT are

the chief duties of a priest?

The chief duties of a priest, besides living
in celibacy, and reciting the Divine Office
daily, vary in

accordance with the position

unemployed. Parishes are the backbone of the
Church.

held.

A

What

priest is ordained for the exclusive service of
God, that is, for the salvation of souls: his talents,
his time, his very life belong to His service. St. Paul

“He who

unmarried is concerned about the
things of the Lord, how he may please God. Whereas he who is married is concerned about the things
of the world, how he may please his wife; and he is
says:

divided”

35i

the performance of their difficult task. Different
sodalities and organizations should take care of
the church and sacristy, of the choir, altar boys, of
the poor and needy, of the sick and aged, of the

(1

is

Cor. 7:32-33).

i- The priestly vow of celibacy is taken
when a man is received into the subdiacon-

ate. Catholic priests of the Western Rite are
not married, in imitation of Christ Himself. The Apostles, after they were called to
the ministry, left all they had. Elias, Eliseus, Jeremias, and St. John the Baptist,

lived in celibacy.
Celibacy

the glory of the Catholic Church. It is
an ecclesiastical law and this is why the Church
may and in fact does grant a dispensation, as it does
with priests of some of the Catholic Eastern Rites,
and in very special cases, with priests of the Western Rite.
is

2 The duties of a parish priest are many,
and of great responsibility.
As shepherd of his flock, he is responsible to God
for the souls committed to his care. Preaching and
teaching Christian doctrine is a primary duty of
his. He must visit his parishioners in order to know
them and their spiritual needs. He must find out if
any new Catholics have moved into the limits of
the parish, if all his parishioners have been mar.

varied,

ried in Church, if the children go to a Catholic
school or at least receive religious instruction and
if the faithful come to Mass on Sundays and
holidays. He hears confessions and is always ready for
a sick call and the administration of the last sacraments. The parish priest must promote the various
parochial organizations, like the Holy Name Society, Catholic Action, Legion of Mary, Sodalities
of
Our Lady, etc. The temporal administration is also
part of his duties; he must see that the church,
school, convent buildings, the cemetery if there
is
one, are properly cared for. One of the duties
closest to his heart should be the custody
of the
Most Blessed Sacrament of the Altar.
3. Priests who are “not parish priests”
assist pastors in their manifold duties and
works, teach in seminaries, schools and convents. Following the instructions of their
bishop, they attend to all sorts of undertakings that have as their end the glory of God
and the salvation of souls.

The parishioners knowing of all the duties and
responsibilities of their priests, should love them
all the more, pray for them and assist them in

is

THE DIVINE OFFICE?

The Divine
priests

many

as

Office

is

the service which all

and certain other

clerics,

as

well

are obliged to recite in
private or chant in choir daily. It constitutes the official public prayer of the
Church.
religious,

1. It is contained in the Breviary, and includes prayers, psalms, hymns, canticles,
extracts from Holy Scripture, lives of

saints,

passages

from writings of the
and the most important

Church

Fathers,

prayers.

The 150 Psalms

of the Bible, usually recited within a week, make up the substance of the Divine Office.

Every priest is obliged to say the entire Office of
the day within the 24 hours of that day. Matins may
be anticipated after 2 p.m. of the previous day, but

no part may be put off for another day. In prescribed and fixed order, the Breviary is usually
printed in one, two, or four volumes, and adapted
to the four seasons of the year.
2. Divine Office is divided into eight parts
called canonical hours. Daily about three
quarters of an hour is spent by priests, clerics and religious to say it, and also by some
of the laity who laudably recite it in the

vernacular.
The canonical hours are arranged in such a manner as to sanctify the different hours of the natural
day. This is why it is recommended to recite them
as close as possible at their own hour. Such is done

many

monasteries and Cathedrals, an
homage solemnly chanted in choir.

in
lic

act of pub-

These are the Canonical hours:
Matins, the longest hour, usually of nine psalms
and three lessons, originally recited before dawn,
and now with just reason, anticipated the evening
before.

Lauds, the morning prayer.
Prime, said at the “first hour,” at sunrise, 6 a.m.
Terce, said at the “third hour,” at
9 a.m.
Sext, said at the “sixth hour,” at noon.
None, said at the “ninth hour,” at 3 p.m.
Vespers, said as the evening service.

Compline, meaning “completion,” said at bedtime.

Changes

in the recitation of

the Divine Office

have been discussed at the first session of the Ecumenical Council. The result of these discussions
will be known during the second session. What an
edifying sight it will be to see priests and people
together, reciting in the spoken language the official prayers of Mother Church before the Blessed
Sacrament at least on some occasions!
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Priesthood

God and man. He is God's representative, God's
ambassador. Therefore whatever honor we pay to

is the highest dignity
on earth. The
dignity of a priest surpasses that of emperors, and
even of angels. No angel can convert bread into the

the priest,

Body of Christ by the mere power of his word; nor
can any angel forgive sin. The priest stands between

the

165.

WHY should
ENCE

and

Catholics should show reverence and
honor to the priest because he is the representative of Christ Himself, and the dispenser of His mysteries.
i. The dignity of a priest is higher than
any earthly dignity, for he is the representative of God. He has power that the most

powerful

rulers do not possess. The
priest by his word can call down
civil

humblest
God upon the altar and convert bread and
wine into the Body and Blood of Christ.
He can say to the sinner, “I absolve thee,”
and the sinner’s soul is saved from hell.

Not even
power to

same

to

God

Himself. St. Francis of

Dignity of Priesthood

SHOW

Catholics
REVERto the priest?

HONOR

we render

if he met an angel and a priest at
time, he should salute the priest first.

Assisi said that

the Blessed Virgin possessed the
forgive sins, to grant absolution
that erases the very guilt of sin.

2. We owe the priest reverence due to
his dignity as representative of Christ.
Even if a priest’s life does not correspond
with the requirements of his office, we

should give respect;

this

we

offer to his office.

The priest is “alter Christus”— another Christ.
Our Lord calls him “a city built upon a hill,” the
“salt of the earth.” He is in the world, but not of it.
Francis of Sales said of priests: “I will close my
eyes to their faults, and only see in them God’s
representatives.”
St.

3.

When we meet a
women and

salute him:

priest,

we should

girls should

and men and boys should

bow,

raise their hats.

We

should not gossip about the priest, even if
we should notice something we do not like in him;
to calumniate a priest is sacrilege. One who lays
violent hands on a priest is excommunicated.

"KNOW GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE"
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Basin and ewer

Bugia (Candlestick)

The bugia is the candlestick a bishop uses at
Mass. He uses a special basin and ewer for washing

hands

at the altar.

He wears a

pectoral cross
and uses the crosier on solemn occasions, such as
when administering Confirmation. His ring, an
his

amethyst stone,
respect.

is

He wears

kissed by the faithful in sign of
the mitre at Pontifical Masses,

as well as gloves,

silk

stockings,

and sandals

to

match his vestments. The pallium is sent by the Pope
an archbishop after he has taken possession of
his metropolitan see. It is worn on the shoulders.
The fanon is a shoulder cape which the Pope
alone may wear. It has a gold cross embroidered in
front, and is used when the Holy Father says solemn
High Mass. He is the only one that is entitled to use
the tiara, a triple crown surmounted by a cross.

to

t

What

is

the

Pontifical

Work FOR

PRIESTLY VOCATIONS?
It

1941

was established by Pope Pius XII
under the auspices of the

in

Roman

Sacred Congregation of Seminaries and Universities for the following purposes:
a) To intensify among the faithful, by
every means, but particularly through the
lay organizations in the dioceses, the desire
of promoting, safe guarding, and assisting
ecclesiastical vocations;
b) To disseminate the right knowledge
of the dignity and necessity of the Catholic
priesthood;
c)
To unite the faithful of the whole
world in communion of prayers and pious
practices for priestly vocations.
Many indulgences and spiritual favors
are granted to all the members of this Pontifical

Work.

What are the “Serra Clubs?”
The “Serra Clubs” are organized groups

of Catholic business and professional men
with two main purposes: 1 ), to foster and
assist in the education of young men for
the priesthood; and 2) to further Catholi,

cism through enduring friendships among
Catholic men.
These two purposes are vital for the Church. The
Serra Clubs constitute the “Serra International,”
now formally aggregated to the Pontifical Work for
Priestly Vocations. Catholic business and professional men who are able should become members
of a Serra Club in their locality. There are more
than 200 clubs in the United States. Its name was
taken from Father Junipero Serra, the noted Spanish Franciscan missionary in the West.

How

can we help

TO HAVE MORE

PRIESTS?
by prayer. Our Lord commanded
us to “pray the Lord of the harvest to send
forth laborers into His harvest.” Second,
by joining at least one of the various associations of the diocese to promote priestly
vocations. Third, by assisting at least one
young man to become a priest.
First,

"KNOW GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE”
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marriage unites one man and one
Every couple should imitate the
that reigned in the home of the
Virgin and St. Joseph, the models of

Christian

woman

for

life.

peace and love
Blessed

Christian spouses.

that

raised

marriage

to

the

dignity

of

a

It was at the wedding feast
of Cana
He worked His first miracle, thus honoring the
and proclaiming the holiness of the mar-

occasion,

ried state.

166
THE
MATRIMONY?
What

Christ

2.

sacrament.

is

.

The Sacrament
SACRAMENT

OF

of

Matrimony

At the marriage feast

at Cana Christ worked His
miracle, thus manifesting the holiness of the
state. In the marriage contract, God has
made a natural relation a means of grace for Christians. Our Lord instituted special sacraments for
two states of life: the Priesthood and Matrimony
first

married

Matrimony is the sacrament by which a
baptized man and a baptized woman bind
themselves for life in a lawful marriage,
and receive the grace to discharge their

Matrimony God grants

duties.

to

i.

God

instituted

matrimony

in the Gar-

den of Eden, when
Eve. “For this

He created Adam and
reason a man leaves his father

and mother, and clings to his wife, and the
two become one flesh” (Gen. 2:24)
.

Before the coming of Christ, matrimony
was a sacred contract, but not a sacrament.

Our Lord

raised

of a sacrament.

matrimony

to the dignity

from

this fact

we may deduce

the importance He
life. By the sacrament of
the contracting parties grace

attached to these states of

bear the

difficulties of the

married

2.

and to
and the

state,

sanctify their common life for God’s glory
salvation of their souls.

The sacrament

in the

of matrimony consists
mutual expression by both contract-

ing parties of their free consent to take
each other as husband and wife.
This is the main act in the marriage ceremony.
Without it, no marriage takes place. After this
mutual consent is expressed, even if something
should interrupt the rest of the ceremonies, the
couple are validly married.

"KNOW GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE

1

”

.

The Sacrament of Matrimony
The ministers of the sacrament of
matrimony are the contracting parties themselves, the bridegroom and the bride. The

WHAT

3.

priest

the

witness
to be present

is

Church

authorized

and

by

the

bless the union.

This is because marriage is a contract, and they
the contract therefore must perform the
marriage. In Baptism, the one who baptizes, and
in the other sacraments, the bishop or priest, is the
minister; but in Matrimony the bride and groom
are the ministers, one conferring the sacrament on
the other.

who make

God created Eve’s body from the body
of Adam. This was to show the perfect
equality and union that should exist bebetween husband and wife, who by marriage become “two in one flesh.”

WHY

is

every

TRUE MARRIAGE

man and
woman A SACRAMENT?

tween a baptized

a

be-

baptized

1.

A

marriage between baptized nonif

contracted in a valid way,

is

always a sacrament, and is so recognized
by the Church. It can be broken only by
the death of one of the parties.
The Church does not recognize the

“ marriage

of divorced baptized non-Catholics whose previous
partners are still alive. Such unions are a sin, and
not true marriage.
2.

A

marriage between two

unbaptized

persons, although not a sacrament,

if

con-

tracted validly, is recognized valid by the
Church, and is indissoluble. In the case of
a marriage between two unbaptized persons,
if one were later baptized in the Church,
the marriage can be dissolved by the
“Pauline privilege.”

The conditions are: if the unbaptized party
to live with the Catholic, or to dwell
peacefully with the Catholic, the baptized one may
have the marriage dissolved and be free to marry a
Christian. This power of the Church is based on
refuses

Paul: "If any brother has an unbelieving wife
and she consents to live with him, let him not put
her away. And if any woman has an unbelieving
husband and he consents to live with her, let her
not put away her husband.
But if the unbeliever departs, let him depart. For a brother or
sister is not under bondage in such cases” (1 Cor.
St.

.

7:iz-i5).

.

.

NECESSARY

355
to receive the

sacrament of Matrimony worthily?

To receive the sacrament of Matrimony
worthily, it is necessary (a) to be in the
state of grace, (b) to know the duties of
married life, and (c) to obey the marriage
laws of the Church.
1. The parties to a marriage should be
in the state of grace, because matrimony

a sacrament of the living. They should
receive Holy Communion at their Nuptial /
to implore God’s blessing on their
is

Mass,

union.
2. The contracting parties should understand well the purpose of the state which
they are about to enter. The first purpose
of God in instituting matrimony was to
populate the earth, and raise up souls who

would

fill

heaven with saints.

He

said to

Adam and

Every true marriage between a baptized
man and a baptized woman is a sacrament,
because Christ Himself has raised every
marriage of this kind to the dignity of a
sacrament.

Catholics,

IS

Eve: “Be fruitful and multiply;
the earth and subdue it” (Gen. 1:28)

fill

In matrimony a man and his wife take part in the
of the Creator, giving life to a deathless soul.

work

married would ponder this fact, they surely
would not neglect their duties towards their chil
dren, to “rear them in the discipline and admonition of the Lord” (Eph. 6:4). “As the sapling is
bent, so is the tree inclined.” Even wild beasts take
the utmost care of their young, but certain modern
parents in the pursuit of amusements neglect the
If the

proper upbringing of their offspring.

What

are

THE CHIEF EFFECTS
MATRIMONY?

of

the sacrament of
1

.

An

increase of sanctifying grace.

Matrimony is a sacrament of the living and must
be received in the state of grace. But it increases
the sanctifying grace already possessed by the
recipient, so that he becomes more pleasing to God.

The special help of God for husband
(a) to love each other faithfully,
to bear with each other’s faults, and
(c)
to bring up their children properly.
This is the special sacramental grace ob2.

and wife
(b)

tained from the reception of the sacrament
of Matrimony.
Besides the aim of bringing children into the
world, God also instituted marriage for the mutual

support

of husband and wife. Before Eve was
created, God said: “It is not good that the man is
alone; I will make him a helper like himself” (Gen.
2:18). In Matrimony grace is needed— and grace
given— for the proper exercise of its many functions:
the begetting and bringing up of children, mutual
exchange of love, fidelity, and comfort, maintenance
of the family. For all these and other duties of the
married, Matrimony is an unending source of grace.

'KNOW GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE”
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1. Every
Catholic family should have the Holy
Family of Nazareth, Jesus, Mary, and Joseph, as
model , and live in holiness and mutual love.

their

167.
What IS THE CHIEF
band and wife

in the

Duties of Married Life
DUTY

of hus-

married state?

God may give

Husband and wife must be faithful
marriage vows; they owe fidelity
each other. They ought very carefully to
avoid even the appearance of unfaithfulness, for where jealousy is awakened, conjugal felicity ends. They should bear with
2.

to their

The chief duty of husband and wife in
the married state is to be faithful to each
other, and to provide in every way for the
welfare of the children

2. Every family should preserve the custom of having family prayers in a unity of worship. The family
that prays together stays together.

them.

i. Husband and wife must comfort and
support each other in the activities of their

common

life, in the fulfillment of their
duties individual as well as mutual, in all
important matters, both spiritual and material. “ Now they are no longer two, but
one flesh” (Matt. 19:6)

The wife needs the husband to lean upon; the
husband needs his wife to comfort and care for him.
The man is the breadwinner and the head; the
wife is the queen and mother. In true Christian
marriage there is no question of selfishness, competition, or superiority between the spouses, for they
two are “one flesh.”

to

each other’s faults and infirmities, and not
ruin their home life by dissensions.
The wife will influence her husband for good
more effectually by silence, meekness, and prayer,
than by nagging and scandalous scolding. The husband should remember that his wife also needs
companionship; he should not be away long.
3.

The spouses should always

live to-

gether, and have a real Christian family
lif e.

They must however remember

that all

marital relations must be in accord with
divine and natural law in the “faithfulness
of chastity.”
Their affection should not be purely human, but
holy and supernatural, in accordance with the pur-

"KNOW GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE”
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Duties of Married Life
which was instituted by God.
“For we are the children of saints: and we must

pose of their

state,

not be joined together like heathens that
not God’’ (Tob. 8:5).

know

type and model, marriage has
the Mystical Union between Christ and His
Church. The husband should love his wife
as Christ loves the Church, with a holy and
supernatural love, as his own self. The wife
should love and obey her husband as the
4.

For

its

head of the family.
“Husbands, love your wives, just as Christ also
loved the Church (Eph. 5:25). “Wives, be subject
to your husbands, as is becoming in the Lord”
(Col. 3:19). In explaining the meaning of this
latter passage, Pius XI in his Encyclical on Christian marriage says: “This subjection does not take
away the liberty which fully belongs to the woman
both in view of her dignity as a human person, and
in view of her most noble office as wife and mother
and companion; or does it bid her obey her husband’s every request, even if not in harmony with
right reason or the dignity due her as a wife.
But it forbids that exaggerated liberty which cares
not for the good of the family; it forbids that in this
body which is the family, the heart be separated
from the head, to the great detriment of the whole
body, and the proximate danger of ruin. For if the
man is the head, the woman is the heart, and as
he occupies the chief place in ruling, she ought to
claim for herself the chief place in love.”
.

WHAT

are the

DUTIES

.

.

of the married

AS PARENTS?
It

is

the grave obligation of parents to

provide for their children and to train
them in the love and fear of God. ( See also
pages 218-219, “ Duties of Parents.”) The
best legacy they can leave their children
is the love of God.
The religious training of the child depends mostly
on the mother. A mother who spends her time
gossiping with her neighbors, going from one social
function to another, or engrossing herself in useless
amusements to the neglect of her children, has
much to answer for before God.

The primary purpose

of marriage

is

the begetting and rearing of children in
the fear and love of God, in order that they
may join Him in heaven some day.
Is artificial

BIRTH CONTROL immoral?

Artificial birth control is

immoral, con-

trary to both natural and divine law.
Artificial birth control is the prevention of con-

ception and birth by the use of drugs, medications,
instruments, devices, cleansings and other means to
prevent the normal performance and fulfillment of
the act of sex. Since it is against natural law and
contravenes the primary purpose of marriage, it is
morally wrong not only for Catholics, but for everyone.

Although the primary purpose of maris the procreation and education of

riage

357

children, the obligation is an affirmative
one and an individual couple may be ex-

cused from it temporarily or permanently
for proportionate reasons. After Pope Pius

XII

affirmed the obligations of spouses in
the state of matrimony to provide for the
conservation of the human race, he continued in his “Allocution to Midwives”.
“Serious motives, such as those which are
frequently present in the so-called ‘indications’ —medical, eugenic, economic, and
social— can exempt from this positive, obligatory prestation for a long time, even for
the duration of the marriage. Hence it follows that the observing of the sterile periods
can be licit from the moral viewpoint.”
When reasons exist in married life for
family limitation, the only morally acceptable course is continence, periodic or per.

.

manent. There is a vast difference between
frustrating nature in contraception and not
using one’s marital rights in the exercise
of continence.
Therefore, a married couple capable of practicing rhythm and with mutual consent, may do so
for serious reasons. The act is normally performed.
The failure of conception, in any particular instance,

is attributable
to a condition of nature.
Excusing causes have relieved the couple of their
affirmative obligation to procreate. At times it may
be advisable to seek competent spiritual and med-

ical advice.

Is

ABORTION

evil?

Direct abortion is evil, a grave sin, contrary to the law of God; indirect abortion
may be permitted.
1. Direct abortion is committed when the
fetus is intentionally removed from the
mother’s womb before it is able to lead a
separate life, even if this were done in the
very earliest period of pregnancy. Direct
abortion is equivalent to murder; those
guilty of it, or who cooperate either physically or morally, incur excommunication.
Direct abortion cannot be permitted even to save
life. If the fetus or the baby is killed
purposely because by not doing so the mother might

a mother’s
die, that
2.

is

direct abortion.

Indirect abortion

may occur when

though not intended, the death of the

al-

fetus

some operation or other treatment
performed on the mother. Such treatments
and operations are permitted only when it
is certain that both mother and child
would otherwise die. In such cases the child
must receive Baptism.
follows

In order to be certain of circumstances, a conscientious Catholic physician should be consulted.
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Henry

VIII, king of England, asked the Pope
to
grant him a divorce from his lawful wife, Catherine
of Aragon, so that he might marry Anne
Boleyn.
The king had rendered valuable services to the
Church. If the Pope refused, England would surely

be plunged
But

in

heresy.

Pope Clement

VII

stood

firm.

Not even

to

does

THE BOND

of the sacra-

ment of Matrimony LAST UNTIL
of husband or wife?

DEATH

THE

The bond
lasts

of the sacrament of Matrimony
until the death of husband or wife,

because Christ has said: “What therefore
God has joined together, let no man put
asunder.”
1.

Christian marriage

is

a

union between

only one man and one woman. God created
only one man and one woman in the beginning; there was unity in marriage.
Under the Mosaic Law divorce was

in

“Have you not read that the Creator, from the
beginning, made them male and female, and said.
For this cause a man shall leave his father and
mother, and cleave to his wife, and the two
become one

flesh’?

Therefore

now

they are

no longer two, but one

flesh. What therefore God
has joined together, let no man put asunder. . . .
Moses, by reason of the hardness of your heart,
permitted you to put away your wives; but it was
not so from the beginning” (Matt. 19:4-8).

2.

Christian marriage

is

a

result,

Henry

VIII

abandoned

his

obedience,

C hrist and His Church. As Christ is one,
and the Church is one, so marriage is between one man and one woman. As Christ

and the Church are inseparably

united, so

marriage

is indissoluble. It makes the contracting parties “two in one flesh.”
St.

Paul said: “This

is

a great mystery— I

mean

in reference to Christ and the Church”
(Fph.
5.32). Christ is the head of the Church; so is the
man the head of the wife. The Church is subject
to Christ; so must the wife be obedient to her hus-

band. Christ never abandons the Church, and the

Church

is

his wife

must be

always faithful to Christ; so
faithful to each other.

a

man and

some cases

permitted, to avoid greater evils, because after
the Fall the primitive revelation had become obscured to men. But when Christ came, He withdrew this permission absolutely, and restored marriage to its original unity, saying:

shall

As a

and intent on his evil desires and yielding to his
passions, he revolted from the Church. This was
the beginning of the Protestant Church of England.

Divorce

168.

WHY

save England for the Church could he break Goa's
law. The only reply he gave was: "Non possumus;
have no authority to set aside the divine law."

I

sacred and

holy state pleasing to God. St. Paul compares it to the mystical union between

3

-

The important object

of marriage

is

to provide for the proper upbringing of
children. This could not be attained if

divorce were permitted.

What would become of children if parents were
free to separate at their leisure? Court records
show
that many youthful criminals come from the broken
homes of divorced parents. Divorce destroys the
family and will some day, if not arrested, destroy
the State.
4. If

the indissoluble character of Matri-

mony is well understood, even should— as
may often happen— husband and wife disagree, their tendency would be to
not to rush to the divorce court.

make

'KNOW GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE”

up,

.

Divorce
of marriage is vital to society; give in to divorce, and
destruction of all social life will come. Divorce is a
breach in the wall of civilization a destructive force
in morality. Today two out of five marriages in our
country end in divorce. Beginning with causes of
adultery, now in many places divorce can be ob-
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NO POWER ON EARTH CAN BREAK

The preservation of the sacred character

A CHRISTIAN MARRIAGE.

,

tained on almost any grounds; it has become only
an excuse to change partners. Is that Matrimony?

What

is

bond giving

the parties the right to marry
other persons.

Our Lord

lifted

marriage from the
making of

natural to the supernatural level,

a holy sacrament. And this consummated
sacramental marriage can never be dissolved, except by the death of one of the
parties; there can never be such a thing
it

approved by the Church

as divorce.

The marriage of unbaptized persons is not sacramental, though it may be valid. The valid marriage
of two baptized persons is always sacramental,
whether they be Catholics or non-Catholics. For
this reason the valid marriage of two baptized nonCatholics performed in the authorized manner is
always a sacrament. This is easily understood when
we remember that neither pastor nor official is the
minister of the sacrament of Matrimony; they do
not really confer the sacrament. The contracting
parties are themselves the ministers, and confer the
sacrament upon each other.
2.

Christ definitely and

strictly

forbade

the cutting, the breaking of the marriage
Nobody can misinterpret His mean-

bond.

ing: “Everyone who puts away his wife and
marries another commits adultery; and he
who marries a woman who has been put
away from her husband commits adultery”

(Luke
3.

16: 18)

The bond of the sacrament of matri-

mony

death of husband or
Christian marriage is indissoluble,
except by death. Divorce— that is, the breaking of the marriage bond, with the right to
remarry— is never permitted. By the law of
God, the bond uniting husband and wife
can be dissolved only by death.
lasts until the

wife.

‘‘And he said to them: ‘Whoever puts away his
wife and marries another, commits adultery against
her; and if the wife puts away her husband and
marries another, she commits adultery’ ” (Mark
10:11-12).

The

indissolubility of marriage

is

not

Church, but by God.
will not tamper
with the laws of God. As St. Paul said:

The Church cannot and

are married, not I, BUT THE
that a wife is not to depart from
her husband, and if she departs, that she is to remain unmarried, or be reconciled to her husband.
And let not a husband put away his wife” (Cor.

“To those who
LORD, commands

DIVORCE?

Divorce is a legal separation of married
persons; as generally understood today, it
is a complete severance of
the marriage

1.

1.

a law ordained by the

7:10, 11).
2. Not even to avert the most serious
calamities can the Church sanction divorce.

When

Nicholas I was Pope, the King of Lorraine,
II, had the Emperor Louis send an army
to frighten Pope Nicholas into giving
a divorce from his wife. But the Pope did not
grant the divorce.
Lothaire
to

Rome

him

Napoleon the Great appealed to Pope Pius VII
to annul the marriage which his brother Jerome
had contracted with Miss Patterson of Baltimore.
The Pope sent the following reply after minute
investigation: “Your Majesty will understand that
upon the information thus far received by Us, it
is not in Our power to pronounce a sentence of
nullity. We cannot utter a judgment in opposition
to the rules of the Church, and We could not,
without laying aside those rules, decree the invalidity of a union which, according to the Word
of God, no human power can sunder.”
3. A non-consummated marriage between
two baptized persons or between one baptized and another unbaptized, is dissolved
either by the solemn religious profession
of either party, or by papal dispensation

for very grave cause.
In contrast to the attitude of the Popes on divorce
was the action taken by the Protestant “reformers,”
Luther, Melanchthon, etc., when Philip, Landgrave
of Hesse, wished to have two wives at the same time.
For sixteen years Philip had been married to
Christiana, daughter of the Duke of Saxony, and
the couple had been blessed with several children.
Soon after the Protestant outbreak, Philip became
attracted to Margaret Saal, a maid of honor in his
household. He did not, however, apply for a divorce
from the Protestant leaders, but wished them to
sanction another marriage, so that he might have
two wives, Christiana and Margaret, at one and
the same time.

The Protestant “reformers" gave this answer to
Your Highness is resolved to marry a
second wife, we judge that it should be done privately.
Thus all opposition and scandal will be
avoided. Still, we ought not to be anxious about
what the world will say, provided the conscience is
at rest. Thus we approve of it, and Your Highness
has, in this writing, our approbation.”
Philip: “If
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The illustration (1) shows a couple being
married
before a priest, with two witnesses. This is the only
true marriage for Catholics,- it is
a sacrament,
(2) shows a bad marriage; for
Catholics it is not
a sacrament, but a mere contract before
civil

169.

the
the

marriages of baptized persons?

The Catholic Church alone has the right
make laws regulating the marriages of
baptized persons, because the Church alone
has authority over the sacraments, and over
sacred matters affecting baptized persons.
1. The Church alone has
authority over
holy matters. The Church is the guardian,
the custodian of the sacraments, the means
of grace for men. On this account, the

Church must safeguard these sacraments.
God assigned to secular governments the duty
to administer material things; but to
His Church
He gave power and authority over spiritual matters.
“Render, therefore, to Caesar the things that are
to

God

the things that are God’s.’’

2.

also

Marriage
a

is not only a sacrament, but
The Church, therefore,
with this contract, by laying

contract.

may interfere

to

and

If
one or both of the parties are
Catholics, a marriage contracted only in
accorcivil laws is invalid, null and void.
The State cannot make Catholics man and wife;
it can only register them
as such.

dance with the

Church Laws on Marriage

Why has the Catholic Church alone
RIGHT TO MAKE LAWS regulating

Caesar's,

authorities.

down laws;

just as the civil government
rules certain civil contracts binding, or null.

What authority has THE STATE regarding the marriages of baptized persons?
Regarding the marriages of baptized persons, the State has the authority to make
laws concerning their effects that are
merely civil.
\. The State may make laws
about the
aspects of marriage that are purely material,
such as laws regarding the filing of the
marriage contract, laws about the conjugal
property, laws about income tax exemp
tions according to the number of children
a married couple have.

"KNOW GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE’

Church Laws on Marriage
“What

therefore

God

has joined together, let no
man put asunder” (Matt. 19:6). By these words
Christ Our Lord restored marriage to its original
unity and indissolubility; so that there is no power
on earth that can dissolve a marriage that has been
validly contracted and consummated. The civil
divorces granted by the State to Christians, giving

them a

right to remarry cannot be recognized by
the Church. The State has no right to legislate in
contradiction to divine law.

Catholics should, however, obey the
State laws on marriage as long as these do
not contradict laws of God or the Church.
But if some laws are not exactly according to
Catholic principles. Catholics should work to
have
2.

better laws suited to the full exercise
of their
religious obligations.
,

ORDINARY LAW of the
AT THE WED-

What

is the
to be observed
of a Catholic?

Church

DING

The ordinary
observed at the
this: A Catholic
riage only in the
priest

and two

law of the Church to be
wedding of a Catholic is
can contract a true marpresence of an authorized

witnesses.

1
The laws of the Church require a
Catholic to be married in the presence of
the parish priest, or the bishop of the diocese, or a priest delegated by either of them,
and before two witnesses. Catholics are absolutely prohibited from contracting marriage except before a priest of the Church
.

and two

civil contract. Theretogether as man and wife, they
sin against the Sixth and Ninth Commandments.
Their legal contract may save them from jail, but

dren,

any other priest is available, even
not the pastor or the coadjutor, he
must be called to assist at the marriage; but
the marriage is valid even if contracted before the two witnesses alone.—(Canon
1098.)
(b ) If

if

he

is

2. No Catholic can be married outside
the Church. Catholics who go through the
form of marriage before a civil official, such

as a justice of the

peace are not married.

these

are

registered

hell. If

as

they have chilin the

illegitimate

baptismal records.
3. If Catholics attempt to marry before
a non-Catholic minister, they not only commit sin, but they are excommunicated from
the Church. They are not married.

They are excluded from the sacraments, may not
be godparents for baptism and confirmation, and
may not receive Christian burial. Their excommunication lasts until they go to confession, receive
absolution from the bishop, and get married before
a Catholic priest, if they are to live as spouses.

A

4.
priest in his own diocese may perform the marriage ceremony outside his own
parish only with the permission of the parish priest or bishop of the place.

A Catholic who has dwelt within the limit of a
certain parish for a month is considered as belonging to it; also if he has a real place of abode
in it,
with the intention of remaining.

When does the Church declare a separation of a validly married couple?
The Church declares a separation of a
married couple for very grave
cause, such as adultery, heresy, threats on
validly

the life of either,
1.

step except for an extraordinarily grave reason.

not save them from

it will

witnesses.

(a) In danger of death marriage may be
contracted validly and licitly before two witnesses, if the parish priest or his delegate
cannot be had without grave difficulty; even
if there is no danger of death the
same may
be done, provided it is foreseen that the
above condition will last for a month. Thus
the couple are truly married and receive
the Sacrament of Matrimony.
The action should be written down, signed, and
the documents given to the bishop or pastor
when
he comes. No Catholics should take this unusual

361

They have merely made a

fore, if they live

etc.

The separation declared by

the Church
does not cut the valid marital bond; neither
of the parties may marry again till the death
of the other. Should the cause cease, they

must

live together again.

The wronged party should obtain the sanction
of the bishop before separation. The need of
separation will rarely arise when both husband
and
wife are good practical Catholics who seriously
considered the responsibilities of matrimony before
embarking upon it, and who did so with prayer and
the blessings of the Church. Who has trusted
in
God and found Him deaf to supplication?
2. The only “divorce” permitted in
the
Catholic Church is a separation, with no

right to

marry anyone

else.

Not that the Church forces a couple who cannot
agree in peace to continue living together. As far
as
separation includes property rights, Catholics are
required to obtain ecclesiastical permission to start
proceedings for a civil divorce. Once the divorce is
granted, if the marriage had been a consummated
sacramental bond, the contract remains in every
other way; and neither of the parties can enter
into marriage with another person.
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DEGREE OF RELATIONSHIP

shows the

line ,

and degree

of relation-

horizontal rectangles to right

connection with the person to be married

John or Mary.

What

left

of the

uncles, etc.

The degrees of relationship are indicated by
a niece is in the second
degree collateral; a grandson in the second degree direct etc.

the numbers. For instance

,

170

and

direct line) all other relatives belong, as cousins,

the direct line (represented

by
the vertical rectangles) are all persons descended
from or from whom descended the persons to be
married , as grandson father, etc.
In the collateral line (represented by the
In

,

Impediments to Matrimony

.

are impediments to matrimony?

Non-Catholics can marry validly among themChurch enforces its laws only among
its care. If baptized non-Catholics marry
marriage cannot be dissolved.

selves, since the

Impediments to matrimony are obstacles
to the validity or lawfulness of a marriage.
1

.

I mpediments

to

matrimony are

and the protection of the matrimonial

bond.
2

.

When impediments

exist, the

Church

either completely forbids the administration of the sacrament, or requires special

assurances that the dangers may be reduced
as far as possible; in this latter case, a matri-

monial “dispensation”

is

granted.

Two Kinds

cer-

tain restrictions imposed by the law of God
or of the Church which render a marriage
contract invalid or unlawful if such restrictions are violated when entering into the
marriage. Such obstacles are called “impediments.”
Whenever circumstances incompatible with the
sacrament or contract of Matrimony exist, the
Church has established impediments for the welfare
of society

those under

validly, their

1.

DIRIMENT

of Impediments:
(also called

annulling or

impediments render an attempted marriage altogether null and void,
nullifying)
invalid.

Dispensations are only rarely
granted for diriment impediments. Should
an attempt at marriage be made without
dispensation there is no marriage.
Such an invalid marriage must be either dissolved, or the impediment removed by a dispensation, and the marriage performed validly. If a
marriage is dissolved, the contracting parties are
free to marry other partners, if they so wish.
2.

PROHIBITIVE

(also called

impedi-

ment or hindering) impediments render a
marriage unlawful, illicit bat valid. The
marriage cannot be dissolved.
,

'KNOW GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE”

.

Impediments to Matrimony
important to distinguish “illicit”
from invalid.” Diriment impediments make
an attempted marriage invalid, of no effect,
not true; in short, no marriage. Prohibitive
impediments make a marriage illicit, unlawful, forbidden; but it is valid, a true
marriage, and cannot be dissolved.
3. It is

“

As an example of the difference between “invalid” and “illicit”: Except in case of necessity a
Catholic lay person is forbidden to baptize a baby.
If he does so, the Baptism is illicit, but it is valid;

and the baby

is

truly baptized.

363

and nuns who have taken a solemn vow of
chastity, cannot contract a valid marriage.

Disparity of worship. This is marand an unbaptized

7.

riage between a Catholic
person.

If a Catholic attempts to marry an unbaptized
person without a dispensation, his marriage is
Examples of the unbaptized are: Hindus,
Mohammedans, Jews, Buddhists, Shintoists.
null.

Spiritual affinity. Without dispensasponsors in Baptism cannot marry
godchildren. A lay person cannot
marry the person to whom he administered
lay baptism.
8.

tion,

their

The Chief

An

1.

DIRIMENT

Impediments are:

existing marriage.

One who

is

Legal relationship. Those who by

9.

law are incapable of contracting marriage by reason of a legal relation arising

already married cannot marry again while
the other party is still living. This impedi-

civil

ment

from adoption are incapable, by
law, of a valid marriage.

is

never given a dispensation.

Should someone, believing his spouse dead, contract another marriage, he must immediately leave
the second spouse if the first be discovered living.

Coercion. In marriage, the contracting
must give their consent freely. If
either party is forced to marry against his
will through abduction, violence, fear, etc.
the impediment is annulling, and there is
no marriage.
2.

parties

Parents and others who use coercion to force
into a marriage against his will are grievously guilty before God. However, the marriage is
valid if in spite of his dislike for the other party a
person freely consents to marry, for other motives.

someone

3 Lack of age. Boys under sixteen and
under fourteen cannot enter into
marriage (See page 223, 2nd column , No. 3.
-

Church

This impediment partakes of the nature of the
civil impediment which conditions it: it is prohibitive, where the civil impediment is prohibitive,
and diriment or annulling, where the civil impediment is diriment.

10. Other impediments. There are other
impediments which those who wish to get
married should know. They should inquire
from their pastors or confessors about

these.

Among

other diriment impediments are crime,
impotency, public propriety, imbecility, and

error,

clandestinity.

The Chief PROHIBITIVE Impediments:

girls

"We

are

bound

to

obey

civil just

Legal age is considered one,
canonical age)
4.

if

laws

.

Blood relationship or consanguinity.

The Church forbids the marriage of close relatives in order to enforce the respect due to blood
relations, and to prevent the birth of physically and
mentally defective children, often found resulting
from such marriages.
5. Close affinity. This means relationship
by marriage. The survivor cannot marry
the blood relations of his dead spouse.

fn the direct line, as a stepdaughter or mother-inlaw, no dispensation is granted, fn the collateral
line the impediment extends to the second degree,

and may be dispensed.

Holy orders or solemn vows. Men
who have received major orders, monks
6.

1.

Forbidden times

(see

page 365).

.”

.

above the

2. Simple vows. Simple vows of virginity,
chastity or celibacy, a vow to enter a religious order or become a priest, are im-

pediments.
3.

Mixed

religion.

The

marriage of a

Catholic to a baptized non-Catholic, is a
prohibitive impediment which, without dispensation, renders the marriage valid, but
illicit, unlawful. Such a marriage, being
valid,

cannot be dissolved.

For example, without a dispensation, a Catholic

man marrying

a baptized non-Catholic (such as a
member of the Orthodox Church), before his parish
priest contracts a valid but illicit marriage. Being
his marriage cannot be dissolved. But to

valid,

make the marriage lawful and not a sin, a dispenmust be secured. This kind of marriage must

sation

be clearly distinguished from Disparity of Worship
which is a diriment impediment, making an attempted marriage void.

(see above),
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The contracting parties should go before the priest
a projected marriage. Should

made

for instruction before

least

there be any impediment, arrangements should be

for the

171.

Dispensations from Matrimonial Impediments
THE AUTHORGRANT DISPEN-

Does the Church have

ITY TO EXCUSE

SATIONS from

all

or

impediments?

The Church can grant dispensations
only from such impediments as arise from
its own laws, but not from such as arise
from divine or natural
1.

for a dispensation. This should be done at
a month before the ceremony, to allow time
marriage preparations.

laws.

Impediments of the natural

law,

which

only part of the divine law, are unchangeand cannot be given any dispensation.
An example is the marriage of parent and
child, or of a married person whose spouse

3. Not all impediments are granted dispensation with equal ease. Prohibitive impediments are more easily granted dispensations than diriment ones. Very rarely can
a dispensation be obtained from solemn
vows or from major orders, when one of the
contracting parties is unbaptized, or when
the proposed marriage is between such close
blood relations as uncle and niece, aunt and

nephew.

is

able,

is still

living.

when there
is sufficient reason or need. The bishop and
the parish priest have the authority to inves2.

4- In order to discourage unnecessary
seeking after dispensations, a fee is required. These fees help to maintain the
matrimonial courts established to safeguard
marriage.

Dispensations are granted

tigate each case.

Matrimonial dispensations are granted (a) in
favor of a contemplated marriage, or (b) to legitimize one already contracted. The poor are granted
dispensations without charge.

'KNOW GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE
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Dispensations

From Matrimonial Impediments

MIXED MARRIAGES
A marriage between a Catholic and a
non-Catholic baptized Christian, and a
marriage between a Catholic and a nonbaptized person are both called “ mixed
1

.

marriages”

1.

impediment”

For a marriage between a Catholic and
a non-baptized person there is a “diriment

impediment.” The differences between these
two kinds of impediments are explained on
pages 362 and 363.
3.

(b)

The Church forbids

mitted on
of

MARRIAGE

can take place any

its

members

to

may bring family discord, neglect, indifference and even loss of faith on the part of
the Catholic. It also happens that the religious training of the children is neglected.

The non-Catholic may wish to practice "birth
control” or is liable to a “divorce" and contract another marriage according to his or her church principles.

4. The Church grants a dispensation for
a “mixed marriage” under these conditions:

a) the non-Catholic has to promise not
to endanger the faith of the Catholic. Divine law forbids mixed marriages as long
as there is danger to the faith of the
Catholic or of the children;

the Catholic has to promise to give

good example and pray that God bring
them closer together in one faith;
c) the Catholic and non-Catholic must
all children born of the
marriage baptized and reared as Catholics.

promise to have

5. The Church shows its disapproval of
“mixed marriages” even after a dispensa-

tion has been granted. The banns are not
published, the Nuptial Blessing at Mass
not given, a permission is needed to have
the ceremony in the church.

NUPTIAL MASS
all

1st class.

is

not

per-

Sundays and on liturgical days
are about thirty such days.

There

NUPTIAL BLESSING AT

(c)

MASS may

be given on any day except on
All the Faithful Departed Day” November

2nd and during the Sacred Triduum, i.e.,
Holy Thursday, Good Friday, and Holy
Saturday.

marry non-Catholics because such marriages

b)

(a)

day of the year.

For a marriage between a Catholic and
a non-Catholic baptized Christian there is
2.

a “prohibitive

365

It is an error to think that the Church prohibits
the contracting of marriage on any day of the year.
It merely prohibits celebrations or signs of rejoicing
that do not harmonize with the spirit of the penitential seasons, that is, during Lent and Advent.

The nuptial blessing

is

given

during Mass by the priest who offers it; it
is omitted if the spouses are not present
or
have already received it.
The “closed season of Lent” is from Ash Wednesday to Easter Sunday inclusive, and the “ closed
season of Advent” from the 1st Sunday of Advent to
Christmas inclusive. During these two penitential
seasons the Church wishes the faithful to avoid
setting a date for the celebration of their marriage.
However, if there should be “a just reason" for it,
she expects the parties to refrain from too much
pomp. Thus, noisy banquets, balls and dances would
be out of place.
2. During “closed seasons” the permission of the bishop is required for the celebration of a solemn marriage, that is, with
nuptial Mass, or at least the nuptial blessing
during Mass.

WHEN

does the Church

MARRIAGE NULL?

DECLARE A

The Church declares a marriage null
when, after detailed investigation, the
facts prove that from the very beginning
there had been no marriage; there had
been no

validity.

NULLITY

declares that no marital bond
had ever existed; this is not to be confounded with divorce, which is a juridical
act cutting an existing and valid marital

bond.

Does the Church allow Catholics
marry during LENT and ADVENT?

to

The Church allows Catholics to marry
during the so-called ‘‘closed seasons” of Lent
and Advent, provided they do so quietly
and refrain from pomp.

When a marriage is annulled, since therefore
there has been no real matrimony, the parties to
the invalid contract are set free to marry other
partners; or they may regularize the marriage by
a valid ceremony. When the Church annuls a
marriage, declaring it invalid, the parties may apply for a civil divorce, with the permission of the
ordinary.
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state of life for himself. The

first

picture

Catholic Faith

shows the

father of
his

St. Therese of the Child Jesus, giving her
blessing before she entered Carmel. Parents

whose children have a

religious vocation should

172.
What

is

the purpose of

Courtship and Engagement
COURTSHIP?

Courtship is a time of preparation for
marriage, the time of choosing a life partner; it requires prudence and wisdom.
1.

It is

imitate this good father. And those whose children choose to enter the married state shoultf bless
them likewise, as Our Blessed Mother must surely
be blessing the newly-wedded pair above, who
offer the bridal bouquet at her feet. Their preparatory period of courtship was ruled by prudence.

only when persons have reached

the proper age and are so situated as to be
able to bear the responsibilities of the married state, that courtship should engage
their attention. Then the man and women
may frequent each other’s company, in
order to discover whether they would make
suitable companions for life.
Boys and girls still in school should devote their
time to their studies and such things appropriate
to their age, as games and innocent entertainments.
It is altogether out of place for young people to
neglect their studies in order to waste their time in
boy-and-girl affairs.

2.

It is

proper

tions to several

for a man
women at

and for a women
from several men

to

pay his atten-

the same time,

to receive such attentions
at the same time.

This is precisely because courtship
time of choosing, to discover who will
the most suitable partner for life.

is

the

make

Adolescents of high school age cannot expect to
years. By “going steady" they
place themselves in a proximate occasion of sin. No
Catholic boy or girl is so virtuous as to be free from
any danger of sin. Parents who consent their chil-

marry for several

dren to go out unchaperoned, as to an open-air
theatre and other such places, and those who go,
are certainly guilty before God. Courtship or “dat
ing should be carried on without secrecy; young
women should beware of men who keep their “love
affairs” a secret.
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The length of the period of courtship
should be between six months and two
years, no longer. Marriage is a serious and
sacred responsibility, and should not be

every word he said and more, and that she would
soon enough unlearn her “religious nonsense.”

rushed into under the influence of a physi-

will

3.

attraction or passion. But courtship,
the prospective partners are so often
each other’s company, should not be
greatly prolonged, to avoid possible serious
consequences.
cal

when
in

“Marry
adage.

in haste, repent at leisure,” says a wise

Runaway

marriages are generally scandalous,

even

sinful; at any rate they are strong temptations
to sin. And so are prolonged courtships.

The young lady then

make a good companion and helper
ftr

in life.

The person chosen should have

the

mental and spiritual qualifications necessary for the permanent partnership, the
dispositions to harmonize with the prospective partner’s.

T he only way

to make sure of marrying a Catholic
have dates with no others but Catholics. This
must have no exception. If Catholic young men
only Catholic young women, and Catholic
young women only Catholic young men, the problem of “mixed marriages" will be solved. We are
very careful before buying a new house or a new
car and even a suit of clothes. Should we be less
wise in choosing a companion for life? “A wife is
is to

man

for her.
3. It is wrong and foolish to marry for
beauty, riches, or honors alone.
should
rather seek, and chiefly seek, the quality of
the person’s soul.

We

After all, beauty, riches, and honors pass quickly.
A hey may even be lost on the day of the marriage.
But a good soul is beautiful in the sight of God
and lives forever.

What

during courtship?

One should make sure that the person
he or she wishes to marry is a practical
Catholic, and possess the character to

cannot marry a

does not respect God and religion, for he surely
not respect his wife.” Thus the engagement
was broken, and a worthy young lady freed from a
life that would have been an agony and a danger

WHAT SHOULD GUIDE THE

CHOICE

said, “I

who

is

ENGAGEMENT,

or betrothal?

Engagement, or betrothal, is a mutual
promise of marriage, implying marriage at

an early date.
An engagement

should not last longer than a
few months. As soon as the promise to marry is
made, a definite date for the wedding should be set.

duty of young people to conabout their wedding. In
where parents are extraordinarily unreasonable, young people should consult
their confessor about the matter. Generally,
the parents are right about the good or
bad prospects of a proposed marriage.
It is the

1.

sult their parents

cases

rule

date

her husband's richest treasure,
steadying column" (Sirach 36:24).

a

helpmate,

a

One can

better judge the character
and virtues of a future spouse at church
and in the home than on the floor in ballrooms. The advice “Choose your partner
at the communion rail” is very sound.
2.

An accomplished young lady was engaged to
marry a prominent young man. The day before
the wedding, a party was given at the house of the
young lady. The conversation turned towards religion; the young man spoke with open contempt
of all beliefs, boasting that he was an “openminded” person of the 20th century and free from
all “medieval notions” and “priest-invented” ceremonials.

The young

shocked beyond measure, gently
protested, begging him not to speak in such a manner. But he laughed at her, saying that he meant
lady,

"KNOW'

2. The engagement may be formally entered into by a contract in writing signed
by both parties, with the parish priest or
Bishop, or two others, as witnesses. Such
a formal engagement should be encouraged, especially in cases where hasty alliances are feared.

3. During both the courtship and the
engagement, the couple should respect each
and avoid undue familiarities; this is a pledge of a chaste and happy
married life. The best preservative of virtue
is God Himself ; and so those preparing

other’s virtue,

for

marriage

should frequent

the

sacra-

ments of Penance and Holy Eucharist.
Everything between an engaged couple should
be aboveboard. They should reveal to each other
frankly everything pertaining to their financial

and matters related to health.
In this way they prevent future quarrels and misery.

status, social relations,

If after some time either party becomes seriously
convinced that the marriage would be a mistake,
the engagement should be broken off. Human respect or other considerations should not be permitted to jeopardize future happiness.
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Those who enter matrimony should imitate the
good dispositions of Tobias and Sara (3), who
began their married life with prayer, and lived
each day in the presence of God.
Before receiving the sacrament of matrimony.

Preparations for Marriage

173.

WHAT SHOULD A COUPLE DO

who

have decided to get married?

A

couple who have decided to get married should separately appear, with baptismal certificate, before the parish priest of
the bride, for the canonical examination.
i.

This should be done not

month before

less

than a

the projected marriage,

to

allow time for the calling of the banns.

With hand on

the Gospels, the contracting
party swears that the truth is being told; he
then replies to the questions asked by the

priest.

The main questions concern dispositions
reception

of

the

sacrament:

make a very good confession
in order to be in the state of grace. At the
Nuptial Mass, they should receive Our Lord (2),
so that He may honor their wedding with His
Divine Presence.
the couple should

11),

the

Communion and Confirmation of
party, and impediments. A careful

for the
Baptism, First
the contracting
interrogatory is

made to find out if both parties are free from marriage bond; and to make sure they intend to enter
a permanent marriage, one that cannot be dissolved
by divorce or any other way except by death. Should
there be any impediments, a dispensation, if possible, has to be arranged. Should there be diriment
impediments that cannot be given a dispensation,
the marriage cannot take place.
2. The canonical examination makes sure
that the contracting parties know what they
are doing, and do it of their own free will.
In this way the Church shows its solicitude

for its members; every possible precaution
is taken in order that all may enter the
state of matrimony fully prepared and
safeguarded.
After the canonical examination the marriage
license should be secured, and other requirements
of the State complied with, such as blood tests, etc.
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is a holy union, blessed by God,
between one man and one woman. It is an indisand pure relation, like the union between
Christ and His Church.

Christian marriage

soluble

What

are the

“BANNS OF MATRI-

MONY?”
The banns

matrimony are a public
proclamation of an intended marriage,
made at the principal Mass on three sucof

Sundays or festival days, in the
church or churches of the bride and groom.
1. The purpose of the banns is to discover impediments, to avoid secret marriages, and to furnish those interested an
opportunity to intervene, should they wish
to do so. Dispensation from banns is
granted for urgent reasons.
cessive

2. If either party has lived, after reaching
canonical marriageable age, for six or more
months away from the community in which
the marriage is to be celebrated, the bishop
may also require the publication of the
banns in the other place or places.
With the approval of the ordinary, the banns,

instead of being read out, may be posted at the
church door, or published in the parish weekly
bulletin.

3

to

.

a

anyone knows of any impediment
proposed marriage, he is bound in
make it known to the pastor;

If

conscience to
otherwise he

is

guilty of sin.

Ordinarily, the marriage is not
three days after the last bann.

performed

till

As the priest says to the man at the end of the
Toledano marriage ritual, “I give you a companion,
not a servant; love her as Christ loves His Church
The union is for life, for better or worse.

WHAT does THE MARRIAGE
MONY INCLUDE?
In

its

cludes:

CERE-

fullness, the marriage ceremony inthe nuptial contract, the nuptial

Mass, and the nuptial blessing.
1. Matrimony is both a sacrament and
a contract. In all other sacraments the ordinary minister is of the clergy; in Matrimony,
because it is a contract, the ministers are
the parties concerned, the bride and groom.
When the man and woman first offer themselves

to each other for marriage, the first condition of a

contract

is

fulfilled.

When

the offer

is

accepted, the

second condition is fulfilled. And in the ceremony
of Matrimony, when the man and woman give free

and mutual consent, the contract
contract is consummated when the
exchanged are first exercised.

sealed. The
rights mutually
is

2. The words in the marriage ceremony
by which the man and woman express mutual consent to take each other as husband
and wife constitute the essential part of
the sacrament; they seal the marriage con-

tract.

The priest is present only as the representative
of the Church, a necessary witness for the safeguarding of the marital contract, and to implore God’s
blessing on the pair. He is really only the most
important of the witnesses, the intermediary of

Mother Church.
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The main act of the sacrament of matrimony is the
expression of mutual consent. After this act the
couple join hands (2), and the priest blesses them
with holy water (1). The contracting parties hear the
Nuptial Mass, receiving Holy Communion. By this

174. Rite for the

HOW
GOD’S

Marriage rites are not the same throughout the
Church; the following is the ceremony now used
in our country.

Entrance into the church and access

to the altar.

The bridegroom and bride go to the altar with
their parents or friends simply or in solemn processhould be aware of the presence of the Most Blessed Sacrament in the tabernacle and behave accordingly. If Mass is to be said,
the bridal party take their proper places in specially prepared pews. This is the only occasion when lay
people are permitted to remain in the sanctuary.
sion. All participants

them, as the couple in Cana did long ago. During
the Mass the Nuptial Blessing (3) is given. "May
this her yoke be one of love and peace."

Sacrament

can Catholics BEST OBTAIN
BLESSING on their Marriage?

Catholics can best obtain God’s blessing
on their marriage by being married at a
Nuptial Mass, and by receiving Holy Communion devoutly.

i.

act of uniting themselves with Jesus in the Holy
Eucharist, they invite Him to their wedding, to bless

2.

of

Matrimony

Prayer and Instruction before Mar-

riage.

The

priest stands at the foot of the altar, while
all kneel, and prays a short invocation asking for
the blessing of God. He then delivers a sermon, or
reads the instruction before marriage.
3.

The Sealing of the Marriage Bond.

All stand facing the priest.
stands to the right of the bride.

Addressing the

The bridegroom

man by name,

the priest

you take N., here present,
for your lawful wife according to the rite
of our holy Mother, the Church?” He replies, “I will.”
asks, “N., will

Turning

to the bride, the priest asks: “N.,

will you take N., here present, for your
lawful husband according to the rite of
our holy Mother, the Church” she replies,

“/ will.”

"KNOW GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE ”

:

The Marriage Ceremony
Having understood the mutual consent of
both

parties, the priest instructs the

7.
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The Nuptial Mass and Blessing.

couple

He then places the end of the
around their hands and, turning first
to the groom and then to the bride, says:
“Say after me, ‘I, N. N., take you, N. N.,
for my lawful wife (husband), to have and
to hold, from this day forward, for better,
to join hands.

stole

for worse, for richer, for poorer, in sickness and in health, until death do us part.’ ”

The priest offers the Nuptial Mass for
the married couple. The Nuptial Blessing
given during the Canon of the Mass, after
the “Pater Noster.” It is directed to the
woman, rather than to the man. On only
is

one other occasion ( when the bishop blesses
the holy oils at the Chrism Mass on Holy
Thursday) is the Canon of the Mass thus
interrupted at its most solemn part. This is
part of the prayer for the bride:

4.

Confirmation of the Marriage Bond.

yoke that she
of love

The priest, in Latin, pronounces the words of
sanction and blessing: “l join you in matrimony
name of the Father, and of the Son, and of
the Holy Ghost. Amen.” As he speaks, he makes
over the couple the sign of the cross. Then he says:
“I call upon all of you here present to be witnesses
of this holy union which I have now blessed. ‘What
God has joined together, let no man put asunder.’ ”
After this he sprinkles them with holy water.

8

In the

Blessing and Giving of the
Rings.
5.

Wedding

.

is

“May

this

taking on herself be one

and peace.”

The Farewell.

After the Mass, the priest says to the spouses:
in peace, and may the Lord be with you
always." They reply: “Amen.”

“Go

9.

Kissing the Wedding Ring.

The married couple may now kiss together the
“wedding ring,” reciting devoutly: “Grant us,
0 Lord, that loving You we may love one another
and live in accordance with Your holy law” (300
wife’s

days indulgence).

The priest saying a short prayer blesses
the rings, symbol of faithfulness, and sprinkles them with holy water. He then addresses
the groom and bride: “Now that you have
sealed a truly Christian marriage, give
these wedding rings to each other, saying
after me:

The groom accepts from the hand of the priest
the ring for the bride, puts it on the third finger
of the bride’s left hand while repeating the words
of the priest: “In the name of the Father, and of
the Son, and of the Holy Spirit. Take and wear this
ring as a pledge of my fidelity.”

MASS OF THANKSGIVING
25th and 50th

for the

Wedding Anniversary

Married couples should consider their
Wedding Day as one of the most important
and cherished in their lives.
It is a refreshing custom for both on every anniversary of their wedding, to go to Mass and receive
Holy Communion together in thanksgiving of the
graces received. If possible, they should keep that
day all for themselves, as if they had just been married: a “one day honeymoon.”

The Church approves of such a

celebra-

For the occasion of the Silver and Gol(25th and 50th) Wedding Anniversaries, there is a “Mass of Thanksgiving.”
tion.

The bride likewise receiving the other ring, repeats the same words while putting the ring on the
third finger of the groom's left hand.

6

.

The Blessing of the Groom and of

the Bride.

den

This Mass is of the same class than that of bishops
priests celebrating their consecration or ordination anniversary. The Mass may be either in honor
of the Most Holy Trinity or of the Blessed Virgin

and

Mary.

The priest recites “Psalm 127”, the “Our Father”,
some “versicles and a prayer”. Then extending his
hands over the bride and groom, he says five beautiful “invocation prayers of blessings.” At the end he
adds: “Through our Lord Jesus Christ His Son, Who
lives and reigns with Him in the unity of the Holy
Spirit, God, world without end." R/. “Amen.”

If so desired, the couple with their children,
families and friends, may walk together to the sanctuary. The pastor or celebrant may address a few

words for the occasion followed by the Mass. After
the last Gospel, special prayers of thanksgiving are
recited by the priest and the blessing given. At the
end, as on the Wedding Day, the priest says: “Go
in peace, and may the Lord be with you always.”
They reply: “Amen.”
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On his First Communion Day, when seven years
Dominic Savio made some resolutions. Frequent confession and Holy Communion, friendship
with Jesus and Mary, death rather than sin were
among them. Stepping-stones to Christian perfecold, St.

tion,

they enabled him, by heroic example, to lead
God and neighbor. His pledge to
was put to the test when he pre-

others to love

die rather than sin

Christian Perfection

175.

SHOULD WE BE SATISFIED MERELY

to keep the

We should not

commandments
be

of

God?

merely to keep
the commandments of God, but we should
be willing to follow Our Lord’s invitation
to all

men: “You

fect (holy)

,

even

as

satisfied

therefore are to be per-

your heavenly Father

is

(Matt. 5:48)
Perfection is the
summit— the highest degree of holiness.
perfect”

vented two youths from offending God by anger
which gave vent to stoning each other. Crucifix in
hand, Dominic offered himself as their victim.
Moved to contrition by his courage and piety, the
two enemies were reconciled. The virtuous example
of his short life shows us that we should start from
childhood to strive for Christian perfection, and
to help others to shun sin and love God.

.

steadfastly, are also patterns of perfection.

This aiming “to be holy as our heavenly
Father is holy,” this seeking to be like Christ

—“another Christ,”

is

to

strive

towards

Christian perfection.

No one can ever be as
having Him for a model

perfect as Our Lord. But
inspires us to strive for
greater and greater sanctity. He said, “I am the
Way, the Truth, and the Life” (John 14:6). And
in reply to the young man who wished to become
perfect, Jesus said
"Come, follow me” (Matt.
19:21). We should try to make progress every day.
so that we are better today than yesterday. “He
,

The commandments of God state the minimum
requirements for salvation. They should be kept
not merely according to the letter, but also according to the spirit;
greater perfection.

this

obliges

us

to

strive

for

who
let

is

him be

him be hallowed
2.

1. The model of Christian perfection is
Our Lord. The saints, who imitated Him

just, let

If

mands
what

is

we only

still”

still, and he who
(Apoc. 22:11).

give

God what He com-

just

is

holy,

us to give, we would be doing only
absolutely necessary. In such a case
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we would go

to

church only once a week,

plus six holydays of obligation a year; we
would go to Confession only once a year,
an receive Holy Communion only during
the Easter Time. By doing these things and

avoiding

all

serious violation of the

saving our souls.

who

wish only to live

4 * there are different degrees of love, so also
there are different degrees of perfection, according
to the capacity of each individual. But all can prac-

tice virtue.

What would you think of a child who gives to
what is demanded of him? What
would you think of him if he never showed them
any affection, never did anything extra for them
to show his love and gratitude?
his parents only

3- We say that we love God, our Creator,
Father, and Friend, our Saviour, the Source
of all our graces. Love is proved by deeds,
by the amount of sacrifice we would be will-

make

be sanctified by those

for God. Saints are found in every class.
Love of God is in everybody’s power.

Com-

mandments, we would still be obeying God
and keeping ourselves from mortal sin and

ing to
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2. The spirit of Christ obliges us to strive
for greater perfection. All states of life can

for the beloved person.

Can we ever serve God sufficiently to show our
He does not command us to go out of
our way to help the poor; but can we consider
anyone a good Christian who does not do so? A
Christian should not only obey the commands of
Christ, but should follow His counsels. We go to
Mass on weekdays, because we love Him, and
wish to visit Him in the Most Blessed Sacrament
of the altar, to receive Him into our very hearts.
We should think up extra things to do for God,
as we think up extra things to do for the person
we love most. Our parents do not command us to
buy gifts for them on their birthdays; but if we do
so, are they not delighted at our show of affection?
,

affection?

In what does CHRISTIAN PERFECTION CONSIST?
Christian perfection consists in union
with God by the practice of virtue; it requires love of God and our neighbor, and
detachment of the heart from the things of
this world. By striving after true Christian
perfection, we make clearer and clearer in
ourselves the true image of God.
1.
Christian perfection is nothing else
but sanctity, holiness, the love for God.
Lest those who call themselves “ ordinary
mortals” be afraid to aspire to this sanctity,
we must make it clear that it does not require extraordinary works. It only requires
deep, abiding love, for “Love is the fulfilling of the law,” the fulfillment of it to its
very foundation and depths, not merely on

the surface.
Did our Blessed Mother do any extraordinary
works, judged by normal standards of the world? Let
us imitate her perfect submission to the will of God
in all things. “Behold the handmaid of the Lord; be
it done to me according to your word” (Luke
3:38).

From

other good works

we can excuse

ourselves, saying: “I cannot fast, for I am sickly
etc.
But no one can say, “/ cannot love.” However,
religious and pious practices should be adapted
to the occupations and duties of an individual. A

mother of twelve young children would do wrong
to spend half the day in church praying. One who
works in an office should not stay so long at daily
Mass that he is habitually late for his work.
3

.

We

should begin from youth to strive

after perfection.
Saint Dominic Savio on his First Communion day,
only seven years old, made some resolutions
to which he was faithful till his death. These resolutions helped him towards perfection, so that at the
age of fifteen he died a holy death. Among his
resolutions were: (1) frequent confession and com-

when

munion; (2) Jesus and
death rather than sin.

Mary

as friends;

and

(3)

Every one should choose for his model
a saint whose position and calling are simi4.

lar to his

own.

Schoolboys will find among the best models Saint
Aloysius, St. Dominic Savio; schoolgirls, the Little
Flower, Saint Agnes, St. Mary Goretti, and always
the Blessed Virgin; married men, St. Louis of
France,

St.

Thomas More; married women,

St.

Monica, St. Elizabeth; religious, the canonized
founders of their order; priests, the Cur6 d’Ars,
St. John Bosco, St. Philip Neri; bishops, St. Charles

Borromeo and

St.

Francis of Sales.

In order to attain the state of Chriswe must have a spirit of
detachment towards the things of this
world. Let us remember that the eternal is
what counts; the temporal is given us by
God only to help us fulfill our end of praising, of serving Him, and thus saving our soul.
5.

tian perfection,

By the spirit of detachment is not meant actual
dispossession. A rich man can be completely detached from riches, if he uses them only for the end
God gave them to him, if he does not love his
riches for the sake of riches or for other worldly
purposes, but uses his wealth for God and his fellow-

men. A man in a high position of honor and power
is detached from such honor and glory if he knows
they all come from God, and uses them for God’s
purposes. On the other hand, even the poorest of
the most despised can violate the spirit
of detachment if he desires to possess what he does
not have, for the sake of such possession.

men and
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The
is

Way

Little

the

way

coming

of

St.

Therese of the Child Jesus

of spiritual childhood , which

spiritually as

Catholic Faith

a

little

child in the

means be-

tenderly loving Father. An ordinary person as well
as a great saint can practice The Little
simply
by placing absolute confidence in God. Because

Way

He

loves us

things, great
illustration

we love Him. One who loves does all
and small, to please the beloved. The

shows

St.

Therese, while glancing at the

176.
What

are the

to

making her

sister's

As she grew older she carried her Little
heroic perfection. "Not a word, not a

These are general means of perfection, because
they are suited to every one in every state and
life.

perfection.

2 Habit of Prayer. Without God we can
do nothing.
should especially make a
habit of ejaculatory prayers.
.

We should sanctify our every action by offering
to God. A good plan is to make a general offering
every morning, with our morning prayers. In this
way, all we do— work, prayer, and even sleep— becomes a prayer to God.
it

3- Self-control and self-denial are acts
of mortification: keeping down anger, and
abstaining even from things which are permitted, but above all avoiding even the
least yielding to what is forbidden. Self-

is the mark of the true Christian.
If we deny ourselves some things which are
permitted, we shall find it easier to avoid
what is forbidden. Self-control gives us a
strong will. Self-denial is the mark of the

control

God instituted the sacraments as effecmeans of grace. Can we get more grace
than from God Himself, coming in Holy
Communion?
i

.

look,

if not to give pleasure to the good God" became
her guiding principle. We also can imitate the
Little Flower. By making it our sole aim to please
God, we can follow The Little Way to Christian

We

After the observance of the Commandments of God and of the Church, the general means of perfection are: (a) Holy Mass
with Communion; (b) habit of prayer;
(c) self-control and self-denial
(d) faithfulness in small things; (e) order and
regularity; (f) spiritual reading and meditation; and (g) recourse to solitude.

tive

bed

Way

General Means of Perfection

GENERAL MEANS OF

PERFECTION?

condition of

statue of the Child Jesus,
as an act of love.

arms of a

"KNOW GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE’’

:

General Means of Perfection

human

being made to the likeness of God;
a beast does not say “No” to himself.
Christ said: “If anyone wishes
him deny himseW’ (Mark
deny oneself by avoiding what
let

to

come after me,

8:34).

One may

not necessary,
such as splendid dress, rich food, costly houses and
cars, excessive entertainments, curiosity, etc.,
and
above all, by doing cheerfully whatever duties come,
and accepting with resignation all trials.

apparently insignificant things. We should
be careful to avoid venial sins in order to
be saved from mortal sins.
“He who
thing

little

is

faithful in a very Uttle thing is faitha very

much; and he who is unjust in
is unjust also in much” (Luke

Our Lord promises

16:10).

reward those who are thus
faithful, saying: “Well done, good and
faithful
servant, because thou hast been faithful over a few
to

things, I will set thee over

many"

like fasting, flagellation, and hair shirts, by people
are not possessed of mystical graces, who cannot do great works.

who

is

4. By faithfulness in small things, we
obtain greater graces and avoid grave sins
more easily. As in the natural order, so
in the spiritual, great things come from

ful also in
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Way can be followed by ordinary
who cannot undergo heavy mortifications

This Little
mortals

(Matt. 25:21).

We

observe order and regularity by
5.
having a fixed time for everything for rising, retiring, eating, work, recreation,
etc.

The

1.

Little

childhood.
(a)

Its

Way

is

the

ESSENCE

God Almighty

is

way
is

of spiritual
simple:

our most loving and

tender Father; we, His tiny

little

children

who can do absolutely nothing without Him.
Because we are tiny little children
entirely helpless, we put all our trust
God. He, the loving Father, takes us in
His fatherly arms.
(b)

and
in

(c)

We

Him

give

His fatherly care,
that a tiny little child is able

in gratitude for
all

our

to give,

LOVE.

Our Lord Himself taught us

God “Our

and consider
urged, “Unless

to call

Father” (Matt. 6:9-13).

He

you turn and become little children, you will not
enter into the kingdom of heaven” (Matt. 18:3). He
declared, “Whoever does not accept the kingdom
of God as a little child will not enter into it”

(Mark

10:15).

We

should imitate the order that God has placed
in the whole universe, regulating everything
by law.
Recreation is not against the practice of Christian
perfection; it is a need that God wishes us to satisfy
in the proper manner. It should however,
not interfere with our duties, or take up too much time.
6. We should have some regular spiritual
reading and meditation, even if for only ten
minutes every day, as food for our souls.

Meditation on the truths of faith, the life of
Christ, and the lives of the saints, will inflame
our
hearts to virtue.

2.

The characteristics of “the

Little

Way”

are the characteristics of a tiny little child:

Littleness and weakness. This means
meekness and humility. Making ourselves
as humble as we can, let us be ever aware
that without God we can do nothing. Whatever we do, however great, is only a gift
that our loving Father in heaven sees fit
(a)

to

grant

us.

Poverty and simplicity. Without God
we possess nothing. Doing His holy will, we
(b)

7.

noise

Solitude helps us grow in virtue. The
and bustle of the world are distracWe should once in a while imitate

tions.

Our Lord and withdraw
see

our

faults better,

into solitude, to

and go

closer to

God.

Catholics who are able, spend a few days
every
year in a spiritual retreat, to resort to this
valuable solitude.

in all
(

c)

our

For the ordinary person living in the
world, one of the most practical means of
perfection is that called the Little Way of
St. Therese of the Child Jesus.

actions,

(d)

towards God.

Absolute confidence in his father. In

full trust, let us

and His

WHICH IS one of the most practical
means of perfection recommended for the

will provide for us.

Simplicity personified, an innocent tiny
child should be our model in our attitude,

THE LITTLE WAY

ordinary person living in the world?

He

can be sure that

abandon ourselves

to

God

infinite mercy.

EOVE. A

tiny little child gives love.
exactly the only thing we can give

This is
to God, our love. We show our love for God
by doing all things, small and great, to
make Him happy, to give Him pleasure.
St T f)erese of the Child Jesus, called “the Little
Flower, said, Not everybody can fast, or wear hair
or spend hours in prayer. But everybody
can love."
-

shirts,
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Those

who

poverty,

follow

the

evangelical

Catholic Faith

counsels

of

and obedience give up the
in order to serve and love
They put into practice the idea

chastity,

pleasures of the world

God more

fully.

The

177.

Holy Scripture: "What
he gain the whole world,

of
if

loss of his

own

soul?"

God

gives

the Counsels than to riches.

Evangelical Counsels

OUR SAVIOUR especially
RECOMMEND that is not strictly comWhat does

suality;

and almsgiving cures

gelical counsels are a radical

avarice.

remedy

But the evanfor these three

Obedience subdues pride; chastity destroys
sensuality; and poverty blots out avarice.
evils.

manded by law?

Our Saviour

behind these words
doth it profit a man

and suffer the
more weight to

especially

recommends the

observance of the Evangelical Counsels

—

voluntary poverty, perpetual chastity, and
perfect obedience.

“Evangelical” here means contained
in the Gospels; these counsels of perfection
are dearly set forth in Holy Scripture.

3

.

The evangelical counsels, however,

are not in themselves perfection. They are
only the best means for attaining perfection.
If

we adopt

them we

the counsels, but
are far from perfect.

do not follow

1.

They are called counsels, because they are an
invitation and not a command; all are invited, but
no one is forced. “Not all can accept this teaching;
but those to whom it has been given” (Matt. 19:11).
2.

By means

of the evangelical counsels

the three chief evil tendencies of man— avarice, sensuality, and pride
are subdued,

—

enabling him to

rise

more

freely to

Good works are mild remedies
tendencies. Prayer cures pride ;

for

God.

these evil
fasting cures sen-

What

is

VOLUNTARY POVERTY?

Voluntary poverty is the renunciation of
all earthly possessions, for the love of God.
1.
Christ counseled voluntary poverty:
“If thou wilt be perfect, go, sell what thou
hast, and give to the poor” (Matt. 19:21)

Our Lord Himself was extremely poor. A stable
was His birthplace; a poor woman was His Mother;
a carpenter was His foster-father. He had nowhere
to lay His head.

"KNOW'

GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE”

The Evangelical Counsels
To

give alms according to one’s means
is the duty of every Christian. But voluntary poverty means the giving up, for the
love of God, of not only part, but of all our
2.

earthly property, and suffering the hardships of poverty.

What

is

PERPETUAL CHASTITY?

377

Paul commended the state of celibacy: “I say
the unmarried, and to widows, it is good for
them if they so remain, even as I” (1 Cor. 7:8).
St.

to

3. Even the heathen recognize and honor
virtue of virginal chastity. If the
heathen respect those who prefer virginity
to the married state, how much more should
Christians respect those who, from a supernatural motives, choose to live a life of

the

chastity!

Perpetual chastity consists in abstaining

from marriage and
1.

all

unclean

desires.

Christ counseled perfect chastity: “Let

him accept it who can” (Matt. 19:12).
Christ Himself was perfectly chaste and
virginal. His mother was a virgin. He loved
children,

He who

who

are virginal.

is

thinks about the things of the Lord, that she may
be holy in body and in spirit. Whereas she who is
married thinks about the things of the world, how
she may please her husband” (1 Cor. 7:32-34).

The sixth and
God oblige us to

2.

ninth

The Romans believed that the Vestal Virgins
brought them good fortune and obtained for them

unmarried is concerned about the
things of the Lord, how he may please God. Whereas he who is married is concerned about the things
of the world, how he may please his wife; and he is
divided. And the unmarried woman, and the virgin,

of

In pagan Rome six virgins, called the Vestal
Virgins, were appointed to keep the so-called sacred
fire burning on the altar in the temple of Vesta.
These virgins usually came to the temple at the age
of ten years, and remained there for thirty years.
During that time they were forbidden to marry.

the protection of their gods. They treated the
Vestal Virgins with the greatest respect. They were
accorded military honors in public. If a criminal,
on his way to execution, happened to meet a Vestal
Virgin, he was immediately pardoned. The virgins
were given the best places wherever they went; they
were clad in white robes. If a Vestal Virgin broke
her vow of chastity, she was buried alive.

What

is

PERFECT OBEDIENCE?

commandments

live chaste lives,

and

to avoid impurity. But lifelong and perfect
chastity means besides the sacrifice of something lawful: marriage.

Perfect obedience is the complete subjection of one's will to that of a superior.
1.

He

Christ counseled perfect obedience.
said to His Apostles:

“Follow me.”

He

young man: “If thou wilt
be perfect, go, sell what thou hast, and
give to the poor
and come, follow me”
(Matt. 19:21), i.e., “Come and be guided
said to the rich

CHASTITY
PLEASING to GOD?
Is perfect

especially

.

by
Yes,

perfect

chastity

is

a virtue most

pleasing to God.

When God wished to give a mortal
Mother to His Son, God chose the purest
1.

of the daughters of Juda, a virgin, Mary.
When He wanted a protector for the Blessed

Virgin and her future Child, God chose a
virgin, Joseph, the most chaste of men.
Christ Himself was a virgin, and the Apostle
He loved best, the one who leaned on His
breast at the Last Supper, and to whom He
confided His Mother from the cross, was
also a virgin, St. John the Evangelist.
2 Priests and members of religious communities, both men and women, are bound
to celibacy and perfect chastity. Celibacy is
the state of being unmarried.

Me

.

.

in all things.”

Christ was perfectly obedient to His heavenly
Father. He never sought His own will, but always
the will of the Father Who sent Him. He was
obedient to His Mother and to St. Joseph.
2. All men are bound to render Christian
obedience to their superiors according to
their state. Children must obey their parents; citizens must obey the civil authorities;
all
must obey their spiritual superiors.

But

this obligation leaves us free in

many

it does not bind all our actions.
Perfect obedience on the other hand requires us to obey in everything. It is the
greatest sacrifice we can give to God.

things;

.

KNOW'

If we fast, give alms, or lose our reputation for
God’s sake, we only give a part of ourselves. But
we give perfect obedience, we sacrifice our will;
give all we have. We have nothing more to give.

if

we

GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE”

.
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woman making

their offerings to Jesus Crucified,
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The

and obedience.

Religious State

THE RELIGIOUS STATE?

a permanent way of
community life, by which the faithful bind
themselves to observe the evangelical counsels by vows of poverty, chastity, and
religious state

of poverty, chastity,

is

obedience.
The first religious order developed under St.
Anthony the Great, who assembled around him in
the desert a number of disciples living in separate
In the year 348 A. D. St. Pachomius gathered
the anchorites under a common roof, and gave
them a fixed rule; this was done on an island near
the mouth of the Nile River in Egypt. From there
the monastic life spread to Palestine and Syria, and
thence to Asia Minor. In the 5 th and 6 th centuries,
the monastic life was propagated in the West by
St. Martin of Tours and St. Benedict.

Those who are in the state of perfection are not
necessarily all perfect; but they are expected to aim
at perfection. Many people in the world are actually
more holy than some in the religious state. It is
however easier to strive after perfection in the
religious state, where there are more aids and
means than in the world with its distractions.
2. The call to the religious state is an
invitation: “Not all can accept this teaching, but those to whom it has been given”
(Matt. 19; 1 1)

cells.

1.

The

religious state

is

called the state

of perfection, because those who embrace it
have the obligation, through faithfulness
to their vows, of aiming at evangelical perfection.

Members of religious orders or congregations are
bound by the vows of poverty, chastity, and obediThey are devoted to the exclusive service of

ence.

God, “without distractions”

(1

Cor. 7:35).

WHO MAY BE ADMITTED

into the

religious state?

Any Catholic who is free from impediment, and who has a right intention, and
who is fitted to fulfill the duties of the
religious life may be admitted into the
religious state.

"KNOW GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE"

The
l.

Religious State

The principal impediments

to admission to the religious state are: an existing
marriage, lack of age (being less than 15
years of age)
debts that must be paid,
,

parents who need one’s support.
The mere opposition of parents who do not
need one to support them is not an obstacle. Many
Saints had to meet parental objections firmly before they could join religious orders.

If one has a firm desire and resolution
enter a religious community out of a
good motive, to serve God better, he or she
has the right intention for the religious state.
2

to

One who may intend

join a religious congregation in the hope of obtaining honors or of
life, has not the right intention.
to

having an easy

3. Among the things needed to fulfill the
duties of a religious life are: virtue, sufficient health, and adequate education for
the work of the particular congregation to
be joined.

In general, the qualifications for a vocation are

good

good health, and good sense.

will,

WHAT STEPS SHOULD BE TAKEN
in

embracing the religious state?

379

How SHOULD PARENTS

behave

if

their child chooses a religious vocation?

Parents should give special praise and
thanksgiving to God for the blessing, if
their child chooses a religious vocation.
Mrs. Colonel Vaughan, an English mother,
prayed every day that all her children might be-

come priests and nuns. In time, of her eight sons
one became a cardinal, a second an archbishop,
another a bishop, and three priests; all of her
five daughters became Sisters.
1. As no one should be forced, so no one
should be prevented from becoming either

a priest, brother, or a sister. It is a sin for
parents to oppose or prevent their child’s
religious vocation.

Our Lord promised, “Everyone who has left
house, or brothers, or sisters, or father, or mother,
or wife, or children, or lands, for my name’s sake,
shall receive a hundredfold, and shall possess life
everlasting” (Matt. 19:29).
2. It is a great honor for a family to have
even one of its members dedicated to the
special service of God, as a priest, a brother
or a nun.

Our Lord said: “If anyone comes to me and does
not hate his father and mother, and wife and children, and brothers and sisters, yes, and even his

own

Before any defiinite decision is made, a
competent spiritual director should be
consulted, regarding both spiritual and
practical matters.

One need not be strongly attracted to the religious state before deciding to embrace it. Feelings
generally have nothing to do with the matter;
what is most needed is will. Feelings pass, but day
after day one needs a strong will to remain faithful
to the vows taken in a religious congregation.
1.

One should apply for admission into
religious community chosen. If one is

the
refused and has to return home, he or she
should not feel disgraced. The novitiate is
precisely a trial, to find out one’s qualifications.
Those who are sent out should recognize the trial
as permitted by God, and offer it up to Him. It is
the practice of many religious congregations to refuse candidates who have been novices or even
postulants in other congregations.
2. Once accepted and permitted to take
the vows, all one has to do is to persevere,
to live according to the vows, and try day
to day to attain to the highest perfection.

life, he cannot be my disciple” (Luke
14:26).
By this "hate” does not mean to break God’s comof love; it means only to give up for
God’s sake, to detach oneself from what is good,
in order to be fully attached to the one infinitely
Perfect Good, God. “Every one of you who does
not renounce all that he possesses, cannot be my
disciple” (Luke 14:33).

mandment

What

THE DOWRY?

is a sum of money required
by congregations of women, payable upon

the profession of a novice as

member

of the

community.
1. The purpose of the dowry is to provide the person with some support should
she leave the community at the end of her
temporary vows, or after a dispensation, or

upon

dismissal.

In case one leaves the community, the dowry is
returned to her intact. Meanwhile, during her stay
in the community, the interest on the dowry is used
for her maintenance.
2. Those who cannot give a dowry may
be dispensed with the consent of the Holy

See. Applicants who have completed their
education are more easily dispensed.
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"The harvest indeed is abundant, but the laborers
are few!' Jesus calls to his special service, for
workers in His harvest. A boy and a girl hear the
call. The boy (1) says to his parents: "See the
stole

I'll

wear some day!" And the

girl (3)

the priestly or religious state.

Religious Communities

179.

HOW MAY

dreams

of the day when she will be teaching school as a
religious Sister. If one feels, as these two young
people do, that he should like to serve God fully,
let him hasten to consecrate himself to God in

religious communities

BEE

CLASSIFIED?
Religious communities may be classified
d
as orders or congregations.

men among the largest communities are:
Word Fathers, Jesuits, Passionists, Redemptorists, Salesians, Salvatorians and others. For
women we have too many to be able to enumerate
For
Divine

them.
3.

”

Religious “orders are those institutes
ps
which the members take solemn vows;

1.

in

they are chiefly the old orders of

monkss
,

and nuns.
Among

the

religious

orders

for

men

in

the
ie

United States are: Augustinians, Benedictines,
IS
Dominicans, Franciscans, Trappists and others.
2.

Religious “congregations” are those in
n

which the members take only “simple pub5vows;” most religious communities aree
,

lic

of this kind. The Jesuits, after a number of
)f
years in simple vows, may also take solemn
n

vows.

may also be clasThe “clerical com-

Religious institutes

sifted as clerical or lay.

munities” are those in which a great proportion of the members are priests. The
“lay communities” are those with the great
majority of their members not ordained
priests.

For men, these last are what we term brotherhoods, such as the: De la Salle Brothers, Marist
Brothers, St. Francis Xavier Brothers, Sacred Heart
Brothers.
4.

Some communities

follow “the

manner

living together under
of life of religious
the government of superiors and with approved constitutions. But their members do

"KNOW GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE"

Religious Communities
not take “public” but only “private" vows,
or make only a “pledge" to live in com-

munity

life.

However, under many

aspects,

the Code of Canon Law likens them to
religious institutes and their members to
religious. The difference between them and
the religious proper is hardly noticed.

Among the most well-known of such societies we
have the Vincentians, Maryknoll Fathers, Oratorians
of

St.

Philip Neri,

and Fathers of the Precious Blood.

A new

development in the life of the
is the Secular Institutes, whose members have neither public
vows nor common life, but follow a pro5.

evangelical counsels

fession in the world.

In what
ligious

KINDS OF WORK

are the

re-

communities engaged?

life

entirely to

are engaged in all kinds of work,

ranging from the purely contemplative life
of prayer to the active life of missionaries.
1.
Members of contemplative “orders”
are strictly cloistered, and devote their life

chiefly to prayer

and penance. This prayer

not for the individual alone, but for the
greater honor and glory of God, the wellbeing of the Mystical Body of Christ, the
is

reclaiming of all into the Fold of the Good

Shepherd.

Among contemplative orders we may mention
the Carthusian and Cistercian monks, and the
Carmelite, Poor Clare and Perpetual Adoration
nuns.
2. Members of semi-contemplative communities observe the “mixed life;” they
superimpose the active on the contempla-

tive life. They seldom leave their houses,
and engage themselves in teaching, caring
for penitents and orphans, etc.

Among

semi-contemplative congregations we

mention: the Assumption

and Good Shepherd

Sisters,

Dominican

may

Sisters,

Sisters.

God?

One who wishes to dedicate his life entirely to God should choose the religious
community best suited
and ability.

to his inclination

Besides priests, religious are needed, both
men and women, for the schools, the hospitals, the teaching of religion, care of the
poor, and of the missions.

Women cannot become priests, but they can be
very useful as religious Sisters. Many a soul has
to the Faith because of the example,
the prayers, or the influence of a Sister. Sisters are
most useful too in the missions; they are the auxiliaries of the missionary priests in their difficult
been converted

work

of

winning

How
They
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WHICH religious community SHOULD
ONE CHOOSE who wishes to dedicate his

number

souls for Christ.

can one

HELP INCREASE

the

of priests and religious?

Every one should pray steadfastly and
sincerely for priests and religious.
2. Those who are financially able should
support poor candidates in seminaries and
1.

religious houses of formation.
3. Lastly, he who is earnest about the
service of God should decide whether he is
willing to consecrate himself entirely to
that service. Such as have the will and
necessary qualifications should either enter
the priesthood or one of the religious congregations.
It is the opinion of many bishops and priests that
there would be more vocations to the religious life
the orientation towards a more pastoral and apos-

if

tolic life, advocated by Pope Pius XII and Pope
John XXIII, would be accelerated. This means that
some changes should be made. Prolonged prayers
and non-liturgical devotions should be abbreviated

or not held at a time

when

the religious should be

engaged in apostolic work. Pope John XXIII wrote
in 1962 to the religious ...

.“Remember

that it is not
by prayer alone but also by works that we shall obnew orientation of society based on the GosThe regulations of the enclosure should be

tain a
pel.”^

3. The religious communities of active
dedicated to teaching, hospital work,
mission work, etc. Active life does not refer
to mere bodily activity, but to external
activities carried on outside the religious
house.

life are

Thus Cistercians who farm their land do not
pursue an active life. Most of the religious institutes
United States are engaged in the active life.
mention: Jesuits, Franciscan
Tertiaries, Vincentians, Passionists, Redemptorists,
Salesians, and Brothers of Christian Schools.
in the

Among them we may

modified, so that religious sisters may do their apostolate also after sunset. In older days, after sunset,

women

in general remained at home. Times, howhave changed. Therefore, sisters should be
with their charges when most needed. Habits of the
religious should be simplified by cutting off
useless
ornamentations and starched, unhygienic and antiquated trimmings. Pope Pius XII told the Superiors
General (1952) that “certain customs which, though
they formerly had some meaning in a different
cultural context, no longer have any,” and
that in
such customs, “a young, fervent and courageous
girl would find nothing but fetters
inhibiting her
vocation and her apostolate.”
ever,
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The Church has blessings for persons, places, and
A mother after childbirth is blessed. Anypriest to bless him. Houses and

things.

body may ask a
places

of

business,

fields

and

crops,

180.
What

are

may be

blessed.

Devotional

articles,

such

as

medals,

images and holy pictures, may
be blessed. All these blessings and objects blessed
rosaries, crucifixes,

are sacramentals.

Sacramentals

SACRAMENTALS?

2. Our Lord sanctioned the use of sacraHe blessed the loaves and fishes,
the young children, and the Apostles before
the Ascension. He gave the Apostles power

mentals:
Sacramentals are holy things or actions
of which the Church makes use to obtain
for us from God, through its intercession,
spiritual and temporal favors.
l.

These holy actions and objects are
some ways

called sacramentals because in

they resemble the sacraments. The term is
applied to whatever the Church uses for
the promotion of devotion in the worship
of God: consecrations and blessings, the
objects consecrated or blessed, prayers and

ceremonies.
As

in the sacraments, visible signs are used in
the sacramentals, such as holy water, sacred oils,
the sign of the cross, etc., together with a formula

By these visible signs God’s benediction
invoked on persons, places, or things.

of words.
is

over evil spirits, to cast them out and to
heal all kinds of diseases.
In the Old Testament we read of God’s blessing
first parents, of Noe blessing his two sons, of
Isaac blessing Jacob, of Jacob blessing his twelve
Moses blessing the tribes of Israel. The
Jewish priests blessed the people every day. “Cleanse
me of sin with HYSSOP, that 1 may be purified”

our

sons, of

(Ps. 50:9).

and repent

“Therefore
in dust

1 disown what I have
and ASHES’’ (Job 42:6).

said,

3. In sacramentals the Church makes
use of ceremonies, in imitation of Our Lord
and the example of the Old Law, in which
God Himself prescribed ceremonies.

'KNOW GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE”

—

.

—

Sacramentals
In working miracles, Our Lord used His breath,
made clay, used gestures, when He could have

worked them as easily by a mere
Our Lord gave the Church power
and therefore the implied power

act of

His

will.

men,
do whatever
is necessary to help out the purpose. Ceremonies
without doubt add solemnity to religious acts, and
to instruct

to

increase devotion.

Which are THE CHIEF KINDS OF
SACRAMENTALS?
given by priests and

bishops.
(a) Priests are authorized to give the
blessings for sacramentals, with the exception of those especially reserved to the

bishops.

The laity can bless, but not in the name of the
Church. Thus we have the custom of parents blessing their children when they leave the house, at the
Angelus, or when they go on a journey. In these
private blessings, the more pious the person giving
the blessing, the greater

its effect.

Several acts of consecration appertain solely to bishops, and may be performed
only by priests with the necessary faculties.
Examples are: the consecration of churches,
(b)

altars, sacred vessels for Mass, and bells;
and blessing of the holy oils (done on Holy

Thursday

Mark

8:28-34;

Church bells are principally used to summon
the faithful to divine service, and also to invite
them to pray, as at the ringing of the Angelus.
These are the principal ceremonies at the blessing of a bell: The bell is raised, washed inside and

bells,

and blessed

water,

Common sacramental BLESSINGS FOR

PERSONS AND PLACES:

1. Blessings for persons.— Of these the
most common are the blessing at the end
and other liturgical occasions, the

communicants, the nuptial
the blessing for mothers before
the blessing for the
sick, the last blessing for the dying, the
blessing of the remains of the dead, the
consecration of kings, abbots, monks and
nuns.
for

blessing,

and

after childbirth,

priests

against evil spirits
of possessed persons or things
consists in having the minister of the Church
.

command

the evil spirit to depart from the
person or thing. In modern times cases of
possession are comparatively rare; this we
can gratefully attribute to the blessings and
grace of Christianity. Nevertheless such
cases still occur; should we hear of any,
let us notify

the priest.

dresses.

All objects used in divine service, such as sacred
linens, vestments, are specially blessed.
Mother Church has special blessings for everything
we use: for radios, automobiles, airplanes, fields,
libraries, etc. We should ask the priest to bless
everything we use and have. As St. Paul said:
“Whether you eat or drink, or do anything else, do
all for the glory of God” (1 Cor. 10:31). By sacramental blessings, we consecrate to God all we are
and have, and make use of the intercessory prayer
of the Church.

to incense and perfume the interior. The elaborate
ceremony ends with the singing of the Gospel describing Our Lord’s visit to Mary and Martha.

EXORCISMS

.

candles,

vessels,

monks, and nuns,

2.

9:37-44).

we may make mention

holy

out with water mixed with salt, and then dried carefully with towels. Psalms are recited, and prayers
are said begging God to bless the faithful every
time the bell rings. The exterior of the bell is
anointed in seven places, with the holy oil for the
sick. Then the inside is anointed in four places,
with holy chrism. The bell is named in honor of and
after one of the saints. Then the censer containing
lighted incense and myrrh is placed under the bell,

The exorcism

Luke

of devotion
of: holy
ashes, palms,
crosses and crucifixes, scapulars, medals,
Agnus Deis, rosaries, images, holy pictures,
these

oils,

of Mass
blessing

in the cathedral church)

1:23-28;

BLESSED OBJECTS

Of

BLESSINGS

1.

383

“Then having summoned the twelve Apostles, he
gave them power and authority over all the devils"
(Luke 9:1). He declared, “In my name they (the
Apostles) shall cast out devils” (Mark 16:17). The
Apostles and disciples exercised this power: “The
seventy-two
3.
returned with joy, saying, ‘Lord, even
the devils are subject to us in thy name’ ” (Luke
10:17). Our Lord Himself commanded many devils
to depart from possessed persons of His time. (Matt.

2.

The consecration of kings, abbots,
consists in having them

formally set apart by the Church through its
minister so as to be dedicated to its special
service.

The

consecration of bishops and ordination of
a sacrament.

is

The ceremonies

of “Religious Vestition” (clothand “Profession of Vows" are considered sacramentals. They may take place during Mass.
ing)

There

are votive masses for the occasion.

Blessings for places.— Among the most
common places blessed are: churches, chap3.

els, altars, cemeteries, dwelling-houses, places
of business, farms, crops.
The home of every Catholic, as well as his place

of business, should be blessed.

{For consecration of churches, see page 412).
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1 EVERY HOUSE SHOULD BE BLESSED
1.

ing

Every new house should be blessed. The blessshould be renewed every year during the

Easter time. In

may

its

within

its

walls,

Church prays that God
and that angels may abide

ritual the

sanctify the house,

and

protect all living therein.

2. Holy water is one of the principal sacramentals of the Church. In blessing holy water, the

181.
How

Use and Value of Sacramentals

should we make

USE OF THE

SACRAMENTALS?

We should make use of the sacramentals
with faith and devotion, and never make
them objects of superstition.
1. If we use sacramentals, as they should
be used, in acknowledgment of our faith

in the efficacy of the blessing of the

which

God Himself

priest first blesses salt, then water, and then mixes
both with special prayers. The water symbolizes
purity of soul; the salt stands for prudence; the
combination is a symbol of purity and immortality.
As often as possible, we should make the sign of
the cross, first dipping the fingers in holy water.
Seven years' indulgence is gained each time.

We must remember however that of themselves
sacramentals have no power. They only have power
through the prayer of the Church which uses the
authority given by Christ.
2. If one uses sacramentals in the spirit
of those who look upon them as powerful
in themselves, with no reference either to
God or to the Church, or his own state of
grace, he is superstitious.

This is the case with the “ charms ” which certain
ignorant persons use. They sometimes take a
crucifix, a prayer-book, a medal, etc., and use it

Church

founded, our act will
be pleasing to God, and the sacramentals
will profit us. If we wear a crucifix or
medal on our persons, hoping that by God’s
grace it will preserve us from evil, we are
not superstitious.

on

their persons, believing that it is a charm which
make them immune to bullet-shots, wounds,
These charms are used by such persons without
any reference whatever to their original purpose
of sanctification; therefore, their use of no effect
will
etc.

at

all.

KNOW GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE"

Use and Value of Sacramentals

We

should use sacramentals constantly. Every Christian home should have
holy water and blessed candles. Every
Christian should receive as many blessings
as he can. Every mother should take her
newly-born infant to church to receive the
blessing of the Church. Every Christian
house or building should be blessed.
3.

Some take an attitude of contempt towards sacramentals as fit only for women. They have as much
need of prayer and faith as women. Christians
reverence and make use of sacramentals, and have
firm confidence in the prayer of the Church to make
them

effective.

They know

that everybody,

need enough, in this vale of
the help he can obtain from God.
holy, has

however

tears,

of

all
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Whenever we are in trouble, pain,
5.
danger, or temptation, the use of sacramentals is of great benefit. Every Catholic
should own a blessed rosary, and use it.
Every Catholic, man, woman, boy, girl, or
child should wear on his person a blessed
crucifix or medal or scapular. It serves to
remind the wearer in times of danger that
there is a God Who cares what happens to
his soul.

6

The Church, by the use of sacramen-

.

teaches the faithful the truths of

tals,

re-

from exciting good thoughts
and increasing devotion. The truths of our
ligion, aside

are taught by sacramentals through
the faculty of sight, as explanations teach

faith

4. A Catholic home should have a private
altar before which the family assembles for

prayers. It should have blessed images and
a crucifix. Every room should have a crucifix.

Many homes have the laudable custom of keeping
oil or electric votive lamp on their famIn many homes it is the custom to sprinkle
the beds with holy water before retiring at night.

burning an
ily altar.

them through hearing. Thus sacramentals
are like picture books that are used as aids
in the teaching of religion.
One, however simple and unlettered, who kneels
before a crucifix and knows about the death of
Our Lord on the cross, will better be able to realize
His love and sacrifice, than if the cathechist merely
repeated over and over again that Jesus suffered and
died for us.

HOW DO THE SACRAMENTALS OBTAIN FAVORS FROM GOD?
The sacramentals obtain favors from God
through the prayers of the Church offered
for those who make use of them, and
through the devotion they inspire.
Unlike the sacraments, sacramentals
instituted by the Church, not by
Christ; they are not necessary to salvation.
1.

were

The blessing in a sacramental consists in this:
the minister of God, praying in the name of His
Church, invokes the divine benediction upon the
person, place, or object concerned.
2. Unlike the sacraments, sacramentals
of themselves have no power to confer
grace.

THE CHIEF BENEFITS
t.

divine blessing averts earthly

ills

and

pro-

beautifies the soul. The first is chiefly temporal,
the second particularly spiritual, in effect.

and

3. The effect of sacramentals depends
on the pious dispositions of the person

using them.
Sacramentals increase devotion by fixing our
thoughts on particular virtues, and helping us apthem. F or example, upon looking at a
we think of the love of Christ for us; we
remember what He suffered to prove that love; we
become sorry for the sins that caused such tortures.

Actual graces.

If we use them with proper dispositions, that is,
while in the state of grace and with firm faith and
confidence, sacramentals can profit us greatly.
2.

The

forgiveness of venial sins.

Sacramentals excite good thoughts and inspire
devotion and greater love of God as well as greater
sorrow for sin; this devotion and sorrow bring grace,
and the grace thus obtained in turn obtains the
forgiveness of venial sins. Contrition always remits
sin, and sacramentals are an aid to true contrition.
3.

The

motes temporal welfare, whereas the divine grace

obtained by

the use of the sacramentals are:

In

Remission of temporal punishment.
the

old

times

the

Israelites

were granted

numerous graces through the use of certain objects.
If that was there in the Old Law, spiritual results
must be obtained in the New Law.
4. Health of body and material blessings.
The Apostles anointed with oil many who were
and healed them. Innumerable are the ex-

sick,

amples in modern times of the extraordinary effects
of sacramentals.

preciate
crucifix

5.

Protection from evil

spirits.

We need the protection of sacramentals against
the devil, that goes about seeking souls to devour.
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The

illustration (1 ) shows a girl wearing the blessed
dress of Our Lady of Lourdes. It is white, with a
blue sash tied in front. (2) shows one wearing
the blessed dress of Our Lady Mary, Help of Christians. It is coral pink, with a powder blue sash tied
in a bow at the left side. All blessed dresses must

182
Which are
votion

Blessed Objects of Devotion

.

the blessed

MOST USED

OBJECTS

of de-

by Catholics?

CANDLES

2.
and other lights are used
Church as much as holy water. They
stand for Christ, the “Light of the World.”
Candles are blessed on the Feast of the
Purification or Candlemas Day, in memory
of Holy Simeon’s words, calling Christ the
“light of revelation to the Gentiles” (Luke

in the

The blessed objects of devotion most used
by Catholics are: holy water, candles, ashes,
palms, crucifixes, medals, rosaries, scapulars,
and images of Our Lord, the Blessed Virgin,
and the

be modest, with long sleeves and closed necklines.
The illustration (3) is a scapular of Our Lady of
Carmel. After being imposed, it may be substituted by a properly blessed scapular medal. (4)
shows the two faces of the Miraculous Medal.
Our Lady herself revealed the design for it.

saints.

2:32)
1.

Holy Water, through

the blessing re-

on us the intercession of the
whole Church. However, as the other sacramentals, it has no magic power— its efficacy depends on our devotion.
ceived, brings

Holy water is placed at the doors of all churches
and chapels, for us to use when we go in and out.
We should also have it at the doors of all our rooms
in our homes. Holy water is used in many blessings
of the Church, for the dead, for the consecration
of churches, etc.

"

When we burn lights by the corpses or graves
of our dead, we pray that they may be admitted soon
into the light of heaven, the sight of God. We burn
lights before images of the saints, as a symbol of
the virtues with which they were endowed, and as
a supplication for help through their intercession.

The candle lighted at our Baptism denotes the
Holy Spirit, which we then receive, and
words of Christ, “So let your light shine
before men in order that they may see your good
works, and give glory to your Father in heaven”
(Matt. 5:16). On the altar, the lights signify the
light of the

recalls the

KNOW GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM

MORE’’

Blessed Objects of Devotion
presence of Christ, the Light of the World,

comes down on

it

Who

at the consecration.

3. ASHES are blessed on Ash Wednesday,
and marked on the foreheads of the faithful,
to remind them of the words of God to
Adam: “In the sweat of your brow you shall
eat bread, till you return to the ground,
since out of it you were taken; for dust you
are and unto dust you shall return’’ (Gen.

3:i9)-

387

Most commonly worn SCAPULARS
are the brown scapular and the blue scap7.

ular.
(a) The brown scapular is the badge of
the Confraternity of Carmel. The members
are supposed to say the office, but for lay
people this may be changed to three Hail

Marys, which may be part of their daily
prayers.
Only priests with the proper
can impose the brown scapular.

faculties
In crossing our foreheads with ashes on Ash
Wednesday, the priest says: “Remember, man, that
you are dust, and to dust you will return.”

PALMS

are blessed on the Sunday
preceding the Feast of Easter, in com4.

memoration of the entry

of

Our Lord

nas.

During the blessing of the palms, the priest prays
that those who receive and keep them may be preserved from sin and danger. It is customary to hang
up in some part of our homes the blessed palms we
receive on Palm Sunday. The palm is a symbol of
victory over sin, of triumphal entry into heaven.

5:

No

church,

institution

is

altar,

cemetery, or Catholic

without the cross or

no home should be without

CRUCI-

Catholic dies without the crucifix; and no
one should live without carrying it somewhere on
his person. When we look at it we remember the
infinite love of God for us; with the cross of Christ
He proved this love. (See page 2 01.)
6.

The most commonly-worn medals

SCAPULAR MEDALS and the

Sister Catherine Laboure, a Sister of Charity.
Blessed Virgin appeared to her in the
posture now shown on the medal, with the
ejaculation, “O Mary, conceived without
sin, pray for us who have recourse to thee”
around her. The Blessed Virgin bade Sister
Catherine have a medal made according to
that model, promising those who should
wear it great blessings.

The

The reverse of the medal, also revealed by Our
Lady, has the letter
surmounted by a cross, the
two Sacred Hearts of Jesus and Mary, and twelve

M

The many cures, temporal blessings and
spiritual graces received in a few years by
those
who first wore the medal caused it to be known as
the Miraculous Medal. The feast of our Lady of
stars.

Medal

is

celebrated

The

blue scapular

is

a devotion in

tion. It requires the wearers to live a life
of chastity according to their state, to pray
for the conversion of sinners.

There are besides other scapulars

as those of the

Seven Dolours, of the Holy Trinity and of the
Passion. All these five scapulars may be substituted
by a properly blessed medal one face of which has
the image of the Sacred Heart of Jesus and the
other face Our Lady’s image under whatever title.
The medal can substitute only after the cloth
scapular has been imposed.

on November

AGNUS

An
DEI is a disk of white
the image of a lamb and
(standing for Christ) ; it is solemnly
blessed by the Pope and distributed in
Rome on the Saturday after Easter.
8.

wax stamped with
cross

are

Miracu-

The scapular medals are substitutes for the cloth scapulars. The Miraculous Medal was revealed by Our Lady to
lous Medal.

the Miraculous

(b)

honor of our Lady’s Immaculate Concep-

it.

No

the

to

their habit.

into

Jerusalem before His Passion, when He was
received with joy and acclaimed with Hosan-

FIX ;

The original scapular was designed

hang over the head, in front and behind, as
many religious still wear it, forming part of

27.

Formerly the Agnus Dei was given only to the
newly baptized who carried it on their persons, in
honor of the “Lamb of God."
9. The most commonly used blessed
dresses are those in honor of our Lady of
Lourdes, of our Lady of Sorrows, of the
Immaculate Conception, of Carmel, of Mary
Help of Christians, of St. Anthony, and of
St. Joseph. These dresses are worn as a
promise, or to obtain some special favor.
Their use is not binding under pain of sin.

The use of these blessed dresses should be encouraged, as a reminder to our girls to dress
modestly always. The formula for blessing a dress is
in the Roman Ritual: “Benedictio Vestis et Cinguli.” Even if one who has promised to wear a
blessed dress fails to fulfill her promise, she commits no sin. She merely loses the graces that otherwise
she would have received by the faithful fulfillment
of her promise.
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The following

illustrate the qualities of prayer: "He
serves God willingly is heard; his petition
reaches the heavens " (Sirach 35:16). " Let my prayer
like incense before you; the lifting up of my

who

come

is

PRAYER?
and

Prayer is loving conversation with God,
our loving Father. The mere thought of
God is not prayer: devils think of God , but
they do not pray.
.

Is it not an honor to be allowed to talk to the
President of our country? But at any moment we
can talk to God Almighty in prayer; He has no
hours of appointment; He has no secretaries to
forbid our entrance into His presence.
2

.

God not only

us to pray. Prayer

permits, but
is

be opened

to

you" (Matt.

7:7).

3- Prayer includes every kind of divine
worship: reception of the sacraments, offer-

Prayer is the lifting up of our minds
hearts to God.
1

shall

Objects and Qualities of Prayer

183.
What

hands, like the evening sacrifice" (Ps. 140:2). "The
Lord is near to all who call upon him" (Ps. 144:18).
"Ask, and it shall be given you;. .. knock, and it

a privilege

commands
and

a duty.

‘‘And he also told them a parable— that they must
always pray and not lose heart” (Luke 18:1). God
wants us to talk to Him at any hour of the day and
night, and even of the most trifling things. The
more often we speak to Him, the better is He
“
pleased. Pray without ceasing” (t Thess.
5:17).

ing Mass, attending sermons, Benediction.
All devotions of the Church are prayers.
Prayer

No man

is

a

means by which we obtain God’s

can be just

help.

who does not pray. Prayer
and His power.

is

a recognition of the Creator

WHY DO WE PRAY?
1.

love

To adore God, expressing
and loyalty.

This
praise

Him

our

is the prayer of praise. We ought to
God, Our Lord and Master, for his

infinite

Him

to

perfections.

The Church praises

unceasingly.

The Gloria and Sanctus in the Mass, the Te
Deum, and the Gloria Patri are all prayers of praise.
The Blessed Virgin praised God in the Magnificat.
We must adore God as becomes reasonable human
beings.

Chain prayers are

foolish.

"KNOW GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE"
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.

Objects and Qualities of Prayer

To thank Him for His

2.

favors.

This is the prayer of thanksgiving. All
we have comes from God, and we are
obliged to render Him thanks. Too many
take His favors for granted, and neglect

thank Him.

to

when He healed

(Eccli.

ten

one returned to give Him thanks
(Luke 17:12-19). If somebody picks up a pencil w£
have dropped, we hasten to thank him with a

God

Who made

health and happiness,

us

we are not

and keeps us

in

polite.

To obtain from Him the pardon of
our sins, and the remission of their punish3.

ment.

This

the prayer of contrition. It is a
of petition, for by it we ask God to

form

is

forgive us.

The good thief prayed: “Lord, remember me
when thou comest into thy kingdom” (Luke 23:42).
And how well and quickly he was rewarded! God
never forgives our sins without contrition.

To ask for graces and
and others.

4

blessings for

ourselves

This is the prayer of petition. God wishes
us to ask Him for all that we need, spiritual
or temporal. He knows our needs better
than we do, but He prefers to have us ask
thus He obtains our cooperation in
the dispensation of His gifts.

Him

Christ Himself used a prayer of petition in the
The Christians prayed

Garden and on the

Cross.
for the deliverance of Peter

“Whoever

calls upon the
be saved” (Rom. 10:13).

when he was in prison.
name of the Lord shall

HOW SHOULD WE PRAY?
i.

We should humbly acknowledge our
nothingness, our unworthiness, and God’s
greatness.

“The prayer of the lowly pierce the clouds”

Christ Himself complained
lepers, for only

smile: but for

389

With a conviction of our own helplessness and our dependence upon God.
2.

With attention.

35:17).

Remember how

Christ praised the

publican who humbly struck his breast and prayed:
“0 God, be merciful to me a sinner.” We are entirely dependent on God our Creator; whatever
He refuses us, we cannot have. “Without me, you
can do nothing” (John 15:5).
3. With a great desire for the graces we
beg of Him.
It is far from polite to a fellowman to
ask him for something and at the same time
to act as if we did not care whether he

granted our request or not. How much
more reprehensible such an action would
be before Almighty God!

To prove our great desire for the favor we ask,
to possess a pure heart, to be in
the state of grace. Even the prayer of sinners is
profitable, especially when they are sorry for their
we must be sure

sins; but the purer our heart is, the better
disposed to hear our petitions.

4.

With loving trust

in

is

God

His goodness.

We should have confidence, fdled with a
firm belief that God will grant our prayer
if it is for our good. God loves to see faith,
confidence, and trust in our hearts. At the
same time, we should be resigned to God’s
will. We must leave to God’s good pleasure
the granting or withdrawing of our wish,
how and when He would grant it.
“Amen I say to you, whoever says to this mountain, ‘Arise, and hurl thyself into the sea,’ and does
not waver in his heart, but believes that whatever
he says will be done, it shall be done for him”
(Mark 11:23). God knows best what is for our good.
We ought not to dictate to Him how and when to
answer our prayers.

We

should remember to Whom we are
and avoid deliberate distractions.
Let us prepare ourselves before prayer and

5.

With perseverance.

talking,

assume a reverent posture.
To be properly
to the words we

attentive, we must pay attention
say, and to God
hears. In
order to be pleasing to God, we must pray in the
name of Jesus and in accordance with His will.
must therefore pray for whatever is for the
glory of God and the salvation of souls. The Church
prays always in the name of Christ: “Through

Who

We

Christ our Lord.” Our Lord promised: “If you ask
the Father anything in my name, he will give it
to

you” (John 16:23).

Even

if our petition is not immediately
granted, we should not stop praying. “We
must always pray, and not lose heart’’ (Luke

18:1)

Our Lord Himself told the parable of the man
who continued knocking, and thus actually forced
his friend to give him what he wanted. St. Monica
prayed for eighteen years for the conversion of her
son; after that he became a Doctor of the Church
and a great saint— St. Augustine. Our Lord also
gave us the example in this; after having labored
all day, He frequently passed the night in prayer.
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PRAY WITH THE FAMILY

3.

We

should

pray on

all

part of our life, and
occasions. In particular we must not

neglect to pray before

184.

FOR

WHOM

and

For

after

meals

(1),

upon

1. We should pray for ourselves, for
our needs of soul and body.

We

and

all

should particularly pray for those whom we
our parents, brothers and sisters, friends and
and superiors. We must also

Where

We should always pray that God’s will may be
done by all, that virtue may flourish everywhere.
“Pray for one another, that you may be saved. For
the unceasing prayer of a just man is of great avail”
(James 5:16).

HOW DO WE KNOW
hears our prayers

if

relatives, benefactors

pray for our enemies and for
have injured.

all

whom we may

We

should pray for the Church, for
all its spiritual and temporal needs, that
it may be established in all hearts, that pagans, heretics, and sinners may be converted.
2.

We must pray for our departed brethren, the
souls in purgatory, that they may see God soon.

to Pray

We

should pray for our country and
our temporal rulers, that their power may
be used for the good of the people and the
glory of God.
3.

We should pray especially for ourselves,
our parents, relatives, friends and enemies, for sinners, for the souls in purgatory,
for the Pope, bishops, and priests of the
Church, and for the officials of our country.

WHEN TEMPTED

and retiring (2), before and after our
work, and (4) when we are tempted. It is a beautiful custom to hold family prayers (3).
arising

Whom, When,

should we pray?

for

love:

PRAY

4.

make prayer a

that God always
we pray properly?

We know that God always hears our prayers if we pray properly, because Our Lord
has promised: “If you ask the Father anything in

My name He
,

will give

it

to

you.”

“Amen, amen, I say to you: if you ask the Father
anything in my name, he will give it to you” (John
16:23). “Ask whatever you will, and it shall be
done

to

you" (John

15:7).

'KNOW GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE’

.

.

For Whom, When, and Where to Pray
1

.

God never

forgets a promise, and

He promised to answer prayer!
Our Lord promised: “Ask and it shall be given

often has

you" (Matt.

7:7).

“All

for in prayer, believing,
21:22).
2.

things

you

shall receive’’ (Matt.

they are accompanied by some sacrifice
or mortification, to show our humility and
earnestness.
prayer is more powerful with
if

A

God

if

several join in the petition,
pray are just.

and

if

we may use authorized forms that we
have learned, or we may speak to God in our own
words according to the dictates of our heart. We
should often speak to God in our own words, for
they are more fitted to our needs and feelings than
set forms. We should speak to Him like a child
In prayer,

is not necessary to say long prayers.
length, but the fervor: not the
time spent, but the love. There are no “MAGIC
prayer is powerful depending on
the love and confidence with which we say it.

in heaven’’ (Matt. 18:19).

PRAYERS.” A

WHY DO WE NOT ALWAYS OBTAIN
what we pray for?

Are
always

We

do not always obtain what we pray
for, either because we have not prayed
properly, or because God sees that what we
are asking would not be for our good.
In the latter case, God will grant us something better. No prayer is offered in vain.
God is like a kind and wise father, who
gives his child fruit instead of the knife he
is crying for. “Everyone who asks, receives”
(Matt. 7:8)
If we pray for favors or help, we must also do all
we can to carry out our wishes. For example, if we
pray for the recovery of a loved one, we must get
the best medical help we can.

How many KINDS OF PRAYER

1. MENTAL PRAYER is that prayer by
which we unite our hearts with God while

thinking of His holy truths.
This kind of prayer is also called “MEDITAin it we spend the time thinking of God or
truths He has revealed, and by such
meditation we make resolutions to become better.
There are suitable books for a good short daily

TION;”

of certain

meditation.

VOCAL PRAYER

which comes
from the mind and is spoken by the lips.
We can also pray in SONG, by means of hymns
and other religious music. The public prayers of
is

that

Church are vocal. Vocal prayer is both useful
and necessary. Our body, as well as our soul, must
give homage to God. But praying with the lips alone,
without the spirit, is worthless. That is “lip service."
the

Our Lord
with their

me”

“This people honors me
but their heart is far from

said,

lips,

(Matt. 15:8)

prayers

A busy mother, even at prayer, may have an
undercurrent of thought about the children’s lunch.
has several important decisions

A businessman who
make would

to

very likely be distracted in prayer.

Prayers said with willful distractions are
no benefit to us. They are like a phonograph record we play at God. Since with
such “prayers” our hearts and minds do not
go up to God, and our will is not in God,
of

they cannot be true prayers.

WHEN

are

There are two kinds of prayer: mental
prayer and vocal prayer.

DISTRACTIONS in our
DISPLEASING to God?

Distractions in our prayers are not displeasing to God, unless they are willful.

W

there?

2.

use our own words in praying
God, and it is well to do so often.

to

God regards not the

two of you shall agree on earth about anything at all for which they ask, it shall be done for
“If

them by my Father

We may

to its father. It

who

those

in

praying to God?

whatever you ask

God answers our prayers more quickly
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MAY WE USE OUR OWN WORDS

how

e

and

WHERE

should we pray?

should pray always, and in all places.

St. Paul said: “Whether you eat or drink, or do
anything else, do all for the glory of God?’ (1 Cor.
10:31). “Pray without ceasing” (1 Thess. 5:17).

1. Even when we are not on our knees,
we should pray while we work. Even if it
is mental work, we can stop once in a while
to raise our hearts up to God. We should
offier our work as a prayer to God, by direct-

ing our intention, and often renewing

it.

Ejaculatory prayer, using short exclamations,

is

most helpful. Some good ejaculations are: “Blessed
be God”; "All for Thee, my Jesus”; “My God and

my

all”; “Jesus,

2.

We

company

Mary, Joseph!”

can pray

of others,
best place to pray

is

home, at work, in the
even on the street. The
in church, because it

at

is

the house especially consecrated to prayer.

We

ought to say especially our morning and night
prayers, grace at meals, and the Angelus three times
a day. We should also pray when we are tempted,
in misfortunes, danger, or need, and at the beginning of every important undertaking.
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(4)

AND OF THE HOLY...

SPIRIT

(5)

To make the sign of the cross

(1) join the

hands

preparation, putting yourself in the presence
of God. (2) Lay the left hand on the breast, and
in

with the extended fingers of the right hand touch
the forehead, saying, "In the Name of the Father."

185.

HOW

do we usually
our prayers?

The

is

.

.

"Spirit."

Finally,

BEGIN and END

“God forbid that I should glory, save in the cross
Our Lord Jesus Christ, through whom the world
crucified to me, and I to the world” (Gal. 6:14).
in the

Church

is

The sign of the cross is the most
of confessing our faith. By it we can
lics from non-Catholics. It
origin in apostolic times.

is

common way
know Catho-

believed that

it

join

the

hands

and

say:

2. We make the sign of the cross by
touching with the outstretched fingers of
the right hand the forehead, then the breast,
and then the left and right shoulders, saying,
“In the name of the Father, and of the Son,
and of the Holy Spirit. Amen.”

The sign should be made
respect, as

Nothing

begun, carried out, or completed, without the sign
of the cross. It is used in innumerable
blessings and ceremonials of the Church.
At Mass alone it is used fifty-one times.
i.

(6)

"Amen."

Sign of the Cross

We usually begin and end our prayers
with the sign of the cross.
of

AMEN

(6)

Touch the breast, saying: "And of the Son."
(4) Touch the left shoulder, saying: "And of the
Holy
then (5) the right shoulder, saying:
(3)

had

its

it

is

hand should be

3.

slowly, with great
the sign of our salvation. The left
laid across the breast.

Another way of making the sign of the
is used at the two Gospels of the

cross
Mass.

Then small signs
made with the thumb of

of the cross are
the right hand on
and on the breast.
This same sign with the thumb alone is
made on the forehead at Baptism.

the forehead,

on the

lips,

"KNOW GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE"

;

The

Sign of the Cross

In some countries a double sign of the
cross is made in the following manner:
4.

With the thumb of the right hand a small cross
made on the forehead, meanwhile saying: “By
the sign of the holy Cross’’; then a small cross is
the lips, while saying: “from our enemies”
then a small cross is made on the breast, while
saying: “deliver us, O Thou Lord our God”; and
is

The
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Church

holds the sign of the
cross in great reverence and honor. All
our churches, schools and other institutions,
altars, graves, and sacred vestments bear
3.

made on

this sign. Churches are usually built
form of the cross.

finally with index and middle fingers a large sign
of the cross is made, touching forehead, breast, and
shoulders, saying: “In the name of the Father, and
of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit.” All these words
are from the Roman Missal.

St. John Damascene said: “The sign of the Cross
is a seal, at sight of which the destroying angel
passes on, and does us no harm.” It is the Christian
counterpart of the blood of the lamb marking the
doorposts of the Israelites. It is the sign of Christ,
the symbol of our redemption.

5.

We

should make the sign of the cross

especially upon arising in the morning and
retiring at night; before and after our
prayers, meals and principal actions; and
whenever we are tempted or in danger.

Whenever we are blessed, at Mass, at Benediction, or elsewhere, we should make it.
customary to ask for a priest’s blessing when
our home. We should then kneel and

It is

he

visits

make

sign of the cross. An indulgence is
attached to the sign of the cross. Every time we
make it we gain three years’ indulgence; if made
with holy water, seven years’ indulgence.

the

What
olic

make

the sign of the cross to express
two important mysteries of the Christian
religion, the Blessed Trinity and the Re-

demption.

When we

“In

the name,” we
express the truth that there is only one God;
when we say, “of the Father, and of the
Son, and of the Holy Spirit,” we express
the truth that there are three distinct Persons
in God. And when we make the form of
the cross on ourselves, we express the truth
that the Son of God, made man, redeemed
us by His death on the cross.
1.

By

this sign

say,

we confess

that we belong to the
religion of the crucified Saviour. By it a Catholic
makes a clear confession of faith; by it he is known.
2. By means of the sign of the cross we
obtain God’s blessing and protection from
dangers both spiritual and physical.

Of itself the sign of the cross is a blessing,
besides a prayer for God’s blessing. Since it is a
sign of God and His crucified Son, the devil fears
it, and it is a shield against temptation. The saints
used to make the sign of the cross when evil thoughts
assailed them; many Catholics today follow their
example, and we should do the same. In doing so,
we put a seal on our foreheads that proclaims, “/
belong to Christ, the King of all.”

are the prayers that every Cathshould
BY HEART?

KNOW

The prayers
know by heart

that every Catholic should
are: the Our Father, the
Hail Mary, the Apostles’ Creed, the Confiteor, the Glory be to the Father, and the

acts of faith, hope, charity, and contrition.
In addition, every Catholic should know the
Angelus,” the “Hail Holy Queen,” “grace before
after meals," a prayer to the guardian angel,
to St. Joseph, and Our Lady’s Memorare.

and
one

WHY do we make the sign of the cross?
We

in the

1.

The “Gloria

Father)
Trinity.

Patri”

a prayer in

is

(Glory be to the

honor of the Blessed

a prayer of praise, as well as
an act of faith in the mystery of the Trinity.
It is

We should repeat the “Glory be to the Father"
every time we receive a benefit from God, and in
times of suffering and temptation. We should repeat
it often, in acknowledgment of the chief mystery
of the Catholic Faith, of the Blessed Trinity.

The

acts of faith, hope, and charity are
prayers said in adoration of God.
act of contrition also honors God,
because in asking for the pardon of sins,
2.

special

The

we acknowledge His power
to save.

The

“Confiteor”

the act of contrition,

is

and

to

condemn and

the long
is

form of

used at Mass.

Even when we are in the midst of work, we can
often send up to God the adoration we feel by making very short acts of faith, hope, charity, and contrition. We might say, for instance, “ Dear God, I
believe in You; l hope in You; I love You with all
my heart. 1 am sorry that I have offended You, because You are so good." For other occasions, we
should also know by heart the longer forms.

By the grace before and after meals,
ask God’s blessing on our food, and we

3.

we

thank

Him

One would
to give

God

for

having given

it

to us.

think that everybody would be eager

this act of courtesy.

Sad to

say,

many

neglect to thank God for their daily food. These
prayers are on pages 418-421.
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“And

came

Catholic Faith

pass as he was praying in a
when he ceased, one of his
"
‘Lord, teach us to pray'
(Luke 11:1). Our Lord therefore taught His disciples
it

to

certain place, that

disciples said to him,

the

“Our Father."

The “Our

186.

Why

is

the

“OUR FATHER”

the best

of all prayers?

The Our Father is the best of all prayers
because it is the Lords Prayer, taught us
by Jesus Christ Himself, a prayer of perfect

and unselfish

Father”

In saying the “Our Father” we offer
ourselves entirely to God and ask from Him
the best things, not only for ourselves, but
also for our neighbor. No prayer means so
much in so few words.
3.

love.

The “Our Father” was

1.

Jesus continued: “And I say to you, ask, and
it shall be given to you; seek, and you shall find;
knock, and it shall be opened to you. For everyone
who asks receives; and he who seeks finds; and to
him who knocks it shall be opened (Luke 1 1 :9-10).

taught

by

Christ Himself to us through His Apostles
at their request. It has an introduction and
seven petitions for all the needs of soul

and body.

It is at one and the same time a
prayer of praise, petition, and contrition.

Why
Who

do we address God as “Our Father

art in heaven?”

We address God as “Our Father Who art

in the name of Jesus, but in His own words.
It is suited to every class and condition of

in heaven,” because we belong to Him, our
loving Father, Who created us and watches
over us. Who adopts us through sanctifying
grace as His children and Who destines us
to live for ever with Him in heaven, our

men, from the simplest to the wisest.

true home.

2.

In the

“Our Father” we not only pray

Of this prayer more than of any other Our Lord’s
promise holds good: “If you ask the Father anything in my name, he will give it to you” (John
16:23).

1. “Our Father Who art in heaven” is the
introduction. In it Our Lord taught us to
be as little children, calling God “Father.”

"KNOW GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE”

.

The “Our Father”
Thus we show our love of and confidence in
Him. We say Our ” and not “My” because we
pray not only for ourselves, but for all men. “We
are sons of God” (Rom. 8: 16).

We

2.
say, “Who art in heaven” to reourselves that in heaven is God’s
throne, and there also is our true Home.

This

mind

“In my Father’s house there are
mansions” (John 14:2)

many

For what do we pray when we say
“hallowed be Thy name?”

When we say “hallowed be Thy name,”
we pray that God may be known and honored by

men.

all

This is the first petition. It is placed first to teach
us that we should put the glory of God first above
all things else. “Praise the name of the
Lord”
(Ps.

112:1).

For what do we pray when we say “Thy
kingdom come?”

When we

“Thy kingdom come,” we
kingdom of God’s grace may

pray that the
be spread throughout the world, that all
to know and to enter the
true Church and to live as worthy members
it,

and

that, finally,

we

all

may

be ad-

mitted to the kingdom of God’s glory.
This is the second petition. We here acknowledge God to be the King and Lord of creation. We
ask that all may recognize Him as such, that He
may extend His care and providence to all.

For what do we pray when we say “Thy
done on earth as it is in heaven?”

will be

When we

say “Thy will be done on earth
in heaven,” we pray that all men
obey God on earth as willingly as the
saints and angels obey Him in heaven.

as

fourth petition.

The word

“daily”

For what do we pray when we say “and
forgive us our trespasses as we forgive
those who trespass against us?”

When we say “and forgive us our trespasses as we forgive those who trespass
against us,” we pray that God will pardon
the sins by which we have offended Him,
and we tell Him that we pardon our fellow
men who have offended us.
We

This is the fifth petition.
cannot expect God
to forgive us if we do not forgive others. “If you
forgive men their offenses, your heavenly Father
will also forgive you your offenses. But if you do
not forgive men neither will your Father forgive
you your offenses” (Matt. 6:14-15).

For what do we pray when we say “and
lead us not into temptation?”

say

men may come
of

395
the

is

shows that we are expected to ask every day, for the
bread we ask for is only for one day. We are permitted to ask for temporal favors, provided they
are not contrary to God’s will.

When we say “and lead us not into temptation,” we pray that God will always give
us the grace to overcome the temptations
to sin which come to us from the world,
the flesh, and the devil.
This is the sixth petition. Temptations come to
us (1) from the world, other people and things of
this earth full of vanities;
(2) from the flesh, that is,
from our own weak and corrupted nature; and
( 3 ) from the devil, the evil one whose only joy is
hi dragging souls to sin.
must do our part in
resisting temptation by being vigilant against it,
and by avoiding the occasions of sin. “Pray, that
you may not enter into temptation ” (Matt. 26:41).
“God is faithful, and will not permit you to be
tempted beyond your strength” (1 Cor. 10:13).

We

it is

may

This

is

the third petition.

By

it

we pray

for help

to fulfill God’s will and by being patient and resigned under trials, for no pain can befall us without God’s permission. “He who does the will of my
Father shall enter the kingdom of heaven” ("Matt.

7:21).

When we say “but deliver us from evil,”
we pray that God will always protect us
from all harm to soul and body, especially
from

sin.

This is the seventh
Father.

For what do we pray when we say “Give
us this day our daily bread?”

When we
bread,”

say “Give us this day our daily
that God will give us each

we pray

day all that

is

terial life of
life of

For what do we pray when we say “but
from evil?”

deliver us

our

necessary to support the maour bodies and the spiritual

souls.

What

and

last petition in the

Our

meant by the word “Amen”
with which we end the “Our Father?”
is

By the word “Amen” with which we end
the Our Father, is meant “So it is,” or “So
be it;” the word expresses our confidence
that all our petitions will be granted.

"KNOW GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE ”
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1.

"The angel Gabriel was sent from

My

Catholic Faith

God

to

a

town of Galilee, called Nazareth, to a virgin
betrothed to a man named Joseph, of the house
of David, and the virgin's name was Mary. And
... he said. Hail, full of grace, the Lord is with thee;
blessed art thou among women" (Luke 1 -.27-28).

Mary,” the “Hail Holy
Queen,” the “Angel us,” the “Rosary,” and
“Hail

the “Litany of the Blessed Virgin Mary.”

What
The

is

first

Mary?

the first part of the Hail

part of the “Hail Mary”

is:

Hail

Mary,

full of grace, the Lord is with thee;
blessed art thou among women, and blessed

is

the fruit of thy

womb,

Jesus.”

l. The first part of the “Hail Mary” is a
praise. It is composed of (a) the
words of the Archangel Gabriel to Mary;
and (b) the words of St. Elizabeth to Mary.

prayer of

Because the prayer begins with the words
of the Angel, the “Hail Mary” is in English

to

visit

her

cousin

Elizabeth:

thou among women and blessed is the fruit of thy
(Luke 1:41-42). When we pray the " Hail
Mary," these two beautiful events come to mind.

womb”

Mary

Prayers to

187.

THE PRINCIPAL
PRAYERS TO THE BLESSED VIRGIN
The

Mary went

2.

"And Elizabeth was filled with the Holy Spirit, and
cried out with a loud voice, saying. Blessed art

termed the ‘‘Angelical Salutation.”
called “Ave Maria” in Latin.

It

is

The angel Gabriel said: “Hail, full of grace, the
Lord is with thee; blessed art thou among women’’
(Luke i a8). The words of St. Elizabeth are “Blessed
art thou among women, and blessed is the fruit of
thy womb” (Luke 1:42).
:

The

2.

first

mean: I salute

two words, “Hail
thee.

By

this

we

Mary”

testify

our

reverence for our Blessed Mother and congratulate her on her privileges.

“He

has regarded the loveliness of his handmaid;
from henceforth all generations shall
blessed” (Luke 1:48).

for behold,
call

me
“

Full of grace” means that Mary is
3.
the most holy and exalted of all creatures,
possessed of all graces and gifts of God.

KNOW GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE”

Prayers to
She

the only one of all mortals that was conceived free from all stain of original sin. This is
why we speak of Mary’s Immaculate Conception.
“You are beautiful, my beloved, and there is no
blemish in you” (Cant. 4:7).
4.

is

“The Lord

although

all

God, Mary
closely

is

with thee”

signifies that

good persons are united with

manner is more
united with Him in love and power.
in

a

special

Mary was united with God even on earth in the
union; she was like a tabernacle containing
God, except that while the tabernacle only shelters
Lord, her spirit and His were one, and even
her blood and His were one.
closest

Our

5.

“Blessed art thou

Mary was

blessed because the Son born of her
brought her blessings. She is blessed as one who
cooperated in the salvation of men; even on earth,
she received the homage of angels and men.

6 “And blessed is the fruit of thy womb,
Jesus” means that Mary is blessed because
of her Son. All her glory and power come
from Him, God who became her Son.
.

Mary is like a tree that bears good fruit; can
any fruit be better than the Son of God? So touched
was a woman by the holiness of that Son that she
raised up her voice in praise: “Blessed is the womb
that bore thee, and the breasts that nursed thee"
(Luke 11:27).

What

is the
“Hail Mary”?

SECOND PART

of

the

The second part of the “Hail Mary” is:
“Holy Mary, Mother of God, pray for us
sinners now and at the hour of our death.”

397

In the words: “Now and at the hour
of our death” we ask of Mary to obtain for
us during life the gift of the love of God,
and at the hour of death that help we shall
3.

need

to enable us to save

is the time above all times
help most. At that hour we may
probably be racked by physical suffering which
tempts us to forget God; we may very likely be
attacked by the devil, by temptation when we are
weakest.
may be overwhelmed by a fear of God.
And so we plead with Mary to obtain for us the
graces we shall need.

We

What

is

the “Hail Holy Queen”?

The “Hail Holy Queen” or “Salve Regina” is one of the most common prayers
to Mary, composed in the eleventh century
and attributed to the Benedictine monk

Herman

What

the
is

Lame

The “Angelus” is a prayer recited mornand evening, in honor of Mary
and of the mystery of the Incarnation.
1. This prayer is called the Angelus
because its first word in Latin is “Angelus”
meaning Angel. In the Easter season, the
“Regina Coeli” is substituted for the Aning, noon,

,

gelus.

The custom of ringing the bell for the Angelus
dates from the eleventh century, during the Crusades, to admonish the faithful to pray for the
victory of the crusaders.
2. For the “Angelus,” the bell is rung
thrice three separate times, with an interval
of about half a minute each, while “the

and “an Ave Maria” are being said.
Then, for “the longer prayer,” the bell is

verse”

rung continuously.

cession.

are as follows:

human

beings, shared most in the
bitter sufferings of her Son for the salvation of
men. She cannot be deaf to our petitions to help us
attain eternal salvation. She knows what her Son
suffered for us.
all

2. “Holy Mary, Mother of God, pray for
us sinners.” We call ourselves sinners, for
no man, except the Blessed Virgin, can be

free

from

all sin.

Knowing what power

a

mother, and especially the Mother of God,
has over her Son, we beg Mary to pray
for us.
There

no sinner fallen so low that Mary will
mercy for him if he is contrite.

is

refuse to entreat

The words

of the “Angelus,” with explanations,
(1) The Angel of the Lord (Gabriel

Archangel)

declared unto Mary (announced
Mary the birth of the Son of God). And she
conceived of the Holy Spirit (and she became, by
the grace of the Holy Spirit, the Mother of Jesus).
Behold the handmaid of the Lord. Be it done unto
me according to thy word. (By the consent Mary
gave in these words, God the Son came from heaven
and became incarnate in her womb). And the
Word (God the Son) was made flesh (became man).
And dwelt among us (and lived on earth for thirtythree years, our Saviour and Lord).
the
to

The faithful who at dawn, at noon, and at eventide, or as soon thereafter as may be. devoutly recite
the Angelus, or at Eastertide the Regina Coeli, with
the appropriate versicles and prayers, or who merely
say the Hail Mary “five times,” may gain an indulgence of ten years each time. (Race. 331).

KNOW GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE”

"

( Contractus ).

the “Angelus”?

1. The second part of the “Hail Mary” is
a prayer of petition, and was composed by
the Church. In it we entreat Mary’s inter-

Mary, of

our soul.

The hour of death

when we need

among women”

means that Mary has been privileged among
women, being the Mother of the Son
of God. She is therefore higher in holiness,
grace, and glory than any other woman.
all

Mary

My
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The Rosary

and

we

is divided into the joyful, the sorrowful,
the glorious mysteries. In the joyful mysteries,
on: (1) the Annunciation; (2) The

meditate

The Birth of Jesus; (4) The Presentation; and (5) The Finding in the Temple. In the
sorrowful mysteries we meditate on (1) The Agony
Visitation; (3)

188.

and glory

i. It is said that in the Middle Ages there
were hermits who could not read the
psalms in the psalter. So they used to substitute “one Our Father” and “one Hail
Mary ” for each psalm. To note the number,
they made use of stones, or seeds strung on

a cord.

wreath of
Rosary

is

roses.

a

Each prayer

spiritual

Blessed Mother.

a

tion;

and

(5)

The Coronation of the Blessed Virgin.

XXIII in his encyclical letter (1959) on
the Rosary tells us that the Rosary is an
excellent means of prayer and meditation.

of Christ.

The word “rosary” means

Crown

2. The Rosary is a powerful prayer to
obtain the grace of God through the intercession of the Blessed Virgin. Pope John

of the
Blessed Virgin, consisting of one hundred
and fifty “Hail Marys” and fifteen “Our
Fathers" accompanied by meditation on the
passion,

the Garden; (2) The Scourging; (3) The

The Rosary

What is THE ROSARY?
The Rosary is a prayer in honor

life,

in

of Thorns; (4) The Carrying of the Cross, and (5)
The Crucifixion. In the glorious mysteries we meditate on (1) The Resurrection; (2) The Ascension;
(3) The Descent of the Holy Spirit; (4) The Assump-

garland or

said in the
rose offered to our

As in his younger years, the holy Rosary
continues to be very dear to his heart, so
much that he never fails to recite it every
day as an act of devotion to the Blessed
Virgin Mary.
In times of danger and calamity, the Rosary has
been the means by which miraculous aid has been
obtained. This was the case in the victory of Lepanto (1571), and the deliverance of Vienna
(1683). It
was in thanksgiving for these victories that the

Holy Father
Virgin

Mary

instituted the feast of the Blessed
of the Rosary on October the 7th.
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The Rosary
The very

simplicity of the Rosary
makes it a prayer for children. For this
reason it is the prayer of the little and the
humble, and most pleasing in the eyes of
3.

God.
However, we must pray with devotion, attention
and slowly. “Prayer is a loving conversation with
God, the Blessed Virgin Mary, and the saints.”
There are “no magic” prayers. God will pay no
attention to the prayers of a

phonograph or

of a

parrot.
4.

of

At the same time

contemplation:

the rosary is a prayer
truths discovered

the

from meditation on the mysteries presented
can never be exhausted by even the most
learned.
Pope Piux XII in his encyclical letter (1951) on
the Rosary encourages the Christian people to realize “the dignity, the power, and the excellence of
the Rosary.”

“But it is above all in the bosom of the family
that We desire the custom of the Holy Rosary to
be everywhere adopted, religiously preserved, and
ever more intensely practiced. In vain is a remedy
sought for the wavering fate of civil life, if the family, the principle and foundation of the human
community, is not fashioned after the pattern of
the Gospel.”
“To undertake such a difficult duty, We affirm
that the custom of the family recitation of the Holy
Rosary is a most efficacious means. What a sweet
sight— most pleasing to God— when, at eventide, the
Christian home resounds with the frequent repetition of praises in honor of the august Queen of
Heaven! Then the Rosary, recited in common, assembles before the image of the Virgin, in an admirable union of hearts, the parents and their
children, who come back from their daily work. It
unites them piously with those absent and those
dead. It links all more tightly in a sweet bond of
love, with the most Holy Virgin, who, like a loving
mother, in the circle of her children, will be there
bestowing upon them an abundance of the gifts
of concord and family peace.”
The family that prays together stays together.

HOW IS the

Rosary SAID?

Ordinarily, only one-third of the Rosary
said: fifty Hail Marys and five Our
Fathers prayed on a string of beads slipped

is

through the

fingers.

The Rosary combines vocal with mental prayer.
summary of the most important parts of the
Gospels, a most useful and powerful prayer. CathIt is a

olics

should not

fail to

say at least five decades of

the Rosary each day.
1.

Ordinarily,

we begin

the Rosary by say-

ing the Apostles’ Creed. Then we say one
Our Father, three Hail Marys, and one
Glory be to the Father for the increase of

hope and charity. This is the introduction, but it is not necessary for the
gaining of the indulgence.
faith,
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For
every third part an indulgence of
2.

may be

gained;

once a day, an

five years
recited in company with others
indulgence of ten years (Rac. 395).
if

We say the “Our Fathers” on the large
beads and the “Hail Marys” on the small
beads. One Our Father, and the ten Hail
Marys following, are called a decade. Five
make the chaplet of beads. It is custo close each decade with a “Glory
be to the Father.”

decades

tomary

While reciting the Rosary, everyone should hold
own rosary in his hand. If several are saying the
Rosary together, only one need have a rosary in
his
his

hand and regulate

the

number

of prayers.

3. While we say each decade, we should
meditate upon one mystery of our faith.
The Rosary is divided into the joyful, the
sorrowful, and the glorious mysteries, each

honoring respectively the

life,

the passion,

and the glorification of Our Lord.
The objection is often made that the Rosary is
not a praiseworthy prayer because in it one prayer,
the Hail Mary, is repeated so often. In reply to this
objection we would say that one who has a feeling
much at heart generally repeats over and over certain words that give expression to that feeling.
Note a child begging for something. Besides, this
practice has Holy Scripture itself, and even Our
Lord, for a model: in the Psalms, the words “His
mercy endureth forever” are repeated in only one
psalm as many as twenty-seven times; the angels
intimate that their song of “Holy, holy, holy, Lord
God of hosts” is unceasing; in the Garden, Our
Lord repeated His prayer.

What is the LITANY OF THE BLESSED
VIRGIN?
The Litany of the Blessed Virgin is a
prayer in which the most glorious titles
are given to the Mother of God, as her intercession

is

invoked.

The LITANY is a succession of glorious
and symbolic salutations. In it we call her
Mystical Rose, because the beauty of her
soul fulfilled the prophecy, “I am raised
aloft, ...like a palm tree in En-gaddi, like a
rosebush in Jericho” (Sirach 24:14).
address her as Tower of David and Tower
of Ivory, because she rises up above all men
in beauty and strength of soul. She is called

We

of Gold because God Himself dwelt
within her as in a Temple. She is the Ark
of the Covenant, because as it contained the
tables of the Mosaic Law, so she contained
the Lawgiver of all, God. She is invoked as
the Gate of Heaven, because we beg her to
intercede for us “now and at the hour of
our death” so that we may enter the heavenly kingdom.

House
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J
When we pass before an image of Our Lord,
our Lady, or the Saints, we should show our reverence by bowing before it.
2. Upon entering or leaving the place where
the Blessed Sacrament is exposed, or while Holy
Communion is being distributed, we should make
a double genuflection, that is, kneel on both knees

189.
What

There are two kinds of religious practices observed in the Church: the ordinary
and the extraordinary.
i. The ordinary practices take place at
regularly appointed times. They are the
regular services held on Sundays and holy-

and weekdays.

On Sunday and holydays, in all parish churches
one or more Masses are offered in the morning,
afternoon and evening, according to the number
of priests and the size of the parish. At each of
those Masses a sermon is preached. In many
parishes, there are special services, such as the recital of the Rosary, or benediction of the Blessed
Sacrament. On weekdays one or more Masses are
said. Especially in May, June, and October, there
is usually exposition of the Blessed Sacrament and
the recital of the Rosary. As it should be, wherever
possible, the Mass is taking the place of such devotional practices.

in adoration of God, there before us.
3. When we enter or leave the church, or pass
before the tabernacle where the Blessed Socrament is reserved, we should genuflect on the right
knee as an act of adoration to our hidden Lord.
In genuflecting, the knee should touch the floor,
and not merely be bent.

Religious Practices

kinds of religious practices are

observed in the Church?

days,

and bow,

2. The extraordinary or special devotions
take place only on special occasions. Some
of them are: “Benediction,” “exposition of
the Blessed Sacrament,” the “Way of the

Cross,” “processions,” “novenas,” “ missions
retreats,” “congresses,” “devotion to the

and

Sacred Heart,”

etc.

THE DEVOTION TO THE
SACRED HEART OF JESUS consist?
In what does

The devotion to the Sacred Heart of
is meant to honor His love, human
and divine, and to arouse men’s love and

Jesus

self-surrender in return.
l. Since Jesus Christ is both God and
man. His humanity, being inseparable from

His divinity, is worthy of adoration. This
adoration is not aimed at the human nature,
but at the divine person of Christ. In a

"KNOW GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE”

Religious Practices

manner, when we kiss our mother’s
hand, we do not pay our respect to her
flesh, but to her, as our parent.
similar

Although devotion to the Sacred Heart of Jesus
was known in ancient times, it became widespread
Our Lord made to
Margaret Mary Alacoque, towards the end of the

as a result of the revelations
St.

seventeenth century. Through her, He made twelve
promises to those who should practice the devotion
to His Sacred Heart.
2. Among the twelve promises of Our
Lord in favor of the devotees of His Heart
“I promise in the excess of the mercy of

is:

My Heart, that its all-powerful love will
grant to all those who receive communion
on the first Friday of every month for nine
consecutive months the grace of final repentance, and that they shall not die under
My displeasure, nor without the sacraments,
and that My Heart shall be their secure
refuge at that last hour.”
The “First Friday” devotion arose from this
promise of Our Lord, especially the devotion of the
nine First Fridays. When we venerate the Sacred
Heart, we should remember His great love for us,
flowing out of that Heart, and try to make some
return for that love.
3 .In order to make this devotion of the
nine First Fridays well, we should make a
good confession and receive Holy Communion, offering all that we are and all that we
have to the Sacred Heart of Jesus. Everybody should make this devotion at least

once, for himself.
The whole month of June is consecrated to the
Sacred Heart. In many churches every day in June,
there are special devotions.

Other devotions to Our Lord Jesus Christ
His Passion, to the Holy Name,
Five Wounds, and to the Precious

are: those to

to the

Blood.

What

is

a

EUCHARISTIC CONGRESS?

A Eucharistic Congress is a gathering of
Catholics which convenes for the purpose
of giving public adoration to the Eucharist.
The first Eucharistic Congress was held at Lille,
France, on June 21, 1881.

These congresses aim to promote devoLord in the Holy Eucharist, to
Him in the memorial He left us.
They aim to discuss means by which to
1.

tion to our

honor
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make known

Christ’s gift to

men. They

may

be local, provincial, diocesan, national, or
international. National Congresses are held
in a number of nations every few years.
The exercises of the congress include daily Masses
attended by all the participants, daily communions,
conferences, etc. Sometimes the participants are divided into various sections for better discussions
and organization.

The most important of these congresses
the International Eucharistic Congress.
was started in 1881 and at present is taking place every four years. The place is selected by a permanent committee with the
2.

is

It

approbation of the Holy Father. It is customary for the Pope to appoint a Legate,
usually a Cardinal, to International Congresses; he presides over the most' important
functions as the representative of the Holy
Father.
These international congresses, attended by hundreds of thousands, are most pleasing to Our Lord
in the Eucharist. This satisfaction He shows by the
fruitful result of such congresses. The spiritual life
of the participants is renewed, and not rarely many
who have become indifferent to the Faith renew
their fervor. The spectacle of the devotion and piety
of so many adoring the Sacrament is an edifying
spectacle to non-Catholics, thousands of whom are
converted. The nation selected for the congress is
specially blessed.

3.

The

latest

International

Eucharistic

Congresses have been: Rome in 1922, Amsterdam in 1924, Chicago in 1926, Sydney
in 1928, Carthage in 1930, Dublin in 1932,
Buenos Aires in 1934, Manila in 1937,
Budapest in 1938, Barcelona in 1952, and
Rio de Janeiro in 1955, and Munich in
i960. The next one is to be held in Bombay, India, in 1964.

The 28th International Eucharistic Congress, held
in Chicago in June 1926, was one of the greatest
religious events in the history of our country. The
Congress was held in Soldiers’ Field, an immense
stadium with a capacity of 350,000. Twelve Cardinals,
over 500 Archbishops and Bishops, six thousand
Priests, ten thousand Sisters, and hundreds of
thousands of people gathered in Chicago for four
days to honor Jesus in the Blessed Eucharist. On
the last day the solemn procession took place on
the grounds of the large Seminary of Mundelein,
Over 900,000 faithful gathered to honor Our Eucharistic Lord. The Cardinal Legate of the Holy
Father carried the sacred monstrance. This Congress
of devotion and prayer struck a contrast to the
usual commercial and busy life of that great city.
Even the President of the United
personal representative.
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THE PAPAL &LESSING AFTER AMISSION

2-

During the sermons of a mission or retreat (1), we
should listen attentively, avoiding all kinds of
noise such as coughing, fidgeting, whispering, etc.
We should remember the motive for the mission,

and

act accordingly.

make

190.
What

is

the

The Way

Practices of

WAY OF THE

of the Cross

grimage, in which

At the end of a mission or retreat the Papal
blessing is given, by which all who attended the
exercises gain a plenary indulgence. As the priest
gives the blessing, the people should kneel and

we

is

visit in

most important scenes of
sion in Jerusalem.

CROSS?

a kind of pil-

our mind the

Our

Lord's Pas-

Tradition says that the Blessed Virgin originated
this devotion by often walking in the steps of her
Son to Calvary, pausing at the spots marked by

some

special incident. This devotion is called Via
Crucis, Way of the Cross, or Stations of the Cross.

i. The Way of the Cross is
made by stopping at fourteen stations indicating the
path followed by Our Lord, bearing His

from the palace of Pilate to Calvary.
The fourteen stations erected according to the
prescriptions of the Holy See are marked by fourteen wooden crosses. Pictures and inscriptions are

(2).

Devotion

2. In making the Way of the Cross, we
visit the stations consecutively, pausing at
each one, and meditating on the scene
which is represented by the station.

It is advisable and usual to go from station to
station in the church. It is enough to meditate on
the Passion, without saying any set prayers, although
it is usual to recite one Our Father, one
Hail Mary,
and one Glory be to the Father at each station. A
favorite ejaculation said at the beginning of the
mediation before each station is: “We adore Thee,
O Christ, and we bless Thee. Because by Thy

holy cross

cross,

usually added, but the indulgence of the devotion
are attached to the crosses.

the sign of the cross

3-

Thou

hast

redeemed the world.”

The Way of the Cross

is

a

most

profit-

able devotion. Meditation on the Passion of
Our Lord leads us into contrition and the
practice of virtue. A plenary indulgence is
attached to this devotion (Race. 194)

"KNOW'
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Other Practices of Devotion
we are prevented by

sickness, long distance
from the church, or any other hindrance of sufficient
nature, from making the way of the cross, we can
gain the indulgence by reciting twenty times the
Our Father, Hail Mary, and Glory be to the Father,
—(once for each station, five times for the sacred
wounds, and once for the intention of the Holy
Father) — holding meanwhile a crucifix properly
blessed for the stations. The very sick gain the indulgence by just holding the crucifix and making
an act of contrition, or a sign of sorrow.
If

in the sermons.

of
if

Again and again we should think over the words
Holy Scripture: “For what does it profit a man,
he gain the whole world, but suffer the loss of

his

What

are

NOYENAS?

Novenas are public or private devotions
carried on for the space of nine days in
honor of God or the saints or angels.
1. The first novena of the Church was
held by the Apostles and disciples who
with our Blessed Lady awaited the coming
of the Holy Spirit after the Ascension. Following the example of the Apostles, the
faithful make novenas directly to God or to
Him through one of the saints, to obtain
spiritual or temporal favors.

Any suitable prayers may be used in making a
novena. The best way, however, is to hear mass and
receive Holy

Communion

daily as practices for the
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During the Mission we should as far
as possible withdraw ourselves from worldly
amusements and spend as much time as we
can with Our Lord, meditating on spiritual
things, especially on the topics brought up
2.

own

soul?” (Matt. 16:26).

3. The Mission serves to remind us that
our destiny is heaven, and that therefore
we should not be too much immersed in
earthly distractions to the exclusion of our

spiritual progress.
It serves to remind us that worldly honors and
riches and pleasures are nothing, and that the only
true riches are the love and service of God alone.

4. During the Mission we should examine ourselves very carefully, including our
conduct during the whole year, to see where
we can make improvements, and where they
are most needed. Then we should make a
good confession, with a firm determination

to

amend, and serve God

better.

novena.
2.

Novenas are commonly made

aration for a specified

in prep-

feast.

The novena most often made are: for Pentecost,
for Christmas, for Corpus Christi, for Christ the
King, for the feasts in honor of the Blessed Virgin
Mary, for St. Joseph, for the Guardian Angels, for
the patron saint of the community. The “Novena
of Grace” in honor of St. Francis Xavier’s canonization has been productive of innumerable and
extraordinary favors.

March

It is

made from March

4 to

12.

What

is

a

MISSION?

A mission is a series of sermons and
other spiritual exercises conducted under
the leadership of a competent priest or
priests for the purpose of renewing fervor
in the spiritual life.
Missions effect an immense amount of good. Because of their rare occurrence, they make a great
impression on the people. Missions are seasons of
grace for a community or parish; sinners are converted and the just are incited to progress in virtue.
This is because they are a sort of general check-up
of the spiritual status of the community and of the
individuals.
1. In most places Missions are held at
once a year. They usually last a week,
including daily sermons, meditation, and
congregational singing and end in a general

least

communion.

The Mission is a good chance for those who are
bashful about confessing to their parish priest, who
knows them. During the Mission several priests
from elsewhere are usually present to hear confessions. Many confess more freely to a priest who
is a stranger than to their parish priest or curates.

What

are

RETREATS?

Retreats are a series of spiritual exercises and religious services held in “Retreat Houses,” in convents, schools, and
similar institutions, for a certain class of
persons, whether priests, nuns, schoolchildren, laymen or laywomen.
1.

The

retreat

is

similar to a Mission,

and

has about the same effect. It is better than
a Mission in the sense that the retreatmaster can particularize his discourses, as
those present are supposed to belong to
only one class of individuals having similar
tastes and similar problems.
Those taking part remain day and night in the
retreat house, leaving for the period all occupations and worldly amusements.
2. More and more religious houses, colleges and schools organize special retreats
for the accommodation of those in the world
who wish to go in retirement for their annual spiritual exercises.
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One

of the most famous places of pilgrimage is
Grotto of Our Lady of Lourdes , France. In
1858, the Blessed Virgin, proclaiming herself the
Immaculate Conception, appeared there to a
little peasant girl named Bernadette.
From then
on a spring has flowed out of the grotto, the water
of which has been the means of curing hundreds
the

191.
What

is

the

PURPOSE

non-Catholic.
the only ones
versions.

At Lourdes physical cures are not
made; there are also many con-

and Pilgrimages

of processions?

Images are usually carried, except when the
Blessed Sacrament is taken in procession. In this
latter case it is the practice not to carry images. The
prayers recited or hymns sung vary according to
the object of the procession.

Processions are held in honor of God
is by way of an open pro-

or the Saints. It

of faith that Mother Church has
instituted processions like those of Corpus
Christi, Rogation Days, Christ the King,

fession

Processions are also held in times of
calamity, to offer united prayer to God.

etc.

Our Lord promised

million

Processions

Processions are held to set before us forcibly events in the life of Christ and doctrines of our faith, or to implore the mercy
of God, or as a public act of thanksgiving.
i.

of thousands. Pilgrims from the remotest parts of
world going to the shrine number about a
a year. The cures are certified by a
bureau of eminent physicians, most of whom are

the

that wherever two or three

are gathered in His name, He would be in the midst
of them. He also required us to profess Him publicly

PROCESSIONS REGULARLY HELD

1. The PROCESSION of the feast of the
Purification of the Blessed Virgin Mary,
February 2nd. This feast, considered in
honor of Our Lord Jesus Christ, is also

called

Candlemas.

candles

are
procession.

On

blessed

this day, before

and

after

Mass,

carried

in

The wax tapers carried during the procession
symbolize Christ, the Light of the World,

whom

before our fellowmen.

Holy Simeon called “a light of revelation to the
Gentiles" (Luke 2:32).

2 In a procession, a cross is always carried
front. Banners or standards may also
be carried, and candles borne.

2. The PROCESSION of Palm Sunday.
Blessed palms are carried, in memory of
Our Lord’s triumphal entry into Jerusalem.

in
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Processions and Pilgrimages
Although Holy Week begins with Second Passion
Sunday or Palm Sunday, the priests and ministers
use red vestments and sing joyous hymns during
the solmen procession, to symbolize the triumphal
entry of Jesus into the

city.

PROCESSIONS

The

on Rogation
Days. The greater Rogation Day is on
April 25, and the lesser Rogation Days on
Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday before
3.

Our Lord.

the feast of the Ascension of

According to local customs, on these days a
is held, in which the Litany of the
is said, followed by Mass. If a procession
cannot be held, the bishop will give the directions
as to what is to be done. He may also transfer the
lesser Rogation Days to other days more suitable to
the region. The purpose of the procession and special prayers is to beg for God’s mercy and ask blessings on the field and crops.

2. The chief places of pilgrimage are:
the Holy Land where Our Lord lived and
died, Rome with its sacred places, shrines
of the Blessed Virgin, and spots sacred to

Those on a pilgrimage must
not act like curious tourists simply bent on
the Apostles.
sight-seeing.
In the “Holy Land” the chief places of pilgrimage
the scene of the Crucifixion and the Holy
Mount Calvary in Jerusalem, the
and the place

procession

are

Saints

Sepulchre on

4. The PROCESSION of Corpus Christi,
the Thursday after Trinity Sunday. It is
most solemn, the Blessed Sacrament being
carried and placed on two altars specially

built for the purpose, for the adoration of

the people.
The feast of Corpus Christi (Body of Christ) was
instituted about six centuries ago as a special memorial of love of Christ for

us.

In the 13th cen-

place of the Nativity at Bethlehem,
of the Annunciation at Nazareth.

3. In Rome, City of the Prince of
Apostles, the principal places visited
the four basilicas: St. Peter’s, where
body of Peter rests; St. Paul’s outside

the
are
the
the
walls, where one can pray at the tomb of
Paul; St. John Lateran, and St. Mary

Major.
A pilgrimage

is usually undertaken to obtain
graces, in thanksgiving for graces received, or in
fulfillment of a vow. Pilgrimages are made to Rome
every jubilee year. God shows His approval of pil-

grimages by granting

5. The PROCESSION of Christ the King,
celebrated
on the last Sunday in October.
1.
In this the Blessed Sacrament is usually carried as for Corpus Christi. It is usual to
permit only men to walk in the procession,
the women standing along the way. It ends
with the prayer of consecration to Christ
the King and Benediction.

When
cession,

the Blessed Sacrament
it is

and incense

is

carried in pro-

taken in a monstrance under a canopy,

the custom to ask imare good practical Catholics to hold the posts of the canopy during the
procession.

portant

is

burnt.

civil officials

What

are

It

is

who

tion

and penance.
Pilgrimages were

Law.

On

made

4.

in the

Old

the three principal feasts of the

year, all the men had to go up to the
Temple at Jerusalem. Thus we read in the
Gospel how Joseph and Mary took Jesus to
the Temple when He was twelve years old.

spiritual

and temporal

Shrines of pilgrimage in honor of the

Blessed Virgin are scattered all over the
world, and are so numerous as to be almost
countless. But the most famous are: Lourdes
in France, Loretto in Italy, Zaragossa in
Spain, Czestochowa in Poland, Fatima in
Portugal, Guadalupe in Mexico, Lujan in
Argentina, etc.
(a) At Lourdes every year a million pilgrims offer their love to Mary Immaculate,
and profit by her intercession; many miraculous cures have taken place there.
(b) In the United States there is the
new National Shrine of the Immaculate
Conception, Washington, D.C. The Blessed
Virgin Mary under the title of the Immaculate Conception is the Patroness of the

United

PILGRIMAGES?

Pilgrimages are journeys made to holy
places with the object of giving honor to
God or His saints, and as a means of devo-

many

favors to the participants.

tury Pope Urban IV instituted the procession of
Corpus Christi. The feast of Corpus Christi is a

holyday of obligation in many countries. Where
the procession is not made on Thursday, it is transferred to the following Sunday.
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“And his parents were wont to go every year to
Jerusalem, at the feast of the Passover” (Luke 2:41).

States.

The

feast is

on December

8th.

(c) In Mexico the most extraordinary Sanctuary
of the Blessed Virgin Mary of Guadalupe.

Canada there
seek the blessings from
(d) In

Beaupre, where pilgrims
St. Anne.

is

For other shrines of saints we may mention St.
Patrick’s at Donegal, Ireland; St. James’ at Compostella in Spain; St. Benedict’s, St. Francis’, St.
Anthony’s and St. John Bosco’s in Italy; St. Stephen
in Hungary; St. Boniface’s in Germany; St. Rose of
Lima in South America; St. Francis Xavier’s in
Goa; St. Therese’s of the Child Jesus at Lisieux in
France; “and elsewhere many other holy martyrs

and

confessors

Martyrology ).
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and holy

virgins”

(The Roman
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shows a young man, member of

the Confraternity of Christian Doctrine.
portant society should be established
parish. In the Sodality of

bers honor the purest of

This
in

im-

every

Our Lady (2) the memall mankind and strive

192.

are RELIGIOUS ASSOCIATIONS
for the laity?
Religious associations for the laity are

under ecclesiastical direction,

es-

tablished for the purpose of personal sancworks of charity, and Catholic Action.
Religious associations are generally classified into: (i) secular third orders;
(2)
confraternities and pious societies;
(3)
councils, organizations, movements and societies fostering Catholic enterprises.
tification, for

Secular Third Orders
Secular Third Orders are societies of lay
people affiliated to organized religious orders, and founded for some devotional or
active work for God’s greater honor and
glory.

The object
ous

life

catechism. A member of the Apostleship of
Prayer (3) aims to help promote the glory of God
in union with the Sacred Heart of Jesus.
of

Religious Associations

What

societies

to imitate her virtues, especially that of chastity.
Their activities in the parishes include the teaching

of Third Orders is to have the religiof the religious orders penetrate into the

homes, so
First

that, in imitation of their

and Second Orders,

lay

brethren of the
people in the world

may strive after greater perfection, although not
bound by any vows under pain of sin.

Third Orders are like religious orders,
being branches of these to which they are
They have a probation similar to
a novitiate, a rule, and a habit. The rule is
not binding under pain of sin. The habit
is not worn in public without permission.
affiliated.

In the United States the principal Third Orders
are the: Augustinian, Benedictine, Carmelite, Dominican, Franciscan, etc. Members of Third Orders
are “brethren,” sharing in the merits and spiritual
life of the first and second orders of religious.

Confraternities and Pious Societies
Confraternities are associations of lay
people erected by ecclesiatical authority
for the furtherance of works of piety and
charity.
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Religious Associations
The rules

of confraternities are not binding under
pain of sin. However, if the rules are not observed,
the special graces, and indulgences attached to them
are not granted. Confraternities with the right to
affiliate similar associations to themselves are termed
archconfraternities.
here list a few examples of
our largest confraternities.

We

1.

The Confraternity

of Christian Doc-

trine, by order of the Holy See, is to be instituted in every parish, to promote greater

knowledge and more assiduous practice of
the Catholic Faith.

1. The Knights of Columbus is the best
known and largest fraternal benefit society
of Catholic men with over a million members in the United States, Canada, Mexico,
Cuba, Puerto Rico, Panama, and the Philippines. Loyally serving the Church, it promotes the Catholic Press, radio and televi-

sion, the

To become a member, one only need to have
one’s name registered in an affiliated center and
receive the certificate of admission. There are three
degrees of members, with corresponding spiritual
duties. The most common devotions of this association are the morning offering and the First Friday
devotion.
3.

The Confraternity

Rosary

of the Most

a religious association

Holy

the
purpose of promoting the devotion of the
Rosary. Members are required to recite fifteen decades of the rosary every week; this
does not bind under pain of sin.
is

2.

for

4. The Holy Name Society aims to promote due love and reverence for the Holy
Name of God and Jesus. (See page 2 op.)
5.

The Legion

of

family for weekly visits.
Honorary members have no poor families under
their special care; but they make an annual offering
of a fixed sum for the work of the Society. In the
United States the Society spends around $5,000,000
a year for the poor.
3.

they can

come

23.

24.

The

5.

6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.

len away,

12.
13.

14.
15.
16.

The Sodality

of

Our Lady aims

to de-

17.

by devotion to Jesus

18.

through Mary; it is for personal holiness
and active Catholicity.

20.

life

19.

2

1

.

22.

The Sodality has a monthly communion day and
a monthly or weekly meeting. In the parishes sodalists generously help out in Catholic Action and
social welfare activities.

in-

Catholic Youth Organization CYO
National Catholic Educational Association
Catholic “Boy Scouts of America”
Catholic "Girls Scouts of America”
Catholic "Camp Fire Girls, Inc.”
St. Dominic Savio Class Room Club
National Newman Club Federation
Nat’l Federation of Catholic College Students
Catholic Students Mission Crusade
International Federation of Catholic Alumnae
National Council of Catholic Men
National Council of Catholic Women
National Council of Catholic Youth
National Council of Catholic Nurses
National Catholic Rural Life Conference
National Catholic Conference on Family Life
National Catholic Home and School Association
National Catholic Laymen’s Retreat Movement
Nat’l Catholic Laywomen’s Retreat Movement
National Catholic Music Educators’ Association
National Catholic Social Action Conference
National Catholic Theatre Conference
Catholic Association for International Peace

1.

2.

4.

olic Life,

6.

an

men.

in contact.

velop full Catholic

is

National Organizations directly or indirectly under the auspices of the “National
Catholic Welfare Conference”

is an association
purpose is the sancall with whom

to house to intensify Cathbring back to the fold those who have faland secure new converts. The Legion is
not concerned with material relief. Through an intense devotion to the Blessed Virgin Mary the Legionnaires have become leaders of Catholic Action.

of the Sea

and charitable welfare

of Catholic seamen. It strives to provide seamen with facilities for assisting at Mass,
receiving the sacraments, training them to
promote Catholic Action among other sea-

members and

They go from house

The Apostleship

ternational Catholic Organization for the religious, educational

Mary

to all the laity. Its

tification of its

Society of St. Vincent de Paul

neglected;

3.

open

The

established for the relief of the poor and
its works are a living embodiment of the corporal and spiritual works of
mercy. Each member is assigned a poor
is

The Apostlcship

of Prayer (League of
the Sacred Heart promotes the glory of God
and the sanctification of its members by the
performance of all prayers and good works
in union with the Sacred Heart of Jesus.
2.

Legion of Decency for good mov-

ing pictures, the Organization for Decent
Literature, Catholic Welfare drives, Catholic instruction and education, etc.

The means used are: instruction classes, study
and discussion clubs, home instruction, and religious education of non-Catholics.
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Various Catholic Organizations

Liturgical Conference

(See pages 132-133
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It

is

not possible for

all to

go

Catholic Faith

to distant missions to

win souls for Christ. But one can always help by
prayers and alms. Those who thus assist missionaries in their apostolic labors will be rewarded.

193.
How
i

.

can

WE HELP

the missions?

the

command

and make

of Christ: “Go, theredisciples of all nations.”

We should include in our particular petitions
each day a fervent prayer for missions and missionthey are the vanguard of God, making Christ
in regions darkened by paganism. “Pray
therefore the Lord of the harvest, to send forth
laborers into His harvest” (Luke 10:2).
aries;

known

2. By knowing the missions and making
them known to others.

We learn about the missions by reading mission
magazines and other periodicals, by joining mission
by contributing to missionary appeals, by
taking active part in missionary work. Let us love
the missions, for it is only by them that the approximately one billion souls still unbaptized may know
and love Christ our Lord.
societies,

Kings 30:24).

3.

By praying for the missions, home and
and for missionaries that they may

fulfill

(1

Propagation of the Faith

foreign,

fore,

Holy Scripture says: “Equal shall be the portion
of him that went down to battle and of him that
at the baggage,- and they shall divide alike "

abode

By making

sacrifices for the missions;

that is, by helping to support them, and by
personal service.
This is best done through mission societies that
join as members, as well as through
missionaries personally known to us.

we should

4. By fostering vocations of self-sacrificing young people for the missions.

Many good Catholics support or help support
students in seminaries, destined for the missions.
Others support priests and religious serving in the
missions. If we cannot imitate these good people,
on account of our financial situation, we can always
offer up fervent prayers and sacrifices.

WHICH are the different
ORGANIZATIONS

MOTE

and

to collect

official

intended

Church

TO PRO-

means for the prop-

agation of the Faith?
The following are the most important
organizations:
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Propagation of the Faith

1.

The

Pontifical Society for the Propagation of the Faith.
This society

is

under the direction of the Sacred

Congregation “De Propaganda Fide in Rome. Its
purpose is to further the evangelization of the
world by the united prayers of the faithful, and by
the collection of alms for the distribution to the
missions in the Western Church territories.
Conditions for membership: a) Daily prayers of
one “Our Father,” one “Hail Mary,” and invocation, “St. Francis Xavier,

An

b)

pray for us”; and

.

.

All members share not only in 15,000 Masses
that are offered annually for their intentions, but
in all the prayers, sacrifices and apostolic works of
the missionaries.

Mission Sunday is the next to last Sunday
This is designated as a “Day of

in October.

Prayer and Propaganda for the missions.”
In addition, the offerings of the faithful are
received to aid the missions.
Pontifical

the establishment

and organization of the Church
“Rerun Ecclesiae,” Pius XI in

in those countries.”

1926.
4.

The American Board

sions.

This Hoard

is

of Catholic Mis-

composed

of the

United

An

offering:

The

We

‘the building of a native clergy,’
maintain that
your apostolate will be not only crippled, but it
prove to be an obstacle and an impediment for

will

States hierarchy.

Individual yearly memberships
1.00
$
Individual perpetual memberships
40.00
Family perpetual memberships
100.00
Deceased persons are also eligible for membership.

2.
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The importance of this society's work is well
words of the Vicar of Christ: “If
you do not work with all your might to accomplish
illustrated in the

Association

of

the

Holy Childhood.
By this organization Catholic children throughout the world make their contribution of prayer
and alms for the welfare of children in mission
fields; thus our children become little Apostles. The

Episcopal Committee annually distributes to
the missionary dioceses of the United States and its
dependencies 40% of the annual Mission Sunday
collection of the Society for the Propagation of the
Faith.
5.

Members

gain numerous merits: sharing in
those of missionaries and of the children benefited,
in Masses offered by missionaries everywhere, in
the prayer of all members, etc.

Catholic Church Extension So-

and educating priests for the home missions.
The official organ of this society is the monthly
“Extension Magazine," with a circulation of 400,000
copies.
6. The Catholic Near East Welfare AsThis association does for the
missions of the Eastern Church what the
Society for the Propagation of the Faith
does for those of the Western Church.
Conditions for membership: a) A daily prayer;

sociation.

b)

an offering:
Individual yearly memberships
Family yearly memberships
Individual perpetual memberships
Family perpetual memberships

conditions are:
(a) Daily prayers of one Hail Mary and
the ejaculation: “Holy Virgin Mary, pray
for us and for the poor pagan children,” and
(b) Almsgiving to the Association.

The

This is a home organization, established for the purpose of building chapels
and schools, supporting mission churches,
distributing Mass stipends to missionaries,
ciety.

$
.

.

1.00

5.00
20.00
100.00

7 Commissariat of the Holy Land. This
organization collects and distributes funds
for the support of the Holy Places, as well
as of educational and charitable projects in
the Holy Land.
.

8
Commission for Catholic Missions
the Colored People and Indians.
This Commission is engaged in furnishing
aid to Indian and Negro missions.
.

3. The Pontifical Society of St. Peter the
Apostle. This association was organized to
help in the formation of native clergy in
mission lands. This aim is accomplished in
three ways:

By prayers for the formation of new
holy and pleasing to God;
(a)

priests,

(b) By furnishing the material aid necessary for
the maintenance of major and minor seminaries in
the missions; and
(c)

ies

By supporting poor seminarians

for

Sacred
Faith.

the

priesthood,

in

Congregation of the

in their studterritories under the

Propagation of the

among

9.

Catholic Students’ Mission Crusade.

It
is
engaged in promoting missionary
knowledge among Catholic students, by
means of a national magazine, textbooks,
lectures, plays, and similar methods. Its
activities include spiritual, educational, and

missionary aid.
The Mission Crusade has a membership of approximately 1,000,000 in 3,100 educational institutions. The National headquarters are at: Crusade
Castle, 5100 Shatuc Ave., Cincinnati 26, Ohio.
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194.

What

is

Catholic Faith

Church Symbolism

SYMBOLISM?

Symbolism is the giving of a rather hidden meaning to external things, particuorder to express religious ideas.

larly in

By symbolism man apprehends
forms

its

is

reality; art in all

the symbolical expression of inexpressible

but they could not learn about Him by oral or
written instruction. And so symbolism came to the
rescue, and the great churches became beautifully
illustrated textbooks, for everybody to read and understand. The medieval Christian read into common
objects carved, cast, painted, embroidered, or woven,
a religious and mystical meaning; that was his culture, his art.

ideas, the positive manifestation of absolute Beauty.

This is why ceremonial, which is but a symbolic
representation, is vital to the life of man, whose
highest desires concern a grasping at the ultimate.
1. Symbolism is invaluable, because it
expresses ideas otherwise utterly inexpressible. For instance, can we express the idea
of eternity in either word or picture? Yet

how easily the idea is depicted by the symbol of the circle,— something without beginning without end.
Similarly we cannot explain in however numerous
volumes the definiteness of One God in Three Persons; we cannot draw a picture of that idea. And
yet let us draw an equilateral triangle, and by that
symbol the idea is definitely conveyed: Three Persons co-equal, co-eternal, yet only One God.

By

a familiar sign a symbol tells a
a mark of identification. It expresses with exactness and beauty certain
religious truths. It is not an end in itself,
but a means to an end: a symbol uses art
2.

story;

it is

for the purposes of religion.

A symbol must not be a representation of something, but rather a representative. For example,
a man is not symbolical of Our Lord; but a lamb
with a banner lying on a book with seven seals is.
And

true symbolism must always be understood as
representative. For when the symbol is taken as the
very thing represented, then we have idolatry, a sin
against God’s commandment. If we worship the

lamb

and not Jesus Christ, then that is idolashould however be clearly understood that
outlaws worship of the symbol,
not the symbol itself.
itself,

try.

It

the

commandment

Symbolism

is essential to all kinds of
The Old Testament is
forming the basis of our Christian
symbolism, by which we apprehend through
our senses a God-given and absolute beauty

3-

religious worship.

full of

and

it,

truth.

The purpose

man

of symbols
lay hold of the Infinite.

is

educational, to help

Few knew how

to react;

books were expensive and lettered by hand. Preaching in the enormous cathedrals was not very easy,
without our modem devices. The people loved God;

Lord on the Mount and similarly,
of strength; they are not symbols.

Samson

is

a type

4. From earliest times the Church has
made use of symbols, to foster devotion, or

to stand for some mystery of the Faith that
to be kept secret from pagans. For
instance: the early Church used a fish to

needed

stand for Christ; a town, a ship, or a woman
with uplifted arms to stand for the Church.

The Most Common Catholic Symbols:
1.
For the Most Blessed
Trinity: the equilateral triangle to depict equality as well
as unity; a combination of the
triangle with the circle, to depict in addition the idea of
eternity; the interwoven three
circles of identical size; the in-

terwoven triangles, one with
apex upward and the other
with apex downward, thus
forming a six-pointed star,
which is a symbol of creation;
two interwoven triangles combined with a circle; the trefoil,
which is a variation of the interwoven circles; the trefoil
with triangle, another develop-

ment

of the three circles with

an equilateral triangle; the trefoil with three points, another
development
Other symbols for the Holy Trinity are: the triquetra, with equal arcs of the circle symbolizing
equality, unity, eternity, and indivisibility; the triquetra with a circle; the triquetra with a triangle;
the three fishes arranged in the form of a triangle.
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Q

We must not, however, mistake types, or even
for symbols. If we confine ourselves to
animals and inanimate objects, and avoid historical
characters, we are safely in the realm of symbolism.
Moses on Sinai is not a symbol, but a type, of Our
pictures,

;

,

Church Symbolism
God

For

the Father: a
hand coming out of a batik of
bright clouds; an eye in an
equilateral triangle; a sixpointed star, termed the Creator’s star; the Hebrew letters
for the word Jehovah (God)
2.

and

purity; the fleur-de-lys in
various forms; the rose, white
or pink; the pierced heart; the
crescent moon; the crown with
stars; a star; her monogram,
the flowering almond, the
closed gate, the sealed book.
The symbols for the four Evangelists are: a human head for St.
Matthew, because his Gospel starts

inside a triangle, and surrounded by rays; the Hebrew
yod inside a triangle, or two

yods within rays of glory.
3. For God the Holy Spirit:
the descending dove, though
this must not be too realistic,
and must be with the three-

human ancestry of Christ; a lion for St. Mark,
because the beginning of his Gospel relates the story of St. John the
Baptist in the desert, the home of
with a relation of the

rayed nimbus; the cloven
flame of fire, or seven flames;
the scroll, to show the seven
gifts; the seven lamps seven

wild beasts; an ox for St. Luke, be
cause this animal was a symbol of
sacrifice, and St. Luke’s Gospel begins with a relation of the priest
Zachary in the Temple; an eagle
for St. John, because the opening
verses of his Gospel carry the reader
on a flight to the Infinite.

,

doves, seven-fold flame, sevenbranched candlestick; the star
with seven points, or with
twelve points, to depict the
seven gifts or the twelve fruits
of the Holy Spirit.

i-

f

J

4. For God the Son, our
Blessed Saviour. These are almost too numerous to mention, the most important being
the cross, with some fifty forms

in

use.

Our Lord

sented by: the

is

Lamb

repreof

God

on

a book with seven seals, or
with a banner of victory, or
with both; the Good Shepherd;

the five-pointed star; the fish;
the pelican feeding her young
with her blood; the cross on an
orb; the vine; the rock; the
unicorn; sacred monograms.

The “Chi Rho” symbol

Other symbols are: fot the Sacraments — the
font, a dove, a chalice, a whip, an oil stock, clasped
hands and a stole; for the Word of God, an open
Bible, a burning light, a candle, two scrolls; for
Penance, a priedieu; for Matrimony, two clasped
hands; for Holy Orders, a stole, or a chalice on a
Bible, with folded stole; for prayer, a censer with
smoking incense; for sacred music, a lectern; for the
Epistle and Gospel, a double lectern; for benediction,

an upraised hand without nimbus. A banner
God’s authortwo tables of

symbolizes victory; a (laming sword,
ity; a crown, sovereign authority;
stone, the Commandments
a book
Law; crossed keys, the power of the

or scroll, the
Pope.

For the Church we have
the symbols of: the ark, the
ship, the ark of the covenant;
the vine; the woman with
dragon underfoot; the crowned
woman; the bride with chalice and book;
the house on a rock; the city on a hill; the
6.

an abbreviation of the
word Christ, with the Greek letters X and P, the
first two letters of the word in Greek. Like other
monograms for Jesus, it has various forms. At times
the Chi Rho is combined with the Alpha and
Omega, or with the Greek cross, or with the letter N
(Nika, meaning conqueror). The IHC symbol is an
abbreviation of the Greek word for Jesus. Today
is

IHS is also used. Another variation is IC XC, to
stand for Jesus Christ. INRI means “Jesus of Nazareth, King of the Jews.”

candlestick; the wheat
7.

Symbols

0

X
/

still

and

tares;

the net.

commonly

used are: the olive branch for
peace; the palm for martyr-

dom;

ixerc
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For the Blessed Virgin:
the lily, symbol of virginity
5.

the lily for purity; the
halo for sanctity; the rose for
love and beauty of soul. Faith,
hope, and charity are represented by a cross, an anchor, a heart.
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These are the chief ceremonies in the consecration
of churches, a solemn occasion. The bishop pros-

near the entrance, and recites the
Litany of the Saints. Rising, he encircles the church

trates himself

building outside, meanwhile sprinkling the walls
with holy water. Then he marks the threshhold with
the sign of the cross, using his crosier; after this

he enters the church, kneels down, and invokes
the Holy Spirit.
He goes around the interior of the church sprinkling the walls with holy water; then he goes up
and across the center of the building. Then follows

195.

Conclusion:

HOW

Our

reason points out the truth of the
Catholic religion by these principles:
i. There is a God (see pages
14-77). We
need only to look about us and contemplate the heavens and the wonders of nature,
to be sure that all this order and beauty
could not have come into existence except
by the almighty power of an intelligent
Being, God.

the heavenly bodies and set them in
fixed places, and traced the paths they should follow from age to age? Who made the trees, and
commanded particular plants to spring from certain
seeds? Who made life? Who, if not God?

'/’/sTT.

the anointing
inointing of the walls
walls in twelve places, where
tapers are set. Finally the altar is consecrated.

The effect of these ceremonies and prayers is to
set the building apart for the exclusive service of
God. The sign of the cross after the knocking at
the door signifies the strength of the cross of Christ
whom none can resist. The going up and across
the interior of the church signifies honor paid to
the Blessed Trinity and the crucifixion of Jesus
Christ. The twelve lighted tapers stand for the
twelve Apostles, who spread abroad the light of

Christ's

Why

does OUR REASON point out the
truth of the Catholic religion?

Who made

V'

I

2.

Gospel.

Am

a Catholic

The soul of man

pages 42-46).

A man

is

immortal

(see

can reason, make ab-

stract conclusions, distinguish

between right
and wrong. These are acts of a spiritual
faculty, and the soul to which this faculty
belongs must be spiritual and independent
of matter, and being so, is not subject to
death.

No
things

A man

can say

No

to himself.

other being on earth can do the spiritual
man can do. In this world man alone has

intelligence and free will, therefore he alone has
an immortal soul. Animals act only from instinct
and sense, which are organs of the body; animals
therefore cannot be immortal.
3. All men are obliged to practice religion (see pages 10-n, 180-18
1, 196-197).

Man, with

his

intelligent

and immortal
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Conclusion:
can

soul,

God

has

Why

know God according to the limits
set. He knows that he owes to God

his very existence, that he is entirely dependent on Him. From this origin and dependence arises man’s duty to give his
Creator due honor and adoration, in other

words, his duty to practice religion.
To be faithful to God, we must serve Him by
obeying His commandments and carrying out His
wishes; by believing in Him, hoping in Him, and
loving Him with all our hearts. All these things we
learn about when we study our religion; all these

we do

aright

when we

are faithful in the practice

of our religion.
4.

The

Christ

is

religion

worthy of

God

Am

a Catholic

4i‘5

Church would last forever. “He who does not
believe shall be condemned” (Mark 16:16). “Go,
therefore, and make disciples of all nations, baptizing them in the name of the Father, and of the
Son, and of the Holy Spirit,
and behold I am
with you all days, even unto the consummation of
this

.

.

.

.

the world." (Matt. 28:19-20).

6 The only true Church of Christ is
the Catholic Church. Only the Catholic
Church possesses the marks of unity, holiness, catholicity,

and

apostolicity, marks of

the Church established by Jesus Christ. (See
pages 110-irj, 192-155).

The history of the Catholic Church gives inconevidence of miraculous strength, permanence, and unchangeableness, thus showing the world
that it is under the special protection of God, Who
said, “The gates of hell shall not prevail against it"
(Matt. 16:18).
testable

revealed through

belief (see pages 22-29,

64-67, 74-8o). Our Lord announced Himself the Son of God, and as such preached
His doctrines that He required us to believe. To prove that He was truly God, Our
Lord worked numberless miracles.

God alone can work miracles, and He cannot
work them to approve what is false. The miracles
therefore worked in favor of the teaching of Jesus
Christ are manifest proofs that His teaching

is

true.

Christ established a Church with
which all must be connected, at least in
desire, in order to be saved (see pages 1025.

Let us thank God for His gifts. We can
show our gratitude to God for making

best

members of the only true Church of
Jesus Christ by often thanking God for
this great favor, by leading edifying and
practical Catholic lives, by trying to lead
others to the true faith, and by helping
the missions.
us

We

thank

God

He showers on us
lives. By following the
the Church, and doing

for the graces

and by our good
commandments of God and
in prayer

good works, we lead

109).

Our Lord gathered about Him
ciples,

I

and called

it

a group of disHis Church; He promised that

practical and edifying Catholic lives; such lives are the best way of leading
others to our Faith, if we have no more direct

means. By such
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lives

we

say,

“Deo gratias!”
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Appendix

THE CHURCH YEAR
See page 254 for an explanation of the different periods and seasons.

Holydays of obligation are marked with a cross

f.

THE CHIEF FEASTS OF THE YEAR
The Epiphany, January

The Immaculate Conception,
December 8.

*f*

On

this feast

we honor

the unique privilege by

which the Blessed Virgin Mary was exempted from
original sin. It is the first important feast of the
ecclesiastical year. It is a holy day of obligation.
patronal feast of the United States,
which is especially consecrated to the Immaculate
Conception of the Blessed Virgin Mary.

6.

This feast celebrates the manifestation that Jesus
Christ the Messias made to the nations of the world
represented in the persons of the Magi.

It is also the

Christmas Day, December

“f

23.

This, one of the most beautiful feasts of the
remembrance of the Nativity
of Our Lord. On this day priests are allowed to
say three Masses in memory of the triple birth of
Our Lord Jesus Christ; a midnight Mass to commemorate His eternal generation as God in the
bosom of the Father; a Mass at dawn, to honor
His temporal birth of the Blessed Virgin Mary at
Bethlehem; and a Mass at daytime, in memory of
His spiritual birth, as our Redeemer, in the hearts
of the faithful.
year, is celebrated in

For Christmas a crib is built in churches, schools,
and many homes, to commemorate the crib at
Bethlehem. Little children are specially encouraged to help build the crib. The crib was popularized by that great saint, Francis of Assisi.

The Holy Innocents, December

28.

The feast honors the children murdered by order
of King Herod, as recorded in St. Matthew’s Gospel.

f

Octave of the Birth of Our Lord,
January 1.

On

this day we honor the first shedding of blood
by our Divine Lord for the salvation of our souls.
feast was also instituted to implore the blessings of Almighty God on the new year. The rite of
circumcision, a symbol of Baptism, was imposed by
Moses on all male children, and was undergone the
eighth day after their birth, to distinguish them from
the Gentiles. For us Christians, Baptism took the

The

place of circumcision. On this Feast, the ceremony
of the renewal of baptismal vows may take place.

Feast of the Holy Family

ary

2).

This feast

Name
Name

of

is

to give special

honor to the Holy

Our Lord. Every time we pronounce the
we should bow our heads.

of Jesus,

Feast of the
January 13.

Baptism of Our Lord,

Septuagesima Sunday.
Septuagesima Sunday, and the two following
Sundays, Sexagesima and Quinquagesima, mean
respectively

seventieth, sixtieth and fiftieth, because they fall near the 70th, 6oth, and 50th days
before Easter. Quadragesima Sunday, near the
fortieth day, is the first Sunday of Lent.

In the United States, the period in which Catholics may fulfill their Easter duty of Confession
and Communion begins with the first Sunday of
Lent, and lasts till the Feast of the Most Blessed
Trinity, on the Sunday after Pentecost.

Octave for the Unity of the Church,
January 18 to 23.

The Purification of the B. V. M., commonly called Candlemas Day ( February 2).
By undergoing

the ceremony of purification after

imposed on
who needed no

childbirth,

all Jewish women. Our
purification, gave an example of obedience and humility to the whole
world. This day the Church celebrates the blessing
of candles, which symbolize Christ the Light of

the World, entering the Temple to be presented
here to God His Father. This is the reason why
this feast is considered as a feast of Our Lord.

The day following Candlemas is the feast of
Blase, patron for ailments of the throat. Then
it is the practice to have throats given a
special
blessing by being touched between two crossed
candles.
St.

Name Society was founded by Gregory
1274 to combat the growing evil of cursing,
swearing, and irreverence. It is a society for men.
The Holy

X

in

Sunday

This feast was instituted in order to hold up as
the model of Christian families the holy Family
of Nazareth, composed of Jesus, Mary, and Joseph.

Lady,

Feast of the Most Holy Name of Jesus
(Sunday between the Octave of Christmas
and the Epiphany, or, if there is none, Janu-

(First

after Epiphany).
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The Chief
Our Lady

of Lourdes, February

Feasts of the Year

n.

This feast celebrates the apparition of the Immaculate Conception in the town of Lourdes,
France. (See page 404.)

Feast of the Chair of St. Peter, Apostle,
February 22.

Ash Wednesday.

men by the celebrant of the Mass; this is in memory
of Our Lord, Who washed the feet of His Apostles
just before the institution of the Holy Eucharist.
After Mass the altar is stripped, to show the interruption of the Holy Sacrifice, and the spirit of
mourning

This day opens the Lenten season. Catholics go
church to receive the ashes which the priest
marks on their foreheads with the words: “Remember, man, that you are dust, and to dust you will
return.” The ashes are from the palms blessed the
previous year. They symbolize penance.
to
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Holy Mass is held in the afternoon or evening.
On Holy Thursday— as on Good Friday and Holy
Saturday— private Masses are forbidden. After the
Gospel takes place the washing of the feet of twelve

for

Good

Friday.

Besides the evening Mass, in cathedrals there is
celebrated in the morning a pontifical Mass, the
at which the holy oils are blessed.
oils used in the administration of the
sacraments of Baptism, Confirmation, Extreme Unction, and Holy Orders, as well as for the consecration of churches, altars, chalices, bells, etc.

Chrism Mass,
These are the

First Passion Sunday.

From noon

of the day previous to Passion Sunday,
statues on the altar are wrapped
mourning. During Passion
Week and Holy Week, the Church follows closely
the last scenes of Our Lord’s life; on the last three
days of Holy Week, she even reproduces, in a kind
of sacred drama, the very acts of His Passion, death,

the crucifix
in

violet,

and

and the

as a sign of

burial!

Commemoration

of the Blessed Virgin Mary
Friday in Passion Week).

Commemoration

made

to recall the great

Jesus Christ.

Feast of St. Joseph, March
This

is

19.

celebrated in honor of the Spouse of the

Blessed Virgin, in whose care were placed
and Jesus Himself.

memory

The Good Friday service in the afternoon is a
memorial of Our Lord's passion and death. It con
of four parts: (1) the Lessons, with reading or
singing of the Passion; (2) the solemn Collects or
Prayers; (3) the veneration of the cross; and (4)
Holy Communion, of which all may partake.

The veneration of the cross is a main feature.
unveiling of the crucifix, which has been
covered with purple cloth during the Passiontide, is
symbolic of Christ being stripped of His garments.
The anthems and responses sung during the veneration are the “Improperia,” or Reproaches,— words
addressed by Our Lord to the Jews. They are a
striking and dramatic feature of the Good Friday
service. The devotion of the Stations of the Cross
is generally practiced throughout the day.

Our Lady

Holy Saturday.

Second Passion Sunday, or Palm Sunday.
the first day of Holy Week. It commemorates the entrance of Our Lord for the last time
into Jerusalem, when the multitude, bearing palm
and olive branches, went out to welcome Him, with
cries of “Hosanna!” Before the Mass begins on this
day, palms are blessed, and a solemn procession
held, in remembrance of that triumphal entry of
the Lord. The palms are kept in homes as a sign

This

is

of blessing.

Holy Thursday.
This day especially commemorates the institution
Holy Eucharist by Jesus at the Last Supper.
After Mass the Blessed Sacrament is taken to the
Altar of Repose, or Repository, to remain there
until the Communion service in the afternoon of
of the

Good

vigil

the Holy Sacrifice of the Mass is not
entire time is devoted to mourning, in
of the stay of Our Lord in the tomb.

The

The

is

sorrows of our Lady during the Passion of her Son,

Our Lord

day as well as on Holy Saturday, the

this

offered.

sists

of the Seven Sorrows

(

This

Good Friday.
On

of Easter,

Friday.

During the night of Holy Thursday and on to the
service of the following day, good Catholics devote
an hour or two to adoration of the Blessed Sacrament at the Altar of Repose. Where there is more

The service normally starts at such a time that
the last part, Holy Mass, should begin at about midnight, Easter Day. For grave reasons the bishop may
permit a church to begin sooner, but not before
sunset. The first part of the service is the blessing
of the new fire. The Paschal candle is blessed and
taken in solemn procession inside the church. The
hymn of praise, Exsultet, is sung.
Four Lessons are read, with a Prayer after each
Then follows the first part of the Litany of
All Saints. In parish churches the baptismal water
is blessed, before the major altar if possible, so that

Lesson.

all may be able to see. The water is taken to the
baptismal font; the solemn renewal of baptismal
vows takes place. After the second part of the

Litany, the solemn

Mass

begins.

Easter Sunday.
This feast, the “greatest solemnity” of the Christian year, the feast of feasts, is in honor of the
Resurrection of Our Lord from the dead. The Mass
is full of allusions to the Resurrection of Christ
and to Baptism, which is a spiritual resurrection.

than one church in the community, the faithful go
from one to another, praying before the Blessed

the

Sacrament.

Sunday between March

Easter
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is

celebrated on the

first full

moon

first

Sunday following

of the spring: it may occur
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The Annunciation of the Blessed Virgin
Mary, March 25.
This day commemorates the coming of the Angel
Gabriel to Our Lady, announcing to her that she
was to become the Mother of Our Lord Jesus Christ.

Rogation Days.

The “Greater Rogation Day” or “Greater Litanies” are on April 25th; but if Easter Sunday or
Monday occurs on this day, they are transferred to
the 26th or 27th.
The “Lesser Rogation Days or Litanies" are the
three days before Ascension Thursday. For the singing or recitation of the Litanies which may be in
the vernacular, the procession and other prayers,
see page 405.
1*

Ascension Thursday (40 days after Easter).

This feast celebrates Our Lord’s going up into
forty days after His Resurrection. The
extinguishing of the Paschal candle after the Gospel

Heaven

on Ascension Day symbolizes the departure of Our
Lord from earth. It is a holy day of obligation and
it always falls on a Thursday.

Corpus Christi
(Thursday after Trinity Sunday).
This feast is consecrated to the Holy Eucharist.
was established in order to celebrate most solemnly and with all pomp the institution of the
Most Blessed Sacrament, since it is not possible to
do so on Holy Thursday on account of the other
Holy Week celebrations. On this day or on the
following Sunday a great procession with the
Blessed Sacrament is held.
It

The Queenship of the B. V. Mary, May
As Christ
enly Queen.

is

On

this feast the Church honors the Sacred Heart
and makes reparation for the poor way
repay His great love. For this purpose the
prayer “Act of Reparation to the Sacred Heart of
Jesus is ordered to be said.

of Jesus

men

This

The

chief object of this feast is the commemoration of the coming of the Holy Spirit on the assembled Apostles. It is one of the three chief feasts of
the year, considered second only to Easter. This
feast is preceded by a novena, historically the first

novena celebrated in the Church.

31.

our heav-

is

Feast of the Most Sacred Heart of
Jesus (Friday of the following week after
Corpus Christi).

Birthday of

Pentecost Sunday.

our Divine King, Mary

feast

Feast of
This

John the Baptist, June

St.
in

is

St.

24.

honor of Our Lord’s Precursor.

Peter and St. Paul, June

29.

honor of the two great Apostles
especially commemorating St. Peter, Christ’s Vicar
on earth, the first Pope of God’s Church.
feast

is

in

May, the Month of the Blessed Virgin.
In nearly all churches the month of May is celebrated with daily devotions, usually consisting of
the recitation of the Rosary and the Litany of the
Blessed Virgin, with Benediction of the Most Blessed
Sacrament. Often a sermon is given on the Blessed
Virgin. Special indulgences are attached to these

The Most Precious Blood, July
,

The

devotions.

At homes and in schools small altars are built
honor of the Blessed Mother; flowers are offered
to her. During the month of May devout Catholics
attend Mass daily.

Worker,

May

This

Sunday

(Sunday following Pentecost Sunday).
feast specially

Blessed Virgin

2.

commemorate

the visit made by
Our Lady to her cousin Elizabeth, before the birth
St. John the Baptist. It recalls the charity of
Our Lady.
is

to

of

Commemoration of Our Lady
Carmel, July

honors the Most Holy Trinity.

of

Mount

16.

All Catholics should wear the brown scapular or
“scapular medal" of Our Lady of Mt. Carmel, enriched with many indulgences.

The Transfiguration, August
This

This

feast

1.

In the history of the Church we find that she often
christened pagan festivals, making use of dates and
ceremonies, and endowing them with an entirely
new and Christian significance. In accordance with
this tradition she has now placed the observance
of Labor Day under the powerful patronage of St.
Joseph, the humble and saintly worker whom God
chose as the head of the Holy Family. St. Joseph
is proposed as the model of all working men.

Trinity

Visitation of the

Mary, July

in

St. Joseph, the

1.

In honor of the Holy Blood of Our Lord, shed
His circumcision, agony, passion and crucifixion,
this feast is celebrated.

in

feast

6.

commemorates the day when Our Lord

took Peter, James, and John up to a mountain
apart, and there was transfigured before them.
His face shining as the sun, and His garments
becoming white as snow.
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The Assumption
Mary, August

On

Feasts of the Year

of the Blessed Virgin

15.

commemorated what happened
God’s holy Mother: her body
and soul were taken up into Heaven where she
was crowned by her Divine Son Queen of all
this feast

is

after the death of

Angels and Saints.

It is

a holyday of obligation.

In the earliest days, the Church commemorated
only the deaths of the martyrs, calling this their
birthdays, as then they are born to heaven. Then an
appeal came for the celebration of feasts in honor
of Saints who were not martyred. Naturally, Mary
the Mother of God here took first place. By the
sixth century such a feast in honor of Mary on
August 15 was observed throughout the universal
Church. The dogma was proclaimed in 1950.

Birthday of the Blessed Virgin Mary,
September 8.
This feast honors the birth of our Mother the
Blessed Virgin. Among all the Saints, John the
Baptist is the only one who shares with Mary the
honor of having a birthday feast celebrated by the
Church. This is because John was freed from original sin before his birth, as Mary was free from the

moment
ber 12.

Feast of the Exaltation of the
Cross, September 14.

Holy

The Emperor Constantine had two churches built
on Calvary, and in one the relic of the True Cross
was kept. Later, the king of Persia, Chosroes, carried away the relic to Persia; but the Greek emperor Heraclius waged war, defeated Chosroes, and
returned the True Cross to the basilica on Calvary,

last in

October).

This Sunday is set apart in a special manner for
the missions. On this day the sermons and the instructions are about the work that is being done by
the missionaries for the spread of the Catholic faith;
a collection is taken up for the Society of the Propagation of the Faith. All Catholics are urged to become members of that Society and thus help in
that work so dear to the Sacred Heart of Our Lord.

Feast of Christ the King (Last Sunday
in October).

On

day the Church invites all her children
in offering public and solemn homage to

this

to join

Jesus Christ, our King, acknowledging His spiritual
kingship over the Church, and proclaiming the
rights and benefits of His reign over families and
nations. Christ is our King not only by reason of
His divine nature, but by reason of His human
nature as well, since He was appointed King by
His heavenly Father and redeemed mankind by
His death on the Cross.

Feast of All Saints, November

of her conception.

The Most Holy Name of Mary, Septem-
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Mission Sunday
(Sunday before the

/.

On this day the Church honors the Angels and
Saints in heaven. It is a holyday of obligation.
This day is a great family feast. It has its origin
in the year 610, when Boniface IV dedicated the
Pantheon of Rome to the Blessed Virgin and all
the martyrs. It is in special commemoration of the
millions of Saints in heaven who have not been
officially

special

canonized by the Church, and thus have no

commemoration during

All Souls’ Day,

the year.

November

2.

in the year 629. From the eleventh to the fourteenth
century, it was the thought of the True Cross that
inspired the Crusaders in their battles for the Holy
Places of Palestine.

This day commemorates all the souls in Purgais a day for pious remembrance of the dead,
and for offering of Masses and prayers for them. On
this day as on Christmas, priests are allowed to say

The Seven Sorrows of the Blessed Virgin
Mary, September 15.

three Masses, for the souls of the departed, that
they may be free from Purgatory.

This is the second celebration to honor the sorrows of Our Blessed Mother, the first one being on
the Friday of Passion Week. The seven sorrows thus
honored are: Simeon’s prophecy (Luke 2:15), the
flight into Egypt, the three days’ loss of the Child
Jesus (Luke 2:42-46), the way to Calvary, the Crucifixion, the taking down of Our Lord’s Body from
the cross, and the burial of Our Lord.

Feast of the Guardian Angels, Oct.

2.

Feast of the Blessed Virgin of the Rosary, Oct.

7.

It was on the 7 th of October 1571 that the Christians defeated the Turks at Lepanto, gaining the
victory through the intercession of the Blessed

Virgin. Catholics are recommended to pray daily
five decades of the Holy Rosary. The feast is often
celebrated on the first Sunday of October.

tory. It

From noon of All Saints’ Day till midnight of
the next day (All Souls’ Day), all those who have
confessed and received Holy Communion on either
of the two days may gain the “toties quoties” indulgence: a plenary indulgence applicable to the
souls in Purgatory every time they visit a church
or public chapel, and pray “six Our Fathers,” “six
Hail Marys,” and “six Glorias” for the intention of
the Holy Father. It is to be noted here that those
who are accustomed to go to confession at least
twice a month, or to communicate daily in the state
of grace and with an upright and holy intention,
and even though they do not go to communion
once or twice during the week, may without confession gain all the indulgences for which confession is prescribed as a necessary condition. If the
“toties quoties” indulgence is not gained on All
Saints’ and All Souls’ Days, it may be gained on the
Sunday following. When November 2 falls on a
Sunday, All Souls’ Day is celebrated on the Monday
following, November 3.
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The Most Important

Prayers

The RACCOLTA or “Manual of Indulgences" is the authentic collection of prayers and devotions which
have been indulgenced by the Sovereign Pontiffs. Each prayer or devotion is numbered. Reference
to this
“Manual" found at the end of indulgenced prayers is indicated by the abbreviation Rac. and the number
of the prayer; e. g. Rac. 678. For further references, see page 338.

The Sign of the Cross
In the name of the Father, and of the
Son, and of the Holy Spirit. Amen.
( Three years indulgence; with holy water, seven
years.

Rac. 678)

The Lord’s Prayer

Our Father who art in heaven, hallowed
be Thy name; Thy kingdom come; Thy
be done on earth as it is in heaven.
Give us this day our daily bread; and
forgive us our trespasses as we forgive those
who trespass against us; and lead us not into
temptation, but deliver us from evil. Amen.
will

The Hail Mary
Hail Mary, full of grace!
with thee; blessed art thou

the

Lord

among women,

Amen.
The Doxology
and to the Son,
Spirit. As it was in the
beginning, is now, and ever shall be, world
without end. Amen.

Glory be
to the

to the Father,

1
believe in God, the Father Almighty,
Creator of heaven and earth; and in Jesus
Christ, His only Son, Our Lord; who was
conceived by the Holy Spirit, born of the
Virgin Mary, suffered under Pontius Pilate,
was crucified, died, and was buried. He

descended into hell; the third day He arose
again from the dead; He ascended into
heaven, sitteth at the right hand of God,
the Father Almighty; from thence He shall
come to judge the living and the dead.
I
believe in the Holy Spirit, the Holy
Catholic Church, the communion of saints,
the forgiveness of sins, the resurrection of
the body, and life everlasting. Amen.

The Confiteor
confess to Almighty God, to blessed
ever Virgin, to blessed Michael the
Archangel, to blessed John the Baptist, to
the holy Apostles Peter and Paul, and to all
the Saints, that I have sinned exceedingly in
thought, word, and deed (strike your breast
three times as you say), “through my fault,”
I

fault,”

me, and forgive

me my

to everlasting life.

“through

my

most

sins,

and bring me

Amen.

May the almighty and merciful Lord
grant me pardon, absolution, and remission
of all my sins. Amen.
(

Indulgence of 3 00 days. Rac. 691

Act of Faith
God, I firmly believe that Thou
one God in three Divine Persons, Father,
Son, and Holy Ghost; I believe that Thy
Divine Son became man, and died for our
sins, and that He will come to judge the
living and the dead. I believe these and all
the truths which the Holy Catholic Church
art

Thou hast revealed them,
canst neither deceive nor be deceived.

teaches, because

who

(Indulgence of three years. Rac. 36)

Holy

The Apostles’ Creed

Mary

my

O my

is

and blessed is the fruit of thy womb, Jesus.
Holy Mary, Mother of God, pray for us
sinners, now and at the hour of our death.

and

“through

grievous fault.” Therefore, I beseech the
blessed Mary ever Virgin, blessed Michael
the Archangel, blessed John the Baptist, the
holy Apostles Peter and Paul, and all the
Saints, to pray to the Lord our God for me.
May the Almighty God have mercy on

Act of Hope
O my God, relying on Thy almighty
power and infinite mercy and promises,
I
hope to obtain pardon of my sins, the
help of Thy grace, and life everlasting,
through the merits of Jesus Christ, my Lord
and Redeemer.
(Indulgence of three years. Rac. 36)

Act of Love
love Thee above all things,
heart and soul, because Thou
art all-good and worthy of all love. I love
my neighbor as myself for the love of Thee.
I forgive all who have injured me, and
ask
pardon of all whom I have injured.

O my

with

God,

I

my whole

(Indulgence of three years. Rac. 36)

O my

Act of Contrition
God, I am heartily sorry

for

having

offended Thee, and I detest all my sins,
because of Thy just punishments, but most
of all because they offend Thee, my God,
who art all-good and deserving of all my
love. I firmly resolve, with the help of Thy
grace, to sin no more and to avoid the
near occasions of sin.
(Indulgence of three years. Rac. 36)
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The Most Important
The
Hail,
our

all

Holy Queen”

“Hail,

womb,

life,

Jesus.

O

clement,

O

loving,

O

sweet

Virgin Mary!
(.

five years.

Rac. 332)

Morning Offering
God,

I

offer

Thee

all

my

to the prayers
shall

I

I

shall say

perform

and

to the

good

(

fled to thy protection, implored thy help,
intercession, was left unaided. Inspired with this confidence, I fly
unto thee,
Virgin of virgins, my Mother!
To thee I come, before thee I stand, sinful
and sorrowful.
Mother of the Word Incarnate, despise not my petitions, but, in
thy mercy, hear and answer me. Amen.
( Indulgence of three years. Rac.
339)

and sought thy

O

Prayer

\

>!& Bless us, O Lord, and these Thy gifts,
which we are about to receive from Thy
bounty, through Christ Our Lord. Amen.

Grace After Meals
({(We give Thee thanks for all Thy
O Almighty God, who livest and

benefits,

reignest forever;
faithful departed,

and may the souls of the
through the mercy of God,

Amen.

Indulgence of 300 days. Rac. 683)

Prayer Before Work
Direct, we beseech Thee,

O

Lord, our

actions and further them with Thy continual help, that every prayer and work of

may always begin from Thee and
through Thee be likewise ended. Through

ours

Christ our Lord.
(

Amen.

Indulgence of 300 days. Rac. 680)

Prayer After Work

We give thee thanks, O Almighty God, for

to St.

Joseph

Guardian of Virgins and father, Holy
Joseph, to whose faithful care Christ Jesus,
very innocence, and Mary, Virgin of virgins,
were committed, I pray and beg of thee, by
these dear pledges Jesus and Mary, free me
from all uncleanness, that with spotless
mind, pure heart, and chaste body, I may
ever most chastely serve Jesus and Mary all
the days of my life. Amen.
Prayer to the Guardian Angel
of God, my guardian dear,

Angel
Ever

(.

and reignest

Indulgence of 300 days. Rac. 683 )

To whom

this day.

Blessing before Meals

rest in peace.

livest

The Memorare
Remember, O most gracious Virgin Mary,
that never was it known that any one who

prayers,

works, and sufferings in union with the
Sacred Heart of Jesus, for the intentions
for which He pleads and offers Himself in
the Holy Sacrifice of the Mass, in thanksgiving for Thy favors, in reparation for my
offenses, and in humble supplication for my
temporal and eternal welfare, for the wants
of our holy Mother the Church, for the
conversion of sinners, and for the relief of
the poor souls in purgatory.
1 wish to gain all the indulgences attached

works

Who

O

Indulgence of

0 my

4i9

benefits,

world without end. Amen.

Holy Queen, Mother

of Mercy;
our sweetness, and our hope!
To thee do we cry, poor banished children
of Eve; to thee do we send up our sighs,
mourning and weeping in this vale of tears.
Turn, then, most gracious advocate, thine
eyes of mercy toward us; and after this our
exile, show unto us the blessed fruit of thy
hail,

Prayers

Thy

this

His love entrusts me here,
day be at my side,

To light and guard, to rule and guide. Amen.
(

Indulgence of 300 days. Rac. 432)

The Divine Praises
Blessed be God
Blessed be His Holy Name
Blessed be Jesus Christ, true God and
true Man
Blessed be the Name of Jesus
Blessed be His Most Sacred Heart
Blessed be His Most Precious Blood
Blessed be Jesus in the Most Holy Sacrament of the Altar
Blessed be the great Mother of God, Mary
most holy
Blessed be her holy and Immaculate Conception
Blessed be her glorious Assumption
Blessed be the name of Mary, Virgin and

Mother
Blessed be
spouse
Blessed be

St.

God

Joseph, her most chaste
in

His angels and in His

saints

Indulgence of three years;
licly. Rac. 696)
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The Angelus
V.

The

R.

And

she conceived of the

Hail Mary,
V.

R.

Holy Ghost.

etc.

Behold the handmaid of the Lord.
Be it done unto me according to thy
word.

Hail Mary,
V.
R.

And
And

Thou,

O

who

shall

Lord,
angel of the Lord declared onto

Mary.

dwelt

among

hath hoped in the Lord.

From
night:

the

morning watch even
hope in the Lord.

until

Israel

let

Because with the Lord there is mercy:
and with Him plenteous redemption. And

etc.

He

Word was made

the

Lord, wilt mark iniquities:
abide it!

For with Thee there is merciful forgiveness: and by reason of Thy law I have waited
for Thee, O Lord.
My soul hath relied on His word; my soul

flesh.

redeem

shall

from

Israel

his

all

in-

iquities.

us.

(Indulgence of three years. Rac. 383)

Hail Mary,

etc.

us, O holy Mother of God.
That we may be made worthy of the

Pray for

V.

R.

O Lord, and
perpetual light shine upon them.
they rest in peace. Amen.

Eternal rest give unto them,
let

May

promises of Christ.
(Indulgence of 300 days. Rac. 382)

Let us Pray

Pour

we beseech Thee,
into our hearts, that we

forth,

Thy

O

0
Lord,

grace
to whom
the Incarnation of Christ, Thy Son, was
made known by the message of an angel,
may by His passion and cross be brought
to the glory of His resurrection, through
the same Christ Our Lord. Amen.
(For indulgence , see note, page 397, “What
Angelus?” last paragraph.)

is

Who

and

the

Regina Coeli
of heaven, rejoice. Alleluia.
thou didst deserve to bear.
Alleluia.

He whom

Hath

risen as

He

2.

3.

4.

said. Alleluia.

Pray for 11s to God. Alleluia.
V. Rejoice and be glad, O Virgin Mary!

5.

Our Lord

is

truly risen. Alle1

luia.
2.

Let us Pray

3.

O

4.

Son,

5.

to

God, who by the resurrection of Thy
Our Lord Jesus Christ, hast vouchsafed
make glad the whole world, grant, we

attain the joys of eternal

life.

Through

the

same Christ Our Lord. Amen.
(For indulgence, see note, page 393,
Angelus?’’, last paragraph.)

is

the

supplication.

of

Our Lord

Scourging

the

Garden

in the

at the Pillar

Crowning with Thorns
Carrying of the Cross
Crucifixion and Death of

4.

The
The
The
The

5.

The Coronation

1.

3.

De Profundis

Our

Atysteries

Resurrection
Ascension
Descent of the Holy Ghost
Assumption of our Blessed

Mother

Out of the depths I have cried unto
Fhee, O Lord! Lord, hear my voice.
Let Thine ears be attentive to the voice

my

Agony

The Five Glorious
2.

“What

The
The
The
The
The

in

Mysteries

Lord

beseech Thee, that, through the intercession
of the Virgin Mary, His Mother, we may

of

The Annunciation
The Visitation
The Birth of Our Lord
The Presentation of Our Lord
The Finding of Our Lord
Temple
The Five Sorrowful

Alleluia.

R. Because

Amen.

ever.

The Mysteries of the Rosary
The Five Joyful Mysteries
1.

Queen

all

the faithful, grant to the souls of Thy servants departed the remission of all their sins,
that through pious supplications they may
obtain that pardon which they have always
desired:
livest and reignest for ever

,

For

God, the Creator and Redeemer of

into

Heaven
of

Our

Blessed

Mother
(For the recitation of the Rosary and
gences see pages 398-399.)

its

"KNOW GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE”

indul-

The Most Important Prayers

My

Prayer Before a Crucifix

Look down upon me,

O

good and gentle

Jesus, while before Thy face I
kneel, and with burning soul pray

seech

Thee

to fix

deep in

my

(300 days’ indulgence. Rac. 30)

humbly
and

Most sacred Heart of Jesus, have mercy

be-

heart lively

on

us.

sentiments of

faith, hope, and charity, true
contrition for my sins, and a firm purpose
of amendment; the while I contemplate

(300 days’ indulgence. Rac. 242)

Mary!

with great love and tender pity Thy five
wounds, pondering over them within me,

(Indulgence of 300 days. Rac. 292 )

mind the words which David Thy
prophet said of Thee, my good Jesus: “They
have pierced My hands and My feet; they
have numbered all my bones.”
calling to

(

Indulgence of ten years; a plenary indulgence
Communion. Rac. 201.)

if

recited after

Anima

421

Jesus, mercy.

Christi

Soul of Christ, sanctify me.
Body of Christ, save me.
Blood of Christ, inebriate me.
Water from the side of Christ, wash me.

Mother of mercy, pray for

Jesus, Mary, Joseph,

and

my

That, with Thy saints, I may praise Thee
For ever and ever. Amen.
{Indulgence of 300 days; if recited after Comyears. Rac. 131.)
,

munion seven

Act of Resignation to the Divine Will
Lord my God, I now at this moment
and willingly accept at Thy hand
whatever kind of death it may please Thee
to send me, with all its pains, penalties, and

O

readily

give you

assist

Jesus, Mary, Joseph, may
my soul in peace with you.

I

me

my

in

heart

my

last

breathe forth

(Indulgence of seven years for each invocation.
Rac. 636)

Prayer

to Christ the

King

O

Jesus Christ, I acknowledge Thee as
universal King. All that has been made, has
been created for Thee. Exercise all Thy
rights over me.
renew my baptismal vows,
renouncing Satan, his pomps and his works;
and I promise to live as a good Christian. In
particular do I pledge myself to labor, to the
best of my ability, for the triumph of the
rights of God and of Thy Church.
Divine Heart of Jesus, to Thee do I proffer
my poor services, laboring that all hearts
may acknowledge Thy Sacred Kingship, and
I

that thus the reign of
lished throughout the

Thy

peace be estab-

whole universe. Amen.

(A plenary indulgence on the usual conditions
daily. Rac. 232)

once

sorrows.
{Indulgence of seven years; a plenary indulgence
at the hour of death for those who say the above
prayer on any day chosen, after Communion and
Confession. Rac. 638.)

I

soul.

Jesus, Mary, Joseph,
agony.

Passion of Christ, strengthen me.

O good Jesus, hear me.
Within Thy wounds, hide me.
Suffer me not to be separated from Thee.
From the malignant enemy, defend me.
In the hour of my death, call me.
And bid me come to Thee,

us.

(300 days’ indulgence. Rac. 304)

The Manner

in

Which a Lay Person

is to

Baptize in Case of Necessity

,

Pour ordinary water on the forehead of
and say while

the person to be baptized,

pouring

Ejaculations

it:

“I baptize you in the name of the Father,
and of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit.”

Jesus!
(Indulgence of 300 days. Rac. 113)

N. B. Any person

Jesus,

my

meek and humble of

heart,

make

heart like unto Thine!
(300 days’ indulgence. Rac. 223)

'KNOW GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE

of either sex who has reached the
use of reason can baptize in case of necessity,

but the same person must say the words while
pouring the water, and have the right intention.

INDEX
ABBEY of St. Jerome for

Revision and Emendation of the “Vulgate,” 127
ABBOT, 129, 147
ABEL, son of Adam, 181, 207; in limbo, 80;
sacrifice, 280; slain by Cain, 60, 224; type
of Christ, 67; victim of envy, 61
ABJECTION, 97
ABLUTION, of the Mass, 307
ABORTION, 225, 357
ABRAHAM, patriarch, 73; God’s promises
to, 23, 62; in limbo, 80; obedience to
God,
1 96
“ABRAHAM’S bosom,” 80
ABSOLUTION, 127; a judicial power, 350;
disposition of penitent for, 321, 326, 328,
329; from excommunication, 151; refusal
of, 317
ABSTINENCE, complete, 259; days of, 130,
259; from meat, 54, 251, 258-59; partial,
259; virtue of, 99
ACOLYTE, 301, 348
ACT of, charity, 393, 418
—contrition, 321, 322, 323, 328, 329, 341
393, 403, 418
—faith, 13, 33, 203, 393, 418
heroic charity, 169
—hope, 393, 418

—

ACTIVE life, in religion, 381
ACTS of the Apostles, 25
ACTUAL, grace, 41, 55, 88-89,
—sin, 50-51

ADAM

fL, 161,

and Eve,

385

man and woman, and

;

44-45
(see

also

Wor-

ship)

— of the
78,
415
— perpetual, 315 79, 200,
cross,

—prayer

of,

388

ADULTERY, 47, 106, 231, 359
ADVENT, 254, 255; “closed season,”
ADVOCATE, The, 85
AFFINITY, impediment of,
AGE, impediment of, 363
AGNES, St., 96

273, 363

ALPHA end omega, symbol, 411
ALPHONSUS Liguori, St., 27, 237

121

APES and man, 46-47
APOCALYPSE, 25, 27,

160,

gifts,

250,

334,

335,

107,
382;

346,

Creed, prayer, 12-13, 393, 418;
14-15 fL, 64-65 fL, 68-69 ff
ff., 102-103 ff., 155, 160-63
of Prayer,

of bread and

— in

25

Commission

58

of Milan, St., 27, 123, 149

192 *

177, 395.

133, 409

Louvain, Episcopal Committee
for the, N.C.W.C., 133
AMICE, 296, 297
at

AMUSEMENTS,

abstinence from in Lent,
255; during missions, 403; not forbidden on
Sundays, 215; occasions of sin, 56-57, 213
ANABAPTISM, 153
ANANIAS and Sapphira, 109, 246

378
107

171

ASPERGILLUM, 298
ASPERSION, Baptism by, 270
ASSISTANCE at Mass, 213, 251, 300-301
ASSOCIATIONS, anti-Catholic, 251

of God, 15-17

143
of,

monks

St., 27,

69, 70,

of,

St.,

22

191

397
405

367

historical record, 23-25, 26; and
Divine Revelation, 22-23, 24, 28-29; and
evolution, 46-47; and natural science, 35,
36-37; and salvation, 29; and tradition,
26-27; as rule of faith, 28-29, 153, 155;
Author of, 23, 24, 29; Books of, 23, 24, 26,
27; Church and, 28-29, 102, 145, 146; Creation story in, 34-35; languages of, 24, 25,
28; manner of citation, 24; manuscripts,
26, 28; on immortality, 43; Protestant interpretation, 119, 154; use for solemn oaths,

153

Studies,

Pontifical

Commission

127

BIO LOG ISTS, eminent
BIRETTA, 297, 298

Catholic, 140

control, 357, 365
122, 123, 129, 131, 305, 353; coconsecrator, 349; duties, 131, 217; in Eastern rites, 120, 121; nomination, 126; powers
and jurisdiction, 107, 131, 211, 251, 270
274, 293, 337, 349, 350, 383; Protestant
orders, 155, 351; residential, 131; support,
262; United States, 1959 statement, excerpt, 240

BLAISE,

St., 199,

BLANCHE

Relief

414

of Castile, queen, 232
60; and sacrilege, 205; nature

BLASPHEMY,
of,

209

BLESSED,

dresses, 386-87

— objects, 383-386
— Sacrament, Eucharist,
BLESSINGS,

(see

Holy

308, 371, 393; for persons,
places, houses, 383, 384; nuptial, 365, 369,
370, 371, 383; papal, 343, 402; private, 383;

sacramental. 382-84
BLISS, heavenly, 177

BLOOD,

323, 341

Peace

153
Soubirous,

see

105, 247

St., 27,

atheism, 21, 242
sin, 281, 331, 382-83

also Satisfaction for sin)

ATTRITION,

medal, 123

93

St.,

Committee, 133

Creed, prayer, 13; cited, 31,

ATONEMENT for
ATTRIBUTES,

“BENEMERENTI”
BENIGNITY,

BISHOPS’ Welfare Emergency and

— religious and pious, 406-409

ASSUMPTION of the Blessed Virgin 171
253; feast of, 253, 416
ASTROLOGY, 204
ASTRONOMERS, eminent Catholic, 140

— of the Church,

Cardinal, 27, 139, 315
79; blessings for, 383
of Nursia, St., 378, 405
147
of the Blessed Sacrament,
197, 279, 294, 315, 400
BENEDICTUS, of the Mass, 306

BIRTH

blessed, 383, 386, 387

AUGSBURG,

295

altar.

BISHOPS,

Wednesday, 255, 259, 387, 414

ATHAN ASIAN
ATHANASIUS,
ATHEISTS and

BELL,

BELLARMINE,

BELLS, church,

— XIV, pope,

BENEDICTION

for,

308

330

Sacred Congrega-

BENEDICT

BIBLICAL

for Sacred,

— Thursday, 253, 255, 416

AMENDMENT, purpose of, 318, 324-25, 328
AMERICAN Board of Catholic Missions,

Peter,

210

249

the Church, 141, 410-11

of faith, 13, 22
ARTISTS, eminent Catholic, 140
ASCENSION, of Christ, 65, 80, 82-83

ASHES,

107

27

121

BIBLE, an

wine, 277,

127

ASH

St., apostle,

St.,

of,

of St.

BETHLEHEM,
BETROTHAL,

Commission of Sacred, 127
and Arianism, heresy, 147, 153, 156
1 95, 293
d’,

the Great,

tion of, 126

BEATIFIC Vision, 168, 176
BEATIFICATION, 127, 199
BEATITUDES, 93, 100-101

— of Clairvaux,

of the Covenant,

Italy, Pontifical

127

a sacrament, 266, 267, 268-73;
ceremonies, 270, 272-73; certificate of, 271;
conditional, 271; effects, 31, 49, 81, 85, 87,
89, 90, 161, 269; form and matter, 270;
godparents at, 272-73; in Eastern rites, 121;
infant, 26, 153, 269-70; lay, 414; liturgical
bond, 158; ministers, 270-71, 355; names
given at, 271; of blood, and desire, 269; of
Christ, 33, 74, 84, 268, 414; Protestant
belief in, 155; renewal of vows, 273
BAPTISTS, 112, 152, 155

BERNADETTE

278-79, 313

ART, and

123,

BAPTISM,

BERNARD,

ARCHBISHOPS, 129, 131, 353
ARCHDIOCESES, U.S., map, 130

ARS, Curd

and decorations, papal,

189, 247, 249
example, 224, 228-29
BALTASSAR, king, 205, 209
BANNS of matrimony, 365, 368-69

BERENGARIUS,
407

406,
— of the Sea, 407
APOSTOLIC, blessing, 343
— congregations and tribunals, 126-27
— delegates and
131
— indulgences, 337, 339 129,
— prefects and vicars, 129, 131

— Pontifical

AWARDS

BACKBITING,

BAD

BASILICA
Christian

155

capital sin, 59, 204; virtue op-

posed to, 94, 376
AvE Maria, prayer, 393, 396-97, 418
AVOIDANCE of sin, 55, 56, 203, 317

— Greek liturgy
and

23, 85, 88, 92, 93,

316,

ARCHEOLOGY,

AVARICE,

BARTHOLOMEW,
249

selection, 19, 75, 102; work and teachings,
12, 23 fL, 41, 64, 81 fL, 103 fL, 117, 118,

APPEARANCES

respect for, 217; symbols, 411

AUTHORS, eminent Catholic convert.
AUXILIARY bishop, 129, 131

BASIL
107

burial, 163; and Cnurch membership, 134,
158; at end of world, 172; definition of,
152, 202; final, 13; powers of apostate
priests, 350; sin against faith, 202
APOSTLES, as first bishops, 107, 131;

ARTICLES

the,

St., apostle,

rite,

APOLOGIES for detraction,
APOSTASY and apostates,

ARIUS

Christus, 353

— cross of, 229

199, 405

172

ARMAMENTS, 243
ARMENIAN rite, 121

— boys, 300
— cards, 292
— cloths, 293
— consecration,
— furnishings, 293293, 383
— of stone, 292
— portable, 293
— private, 385
— Sacrament of 276
— society, 215
— stone, 293

ANCHORITES,

St., 40,

St.,

ANTICHRIST,

ANTIOCHEAN

ANTIOCHUS, king, 325
ANTIPENDIUM, 292

ARK

79, 292-93

—bell, 295

ANDREW,

149

St.,

visitors,

365, 417
and almsgiving, cure for avarice, 376;
for the souls in purgatory, 169; obligation
of, 377; practical ways of, 193; work of
mercy, 165, 190, 192

— College

ANOINTING

— of Canterbury, 27
ANTHONY, of Padua,
— the Great, 378

APOSTLESHIP,

— Souls’ Day, 338,

AMBROSE

ANNUNCIATION

149, 340, 346, 385

ALMS

AMBITION,

ANNULMENT

76-77 ff., 80-85
ff., 172-73 ff.

49
ALLELUIA, 81, 255; of the Mass, 303, 308
ALL, Saints’ Day, 253, 417

AMEN,

ANNE

articles of,

ALBERT
ALEXANDRIAN
ALFONSO XIII, Icing,

ALTER

ANGLICAN
ANIMA

APOSTLES’

and agnosticism, 11
Dei, object, 383, 386, 387

296, 297
the Great, St., 325
rite, 121

ALTAR,

AUTHORITY,

prayer, 69, 197, 255, 338, 391
393, 397, 420
capital sin, 57, 60-61; cursing and
blasphemy in, 209; sin against Fifth Comvirtues opposed to, 94,
venial sin, 54
orders, 153
Christi, prayer, 421
ANIMALS, as sacrifice, 280, 281 , 282; creation,
14; cruelty to, 225; in evolution, 46; names
for, 45; souls of, 42
de Beaupr^, St., shrine of, 405
of marriage, 365
to the Blessed Virgin, 39
68, 69, 148, 396, 398, 415
ANOINTING, Holy. 340-41, 342
of the Sick, 106, 161, 206,
267, 340-43; ceremonies, 347; effects, 341;
institution, 340; matter and form, 270

mandment, 224-25;
98, 99, 101; when a

145,

— of the Mass, 306
— symbol, 411
ALB,

39

ANGELUS,

ANGER,

powers and
365, 371

AGNOSTICS

AGNUS

chief creatures cf God, 38-39;
in heaven, 177; creation, 34,
38; fallen, see Devil; guardian, 38, 39, 41,
393, 419; messengers of God, 68, 69, 148,
396; pure spirits, 15; rank, 39; symbols

companions

for,

of Canterbury, St., 119, 123
Hippo, St., conversion, 159, 324, 384;
Doctor of the Church, 27; teachings on:
Christ’s death, 79; confession, 317; expiation of venial sin, 289; heretics, 116, 147,
153; love,
184;
purgatory,
169168,
science in the Bible, 37; the Eucharist, 277
lawful, 189; of the Church,
143, 161, 250; of the state, 141, 223, 242;

—of

ANGELS,

St.,

temptation, 41 creation, 42, 354, 355;disobedience, 48-49; envied by Satan, 207; God’s
revelation to, 22; in limbo, 80; knowledge
of God, 20; obligations to God, 45; our first
parents, 44, 186; promise of redemption,
62; punishment, 48-49; supernatural gifts,

ADMONITION, 191, 201
ADORATION, 279, 281, 288

AUGUSTINE,

Salutation, 396

— virtue, 97

ANSELM,

269

first

ANGELIC,

Baptism

of,

269; Precious, 66, 184-

feast of, 416; sacrifice, 281

BLUE

Scapular, 387

422

"KNOW GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE”

;

INDEX
BODY,

care for, 224-25, 226-27 ; love of, 18485; origin, 42, 46-47; resurrection of, 81, 83,
153, 163, 170-71, 177; sanctified, 171, 177

BOMBAY, 401
BONAVENTURE,
BONIFACE,

CHALICE,

27

St.,

Germany,

119,

Catholic, 57
and magazines, indecent, 57, 126,
131, 203, 228, 231, 251
BOTANISTS, eminent Catholic, 140
BREAD, appearance of, 277, 278-79, 313

— Breaking 284
— for consecration,
of,

278-79, 291, 304
liturgical book, 131, 332, 350
221, 235
of Christ, 111, 149
of man, 141, 238
religious, 347, 380

BREVIARY,
BRIBES,

BRIDE

BROTHERHOOD,

Scapular, 387

BUGIA, 353
BURIAL, Christian,

163, 344-45, 361;

work

of mercy, 191

—pagan ceremonies, 43
BURSE,

rite,

121; vestments

and other

appurtenances, 299-3

27

St.,

CAIN,

son of Adam, envy of Abel, 61 guilty
of despair, 207; murder of Abel, 60, 180,
181, 224; sacrificial offering, 280
CAIPHAS, high priest, 77, 248
61; forbidden by Eighth Commandment, 247, 249; of priest a sacrilege,
;

CALUMNY,
353

Mass and, 286-87

77, 78-79;

CALVIN, John, and

120; holy-

days of obligation, 130
Day, 71, 386, 404, 414

CANDLEMAS
CANDLES,

blessed, at Benediction, 315; at
burial ceremonies, 344; at Tenebrae, 78;
for the altar, 293; in Baptism ceremony,
272; in blessing of throats, 414; in consecration of churches, 412; in processions, 404;

objects of devotion, 383 x 385, 386, 414
of the Mass, 306

CANON,

— law, 250-51
CANONICAL, age, 363
— examination for marriage, 368
— hours, 351
—
penance, 330, 336

CANONIZATION,
for,

146; requirements

127,

199

CAPITAL,

239, 240
58-63, 94

sins, 57,

virtues, 94-95
126, 129, 147
127
Confraternity of, 387

of, 125,

— Our Lady of Mt., 416
CARTHAGE,
CASSOCK,

384

59; fruit of the Holy Spirit, 93,
96, 97; evangelical counsel, 106, 376,
377, 378; sins against, 230, 231, 233, 367
94,

CHASUBLE, 29 T
CHEATING, 59, 235
CHEMISTS, eminent Catholic, 140
CHILDREN, 47; duties of, 216-17;

legiti-

macy, 231, 361; of mixed marriages, 363,
364-65; parents’ provision for, 357, 358;
scandalizing, 228
church architecture, 79
of angels, 39
CHRISM, 273, 275, 340
—Mass, 78, 371
CHRIST, see Jesus Christ

synod
297

of,

153

St.,

St.,

St.,

attitude

407

toward

separated
Christians, 156; eminent, 36-37, 140-41, 155
CELESTINE I. St., pope, 27
CELIBACY, 351, 377

Congregation

of,

consecration of
churches, 412; of Baptism, 272-73; of Confirmation, 274-75; of Extreme Unction, 341
of Holy Orders, 346-47; of Holy Week, 78;
of Matrimony, 369, 370-71; of the Mass,
302-309; of the sacramentals, 382; of the

COMMISSIONS,

COMMON

COMMUNION,
rites,

121; indulgences for, 337; name, 276;
310, 311; preparation for, 312;
41; thanks-

necessity,

remedy against temptation,

COMMUNISM,

11, 102-59;

a

to receive, 79,

139, 163, 237, 239, 240, 241,

244-45

COMPANIONS,

The,

when

giving after, 314-15;
145, 251, 260-61

— of the Mass, 307, 308
— of the Saints, 158-59, 334
— spiritual, 307
COMMUNITIES,

CHURCH,

of the Dead, in the

Mass, 306

the Colored People and Indians, 409
Pontifical, 127
good, 140, 185, 221
Holy, 79, 279, 310-11 {see
also Eucharist, Holy); dispositions for, 294,
312-13; effects, 314; first, 76; in Eastern

Christianity, 65
Christians, 67, 107, 112, 116
feast, 71, 254-55, 414

religious, 380-81; pledge,

381

visible organi-

zation, 103, 104, 109, 111; and Divine Revelation, 28-29, 37; and salvation, 150-51,
157; and the Holy Spirit, 85, 103, 104,
105, 112-13; and the state, 138-41; and
Tradition, 26-27; as teacher, sanctifier,
ruler, 104, 105, 107, 143; authority, 143,
250; Bride of Christ, 111, 149; catholicity
and apostolicity, 106, 111, 113, 116-17, 121;
chief feasts, 212, 253, 254-55, 414-17; commandments, 165, 250-51; converts, 105,
109, 123, 155; councils, 12, 27, 109, 123,
146, 147, 153, 154, 167, 195, 251, 351; dispensations, 251, 258, 259, 359, 362, 363,
364-65, 379; doctrines, 11, 12-13, 105, 106,
110, 114-15, 117, 121, 135, 144-49; exaltation of, 337; for Everyman, 117, 157; foundation, 25, 75, 79, 85, 102-105, 110, 115,
152, 413; government, 114, 115, 126-27;
head, 103, 108-109, 122-27; “hearing,” 102,
128; history, 111, 113, 118-21, 141, 149;

trium-

bad, 41, 56, 189, 203, 231,

325; eternal, 175, 177
abstinence, 259

COMPLETE
COMPLINE, 351
CONDITIONAL
CONFESSION,

Baptism, 271
260-61 {see also

Penance);

annual, 251, 260; choice of confessors, 333;
frequent, 41, 261, 327; general, 329; method
328-29, 333; necessity, 327, 337, 342,
355; qualities, 326-27; Protestant rejection
of, 153; sacramental, 317-18, 326-28; satisfaction in, 317, 318, 330-31; seal of, 249,
of,

332-33

CONFIDENCE in God, 375, 389
CONFIRMATION, 106, 116, 266,

274-75;
effects, 85, 267, 275; matter and form, 270,
275; minister, 128, 274, 343
CONFITEOR, prayer, 393, 418

— of the Mass, 302
CONFRATERNITY, 126, 406-407
—of Carmel, 387
— of Christian Doctrine, 133, 406, 407
— of the Most Holy Rosary, 407
CONGREGATIONALISMS, 155
CONGREGATIONS, of the Roman

Curia,

126-27

— religious, 379,

380-81

CONGRESSES, Eucharistic, 114, 197, 401
CONSANGUINITY, impediment of, 363
CONSCIENCE, 15, 21, 47, 180-81

— examination of, 165,

CHURCH

318-19, 328
and blessing, 382; of a
church, 383, 412; of an altar, 293, 383; of
bishops, 347, 349, 383; of the Mass, 276,
278, 285, 305-306
CONSENT to sin, 53, 97
CONSISTORIAL, Sacred Congregation of
the, 126
CONSISTORIES, 125
CONSOLATION, at time of bereavement,
345; from indulgences, 335; in purgatory,
169; work of mercy, 191
CONSTANTINE the Great, emperor, 118,

CHURCHING

— Hagia, Sophia,

357, 358; perpetuity, 64; persecution, 19,
101, 118, 119, 125, 139, 148, 149, 156;
powers, 103, 160-61; prayer for, 390; rites,
121; ritual and worship, 115; schism and
heresy in, 152-57; spread of, 408-409; states
of, 125; support, 135, 213, 251, 262-63, 290,
345, 364, 381 symbols for, 411 “teaching,”
29, 102, 128; teachings on Jesus Christ, 6465; True, 13, 110-13, 116, 117, 157, 413;
unity and holiness, 103, 111, 112-13, 114-15
of England, 113, 119, 155, 158
CHURCHES, consecration, 383, 412; forms
and parts, 79; places for prayer, 292, 391
of mothers, 71, 383
CIBORIUM, 294, 298, 315
CICERO, statesman, 21
CINCTURE, 291
;

CIRCUMCISION,

feast, 71, 253,

CITIZENS, duties of, 137,
CIVIL marriage, 360-61

CLEMENT

the

—

COMMEMORATION

— revelation, 23

I, St.,

— VII, pope, 358

Sacred

126
in

churches, 112, 152, 154-57 {see
also Church, The; Eastern Church, Catholic; Orthodox Eastern Church; Protestantism); founders, 112, 113; in the United
States, 112

414

140, 222-23

CIVILIZATION and the Church, 141
CLANDESTINITY, impediment of, 363

163, 345

CEPHAS, apostle, 108
CEREMONIAL, 350

CEREMONIAL,

CHRISTIAN,

;

see

CEREMONIES,

123

phant, 159, 305; ministers and officers, 107,
128-29, 131, 251; missions, 103-107, 138;
Mystical Body, 158-59, 213, 254, 256-57,

CATACOMBS, 292
CATECHUMENS, 271

CELTIC cross, 229
CEMETERIES, 162,
CENACLE, 85
CENSER, 298

of,

59, 166-69, 269;

— Oil of the, 340
CATHERINE, Labour*?,
387
— of Bologna, 200
— of Siena,
93, 233
CATHOLIC, Action, 126, 135, 136-37
— book clubs, 57
— Church, Church, The
— Church Extension Society, 409
— Committee for Refugees, 133
— Near East Welfare Association, 409
— Relief Services, N.C.W.C., 133
— Students’ Mission Crusade, 409
— Welfare Conference, National, 132-33,
— Youth Apostolate, 407
CATHOLICS,

CHOIRS

Supreme Order

of God, 10, 20, 165,

COMMISSARIAT of the Holy Land, 409
COMMISSION for Catholic Missions among

jurisdiction and orders, 103, 105, 128-29,
131, 143, 250-51; laws, 143, 165, 250-51;
liturgy, 27, 120, 121, 256-57, 284; membership, 102, 118-21, 134-35, 140-41, 151, 158militant, suffering,

CARDINALS,

CARMEL,

CHASTITY,

indefectibility, 148-49; infallibility, 144-47;

CARDINAL
—College

CHARLEMAGNE, emperor, 70
CHARMS, superstitious, 204, 205,

CHRISTMAS,

Calvinism, 119, 155, 195

CAMERA, Apostolic, 127
CANA, marriage at, 75, 354
CANADA, Eastern Rite Catholics,

—

182-93, 241, 251; sacramental
grace of Communion, 314; sins against,
61, 207; theological virtue, 9W, 91

180, 182-83, 194-95, 251, 372, 374; enumeration, 194; obligation for, 194, 195; symbols
411; First, 196-207; Second, 208-211;
Third, 212-15; Fourth, 216-23; Fifth, 22429; Sixth and Ninth, 225-33, 361; Seventh
and Tenth, 234-45; Eighth, 246-49
of the Church, 165, 250-51, 374; enumeration, 251; First, 252-57; Second, 258-59;
Third, 260-61; Fourth. 261: Fifth, 262-63;
Sixth, 360-61
for,

of, 75, 180,

— Papal

CAANANITES, 281
CAESARIUS of Arles,

CALVARY,

COMMANDMENTS,

act of, 393, 418; fruit of the Holy
Spirit, 93; heroic act of, 169; moral virtue,
99, 196; obligation of, 192-93, 197; precepts

CHOIR,

295

liturgical

Sacra-

see

ments

BOOK clubs.

BYZANTINE,

294, 295
Apostolic, 127
or spiritual mark,

CHANCERY,

CHARITY,

BOOKS

—

COEXISTENCE, 244
COLLECT, of the Mass, 303
COLLECTION, 263
COLLECTIVISM, 239, 243
COLLEGES, 126, 139
COLORS, liturgical, 292, 298-99

patriarch, 153
of, 123, 153
121

Council

rite,

CHARACTER

129, 149, 405

— IV, pope, 417
— VIII, pope, 335

BROWN

CHALCEDON,

CHALDEAN

apostle of

St.,

423

sacraments, 267

CERULARIUS,

pope, 27, 123

CLERGY, 121, 126, 129,
CLERICAL state, 134
“CLOSED seasons,” 365,
CLOVIS,

Fourth

CONTINENCE, 93; periodic,
CONTRACT, business, 235

of,

Commission

363

'KNOW GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE'

153

sin against

357
370

CONTRITION,

act of, 321, 322, 323, 328,
329, 341, 393, 403, 418; in the Beatitudes,
101; penitential, 318-23; perfect and imper-

322-23; prayer

COOPERATIVE

COPE,

389

109, 123, 155
in sin, 51; with grace, 89
associations, 241

297, 315

COPTIC

of,

249

sinful, 231, 233
of nations, 119

337

CONVERTS, 105,
COOPERATION,

bishop, 131

moral, 44, 47
Canon Law, 251; Pontifical
for Interpretation of, 127

of,

221

— rtuptial, 255, 353, 360, 369,
fect,

impediment

Commandment,

— of sinners,

CODE,

Councils

121

CONTEMPLATIVE life, 381
CONTEMPT, in mortal sin, 53;

CONVERSION,

371

— of

COERCION,

124-25, 149, 200

CONSTANTINOPLE,

CONTUMELY, 60,
CONVERSATION,

131-34

king, 149

COADJUTOR

CONSECRATION,

Church, 121

”

My

424
COPYING, 235
CORNELIUS, St.,

—

295
works of mercy, 190-91

DIRIMENT

315, 405, 416

COUNCIL,

Sacred Congregation of the, 126
of the Church, 12, 27, 126, 147,
251; Chalcedon, 123, 153; Constantinople,
153; Ephesus, 147, 153; Florence, 123, 147,
153; Jerusalem, 12, 107, 109; Lateran, 153;
Lyons, 153; Nicea, 147, 153; Trent, 147
154, 167, 195; Vatican I, 147; Vatican II,
27, 146, 153, 300, 351
COUNSEL, gift of, 92
COUNSELS, evangelical, 106, 376-81

COUNCILS

38, 42,
47; and the Creator, 10; and creatures, 15,
35, 38-39, 42-47; and natural science, 35,
37, 46-47; days of, 35; in the Bible, 35
table, 293

155

and, 127; Church’s power to grant, 251

;

for

lack of dowry, 379; from fast and abstinence, 258, 259; from matrimonial impediments, 362, 363, 364-65; papal, for non-

consummated marriages, 359

18-19, 173

—Revelation, 15, 22-23, 24, 28-29, 33, 36, 6263, 413
—Tradition, 22-23, 26-27
—Worship, see Liturgy; Mass; Worship
DIVINI Redemptoris, encyclical, 245

DIVORCE,

and the Pauline

106, 358-59;
privilege, 355; civil, 361

DOCTORS of the

225, 363

131, 353

Church, 29, 167, 175, 269,

DOCTRINES

339

of the Church, 11, 12-13 ff.,
105, 135 (see also Apostles’ Creed); aposto106; catholicity, 1 17, 121 infallibility,
144-49; unity, 114-15
prelate, 129

383, 386, 387; forms, 229; pectoral,
*

353

licity,

;

Exaltation of the, feast, 200, 417

— Sacrifice of the, 283-87
—Sign of the, 33,
—True, 118, 200,
—veneration of

— Way of the,
CRUCIFIX,

DOMESTIC

DOMINIC, Guzman,

384, 392, 418

— Savio,

201

the, 78, 79, 200,

383, 385

386, 387; indulgenced, 339
339, 421

CYRIL,

— of Jerusalem,
DAMNED,
DANCES,

St.,

blessing,

sin,

329
symbol,

uuvl,

DREAMS,

15,

for

DUALISM, 153
DUELLING, 163,

DYING,

EASTER,

415
311, 313
Church, Catholic, 120-21, 299-3,

DEBTS, 235

229

cross,

129

269

thoughts, sinful, 51,* 52, 95

DESPAIR,

161, 175, 206, 207, 227, 325
of man, 10-11, 184
93, 96, 100, 373
61, 247, 249
DEVILS, 15, 38, 39, 40-41, 177, 207, 385
DEVOTIONS, 389, 400-405; exaggerated,
197; new, 126
DIABOLIC possession, 40-41, 383

DESTINY

DETACHMENT,
DETRACTION,

DIALOGUE

Mass, 300
243
61, 94, 99
347
DIOCESES, new, 126
U.S., map, 130

DICTATORSHIP,
DILIGENCE,

DIOCESAN

—

priests,

ECCLESIASTICAL,

249
Affairs,

Sacred

Con-

gregation for Extraordinary, 126
of Italy, Pontifical Commission

— Archives

for the, 127

—seasons and year, 253, 254-55, 257, 414-17

ECONOMIC
ECUMENICAL

papal, 123, 127
sinful, 51, 52

of,

215, 231, 258.-59

—superiors, 115, 135, 158, 217, 250, 251
matters, 238-39, 243, 245

DECORATI 6 NS,

232-33, 237

175

in hell,

EPARCH, 129
EPHESUS, Councils

EPHRAEM,

St.,

of, 147,

Church

153

doctor, 27

EPIPHANY, feast of, 71, 253, 414
EPIPHANIUS, St., Church father, 27
EPISCOPACY, 439 (see also Bishops;

Hier-

archy )

EPISCOPALIANS,

106, 155

EPISTLE, of the Mass, 303
EPISTLES, 25

ERRONEOUS conscience,
ERROR,

impediment

of,

181

363

ETERNITY, 175, 177, 331; of God, 16
EUCHARIST, Holy, 170, 266, 267, 284,

311
(see also Communion, Holy); a sacrifice, 279,
284; and grace, 89, 233; appearances of,
106, 277-79, 284, 291, 313; gratitude for,
279, 315; in the Eastern Church, 121; institution, 75, 76, 78, 155, 276-78; matter and
form, 270, 277, 291; Real Presence, 278-79;
regulations for,
126;
transubstantiation,
277, 278
EUCHARISTIC celebration, 304-309; congress, 114, 197, 401
—fast, 301, 311, 313

EUTHANASIA, 225
EUTYCHES, 153
EVANGELICAL counsels, 106,
EVANGELISTS, 25, 27, 78, 81

376-81

symbols

;

for,

EVASIONS,

EVENING

95, 247
Mass, 301

—

35; greatest, 51-53, 79; inclination to,
40-41, 45, 48, 49, 219; insensitivity to, 51,
53; physical, 19; protection from, 385, 395
tree of the knowledge of good and, 45

EVOCATION,
EVOLUTION,

Mass

as,

257

42, 46-47

EXAGGERATED devotions,

197

of the Church, 337
Cross, feast, 200, 417
of conscience, 165, 318-19,

councils,

12, 27,

126,

EX
EXCOMMUNICATION,

158

EXISTENCE
EXORCISM,

383;

;

Church’s power, 41

baptismal ceremony,
272; in minor orders, 348; practiced by
Christ. 65
EXPIATION for sin, 55, 166, 167
EXPLORERS, eminent Catholic, 140
;

in

EXPOSITION of the Blessed Sacrament, 315,
400, 401

EXTERIOR,

147,

251; Chalcedon, 123, 153; Constantinople,
153; Ephesus, 147, 153; Florence, 123, 147,
153; Jerusalem, 12, 107, 109; Lateran, 153;
Lyons, 153; Nicea, 147, 153; Rome (proposed), 153, 351; Trent, 147, 154, 167,
195; Vatican, 146, 147
ECUMENISM, 156
EDEN, Garden of, 48
EDUCATION, Church and, 141 concern of
Catholic Action, 133, 137; duty of parents,
218-19, 245, 251, 357; government support
of, 139; support of, 263; work of mercy, 191
EGYPT, 71, 72, 281
EIGHTH Commandment, 246-49
prayers, 391, 421
ELEAZAR, high priest, 229
ELECTIONS, papal, 127
ELECTORS, duties of, 222-23
ELECTRICITY, eminent Catholics in, 140
ELEVATION, of the Mass, 306
ELIAS, prophet, 43
ELIZABETH, St., wife of Zachary, 74, 396

EJACULATORY

bad, 224, 228-29
—good, 73, 79, 188, 197, 219, 221
EXARCH, 129
cathedra, 147
134,
151,
163, 251, 333, 361
of God, 14-15, 20-21
a
sacramental, 382,

301, 311

EASTERN

EAVESDROPPING,

DESIRE, Baptism

retreats,

its

EXAMPLE,

34, 37
78, 81, 254-55, 316,

EASTERN

—
—
—

DESIRES and

130

Commandment,

nature, 61; opposed to brotherly
love, 94, 99, 207; source of sin, 57; torment
237;

— of the

—duty, 251, 260, 261,

EATING,

DELEGATES and visitors, apostolic,
DELICATE conscience, 181, 374
DEMONS, 40-41

forbidden by Tenth

328

of the Church, 151, 159, 163
—prayer for the, 159, 163, 166, 169, 191
raising of the, 65
reappearance of the, 41, 43
sacraments of the, 267
DEATH, 48, 49, 80, 81, 162, 207; existence
after, 43; freedom from, 44, 45; heroic, 227;
preparation for, 162-63, 340-43
of the rosary, 399

courtship and, 367

403; during Lent, 255; immoral, 56-57, 215
231

EXAMINATION

—members

emperor, 156

love of, 188-89

Friedrich, communist, 242

EXALTATION,

11

assistance to the, 343

EARTH,

—Lord’s, 212, 213

DECADE

ENEMIES,

ENGAGEMENT,
ENGELS,

ENGLAND, holydays of obligation,
ENTERTAINMENT, at time of

227

222-23, 229; of
bishops and priests, 131, 217; of children,
216-17, 229; of employers, 217, 220; of
parents, 218-19, 229; of superiors, 220-21;

towards God,

357

riage,

EVIL,

320

DAYS of Creation, 34-35
DE Profundis, prayer, 420
DEACONS, 107, 128, 348-49
DEAD, burial of the, 191, 344-45

DECIUS,

227

DULIA, veneration, 198
DUTIES, civic, 137, 140,

56, 215, 231
prophet, 23, 24, 25, 39, 64, 80
DATARY, Apostolic, 127

217 220

,

244-45; on
evolution, 47; on labor, 238-39; on mar-

411
51, 56, 61, 161, 224,

Temperance)

(see also

to property, 234-36
the, 171, 173

“DATING,” 346, 366
DAVID, king, 63, 67, 70, 80,
DAY, Last, 81, 83, 172-73

proper

386-87

DRUNKENNESS,

27

293 411

418

56, 228, 231, 233;

Church, 300, 313

— blessed,

231

92,

33, 388, 393,

205

DRESS, immodest,

DANIEL,

DEEDS,

339

33, 84,
DOWRY for religious,
379

DOXOLOGY,

of Alexandria, St., 27

DAMAGE

105, 398

St.,

372, 373

DOMITIAN, emperor, 156
DONATISM, 153
DOUBTFUL, conscience, 181

—

— prayer before the,

CRUCIFIXION, 77-79
CRUELTY, 189
CRUETS, 295
CRUSADES, 119
CURATES, 131, 262
CURIA, Roman, 126-27
CURIOSITY, 247; sinful,
CURSING, 209, 229
CYPRIAN, St., 27, 157

St.,

DOMINICAN

415

402-403
201, 229, 293, 344,

83

ENCHIRIDION 338
ENCYCLICALS, on communism,

ENVY,

221

at prayer, 55, 201, 391
DIVES, parable of, 60, 164
DIVINE, Office, 131, 256, 257, 351
Praises, 419

—
— Providence,

43

235, 237, 238-39, 240-41, 252

freedom from, 44 45

49;

’

13

CREMATION, 163, 251
CRIB, Christmas, 71, 414
CRIME and criminals, 11,
CROSS,

— of Christ, sect,
DISEASE,

DISHONESTY, 234-35
DISMISSAL prayers, of the Mass, 308
DISOBEDIENCE, 45, 58, 221
DISPARITY of worship, 363
DISPENSATIONS, Apostolic Penitentiary

DISTRACTIONS

CREDENCE

CROSIER,

ELYSIUM,

EMBER days, 256, 259
EMBEZZLEMENT, 235
EMMAUS, Christ’s appearance at,
EMPLOYERS and employees, 214

patriarch, 153
impediments, 362-63, 364
82, 83, 102, 103

DISRESPECT,

CREDO, of the Mass, 13, 304
CREED, Apostles’, 12-13 ff.

— blessing,

DISCIPLES,

duties toward one’s, 222-23

COURTS, 332
COURTSHIP, 366-67
COVETOUSNESS, 57, 59, 97, 237
CREATION, 14, 30, 32, 34-35, 37,

— Athanasian,
— Nicene, 13

156

DIOSCOROS,

CORPUS Christi, Feast of, 253,
COST of living, 239

COUNTRY,

Catholic Faith

DIOCLETIAN, emperor, 118,
DIONYSIUS, St., pope, 27

271

CORPORAL,

— worship, act

sin, act of, 51

of, 196
Unction, 106, 161, 266, 267,
340-43; ceremonies, 341; effects, 341; inmatter and form, 270
EZECHIEL, prophet, 23, 24, 64

EXTREME

stitution, 340;

“FACULTIES”

for confession, 127, 317
infallibility, 144; and private
revelation, 22; articles of, 13; fruit of the
Holy Spirit, 93; infallible announcements
on, 146-47; loss of, 59, 364; obligations of,
197; profession of, 13, 33, 158, 197, 203,
392; propagation of, 98, 99, 119, 126, 133,
263, 337, 349, 408-409; Protestant rule of,
27, 29, 155; rule of Catholic, 22-23, 29, 75,
114; safeguards for, 203; sins against, 202205; theological virtue, 90, 91
—Act of, prayer, 393, 418

FAITH, and

FAITHFULNESS,
FALL,

374

of angels, 39, 40
150-51
conscience, 181

— of man, 45,
FALSE,

"KNOW GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE

;

INDEX
— worship,

196, 203

FALSEHOOD,

14-15, 20-21, 412; glory of, 395;
of, 15, 16, 35; love of, 115, 181-82,
322, 372-73; man’s knowledge of, 10-11, 15,
20-21, 115; mercy of, 207; name of, 208209; perfections of, 15, 16-17; persons in, 13,
30-33; presence of, 55; providence of, 18-19;
service to, 11, 115, 373; Supreme Being,
14-15; symbols for, 15, 410-1 1 ; voice of, 181
will of, 19, 34, 35, 67, 389; worship of, 19697, 199, 280 ff.
The, 64-69, 75, 83, 145, 153
de Bouillon, 119
217, 272, 273, 275, 361
steady, 366

—

—

Christian burial, 163; confession, 317; priof the pope, 123; Purgatory, 167
FAULTFINDING, 54, 189

macy

evil, tree of

see

of,

the knowledge of, 45

95

353

Assisi, St., 19, 71, 89, 93, 352, 405,

414

—Xavier,

St., 98, 200, 399, 403, 405
I, Barbarossa, emperor, 119
10; and sin, 19, 45, 89, 135; faculty
of the soul, 42, 43; quality of a spirit, 15, 39;
Wycliff’s teaching, 153
of thought, 11
FREEMASONS, denied Christian burial,
163, 345; incur excommunication, 151;
membership condemned by Church, 203,
205, 251; not permitted as godparents, 273
Revolution, 215
FREQUENCY, of Communion, 261
of confession, 260-61
FRIDAY, abstinence on, 259
—First, 315, 339, 401

FREDERICK
FREE will,

FREEDOM

FRENCH

—

—Good,

78, 79, 415
and friendship, 189
FRUITS, of the Holy Spirit, 93
of the Mass, 288-89

—
— Last, 309
— of the Mass, 303

II,

27

25, 27, 28, 75, 115
61, 247, 248, 249

GOSSIP,

GOVERNMENT,

Church, 114, 115, 122-23,

source

—judgment, 83,

GENESIS, Book

— sanctifying,

45, 48, 52, 85-87, 90, 105, 151,
153, 201, 267, 269, 314, 317, 341, 349, 374
of, 86, 87, 89 159, 223, 311, 334, 338
of the Mass, 303
GRAPES, blessing of, 287

—state

GRADUAL,

GRAVES,

GREAT

consecrated, 345

— music,
Order

I,

the Great,

St.,

pope, 27; papal

St.,

GUILDS,

St.,

156-57
329

172-73, 174

46-47

GLUTTONY,

St.,

75

—Gates

HENRY

148, 157
VIII, king, 59, 119, 155, 358

of,

HERALDIC

57, 60, 61, 94, 99

375,

—
—

118, 200
HELL, 10, 40, 53, 57, 80, 81, 165, 331;
Christ’s reference to, 174; torments of, 174-

Commission

for

389;

existence

the

Pontifical

Court, Permanent, 127

HERESY

14-15, 30, 37, 38-39,
42-27; and hell’s creation, 53; and man’s
soul, 12, 42-43; and sin, 19, 49; attributes,
15-17, 30, 34, 35, 207; Commandments of,
10, 20, 165, 180, 182-83, 194-95, 251, 372;
in,

forbidden by Fifth Commandment, 224, 225; sources of, 59, 60, 61, 207
of God, and mortal sin, 53; offense against
charity, 207
HEALTH, 184, 226, 340, 385 (see also Life)
“HEARING Church,” 102
HEART of Jesus, Sacred, devotion to, 22, 66,
201, 400-401
feast of, 416
League of the, 407
10, 17, 34, 39, 49, 53, 62, 80, 81,
83, 87, 165, 171, 176-77

GNOSTICISM, 153
GOD, and creation, 10,

confidence

Incarnation greatest example
exemplification, 72, 73; moral
virtue, 96-97; opposed to pride, 58, 94; the
Little Way, 375
feeding the, 191
HUS, John, 119, 153
and wife, 356

HUSBAND

and

and heretics, and Church membership, 134, 158; and St. John’s Gospel, 27;
and the Holy Office, 126; denial of Christian burial, 163; in the Church’s history,
119, 149; leaders of, 156; nature and kinds
of,

198

union, 67

ICONOCLASM,

prayer, 393, 397, 419
393, 396-97, 418

43, 45

HATRED,

HELENA,

388

384

HUMANI generis, encyclical, 47
HUMERAL veil, 297, 298, 315

HYPERDULIA, veneration,
HYPOCRISY, 58, 248

emperor, 156

HEAVEN,

76

GIFTS of the Holy Spirit, 90, 92-93
GLORIA, in Excelsis Deo, 255, 303,

175

for consecration, 278-79, 291

sinful, 51

—

48

GENUFLECTIONS, 121, 196, 279, 400
GEOLOGISTS, eminent Catholic, 140
GEORGE, St., martyr, 410

GETHSEMANI,

pope, 71
obligation of, 197; sins against,

III,
;

HUNGRY,

27

angels, 38, 39, 41, 393, 419
duties towards, 217

240

of sin, 51, 55, 161, 162

— Mary, prayer,

— Patri, 33, 388, 393, 418
GLORY, God’s, 395
— in heaven, 177

90, 91

206-207
Act of, prayer, 393, 418

of, 68; Jesus’

GUARDIANS,

GUILT

216, 247
salvation, 185

HONORIUS

HUMILITY,

St.,

GUARDIAN

— and

-

HOUDINI, Harry, 205
HOURS, canonical, 357
HOUSE, blessing for, 383,

123

of,

—

HOSTS

141

GREGORY,

— VII, pope, 105
— Nazianzen, 27
— of Nyssa, 27
— Thaumaturgus,

85*

HONOR,

—

priests,

and the Church,

HOMELESS,
HOMILY, 303
HONESTY, 234

HOPELESSNESS,
HOSPITALS, 139

— language in the liturgy, 121
—
350
— schism, 153, 156
GREGORIAN, calendar, 121
— Masses, 169, 291

90;

103, 104-105, 112-13; app earances, 84, 85,
109; gifts and fruits, 90, 92-93; in Confirmation and Holy Orders, 85, 274; names for,
85; sins against, 161; symbols for, 15, 33, 84
92, 411; work of, 69, 85, 113
Thursday, 76, 78, 79, 365, 415
—Week, 76, 78, 255, 415
sheltering the, 191

HOPE,

Commandments, 182-83

HAIL, Holy Queen,

of, 14, 35, 37, 42,

and grace, 86-89,

—
—

HAPPINESS,

“GATES of Hell,” 148,
GENERAL, confession,

—Spirit, 13, 23, 30, 31, 32, 33, 83, 84-101, 153;

374

of,

—actual, 41, 55, 88-89, 385
at meals, 393, 419
novena of, 403
—sacramental, 261, 266-68, 275, 314, 316-17,
341, 349, 355

HABIT,

archangel, 39, 68, 69, 148, 396

— of Gethsemani, 76
— of Olives, 67, 77
— of Paradise, 45, 48

of,

126-31, 250-51
—civil, 220-23, 242, 245
GRACE, from the Mass, 288-89; means of,
89, 105, 115, 201, 267; resistance to, 89;

HADRIAN,

191, 217, 344-45

St.,

—
—
— See and communism, 244-45
— Sepulchre, papal Order 123

GOSPELS,

HYPOSTATIC

—

FUNERALS,

78, 85, 155, 346-53; and matri106, 363, 364; classes of priests, 347;
major and minor orders, 34849; matter and form, 270, 349; minister,
346, 349; requirements for reception, 126,
347; symbol for, 411
Saturday, 78, 365, 415
Scripture, see Bible

mony,

FRIENDS

GAMBLING, 181
garden, of Eden,

—oils, 78, 273, 383, 415

— Orders,

effects, 349;

GREEDINESS, 61
GREEK, cross, 229

89

Sales, St., 27, 60, 95, 99,

God’s, 15, 16, 35
GOSPEL, First, 62
enthronization at Vatican Council.

of

126

the,

39, 87, 89, 99, 101, 115, 135, 159,
161, 165, 192-93, 213, 247, 331, 335, 345,

FORTUNE telling, 204, 205
FORTY Hours’ Devotion, 315
FOUNDATION of the Church, 75, 79, 85,
102-105, 115, 152, 413
FOUNDERS of Christian churches, 102, 112,
113, 154-55
FOURTH Commandment, 216-23
St.,

of,

90

186, 191
105, 109, 134, 207

—works,

heretics, 152

FORNICATION, 231
FORTITUDE, 93, 94,

to,

the,

see

130, 212, 215, 253, 254-55, 291, 414-17

— Eucharist, Eucharist, Holy
— Family, 72-73; feast 414
— hour, 279, 315
— Innocents, feast 414
—Land, 495, 409
— Name Society, 209, 407, 414
— of Holies, 79
— Office, Supreme Sacred Congregation

123

GOODNESS,

105, 106, 160-61, 289, 316, 317, 320,
326, 385, 395
and matter of sacraments, 266, 268,

GABRIEL,

HOLY,

73, 79, 188, 197, 219, 221
78, 79, 365, 415

— inclination
— Samaritan,

224-29
196-207

395

Borgia,

and

of,

God’s, 17
39
Anointing, 340-41, 342

— of the angels,

—days,

Order

Commis-

sion of, 127

HOLINESS,

— Childhood, Pontifical Association of
119, 409
— Communion, Communion, Holy

—thief, 160, 336

—of sins,

—of

GOOD,

—Shepherd,

FLATTERY, 248
FLIGHT into Egypt, 71
FLORENCE, Council of, 123, 147
FLOWERS, 255, 292; symbolism, 411
FOOD, and drink, 215; sacrifice, 281
“FORBIDDEN times” for marriage, 365, 371
FOREMASS, 302-303
FORGIVENESS, of injuries, 99, 188-89, 191,

— de

HIERARCHY, 102, 128-29, 158
HILARY St 27
HISTORICAL Sciences, Pontifical

—example,

FIDELITY, 356, 374
FIFTH Commandment,
FILIAL piety, 95
FIRST Commandment,
“FIRST Gospel,” 62

FRANCIS,

HEROIC,

— death, 227

GOD-MAN,

GODFREY
GODPARENTS,
GOING
GOLDEN rule, 187
GOLDEN Spur, papal
GOLGOTHA, 79
—Friday,

27, 200, 212, 253, 254-55,

414-17; vigils of, 259
—Jewish, 282
FEES, Church, 262-63, 264

FORM
270
FORMAL

king, 13, 39, 59, 70, 71, 72, 89, 156,
209, 211, 221
act of charity, 169

goodness

414
—life, 215, 354, 356, 357, 358
planning, 357
FANON, papal cape, 353
FARMING, 214, il5
FASCISM, 243
FAST, and abstinence, 106, 145, 231, 251
258-59, 376
—days, 130, 259
Eucharistic, 311, 313
FATHERS of the Church, membership, 29;
teachings on: Bible interpretation, 29;

FEAR, 57
—of God, 93, 323
FEASTS, Catholic,

425
HEROD,

nature,

246-49

FAMILIARITY, 231
FAMILY, Holy, 72-73,

152-55, 203
Blessed, 397

HERMAN,
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IDLENESS,

121, 153

231

IDOLATRY,

62, 153, 196, 201, 204, 205, 281

IGNATIUS, of Antioch, St., 104, 116,
—of Loyola, St., 19, 89, 98, 105, 391

200

IHS, symbol, 67, 411
IMAGE of God, 184

IMAGES,

—

sacred, 201, 205
veneration of, 147, 153, 199, 404

IMBECILITY, impediment

IMITATION of Christ,

of,

363

165, 169
Conception, 49,
146, 397; feast of, 253, 259, 414
133, 405
Baptism by, 270

IMMACULATE

50,

145,

— shrine,

IMMERSION,
IMMIGRATION, 133
IMMODESTY, 56, 228, 231, 233
IMMORTALITY, 42, 43, 45, 280,

412

IMPARTIALITY, 221
IMPECCABILITY, 144
IMPEDIMENTS, to matrimony,

126, 36264, 369; to the religious state, 378, 379

IMPENITENCE, 161, 164
IMPERFECT, contrition, 322-23

— love of God,

183

IMPERFECTIONS, 40, 55
IMPOTENCE, impediment of, 363
IMPRISONED, visitation of the, 191
IMPURITY, 51, 59, 230-33
INCARDINATION, 68-69
INCENSE,

295, 344

1

My

426
47
45, 49, 314; good, 90,

INCOME, 241, 263
INDEFECTIBILITY

of the Church, 148-49
of obligation, 130
INDIFFERENTISM, 203, 207
INDISSOLUBILITY of marriage, 355, 358,
361-63, 365

INDIVIDUALISM, 139,
INDULGENCES, 153,

nature and advantages, 334; partial, 33839; plenary, 336, 338-39, 417; “toties quo338-39, 417
reform, 238
106, 144-47
Baptism, 26, 153, 269-70

INFIDELITY and infidels, 118,
INFUSION, Baptism by, 270

202, 281, 377

Apostle, St., 22, 24, 25, 97, 106, 107
123, 189, 230, 377, 411
Baptist, St., 13, 65, 74, 75, 80, 84, 92,

160,351,416,417

XXIII, pope, 238, 381; on the rosary,
398, 399; presiding at Vatican Council II,
146; proscribes communism, 137; on religious vocations, 381
JOSEPH, St., descendant of David, 70; exemplar of virtue and family life, 221, 354
356, 377; feasts, 253, 415, 416; flight into
39, 71, 72; in limbo, 80; patron of
happy death, 199; spouse of Mary, 65, 69
patriarch, 19, 60, 61, 67, 80
of Arimathea, St., 79
indulgence, 335, 337, 338

Iscariot, 58, 59, 64, 77, 109, 115, 161

207,226,311

JUDE, St., 25,
JUDGES, 221

27

JUDGMENT,

General, 83, 172-73, 174
164-65

— Particular,

religious,

INTELLECT, 15, 43, 95
INTENTIONS, for Mass,

380

—rash, 225, 247, 249

— sacrifice, 280
— worship, 196

of priests, 317, 350-51; of
the Church, 103, 105, 128-29, 143, 250-51;
of the hierarchy, 103, 105, 124, 128-30; of
the pope, 123, 124-25, 129
anger, 61
JUSTICE, after death, 164, 165; and just
rights, 189; beatitude, 101; Divine, 17, 49,
335; moral virtue, 94, 95, 97; on earth, 57;
related to liberality, 97; sins against, 231,
235; social, 141, 238-41, 245

JUST

INTERNATIONAL,

Eucharistic
114, 197, 401; relations, 243
INTERNUNCIOS, apostolic, 129
IT, of the Mass, 302

INTRO
INVOCATION,

Congress

257

IRELAND, holydays
IRENAEUS, St., 27
IRRELIGION, 242

IRREVERENCE,

of obligation, 130

KINGDOM

47, 209

ISAAC, patriarch, 62, 67, 80, 196
ISAIA prophet, 23, 24, 25, 63, 64,

KIRCHER,

KNOX, John,

382

80,
St.,

Athanasius, S. J., 20
of peace, in Confirmation, 275; in the
Mass, 306; of wedding ring, 371
40/

45, 93; God’s, 17,
31; infused, 45; of self, 319, 329; of wrong,
44, 47, 53

apostle, 25,

107,

189; liturgy of, 121; shrine, 405
St., apostle, 107

EROME,

St., 25,

1 ERUSALEM,

— Councils
— Temple

Anthony,

S. J.,

214-15, 239-41; encyclical references to, 237, 238, 239, 240, 241
unions, 238, 241
LAITY, 126, 128, 134-37, 153, 191; eminent
among, 36-37, 140
of God,” 74 (see also Agnus Dei)
LAMPS, sanctuary, 293; votive, 385
LANGUAGES, liturgical, 121, 301
LAST, anointing, 340-43

—

25, 63, 64

27
109

Christ, 20, 23, 31, 61, 62-83, 205, 256,
374; adoration of, 401; and the Bible, 25;
of ministry, 75; apparitions, 81; as
judge, 74, 83, 164, 172, 173, 268, 414; as
priest, 286; as the Good Shepherd, 105, 134;
62-63; ascen-

aim

as the promised redeemer, 25,
sion, 65, 80, 82-83, 171, 253, 255, 416; baptism, 33, 74, 84, 268, 414; “brothers” of, 73;

claims of, 64-65, 77; divinity, 27; effects of
death, 76-77, 79, 83; feasts, 253, 254-55,
41 4-1 7; founder of the Church, 75, 85, 102105, 115, 152, 413; God-Man, 64-69, 75, 83,
145, 153; hidden life, 72-73; historical facts
about, 65, 66; His will, 67, 153; Incarnation and birth, 65, 68-71; Kingship, 82, 83,
395, 405, 417, 421; length of life, 73; merits
of, 49, 86, 92, 160-61, 184, 287, 289, 334-35,
374; miracles, 64-65, 74-75, 171, 383; model
and example, 72, 73, 79, 95, 96-97, 99, 101,
216, 217, 373, 376-77; name, 67, 71, 208209, 407, 414; our redeemer, 13, 77; person
and nature, 27, 31, 32, 33, 64-67, 68, 83,
1 53 predictions, 64,81,151,152,1 72 proph;
ecies about, 62-63; public life, 74-/5, 76,
105; resurrection, 65, 80-81, 82-83; source
of faith, 26; sufferings and death, 75, 77
78-79, 81, 83, 99, 285, 287; symbols for,
411; temptations, 40, 41 50, 75; the Saviour,
63; transfiguration, 65; types of, 67
JEWS; and Revelation, 43; and the promised
redeemer, 62-63; and the resurrection, 83;
and the ten commandments, 194; Bible
historical record of, 25; observance of the
sabbath, 214; sacrifice among, 281, 282,
301; status at time of Christas birth, 70;
their religion a type of true church, 79, 113;
veneration for God’s name, 209
JOB, patriarch, 19, 40, 80
;

“LAMB
—Day,

JOHN,

248

Bosco,

St.,

405

LITURGY,

27, 120, 121, 256-57, 284;

163, 342-43
75, 76, 77, 81, 85, 105, 274, 276,

—Supper,

277, 278, 285-86,

LATIN

—Prayer,

188, 394-95, 418

— Supper, 284, 291
LORETTO, litany of, 396, 399
— shrine, 405

115, 404, 405

LOVE,

84, 91, 182-93; law of, 75; of enemies
friends, 187-89; of God, 11, 182-83, 195;

and

of neighbor, 61, 99, 182, 186-87, 207; of oneself, 184-85; of parents, 187, 216; spiritual,
375; type and model in marriage, 356, 357,

358

LOYALTY, 222, 223
LUCIFER (Satan), 40,

LAV ABO,

Martin, reformer, and Lutherans,
27, 119, 147, 152, 153, 154, 155, 157, 195
LUXURY, 231
LYING, 54, 55, 59, 181, 211, 246, 247, 248-49
LYNCHING, 225
LYONS, Council of, 153

bishop, 153
indecent, 57, 126, 203, 231,

—Old,

—

suits,

LAX

214

MANAGEMENT,

241

297

MARK

the Evangelist,

St.,

25;

symbol

for,

121

MARRIAGE,

see

MARTHA and

120

Matrimony

Mary, 189

MARTIN of Tours, St., 27, 190, 378
MARTYROLOGY, 350
MARTYRS and martyrdom, 13, 95, 115, 202
227
MARX, Karl, socialist, 242
MARY,

Blessed Virgin, 83, 93, 232; annunto, 39, 69, 415; apparitions, 22, 43;
to, 41, 233, 387; feasts, 71, 253,
386, 404, 414-17; Immaculate Conception,
49, 50, 145, 146, 253, 259, 397, 414; model
of family life, 354, 356, 357; Mother of
ciation

St., 60, 62,

65, 74, 75

164, 189
61

of the Sacred Heart, 407
LECTOR, minor order, 348
LEGATES, papal, 126, 129, 147, 401
LEGION, of Decency, 57
of Mary, 407
LEGITIMACY, 126, 231, 261
LENIN, Nikolai, 242, 243, 244
LENT, 75, 254, 255, 259, 365
I, the Great, St., pope, 27, 123, 125
—VIII, pope, 138

— XII, pope, 213

of, 10-

MANICHAEISM, 12
MANNERS, 209, 247

MARONITE church,
ff

28, 209, 212, 284, 372, 405

LEO

end

11, 184; first, see Adam and Eve; knowledge
of God, 10-11, 15; likeness to God, 35, 4243; origin, 33, 44-47; soul, 42-43, 47; will,

cornering the, 235
of the Church, 110-11; catholicity
and apostolicity, 111, 116-17, 121, 413;
unity and holiness, 103, 110, 114-15, 413

conscience, 181

LAY Baptism, 271
LAZARUS of Bethany,

—

MAN,

MARKS

198

21, 151, 180-81, 234, 251

LAZINESS,

348-49

prophet, 24, 284,
51, 61, 207, 209
characteristics, 44, 45, 47;

MALICE,

MARKET,

121, 300-301

213

LEAGUE

MAJOR orders*

MALACHIA,

41

of the Mass, 305
Cardinal, 191
11, 28; revealed, 180, 194
143, 250-51

—Natural,

MAGI, The, 39, 71, 253
MAGIC, 205; prayers, 391, 399
MAGNIFICAT, prayer, 388

,

for,

—Civil, 223

—New,

411

294, 298

59, 94. 97, 204, 231

— liturgy of,

LAVIGERIE,
LAW, of God,
—Canon,

207

41,

61,
LUKE the Evangelist, St., 25;59,symbol
for,
LUKEWARMNESS, 13, 61

MANIPLE,

America, Pontifical Commission

LATRIA, adoration,
LAUDS, 351

king, 359

II,

LOUIS of France, St., 190, 211, 232, 405
LOURDES, Our Lady of, 22; feast, 414

— shrine,

MANUAL oj Indulgences 338
MARCUS Aurelius, emperor, 156
MARGARET Mary, St., 22, 401

121, 153

127

— cross, 229
— language at Mass,

mean-

ing, 301

— books of the, 350
LIVING, sacraments of the, 267
—wage, 221, 235, 239, 240
LORD’S, Day, 212-13

10, 19, 39, 42, 43, 89, 153

— Sacraments,
—

,

lie,

81, 83, 173
83, 172-73, 174

Judgment,

— words of Christ, 78291, 294
LATERAN, Council, Fourth,
— Treaty, 125

N.C.W.C., 133

27, 121, 212, 215, 253, 254-55, 291,

414-17

251

JESUS

JOCOSE

—year,

MAGAZINES,

332

LABOR,

25, 72, 73, 76, 119, 195, 405

of, 12, 107,
of, 79

LITTLE Way, The, 374, 375
LITURGICAL, Commission,

MACEDONIUS,

reformer, 119

KOHLMANN,

con-

vert authors, 155

LUTHER,

— the Less,

JANSENISM, 153
ANUARIUS, St., 200
EALOUSY, 59
EREMIAS, prophet, 23,

80, 269
altar, 295

LINENS,

LUST,

KNIGHTS of Columbus,
KNOWLEDGE, 11, 15,

of obligation, 130

JACOB, patriarch, 62,
JAMES, the Greater,

Nikita, 242, 243
of God, 75, 83, 87

KISS
67, 80

ITALO-Greeks, 120

ITALY, holydays

41; everlasting, 10, 43, 176-77

— tree of, 45
LIMBO,

LITANY of the B.V.M., 396, 399
LITERATURE, 57; eminent Catholic

LUNETTE,

KHRUSHCHEV,

59, 94, 97

LIFE, and health, 184, 225-27, 234, 259, 340-

LOTH AIRE

JUDITH, 97
JURISDICTION,

288, 302
337, 339
INTERCESSION of the saints, 199
INTERIOR, sin, 51

— of the pope,

245

249

LIBEL, 249

—the

JUBILEE

139, 237, 238, 239, 240,
— Ill, the Iconoclast,
emperor, 153

LIBERALITY,

—the

JUDAS

forgiveness of, 99, 188-89, 191
III, pope, 141
Holy, 72; feast, 414

INNOCENT

INRI, symbol, 229, 411

—XIII, pope,

LETTERS,

JOY, 93

INNOCENTS,

INSTINCT, 42
INSTITUTES,

27, 52, 68, 73, 169,

332

27
St., 300

—
—

INDUSTRIAL

INFALLIBILITY,

INJURIES,

St., 13,

JOHN

239

154,
334-39; for
prayers and objects, 337, 338-39, 343, 393,
397, 399; for the dead, 169, 337, 417; grant
of, 126, 336; how to gain, 338-39, 343, 345;
jubilee, 335, 337, 338; Manual of, 338, 418;

ties/’

— Nepomucene,
—of God, 191
— of the Cross,
— the Almoner,

St.,

INDIA, holydays

INFANT

St.,

207

314

93, 95,

Catholic Faith

—CHRYSOSTOM,

boat, 298

INGEST,

INCLINATIONS, evil,

devotion

God, 19, 62, 65, 67, 68-71, 377; prayers to,
69, 97, 255, 396-99, 418-19, 420; Queenship, 416; seven sorrows of, 387, 415;
shrines, 404, 405; symbols for, 411; veneration, 198,

MARY

204; visitation, 396, 416

Magdalen,

St., 39, 83, 105,

160, 182,

320, 322

MARY,

sister

MASONS

of Moses, 331

and Freemasonry,

151, 163, 203,

205, 251, 273, 345
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INDEX
MASS,

115, 197, 199, 278, 279, 284-309, 400;
assistance at, 213, 251, 300-301; blessings
at, 392; celebrant, 290, 350; ceremonies,
302-309; Christmas, 71, 291; consecration,
276, 278, 285, 306; Eastern rites, 121; ends,
288; evening, 301; first, 285; for poor souls,
169, 217, 344-45; fruits, 288-89; Gregorian,
169, 291; institution, 76, 105; kinds, 289,
301, 309, 345, 355; language, 301; liturgy,
256-57; manner of hearing, 213, 302-309;
materials for, 121, 291; Missa recitata, 300;
names for, 121, 284; nuptial, 355, 365, 369,
370-71; obligation for, 219, 251, 252-53;
of reparation, 339; of the pope, 290; offerings for, 290; perpetuity oi, 300; pontifical,
289; requiem, 291, 309, 345; solemn, 25,
289, 290, 300, 301 ; source of spiritual life,
338; stipends, 205, 255, 263, 290-91; Sunday, 145, 213; time for celebration, 291,
300; true sacrifice, 284-87; value, 290; variations, 121, 289; Vatican Council II, 300;
vestments for, 296-99; votive, 309; wedding

anniversary, 371

MATERIAL,

—

heretics, 152

eminent

Catholic,

140

MATINS,

351

MATRIMONY,

106, 127, 153, 231, 251, 35471, 377; a contract, 355, 360, 361, 369; an365,

nulment, 365; banns,
368-69; between
baptized and unbaptized persons, 355, 359;
canonical examination, 368; ceremonies,
369-71; chastity in, 97; civil ceremony, 360,
361; courtship and engagement, 366-67;
dispensation, 362, 364, 365; duties in, 97,
356-57; effects, 355: impediments, 126, 36264, 369; indissolubility, 355, 358, 359, 36163, 365; institution, 354; laws on, 360-61,
371; matter and form, 270, 354-55; ministers, 354, 359, 361, 369; mixed, 363, 36465, 366; models for, 356, 357, 358; nonconsummated, 359; nullity, 365; preparations for, 368-69; purpose, 355, 357, 358;
requirements and dispositions, 355; separation in, 361; symbol for, 411; table of relationships, 362-63; validity, 126, 355, 359, 361,
362-63, 365; when a sacrament, 355, 360;
witnesses in, 355, 361
and form for sacraments, 266, 268,

MATTER,
270

sin,

St.,

devotions, 416
abstinence

MEALS,

St.,

25, 107;

sym-

107

fast

at,

258-59;

MELANCTHON, Philipp, reformer, 112
MELKITES, 120
MEMBERS of the Church, 102, 118-21, 13435, 140-41, 151, 158-59, 166-69, 269
MEMENTO, of the Mass, 306
MEMORARE, prayer, 303, 418
MENTAL prayer, 391
101; God’s, 17, 207; works of, 140,

190-93

and meritorious works,

19, 45,

52,

159, 263, 268, 317, 325, 331,

334-35
of Jesus Christ, 49, 86, 92, 160-61,
184, 287, 288-89, 334-35, 374
MESSIAS, see Jesus -Christ
131

METROPOLITAN,
MEXICAN Seminary,

N.C.W.C. Committee

the, 133

MICHAEL,

archangel, 40
Workers, N.C.W.C.
Committee for, 133
MILAN, Edict of, 118, 149
MILDNESS, 93

MIGRANT

St.,

Episcopal

MI LEVI, Synod of, 153
MINISTERS of the sacraments,

268, 270,
271, 274, 275, 317, 340, 341, 347, 349, 354,

369

MINOR orders,

149

MONASTIC
MONICA,

378

life,

St.,

159, 345, 389

MONOGRAMS, sacred, 410, 411
MONOPHYSITES, sect, 153
MONOTHELITES and Monothelitism,
MONSIGNOR, 129
MONSTRANCE, 294,
MONTANISM, 153

153

298, 315

MONTEZUMA Seminary,
mittee for, 133
MORAL virtues, 94-99

infallible

an-

MOSES,

prophet, 20, 23, 24, 25, 43, 54, 62,
67, 115, 194, 282, 382, 410

MUSIC,

23; gift of, 111, 115; of Christ,
64-65, 74-75, 171, 201, 383; of the Apostles,
93, 1 07, 1 09, 208 of the saints, 115,1 99, 201

MIRACULOUS

;

medal, 387
recitata, 300
27, 213, 295, 300, 305

"KNOW'

of the Mass, 304
duties towards, 223;
tions of public, 220*-21, 229, 235

Radio

lie, 248
holv, 78, 273, 340-41, 383, 415
Testament, 23, 25, 33, 43, 71 on Pur;

gatory, 167
OLIVET, Mt., 82, 253

OMENS,

227

52

of God, 15, 17, 30, 34, 35
of the poor, 141, 206, 221,

27

St.,

fratres, in the

Mass, 305

of the universe, 20, 22, 37; regu-

Mohammed

and Moham-

225

a good, 246, 247; baptismal, 271; of
67, 71, 208-209,

God, 208-209; of Jesus,

emperor, 65, 141, 157, 310,

359

NATHANIEL, disciple, 246
NATIONAL, Catholic Community

major and minor, 348-49; powers

— pontifical, 123
— religious, 191, 378,
— third, 406

ORDINATION, 346, 348, 350
ORIENTAL Canon Law, Pontifical Commission for the Codification of, 127
ORIENTAL Church, Sacred Congregation
for the, 126

ORIGIN,

theologian, 195
of man, 37, 44-47; of matter, 34-35,

37

ORIGINAL

sin, 48-49, 50, 87, 153, 161, 269
Eastern Church, 119, 120,
121, 152, 153, 266
294, 298, 315
Father, prayer, 1 88, 306, 393, 394-95, 4 1
private, 237, 238-39

ORTHODOX
OUR

OWNERSHIP,

PACEM in terris, teachings,
PACHOMIUS, St., 378

242-43

PAINS,

purgatory, 168-69

in hell, 174-75; in

PAINTERS, eminent
414

Catholic, 140

PALL, 295

PALLADIUS, St., 123
PALLIUM, 131, 353
PALM, blessed, 383, 386,

NATURE, meaning of, 67
NAVE of church, 79
NAVIGATION and exploration,

PAPAL chamberlain, 129
PARABLES of Our Lord,
PARACLETE, The, 85

69, 72-73, 396,

eminent

East Welfare Association, Catholic, 409
bodily, 234, 238-39

NEEDS,

NEIGHBOR, love of, 61, 99, 182, 186-87,
NERO, emperor, 118, 156
NESTORIUS and Nestorianism, 153
NEW, Testament, 23, 25, 26, 27, 33 (see

207

also

Bible)

— Year’s Day, 71, 215
NEWSPAPERS,

NEWTON,
NICEA,

57, 133
Isaac, scientist, 21
of, 13, 147, 153
of Myra, St., 71

Councils

NICHOLAS
NINTH Commandment,

230-32, 361
23, 51, 67, 80, 230, 382
Catholics, 135
attitude of Catholics towards, 156; cooperation with, 243
prayer, 351
American College at Rome,
N.C.W.C. Pontifical Commission for, 133

NOMINAL

NON-CATHOLICS,
NONE,

NORTH

GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE”

387, 404
76, 78, 404, 405, 415

—Sunday,

60, 75, 115, 164

PARADISE, 44-45, 48
PARENTS, duties of, 218-19,

405

N.C.W.C., 132-33, 407

NEAR

102-

380-81

— of Our Lady, 417
NATURAL, law, 21, 151, 180-81,212,234,251
— science, 35, 36-37, 46-47, 140-41
— virtues, 90-91
NAZARETH,

of,

103, 104-105, 128-29, 155

OSTENSORIUM,
Service,

133

— Catholic Resettlement Council, 133
—Catholic Welfare Conference, 132-33, 407
— Legion of Decency, 57
— Organization for Decent Literature, 133

NATIONS, duty of, 189
NATIVITY, of Jesus, 70-71,

375
Holy, 85, 106, 155, 346-53, 364;

ORDERS,

140; symbol

407, 414

I,

sins of, 51,

240, 244

larity and,
in,

of the rosary, 398-99
33, 68, 69, 75
158-59, 213, 254,
256-57, 301; type and model of marriage,
357, 358

NAPOLEON

204

OMISSION,

OPTATUS,

ORATE

— supernatural, 22,

NAME,

obliga-

OFFICIOUS
OILS,

OLD

ORDER,
59, 60, 224, 225,

eminent Catholics
see

choice of, 219
church, 262-63; for the dead,

344-45

OPPRESSION

N.C.W.C. Committee

for sacred, 411

MUSLIMS,

OFFERINGS,

OFFERTORY,
OFFICIALS,

OMNIPOTENCE

225

origin of, 37

on, 133; Pontifical Commission for,
and Television, 127

MOURNING, 345
MUNICH, 401
MURDER, 47, 51,

perpetual, 213, 256, 257
diabolic, 41
in sin, 58, 161
of sin, 56-57, 206, 231, 233,

OCCUPATION,

323;
87, 151; and vice,
161; concealment of, in confession, 326;
contrition for, 321; entirety of confession,
327; eternal punishment for, 174, 331;
Extreme Unction and, 341; nature and
qualifications, 52-53; necessity to confess,
325; penalty for omission of Easter duty,
260, 261
MORTIFICATION, 74, 185, 391

56, 57, 231;

indulgenced, 338-39; of devotion,

383, 386

OBSTINACY
OCCASIONS

324, 325, 366

and sanctifying grace,

— pictures,

210-11

183

OBJECTS,

OBSESSION,

nouncements on, 144-147

MOTION,

217

210, 244; evangelical
counsel, 376, 377, 378; models of, 72, 73,
216, 217; moral virtue, 95; of Jesus, 72, 73,
75, 79, 216, 217; perfect, 376, 377; sins
against, 221, 250; to ecclesiastical superiors,
115, 135, 158, 217, 250, 251; to God, 10,
45, 89, 175, 183; to lawful authority, 140,
217, 222, 223; to the Commandments,

OBLATION,

MORNING Offering, prayer, 419
MORTAL sin, and imperfect contrition,

MOTHERHOOD,

365, 369, 370-71

OATHS, 25, 153, 209,
OBEDIENCE, blind,

10,

N.C.W.C. Com-

NOE,

348

MIRACLES,

MISSAL,

119,

Catholics in, 140

MERITS

MISSA

233

and Mohammedanism,

ORIGEN,

and

375

on

MOHAMMED

MYSTICAL Body of Christ,

St.,

blessings at, 393, *19

53, 73, 89,

—contract, 255, 354, 360, 369, 370

NURSES,

281

of,

MODERATION, 99
MODESTY, 93, 230,

156

MEAT, abstinence from, 259
MECHANICS, eminent Catholics in, 140
MEDALS, blessed, 123, 125, 383, 385, 386, 387
MEDIATION, 71, 83, 257
MEDICINE, eminent Catholics in, 140
MEDITATION, 259, 375, 399
MEEKNESS, 60, 61, 73, 94, 98-99, 101, 275,

MERIT

Moab, king

416

85, 400, 403,

NULLITY, of marriage, 365; of oaths, 209
NUNCIOS, apostolic, 129
NUNS, 380-81
NUPTIAL, blessing, 365, 369, 371, 383
—Mass,

—

MYSTERIES,

the Apostle,

bol for, 411

MAXENTIUS,

MERCY,

—

MUTILATION,

53

MATTHIAS the Apostle,
MAUSOLEUMS, 345

MAY

427
NOVENAS,

417

missionaries, 119, 123, 126,

263, 349, 351, 408-409
parish, 400, 403
MITRE, 131, 353
MIXED, marriage, 363, 364-65, 366
religion, impediment of, 363

medanism

— for mortal
— origin of, 37
MATTHEW

MISSIONS, and

MORALITY, 44, 47, 180, 242
MORALS, doctrine of, 144;

sin, 51

MATERIALISM, 48
MATHEMATICIANS,

“MISSING link,” 47
MISSION Sunday, 409,

229, 234, 257,
259, 269, 379; duties towards, 95, 216-17,
221; first, 44-45
PARISH, missions, 403
priests, 131, 347
PARTIAL, abstinence, 259
indulgences, 337, 338-39

—
—
PARTICULAR, judgment,
— worship, 196
PASCH,

76,

164-65

282

PASCHALTIDE,
PASSION,

81, 254, 255
of Christ, 76-79, 81, 285

— Scapular, 387
— Sunday, 255, 415
Week 255

415

PASTORS, 131,
PATEN, 294

PATER

251, 262, 347, 351

Noster, of the Mass, 306

—prayer, 188, 393, 394-95, 418

PATIENCE,
(see also

60, 79, 93, 94, 95, 98-99,

Meekness)

PATRIARCHAL

cross,

229

191

1

;

,

Mv

428
PATRIARCHS,

pre-Christian, 20, 22-23, 47,
62, 113; of the Eastern Church, 121, 129
119, 123, 405

PATRICK, St.,
PATRIOTISM,

95

PATRON saints,

39, 69, 98, 199, 373
PAUL, St., acknowledgment of Peter’s primacy, 109; Apostle of the Gentiles, 107;
conversion, 88, 107, 109, 159; Epistles, 25,
27, 29; feasts, 253, 416; martyrdom, 118;
teachings on: chastity, 106; conscience, 181
forgiveness of sin, 106; hospitality, 191 love
of enemies, 188, 189; marriage, 106; Mystical Body, 158; purgatory, 167; sanctifying

for,

St.

PEACE,

Souls, see Purgatory
122-29, 142-49, 305, 353; as infallible
teacher, 27, 147; as lawmaker, 251 election,
127; intention of, 337, 339; jurisdiction, 123,
124-25, 126, 129; obedience to, 217; pontifical decorations, 123; powers, 124-25, 160,
251, 337; primacy, 106, 122-23, 153; program, 1 25; successor of Peter, 108, 111, 117,
122, 131, 142; support, 262, 263; titles, 123,

1

125

POPES, list of
POPE’S Peace

53

335,
336; sacrament of, 106, 152, 154, 161, 233,
316-33; effects, 89, 90, 261, 325, 331; fre-

PENTECOST,

feast of, 84, 85, 103, 109, 253,
254, 259, 274, 416; season after, 254, 255

PORTABLE
PORTER,

altar,

100, 375; voluntary, 376, 378
God’s, 15, 17, 30, 34, 35; of angels,
39; supernatural, 90
of jurisdiction, of orders, ^Jurisdiction; Orders

PRAYER,

148, 149, 156
PERSONS, blessings for, 383
in Christ, 66

30-33

PERSEVERANCE,

379, 389
St., the Apostle, 115; and Ananias,
246; Christ’s appearance to, 83; Christ’s
friendship for, 189; confirms newly baptized, 106; denial of Christ, 206, 320;
epistles, 25; feast, 253, 414, 416; freed from
prison, 159, 389; martyrdom, 118; on
understanding the Bible, 29; primacy, 75,
103, 106, 107, 108-109, 122; reference to
limbo, 80
Pontifical Society of, 409
Claver, St., 187
Chrysologus, St., 27
Canisius, St., 27
Damian, St., 27
PETER’S pence, 263
PETITION, prayer of, 281, 288, 389, 395, 397

PETER,

—
—
—
—
—

PHARAOH,

king, 23, 53, 62
sect, 58, 61, 65, 74, 75, 77, 79,

PHARISEES,
St.,

archeparchy, 121

the Apostle, 107

— Neri, 325
— deacon,
— of Hesse, 359
St.,

1

PHILIPPINES, holydays

PHOTIUS,

of obligation, 130
patriarch, 153

PHYSICIANS, eminent Catholic, 140
PHYSICISTS, eminent Catholic, 140
PICTURES, 57, 199, 201
PIETY, 93, 197, 385; filial,
PILATE, Pontius, governor,

PILGRIMAGES,
PIOUS,

societies,

Matrimony, 368-69

Commission

77, 79, 81, 83,

229

332-33; as mediators, 257; blessing of, 393;
classes of, 348-49, 351; diocesan, 347; jurisdiction and powers -of, 41, 107, 128, 129,
131, 153, 278, 317, 343, 348, 350-51, 361,
383; Jewish order of, 128, 283, 353; missionary, 119, 123, 349, 351; need for, 349;
parish, 131, 351; religious, 347, 351; reverence for, 217, 352; schismatic, 153, 350; support of, 353
PRIMACY, of Peter, 103, 106, 108-109, 122;
of the pope, 106, 122-23, 153

of,

123

pope, 124, 237, 238, 239, 240, 241, 245
pope, 47, 57, 131, 137, 223, 237, 245,

—XII,

blessings for, 383

PLAYS,

parenthood, 357

56, 57, 231
of Community Life, 381

PLEDGE,

PLENARY indulgences, 336, 338-39
PLUTARCH, philsopher, 140
PLUTOCRACY, 139

PRODIGAL

PROFANITY,
PROFESSION
PROHIBITIVE

POLYCARP,

St.,

201

PONTIFICAL, liturgical

book, 350

— Academy of Sciences, 339
— Association of the Holy Childhood, 126, 409
— Commissions, permanent, 127

PROMETHEUS,
PROMISES,
1

1

;

of

Our

nature and obligation
Lord, 22, 401

of,

210-

PROPAGANDA Fide, Sacred Congregation
de, 126
PROPAGATION of the Faith, 98, 99, 263,
337, 349, 408-409
Pontifical Society for the, 98, 119, 133, 409
PROPERTY, Church, 126; distribution of,
238-39; damage to, 234, 235, 236-37; right
of, 237, 238

—

PROPHETS and

PURGATORY,

295

PURITY, 101, 230 (see also
PURPOSE, of amendment,

Chastity)
318, 324-25, 328;

of existence, 10

PYX, 298

QUARRELING, 60
QUEENSHIP of the

B.V.M., 416

RACCOLTA,

338, 418
of man, 44
RADIO, 56-57; N.C.W.C. Commission on,

RACES
133

RANKS,

Church, 128-29
Order of, 191

in the

RANSOM,
RAPHAEL,

RASH

St., the Archangel, 39
judgment, 225, 247, 249

RATIONALISTS,

11

READING matter, 57, 131,
REAL Presence, 278-79

203, 231, 251, 275

REASON,

of, 10, 13, 20,

age

of,

260; use

REBELLION against God, 39, 40, 53
RECREATION, 215, 375
RECTORS, 347
REDEEMER, death of, 78-79; promise

22

REDEMPTION,

of,

13, 31, 32, 76, 78-79, 80, 81,

184, 287, 393

REFORM, 135; social, 240, 245
REFORMATION, 119, 152, 153,
REGINA,

154

Coeli, prayer, 69, 255, 397,

REGULAR confessor, 333
REGULARITY of life, 375
RELATIONSHIPS,

420

273, 363, 364; table of,

362

RELICS

and

reliquaries, 82-83, 127, 200-201

292, 293, 298

RELIGION, and

natural science, 35-37, 140;
superstition, 204-205; nature, obligation and practice of, 11, 13, 95, 197, 203205, 221, 227, 412-13; study of, 11, 203; the
true, 63, 79, 112-13
RELIGIOUS, bodies, Christian, 106, 11213, 117, 153-55

and

—

140

ecclesia et pontifice” medal, 123
197, 400, 404, 405; Offertory, 121, 304
son, 160, 318, 320
209, 229
of faith, 158, 197, 392, 404
impediments to marriage,
362-63, 364, 365
in mythology, 167

301, 357, 381

PLANNED

(clergy), 129

PROCESSIONS,

St.,

—XI,

163
197

eternal, 10, 331; for sin, 19,
45, 49, 53, 55, 57, 109, 164-67, 174-75, 33031, 334-35, 385; of Adam, 44, 48-49; of
angels, 39; remission of, 289, 317, 334-35;
temporal, 321, 330-31, 334-35, 336, 337, 385
153, 165, 166-69, 176, 331;
existence of, 166-67; help for souls in, 159,
163, 166, 169, 339, 345; pains of, 168-69
PURIFICATION, feast of, 71, 386, 401, 404,

62-63, 67

ments for, 332, 347; signs of vocation to,
347; seminary course for, 347
PRIESTS, 153, 350-51; and seal of confession,

157, 359

— IX /"pope, 69; papal Order
— X, pop>e, 311
PLACES,

for the, 127
58, £06-207

58-59, 94, 97, 98, 204, 376
dignity of, 352-53; require-

PRIESTHOOD,

“PRO

126
exarchate, 121

PIUS^VII, pope,

Pontifical

— ownership, 237, 238

— Union of the Clergy,
PITTSBURGH,

of the Faith,

PRIME, canonical prayer, 351
PRINTERS, eminent Catholic,
PRIVATE, affairs, 247

18-19, 173

25
217, 220-21, 229

49, 93

PRESUMPTION,
PRIDE,

of,
officials,

414

PRESBYTERIANS, 155
PRESENCE, God’s, 17; Real, 278-79
PRESENTATION, feast of the, 71

PRESERVATION

apostolic, 129

94, 95

Book

PURIFICATOR,

396

of cloistered orders, 381; distractions at, 55,
201, 391; family, 219; for penance, 331; for
persons and places, 383, 386, 390; for the
dead, 159, 163, 166, 169, 191; indulgenced,
337, 399; kinds, places and time for, 391;
manner for, 389; means of holiness, 89, 115,
376; mental, 337, 391; most important
prayers, 392-99, 418-21; nature and qualities of, 388-89; objects of, 388-89; of intercession, 199; of priest while vesting, 297;
symbol for, 411; vocal, 196, 337, 391
PRECEPTS of charity, 75, 180, 182-93
PRE-CHRISTIAN revelation, 22-23, 43, 6263
PREFACE, of the Mass, 306
PREFECTS apostolic, 126, 131
PRELATES, 129
PREPARATION, for Communion, 312-13;
for confession, 328-29; for death, 162-63; for

PRIMATES

95

404-405
406-407

of, 388,

15, 74, 126, 165, 201; a protection

from sin, 41, 55, 203, 375, 376; a spiritual
work of mercy, 199; -book, 339; chief work

97, 207

PHILADELPHIA,

religious, 400-405

PRAISE, prayer

Christian, 31, 93, 101, 135,
183, 213, 372-73, 376-81, 413; means of,
374-77; model of, 373; state of, 378
PERFECTIONS of God, 15-17
PERIODICALS, indecent, 57, 126, 203, 231,
251
PERJURY, 211, 248
PERPETUAL adoration, 315
PERPETUITY of the Church, 148-49
PERSECUTION, 19, 101, 118, 119, 125, 139,

PRUDENCE,

— worship,

POWERS

PERFECTION,

PROTHONOTARY

PUNISHMENT,

308

POWER,

—love of God, 183

of public, 363
Historical and Artistic
Holy See, Pontifical

PRO VERBS, Book of, 25
PROVIDENCE, Divine,
PROXY, 273

— sinners,

293

of the

154-55, 157; and Bible
interpretation, 27, 29, 119, 154; and Matrimony, 359; and salvation, 151; and the
Commandments, 195; and the Eucharist,
277; and tradition, 27; attitudes of Catholics towards, 156; beginnings, 119, 152, 153,
154, 358; churches, denominations and
sects, 112, 154-55; converts to Catholicism,
155; ministers, 351 ; services, 203

PSALMS,
PUBLIC,

19, 71, 72, 73, 75, 100; of spirit,

PERFECT,

season, 255
contrition, 322-23

Com-

minor order, 348

POVERTY,

PRACTICES,

PHILIP,

142

PORTIUNCULA indulgence, 339
POSSESSION, diabolic, 41, 383
POST-COMMUNION, of the Mass,

—Jewish feast of, 282
PEPIN, king, 125
PER annum, ecclesiastical

—
— in God,

the,

Plan, N.C.W C. Special
mittee, 133
PORCH, of church, 79

quency, 233, 251, 260-61; institution, 316;
matter and form, 270; ministers and obligation, 317; of the dead, 267; symbol for, 411,
414
PENITENTIARY, Sacred Apostolic, 126

Monuments

Commission, 127

PROTESTANTISM,

;

126, 355

93, 101, 243, 337

— of Augsburg,

PROTECTION of the

POPE,

grace, 87

PEACE on Earth, excerpts, 242-43
“PEACEFUL coexistence,” 244
PELAGIUS and Pelagianism, 147, 153
PENANCE, after confession, 329, 330-31,

65, 93

PROPRIETY, impediment

POOR

;

PAULINE privilege,
PAUPERISM. 100

Catholic Faith

— Mass, 289
— Relief Organization, Pontifical Commission
127
— Society for the Propagation of the Faith,
126, 409
— Society of Peter the Apostle,
409
— Work for Priestly Vocations, 127,126,
353

prophecy, 20, 23, 25, 63, 64,

Sacred Congregation of, 126
—state of life, 73, 134, 219, 347, 351, 378-81;
admission into, 379; duties in, 351; intentions and qualifications for, 378; vows, 211
RELIQUARIES, 298
REMIGIUS, St., 123
REMISSION of temporal punishment, 289,
317, 334-35
REMORSE, 57, 175
RENEWAL of baptismal vows, 273

REPARATION,

for sin, 77; of damage to
property, 236; of non-material injuries, 249

REPENTANCE,
REPRISAL,

161, 227
fear of, 45, 47
185, 189, 247
309, 345

REPUTATION,

REQUIEM Mass, 291,
RESERVED sins, 317

RESIDENTIAL bishop, 131
RESIGNATION, 19, 79,
prayer

for,

343,

375,

421

RESISTANCE

to grace, 89

RESOLUTIONS and oaths, 211, 325
RESPECT for superiors, 216-17, 325

"KNOW GOD BETTER TO LOVE HIM MORE”

389;

INDEX
RESTITUTION, 236-37
RESURRECTION, of Christ,
177

RETREATS, spiritual, 400, 402-403
REVELATION, and natural science,

—
— Eastern,

ROSE

Sacred Roman, 127
121, 350

of faith, Catholic, 22-23, 29, 75; Prot-

29

SABBATH,

35, 212
Discipline, Sacred Congregation of, 126
—grace, 261, 266, 267, 268, 275, 314, 316-17,
341, 349, 355

SACRAMENTAL,

SACRAMENTALS,

382-85;

use

of,

384;

value, 385

SACRAMENTS,

26, 33, 115, 116, 256, 263,
266-67; character, 267, 269, 274, 275, 310,
317, 341, 349, 350, 369; effects, 89, 90, 26667; frequentation, 55 89, 233, 375; institution, 26, 75, 268, 276, 316, 340, 346, 354;
kinds, 267, 341
Last, 342-43; matter and
form, 266, 268, 270, 275, 278, 341, 346, 369;
means of grace, 261, 266-68, 275, 314, 31617, 341; 349, 355, 375; ministers, 270, 271,
274, 275, 317, 340, 341, 347, 348, 350,
;

354, 369

SACRED,

Heart, devotion to, 22, 66, 201,
400-401; feast of, 416; League of the, 407
of, 127

— Rites, Congregation
— Triduum, 365
—vessels, 294-95, 298,
— vestments, 296-99

299:2-3, 383

280; kinds, 281; Jewish, 281-83,
301; nature and history, 25/, 279, 280-83;
pagan, 15, 21, 281; the New, 283-87
205, 209, 267, 312

SAINTS, canonization of, 127, 146, 199; communion of, 158-59; in heaven, 177; in the
Church, 105, 113, 115, 145, 147; intercession of, 199; names of, in Baptism, 271;
patron, 39, 69, 98, 199, 373; reappearance
of, 43; temptations of the, 40, 41
veneration of, 197, 198-99
;

SALOONS, 56
SALVATION,

62, 75, 81, 85, 86, 87, 91, 99,
195; and Baptism, 269; and the Bible, 29;
and the Church, 150-51; in our hands, 175
SALVE, Regina, prayer, 393, 397, 419
Good, 186, 191

SAMARITAN,
SAMSON, 410
SANCTIFIER,

the, 85

SANCTIFYING

grace, 45, 48, 52, 85-87, 90,
105, 151, 153, 201, 267, 269, 314, 317, 341,
349, 374
and sanctification, 19, 31, 32,
75, 85, 93, 99, 101, 111, 213, 373, 375 (see
also Perfection, Christian)
of Pompei, Pontifical Commission for the, 127
SANCTUS, of the Mass, 306, 388
SANHEDRIN, Jewish ruling body, 77
Claus, 71
SARA, wife of Tobias, 368
SATAN, 40, 41, 61, 207
SATISFACTION, for sin, 76-77, 288, 337; in

SANCTITY

SANCTUARY

SANTA

153,

123

353

SERVILE,

fear of God, 323
214-15, 229, 241, 242, 253
345, 400, 402; of God, 11;
participation, non-Catholic, 203
SEVEN, Dolours, of the B.V.M., feast of, 415;

SERVICE, Church,
387

SEVENTH Commandment,

Holy

Spirit

307, 311

379

273, 275
242, 243
eparchy, 121

340
19, 49;

STIPENDS, 263
STOLE, 297, 328
STRIKES, 241

SUBDIACONATE,

348

SUBSIDIARITY, 241
SUFFERINGS, 19, 48,
101, 168-69;

SUFFRAGAN

49, 76, 77, 79, 88, 95,

freedom from, 45
bishop, 131

167-69

153, 163, 224,

227

Mass on, 251, 252, 291;

obliga-

252-53; observance,

213-15

26, 29,
—-Mission,

409, 417
duties of, 217, 220-21; duties
towards, 73, 115, 135, 140, 158, 217, 222,
223, 250, 251, 377

SUPERNATURAL,

— virtues, 90-91

freedom from, 45
384, 392-93
Tribunal of

and Matrimony,

360-61; and the Church, 138-41; dictatorship of, 243; prayer for, 390
of grace, 86, 87, 89, 159, 223, 311,
334, 338; of life, 134, 219, 329, 347, 351,
366, 367, 373, 378-81
STATE, Secretariate of (Papal), 127
STATES, Papal, 125; relations between, 243
STATIONS of the cross, 338 402
STATUES, 201, 339
STEALING, 47, 54, 161, 180, 235
STEPHEN, St., 159, 188, 196, 405
STERILITY and sterilization, 225, 357

SUPERIORS,

210, 404, 405
aid for, 106, 191, 340-43

SICKNESS,

the, 223, 239, 243;

tions, 29, 212, 213-15,

134, 207
19, 39, 71

SHRINES,

— Oil of the,

37

STATE,

SUNDAY,

canonical prayer, 351

SIGN of the cross, 33, 382,
SIGNATURE, Supreme

STAMFORD,

SUICIDE,

234-37

SHEPHERD, Good, 105, 109,
SHEPHERDS, at the manger,
SHOWS, 57, 231

the

Apostolic, 126
SIMON, St., the Apostle, 107
Magus, heretic, 109, 205
SIMONY, 109, 204, 205

SIMPLICITY,

see

STARS

SUFFRAGES,

— Last Words of Christ, 78

—

SACRIFICE,

SACRILEGE, 204,
SAFE period, 357

Holy,

STATE,

—work,

SICK,

152, 154

of,

STALIN, Joseph,
of,

of the Mass, 303
SERGIUS, patriarch, 153
SERMON, of the Mass, 303; on the Mount,
75, 100-101
SERRA, Clubs; International; Fr. lunipero,

SEXT,

Diet

15, 38;

SPONSORS,
381

156

of,

47

— works of mercy, 190-93

347, 381; support of,

SENNACHERIB, 209
SENSUALITY, 61, 376
SEPARATION, matrimonial, 361
SEVERUS, Lucius Septimius, emperor,

Scapulars

43, 163, 412;

204, 205

— director of vocations,
— neglect, 61
— reading, 375

SEQUENCE,

121

of,

sin, 53; origin of,

SPIRITISM, 41, 205
SPIRITUAL, communion,

263,
— and Universities, Sacred Congregation
126, 353
— N.C.W.C. Committee on, 133

— Papal Order of the,

rite,

mortal

for the, 133

SPIRIT,

SEPTUAGESIMA, 254, 255, 414
SEPULCHRE, Holy, 79, 80-81, 83

RUSSIA, 242-45
RUSSIANS, 120

42-43; immortality

SPEYER,

institutes, 381

of,

RUBRICS,

SOUL,

SPELLS,

respect, 59

—

estant, 27,

127

-abjection, 97
control, 99, 374-75
defense, 225
-denial, 374-75

SEMINARIES,

300, 301

king, 59, 206
for sin, 101, 320-21

in grace, 86; in

— love 184-85
— oblation, 281

301

230

SOURCES, of grace, 374; of sin, 56-57
SOUTANE, 297
SPANISH Speaking, N.C.W.C. Committee

of Briefs, Pontifical,

knowledge, 319, 329

122; persecutions at,
118; pilgrimages to, 405
ROSARY, 338, 385, 396, 398-99, 417; feast of,
399; indulgences, 339; mysteries of, 398, 420
Confraternity of the, 407
of Lima, St., 405

RUTHENIAN

SORROW

414-17;

208-11

Pontifical, 127
SECRETS, 17, 247, 249, 333

—

59,

59

SOLOMON,

325

— of State,

SECULAR
315

rite,

RULE

254-55,

and Gomorrah,

SODOMY,

SOLITUDE, 375
“SON of God,” 67

SELF,

121, 310, 350, 351

ROMANIANS, 120
ROME, bishop of, 109,

ROTA,

St.,

SECRETARIATE

235

ROBERT Bellarmine, St., 27, 139,
ROGATION days, 255, 405, 415
ROMAN, Curia, 126-27

— empire, 120-21,
—
121

ecclesiastical,

SEBASTIAN,

SECOND Commandment,
SECRET of the Mass, 305

SODOM

SOLEMN High Mass, 25, 289, 290,
SOLEMNITY of the Lord, 284

holydays of obligation, 130
Holy, see Bible

closed, 365; penitential, 365

kiss-

120-21

ROBBERY,

137, 139, 218
natural, and the Church, 35, 36-

SCRIPTURES,

SCRUPLES of conscience, 181, 319, 329
SCULPTORS, eminent Catholic, 140
SEAL of confession, 249, 332-33
SEASONS,

wedding, 371;

ing wedding, 371
R.I.P., 163, 345
RISEN bodies, qualities of, 171
RITES, 115; and ritual, 27, 115, 350, 370
Sacred Congregation of, 126, 300

action, 137

—justice, 141, 238-39, 240-41, 245
139, 237; 240
SOCIETIES, mission, 98, 119, 133, 408-409;
pious, 407; secret, 210, 251
SODALITY of Our Lady, 406, 407

SOCIALISM,

37, 46-47, 140-41

SCOTLAND,

89, 165, 176, 180, 193
use of, 357
the Lionhearted, 119
163, 185

RHYTHM,
RICHARD

—Latin (Roman),

227-29
386, 387

and schismatics, 120, 126, 149, 150,
152-53, 156-57, 158, 163, 351

SCHOOLS,
SCIENCE,

189, 225

RICHES,
RIDICULE, 209
RIGHTS, 242, 243
RING, episcopal, 353;

SOCIAL,

SAVIOUR, The, 63-67
SCANDAL, 51, 61, 207,
SCAPULARS, 383, 385,

SCHISM

35-37;
Divine, 15, 22-23, 24, 28-29, 33, 62-63, 413;
pre-Christian, 22-23, 43, 63; private, 22

REVENGE, 60, 95,
REVERENCE, 208
REWARDS, 13, 19,

429

confession, 318, 330-31

65, 80-81, 8283; of the body, 81, 83, 153, 163, 170-71,

375

SIN, 19, 21, 181; actual, 50-51 ff., 161, 269;
and guilt, 51, 161; and imperfections, 55;
and sinfulness, 51, 55; and sinners, 19, 134,
191 and temptation, 41, 50; atonement for,
65, 169; avoidance of, 55, 56, 203, 317;
;

86

SUPERSTITION, 204-205, 384
SUPPORT, of the Church, 135,

213, 251,
262-63, 290, 345, 364, 381; of the missions,

408-409

SURPLICE,

297

SWEARING, 210
SYLVESTER, St., Papal
SYMBOLS, Catholic, 78,

Order

123

of,

84, 91, 92, 108, 294,
295, 297, 298, 348, 399, 410-11, 412
of Milevi and Carthage, 153

SYNODS

SYRIANS,

120

capital or deadly, 57, 58-63, 94; confession
325, 329; consent to, 53, 97; co-

of, 318,

operation

in, 51; doubtful, 329; forgiveness
of, 105, 106, 160-61, 289, 316-17, 320, 326,

385, 395; greatest, 53, 161; material, 51;
mortal, 52-53, 87, 151, 161, 174, 260, 261,
321, 323, 325, 326, 327, 331, 341; obligation to confess, 161, 325, 327, 328-29; occasions and sources, 56-57, 206, 231, 233, 324,
325, 366; original, 48-49, 50, 87, 153, 161,
269; punishment for, 19, 45, 49, 53, 55, 57,
109, 164-67, 174-75, 330-31, 334-35, 385;
remission of, 160-61, 289; requisites for
mortal, 53; reserved, 317; satisfaction for,
76, 77, 79, 318, 330-31; sorrow for, 101,
320-21; steps to, 50; venial, 54-55, 321,
325, 327, 331, 385
SINS against, charity, 61, 207; faith, 202-205;
hope, 206-207; obedience, 45, 221, 250; the
Holy Spirit, 161; truth, 248-49; of the
tongue, 247
SISTERHOODS, religious, 380-81

SISTERS, 229
SIXTH Commandment,
SKEPTICS, 11

SLANDER, 247, 249
SLOTH, 57, 61, 94, 99,

230-33, 361

207, 231
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TABERNACLE, 279,
TABLES of Law, 195

293

TALE-BEARING, 249
TANEY, Roger Brooke,

TANTUM ergo, hymn,
TARTARUS, 43
TAU cross, 229
TAXES,

329
315

138, 223

TE Deum,

hymn, 388,

TELEVISION,

389, 405
56, 57; N.C.W.C.

Commis-

sion on, 133

TEACHING,
—Church,

191;

and

teachers, 217

29, 102, 128
61, 94-95, 97, 99, 226, 233,

TEMPERANCE,
259

TEMPORAL,

goods, 95, 185, 373, 395

—punishment, 166-67, 321, 330-31, 334-35,
336, 337, 385

TEMPTATION,

17, 40-41,

48,

181, 232, 341, 395

TEMPTING God, 207
TENDER conscience, 181
TENEBRAE, 78
TENT, as symbol,

TENTH

293

Commandment,

234-37

50, 75, 88,

My

43 °
TEPIDITY,

TERCE,

13, 61,

207

canonical prayer, 351

TERESA of Avila, St., 40, 200
TERTULLIAN, theologian, 118
THABOR, Mt., 43, 75
THANKSGIVING, 281, 288, 389:

of the

Mass, 308
235

THEFT,

THEODORET, bishop, 123
THEODOSIUS the Great, emperor, 330
THEOLOGICAL virtues, 90-91, 94, 197
THERESE of the Child Jesus, St., 366, 405Little Way of, 374, 375
THIRD, Commandment,

— Orders, 406
THOMAS,
— k Becket,

St.,

St.,

—Aquinas,
33,

tithing,

sinful, 51, 52,’

232-

TONGUE,
TONGUES,

— of

fire,

gift of, 85, 93
symbol, 15, 84, 85

TRADE

338-39, 417

unions, 241
Divine, 22-23, 26-27; and the

TRADITION,
Bible, 27

TRANSFIGURATION,

TRANSMIGRATION

and

of

life,

evil,

VENGEANCE,
VENIAL

VESTAL

VESTITURE, religious, 383
VESTMENTS, ecclesiastical,
VIA

45; of the knowledge of good

the, 393;

scapular

167, 195

of,

387; sym-

217, 276, 311, 313, 342-43
131
II, king,

124

’

125

of feasts, 259

VIENNA, 399
VINCENT, de

— of Lerins,

St.,

191; Society of 407

™

1.

94-"

....

'

93

churches, 109, 337; of the
imprisoned, 191; of the sick, 191, 343
B.V.M., feast of, 396, 416
to the Blessed Sacrament, 279, 311
’
315, 373, 400
prayer, 196, 337, 391
fostering of, 353, 379, 408;
obstruction of, 219, 353; Pontifical Work
for Priestly, 353; right intention for,
378,
379; signs of, 347; support of, 263, 381 (see
also Evangelical counsels)
of God, 180, 181
VOLTAIRE, Francois, 113, 156
«

\

VISITS

410

VOCAL

VOCATION,

Ukrainian Greek Church, 121
134-35

UNDERSTANDING,

15, 43, 92,

UNION, hypostatic, 67
UNIONS, labor, 241

UNITED
UNITED

WAKES’, 344

WALDENSES
WAR,

95

Nations, 243
States, Bishops’ statement, 1959,
excerpt, 240; chief religious bodies, 112;
contributions and attitudes of Catholic
citizens, 139; diocesan map of, 130; Eastern

and Waldensianism, 153
eminent Catholics, 140

95, 141, 189;

225
of feet, 76, 78

''^SHINGTON,

George, president, 140
baptismal, 271, 273; holv, 343 344
’
382, 383, 384, 386
cross, 338, 400, 402-403
59, 357; use of, 59, 241

WATER,

WAY of the
WEALTH,

WEDDING

ring, 371

WEEK, Holy, 76, 78, 255, 415
WELFARE, Emergency and Relief Committee, N.C.W.C., 133
—general, 221, 222, 223, 247
“WHITE” lies 55, 248

WILL,

of angels, 39; of God, 19, 34, 35, 67,
389, 395; of man, 10, 19, 34, 39, 42 43
89, 95, 153

WILLS, 164, 235, 263
WINE, appearance of,

277, 278-79, 313; for
consecration, 291, 300, 304
gift of, 92; of God, 15, 17; of the
angels, 39; wordly, 95

WITCHCRAFT,
WITNESSES,

“WORD,
WORDS,

WORK,

205
marriage, 361

The,” 65
Seven Last, 78

prayers

at,

419; servile, 214-15, 229,

WORKINGMEN’S Indult, 258
WORKS, corporal, 190-93; good,

331, 335, 345, 407 obligation of good, 192ordinary, 190, 372-73, 376; practical
spiritual, 191
20, 34-35, 37
196-97, 199, 204, 279, 280-81
388; Catholic, 114, 115, 213-15, 286 (see
also Eucharist; Mass); impediment of disparity of, 363; liturgical, 256-57; manner of,
212-15; non-Cathloic, 203, 281; pagan
14, 21; 205, sins against, 202-205
of Christ, 305
;

94-95; effects of 93-94natural, 90-91; theological!

;

90-91, 94, 197; ( see also names of specific
virtues, e.g., Charity; Chastity; etc.)
'
'

HOTAMP gift of,r
VISIONS,
VISITATION, of

—of the

246-47

in the Bible, 67, 79, 170, 283,

;

209

39, 87, 89
99, 101, 115, 135, 159, 161, 165, 213, 247!

da, 233

VIRGINITY, 377
VIRTUES, cardinal,
Dl0

;

simple public, 381

241, 252, 253

Paul,

27

,

bols for, 30, 410; unity of, 32-33
Cross, 118, 200, 201

296-99, 353

402

VINCI, Leonardo

TRUE

UNBELIEVERS,

;

WISDOM,

apostolic, 126, 129; forane
51, 56, 57, 161, 215

VICE,

VIGILS,

Blessed, 13, 22, 30-33, 197; and
the Incarnation, 68-69; feast, 33, 81, 416;
persons in, 30-31, 66, 84, 145, 153; prayer

honoring

crucis,

VIATICUM,

TRINITY,

TYPES,

377

VICTOR Emmanuel

45

TRENT, Council of, 147, 154,
TRIANGLE, symbol, 30, 410
TRIBUNALS, sacred, 127

TRUTH,

virgins,

VICARS,
65; feast of, 416

of souls, 167

TRANSUBSTANTIATION, 278
TREASON, 223
TREASURY, spiritual, 334, 335
TREE,

VAUGHAN,

VENERATION,

263

hierarchical, 129; papal, 123, 125
bishops and archbishops, 131
19, 39, 80, 216, 368
sins of the, 247

TITULAR
TOBIAS,

231, 233, 344
124-25, 127; holydays of
obligation, 130
I, 146, 147
—Council II, 27, 146, 153, 300, 351
Colonel, family, 379
VEIL, chalice, 294, 295; tabernacle, 293
of relics and images, 147
153, 200-201, 204; of the cross, 78, 79, 200,'
415; of the saints, 197, 198-99, 204
189, 225
sin, 54-55, 321, 325, 327, 331, 385
’
VERACITY, 95
VESPERS, canonical prayer, 351
VESSELS, sacred, 294-95, 298, 383

— Council

139, 168, 314

TONSURE, 348
“TOTIES quoties” indulgence,
TOWEL, finger, 295
TRACT, of the Mass, 303

;

381

just,

vanity, 58, 185,
VATICAN, City,

the Apostle, 83, 107

papal, 125, 353

and

59, 235

Matrimony, 363, 364; marriage, 356; nature of, 21 1 private, 381 priestly, 351 profession of, 383; religious, 211, 347,
351, 378,

VULGARITY,

WASHING

405

237

TITHES

USURY,

212-15

St., 27, 37, 97,

THOUGHTS and desires,
TIARA,
TITLES,

Catholic Faith

Rite Catholics, 120; N.C.W.C., 132-33,
136-37; government support of education!
139; Patroness, 405
UNITY, Eucharist sacrament of, 314; of God,
30-33; of Matrimony, 358-59; of the Church,
103, 110-11, 114-15; of the Trinity, 32-33
UNIVERSE, creation of, 34-35; order of 15
20, 22, 37
UNIVERSITIES, Congregation of Seminaries and, 126
“USUAL conditions” for indulgences, 338-39

VOICE

93;

ways of good, 193;

WORLD,

WORSHIP,

WOUNDS
WRATH,

60
John, heretic, 119, 153

WYCLIFF,
YEAR,

ecclesiastical,

books for, 350; feasts
and holidays, 27, 121, 212, 215, 291, 414-17;
seasons of, 254-55

VOTE,

duty to, 222-23
VOTIVE Mass, 309

VOWS,
sels,

ZACCHEUS,

baptismal, 272-73; evangelical coun347, 376-77, 378, 380; impediments to

"KNOW'

ZEAL,

publican, 236

61, 94, 99

ZWINGLI,

Huldreich, reformer, 153, 155
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MY MISSION HOUSE PUBLICATIONS
Books for the Christian Home and School
EXCELLENT IN QUALITY
LOW IN PRICE
•

MY CATHOLIC FAITH—A complete up-to-date

MANUAL OF RELIGION

prepared in the
the Ecumenical Council for those who
desire a concise knowledge of the doctrines and
practices of the Catholic Church, whether
Catholic or non-Catholic. It aims to “Know
God better to love Him more.” An Alphabetical
Index with over 12,000 references which is
most helpful to find the subject wanted. Each
lesson complete on facing pages with a large
instructive illustration. Indispensable for every
home. Size 8 x 11 inches, 220 illustrations,
charts and maps, 432 pages printed in brown
and black throughout. Strongly and elegantly
bound in full cloth. Approved textbook in
several dioceses
4.95
spirit of

REVIEWING QUESTIONS FOR STUDY-To
be used with
in three

“My

Catholic

Faith”— 48 pages

pads

0.25

MY FIRST COMMUNION— The

*star-book*

of Bishop Morrow. Over 12,000,000 copies published in dozens of languages and dialects. New
large text. New 52 four-color illustrations. New

binding— Smyth sewn.

New artistic cover.

5" x 7
112 pages. It is the
most for your children
.

MY

book you

Size

will love

0.60

AND

JESUS
I— A large wall chart of 40
pictures visible from any part of a class room,
in full colors. Size 22 x 33 inches. For tiny tots
who can barely read. This chart will teach
them how to love. Accompanying Teachers’
Guide. The heavy sheets are bound very
sturdily with a patented wall-map binding.
Price
9.00

MY JESUS AND

I

booklet— The Same 40

5x8

pictures in full colors book size
inches,
48 pages with attractive cover, for tiny tots
0.25

to take around

MY BIBLE HISTORY— The

best stories from

the Old and the New Testaments, for young
and old alike, in clear, easy language. No home
should be without one. 130 full-page illustrations on every other page. Each lesson complete facing the picture. Contains reviewing
“Questions for Study” on each lesson, and a
“Pronouncing Vocabulary of Proper Names.”
Used as textbook in many schools. Size 9x8
inches, 288 pages, 130 illustrations, printed
throughout in two colors strongly bound
with full-color artistic cover
3.00

—

MY OLD TESTAMENT-Stories

“My
8x7

from

Bible History” in a simplified form. Size
inches, 120 pages, 60 full-page illustrations in
two colors, bound in board, 4-color cover .0.60
.

MY NEW TESTAMENT-Stories

“My

from

8x7

Bible History” in a simplified form. Size
inches, 120 pages, 60 full-page illustrations in
two colors, bound in board, 4-color cover 0.60
.

.

MY JESUS AND I— TEACHERS' GUIDE-To
“My Jesus and I” wall charts and
A definite outline of work to be taken

use with
booklets.

up each week; most helpful for busy teachers,
parents and catechists
0.20

MY MISSION
Originally designed for
missions and retreats, this little prayer-andinstruction booklet found such wide acceptance that in its various editions is about to
reach the two-million mark. Practical meditations with appropriate instructions as to how
to meditate, followed by Morning, Night, During the Day Prayers. Instructions and Prayers

BOOK—

Mass; for Confession and Communion; for
Benediction of the Blessed Sacrament; for the
Holy Rosary and Litanies, and for the Way of
the Cross. The last part of the booklet “Things
a Catholic Should Know” is concise and to the
point, well illustrated. Sacred hymns in musical notation. Size 3K x 5K inches, 128 pages,
66 illustrations, printed in Red and Black type
throughout, light green cover
0.25
for

Substantial Discounts to Schools, the Clergy and Religious

Order from your Favorite Book Store or Religious Goods Dealer or from:

MY MISSION HOUSE

kenosha, Wisconsin

MY MISSION HOUSE PUBLICATIONS
Booklets for Church and School Racks
EXCELLENT

IN

QUALITY

LOW

•

IN

PRICE

MY FAVORITE PRAYERS-The

most useful and indulgenced prayers with 14 illustrations in full color— 36 pages

$0.06

.

MY
at

MASS-Instructions and prayers for assisting devoutly

Mass with 20

full color

illustrations— 40 pages

MY CONFESSION AND COMMUNION-Jnstructions
prayers most appropriate and helpful. 13
tions— 36 pages

0.06

and

full color illustra-

0.06

MY ROS ARY-Prayers for the recitation of the

Rosary, the

Litanies of the Blessed Virgin, Novenas, etc. 21 illustrations
in full color.

36 pages

0.06

MY CHURCH TEACHINGS-The
Church

main doctrine

of the
in easy language with 19 full color illustations.

40 pages

0.06

MY BAPTISM—Useful and

detailed instructions and directions. Rite in Latin-English. Baptismal names, etc. Black
and red type. 12 illustrations. 112 pages

0.08

MY WEDDING DAY—All

about Christian Marriage. Ritual
and Nuptial Mass. Mixed marriages, Canonical Examination, etc. Red and black type. 12 illustrations. 112 pages.
.

.

.

0.08

MY LAST SACRAMENTS—Care

of the sick; Communion
for the sick, Blessings. Last Rites in Latin-English. For
every home and hospital. Red and black type. 128 pages ....

MY BELOVED DEAD—Companion
mourners. Funeral Masses and

of the bereaved
Burial Rites in Latin

English. Prayers. Indulgences. 9 illustrations.
type. 128 pages

MY FRIEND—The
Instruction

best

Red and black
0.08

and most attractive “Prayer and

Book”

illustrations,

0.08

and
and

for the young. 3" x 4M". 108
228 pages. Leatherette cut flush

MY FRIEND—Imitation leather, hard

full color

bound, cases in book

0.20

.

.

0.40

PICTURE OF THE SACRED HEART OF JESUS-In
colors. Suitable for the

Consecration to the Sacred Heart.

Size 18 x 26 inches

0.25

Substantial Discounts to Schools, the Clergy and Religious

Order from your Favorite Book Store or Religious Goods Dealer or from:

MY MISSION HOUSE
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